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PREFACE 

In case my scattered remarks from the introduction on (pp. 3-4, etc.) leave 
unclear the point of the dedication to my friend Jock Brown, let me explain it 
here in the preface. After my Indo-European and Semitic Languages came out 
nearly twenty-five years ago, he was the one reader that truly absorbed it, to 
the point of sensing where it most needed to be C O R R O B O R A T E D . Moreover, 
in the course of his own studies he came upon the very corroboration that 
would serve the purpose (see l.Ac), and he wrote it up concisely but demon-
stratively. If not for him, I might never have found this or any equivalent 
evidence myself. But through his discovery I began to realize how, and with 
what modifications, I should resume my research into the two language 
groups. 

The whole experience, following the publication of InEuSeLa, makes me 
also understand P E R S O N A L L Y something about the history of scholarship over 
the millennia: that the invention of printing, however valuable for the potential 
enlargement of every writer's circle, has not basically changed the intellectual 
condition for the advancement of knowledge. Now, as always, a writer must 
communicate with the mind of some individual. Unless that occurs, it makes 
little difference how many (or how few) copies of the work make the rounds of 
bookstores, libraries, or — for that matter — modern electronic networks. And 
while the all-important individual reader may sometimes be a stranger, I see it 
as no accident that this time the one with whom I could F R U I T F U L L Y share my 
research was an old friend. 

Jock's help to me stretches out through the years since I started working on 
the present book. It is mentioned on many pages of the ensuing chapters, but 
there is still more to it. Lately he has proofread the entire text, catching numer-
ous misprints that had eluded me, and has also contributed many pages of the 
indices, which he does much better than I could. 

I am grateful to quite a few other learned friends besides. Among those 
whose remarks have enabled me to improve many sections are Gary Rends-
burg, Carleton Hodge, Roy Kotansky, and — not least — Yoêl Arbeitman. Π1-
ness stopped him from reading beyond l .Ef in his photocopy of the original 
dot-matrix printout, but up to that point he annotated it copiously and wisely. 
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Without the loving support of my wife, it would have been very hard for 
me to sustain the effort of research, or to resume it after health emergencies. 
The children too (with whom we remain in close touch since they grew up and 
moved away from our area) have followed the progress of this book with inter-
est and encouragement. Our son Daniel, being in the computer consulting busi-
ness, often guides me in the use of the Macintosh word-processor; he says he 
has found it unusual for anyone of my age to learn successfully the operation 
of a computer. 

Last summer my cousins in Seattle, Donald and Lois Celarier, were instru-
mental in giving me access to Saggi di glottologia generate comparata by Alfre-
do Trombetti, the one major predecessor whose writings I had not been able to 
consult. Through an improvement in the international network of bibliography, 
which Martin Raish of the library staff here at SUNY-Binghamton brought to 
my attention, I became aware that the University of Washington owns the sec-
ond volume of that huge work. When I visited my cousins, their friend John 
Sundqvist, being a part-time student, kindly borrowed it from the library so 
that I could study it at leisure. 

I noticed incidentally that Trombetti's Saggi had an odd, complex history 
of publication, which kept it from being listed in the standard bibliographies 
such as the National Union Catalog. After that vacation trip, with much exer-
tion James Mellone, who is in charge of the inter-library loan department here, 
tracked down for me all the scattered fascicles of which the other volumes of 
Saggi consist. He requested them from one library after another that reported 
incomplete holdings of the series Memorie delta R. Accademia delle Scienze 
dell' Istituto di Bologna, Classe di Scienze Morali. Finally, thanks to Mr. 
Mellone, I was able to locate almost everything pertinent to my research that 
Trombetti had noted before me, either in Saggi or in his briefer works. 

I came to appreciate the kinship between Trombetti and me. Both of us, 
though growing up in a monoglot home, were devoted linguists from child-
hood on; we began by teaching ourselves French out of a book. But beyond 
that he surpassed me by far as an autodidact scholar; for he had come from a 
very poor, illiterate family and struggled long and hard to reach the rank of 
professor at the University of Bologna, whereas I had a comfortable childhood 
and a fairly smooth career afterwards. Much as I admire him, I must state that 
he somehow missed the details which have been crucial to me. Perhaps his 
searches through the languages of the whole world were too broad and ambi-
tious. He never had time to learn any of the Semitic languages well enough for 
his own purposes; in particular, his mistaken conception of Hebrew phonology 
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kept him from grasping the most significant links to Indo-European. Still I 
wish I had come across his works much earlier. 

I owe the most special thanks to Konrad Koerner, not only for the prompt 
acceptance of this book to join that renowned series, Current Issues in Lin-
guistic Theory, but since then for sharing with me his expertise in laser print-
ing, in which I am altogether a novice. Yola de Lusenet too, of the John Benja-
mins Publishing Company in Amsterdam, has given me much practical advice, 
together with encouragement, as I labored to produce the camera-ready pages. 
With their high standards they set a mark for me to improve my skill in typ-
ography. For without that my accomplishments in linguistic research cannot be 
brought to the eyes of readers; and no professional typographers, in Europe or 
elsewhere, are familiar with the gamut of characters — Greek, Sanskrit, He-
brew, Arabic, Cyrillic, phonetic — all necessary for the clear presentation of 
my comparative linguistic data. 

Time after time, when the software or the laser printer or something else 
had me utterly baffled, I was rescued by Tom Blake, the computer genius of 
our university. Besides the fonts bought for my use by the university adminis-
tration, he found several other fonts that are in the public domain and have 
served me better than any alternative. I could not have even begun this huge 
typographical job without having him on call; but eventually he got me to the 
point where I could sometimes find the solution to a typographical or electronic 
difficulty by myself. I also thank Mrs. Geraldine MacDonald, who directs the 
computer center and has made sure that for my long, slow task I should have 
full access to their equipment, even during vacations when the center was 
closed. 

Since 1966, when the State University of New York Press decided to pub-
lish my InEuSeLa, I have experienced the revolutionary change in the produc-
tion of books that require complex linguistic typography. A staff of five in Al-
bany — later six — was kept busy for nearly a year, making the roughly eight 
hundred camera-ready pages of that book. Even so, with the Vari-Typer in my 
office I had to supply them with all the Hebrew and phonetics; item by item, 
these were pasted onto measured blank spaces by the staff in Albany. My col-
league and friend, Prof. Khalil Semaan, generously copied out the Arabic for 
me on his typewriter; and an acquaintance was hired to do the same with the 
Sanskrit. These items too had to be pasted in. 

Now it has also taken me nearly a year, working A L O N E , to reformat for la-
ser the entire dot-matrix draft of this book and to produce some five hundred 
camera-ready pages, containing a lot more Arabic and a considerable amount of 
Cyrillic. The electronic fonts serve far better than anything available to me in 
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the past. Notably, the Vari-Typer Hebrew — although on the whole clear and 
handsome — lacked accents; I called on Stanley Kauffman, the young graphic 
artist on our campus, to fill in thousands of accents by hand. But now I do all 
that myself on the word-processor. I still need Mr. Kauffman, though only for 
occasional odd characters, which occur on eight pages in all — a Syriac vowel-
sign, an archaic Greek letter, an Ugaritic cuneiform character, etc. 

On many pages something is less elegant than I would like, but my readers 
should understand how hard the typographical work has been. The phonetic 
fonts are especially troublesome. Though better than any other phonetic fonts 
within my experience, they are prone to uneven spacing. Moreover, they were 
designed only for 12-point lines; and while I have succeeded in enlarging them 
to 14 and reducing them to 10, or even to 8 when necessary, often the results 
are not very neat. So I have to make L E G I B I L I T Y my first rule; i f that is 
achieved, I ask everyone to excuse the letters that are too close together or too 
far apart, and whatever else may be ungainly. 

S. L. 
Binghamton, March 1995 
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INTRODUCTION 

In some fundamental ways this book is different from The Indo-European 
and Semitic Languages: An exploration of structural similarities related to ac-
cent, chiefly in Greek, Sanskrit, and Hebrew, which I published in 1971 
(henceforth abbreviated InEuSeLa). That was, throughout, a comparison of 
morphology, supported by vocabulary only to the limited extent possible on 
the basis of the knowledge I had then. But now I propose to focus the compar-
ison on the vocabulary that embodies whatever is common to Semitic and IE 
morphology.1 There is an important change, at least in emphasis. 

The earlier book was, expressly, an exploration and dwelt at length upon 
many philological details because they bore upon the morphological compari-
sons — sometimes directly, sometimes indirectly. Such discussion will now 
be more limited. Often a footnote, or a mere bibliographical reference, will 
serve those readers who take an interest in the particulars of philology. But at 
least the first time that a word or a part of it is cited, a signal right after it will 
show its status: 
 .Definitely known from one or more texts or from actual current usage יי
t Doubtless available for use in the language, but apparently — through mere 

accident — unattested in the corpus. 
§ Probably to be found somewhere in the corpus, but not accessible to me.2 

These other signals, before a word, indicate scholars' C O N S T R U C T I O N S , in de-
scending order of value; they should never be omitted: 
* Methodically R E C O N S T R U C T E D for a prehistoric or other unattested stage. 
? Merely hypothetical; with no standing as evidence for comparative grammar. 
? ? Cited by me for the sole purpose of discreditation. 
As in InEuSeLa, all transcriptions or transliterations from languages not writ-
ten in the Latin alphabet are shown by curved braces { }. 

1 Mentioning the language groups now in the opposite order is intended only to avoid confu-
sion between the titles of the two books. Neither "Indo-European and Semitic" nor "Semitic 
and Indo-European" should connote any sort of precedence or preference. 
2 Whatever I have only from a lexicon or a grammar will be marked either יי or §, depending 
on my judgement of the authors and their methods. 
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The material will be presented as systematically as its own nature allows, if 
not as systematically as in a comparative grammar of a long-recognised lan-
guage group — namely a Semitic comparative grammar or an IE comparative 
grammar. When Meillet, for example, wrote his Introduction à I etude compa-
rative des langues indo-européennes (first published in 1903), he personally 
came close to knowing all that then appeared relevant in each of the lan-
guages.3 Others before him had drawn attention to most of it; he had mastered 
it, and he excelled further in clear, orderly presentation. I am far from such 
thorough expertise in the philology of Semitic and IE languages, though ap-
preciably closer now than I was while writing InEuSeLa. 

At that time I did not see how extensively the shared morphology is em-
bodied in certain items of shared vocabulary, above all in one word: the Greek 
ταύροι^, Latin taurum^, Lithuanian taūrq§ : Arabic {{3awran} 
'bulT (accusative singular) and at least three, possibly five other case-forms — 
genitive singular, nominative dual, genitive dual, nominative plural, genitive 
plural — plus a feminine derivative. All this will be set forth at the beginning 
of Chapter I . In InEuSeLa (119) I was aware of just one part of this: the nom-
inative plural ταύροι^ and its cognate in post-Biblical Hebrew and Aramaic. 
Had I known the rest and included it in InEuSeLa, that book would not only 
have deserved the unequivocal assent of the linguistic profession as a whole; it 
might even have forced the most reluctant and prejudiced ones to acknowledge 
the proof. 

In retrospect I realize I was swayed too much by the circumstance that none 
of the Homeric Greek nouns showing the dual ending -ouiW (genitive or 
dative case) has a Hebrew cognate with {-5yim}^ (terminal, or pausal), 
{-áyim}^ (non-terminal), or an Aramaic cognate with {-áyin}^, nor con-
versely.4 Since -οιϊν : {-5yim} was my prime exhibit, occupying many 

3 Hittite and the related languages of Anatolia had not yet been deciphered, nor had Tokharian 
come to light. Meillet's subsequent editions were not much changed to take account of these 
discoveries. 

4 The closest thing in Greek to Ώ "| 3 "I jP יי {qarn5yim) 'horns' and the Biblical Aramaic 

{ q a r n á y i n } (in j ? "W 'and horns'; InEuSeLa, 38-39) is a later Attic form κ ί ρ ά τ ο ι ^ 

(Aelian, Historia animalium 11.15), in which the {־t-} is certainly not cognate to anything 
in the Semitic forms, and the long vowel (־ā-J (established for the plural κ έ ρ α τ α ^ by the 
meter of Euripides, Bacchae 921, and other passages of Attic poetry) cannot be simply a syl-
labic actualization of *N. From the grammarian Theodosius of Alexandria, who used the 
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pages of Chapter I in InEuSeLa, I seemed to subscribe to a dubious principle: 
that subsidiary morphemes can be shared by languages without needing any 
particular nouns, verbs, etc., in common. As I see it now, that only A P P E A R S 

to be the case in the wake of prehistoric changes that have eliminated from one 
of the languages or language groups the cognate items of vocabulary (or 
restructured them morphologically) while the subsidiary morpheme that was 
originally shared survives as the cognate part of non-cognate words; e.g. 
ποδοίύΛ : ם י ל ג ך ^  .ragl5yim) 'feet' (InEuSeLa, 49-50)> ׳

My argument does not stand or fall with the word for 'bull', since each of 
the correspondences in endings turns up again in other nouns that are shared 
by certain IE and Semitic languages. But 'bull' does show a unique concur-
rence of all these: a perfect phonetic match, segment by segment; the same 
meaning; obvious antiquity; the most extended set of morphological corre-
spondences. If we compare them with even the closest and most universally 
recognised correspondences within IE, like the word for 'wolf ( l .Ad) , we 
are bound to note that major changes along each line of descent can be expected 
in words coming down from remote antiquity. So the transparency of the cor-
respondences in 'bull' is a rare and precious exception. For on the whole we 
would expect that the forms surviving in the two language groups, even if or-
iginally identical, have been disguised by phonetic or semantic shifts in one 
group or both. I f the laws underlying such shifts are recoverable, it is only by 
proceeding cautiously, step by step, from the least ambiguous cases. Heurist-
ically then we have some right to regard the best parallels — ταυρον : 
{fiawran}, etc. — as merely the tip of an iceberg, suggesting a much greater 
mass of hidden correspondences. 

For the progress I have made since 1971, most of the credit goes to the re-
search of one man, John Pairman Brown. We have been friends for nearly 
fifty years; and while concentrating upon the contacts in the historical period 
and in the immediate prehistory, he has made discoveries of fact and of princi-
pie that illuminate the more remote times just as well. Here, in this book, doz-
ens and dozens of pages incorporate something important that I learned from 

noun Kpéas^ 'meat' as his model in his untrustworthy paradigm of the dual (which was then 
obsolete): τοΐι׳ κρίάτοιν κοινώς [i.e. in the 'common' dialect], T O L V κρεάοιν I O M K I Û S ['in 
Ionic'], TO'LI' κρεοίν αττικώΐ ['in Attic'] (35.24 Hilgard), we could infer a theoretical "Ion-
ic" form 'κίράοιν ,horns', which is not found in any text and can hardly be authentic in any 
dialect. If real, it would correspond — segment by segment — to the Hebrew {qarrdyim}, 
Aramaic {qarnáy in} . 
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him. Although my indebtedness to him is mentioned quite a few times, that is 
far short of the whole. 

I wish there were many others to thank, besides him and (more recently) 
Gary Rendsburg. Notwithstanding my best efforts, in InEuSeLa and in articles 
since then, the researchers — even the ones who praised InEuSeLa as a break-
through — evidently have yet to be convinced that morphological correspond-
ences (including vowels and accent) in the most certain items of common vo-
cabulary are easier to pin down than correspondences of bare consonantal 
roots. Not perceiving this has deprived Hermann Moller's followers — not-
ably Albert Cuny and now A. R. Bomhard — of the success to which their 
methodical diligence would have entitled them, if methodical diligence were 
enough.5 I wish there were someone besides me to write the present book; but 
no successors able to evaluate my material, and to contribute their own, are 
anywhere on the horizon. 

The facts that are brought out in InEuSeLa and now here do not fit com-
fortably within either the Indo-Europeanists' 01־ the Semitists' conception of the 
prehistoric development of their languages. The rethinking, or the re-
education, to take cognisance of such facts is not easy. I can understand the 
psychological resistance to the upsetting facts, although intellectually it is inde-
fensible. They are so fundamental that — unless somehow invalidated or, 
failing that, ignored — many would take them for evidence of a single original 
source, "proto-Nostratic". 

To that, however, I am not committed. I consider it unsettled whether at a 
very remote time proto-IE and proto-Semitic had a common forerunner, or on 
the contrary they were originally quite separate. But anyhow there were im-
portant prehistoric periods of perceptible contact, not so far back in the past, 
and probably recurrent rather than continuous (cf. Mayer, RiPrRa, 77 ff). We 
shall attempt a relative chronology insofar as some items of shared vocabulary 
or morphology are demonstrably or at least probably older than others. 

5 If Bomhard (ToPrNo, 179) had not been so sure that "there appear to be relatively few sim-
ilarities in the morphology of Proto-Indo-European and Proto-Afroasiatic," he would not have 
had to stake everything on a set of consonantal equivalences diat rules out in advance such 
promising parallels as Akkadian (qarnu(m))^ : Latin cornu(m)^ 'hom' (see l . B ) . F . As-
pesi, "Possibilità e limiti di un' odierna fonematica storico-comparativa camito-semito-
indoeuropea," Atti del Sodalizio Glottologico Milanese, 21 (1979/80), 81-87 (esp. 83), has 
indeed found my observations in InEuSeLa "anche interessanti", but not enough so that he, 
or his collaborators in the Seduta Straordinaria "Giomata di Studi Camito-semitici e Indeuro-
pei", cited or followed up any of the numerous morphological parallels adduced in InEuSeLa. 
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The results of Moller's research — and that of his direct successors — 
never struck me as sufficient to establish the Nostratic super-family and the 
proto-Nostratic language which they aimed at, embracing IE and Semitic to-
gether with its African relatives. So I am a fortiori skeptical of Illich-Svitych's 
research (OpSr). He vastly enlarges the super-family to take in also Kartvelian, 
Uralic, Dravidian, and Altaic, and thus to cover a great expanse of Asia — east 
all the way to Korea and south to the tip of India. The etymological data, which 
he gathered with such admirable diligence, I draw upon gladly and gratefully, 
insofar as they are cogent (see my DiQuQu); but his enterprise on the whole 
suffers from too much vagueness, on both the phonetic and the semantic side. 
His Nostratic has moved well beyond Moller and Cuny; indeed his redefinition 
of "Nostratic" is what the linguistic profession now understands the term to 
mean, although only a minority of the comparative linguists — and of the 
Indo-Europeanists in particular — accepts this Nostratic super-family as valid. 

In his attempt to demonstrate the original kinship of those enormously 
varied languages, Mich-Svitych could not help but push the age of their proto-
Nostratic source far, far back into the dim past. So his method of comparative 
linguistics has yielded few solid results. I would not take a defeatist stand, 
arguing that very little of the remote prehistory of languages can ever be 
recovered; but I prefer to focus upon clearly, not vaguely comparable data, 
such as Greek ταΰρον : Arabic {f?awran} (mentioned above). These take us 
back to a less remote prehistorical age, before the known IE and the known 
Semitic languages emerged, but when they were taking shape. 

The conceptions of prehistoric IE that the present Indo-Europeanists enter-
tain can scarcely be fitted within Illich-Svitych's framework of Nostratic, es-
pecially the vocalic part of it. But those conceptions can accommodate, without 
being revolutionized, the comparative data from Semitic; indeed, some of the 
most stubborn problems of IE will thereby be clarified. The predominant party 
among the Indo-Europeanists has long since embraced the theory of laryngeal 
consonants; that at one stroke does much to unite the phonology of the two lan-
guage groups. Moller, as much as any one scholar, or more, was the architect 
of that theory;6 he arrived at it by applying the principles of Semitic phonology 
to the IE data. It is strange how those who owe so much to his reconstruction 

6 See Oswald Szemerényi, " L a théorie des Iaryngales de Saussure à Kury+owicz et à Benve-
niste: Essai de réévaluation," Bulletin de la Société de Linguistique de Paris, 68 (1973), fasc. 
1, pp. 1-25, esp. 11: "le veritable fondateur de la théorie laryngale est le savant danois Her-
mann Moller." 
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of the prehistoric IE laryngeals can ignore all of his IE-Semitic etymologies that 
embody them.7 His method had some serious flaws; yet in the main he was on 
the right track (Levin, SeEv, 249-251). 

For Semitists to face the relevant IE evidence will take more wrenching, 
because they have nearly all committed themselves to the large grouping tradi-
tionally called Hamito-Semitic — more recently, Afro-Asiatic or Afrasian; and 
they therefore reason that any link to IE must be more distant. Within Afro-
Asiatic what is common to any Semitic and Chadic languages is particularly 
scant, though this may be due to the circumstance that no Chadic languages 
were recorded until recent times; even Hausa, the most widespread and influ-
ential among them, has been written for only the last two hundred years or so. 
Whatever the cause, Semitic shares much more morphology and vocabulary 
with IE, as will be shown in the ensuing chapters.8 I hasten to add that the 
evidence is found in the A N C I E N T L Y A T T E S T E D languages of each group; if we 
had only the modern ones, we would be hard put to arrive at the idea of an IE 
family — let alone any further ramifications. 

The other language groups assigned to the Afro-Asiatic super-family have 
more that links them to Semitic; the southern branches, however, pose grave 
problems of classification. The Cushitic (which are attested no earlier than the 
Chadic) do not constitute an indisputably coherent lot. I lack the competence to 
say anything for or against splitting off Omotic, or on the other debates over 
these languages of East Africa. Whether to classify Beja (- Bedauye) as 
Cushitic or something else,9 does concern me, inasmuch as this language is 

7Semitisch und Indogermanisch, Teil 1: Konsonanten (!Copenhagen: H. Hagerup, 1906; repr. 
Hildesheim: Georg Olms, 1978); Vergleichendes indogermanisch-semitisches Worterbuch 
(Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1911). See l .If , 2 .Ra. 
8 While this has been my main field of research, by no means would I imply that oilier com-
parisons are not worthwhile. On die contrary, I take particular satisfaction in having written 
"An Accentual Correspondence between Hebrew and Hausa," Forum linguisticum, 4 (1980), 
232-240. 
9 Otto Rossler, "Verbalbau und Verbalflexion in den Semitohamitischen Sprachen: Vor-
studien zu einer vergleichenden Semitohamitischen Grammatik," ZeDeMoGe, 100 (1950), 
491-496; English tr. by Yoel Arbeiunan in Bono homini donum: Essays in historical tin-
guistics in memory of J. Alexander Kerns, II (Amsterdam: lohn Benjamins, 1981; CuIsLiTh, 
vol. 16), 718-724. Also see Andrzej Zaborski, Studies in Hamito-Semitic, I: The verb in 
Cushitic (Universitas Iagellonica, Acta Scientiarum Litterarumque C C C X C V I I ; Schedae 
Grammaticae, Fasciculus X L V I I I I [Cracow, c. 1974]), 13-28,163-165; Robert Hetzron, "The 
Limits of Cushitic," Sprache und Geschichte in Afrika, 2 (1980), 96-99; Christopher Ehret, 
"Proto-Cushitic Reconstruction," ibid. 8 (1987), 7 ff. 
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reported to have the closest and most extensive correspondences of verb mor-
phology to Semitic, and specifically to Arabic: 

Beja Arabic 
'he wrote' 

'she wrote' 

íktìb^ 

tíktib^ 

V {yaktub} 

'JAí^ {taktub} 

'you (m. sing.) wrote' tíktiba יי 

'you (f. sing.) wrote' tiktibi יי 

'1 wrote' áktib^ 

'we wrote' níktib^ 

'they wrote' ektíbna יי 

'you (pi.) wrote' tektíbna 6 יי - ב ,  י

{taktubiy} 

{?aktub} 

{naktub} 

{yaktubna} (fern, only)1 0 

{taktubna} 
The morphological correspondences that have been brought to light are mostly 
pronominal affixes. Within that limitation they are impressive indeed; Arabic 
here shows nearly as much in common with Beja as it does with Hebrew, Ar-
amaic, and the rest of Semitic. 

Being without personal knowledge of the African languages (apart from a 
litde Egyptian), I have relied on Leo Reinisch's chosen paradigm.11 The verb-
root itself was doubtless borrowed from Arabic into the neighboring non-
Semitic area of Africa rather recently, along with the civilized practice of writ-
ing. But for that matter he considers all triconsonantal verbs in Cushitic to be 
borrowed from Semitic.12 The Arabic forms are traditionally called "jussive", 

1 0 The Arabic masculine plural forms have no Beja cognates; likewise the Arabic dual. Note 
also the discrepancy in 'you' (m. sing.): Beja has a distinct ending - a , whereas the Arabic 
{taktub} is identical with the 'she' form. 
1 1 "Die Bedauye-Sprache in Nordost-Afrika. I l l , " Sitzungsberichte der philosophisch-
historischen Classe der Kaiserlichen Akademie der Wissenschaften, 130. Band (Wien, 1894 
[1893]), Abhandlung VII , 56.1 have, however, corrected an inaccuracy in his Arabic (probab-
ly a misprint). According to R. A. Hudson, "A Structural Sketch of Beja," African Language 
Studies, 15 (1974), 133, the T , 'he', and 'they' forms begin with a glottal stop: 7a-dbil^ 

'1 collected', ?i-dbil^ 'he collected', 7i-dbil-nas 'ihey collected'. However, in "An 
'Item-and-paradigm' Approach to Beja Syntax and Morphology," FoLa, 9 (1973), 507-508 — 
using a simpler notation — Hudson omits the glottal stop. 
1 2 "Alle dreiradicaligen verba konnen fast allgemein als semitische lehnworter bezeichnet 
werden" (Reinisch [above, note 11], 42). 
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which might sound as if the meaning were far from the perfect 'he has written' 
or 'he wrote', etc.; but actually these "jussive" forms are used with the nega-
tive 'fil^ {lam} in a definitely past or perfect sense. 

Such impressive recurrence of the Semitic morphemes in certain other 
Afro-Asiatic languages has generally been attributed to proto-Afro-Asiatic, in 
distant prehistoric times. But some of it, at any rate, may be due to more recent 
diffusion, (say) from the southernmost Arabs living in the Sudan, or from the 
Semitic Ethiopians; Arabia itself is not far off. 

The Berber languages have somewhat fewer correspondences to Arabic 
than Beja has, but the cognate morphemes are still extensive enough (Cohen, 
EsCo, 43-44). Those of Hausa and some other Chadic languages correspond 
to the 'he' and 'she' prefixes only. Egyptian has none; but it does show, 
among other things, strong correspondences to the Semitic noun with possess-
ive suffixes (cf. l.Jb). 

Egyptian Akkadian Hebrew 
'my inside, {q3b.i}§1 3 {qer-bi}v {qirbf} in , Ì 1 p ? V 

my midst' 
Our ... ' {q3b.n}§ {qé-re-eb-ni}^ {qirbénuw} ו ״ נ ב ר ק  יי ב
'your (m.s.)' {q3b.k}§ {qé-reb-ka}^ {qirbeib} ב ף ״ ר  /י? ק
'your (f.s.)׳ {q3b.t}§ {qé-reb-ki}^ {qirbék} ך ״ ב ר ק מ י ' 
'your (m.pl.)' {qerebkun(u)}§ {qirbakém}" D ב ? ר  יי? ק

{q3b.tn}§ 
ן פ ^ 1 ך  't {qirbakén} 'your (f.pl.) ק

{q3b.tn}§ 
{qerebkin(a)}§ ן פ ^ 1 ך  t {qirbakén} ק

'his .. . ' {q3b.f}§ {qer-bi-šu}^ ו קרב י / {qirb0w} 
'her...' {q3b.s}§ {qé-reb-ša}^ {qirboh} in יבקךב:ה  ׳
'their (m.)' {qer-bi-šu-nu}^ ם ב ר  {qntom} יי ק

{q3b.sn}v 

{qé-reb-ši-in}^1 4 

ם ב ר  {qntom} יי ק

'their (f.)' 
{q3b.sn}v 

{qé-reb-ši-in}^1 ה 4 נ ב ר  {qirbén:>B} יי ק

1 3 The hieroglyphic character transcribed (3) is a drawing of the vulture. The sound it stands 
for is problematical but corresponds to the Semitic (r) in quite a few cognates. Cohen 
(EsCo, 76, 126, 178) and others have equated it with the glottal stop { ? } (which he unfor-
tunately transcribes כ). 
1 4 In view of my meager knowledge of Akkadian, I have as much as possible copied the 
forms as given in hyphenated syllabic transcription by AsDi, I I I , 216-227, and by Von 
Soden, AkHa, 914-915. For each slot, however, I have picked out one from as many as nine 
variants; my selection purposely makes the paradigm look somewhat more uniform than the 
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The prehistoric connections on which Afro-Asiatic rests — the connections 
between Semitic, ancient Egyptian, Berber, Cushitic, (Omotic) and Chadic — 
are much more obscure than those within Semitic, and may never be neatly 
clarified even though information about the modern languages of Africa will 
become more plentiful. While the facts allow, they do not impose a theory that 
there was a proto-Afro-Asiatic speech-community. If there was, to us it is far 
more shadowy than the proto-IE.15 Therefore it must not block our vision so 
that we ignore the IE connections, whether to Semitic only or to others in the 
loose Afro-Asiatic group. 

The verb paradigm (given on p. 7) of Arabic in Semitic and of Beja in 
Cushitic — if that is the proper classification — shows the strongest evidence 
of Afro-Asiatic kinship. It finds only a faint, questionable echo in IE (we shall 
take up the Greek σε χρή^ : Hebrew קריא Π יי {tiqrD7} in 2.Hd, 3.Ca); 
but a certain noun paradigm, mentioned already (p. 2) and to be fully explained 
in Chapter I , shows an unmistakable Semitic-IE connection. And there are 
many others. 

raw data warrant. Where the syllables are not hyphenated (qerebkun(u), qerebkin(a)}, it is 
because AsDi and Von Soden give no example, but I have ventured to form these by analogy. 
By a convention among the Akkadianists, an accent above a vowel has no phonetic value; it 
merely distinguishes one homophonous syllabic character from another. Within reason I at-
tempt in my transcriptions to show the same sound by one and the same letter, with a dia-
critic if necessary — no matter whether the specialists in one language diverge from the 
specialists in another; e.g. the Egyptologists favor k; the Hebraists and other Semitists are 
divided between f: and q. Ideally the Egyptian hieroglyphs and the cuneiform characters ought 
to be cited too — not just a transcription — as I have given both the Hebrew and my trail-
scription of it. I need to compromise, however, with the obstacles: I have a reliable command 
of some but not all of the pertinent scripts; some of them are inordinately hard to print; 
some, including the hieroglyphs and the cuneiform syllabary, represent the sounds rather 
clumsily or erratically, so that the transcription has to serve not as a mere Latin-letter equiv-
alent of such-and-such in the original but as a digest of various sets of characters. 

I use ( , S T {npe'}) above a consonant to show fricativation, just as in Hebrew B i -
ble manuscripts. Above a vowel, but closer to the letter, I use ־ (macron) as in Greek to 
show length. I often insert a long vertical stroke | to mark a morpheme boundary (for which 
the Egyptologists use just a dot . ). 
1 5 See the reservations of Meillet, summarized thus by Cohen, EsCo, 23-24 (along with 
bibliographical references): "il lui semblait que la parenté chamito-sémitique était beaucoup 
moins bien définie que la parenté indo-européenne, et au reste, il émettait Γidée que la notion 
de parenté linguistique avait des chances de ne pas être uniforme suivant les families." Those 
words have not lost their force in the decades since Meillet died. 
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We should not be pre-committed to one definite model or theory of prehis-
toric developments in language. Theorizing becomes easier, but not truer, i f 
you posit proto-languages isolated from one another after such-and-such a 
time. But the known historical developments have been extremely varied and 
diverse. The source of the Romance languages and the source of the modern 
Greek dialects are as fully documented as any languages of the past. Further-
more we have much information about the extent of the contacts between Latin 
and the Attic κοινή in successive centuries. When Latium was first emerging 
into history, it was relatively, though not completely, out of touch with the 
Greeks, who had small urban settlements around the Bay of Naples. But as the 
power of Rome grew, the Latin language spread more and more, and at the 
same time the influence of Greek upon it grew enormously. Eventually that in-
fluence waned in the Christian era; but small bilingual areas endured in south-
ern Italy and parts of the Balkan peninsula. Many effects of Greek, including 
ancient dialects other than Attic, are traceable throughout Romance, perhaps 
most conspicuously in those lingering bilingual areas. Conversely, numerous 
effects of Latin are traceable in modern Greek, besides many subsequent bor-
rowings from Venetian, Genoese, and other Italian dialects and many from 
French. We need not posit, in prehistoric times, empires like the Roman nor 
great creative civilizations like the Greek; but prehistoric societies, being much 
less populous, could have been strongly swayed by influences proportionate to 
their size. 

The evidence for the correspondences is here presented to the reader's 
eyes, but linguists cannot afford to forget that the correspondences themselves 
are A U D I B L E . Although changes over hundreds or thousands of years can 
make an original cognate unrecognisable — as the English [faiv]^ sounds not 
at all like the French [sdc]1', both being traceable to a prehistoric IE 
*pénkwe16 — still it is the sounds that matter; for linguistics the letters and 
diacritical marks are just devices to catch and evoke the sounds. The success 
that I have had in ferreting out cognates, sometimes across wide gulfs in space 
and time, is due mainly to my obsessive fondness for the words spoken, not 

1 6 Even within Romance, the French [feP 'fairy' (> English fay יי) in no way reminds us 

of the Spanish [áda]^. The spellings fée ^ and hada יי preserve something more of die for-

mer phonology, and the Italian fata יי makes the etymology absolutely clear. This feminine 

singular noun is from the Latin neuter plural fāta ^ (the neuter pi. was originally collective 

and not distinct from the fern. sing, in morphology). 
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just written. Past pronunciation can at best be approximate, but if you do come 
close, it will make a crucial difference for recalling "Where else have I heard 
something like this?" I confess, however, that many of these cognates I had 
failed to recognise in spite of the recurrent pattern of sound, until finally it 
came through to me. 

Because of my age (I was born in 1921), future progress — after the con-
elusion of my present project — will depend on me little if at all. It scarcely 
behooves me to set the qualifications for any future researchers, apart from this 
obvious point: they should know languages that I do not, while if possible 
knowing better than I do the languages on which most of the comparisons in 
this book rest. 

This volume presents the main etymological evidence upon which to rest a 
comparative grammar of Semitic and Indo-European. For the five long chap-
ters contain the key examples of morphological correspondences, afforded by 
nouns, verbal roots, pronouns, prepositions, and numerals. Those are the pri-
mary data upon which, in a subsequent volume, I plan to treat systematically 
the grammatical structures common to Semitic and IE; there the subsidiary data 
that corroborate or further clarify those correspondences will be cited. That will 
be followed by an attempt to trace the prehistoric development of the phonetic 
correspondences, with some emphasis upon the consonants. 

In that future volume I will also include syntactical correspondences, es-
pecially the two-word phrases. For a combination such as 

Latin cornū taurī^ : Arabic {qarnu {5awrī}^ 'a bull's horn' ( l .Bd) 
is valuable in much the same way as 

Greek Δ ι (Γ)0·5 θ υ γ α τ έ ρ α 'daughter of Zeus' 

Sanskrit "fè "^t ?Τ: יי { d i v a duhitar/h) 'daughter of heaven'17 

within IE, or — within Semitic — 

1 7 I.e. Dawn (vocative, unaccented along with the genitive dependent upon it). In the nom-
!native case, &1(f)b<; θυγάτηρ 

~Šl ^ % ēfT יי {divé duhitā). See Schmitt, DiDi, 169-173. 
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Hebrew 5ΙΠΞΐΐΠ א לי י י ' {w91<5? tizb3Htíw} 'and you (pi.) shall not sac-
Aramaic ] V n f i n h ל א wab} יי י ? tidb3Huwn} rifice' (II Kings 17:35) 
Arabic I^Llil• iT,יי {wal l ta3baHuwO}.1 8 

Those Greek and Sanskrit expressions are the most concrete evidence of a 
real, not just a theoretical IE language in prehistoric times; and likewise, al-
though these Aramaic and Arabic expressions happen to be taken from transla-
tions of the Hebrew Bible, the three cited phrases are evidence of a prehistoric 
common Semitic language, from which the attested languages drew these pro-
hibitory words. The IE-Semitic combinations (which are naturally much spar-
ser than those within IE and those within Semitic) testify, if not to a common 
prehistoric language, at least to prehistoric language-communities in truly in-
timate contact. 

My procedure in the ensuing chapters will be to present, in whatever detail 
becomes necessary, the items of vocabulary that are the primary (or, at least for 
us, the most accessible) bearers of one or more morphological parallels. The 
more systematic exposition of morphology, which I consider the heart of 
comparative grammar, will be reserved for the volume to be completed and 
published later. 

Starting with V O C A B U L A R Y T H A T E M B O D I E S T H E S H A R E D M O R P H O L O -

G Y is the most notable advance of the present volume, both beyond my prede-
cessors — whose preoccupation with vocabulary and phonology kept them 
from touching the most important morphology — and beyond my own InEu 
SeLa, which concentrated upon morphology regardless of whether or not I 
found it embodied in cognate vocabulary. So this is to be the most solid, con-
crete comparison between IE and any other group of languages. 

1 8 The Aramaic verb is also attested in another vocalization, | 1 Π 3 Τ Π {tadaebb3Huwn}, 

which belongs to the "intensive" conjugation and does not correspond to the Hebrew and the 
Arabic. I cite Hebrew in the familiar notation of Tiberias; but Aramaic is more of a problem: 
Aramaic with the Tiberias notation is properly attested only in a few pages of Daniel (2:4-
7:28) and Ezra (4:8-6:15, 7:12-26). For any Aramaic forms that do not occur in that meager 
Biblical corpus, I must resort to the Targum, the Aramaic translation of the Hebrew Scrip-
tures (which are nearly a hundred times the volume of the Biblical Aramaic), but the authen-
tic mss. of the Targum come equipped with the supralinear "Babylonian" notation, and that 
happens to be, in most respects, less thorough and less accurate. 



Chapter I 
NON-VERBAL NOUNS AND THEIR INFLECTIONS 

The word for 'bull', Arabic l^_y {f>awran} : Greek ταϋρον (in the accus-
ative singular), if not the weightiest of all etymologies for proving that Semitic 
and IE are intertwined, is certainly the most obvious starting-point. To be sure, 
Hebrew Ì {mDlúw} 'full' : Greek πολύ-יי '-ful' has much broader rami-
fications; but belonging to a verbal root, it requires a more technical analysis 
than non-verbal nouns, and so is deferred to the next chapter (2.J). Some un-
questionable cognates, such as Hebrew ח תנ כ י ' {katdn|et} : χ ιτώι^ 'tunic' 
and :ץ ו ר ח י ' {ronrc} : xpua|o?^ 'gold', are not treated here because they 
show no comparable inflections; they will be studied for their phonology in the 
sequel to this volume. Others, such as {g3màll|ey} 'camels' (construct) in 
• ! ך י ל מ ג κάμηλ| O: ל L ^ 'camels' (nominative), Latin caball\ī^ 'work-horses, 
nags' (nominative) with a comparable plural morpheme, will be reserved for 
the appropriate chapter on morphology in that sequel. Nouns like these, in the 
vocabulary of traders, must have passed from one language to another as civil-
ization spread. They are, in a broad sense, cognate words, though they do not 
go back to the origin of both languages. In our study, however, the most rel-
evant cognates belong to an older stage in the development of the vocabulary. 

But their correspondence, proceeding thus from an earlier time, is liable to 
be disguised by phonetic changes over the millennia, especially in the conson-
ants. The usable or detectable cognates are those which retain, down to the ep-
och of their attestation, enough phonetic as well as semantic similarity. The 
sounds must be close, or at least recognisably related, in segment after seg-
ment, so that the structure of the entire word matches well. This will be mani-
fest in {pawran} : ταυρον 'bull' and in the following: 
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Latin cornu(m)^ : Akkadian {qarnu(m)}^ 'horn' ( l .B) , 

Arabic V {?ardan} :OldEnglish [?]eordan^ 'earth' ( l . F ) , 1 

and scarcely less obvious in 
Hebrew ן ז א י ' {?όζεη} : Old and Middle High German [?]oren^ 'ear' 

or in the other organ that is its natural counterpart: 
Hebrew עץ י ) 'eye' יי eagan[ל] Old English : {áyin^} י l . C ) . 

The correspondence is somewhat harder to discern in the rest of the etymolo-
gies in this chapter, but still impressive when analyzed. In the other word for 
'earth' or 'ground' 

Hebrew i ī D l ^ pâcbm|5F} : Greek χθών^ ( l .G) 
my effort to relate the Semitic forms to the IE is justified all the more because 
these Semitic parallels resolve some long-standing difficulties W I T H I N IE 
etymological research. Nearly the same applies to 

Arabic U ^ l 7} י י i s m a n } 'name' (accusative): 
Church Slavonic HMAיי { imē} ( l . H ) . 

The nature of comparative grammar is such that some etymologies are less 
conclusive than others. But we must not misapply the metaphor of the chain 
and its weakest link so as to discredit the evidence for the strongest etymolo-
gies. 

I.A. Sem. (Arabic) {{5awran} :IE(Gr.) ταύροι/ 'bull' 
l.Aa. More than a century and a half has gone by since August Friedrich Pott 
wrote, "[Breton] tarv, tare (taureau; vgl. Altkelt. Adelung, Mithr. I I . p. 72); 
Gael, tarbh, a bull; Bohm. [= Czech] tur, Auerochs; Chald. [= Aramaic] ר ו  ת
bos; Dan. tyr (Stier, Ochs, Rind), Lat. tauro[-]."2 His inconspicuous remark 
did not pass unnoticed; especially after his successors brought in the Arabic 
{pawr}^,3 the cognate was manifest and acknowledged by the more open 

1 These three etymologies are the ones mentioned in J. P. Brown's letter to the New York 

Times, Dec. 7, 1987 (p. A30), calling public attention to my research. 
2 Etymologische Forschungen aufdem Gebiete der Indo-Germanisclien Sprachen, II (Lemgo: 
Meyer, 1836), 189. 

3 They disregarded, however, the case-endings: nominative ^ j - i ^ ( p a w r u n ) , genitive 

jj5 ( p a w r i n ) , accusative (pawran) . 
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minded Indo-Europeanists, or at any rate not opposed for any stated or cogent 
reason. 

l.Ab. The recent authorities Gamkrelidze and Ivanov (InEu, I I , 872), follow-
ing Illich-Svitych (DrlnSeJaKo, 3, 10; cf. Dolgopolsky, InEuHo, 14), diag-
nose this word as a Semitic loan in proto-IE: A Semitic fricative consonant was 
bound to change to a mute (or plosive) in any prehistoric IE language that 
lacked such a fricative, but no phonological cause is discernible for the oppos-
ite change — an IE mute becoming a fricative when it passed into Semitic.4 

Thus [f> > t] is like the Spanish Filipino^ becoming Pilipino^ in Tagalog 
[f > ρ]. I follow the usual opinion among Semitists that in the word for 'bull', 
as in many others, the Arabic ώ {p} preserves a prehistoric sound, which 
was modified to {t} in Aramaic, {Š} in Hebrew and Akkadian, {s} in Ge^ez 
(InEuSeLa, 323-326, and l.Ac, note 10). 

I would add that -au- also, rather than the normal IE -eu- or -ou־, points 
to a borrowing, most likely after [aw־] had developed from proto-IE *h2e-.5 

א ר ו ת י / {tawr|o ? } '(the) bull', in the Jacobite or West Syriac dialect of 
Aramaic, matches exactly the sounds of Greek and Latin [taur-]. In Nestorian 
or East Syriac it is K'Ì'ìfW {t3wr|D׳} (see l.Da, note 71). The suffix, called 
"emphatic" in modern grammars of Syriac, served in Biblical Aramaic 

4 The essential reasoning of these scholars may be valid on this point, whether or not we go 
on to agree with the theory that makes this I E consonant aspirate: "M.-e. tWauro-". Moller 
also (Seln, 240) had regarded the I E forms, except for the Old Norse piorr^, as a borrowing 
from early Aramaic (in VelnSeWo, 255, he stated it somewhat differently). Arabic has the 
same initial consonant as Norse; Ugaritic also has {{3r}^ (though we lack definite phonetic 
information about the character transcribed {p}). It is tempting to take this match for a con-
firmation of the recent view that the Germanic languages, although attested later than San-
skrit, Avestan, Greek, and Latin, preserved an earlier prehistoric phonology in their plosive 
and fricative consonants. The Semitic evidence will contribute significantly to clarify this 
current issue within I E phonetics over the revision of "Grimm's law", which held that I E 
(Greek, Latin, etc.) t > Germanic β— granted that this particular word is unrepresented in 
Germanic outside of Scandinavia. See Toby D. Griffen, Germano-European: Breaking the 
sound law (Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press, 1988), especially 167-172. 

5 See my review of Bomhard, ToPrNo, in Diachronica, 2 (1985), 101-102. Bomhard, 216 
(following Cuny, InÉtCo, 68), considers the word proto-Nostratic. Other scholars, not be-
lieving that anything earlier than proto-IE can be recovered or reconstructed, are bound to take 
this for a loan-word. 

Symbolizing a prehistoric vowel as *e should commit us, however, only to a front-
rather than a back-articulation of the tongue; under the influence of the laryngeal consonant it 
might well be a nearly wide-open [ « ] . 
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( א ר ו ת ^ {towr|D?}) as the definite article: 'the bull'. It appears cognate to the 
pausal form of the Arabic accusative [pawr|ā]§ (l.Ae, note 18; Levin, DeAr, 
7-9). 

l.Ac. No one oversight in the history of comparative linguistic research has 
set the science back as much as not noting the accusative singular case-ending 
(-an}1' in Arabic : -01W in Greek, -um יי in Latin, -a יי in Lithuanian.6 The 
pioneer Pott can of course be excused for concentrating on roots or stems to 
the exclusion of endings, and even for neglecting the use of the hyphen to call 
attention to it. But if only it had been remarked, within the generation after 
him, that Semitic has something beyond the bare {{5awr} to match the IE in-
flections! There is no telling what rapid progress might have ensued in that 
golden age of IE linguistics. As it is, we must be grateful to Brown (SaCu, 
170) for pointing out in 1979 the dual forms, the Greek nominative τ α ύ ρ ω ^ 

(also accusative) and the Arabic genitive or accusative {pawrayn}^. That is 
what has led me to formulate this partial but still momentous paradigm:7 

(1) Accusative singular 
Gr. τ α ύ ρ ο ν , Oscan T A Y P O M 1 ' , Latin taurum, Lith. taūrq, Sanskrit 
(•am) 1 ' , Hittite {-an}^8 : Arabic {{3awran} (absolute), Ancient South 
Arabian {pwrn^, pwrnv'}, Akkadian (šūram}§. 

(2) Genitive singular 
Latin taun^, Gaulish T A R V l t ( l .Ak) : Arabic [(5awrī]§ (pausal poetic 

substitute for {{3awrin}; Caspari - Wright, GrArLa, I I , 368-369), Akk. 
{gūri(m)}^. 

(3) Nominative dual 
Gr. ταύρω, Lith. taurû t, Old Church Slavonic Toypâ  [tura], Vedic Sanskrit 

Arabic § {pawrā} (construct only), Akk. {šū : יי{ ā־} rā} t . 
(4) Genitive dual 

Arabic (absolute only) o^jjí^ {pawrayn} (pausal),9 Akk. {šūrēn}t (As-

6 As in Polish, the subscript mark stands for nasalization of the vowel. 
7 The feminine derivative TaupoW at the end of it was also pointed out by him (EtPa, 95). 
8 This noun is not found in Sanskrit or Hittite, but the ending is well represented by many 
other nouns. 
9 The Ancient South Arabian genitive dual {j3rnhη )יי — A. Jamme, Sabaean Inscriptions: 
From Mahram Bilqîs (Màrib) (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins [1962]), 49 (no. 567, line 8) — 
seems vaguely cognate, but puzzling. 
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Syrian dialect): Gr. ταύροιιΛ 
(5) Nominative plural 

Gr. ταυροιή Latin taurī^ ( T A V R E l t in early Latin), Lith. taurdi יי, OCS 
Toypnt [ turi] (Levin, PrlnEuThDe, 119-122). 

Construct plural 
Aramaic י to} /י ft ורי w re y } (post-Biblical = Biblical י ר  Ì t£? t!־־ י .ft t), Heb י
{šo w re y } . 

(6) Genitive plural 
Gr. ταύρων^, early Latin T A V R O M t , Lith. taurūK Skt. {-ām}^, Hitt. 

{-an}1' (rare); cf. Arabic 0 Ι_,_̂ ·§ {{3iyran} 'a lot of bulls' (pausal), Akk. 
{-ānu, -āni}^ (Von Soden, GrÁkGr, 81). 

(7) Feminine derivative 
Gr. TaupaW (epithet of the goddess Artemis); cf. Latin taura ^ '(sterile) c o w ' 
: early Aramaic ה ר ו } יי ש s w r h } 1 0 ' cow' = Bibl. Aram. ! ī n i f t t {to w ro K }) , 
Phoenician Θουρώ^ (goddess or divine c o w ) . 1 1 

1 0 The initial letter CO may have been stood for the fricative {p}, rather than {š} (or (s} ) . 

Only from Ethiopic (Ge^ez {sor}^) have we definite evidence of the sibilant [s] in this word. 
1 1 Besides Brown - Levin, EtPa, 95, see Levin, PrlnEuThDe, 112-140; CoGr, 155; FuOtKe 
Wo, 166-167; DiQuQu, 413-414). Some Arabic dictionaries, though not the most reliable 

ones, give a feminine noun a^ji § {pawratunj 'cow', which would then have a pausal 

pronunciation *[fiawrah]. However, the usual meaning of this noun, as my colleague Khalil 

Semaan informs me, is ,excitement'. — We might also compare 

(8) Nominative singular in early Latin T A V R V ' , T A V R O t : Arabic jyl יי { p a w r u ) (con-

struct only), Akkadian ( š u - u - r u ) ^ . The -s that is the nominative singular case-ending in 
this and other declensions of classical Latin was freely omitted in the pre-classical period 
(InEuSeLa, 319-321). -u(s)^ developed from the earlier -o(s)יי, which is closer to the other 
I E case-forms and matches the Greek -ος^. The [־uj as a nominative singular ending is 
briefer than any of the seven endings listed above, and in Latin the same vowel comes also in 
the accusative singular. These two circumstances incline me to put more weight on the 
-u(m)oi cornu(m) : Akkadian {qarnu(m)) 'horn' ( l . B b ) . 

(9) With no suffix, the Greek vocative ταυρ'ΐ, eliding the final vowel in ταύρε יי before 

a word that begins with a vowel: Arabic jjZ t {fjawr) before a pause. These, however, are 

OPPOSITE placements, ταυρ- in the compounds τ α υ ρ ε λ ά τ η ^ 'bull-driver', ταυραφέτης^ 
'bull-releaser' (in the arena), where the second member begins with a vowel (otherwise 
ταυρο-^), is functioning like the Arabic genitive before a pause, but otherwise the Arabic 
genitive calls for the vocalic ending (-!}יי. 
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l.Ad. Several observations on these data are warranted. 
Within the great system of noun-inflection, the dual is the sub-system with 

the most correspondence between Greek and the Semitic languages. No one 
would argue that the Greek declension is more like the Arabic than like the 
Sanskrit in the singular or the plural; but in the dual it is, for there Sanskrit has 
only one correspondence: 

vocative singular λύκ|ε^ 

nominative " λύκ|05^ 

accusative " λύκ|ον^ 

genitive " λύκΙοιο^1 3 

NOM./ACC. DUAL Xtk |a ) t 

acc. plural λύκ|ους^ [־os] 

(in many dialects -ΟΝΣ^) 

datVinst. pi. λύκ|οι5^ 

genitive " λύκ|ω1׳^ 
3 See footnote 1 4 

־ $ ^ vfk} יי 7 |a} 'wolf 

3n:^ {vfk־\ |ah} ({-as}} before 

{t-} or { & - } ) i 2 

I ^ T ^ V { v f k | am 1 

 {vrk|asya} יי

ך י ^ י ' { v r k | ā } a 

^ ^ ׳ [ 1 vrk} י |ān} ({-āns} before 

{t-} o r { ^ - } ) 

ך ^ י ' { v f k | āih} ({-aiS} before 
{ t - J o r { ^ - } ) 

rare in this de-
clension 

1 2 See my RoInEu, 551-554. 
1 3 Only in Homeric Greek. 
1 4 The {-ā} ending of the nominative/accusative dual is exclusively Vedic. The alternative 

ending in Vedic, and the sole one thereafter, is {-âu) as in { v f k | a u ) . (On the pro-

nunciation of this diphthong see InEuSeLa, 152.) Whether it too has a Semitic counterpart 

depends on our interpretation of the Hebrew ending V in *)!!"!,יי (yrHw) 'months' four 

times in the Gezer "calendar" inscription and (ydw) 'hands' (in ו ד י  and hands') once in' יי ו
the {k3tiyb) or 'written' text of the Bible (Ezekiel 1:8; see my "Reply to Oswald Szeme-
rényi," GeLi, 15 [1975], 198). The context clearly shows the meaning to be dual construct, 
and the syntax allows us to take the noun with the i  w) as a vestige of the NOMINATIVE־
dual in a language nearly devoid of cases. The probable Akkadian cognates are (warHā, arHā, 

urHā}§ and {i-da-a}^ 'arms' ( A r a b i c ( y a d ā } 'hands'). It cannot be settled whether a 
normal Hebrew cognate, with the unwritten vowel [o] corresponding to the Akkadian and Ar-

abic [a], would have had — in the Gezer inscription — the letter ו  or — as some (w־) ־
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The startling prominence of Semitic connections to the Greek D U A L is an 
undeniable fact, whatever theories we may entertain as to the cause of them. 
The dual is relatively fragmentary or supplementary, and by its nature rare or 
lacking for many nouns. But of those nouns which are shared by Semitic and 
IE, a rather large proportion (as we shall see) do often occur in the dual. As 
they spread through much of the early (or pre-) Semitic and IE population, they 
are likely to have carried the dual more effectively than any other inflections.15 

It seems more than a coincidence that Sanskrit and the Iranian languages, be-
sides having no noun cognate to ταυρ-, have a genitive dual ending quite dif-
ferent from - o iv , which within IE is peculiar to Greek. 

l.Ae. The best match in the singular is the accusative, but it needs some fur-
ther clarification. The -ov : {-an}, etc., is analyzable as two morphemes. 
The consonant in Greek is what distinguishes the accusative ταύρον from the 

scholars have argued — Π j ־ - h ) . But believing that it would have had to be the latter, they 

take ו ח ר to mean, not 'two months of י , which fits the context perfectly, but 'his two 

months' or something just as absurd as that. The vocalization of the ending ־־ו , as construct 
dual, might be either (־ow) cognate to Arabic, Akkadian, Avestan and Sanskrit {-ā}, Greek 
-ω, or else something more like the Sanskrit { -āu} . The argument against 'two months of , 
summarized by Donner - Rollig, KaArln. II, 181-182, and John C . L . Gibson, Textbook of 
Syrian Semitic Inscriptions, I (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1971), 3, illustrates all loo well the 
foibles of scholarship, sacrificing the plain sense of the text (which the early commentators 
grasped) to mere theories of diachronic phonology and ordiography. Unless blinded by those 
theories, everyone should have perceived the simple arithmetic as well as grammar: 4 ו ח ר  י

items, 4 ח ר ו items (singular, without the suffix י ־ ) ; hence 'two months of gathering, 
two months of sowing, two months of aftermath (?), a month of flax-cutting, a month of 
barley harvest', etc. — amounting to 12 months. At least a couple of fairly recent authorities 
have seen the light: Charles-F. Jean - Jacob Hoftijzer, Dictionnaire des inscriptions sémi-
tiques de I'ouest (Leiden: E . J. Brill , 1965), 111; Gary Rendsburg, "Dual Personal Pronouns 
and Dual Verbs in Hebrew," Jewish Quarterly Review, 73 (1982), 53. 
1 5 One classical Greek myth celebrates that otherwise lost age: the hero Jason had to yoke 
two fire-breathing bulls and plow a field (Apollonius 3.1296 ff.; ταύρω, 3.410,496). Such 
powerful, refractory creatures were enslaved by a mighty man, before it occurred to anyone to 
tame them by castration while still calves. The cognate in many languages, including He-
brew, refers much of the time to castrated beasts; however, the law in Exodus 21:28-32, 

dealing with any 1 ìt£7 יי (šowr) that gores a man or woman to death, would seem to apply 
rather to the uncastrated bull. In Akkadian also, as G . Rendsburg informs me, the "goring 
ox" mentioned in the Code of Hammurapi must be an uncastrated bull. 
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nominative singular ταΰρος·\ The same applies to any masculine noun of this 
type, the thematic, and to thematic feminine nouns also. In neuter nouns, how-
ever, such as δώρον^ 'a gift', the -ov׳ is maintained in a nominative or subject 
function as well as in an accusative or object function, as though the inanimate 
thing were a mere object morphologically, unelevated even when it is treated 
syntactically as a subject (Levin, CaNoPr, 449-450). The definite article in 
Greek, mainly after Homer — τον ταύροι^, , ο τ α ύ ρ ο ι , τό δώροι^ — does 
not affect the {-η} as it does in Arabic, nor any other case-ending (Levin, 
DeAr). 

In Arabic the nominative is distinguished by a different vowel, not by a 
consonant: {pawrun}. That consonant {-n} is omitted in the vocative, or in 
any construct form, or when the definite article is prefixed: 

^ y j l ^ {?a{3{3awru} 'the bull' (nominative), 

Iיי {?a{5f>awri} (genitive), 

_,yLl I ^ {?a{3{3awra) (accusative). 
In Akkadian, as in Latin, Sanskrit, and related IE languages, the nasal conson-
ant is ־m. But Akkadian (like Latin, Oscan, Lithuanian, and Slavic) has no 
definite article, and in the construct state (followed immediately by the posses-
sor) drops not only the nasal but also the vowel {-u}, { - i} , {-a} right be-
fore it that shows nominative, genitive, or accusative case. Whereas {paw-
ran} in Arabic is 'a bull', {šūram} in Akkadian is (from our Occidental point 
of view) either 'a bull' or 'the bull', but only in the early texts. Thereafter — 
i.e. in the great bulk of the Akkadian corpus — {-am} gives way to {-a} 
(and {-um > -u; -im > ־i}) with no change of meaning, so that {šūra}§ is 

either 'a bull' or 'the bull' whereas the Arabic {pawra} is '(so-and-so's) 
bull'. 

The meaning of the -n : -m morpheme is somewhat elusive. Moller, be-
sides his other great services, deserves credit for suggesting that Arabic and 
Akkadian share it with many IE languages.16 I would formulate its meaning as 
A N O B J E C T N O T E D by the speaker.17 At any rate it is no mere accident that the 
extremely close resemblance is located in the A C C U S A T I V E singular. 

1 6 "Die gemein-indogermanischen-semitischen Worttypen," ZeVeSp, 42 (1909), 179-180; cf. 
my InEuSeLa, 167. 
1 7 Prof. Carleton Hodge (in a letter to me) lays emphasis upon the lack of any meaning of 
indefiniteness in the Akkadian {-m}. Something about it, however, excludes this { -m}, as 
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"Accusative case" is the traditional label for the complement of most verbs, 
as "nominative" is for the subject and "genitive" for the possessor. In Arabic, 
right before a pause, [§awrā] § is pronounced instead of {{5awran},1 8 where-
as the other two case-forms are usually reduced to [{5awr]§ and all three with 
the article prefixed become [(?af>)f>awr]§. In a simple Arabic sentence, 'a bull' 
as object of the verb would stand A F T E R the verb (and after the subject, i f 
any), unless the word-order were changed for emphasis or "topicalization". In 
Akkadian, however, normally it is the verb that comes last, and in any event 
the ending of the noun is not affected by its position in the sentence. The same 
holds for the early IE languages by and large, though not at all rigidly.19 The 
congruence of the IE accusative with the Arabic {pawran} also is most per-
feet if we posit as normal the order object - verb (OV) rather than verb - object 
(VO) in both prehistoric IE and prehistoric Semitic. 

l.Af. The correspondence in the genitive singular ending (l.Ac2) is weaker 
to this extent: Only by poetic license has Arabic a long vowel [־ī]^ like Latin, 
instead of the normal [ - i n ] . 2 0 Many poetic licenses, in various languages, 
arise through preservation of an obsolete or obsolescent feature, or else are 
borrowed from the normal phonology or morphology of some related dialect; 
but we have no information about the basis for this one in Arabic. If the phon-
etic aspect of the correspondence were reduced to the first half of the Latin - f 

well as the Arabic {-n), from the construct state. A. Dolgopolsky, "Two Problems of Sem-
itic Historical Linguistics," in Kaye, SeSt, I, 328-330, argues somewhat paradoxically that 
the original function of the nasal suffix was to express D E F I N I T E N E S S , rather than the 
opposite. 
1 8 The orthography of Arabic appears to be based upon some early, unidentified dialect — 
perhaps Nabataean — that had no final [־n] morpheme, unlike die dialect of Makkah (Mecca) 
that was afterwards standardized for the literary norm of all Arabia. (There are several other 
important discrepancies between the letters employed to spell Arabic words and the sounds 
indicated by superscript or subscript marks.) The pausal pronunciation [pawra] ( l . A b ) in-

deed accords with the unvocalized spelling ( p w r 7 ) ; here the letter I { ? ) , as often, indie-

ates not the glottal stop but a lengthened vowel [ā]. Otherwise in the accusative singular the 

I is contrary to the pronunciation [-an] and customarily omitted in transcriptions. 
1 9 Paul Friedrich, Proto-Indo-European Syntax: The order of meaningful elements (Journal of 
Indo-European Studies, Monograph 1 [1975]), 20-24, 31-34, 42, 45, 51, 53-56. 

20 V { j > a w r j ן > the construct state with short {- i} , which means '(so-and-so' s) bull's', is 

excluded from a pausal position and so has no alternant form in [-Ī]. 
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and the short vowel of the Arabic {-in }, it would then be minimal, though not 
negligible. The meager remains of Gaulish cannot show whether or not the - I 
was long, as it was in Latin; but in view of the many links between the Celtic 
and Italic languages, and their geographical closeness, we do not doubt that 
T A R V I and tauri are cognate.21 The less ancient of the Celtic languages have 
not preserved this genitive ending; at the most they retain the Umlaut effect of 
this front-vowel upon the vowel of the previous syllable: Old Irish tairb יי (in 
contrast to the nominative tarb י (י . 

From another point of view the correspondence of Arabic f{3awrī] to Latin 
taurT (Gaulish T A R V I ) stands out because here the pattern of case-inflection 
characteristic of Semitic, with a vowel distinguishing each case, occupies a slot 
in an IE language. All the other case-forms of the Latin "second declension", 
plural as well as singular, are formed from the thematic vowel ° / e plus a case-
ending A F T E R that syllabic nucleus; thus in early Latin: 

singular plural 
vocative -EI יי 

nominative - O S V 

-OS יי [-OS accusative - O M ^ -OS יי [-OS 
dative -01^ [־oi] -EIS 

ablative - O D V [0־d] I I 

but genitive 
-W [-Ī] 

I I 

but genitive 
-W [-Ī] 

Whether or not the two types of case-inflection originated quite separately in 
the remote prehistory of Semitic and IE, anyhow what we are able to study is 
their I N T E R S E C T I O N or overlapping. 

l.Ag. While Arabic shows the cases of nouns more than any other Semitic 
language, it goes in for pluralization very little. The "broken plurals" are really 
collectives, in their formation quite different from the Akkadian, Hebrew, and 
Aramaic plural, and in their syntax usually feminine singular, as shown by any 
agreeing adjective, pronoun, or verb (cf. 4.Cc, note 42). It seems no accident 
that the most plausible link is between one type of "broken plural" in {-ān}^ 
— namely {pi y rān} — and the IE genitive plural, rather than any other case, 
because the genitive plural is least related morphologically to the other cases.22 

2 1 On the metathesis of consonants, see l .Ak . 
2 2 ({>i y rān} '(a lot of) bulls', the pausal form of the Arabic "broken plural", is not neces-

sarily genitive — it could be nominative; but nearly any noun serving as the subject of a 
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Like many other Arabic nouns, 'bull' forms several "broken plurals", not 
quite equivalent in meaning: {{3iyrān} signifies 'a lot of bulls', 

in contrast to \ji יין {?a|5wār|un } 'a few bulls' (nominative; 

gen. ^ i j i r {?apwar|in}, acc. I_,I_̂  .({apwār|an?} 51׳י
This distinction between 'a few' and 'many' is not surprising in a language that 
regularly distinguishes the dual also. But besides {?af>wār(u η)} and 

{f>iyrān(un)}, the dictionaries give s { { 3 i y r a t ( u n ) } as 'a few bulls', 

and still other forms as 'many bulls':2  {iyarat(un)?}} ׳יב^2 3

 {piwarat(un)} /י-^^ב

 {piyārat(un)} 2,115יי'

j 115̂  {piyār(un)} (Lane, ArEnLe, 
304); between these the difference in sense must be quite subtle, if perceptible 
at a l l . 2 4 

The last of them, which is pronounced [piyār] in a pausal position, bears a 
fair resemblance to the Hebrew plural absolute D י  minus ,{Š3w0r|íym} יי ש 1 ר
the Hebrew plural suffix { - i y m } . 2 5 However, the Arabic long vowel {ā} 
normally corresponds to (o(w)} in Hebrew, rather than to {כ}, which should 
as a rule be equivalent to the short vowel {a} in Arabic. Many Semitists main-
tain that Hebrew plurals of the {š3WDríym} type consist of an original "brok-
en plural" with the suffix {-i y m} added somewhat redundantly, by way of 

sentence, a nominative function, is less likely to occur in a pausal position. In any other 

position the nominative is ( j I_/̂ 5^ { f > i y r ā n | u n } and the genitive <j I { p i y r ā n | i n } ; 

the accusative Ú I ( p i y r ā n | a n ) would remain distinct in pause, [j5i y rān|ā] (like the ac-

cusative singular [pawra], l . A e ) . 
2 3 The old-fashioned English expression many a bull יי may help us to sense the elusive 
logic of treating a PLURALITY as grammatically singular; e.g. Many a bull was killed. 
2 4 Here I benefit from the advice of my colleague, Dr. R. Kevin Lacey. 
2 5 The vocalization with (i) in the first syllable encourages the substitution of the homor-

ganic (S {y} for j { w ) in several of these "broken plural" forms, but not invariably. 

{-i y n(a)), the Arabic cognate of the Hebrew { - i y m } , is limited to what the grammarians 

call the "sound plural" (genitive/accusative), mainly of certain participles, whose vowel pat-
tern is not affected by this suffix. 
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double characterization. Short {a}, inserted before the last consonant of the 
root, does indeed function (though much less frequendy than {ā}) to produce a 
"broken plural" in some Arabic nouns, along with another change in the vowel 
before the previous consonant (Caspari - Wright, GrArLa, I , 199-205, 224); 
no such nouns, however, have the structure {CVCC} in the singular, as exem-
plified by the Arabic {j3awr} (Hebrew {šowr}). 2 6 

l .Ah. A parallel emerges between the two plural and the two dual cognates: 
the IE nominative plural and dual have Semitic counterparts that are construct, 
while the IE genitive plural and dual, which end in a nasal consonant, have 
Semitic counterparts that are absolute. Why are the nominative absolute and the 
genitive construct unrepresented? The thread linking IE and Semitic becomes 
more palpable if we posit a typical word-order in early IE like the Semitic, with 
the nominative word coming B E F O R E the genitive or possessive one (cf. the 
conclusion of l.Ae). 

1.AÎ. Whatever may have been the prehistoric origin of the six Greek inflect-
ed forms ( τ α υ ρ ο ν , τ α ύ ρ ω , τ α ύ ρ ο ι ν , τ α ύ ρ ο ι , τ α ύ ρ ω ν , Τ α υ ρ ώ ) and their Sem-
itic counterparts, we need not maintain that they all originated together. The 
feminine Τ α υ ρ ώ , in particular, may well have been formed W I T H I N Greek, 
whether in contact with Aramaic and Phoenician or independently, much later 
than all the masculine forms. Taura likewise could be a formation within Lat-

2 6 See Joseph H . Greenberg, "Internal a- Plurals in Afroasiatic (Hamito-Semitic)," Afrika-
nistische Studien (Deutsche Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Berlin, Institut fur Orient-
forschung, Nr. 26,1955), 189-204, for examples from numerous "Hamitic" languages of Af-
rica. Gary Rendsburg directed me to this article. 

One Arabic noun of the basic vocabulary, meaning 'son', consists of a biconsonantal root 
which in the singular has no inherent vowel (as there is none between the second and third 
consonants of (pawr) : (šo w r}). It forms its plural just like {Š3w3ríym) and many other 

Hebrew nouns: 

Singular: f^^a ( j ^ I <_,_w_1£ ^ {^i y sà( y ) ( 7)bn|u m a r y a m a ) 'Jesus, son (nominative con-

struct) of Mary' (Qur?ān 4.169[171], etc.; cf. ב2ר^ {ban|1׳y} 'my son' : o j l î £ 1 ^ 

P i n n a ( ?)bn|i( y)) 'behold my son', 11.45[47]); 

plural: Cj^-; ^ (bani y na) , translating D**]̂ !̂  ( b o n í y m ) , in Gen. 5:4,7, etc., "and he be-

gat sons" (the Aramaic Targum Onqelos has ] 3 י D יי {bani y n)) . 
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in. But at any rate Semitic and IE shared a morphological procedure for creat-
ing a feminine alongside a primarily masculine noun. 

To posit a primeval connection, followed by a total, permanent separation, 
would be "Nostraticism" with a vengeance. 

l.Aj. On the IE side the morphological correspondences, exemplified by this 
one noun, are concentrated in the "thematic" declension (traditionally called the 
"second" in Greek and Latin). Even there it is much less than the full declen-
sion. But, for that matter, even among the main IE languages the declension 
corresponds only in part, in either the singular or the plural (let alone the dual). 
From comparing the declensions in Greek with one another or with Sanskrit, 
Latin, etc. (see l.Ad), the most reasonable conclusion is that in prehistoric IE 
there had been no neat pattern of eight cases — vocative, nominative, accusa-
tive, instrumental, dative, ablative, genitive, locative — as many have sup-
posed, but several partial, competing patterns, and that the actual declensions 
were pieced together, rearranged, and restructured somewhat differently in 
each language (Levin, PrlnEuThDe). 

l.Ak. The metathesis [־rw־], on the IE side, is evident only in the Gaulish 
T A R V C ^ (nominative) and the reflexes in later Celtic languages (Old Irish 
tarb, etc.). In Semitic the word never shows metathesis. But we cannot dis-
regard the metathesis as merely a Celtic peculiarity; for it appears also in the 
Finnish and Estonian tarvas^,21 besides the loan-word tarfr^ Όχ' or 
'steer' in Old Norse. I know of no other phenomenon that points to direct 
prehistoric contact between Celtic and Finnic (or Fennic) languages, when 
there were Celts living well to the east of Gaul and not very far from Finnic 
territory. On the other hand, tarvas could have been borrowed, with 
metathesis, from the Lithuanian taūras (or the like in some related but 
unattested Baltic language); for such metathesis is common in Finnish loan-

2 7 Here, as in Lithuanian and Slavic, the word refers to the wild aurochs (or bison? — 
differences between the dictionaries leave some doubt which species they mean), rather than 
the domestic bull. However, Nykysuomen Sanakirja (Porvoo: Werner Soderstrom [1980]), 
III, 579, while defining tarvas as 'villi hàrká' (= 'wild ox'), quotes the Kalevala: "takalappi 
tarvahalla" 'back-Lapland [plowed] with a tarvas'. That may be just a poet's fancy; for he also 
says, two verses earlier, "pohjola porolla kynti" 'the north plowed with a reindeer' — which 
seems, at best, a prophecy of the extension of agriculture to northern Finland in more recent 
times. I thank Prof. Raimo Anttila of U C L A for his invaluable help. 
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words from that quarter.28 We have no absolute evidence that the original 
order was [־wr־], or that it was [־rw־], or that at the earliest stage there 
was an alternation. I favor Gamkrelidze and Ivanov's argument (l.Ab) that 
the Arabic and Norse β- represents an earlier stage than t-; I am less sure, 
however, that the word spread from the south northward.29 

The metathesis is taken by Ernout - Meillet, DiEtLaLa (s.v. neruus and 
taurus), as a characteristic of "vocabulaire 'populaire'," contrasting implicidy 
with the language of the aristocracy.30 They point to the -a- as another such 

2 8 Anttila points out (by letter) that the Lithuanian word taurē י 'goblet' (which is clearly 
derivative from taur\as)became torvi^ '(drinking) horn' in Finnish. Finnish also has 
teuras^ 'beast for slaughter'; glossed 'schlachtvieh' by De Vries, AlEtWo, 614. He derives 
it from the Norse piorr; but Anttila prefers a derivation from die Germanic *tebras (attested 
in Old High German as zebar יי 'victim'). 

The Old Norse piorr, in spite of the intermediate geographical position, does not reflect 
the metathesis shared by Gaulish to the south and Finnish and Estonian to the east. The rela-
tion of the I E taur- (p- in Norse) to the Germanic word beginning with st- is problematical 
and disputed: stiorr^ in ON (very rare), {s t iur}^ in Gothic (where it translates μόσχοι, 
μόσχον"^ 'calf'), steor^ in Old English (> steer^), etc. (On the so-called "s־ mobile" see 
Pokorny, InEtWO, I, 1010, 1083). At any rate, the st- forms, including the Avestan (stao-
r a m }יי Όχ' (or other draught animal; accusative case), point to a likely variation within the 
I E realm as to the initial consonant — with or without a preliminary sibilant. On the other 
hand, Gaulish along with the non-IE Finnish and Estonian exhibits — in contrast to the rest 
of I E and to Semitic — an unmistakable variation in the post-vocalic consonant- group [rw : 
wr] . 
2 9 Levin, SeEv, 253-255. The Indo-Europeanists vary widely in their willingness to enter-
tain even the most obvious case of vocabulary shared with non-IE languages. Take Chan-
traine, DiÉtLaGr (1968), s.v. ταύρος: "II n'y a pas lieu de rapprocher les termes germaniques 
avec initiale st- et vocalisme -eu-, cf. got. stiur, v.h.all. stior 'taureau' (cf. aussi avest. 
staora- 'gros bétail'); encore moins, pensons-nous, d'évoquer les formes sémitiques, acca-
dien šūru, aram. tor, hébr. šdr, et de supposer, soit un emprunt à l'indo-européen par le sé-
mitique, soit un emprunt au sémitique par l'indo-européen, ou encore deux emprunts paral-
lèles à une source commune." This was intended, unmistakably, as a dissent from the relative 
open-mindedness of Frisk, GrEtWo, a few years earlier: "Àhnliche Formen begegnen auch im 
Semit.: akkad. šūru, aram. tor, hebr. šor. [Both Frisk and Chantraine fail, alas, to cite the 
Arabic {pawran) (accusative), whose similarity to ταΰρον is overwhelming; see l . A c ] 
Wenn die Àhnlichkeit nicht zufàllig 1st, muB Endehnung stattgefunden haben, u. zw. entwe-
der vom Idg. ins Semit. oder umgekehrt Oder endlich aus einer gemeinsamen Quelle." 
3 0 Besides neruus^ : ι׳εΰροι׳^ 'sinew, muscle', Latin shows die order [rw] contrary to 
Greek in par u us יי : naOpos^ 'little', and similarly aluus^ 'belly, cavity' : Ααυλός^ 'tube, 
pipe'. Why Latin has, on the other hand, taur- just like ταυρ-, defies explanation. That tiiis 
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trait. This adds a socio-linguistic dimension to our inquiry, increasing the pos-
sibilities and the complications. The firmer the norm of speech within a com-
munity, the more clearly the cognates to other languages will stand out; but lin-
guistic researchers should never forget that languages on the whole tend much 
more toward variation than uniformity. Where r is involved, the L I K E L I H O O D 

i f not the fact of a very ancient metathesis seems inherent in the nature of 
speech. 

The Old Norse tarfr has been considered a loan-word from Celtic.3 1 I 
should think that Finnish was just as likely a source. 

1.AL. The Finno-Ugrian languages have an elaborate system of cases, some 
of them functioning like IE cases and a few of them similar even morphologic-
ally (Levin, PrlnEuThDe, 124-125). Apart from the nominative singular 
tarvas : Lithuanian taūras and Gaulish T A R V O S , Finnish has a genitive/ac-
cusative singular tarv\aan§; cf. the Lithuanian accusative taur\q(l.Ac, 
note 6) and its IE and Semitic cognates. In the instrumental plural the ending 
corresponds only in part: Finn. tarv\ain §, Lith. taur\aīs §. 

l.Am. Measured against IE, the Semitic system of case-inflection is nearly 
rudimentary. However, the cases that Akkadian and Arabic show32 constitute 
an impressive link to IE, unparalleled in any Afro-Asiatic languages apart from 
Semitic. The proof that ancient Egyptian (before the Coptic period) lacked 
cases, as the modern Berber, Cushitic, and Chadic languages do, is incomplete 
because of the defective hieroglyphic and demotic scripts; so I would not rule 
out all possibility that the cases were widespread in "Nostratic" thousands of 

Latin word could be a relatively late prehistoric borrowing from Greek, seems quite improb-
able; but the more comprehensive word for the species (not exclusively the adult male) bos יי 

: βοΟς^ poses a phonetic problem also, though of a different sort. Some influence upon Lat-
in, if not from Greek, then from a geographically closer I E language, must be involved in 
both words. Besides DiÉtLaLa, see J . Vendryès, "Latin ueruex (ueruīx), irlandais ferb," 
MéSoLi, 12 (1901), 41. 
3 1 Alexander Johanneson, Islāndisches etymologisches Worterbuch (Bern: Francke, 1956), 
1202; De Vries, MEtWO, 582. 

3 2 Ugaritic too, but very meagerly because only with the glottal stop does any vowel-quality 
come through the Ugaritic adaptation of the cuneiform script — divested of its syllabic prin-
ciple — to serve as a consonantal alphabet. Ge^ez has the old accusative ending {-a}1', some-
times still serving to show that the noun is either the object of the verb or else in the con-
struct state. 
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years ago but subsequently disappeared in all these African languages, inas-
much as cases have indeed waned throughout IE (least in Baltic and Slavic). 
Anyhow the evidence that is accessible warns us not to confine Semitic com-
parative grammar within Afro-Asiatic, as though there were no Semitic-IE con-
nectìons. In the realm of noun morphology the fullest connection appears in the 
dual: There the IE languages developed less complicated case-inflection than in 
the singular and the plural; there the Semitic languages — at least some of them 
— are on virtually the same footing as Greek. 

l.An. The animal itself, as no other, has commanded not only the attention 
but the wonder of a large part of mankind for thousands and thousands of 
years (Brown, SaCu, 163-168). We cannot recapture what name the cave 
painters of Lascaux (c. 15,000 B.C.) had for it, nor discern whatever changes 
in nomenclature may have been occasioned by the subjection of the wild beast 
to human control during the subsequent but still very remote millennia. Even 
now, the adult male — unless it has been castrated — is only half-tamed at 
best. In Spain, above all in the city of Pamplona, every year the struggle be-
tween man and the toro ^ (< taurum) is re-enacted ritually, with great danger 
to the human participants and certain death to the bulls. The antecedents of this 
amazing custom must go back to uncivilized pre-Christian times, although the 
early documentation from within Spain is meager. All in all, the import of this 
word for linguistics is but a reflection of the significance of the bull to human 
society. 

1.A0. {fiawr-} : ταυρ-, with the cognates, is not pan-IE; but it is enough — 
when combined with the endings, singular, dual, and plural — to show that 
the prehistoric evolution of IE was not isolated from Semitic, even if there 
were no other noun to confirm it. In fact there are quite a few such nouns, 
which we shall take up in the rest of the chapter. Some of them illustrate one or 
more of the same endings; some will bring in endings not found in 
[Ê/ t awr-]. 3 3 

3 3 Louis Deroy, "Tityre et les moutons des inventaires mycéniens," La parola del passato, 17 
(1962), 421-435, has made a good case for analyzing ταυρ- as virtually an Ablaut of the sec-
ond syllable in τΤτυρ- and σάτυρ- , which in origin meant 'he-goat' and 'ram' respectively. 
(In the extant texts the σ ά τ υ ρ ο ι ^ or — mainly in Doric — τΤτυροι^ figure as mythical, 
half-anthropomorphic beings of the wild. Perhaps this was based on the behavior of the he-
goat and the ram B E F O R E the era of domestication.) Deroy reasons that the τ ע- : iudaá- 10-
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l .B. IE (Latin) cornu(m) : Sem. (Akk.) {qarnu(m)} 'horn' 
The word for 'horn' is as pan-Semitic as {pawr-} and its cognates, and 

not far short of being pan-IE too. Since the ancient IE languages were much 
more numerous and widespread, it is no wonder that they showed somewhat 
less uniformity. Gamkrelidze and Ivanov (InEu, I I , 876) view the Semitic 
*karn- (k and q being equivalent transliterations of the Semitic emphatic con-
sonant) as a borrowing from IE, because *Jc^f-n-had been formed within IE 
from *kth]er- 'top, head'. Before them Moller (VelnSeWo, 121) noted this 
etymology and credited it to M. Andreas Helvigius, who lived much earlier 
than Pott ( l .Aa) . 3 4 

l.Ba. Aramaic and Hebrew show no dual form of "lÌFlt { t o w r } , " l Ì t iH 
{šowr}, as the dual in these languages is mainly limited to certain nouns — by 
no means all — that designate a natural pair. But the dual 

Aramaic {qarnáyin} in ] י 1 נ ר  'andhorns' ק
Hebrew Π Τ ^ Ί [ ^ {qarnáyim} 'horns' (InEuSsLa, 38-39) 

pausal ם י  {qarnoyim} כ] ל נ

Arabic £hỳ^> {qarnayn} (genitive or accusative dual)35 

Akkadian { q á - a r - n i m / n i - i n } V 3 6 

illustrates the regular correspondence within Semitic. Only Greek on the IE 
side shares this ending. The attested Attic form is κ€ρατοιν׳ (genitive or dative; 
see Introduction, note 4); the -ατ- part, of course, does not correspond to the 

fleet the words for 'goat' and 'sheep' in a pre-Hellenic language of the Aegean. τ (α )υρ-
would thus mean 'male', and — I would add — ταΰρ- the male beast par excellence. 
3 4 Etymologiae, sive origines dictionum Germanicarum (Francofurti, 1611), 162. Bomhard 
(ToPrNo, 179, 224, 244) has rejected this as incompatible with his reconstruction of the pre-
historic development of velar consonants, and does not discuss the semantic link between 
'horn' and 'bull'. See my review of ToPrNo in Diachronica, 2 (1985), 100, and Illich-
Svitych, MaSrSl, 348; Mayer, RiPrRa, 98-99. 

3 5 Rhyming with {fiawrayn} 'bulls' in a couplet quoted by Ibn M a n z ū r (1232-1311/2) in 

his dictionary, w__AaJ I o 1 ^ - 1 {Hsānu ( , )Farab) , s.v. ό J> (Beirut, 1955), X I I I , 333, col. 

A. The non-pausal form is 0_ỳJà־^ (qarnayni) . 
3 6 Only the Old Assyrian dialect, which is rather meagerly recorded, can be expected to show 
what is transcribed ( ־ ē n ) , with a vowel-sound somewhat closer to the [ay] of other Semitic 
languages. 
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Semitic {-n-}. Homeric Greek shows an undoubtedly earlier form of the 
ending, -ouv, but none of the eleven Homeric words that manifest this ending 
has a Semitic parallel.37 

l.Bb. Apart from the dual ending, the word for 'horn' is uniquely valuable to 
comparative linguistics for displaying a nominative singular ending: 

Latin cornū \ rarely cornum יי : Akkadian {qá-ar -nu-ump 

(= (qarnum) later {qar-nu}^ 

Arabic <jJâs {qarnun} 'ahorn' (absolute) 

{qarnu} '(so-and-so's) horn' 
(ùJ ׳ l J Î § {7alqarnu} 'the horn') 

The noun being neuter in Latin (as generally in IE), the same form is either 
nominative or accusative (cf. Levin, PrlnEuThDe, 135, note 60). That is never 
so in the singular of those Semitic languages which distinguish between the 
cases; for there are no neuter nouns in Semitic. This one, like most other paired 
parts of the body, is feminine; and it affords perhaps the clearest perspective 
upon the process whereby a certain gender agreement was established: femin-
ine in Semitic (though the noun has no characteristically feminine suffix) but 
neuter in IE. 

If in Latin we had only cornum, we might pass it off as merely a confirm-
ation of the correspondence already noted in the accusative singular of the mas-
culine ( l .Acl): 

taurum (in early Latin T A V R O M t ) , Oscan T A Y P O M , Greek ταΰροι> : 
Akkadian {šū ram}, Arabic {pawran}, 

and therefore parallel rather to the Semitic accusative: 
Akkadian {qá-ar-na-am}^ (= {qarnam}, Arabic G^î^ {qarnan}. 

But cornū, as well as the genitive singular cornūs^, nominative/accusative 
plural cornua^, etc., argues that even in the earliest Latin it would have been 
- N V M (not ? ? C O R N O M , like a noun of the "second declension") alternating 

3 7 InEuSeLa, 94-98, and Levin, PrlnEuThDe, 117, 121. Moller (VelnSeWù, xiii-xiv) noted 
a correspondence in dual endings: "idg. -oi- (in gr. -ouv avest. -aēbja, idg. •oi Endung des 
Nom. Akk. Du. n[eut].) = semit. -ai (im Casus obliquus, arab. -ai altbabyl. und hebr. -e 
(so im Stat, construct.), arab.•aini hebr. -aiim ababyl. - ē n (Stat, absol.))"; but he was 
not struck by the particular closeness of -0u1׳ to certain Semitic endings, Hebrew (5'־yim) 
and Aramaic {-áyin) . 
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with -NV. The vowel is part of the stem cornu-, not limited to the nominative 
(and accusative) singular. The only evidence for a {qarnu-} stem in Semitic 
— not just {qarn-} plus a nominative singular ending — is the Akkadian 
plural {qarnū )יי, principally but not exclusively nominative. The match be-
tween IE and Semitic in the function of the u is less than in the function of the 
"thematic" vowel: 

accusative singular Greek ταύροι^ Sanskrit {-am}, Arabic {{3awran} 
genitive dual ταύροι ν {{3awrayn} 
nominative plural Taúpcn cf. Aramaic {to w re y ) 

and its lengthened counterpart: 
nominative dual ταύρω {-ā} Arabic {{3a wrā} 
genitive plural ταύρων {-ām) cf. " {{5iyrān} 

In the Arabic nominative {qarnun}, just as we saw in the accusative 
{{3awran}, the {-n} functions as an indefinite article. The nasal consonant in 
Akkadian and in Latin has no such function. When in the course of time the 
Akkadian {-m} dropped out, the meaning appears not to have been affected at 
all; the change was phonetic, not morphological. In Latin the meaning of the 
rare cornum does not differ at all from the usual cornu.38 

l.Bc. The accented vowel [כ] in cornu/cornum and the Germanic cognates 
is like the Hebrew pausal (or terminal) | "!יי לן {qoren}, and also like the Ar-
abic vowel; for {qa-} is actually pronounced [q>] , as the "emphatic" — i.e. 
velarized — consonant deflects the vowel toward the back of the mouth (Cas-
pari - Wright, GrArLa, I , 8; cf. l.Ci). The [e] in κέ pas י י 3 9 is close to the 
Hebrew non-pausal and the Aramaic ]"!j?^ {qéren}. 4 0 So far this sounds as 

3 8 Many Indo-Europeanists have posited *cornú for the nominative/accusative singular; but 

the metrical evidence, as far as it goes, is all against it for the historical period. To be sure, 
the great majority of occurrences of cornū in verse are ablative (where -ù would be out of 

the question). 
3 9 The -a- could reflect either *p or a laryngeal; see my review of A. Nussbaum, Head and 

Horn in Indo-European, in GeLi, 27 (1987), 108-109. 
4 0 Some Semitists have doubted the authenticity of (qérenj IN ARAMAIC, because the usual 

Aramaic counterpart to the Hebrew { C i C e C ) is {CaCáC}; e.g. Hebrew ""!££?3יי {néšrrj : 

Aramaic "12?!)יי (našár) 'eagle'. But this Aramaic vocalization of (qéren) is not — as they 

imagine — due to contamination from Hebrew. Rather it is one of the few nouns in Aram-

aic, along with such basic words as { 7 έ ΐ )εη} 'stone'(2.Le) and ל ^ ) ^ ( m é l e k ) 

'king', which have preserved their accent upon the vowel following the initial consonant and 
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i f the varying [5/^J, so characteristic of Hebrew, had S E P A R A T E IE corre-
spondences. However, we must immediately add that on the IE side the Latin 
short ο seems not to correspond normally to ο in Germanic, unless it repre-
sents a prehistoric IE sonant: Old Norse, Old English, etc., horn ^ from 

*krn- (with the same vocalic nucleus as in the Sanskrit cognate 5 J 7 ! 1 ^ 

{šÊggam}.4 1 The Semitic open vowels — {qarn-} in Arabic, Akkadian 
and the Hebrew and Aramaic forms accented on a suffix, besides {qéren} and 
{qSren}, and Ge^ez {qarn}יי — all point to a contact with something other 
than *kr^n- in IE. If*í:rn- was indeed the source of the Latin corn- and the 
Germanic horn 42,יי then the change from *r to something more open (which 
I would symbolize *Ar) must have been accomplished in that IE area from 
where Semitic got {qArn-}. Objectively, the western IE languages43 have 
more affinity to the Semitic form of this word than to the other IE forms. 

have thus escaped merger with the prevailing class of Aramaic nouns, exemplified by 

ר ( ע ב י ' {baśár) 'flesh' (Hebrew T í u l l ^ {bDŚ3r}); (baśár) serves in Hebrew only as the 

construct form '(so-and-so's) flesh'. 
4 1 The {-gam) part, to be sure, does not correspond to anything in Germanic. (The San-
skritists transliterate the initial consonant ś (formerly ς); but the sound was evidently just as 

in the English she — Hebrew , Arabic ^ . ) 
4 2 I do not understand why the Indo-Europeanists derive the -o- of A L L the Germanic lan-
guages (written { a u j in Gothic only, through a peculiar convention of Wulfila's alphabet) 
from a proto-Germanic *11, which seems to deny the correspondence of the Germanic vowel 
to the Latin -ο -
4 3 Com יי 'horn' in Irish, Welsh, and Cornish (spelled korn יי in Breton) has often been di-
agnosed as a borrowing from Latin; e.g. Ernout - Meillet, DiEtLaLa, s.v. c o r n ū . For that 
to have happened to such a basic item of the vocabulary, we might invoke (exempli gratia) 
the following explanation: earn ^, karn יי in the same Celtic languages acquired, partly 
through accidental homophony, a great variety of meanings, including 'cairn' (which in Eng-
lish is a borrowing from the Gaelic of Scotland). So, as a partial remedy, a form with the 
vowel -o- instead of -a - was taken over, if not from Latin, then from some aberrant, un-
identified Celtic dialect, for the primary meaning 'horn'. One attested meaning of earn, karn 
— mamely 'hoof — is considered an inherited cognate of c o r n ū , though with a semantic 
shift; the horn and the hoof are the external hard parts of the animal (as Gary Rendsburg has 
pointed out to me). For Hesychius has a gloss K d p i w τή!׳ σ ά λ π ι γ γ α Γαλάται^ 'the Gauls 
(= Galatians?) [call] the trumpet ( k á r n o n ) ' , testifies to {karn-} in ancient Celtic — pre-
sumably a horn hollowed out — earlier than any of the Celtic languages whose literature is 
preserved. 
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The rare Old and Middle English spelling heorn^, besides the usual 
horn, will be taken up again when we came to [?]eorpe^ : Hebrew 
{7É/3rec}^ 'earth'. It bespeaks an unsteadiness in vowel articulation more no-
ticeable in Old English than in any other IE language, but comparable to the al-
ternations in Hebrew.44 

l.Bd. Although fewer case-forms of {qarn-} than of {£>awr-} have IE 
cognates, there is one striking combination: 

Arabic {qarnu pawrī j t 'a bull's horn' [q>] , 
Latin cornū taurī^ " " " ([k>], Vitruvius 9.4.2)4 5 

This is closer than 
either Arabic {qarnu Bawrī} . / . * 

 t {qéren šowr} לן ך [ r to Hebrew 1W ד
^jí ό ^ ' § {qarnu pawr(i η)} 

or Latin cornū taur 1 to Greek icépas ταύρου §. 
Here is the first such combination that I can present; quite a few more are com-
ing. They cannot be accidental — even less than the matching individual words 
with their inflections can be accidental (Levin, DiQuQu, 411-413; CoGr, 157). 

While the distribution of the two words is not quite the same throughout 
I E 4 6 (as it is the same for both of them in Semitic), they do go together — 
broadly speaking. For the horns are the most conspicuous part of this creature, 
and the most menacing. The verbal expression of this natural association is at-
tested as early as the Ugaritic {bhm qrnm / k m . p r m }יי 'on them [are] horns 
like bulls' (Gordon, UgTe, 181, no. 75.1.30-31; cf. Deut. 33:17); also in 
Greek ταυρόκερων Qeov^ 'a bull-horn[ed] god' (i.e. Dionysos; Euripides, 
Bacchae 100; see Brown, SaCu, 169-173). 

4 4 The Middle English Dictionary, ed. by Sherman M . Kuhn and John Reidy, is meUiodo-
logically wrong to dismiss heorn, and hern יי too, as mere "errors" — as though anyone in 
die twentieth century could somehow be sure that these spellings with -eo- and -e־ did not 
represent any real pronunciation (cf. l.Ff). 
4 5 This occurrence is ablative, but taurī laeuum cornū ^ 'the Bull's left horn* in Cicero, 

Aratea fr. 30, is nominative. The plural cornua taurī^ 'a bull's horns' occurs quite often 

as a metrically convenient close of a verse (cornua nominative in Ovid, Fasti 3.499, accusa-

tive in Metam. 2.80, 9.186, Martial 2.43.5, etc.). 
4 6 In English, for example, we say a bull's horn. 
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l.Be. Prof. Alan Corré, in an unpublished paper, has drawn attention to the 
twofold anomaly of cornu W I T H I N L A T I N : the lack of case-inflections in the 
singular (apart from the genitive cornūs), and the extreme paucity of other 
nouns declined like it (neuters of the "fourth declension") — only genu^ 
'knee' is common. He infers, "Clearly this is a loan from West Semitic, and its 
endings are an attempt to accommodate it to the Latin case system. Note the ο 
vowel. This reflects the allophone of a that Semitic used in the environment of 
the pharyngeal q...." 

His argument is strong, if not conclusive; I would modify it only a little: 
cornu, more likely than not, had a Semitic source almost identical with the Ar-
abic and Akkadian nominative {qarnu} [q>]. We can only speculate upon 
the sociolinguistic circumstances that would have favored the spread of this 
word into the prehistoric homeland of the Latins (as well as other western 
Indo-Europeans). I suspect it went with the spread of words for 'bull' and oth-
er animals with the genitive ending that we have seen in taurī (Arabic 
{pawn}) . That ending, anomalously ousting the vowel [O] in one slot of the 
"thematic declension", is characteristic of Latin and certain Celtic languages, 
but alien to the rest of IE. 4 7 

l . C . Sem. (Heb.) {7όζεη} : IE (OldHigh German) [7]oren 'ear' 
{^áyin} : (OldEnglish) [7]e(a)gan'eye' 
{^écem} : (Skt.) {ast^án} 'bone' 

l .Ca. In the Semitic languages the {n} in these words, as well as in 
[φ׳$εη, qarn-}, seems as firmly a part of the root as the first two conson-
ants. But a comparison with IE reveals it to be suffixed; and what the three 
nouns have semantically in common suggests T H E O R I G I N A L M E A N I N G Ο F 

T H E n, ' P A I R E D ' . 4 8 The Greek neuter κέρας 'horn' might go back to a pre-
historic *kérp-, but a laryngeal consonant could just as well be the source of 
the a; and derivative words in various IE languages, such as Latin ceruus^ 
'stag', certainly had no n. So a morpheme (not necessarily a word) *kVr 
'horn' must have existed prehistorically. The rare Egyptian word {kr.ty} 
'horns', recorded only from the "New" Kingdom (after c. 1500 B.C.), testi-
fies to nearly the same thing; for {-ty} is a feminine dual ending. Also in Kafa 

4 7 A . Meillet, Esquisse d'une histoire de la langue latine (Paris: Klincksieck, 1966 [essen-
tially repr. from 2d ed.; Hachette, 1931]), 26-27; Levin, PrlnEuThDe, 135-136. 
4 8 See InEuSeLa, 343, and my review of Nussbaum ( l .Bc , note 39), 110. 
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(a Cushitic language) qaro יי 'horn' is biconsonantal (Leslau, CoDiGe, 442). 
So the - would be a sort of C ת L A S S I F Y I N G suffix. 

l.Cb. Among the IE languages, the η in the other two words is less wide-
spread than in 'horn'; on the IE evidence no one would take it for part of their 
root. Closest to the Hebrew ] 7} י א ז י ό ζ ε η } are these Germanic forms: 

Old (and Middle) High German [7]oren יי (genitive/dative singular), 
Gothic {ausinjt (dative singular). 

The word for 'ear', nearly throughout IE, reflects *H-ws; but outside of the 
nominative/accusative singular, it reflects *H-wa(-)n in Germanic, and 
probably in Homeric Greek too.4 9 

The initial laryngeal consonant is not pure theory; it exists in modern Ger-
man as the glottal stop, unwritten but pronounced, at the beginning of Ohr^ 
[ ? or] , and vestigially in some closely related languages, including English. In 
former centuries, to judge from a rule of alliterative poetry, a glottal stop (or 
some such consonant) was pronounced regularly in words written with an ini-
tial vowel; for otherwise there would have been NO R E C U R R E N T S O U N D , giv-
en that any and every vowel was acceptable without restriction.50 To specify 
the quality of the prehistoric IE consonant beyond the mere cover-symbol *H, 
the Indo-Europeanists put weight upon the actual vowel a- in the Latin aurís^ 
(aus\cultā^ 'listen'), Lithuanian ausìs^, etc., and distinguish the consonant 
as h.2 (which favored a wide-open mouth; see l.Ab). The present etymology, 
and some others, give us reason to treat this laryngeal as most like the Semitic 
glottal stop { 7 } , though the indications are not decisive. 

l.Cc. Between the initial sound and the final -n, Gothic shows evidence of 
two IE consonants, - us-. The s is certain; but because A Y in the Gothic script 
(derived from the Greek alphabet) appears to be used ambiguously and to stand 
often for [o] (or [כ], see l.Bc, note 42), we could scarcely be sure of the u, 

4 9 The genitive singular "ΌύαΙτο^, nom./acc. plural 0UCI|TCW ( [ oua־ ] < *Hewsp). The hy-
phen - in my formulas *H-wsand *H-wa(-)n indicates a vowel pronounced between two 
consonants; (-) indicates that a vowel may or may not be pronounced there. 
5 0 In the Old Saxon poem Heliand 2609 "erl mid is 6run" ('a nobleman with his ears') [7]erl 
and [7]drun (dative plural) alliterate. See my article, "The Glottal Stop in the Germanic Lan-
guages and Its Indo-European Source," GeLi, 24 (1984), 233-235. 
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were it not for the Latin and Lithuanian forms.51 Most of the early IE lan-
guages have no y in this word but only a back-vowel. The same is so through-
out Semitic, where the prevalence of the triconsonantal word-structure would 
have militated against the most vulnerable of the four consonants in * ? y Ζ η. 
I am tempted to posit a prehistoric variation between y and u; so the proto-
type of both the Semitic and the IE forms should be symbolized * ?£/Z(η) — 
the root being not strictly triconsonantal. For the middle part of it was liable to 
be actualized as the nucleus of a syllable; and the extra consonant at the end 
was a classifier, meaning 'paired'. 

The precise quality of the sibilant after that *U is hard to pin-point. I provi-
sionally symbolize it with a capital *Z (i.e. some sound more or less similar to 
[z]). Stricdy within Semitic, 

Hebrew {?όζεη} 
Ugaritic { ? " d n ^ 
Akkadian {U-zu-un}1' (construct) 
Aramaic {?owclaen}in 

Arabic 0^1^ { ? u5nun} (nominative)52 

Gê ez {?azn}^ 
the prototype would appear to have been just like the Arabic { 7 u5n-} , or 
nearly so, since Arabic (as well as Ancient South Arabian) maintains a distinct 
phoneme that has merged with {z} in Hebrew, Akkadian, and Ethiopic but 
with {<Vd} in Aramaic and usually with {d} in Ugaritic.53 The IE languages 

5 1 The Greek spelling o ú s ^ leaves the inheritance of a [u] sound uncertain; more often Uian 
not, the digraph ου in our "silver age" spelling (from the 4th century B .C. ) represents what 
had been a plain long vowel [δ]. An earlier Attic inscription has ΟΣ^ 'ear' (in a figurative 
sense), which indicates a monophthong not a diphthong. 

5 2 0 ^ 1 ^ { ? u 3 n i n } (genitive), G j I 7) י י u 3 n a n ) (accusative); cf. l . A a , note 3. 
5 3 Between the Arabic voiced interdental fricative [3] and die Aramaic fricative [d] the differ-
ence must have been slight. The latter was only a positional allophone of the plosive làl, and 
therefore — like the post-vocalic d in Spanish dedo ^ [dédo] 'finger' — articulated probab-
ly by the tongue against the back of the upper teeth, rather than between the upper and lower 
teeth. 

The Egyptian verb O d n p 'represent' is followed by the EAR determinative, which has 
suggested to Egyptologists that the language once had a word for 'ear' cognate to Semitic. 
The known word for it, however, is (msdr)^, enhanced by the same determinative. (!) serves 

to transcribe the reed hieroglyph, which is considered a glottal stop [ל] like the Hebrew 
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have either 5 or a related sound easily derivable from it; none of them show [z] 
in this word, but *[z] must have been a stage on the way from *s to r in Latin 
and most of the Germanic sub-group, as exemplified by Old High German 
oren. So in the prehistory of certain (not all) Germanic languages something 
virtually identical with the Hebrew {?όζεη} was pronounced. 

These forms that end in [־n] are the ones that match most exactly. They 
have no further suffix; and the second syllable, closing with that consonant, is 
unstressed. In essence, the vowel of that syllable serves to make the nasal 
sound readily pronounceable; its quality may hardly matter otherwise, and 
from the Ge^ez writing { ? 3 z n } there appears to be in that language nothing 
distinguishable for a vocalic [־n]. But in Hebrew and Aramaic, as well as in 
Old High German, the script indicates a F R O N T - V O W E L {ε}, {de}, or e re-
spectively, not a back-vowel. 

l.Cd, However amazed we feel at this discovery of *[?όζεη] in prehistoric 
Germanic — just like the recorded Hebrew word — we must not jump to con-
elusions. There are quite a few possibilities. But one idea is to be definitely 
ruled out: that the identity arose through sheer coincidence. It is too R A M I F I E D 

for that, too much tied in with IE and Semitic morphology and a particular sub-
field of basic vocabulary, the paired body-parts. The question is not W H E T H E R 

the Hebrew {?όζεη} along with its Semitic cognates and the OHG [7]oren 
along with its IE cognates had a common origin, but W H A T S O R T of common 
origin. 

Can [?όζεη] be simply a survival in particular Semitic and IE languages 
from a much earlier time when their forerunners were closely in touch — or 
even when it was one common forerunner, a proto-language from which they 
evolved? A lot depends on the [z]. The most coherent genealogy would posit 
*5 furthest back in time, which was preserved in Arabic but changed to either 
{z} or {d} in the other Semitic languages, and to s in IE because s was the on-
ly available fricative akin to the dental series. The logic of phoneme theory, 
however, allows or even obliges us to reckon with V A R I A B L E A R T I C U L A T I O N 

of that */δ/. In prehistoric IE, where no phoneme */z/ was opposed to */s/, the 
*/s/ in an intervocalic position must have been especially prone to allophonic 

(cf. 3.Aa, note 3). Trombetti, InSeFo, 41, compared this Egyptian {idn} and the Semitic 
word for 'ear', including "hebr. ozen," to "indog. ous-n- in gr. ουατα ['ears']," but with no 
mention of the Germanic forms most like the Hebrew ( 7 ό ζ ε η ) . 
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voicing, *[z] — the vowels being voiced by nature or definition; and in the 
forerunners of those Semitic languages where */5/ merged with *121, a tend-
ency must have developed quite early to pronounce the */δ/ nearly as *[z ] . 5 4 

l.Ce. The IE forms of the word for 'eye' are still more varied than for 'ear'. 
Most of them are derivable from *okw-, either with just a case-ending or with 
one or more extensions before the case-ending. The initial *o־, furthermore, 
has been explained by *h3, the laryngeal consonant that hypothetically favored 
rounding of the lips or a backward movement of the tongue. The Semitic con-
sonant {^} in Hebrew ] ,J?1' {^áyin}, etc., differs indeed from the glottal stop 
in { 7 όζεη}; to that extent Semitic confirms the Indo-Europeanists' differentia-
tion of *h3 from *h2, but the has no noticeable tendency to favor a back-
vowel.5 5 

A trace of a consonant turns up in early Germanic alliterative verse 
(l.Cc): in Old English the genitive plural eagena^ in the second half of the 
verse alliterates with atol yldo 'wretched old-age' in the first half (Beowulf 
1766); the dissimilar vowels a-y- ea- put the burden of recurrent sound upon 
an unwritten consonant. Whether it was the same unwritten consonant in this 
word as in 'ear', we cannot say from any direct evidence (cf. Levin, SeEv, 
253). Certainly in modern German the glottal stop in [?]A uge יי is the same as 
in [?]Ohr; but it might be worthwhile to study all the Old English verses with 
vowel-initial words instead of alliteration, and to see whether there are any 
restrictions. For I notice that yldo too, or rather the adjective eald יי (> old י) 
that it is derived from, has a Semitic cognate with {^-} (2.Af); it would be 

5 4 Illich-Svitych, MaSrSl, 370, has a very brief entry: "yxo ['ear']: H.-e. *Heus- 'yxo' 
(Pok[orny] 785) — c-x. *(h)m/& ' yxo, CJiuuiaTb ['to listen']' (KywiiT.; Cerulli St. 3, 87-
88)." The Semito-Hamitic part of his etymology is limited to Cushitic. In Enrico Cerulli, 
Studi etiopici, III (Roma: Istituto per l'Oriente, 1938; repr. 1963), 87-88, what I find most 
relevant is "wēs v[erbo] udire ['to hear']. (Voce del linguaggio regale). Trattasi molto proba-
bilmentedi una vocearcaica . . . Sidamadell' Omo: bad[ditu] wašē 'orecchio' ['ear'] ...."Odd-
ly Trombetti (SaGl, I I I , 106) under the root "foorecchio" cites "Indoeur. au-s-t ou-s-
orecchio : Latino amis = Lituano amis, Greco ους ecc; cfr. Semitico u-d-n e special-
mente III [= Caucasian] Lazo uii" (cf. l . C c , note 53). 
5 5 To be sure, this letter (originally a drawing of an eye) was used by the Greeks to stand for 
their vowel Ο (the initial sound of "οφθαλμός^ and ομμα^ 'eye'). Possibly the acrophonic 
name, in a Phoenician dialect, was pronounced *[^Oyn] or something like that. The Hebrew 

pausal form of the word for 'eye' is ] ' ^ ? ^ t ^ i n } ; but the letter-name has never been pro-

nounced thus, as far as we can tell from our information about Hebrew schooling. 
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amazing i f Old English verses were to show a residual distinction between 
 .words and *[?-] words [-יי*]*

l.Cf. The difficulty of this Semitic-IE etymology lies in the middle of the 
word, but this also involves the discrepancy between Germanic — 

Gothic ONorse OHG OSaxon Old English 
nomVacc. sing, {augo }יי auga^ ouga^ àga^ eage^, ege^ 
genitive sing, {auginsjt " ougen§, ougin§ ? eagan^, egan^ 
dative sing. {augin}t " " " ogon^ " 
— and the rest of IE. The Old High German oug- is least discordant from 
*okw-; it would only require a metathesis of the labial and velar elements, *k 
and *w (or *u) respectively, besides the second Germanic sound-shift (pecu-
liar to High German) on top of the first one — which ought to have left the rest 
of the Germanic languages with h, a velar fricative [x] (or [H]). The problem 
for the Germanicists and other Indo-Europeanists is evident, but no solution. 
The prehistory of this word must have been unusual.56 

Semitic can throw some light on it. The middle consonant {-y-} is quite 
unlike a voiceless labio-velar *kw, but closer to the voiced velar -g-. In Old 
English e(a)ge this letter probably stood not for a plosive [g] but a fricative or 
a semi-vowel, especially in an intervocalic position. How early it began to be 
pronounced as a semi-vowel, just like the Semitic (y), is hard or impossible to 
determine; the letter g continued to be written well into the Middle English pe-
riod, even as late as the fifteenth century, though gradually superseded by i or 
y (eie^, eye יי among many other spellings). 

Of all the Germanic languages, OE e(a)ge, e(a)gan is closest to the Sem-
itic, whereas OHG ouga is closest to the rest of IE. Moller posited, in both 
pre-Semitic and pre-IE, a root *Y-ġ- or *Y-y suffixed by n- (VelnSeWo, 
181);57 his ġ seems to stand for the affricate in the modern English word age 
(cf. VelnSeWo, xx, note 6), his 3- possibly for the fricative [z] in azure. Let it 
serve exempli gratia, until someone is in a better position to reconstruct an ad-
equate phonology for such a demanding but perplexing enigma. 

5 6 A similar phenomenon in the Germanic prefix exemplified by Gothic {gs |main}^ (: 

Latin com \mùne^)\ Walde - Pokorny, VeWO, I, 459. 
5 7 Cf. his Seln, 225, 229, 320, where he had used a somewhat different phonetic notation. In 
VelnSeWo, 21, he treats die I E words for 'ear' quite differently from me, while Bomhard, 
ToPrNo, 252, treats the Semitic words for 'ear' also quite differently. Yahuda (HeGr, 257), 

however, has " 
ן ע  א

ους . 
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l.Cg. The ending of the Hebrew dual absolute ם ^ י י ע י ' {^eyn|5yim} 'eyes' 

(Arabic ύ - * ^ 8 {^aynlayn} 
matches beautifully that of the Homeric genVdative dual !)φθαλμίοΐϊι^ 

(Attic "ΌφθαλμΙοΊν^). 
But the long suffix { - ẁ l m - j before that is altogether problematical,58 and 
in any event unrelated to the Hebrew {-n-} in the corresponding position. On 
the other hand ט י ^ א ^ pûzn |5yim}, 0 ^ ^ ' § { ? u3n|ayn} 'ears' 

corresponds to Ηουάτ|οιι^ in the Ionic prose of Hippocrates (De glan-
dis 1.494 Kuhn), except for the [־t־] — better indeed than {qarn|5yim} 
,horns' to the Attic κεριΐτ|οιν (l.Ba). For the short -a- of Ηουάτ|οιι>5 9 can 
very well go back to *[n]. The pre-Homeric form would be approximately 
*[(7)osptoyin]. 

l.Ch. The eye and the ear are such natural counterparts that we cannot be sur-
prised to find them interlocked in Semitic and IE etymology. Speaking of them 
in the same breath is most prominent in Hebrew, and secondarily — under the 
influence of the Bible — in European languages; e.g. 
: 1 } ^ ע מ # ן מ ז א א ל מ ת ־ א י ל ו ת  ו ^ ך ן ל י נ ) ע ב ( ק ת ־ א ' o ל '- t išbá^ ^ayin 
lir?owt walo7~timm:>lé? ?όζεη miššamoa^} 'no eye is satisfied with see-
ing, and no ear filled with hearing' (Eccl. 1:8). The Greek translation presents 
"οφθαλμός and ^oûs respectively. In earlier pagan literature these sense organs 
are movingly contrasted by Sophocles (O.T. 1384-1389), although without 
such precise parallelism of the clauses as in Ecclesiastes.60 Armenian {akn }יי 
'eye' and {unkn }יי 'ear' give a striking assonance.61 

l .Ci. The Sanskrit words for 'eye' and 'bone' — both neuter — are inflected 
alike, in an archaic pattern as shown in this abridged table (whereas Sanskrit 

5 8 See Nussbaum ( l . B c , note 39), 206. 
5 9 As proved by the Homeric genitive singular Η ο ύ ί τ ο 5 and nom./acc. pi. ",oiidfTa ( l . C b , 
note 49). 
6 0 The idea for this paragraph, as well as the Biblical quotation, came to me from J . P. 
Brown. He cites also the recurrence in I Corinthians 2:9 and many echoes in English litera-
ture, including the parody in Λ Midsummer Night's Dream (4.1.211): "The eye of man hath 
not heard, the ear of man hath not seen...." 
6 1 Heinrich Hiibschmann, Armenische Grammatik, I (Leipzig: Breitkopf & Hārtel, 1897; 
repr. Hildesheim: Georg Olms, 1962), 413-14, 484. 
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 , r ן
has a quite different word "°i: יי {kárnah} for 'ear'6 2): 

'eye' 'bone' 
nomVacc. singular 3f 1% י/ {áksi} 3־ ןfè?T < {ásẄ} 

gen./abl. " 3f V {aksnáh} 3T ̂ T asn} יי : táh} 
locative 3 ״ T ^ ^ N ̂ 3T {aksán} ׳ Sf { a s t h j n } 

This makes it worthwhile to extend our IE-Semitic etymology with -n to 
'bone' also. The alternation recalls the neuter singular in the early Germanic 
languages — e.g., Old English nominative/accusative [7]eage, other cases 
[7]eagan 'eye' (l.Cf) — although Old English has a single intervocalic 
consonant instead of the consonant-group {-ks-} of Sanskrit. The Hebrew 
{^áyin} also has a single intervocalic consonant, as we have noted. And the 
-is revealed to be originally a suffix of some sort, in Semitic too as in Ger ת-
manic and Sanskrit, where it turns up further in 

 thigh' (instrumental)' {sakntlā} /י

{dosán|r} 'forearm' (nom./acc. dual), 

in contrast to the nominative-accusative singulars? ftà יי {sákrt}, cfí: יי 

6 2 Especially the dual of this (kárna) (nominative/accusative) seems amazingly 

like a borrowing from die Semitic word for 'horns' — Arabic nominative construct ú ^ i ' י  י
{qarnā} , Akkadian also {qarnā) in (qar-na-a-šá)^ 'her horns' (of a scorpion; AsDi, X I I I , 
137). At all events, the lack of any reflex of die otherwise pan-IE word for 'ear' in Sanskrit 
— which is, on die whole, the most conservative of the I E languages -— poses an enigma; 
did some taboo arise, perhaps, among the precursors of the Brahmin priests? Avestan has it 
in the nominative dual { u š i } ^ , along with the other word (karano)^ in the singular. The se-
mantic shift, though I know of no odier case quite like this, would not be hard to grasp, 
given the rough resemblance of some animals' horns to die ears of other animals and of some 
people — something sticking out of bodi sides of the head near the top. The two organs have 
it in common Uiat in many languages eiUier die word for 'horn' or die word for 'ear' gets 
used also for 'handle', especially when paired. The Sanskrit ( k á r n a h ) is thus used; so is 
earn in Welsh, which among other tilings means 'hoof but is thought to have been 'horn' 
originally ( l . B c , note 43). An etymology embracing die Sanskrit and Welsh forms is given 
by Walde - Pokomy, VeWu, I, 412, but tacitly abandoned by Pokomy in his subsequent in-
dependent reworking (InEtWo). 
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{doh } . 6 3 But without the Semitic-IE comparison we would hardly have 
sensed the meaning 'paired' (l.Ca). 

Now the Semitic word for 'bone' — 
ם ב ע ^ {^écem} (pausal • ב ע ^ {<ocem}) in Hebrew — 

stands in nearly the same relation to the Sanskrit {ast^n} as Hebrew {^áyin, 
,oyin} 'eye' to Sanskrit {aksán} (Moller, VelnSeWo, 192; Yahuda, HeGr, 
541, etc.). The "emphatic" consonant ב , which I transcribe { c } , 6 4 is more 
complex than most others in its articulation, the evidence for which is varied 
and not easy to sum up. For the present comparison with the Sanskrit 
{-st11-}, the relevant phonetic points are the pronunciation of ב by many 
Jewish communities as an affricate [ts} (Steiner, AfSa), and the velarization of 
it in the Arabic Jewish communities, just as they pronounce the cognate con-
sonant in Arabic (the same letter, but shaped ^o) as a velarized fricative. 

The last feature differs from the Sanskrit aspiration of {t 1 1 }; but in both 

languages the result is the "marking" of a certain set of voiceless consonants, 
by aspiration in Sanskrit, by "emphasis" in Hebrew. It seems more probable 
that in this word the Semitic "emphatic" came from an IE consonant group — 
something like the Sanskrit {-sP-} — than vice versa. For the word was thus 
assimilated to a triconsonantal Semitic structure {^-c-m}, like {^-y-n} 
'eye' and {?-z-n} 'ear'. In other Semitic languages there is a different "em-
phatic" (except for the Akkadian {e-ce-em-tum}^ with the feminine marker 

{- t -} ; cf. l .Fc): Arabic '?jis- יי {^azm|un}, Ge^ez {^adm}^, Ugaritic 
{^zm}^; the Aramaic ם ט  .'however, means 'thigh ,{Tm*} יי ע

l .Cj . This Semitic noun is feminine in Hebrew, like most paired parts of the 
body. But while many of the bones are indeed paired, the pairing of bones is 
less obvious than of eyes, ears, or horns; and that may have contributed to the 
replacement of *-n — if originally present — by {-m}. 

6 3 The shorter dual format יי {dosi} , without { -an- ] , also occurs; Otto Bohtlingk and 

Rudolph Roth, Sanskrit-WOrterbuch (St. Petersburg: K . Akademie der Wissenschaften, 1855-
75; repr. Osnabriick: Otto Zeller, 1966), III, 782. 
6 4 The Semitists symbolize "emphasis" by a dot underneath: s. 
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Hittite among the IE languages preserves an initial consonant in {Haštaip' 
(nom./acc. and dat./10c. sing.).65 How similar it was to the Semitic guttural 
-can scarcely be determined;66 but the initial vowel 0- in Greek Ηοστέ {יי*}
ov^,6 7 Latin ds יי suggests the same IE laryngeal as in oculus יי ,eye' and in 
"1oaoe^ (nomVacc. dual), "1οφθαλμός, "1όμμα, besides the Old High German 
[7]oug'Ven, Old Saxon [7]6gVen, and at least the Germanic forms recognis-
ably are cognate to Hebrew {^3/jyin} and similar words with this guttural 
 elsewhere in Semitic. While no such word for 'eye' has (•the Arabic s) { -יי"}
turned up in Hittite,6 8 the evidence on hand is enough to corroborate an or-
iginal agreement between Semitic and prehistoric IE on the initial sound of the 
cognate words for 'bone' and 'eye'.69 

l.Ck. The Church Slavonic feminine noun KOCTIW {kostf} 'bone', which has 
close cognates throughout the Slavic languages, affords another version of the 

6 5 The Hittite genitive {Hašt iyaš ]^ and instrumental (Hašt i t )^ , widi { i } , seem based upon 

the stem that in Sanskrit shows up as the nom./acc. {ás t h i } but not in the genitive 

( a s t h n á h ) . The {-ai} of the other Hittite cases sounds like a different Ablaut grade of { i } . 
6 6 Hittite was written in essentially die cuneiform syllabary of Akkadian, which had in turn 
taken it from Sumerian. The Akkadian {H} is cognate not to {^} in the other Semitic lan-

guages but to the Arabic {H} and partially to the Hebrew and Aramaic Π {Η} (χ in 

proper names of the Septuagint); e.g. the word for 'ewe' or 'ewe-lamb', Akkadian { laH-

r u m }יי, Arabic J A ^ , י } י r a H i l | u n } , Hebrew ל ח -Aramaic {ra2Hb?} (with suf ,{n>Hél} יי ר

fixed article) in א 'and like a ewe-lamb'. { n H é l } is also the name of Jacob's 

wife; cf. L X X Ρ α χ ή λ ή Targum ל ft ^ יי {toHél}. 
6 7 "Όστέον (contracted in Attic to οστοΟν^) has the non-aspirate [t]. Indeed σ τ : Skt. {st11} is 

so frequent as to constitute a regular if surprising correspondence, attributable to a natural 

tendency to deaspirate right after [s]. Thus speakers of English pronounce tone יי [&-] but 

stone יי [st־], without being aware of eidier the aspiration or die lack of it. 
6 8 Hittite { š a k u w a } ^ 'eyes' has been connected to the Germanic verb 'see', which has prob-

lematical I E cognates; Pokorny, JnEtWt), I, 898. An alternation between *sek"- and *Hjek™ 
(> Skt. {aks-}, Lat. oc\ulus V 'eye'; Gr. "1οπ-, modified phonetically in 0φ |θαλμό5 and 

ο μ ί μ α ^ l . C e , note 55) seems to me quite possible. For the singular the Hittite texts show 

only the Sumerian ideogram {IGI}^; what Hittite word it stands for, remains undetermined. 
6 9 The second element in the Latin compound adjectives atr\ox^ 'looking dark(ly)' and 

ẃ i j o x ^ 'looking wild' (genitive atr\ā\is^, fe1\āc\is^) seems to be the same I E noun (cf. 

4 . C c ) . 
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IE word; the Latin costa^ 'rib' is very similar too, apart from a different fern-
inine suffix. This has sparked a controversy among Indo-Europeanists over a 
possible prefix *k- (see Ernout - Meillet, DiEtLaLa, as well as Walde - Hof-
mann, LaEtWo). There are attractive parallels to kost- in several Afro-Asiatic 
languages (Illich-Svitych, MaSrSl, 345; Trombetti, SaGl, 55), including Arab-
ic , jo j ' ^ {qacc|un} 'breast-bone'. The Egyptian word for 'bone' is {qs}^ 
(rac^ in Coptic); and Cohen (EsCo, 124) further cites "BERB[ere] ifís, igs 
'os'," and "HAfoussa] kašī 'os'." In this word the Arabic strengthened con-
sonant sounds like an assimilation and partial simplification of a prehistoric 
consonant group, the components of which remain distinct — however modi-
fied — in the modern Russian KOCTb [־sty]. 

Besides the phonetic similarity between Latin [kost-] and Arabic {qacc-}, 
the two languages share a semantic restriction to one region of the body. For 
'bone' in general they have os (genitive oss|is^) and {^azm|un } respective-
ly. Whatever morphological relationship may once have existed between the 
general and the more specific noun, it is imperceptible in these attested words. 
Possibly the evidence from other Chadic languages, which up to now are less 
well investigated than Hausa and much less accessible, will throw unexpected 
light upon this obscure problem, located far away in Europe and Asia. 

l.CL, T O take a somewhat clearer comparison, the {-n } of 'eye' in the Sem-
itic languages behaves as part of the root; keeping strictly within them, we 
would have no reason to call it a suffix. The Cushitic word for 'eye', however, 
has -1 instead of -n at the end: Bilin ?11^, Quara and Khamir el^, Afar and 
Somali il^ (Leslau, CoDiGe, 80-81). The first of these is close enough to 
Gê ez {^ayn}^ and its Semitic cognates to warrant an Afro-Asiatic etymology. 
The others, while lacking the initial consonant ז - confirm that the word is 
widespread in Cushitic. So the evidence, reaching all the way from Cushitic 
Africa to Germanic Europe, leads to the conclusion that the consonant at the 
end of this word, and of certain others referring to parts of the body, originated 
as a suffix. 

l .D , IE (Gr.) δίδυμοι : Sem. (Aram.) {ta?uwmey} 'twins' 
l.Da. The Greek word for 'twins' is obviously IE in its structure — al־ 
though, paradoxically, it has no recognised IE cognates: 
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The base - δ υ - is the pan-IE 'two'; 
δ ι - is a normal reduplicating syllable, quite appropriate semantically, and 

consists of the same consonant + [i] (perhaps *[dwi־] prehistorically); 
- μ ο - at the end of certain numerals makes them ordinal, in particular the C L I -

M A C T I C ones (in Latin prīmus^, septimus^, decimus^, as well as su-
perlatives;70 in Greek 1 έ β δ ο μ ο ^ 'seventh', π ρ ό μ ο ς · ^ 'leader'). 
The singular form of this Greek word δ ί δ υ μ ο ^ was often used as a given 
name; we may gloss it 'Second' or 'Secondest' in a special context, when the 
parents had a name ready for a new-born boy, typically that of his deceased 
grandfather, but were surprised to get another son on top of that one.71 

The Semitic languages have a word for 'twins' of anomalous, variable 
structure. Nearly the closest to the Greek δ ί δ υ μ ο ι ^ phonetically is the Hebrew 
, ך י ב י ב מ ו א ת } ל taVmé^aBiyyâ 1 ' } 'a gazelle's twins' (Cant. 4:5); when 

the verse is repeated later in the book (7:4), these words are 
י בבי־ד! מ א ת י ' {to?5méy ca5iyy3H}. The inconstancy recurs in the Aramaic 
translation: 

י מ 1 א ת ^ {t3?owmey} in 4:5, 

but י ו מ י - in 7:4, with a vowel most like the Greek {t3?uwmey} יי תא υ -
([ύ] in Attic and probably Ionic, [u] in other dialects). In both Semitic lan-
guages the construct ending {-ey} could be either plural or dual; but the ab-
solute ם י מ ו א ת י ' {t3?o w mí y m} (Gen. 38:27), 

DDÌfl^ { to w mí y m} (25:24) is definitely plural in form. So too the 

7 0 See my article, "The Superlative in Latin and the Romance Languages" in Views on Lan-
guage, ed. by R. Ordoubadian and W. von-Raffler Engel (Murfreesboro, T N : Inter-University 
Publishing, 1975), 229. 
7 1 Θ ω μ ά ς . . . *0 λεγόμ ׳ €1ος Δίδυμος (John 20:24) illustrates the semantic identity of die 

name in Aramaic (Biblical Aramaic א מ ו א ן ^ { t3?o w mà 7 } + die Greek nominative singul-

ar {-s)) and in Greek. The Syriac gives his name likewise as א ם ו א ח י ' j t(s)״ 7 0m3'] and 

then translates Δίδυμος by א מ א ת י ' ( t (3 )Vm3' ) , (Syriac — i.e. the Aramaic of certain 
Christian churches — is written in the same twenty-two-letter alphabet as the earlier Aram-
ic, but normally in cursive lettering that runs the letters together and disguises their individu-
al features — somewhat as our g î s scarcely recognisable as the same letter as G . Here I go 
back to the ancient separate lettering, but keep the medieval Syriac pointing for the vowels.) 
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Greek δίδυμοι is plural — nominative plural.7 2 The nominative (or accusa-
tive) dual is διδύμω^. The Hebrew and Aramaic singular, unsuffixed, cannot 
be safely reconstructed; probably it too was variable — certainly the Akkadian 
is (Von Soden, AkHa, s.v. " tū (?)amu(m)") . 7 ם 3 א  as a man's {t?m} יי ת
name (like Δίδυμος) occurs in a Phoenician inscription from Citium (Kition) in 
Cyprus; here the Phoenician alphabet gives no indication whatever of vow-
els.7 4 

l .Db . To uphold the consonantal correspondence δ-δ- : {t־?-}, this 
Greek-Semitic etymology depends on the theory of Gamkrelidze and Ivanov, 
and of Paul Hopper, that the prehistoric IE forerunner of the recorded d (like 
the g) in most IE languages was a voiceless but glottalized plosive which they 
symbolize*t' (I prefer *f, with a miniature 7 superscript).75 The reduplicated 
δ-δ- would thus go back to *t?-t7-, which phonetic components were still 
perceptible when the word spread among the Semites. They did not render it 
by their "emphatic" voiceless dental plosive -which the Semit ,(Arabic Jo) ט 
ists symbolize t— the dot standing for velarization in Arabic, glottalization in 
Ethiopic;76 in the more ancient languages of the Semitic group the phonetic 
quality of "emphasis" is undetermined and may never be recoverable (cf. 
1.C1). But at any rate the {t־?־} of Hebrew, Aramaic, and Arabic strikes the 
ear as a simplification of *f-t'-, since Semitic languages do not, in general, 
allow nouns to begin C1VC1V-J1 

7 2 The Hebrew , D ^ F W {ta ? 0"m|5y), with a phonetically similar ending, means 'my 

twins' (InEuSeLa, 134-135). 
1 0 In post-Biblical Hebrew the , which is pointed ם ו א ת — i . e . ^0 "m] — in 

most dictionaries, for the absolute as well as the construct state. But I know of no evidence 
that the absolute was this rather than * (t3 ?o״m}. 
7 4 Donner - Rollig, KaArln, I, 8 (no. 35.3); II , 53. This information, like so much else, I 
owe to J . P. Brown. 
7 5 Gamkrelidze - Ivanov, InEu, I, 35-45; I I , 844-845; Hopper, "Glottalized and Murmured 
Occlusives in Indo-European," Glotta, 7 (1973), 141-166; "Indo-European Consonantism and 
the New Look," OrBuIn, 26 (1977), 57-72; also Levin, SeEv, 255-257. 
7 6 My transliteration {T) avoids using a diacritical dot, since I wish to limit my diacritics to 
certain Semitic consonants that are written with diacritics in the original script. 
7 7 A different simplification or dissimilation of the reduplicated consonants may be in the 

national name {7ídowm}, identified as Jacob's TWIN whom he supplanted (Gen. 

25:30, 36:1, etc.). The difference could be due to a later time of borrowing or to the phonolo-
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In an etymology that involves no reduplication — and hence no tendency to 
dissimilatory simplification — the Greek verbal root δρ-π-^ 'tear, pluck' cor-
responds to the Hebrew (and Semitic) ף ר ט י ^ {T(-)r-P(-)} (2.P). This 
supports the inference that also in δ-δ- : {t-?-} the consonants go back to 
something like *[t'-t'-J. 

The strongest argument, in my estimation, for the theory of the prehistoric 
glottalized plosives comes from the pattern of inherited IE roots, which ex-
eludes anything like the Sanskrit {d-g-} or the Greek γ-δ־. I f the prehistor-
ic language had these plain voiced plosives, there would appear to be no phon-
ological cause for avoiding a sequence that is not at all difficult to pronounce 
— judging broadly from modern experience and from the languages of the 
world. But if instead there was a glottalic component in the F O R E R U N N E R of 
these consonants, the recurrence of that phonetic feature might well have been 

gy of a different Semitic dialect (of which we otherwise know nothing), or even to a transi-
tional phonology within the I E source-community, as the *t? was yielding d but more than 
one articulation was still current there, and thus available for divergent adaptation by the 
Semites. (For this last suggestion I am indebted to Paul Hopper himself.) _ 

The twofold Hebrew etymology given in Gen. 25:25-30 derives {? ido w m} first from 
 and ,('means 'red {1ע361כל} יי א D Ì) eàmo^nO} 'reddish', his color at birthיאךמוגי' {7

secondly from Ū "1 א i l יי {h>bdom} 'the red (stuff)' that Jacob cooked up and served him at 
the price of his birthright. This argues that my interpretation of {7idowm} as 'Twin', es-
pecially SECOND Twin', was inaccessible to the author, or else unacceptable; it would have 
implied that Jacob had prior rights B Y BIRTH, which is contrary to a recurrent theme of the 
book that the first-born — not only Edom (or Esau) but Ishmael (17:18, 21:10), Reuben (35: 
22, 49:3-4), and Manasseh (48:13-20) — loses, in one way or another, the advantage of his 
father's natural partiality toward him. (For an alternative etymology, see l . G h . ) 

Another patriarchal name that seems to reflect the same etymon as Δ ιδυμ- , but main-
tains the reduplication of the voiced dental, is found twice in a partly similar context: 

] ד ד א ו ב ש ה ' מ ע , ר

׳ !?.^^{u"tené ) 'ra^m5 l î šab3 7 u w |aad5n} 'and the sons of R. 

[were] Sh. and Twin' (Gen. 10:7); 

ץ ך ך ״ ת א א ו ב ש ־ ת ד א ל [ י t y p ^ ׳ ) V { W a p q š 5 n y á á d ^ t - š a b ׳ 5 w 3 7 E ־ t - d a d 5 n } 
'and Y . begat Sh. and Twin' (35:3). 

Both genealogies can be located in Arabia; so the {-n) instead of (-m) would fit a character-

istic though not invariable difference between Arabic and Hebrew. The fricativation of Τ 

{D} after a vowel is characteristic of Biblical Hebrew (and Aramaic) as recorded by the medi-
eval readers; how far it goes back in antiquity is hard if not impossible to determine ( l . E b ) . 
The name { d d n ) ' is attested in the modest corpus of Ancient South Arabian, but no com-
mon noun that means 'twin'. 
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uncomfortable (a sort of "tongue-twister"), and so we posit that it was obviated 
by deglottalizing one of the consonants. Only in a strongly motivated reduplic-
ation might an identical glottalized consonant be repeated. Hence διδυμ-, 
which reinforces the meaning of 'two', was acceptable in the prehistoric evolu-
tion of Greek. But in the Semitic languages, where the word for 'twin(s)' 
showed no connection to the Semitic word for 'two', the repeated *[t'-t'-] 
was destined for simplication to {t-?-}. 

l .Dc Besides the correspondence of Greek nominative plural δίδυμ|οι to 
Hebrew construct plural { t 3 ? o w m | é y } , 7 8 Aramaic { t3?o w m|é y , t3?u w m |é y } , 
some other case-forms of διδυμ- have cognates similar to those of ταυρ- 'bull' 
( l . A c ) : 

accusative singular δίδυμ101W Arabic L>l_jj^ {taw ? am|an } 7 9 

nominative dual διδύμ|ω ú \_p ^ { t a w ? a m | ā } 7 9 

genitive " διδύμ|0ιι4, Δ Ι Δ Ϊ Μ Ο Ι Ϊ Ν ^ 8 0 όΙΙΠμ; § {taw?am|ayn} 7 9 

7 8 The discrepancy in accent between the Greek and die Hebrew is of less consequence be-
cause of a Hebrew rule dial any construct form differing from the absolute is proclitic: often 
it picks up a SENTENCE ACCENT at an interval of one syllable or more before die accent of 
the next word; otherwise it gets hyphenated to that word and has no accent itself. The recess-
ive accent of δίδυμοι and the great majority of Greek words is, in its way, also the MINIMAL 
accentuadon. 

7 9 Or Û'^J^, Ú''̂ W, ù l ^ ' y ; § . The Hebrew plural adjective D ^ i O f W ( t o ״ -

? á m l í ' i n } 'matching' (Exodus 36:29; D ^ ^ J V ( to?am|i>׳m} in 26:24) corresponds 

more exactly to die Arabic word for 'twin' than {^" , 7 o^ l ' i^m} does. The vocalization of 

this adjective, with {-o w  could be taken for a participle; but no related verb ,{0־-} or (־

forms are found. The Arabic {taw?am-} cannot be a participle. 

I must give Moller credit for seeing δίδυμος as cognate to die Semitic forms (VelnSWu, 
39, 50, 72-73); but under his analysis die word crumbles into a root *eu : A-u-m- and in-
coherent prefixes. Trombetti, SaGl, II , 105, compares the Arabic with "10 Hausa tauai ge-

mello [= 'twin'], che non vi è nessuna ragione di credere derivato per prestito dall' Arabo." 
Furthermore (II, 406) he brings in more distant African languages: "Watchandies a-taua-ra 
2 [= 'two'] . . . . Ottentoto [= Hottentot] t'koa-m, t'ga-m, Boschimano [= Bushman] t'ku" 

He does not connect the Semitic word for 'twin' with anytiiing I E ; but mentioning two pos-
sible morphological divisions of die Greek word, di-dumo- or dídu-ino- (II , 149), he 
compares die latter to "Pul [a language of central Africa] dido 2." I am grateful to him for 
calling my attention to λ ι μ έ ι ^ ς "αμφίδυμοι^ 'two-fold harbors' (Od. 4.845-846). 
8 0 -01 w is Arcadian dialect (InEuSeLa, 37). The Attic feminine διδύμαιυ χε ιροΐν^ 'with 
twin hands' (Sophocles, El. 206) has a dative (instrumental) rather than a genitive function. 
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l.Dd. The relative rarity of twins has naturally won them disproportionate at-
tendon. Yet, while there must always have been nearly as many twin girls born 
as twin boys, they are very seldom mentioned in any ancient sources. Evident-
ly some bias was at work, whether it consisted in not raising female twins or 
merely not talking about them. Anyhow, for our present inquiry the upshot is 
that we have little material for studying the feminine form of this noun, and 
most of the instances refer not to human females but some other pairs whose 
femininity (at least from the modern point of view) is purely grammatical. To 

" ׳ > 1 . - , .y , 

be sure, the Arabic feminine 2_el_jj•̂  or û - e ' j ^ {taw?amatun} (nominative 
singular) is well attested; and its pausal form [taw?amah]1" — with the [-ah] 
ending — would more or less correspond, 

morphologically, to the Greek διδύμ | η"*/ (occurring also as a 
woman's name) or, in the Doric dialect, διδυμ|δ (definitely attested in the gen-
itive διδύμας^). The Akkadian feminine is as highly variable as the masculine 
(cf. l.Da); { tu- ? a־ma- tum}^ comes closest to the Arabic nominative sin-
gular. But Akkadian never shows any cognate to the Arabic pausal form of the 
feminine — i.e. to the Arabic feminine that corresponds to the Hebrew femin-
ine singular absolute. We find ה מ ו א ת -a female twin' in post-Biblical He' ל
brew; in the Bible it would be pointed iīîpÌKFlt {t3?owm5R} (cf. l.Da, note 
73). 

Much rarer, naturally, than δίδυμοι 'twins' were τρίδυμοι^ 'triplets', in 
real life and in the mentions by Greek authors. The latter was of course formed 
by substituting τρι- 'three-' for δι- 'two-'. 

l.De. Between Greece and the Semitic territory a cognate that means 'twin(s)' 
may be indirectly attested, for some IE language of Asia Minor, in the name of 
a mountain. The most relevant text is by the geographer Strabo 12.8.11(575), 
describing the island city of Cyzicus in the Propontis (now called the Sea of 
Marmora): της δέ πόλεως τό μέν "εστίν "lev "επιπέδωι, το δε προς "oper 
καλείται δ ' "1Άρκτων "1όρος· 1"υπέρκειται δ ' Ηάλλο Δίνδυμον μονοφυές, 
1"ιερόν "1έχον της Δινδυμήνης μητρός θεών, ,"ίδρυμα των "1Αργοναυτών^ 
'Some of the city is on a plain, the rest by a mountain; it is called Bears' Moun-
tain. Above it lies another single[-peaked] mountain {dindumon}, having a 
temple of the Dindymene mother of the gods, a foundation of the Argonauts.' 
This second mountain then was (so to speak) the twin of the nearer one. 
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However, the geographical poet Philostephanus, in a lost work, explained 
the name somewhat differently, according to a scholium on Apollonius, Argo-
nautica 1.985: Δίνδυμον δε "opog Κυζίκου 1"ιερόν της 1Pécfg, δια τό διδύ-
μους μαστούς \ν Ηαυτώι ~ανήκειι־* ,׳ώς φησι Φιλοστέφανος, κούτω προσ-
αγορευθεν^ '{dindumon}, a mountain of Cyzicus sacred to Rhea, so called 
because in it twin breasts reach up to a point, as Philostephanus says.' Cyzicus 
was a Greek city in historical times, but the name of the mountain could go 
back to pre-Greek settlers. 

The more famous temple of the Δινδυμήνη mother goddess was far in-
land, in Phrygia on the border of what was later Galatia — a non-Greek region 
before Alexander the Great, and quite a bit closer to Syria. There too the moun-
tain was Δίυδυμον (the present Turkish name is Giinusii Daġ). It is southwest 
of Ancyra (now Ankara); and it has a double summit, as the learned traveler 
Karl Humann remarked ("seine beiden Gipfel").81 

As western Asia Minor was gradually Hellenized and the languages other 
than Greek declined, the non-Greek place-names that resembled the Greek 
διδυμ- were liable to be interpreted as meaning a 'twin' of something or other. 
It is hard to say whether Δίδυμα^ (neuter collective), the site of a famous orac-
ular temple of Apollo south of Miletus near the Aegean coast of Asia, was an 
originally Greek toponym or a Carian toponym reinterpreted as Greek (several 
other Carian place-names end in -υμα), and whether — if it was originally 
Carian — it had been [dind-] before undergoing Hellenization. 

Arguing tentatively that the mountain Δίνδυμον meant 'twin' in Phrygian 
(or perhaps some other language of the region), we would have a valuable geo-
graphical link between the Greek δίδυμοι- and the attractive Semitic cognates. 

8 1 Reisen in Kleinasien und Nordsyrien (Berlin: Dietrich Reimer, 1890), 31-32 and Karte I. 
This information I owe to J . P. Brown. 

Still another mountain in Mysia, now Murad Daġ about half-way in between those two, 
is the source of the river Hennus, as described by Herodotus (1.80.1): \ξ "opeos , Ίρού μη-
τρος Δ ινδυμήνης ,"péov^ 'flowing from a mountain sacred to mother Dindymene' — which 
Strabo 13.4.5(626) follows almost to the letter. Neither ancient author identifies die moun-
tain by name otherwise, but many modem ones call it Dindymos. 1 do not find this ending 

attested in Greek; it may be based on Pliny die Elder's mans Dindymus^ near Cyzicus (5. 
32[142]), but the Latin noun 'mountain' is masculine, whereas "1όρο; is neuter. To be sure, 
-ov serves also for the accusative singular masculine, as in δίδυμοι׳ 'twin' (nominative δίδυ-
μο?) . Anyhow W. v. Dies's description of Murad Daġdoes not mention twin peaks; "Von 
Pergamon iiber den Dindymos zum Pontus," Ergānzungsheft No. 94 zu Petermanns Mil-
teilungen aus Justus Perthes' Geographischer Anstalt (1889), 44-47 and Blatt I. 
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It is also intermediate phonetically to a limited degree: the pattern [CVCC-] is 
shared by [dind-] and the Arabic {taw?aman}, whereas the Greek [did-] 
is only [CVC-]. But the sounds [n : w] are dissimilar, though both are 
classed as resonants. Only a sort of methathesis could account for the Arabic 
semi-vocalic consonant [w] representing the vowel [u] in the next syllable; the 
[n] would be due to epenthetic anticipation of the other nasal sound [m], mak-
ing the Phrygian reduplication [din-dum-] fuller than the Greek [di-dum-]. 

l.Df. If cognates of the Greek διδυμ- definitely existed in the lost (or nearly 
lost) languages of ancient Asia Minor, we could cite them to lessen the paradox 
of this structurally IE word being represented in Semitic but not in any other 
known IE language. As the evidence stands, I can only characterize it as a R E -
G I O N A L word, perhaps associated with a particular sort of patrilinear family 
(cf. l.Da and l.Db, note 77). The link between the Greek διδυμ- and wide-
spread Semitic forms would further suggest there was a significant amount of 
migration and intermarriage, involving some influential if not necessarily nu-
merous persons.82 Also another sort of contact, between certain IE and Semit-
ic herdsmen or livestock raisers, could have spread an IE word for ' twin\ at 
first in reference to animals; for indeed twin calves, lambs, and kids are less in-
frequent than human twins (l .Lc). 

I .E. IE (Skt.) {vtt} : Sem. (Akk.) {bi-it} 'house' 
(Avestan) {vaēsam} : (Heb.) {6áy(3)tDK} 'home(ward)' 

(Gr.) Γοίκα\δ€ : {B5y(3)bK} 
l.Ea. The word for 'house' can first be presented in the Arabic and Greek ac-
cusative singular GlJ {baytan} : ",οίκονיי־. The ending 

recalls that of {pawran} : ταυρον exactly ( l . A c l ) ; 

s 2 Before me Alan D. Corré, in a brief article, suggested an I E origin of the Semitic word for 
'twin', citing most pertinently the Latin du-; "Two Notes on the Semitic Lexicon," Studies 
in the Bible and the Hebrew Language, offered to Meir Wallenstein on the occasion of his 
seventy-fifth birthday, ed. by Chaim Rabin et al. (Jerusalem: Kiryat Sefer Ltd., 1979), 303-
304. Still more briefly, A. B. Dolgopolsky, "A Probabilistic Hypothesis Concerning the 
Oldest Relationships among the Language Families in Northern Eurasia," in Typology: Re-
lationship and Time: A collection of papers on language change and relationship by Soviet 
linguists, ed. and tr. by V . V . Shevoroshkin and T. L . Markey (Ann Arbor: Karoma Pub-
lishers, 1986), 27. 
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but the rest does not closely correspond except for the [y]. A few Greek dialect 
inscriptions have /7OIK-^ with an initial consonant [ w - ] . 8 3 But other Semitic 
and IE languages show a much more exact phonetic correspondence.84 

l.Eb. The most conspicuous phenomenon in Hebrew that resembles a case in 
Arabic, Akkadian, or IE is the {-כ*} suffix (unaccented) that means '-ward' 
or 'to'. With the suffix this word is 

in the construct state ה ת י ב י ' (b^F^) 'to (so-and-so's) home' 
" " absolute " ìīf)]^ {báy(a)hT"} 'home(ward)'85 

(pausal) ÌĪ?V|W {b3y(3)bK} 
Right after a vowel, the initial plosive consonant is fricativated: {βέ^ΐ^}^, 
{Báy(3)bR}t, {55y(3)tD*} in ה ת י ב ו י ' 'and homeward'. The first of these, 
{Bé^D11}, sounds more like the Sanskrit ^ " ^ ί " 1 ^ { v ē š a m } 8 6 than the 
Greek cognate h OLKOV or even j-οίκον; for the labio-dental [v־] is the very 
next thing to a bilabial fricative [6־] — often indistinguishable to the ear, 
whereas a semi-vowel is articulated differently enough.87 To be sure, in no 

8 3 Also the meter of Homer calls for an initial consonant in this word, aldiough the text has 
come down with no such letter written. 
8 4 Yahuda, HeGr, 13 & passim, was — to my knowledge — die first to propose this etym-
ology, without (however) bringing in any I E language besides Greek. See Levin, PrlnEu 
ThDe, 114-116. 
8 5 The absolute form has the idiomatic meaning 'inward', except sometimes when the defin-
ite article is prefixed. The parendietical {(ס)} signifies uncertainty as to a transitional vowel-

sound between the two consonants (see Levin, DeAIRe, 69-72). The sign of the Hebrew 

Bible punctators stood for the lack of any vowel of RECOGNISABLE quality. In transcriptions 
it is customary not to represent it at all if (from our point of view) there was no vowel, but 
to render it by the symbol a (or somediing else, less desirable) if there was an audible though 

indistinct vowel. 
8 6 The vowel transcribed [e) here was a diphthong [ei] in ancient times (InEuSeLa, 152). 
There is no short (e) (or short (o)) in Sanskrit; so plain e and ο are often used in transcrip-
tions, on the assumption that a reader will know that in Sanskrit this can only stand for a 
long vowel. 
8 7 Phoneticians symbolize this bilabial fricative [β]. Their use of the Greek minuscule letters 
[β δ γ ] for die voiced homorganic fricatives, and of [φ θ χ ] for the voiceless ones, was 
suggested by a diachronic change in Greek phonology, as the ancient plosives turned into 
medieval fricatives and around the same time the capital letters gave way to minuscules. 
However, the medieval Greek fricatives presumably — and Uiose of modem Greek certainly 
— are as freely used in a post-consonantal or an initial position as in a post-vocalic, whereas 
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ancient language, Semitic or EE, have we proof of a phoneme opposition /w 5* 
v/ such as English has in wile * vile; so the mere phonetic difference was 
less significant phonologically than it is in English and some other modern lan-
guages. The clearest evidence of [w־] (or [u-]) in ancient IE comes from Lat-
in, as in the cognate uTcum יי 'a clump of houses' (likewise accusative). 

l .Ec. This noun, wherever found in any IE or Semitic language, is mascul-
ine. But the Sanskrit thematic masculine {vēšam} (accusative; 

nominative %"5T: § {vēšah}) looks as if derived 

from a non-thematic feminine {viš-} — 
nom. "£׳י {vit},acc. visam — 

which means virtually the same and is much more frequent.88 {vi t} is most 
reminiscent of the Akkadian construct {bi־it}^ 'house o f or '(someone's) 
house'. The Semitists take the cuneiform syllabic characters to stand for {bit) 
rather than {bît} in this word, although the scribes hardly ever wrote {bi-i-i t} 
with the extra syllabic sign {-i-} and on the whole they seldom showed any 
long vowel differently from a short one (Von Soden, GrAkGr, 10-11). But a 
comparison with other Semitic languages has suggested that a former diph-
thong *[ai] (or *[ay]) was contracted to [Γ], just as in {m }יי 'eye' (construct), 

the truly homorganic fricatives of Hebrew and Aramaic are restricted to the post-vocalic (cf. 
the Spanish befce יי [bdbe] 'drink'; l . C c , note 53). So the Greek plosive [t>] as in gigXioiW 
'book' came to be pronounced [ v i v - ] . To avoid confusion (since I cite ancient Greek so 
often in the customary minuscules, through which the ancient classics were transmitted), I 
prefer not to use the Greek letters as phonetic symbols. Instead, for the homorganic frica-
lives, I have taken over the superscript diacritic from the Biblical Hebrew and Aramaic nota-
don: hence [E>] for 3 . 
8 8 The long vowel {ē} being originally or structurally a diphthong [ei]. The Brahmin gram-

marians termed this morphological process {guna} . 
A Greek cognate - ( / 7 Κκ-, which shares the "zero" grade of vocalism with { v i s - } , may 

״ _ j ״ _ ן _ . | _ , 
be in Δ ω ρ ι έ ε ? τε τριχάϊκες^ 'and Dorians divided into three houses [= clans]' (Od. 19.177). 

 — J-— [י -
The -a i - of some scholars is based upon the mistaken scansion τ ε τρι χ α Î K C S . Given a 
sequence of three naturally short syllables such as τρ ί -χά- ϊ - , the accepted poetic license in 
dactylic verse - ~ ~ w a s to lengthen the first syllable artificially rather than the subsequent 
ones. Chantraine, GrHo, I , 99-101, explains the metrical principle; but earlier, on p. 22, and 
perhaps unwittingly he went against it in discussing this very word, and in his DiÉtLaGr, 
s.v. τριχαΤκες , he comes out for an altogether different explanation of it: "dont Ies cheveux 
bondissentde toutes parts" (i.e. τρ ιχ |ά ΐκες rather than τριχά|Γκες) . 
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{ēn}§ in the Assyrian dialect (cf. Hebrew {^áyin}, Arabic pausal § 

{^ayn}, l .Ce). 8 9 Anyhow the Avestan cognate of the Sanskrit accusative 
{víšam} is { v ī s 3 m } ^ (the cognate of the Sanskrit nominative {vft} is 
unattested but thought to be *{vTš}; Jackson, AvGr, 6, 82). The Old Persian 
cognate is {vi{3am }יי, referring to a royal or noble house.90 

So a contact between Akkadian (or its immediate prehistoric forerunner) 
and some type of Indo-Iranian could easily have transmitted a word with this 
vowel, whether long or short.91 The Akkadian accusative, in earlier times 
(l.Ae), was {bi-tam}^, which can safely be adjudged to have [ΐ] because the 
nominative {bi-i-tum, bi-i-tu}^ is well attested with the extra character (As 
Di, I I , 282 ff.). While Akkadian {bītam} is not quite as close a match to 

the Sanskrit {vîšam} 
as Akkadian {bīt} or {bit} is to Sanskrit { v i t } , 

the two correspondences together would carry a lot of weight, even without 
anything in Greek and Latin or in the other Semitic languages. 

Both Sanskrit nouns that mean 'house', {vis-} and {vēša-}, are consid-

ered to be from a verb-root {viš-} 'go in' (imperatively^ יי {visa). Se-
mantically this seems quite possible, though not compelling. In any event the 
verb, which is not represented outside of Indo-Iranian, has nothing to do with 

8 9 For Assyrian there is evidence of a vowel differing in quality from [i] and customarily 
transcribed e. It is considered to be more open than [i]; for it also occurs sometimes as an al-
temant to {a) . We must not expect much phonetic precision or certainty when dealing with a 
lost language of the past, recovered through decipherment of a script that is very inadequate 
and often bewildering. 
9 0 The Old Persian cuneiform script does not distinguish long {i} from short. The modern 

scholars try to, on the basis of Avestan and Sanskrit cognates. 
9 1 The Latin / in die- (also written VEIC- , V E C - , VEQ- in a few inscriptions) is undoubtedly 
cognate to the Greek diphthong 01, just as in lūnum^ : (f)otvoiW 'wine' (nominative 
masc. (/7)otvoj^; genitive (f)oivov^, fOINcW in the Doric dialect of Crete). Hieroglyphic 
Luwian, however, has {wiyana-)^ . The most pertinent Semitic cognates to (f)oiv- are die 

pausal f ! ^ (y5yin) in Hebrew and {waynj^ in Ge^ez; any initial { w - | of the other Sem-
itic languages is normally represented by {y-} in die northwestern ones — Hebrew (and 
Phoenician), Ugaritic, Aramaic. This word, belonging to Mediterranean agriculture, is com-
monly thought to be neither Semitic in origin nor I E , although there is no evidence as to its 
ultimate source in some other language. At any rate, unlike 'house', it does not involve an 
initial [b-]; nor is it found in Iranian or Indie, where the Latin (and Greek) u- would be 
represented by {v - } . 
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the Semitic word for 'house'. From the perspective of Semitic and most of IE, 
we have a non-verbal noun. 

I.Ed. Besides {veša-} 'house', Sanskrit has the more frequent {vēšá-}^ 
differing phonetically only in accent but meaning 'vassal, henchman' or 
'neighbor' (cf. Latin uīcīn\um יי 'neighbor' from uīc\um). For our compari-
son between IE and Semitic this {vēšá-} would be irrelevant, were it not that 

the Avestan cognate {vaēs3m}1• (accusative singular; 
nominative singular {vaēso}^) — 

which could correspond to either {vešam} or {vēšám} as no accentuation is 
recorded in Avestan texts — is found only with the meaning 'henchman' (not 
'house'). Phonetically {vaēsom} is closer than any other IE form to 

Hebrew {Báy(9)bH}; 
the diphthong transcribed {-aē-} must have been almost the same sound as 
the Hebrew {-ay-}, and the two fricative consonants very close also {ν- : B-; 
-s - : - t -} . 

To account for one language echoing another not intimately related to it, the 
likeliest "scenario" of prehistoric events runs thus: As the nomadic Semites 
slowly shifted to a settled life, some of them picked up the Iranian form of this 
IE noun, adjusting it to their own phonology. The labio-dental [v] became [5] 
in any Semitic dialect where this bilabial fricative was available as a positional, 
post-vocalic allophone of /b/; otherwise the Semites would pronounce the word 
with a bilabial voiced plosive [b]. That the Iranian [s] became [Vj in Semitic, 
seems to require that we posit a Semitic dialect with no plain [s] at that time 
(InEuSeLa, 325-333). But the Old Persian {v i f i am} '(royal) house' points to 
the existence of an Iranian dialect with an interdental fricative in a related word, 
if the decipherment of the cuneiform script is right on this detail. The Hebrew 
{S5y(9)toR} would thus be a minimally modified Semitic borrowing from an 

Iranian *[vayfj-]. Aramaic too has {Bay(3)t-} in ! ד ח י ב י ' 'his house', etc. 
Our knowledge of the plosive/fricative alternation in these two Semitic lan-

guages comes chiefly from the medieval Massoretic pointing of the original 
Scriptures, as well as the Nestorian pointing that was added to the Syriac ver-
sion somewhat earlier (although the Syriac text itself documents a later stage of 
the Aramaic language than the Aramaic passages in the Hebrew books of Ezra 
and Daniel). How widespread the alternation may have been in the ancient 
Semitic languages — and how early — is virtually inaccessible, except for 
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Plautus' rendering of it in Phoenician (or Punic) about 200 B.C. by means of 
the Latin letters ph- for the plosive and -/- for the fricative.92 Arabic evid-
ently did not share in it, to judge from the plosives [b] and [t]. The word in 
Arabic often refers to a tent, since the Arabs were slower than other Semites to 
give up the nomadic tradition, and even now some Bedouin among them still 
live in tents.93 

l.Ee. Could this word have diffused in the opposite direction, from prehistor-
ic Semitic into IE? After all, some of the Semites are known to have had hous-
es at least as early as Indo-Europeans, if not earlier. But a Semitic source for 
the etymon will not work: whether or not the IE noun is really from an IE verb-
root (l.Ec), the Greek form of the noun / 7 O I K - and the Latin ulc- [wīk-] can 
scarcely come from a Semitic noun 3/ay*/}-. We might conceivably 
account for the u-by positing that the word entered IE at a time when there 
was no *b— a widely accepted theory that we shall often have to reckon with. 
But the Greek and Latin [k־] can hardly have developed out of a dental plosive 
or fricative. 

The striking difference, within IE, between the centum [k־] and the {sa-
tarn} languages (so named from the word for 'a hundred' in Latin and Aves-
tan respectively)94 has drawn much attention to the velar plosives correspond-
ing to sibilants. And the study of sound-changes historically recorded, as in the 
Romance languages — Italian cen to ^ [c־], 

Spanish ciento^ [f>־], 
French cent^ [s־], etc.— 

has led to the conclusion that [k] can readily change to a sibilant over a long 
period, but not the converse. So the Sanskrit {-§-) in {vēšam, vēšám) and 

9 2 InEuSeLa, 321-332. See R. A. Speiser, "Hurrians and Hittites," in The World History of 
the Jewish People, 1st series, I (Rutgers University Press, 1964), 160; he attributes fricativa-
don in Aramaic and Hebrew to the influence of an old Hurrian substrate in the population of 
the region. I am tempted to posit that the identification of the fricatives of these Semitic lan-
guages with the Old Persian fricadves came about in the period of the Persian empire (6d1 to 
4th century). 
9 3 On the social import of this key term in early I E , see Benveniste, Voln, I, 293-311. 
9 4 In Sanskrit it is ־š\ ^ ( š a t á m ) ( 5 . F ) . 
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the Avestan {-s-} in {vaēs3m}_show a later development than the Greek 
and Latin [־k-]; and the Semitic {-Vt} still later.95 

However, it may be relevant that within Semitic a few verbal roots have a 
consonant alternating between {t} (or {t}) and {q}, as illustrated by the 
Hebrew ף י פ ־ ח ת פ י י ' {pataH־־píylb} Open your mouth' (Pr. 31:8,9), 

ך י נ י ח ע ק . פ י / {paqáH ^ π έ ^ ο } Open your eyes' (Pr. 20:13; cf. 
2.La, note 128); 

ì f lu^ {Š3־t|úw} 'drink' (pi.; Cant. 5:1, etc.), 
ן א ב ΓΙ ^ {h a I šq| ú ש ק ו ה l v hacctẅt} 'water the flock' (Gen. 29:7).96 

l.Ef. The { o K } ending of the Hebrew {tybáyfe)^, tyb5y(3)bK} does not 
correspond to the Arabic accusative {baytan} — let alone the IE accusative 
forms in {-am} (Sanskrit), {-am} (Avestan), -ov (Greek), etc.97 But in a 
conjuncture such as א  ,S t {báy(3)tDE bb57} 'inside he came' (2.F) י Π Π ב
this suffix shows a latent nasal;98 for at the beginning of the next word the 

9 5 As for the Old Persian (־3}־), cf. the Castilian vea'no י" [bepino] 'neighbor' from Latin 
ulcīnum ^ [wik-]. The Latin semi-vocalic consonant u in an initial position as in most 
other environments, developed into the Romance labio-dental fricative [v]; but in Castilian it 
merged with die Latin and Romance b, perhaps because a non-IE substratum in Castile (pre-
sumably Basque) could not accommodate a phoneme-opposition Ib^vl. Instead Castilian 
came out widi an allophonic alternation between bilabial plosive [t} and bilabial fricadve [b], 
mainly right after a vowel — and similarly with die other voiced consonants [d/d> g/g] 
( l . E b , note 87). So mi vecino 'my neighbor' is [mibef>]. The unusually well docu-
mented history of the Latin and Romance sounds enables us here to dieorize intelligendy 
about prehistoric I E and Semitic phonology, if only exempli gratia. 
9 6 These verb-roots were brought to my attendon by Gary Rendsburg. The prefix ( h a ־ ) is 

causative, 'make die flock drink' (cf. die English causative drench ^). 
9 7 The Arabic pausal accusative form, however, is pronounced [baytā] ( ( l . A e ) . In general, 
Arabic and Hebrew pausal forms correspond more obviously dian non-pausal; see Levin, 
CoHeAr. For the Ugaritic cognate of Hebrew [-ייכ}, see l . F g , note 112. 

9 8 The attested combination most like this is 1 0 3 ! Ί 1 ! Ή í h é r ^ m ẃ u w } 'mountain-
IT τ r: 

ward they fled' (Gen. 14:10). Hebrew prose idiom seems to call for the prefixed article with 

the word for 'home'; e.g. ΠΓΡίΐ!! א ^ י ! ^ { w a y p b o ' h a b b á y í a H ^ } 'and he came in-

side' (II Kings 9:6) — except in the construct state: 

ף 0 ו ה י ת י ו ב י ח א ה ו ד ו ה א י ב } V י w a y y Ā o 7 y a h u ^ νν3?εΗ5(>·)νν b ^ t ^ 

y o w a é p ) 'and Judah came and his brotíiers to Joseph's house' (Gen. 44:14). 
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doubled or strengthened consonant appears to be the regular Hebrew reflex of 
* [ - N ]  .[-b אל-]* < [־Dbb־] :

The IE accusative form is sometimes sufficient to convey the same mean-
ing; e.g. (/1")οίκον ",ελεύσεται^ ,he will come home'.99 So ( / 7 )οίκον βήΐ — 
or ( / 7 )οίκον βάΐ outside of Ionic and Attic — tending to be pronounced 
 would correspond to ,[־n b־] with partial assimilation rather than [־mb־]

Hebrew {báy(a)tobb5?} — 
i.e. in Greek [w5ikombE/|] — 

segment by segment,100 and would mean very nearly the same thing, 'home 
he came'. 

More often Greek has (/7)οίκαδε^ (/7ΟΙΚΑΔΕ^ in a Delphian inscription) or 
(f")οίκον δε יי 'home(ward)',101 with a suffix that later on we shall study mi-
nutely (l.Fg). The Greek -a- has been explained as either an anomalous 
neuter plural accusative, although the noun is masculine, or else as an accusa-
tive singular < *-N attached to a non-thematic base [woik-] . The Hebrew 
parallel (tyīpyfe)^} is relevant insofar as it brings in the possibility of an end-
ing with a weak laryngeal rather than a nasal, or with a non-nasal actualization 
that alternates with a nasal actualization such as we found, at least vestigially, 
in {báy(3)bbb5?} < *[כ־* b-]. 

l .F . Sem. (Arabic) {?ardan} : IE (Old English) [?]eordan 'earth' 
(Heb.) {^r(3)cDK} : (Gr.) Ηέρα£ε 'earthward' 

l.Fa. A noun of feminine gender, occurring throughout Semitic and German-
ic but lacking in most of the IE realm, presents a distribution so startling as to 
invite the suspicion that this is no real cognate. But any such suspicion is dis-

9 9 The Latin synonym domum יי 'home' is constantly used thus — e.g. domum uēnit י 

'home he came'; but most nouns, including uicum, normally require a preposition ad or in, 
unless the name of the village is given: Hannibaìem trādit... hinc Amiternum Foru-
losque ulcum uēnisse יי 'he reports . . . that from here Hannibal came to Amiternum and 
[the] village Foruli' (Livy 26.11.11). 

100 wjjen jjje Greek β is shown by I E cognates — in this instance the Sanskrit "1Π 
{g^t}, etc. — to be from an original labio-velar, it corresponds recurrendy to a Semitic {b}. 
1 0 1 ",έβαν ( / 7 )οίκον δε 'they went home' (//. 1.606, 23.229, Od. 1.424, 14.87), evidently a 
recurrent combination, {wo-i-ko-de} 1 ' and {wo-ko-de}^ in Linear Β script have been inter-
preted as pre-classical occurrences of this word in Greek. Unfortunately the context in both 
tablets (As 1519 from Knosos and Of 36 from Thebes) is too meager and ambiguous to fur-
nish any verification. 
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pelled by the derivatives surviving in Greek, not only "1έραζε^ 'earthward' but 
the compound Ηερεσιμήτρην τήν׳ γεωμετρία^ 'earth-measurement', re-
corded in the lexicon of Hesychius102 (InEuSeLa, 339-347; Moller, VelnSe 
Wo, 69, 72; Mayer, RiPrRa, 98). "1εραζε and Ηερεσι- are debarred from evin-
cing gender through any agreement. But the rare Ηερα^ (nominative), Hépa1W 
(accusative), *έρας^ (genitive) — all three forms known only from glossaries 
or etymologies — must be a feminine noun of the "first declension", cognate to 
the equally rare Old High German ero יי of uncertain gender, which coexisted 
with the familiar erda \ The Semitic forms have an "emphatic" consonant af-
ter the {r} and thus are not comparable to Ηερα ; ero, except for the Aramaic 
^ , ל א ^ {?ārá^}. This peculiar guttural reflex {^} of the Semitic "emphatic" has 
more affinity to a vowel in Greek than to a consonant (cf. l .Ce). 1 0 3 

The closest match in consonants is between the Arabic accusative L 0 , I v 

{?ardan} and the Old English accusative/genitive/dative [?]eor5an יי, also 
spelled eorpan^ (nominative [?]eorde^ or [?]eorpe^); for in Old English 
there was only an allophonic difference between voiced and voiceless frica-
tives. The glottal stop symbolized [?] (which is a device recently introduced by 

102 Needlessly emended to ",ερησι μετρίηι» by Kurt Latte in his ed. (Copenhagen: Munks-
gaard, 1966), I I , 188, in spite of another entry μήτρα [emended from μητέρα] . . . *Ό κλήρος 
"υπό Σολεων , 1 ως Κλείταρχος^ 'the lot [i.e. portion of farm land] by the people of Soli [is 
called] μήτρα [i.e. measure(ment)], as Clitarchus says' — besides an entry in a fragmentary 
glosssary, 

ΜΗΤΡΑ I EN ΤΑΡΣΩ ΚΑΙ ΣΟΛΟΙΣ ΤΑΣ ΔΕΛΤΟΤΣ EN Α1Σ ΑΝ[αγραφουσι? τας] 
ΟΙΚΙΑΣ ΜΗΤΡΑΣ ΠΡΟΣΑΓΟΡΕΤΕΣΘΑ! Α . . ΚΑΙ ΔΗΜ[ Αρι,στοτε] 
ΛΗΣ ΕΝ ΤΗ ΣΟΛΕΩΝ ΠΟΛΕΙΤΕΙΑ^ 

'μήτραι: Aristotle in the Constitution of Soli [says] that in Tarsus and Soli the tablets on 
which they inscribe[?] the houses are called μήτραι . . . . ' ; The Oxyrhynchus Papyri, Part X V 
(1922), 158, no. 1802.58-60. Sanskrit furthermore has an exact cognate of this feminine 

noun: ^ יי ד5י (mātrā) 'measure'. Why Latte wanted "ερησι- instead of "ερεσι- is quite un-

fathomable. 
1 0 3 This was just lately pointed out to me by Dr. Roy Kotansky. This rare form ( 7 àrá^j 

(only in Daniel 2:39) means 'below' or 'lower'; but , with the suffixed 

definite article, is freguent and means 'the earth, the land' as we would expect from the Semit-

ic cognates. {'׳,aer^|iy} 'my country' translates the Hebrew 7} 'יא1"ביarc|íy} 

(Arabic <_>*=>,, P 7 ׳ { a r d | i y ) ) ; inBiblical Aramaic it would be י ע ר א + p a r ^ | í y ) . 
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phoneticians)104 was of course not written in eordan or any other Old Eng-
lish word; but that a consonant was pronounced before the initial vowel is a 
fair deduction from the pattern of alliteration in many verses of Beowulf; e.g. 
in 802 eorpan alliterates with eenig and irenna (cf. l.Cb; Levin, SeEv, 
250-251). Moreover, in the modern German Erde^ the glottal stop is perfectly 
audible, as it is in Arabic; so it must have been [?]erda in Old High German. 

{erkir}^ (genitive {erkri}^), the Armenian word for 'earth', is undoubt-
edly cognate (Pokomy, InEtWo, I , 332); but the phonetic or morphological de-
tails are obscure. Armenian {erk-} is notorious for corresponding in an amaz-
ing manner to the d- of other ancient IE languages in {erku }יי 'two' : 

Latin duo יי, Greek δύο^, etc. 
Trombetti also cites from Arci (a modern non-IE language of the Caucasus), 
"Arci 'ar-ši, E R C K E R T ar-šši terra" (SaGl, I I I , 21). 

l.Fb. In the absence of an outright Greek cognate to the Germanic and the 
Armenian noun (notwithstanding "epa£e and ־ερεσιμήτρην), and the paucity 
or total absence of reflexes in the rest of IE territory, we can scarcely doubt that 
an important item of vocabulary somehow lost out. For all we know, it may 
never have been pan-IE; but it was shared by a considerable part of the IE 
group and by Semitic. Moreover, Earth was a goddess among the early Ger-
mans, according to Tacitus (Germania 40.2-3), who mentions seven tribes that 
worship her in common: "Nerthum [!], id est Terram mātrem, co-
l u n t . " 1 0 5 This word — erthun^, erdon יי (accusative) in Old Saxon — 
may have been lost outside of Germanic through the upsurge of a more male-

1 0 4 It was created as a deliberate modification of' die Greek "smooth breadiing", which earli-

er linguists had mistakenly identified with die Hebrew א and the Arabic I . The Greek mark 

(shaped H in ancient times) was really just a negative sign, to show no [h־] with an initial 

vowel. The modem shape of die Greek "rough breathing" ' (a corruption of the ancient *) was 

rather arbitrarily applied to the Hebrew consonant V , Arabic £ ; it is gradually being re-

placed by the deliberate modification ע (which is not yet widely available in printers' fonts). 
1 0 5 The א- cannot be reconciled with 'earth' in any known Germanic language; hence many 
editors have emended to Herthum or Hertham, and even identify her abode with the lake 

called Herthasee on the Baltic island of Riigen. (The H- could be, in origin, an effort to rep-
resent in the Latin alphabet a distinctly audible glottal stop [7]). Others consider the א- au-

thentic and compare Niordr^ in Norse literature, but that is less likely; for he was a god, not 
a goddess. Somediing has contaminated our ancient source, but not so badly as to cast grave 
doubt on the statement that THOSE SEVEN TRIBES WORSHIPPED MOTHER EARTH. 
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dominated society.106 The Germanic word, with vestigial outcroppings in 
Greek and striking cognates in Semitic, can with some justification be called 
P R E - I E (Levin, FuOtKeWo, 168-189). But I consider it premature to place 
confidence in any such label, when the facts to guide our appraisal of prehis-
toric communities are so sparse. 

While the feminine gender in Semitic as well as Germanic goes obviously 
enough with the likeness of the earth to a fruitful womb, there is little evidence 
that to the early Semites also the earth was a G O D D E S S . One Ugaritic tablet 
{?3rc w šmm š}^ 'Earth and Heaven, a sheep (or goat)' (Gordon, UgTe, 
366-367) has been understood to mean a sacrifice to the two divinities. He-
brew and Arabic have nothing like this; their literature, to be sure, is inspired 
by a powerful monotheism that would have rejected or precluded any worship 
of the earth. But that will not account for the lack of it in the Akkadian texts, 
which copiously record a polytheistic religion (AsDi, s.v. ersetu). 

l.Fc. Feminine gender shows in referential pronouns and in agreeing adjec-
tives and verbs — verbs, however, only in Semitic. Also the Akkadian {er-ce-
turn} 1 ' (nominative), {er-ce-tim}^ (genitive), {er-ce-tam}^ (accusative), 
{er-ce-et}^ (construct) has a feminine marker {-et}, unlike the other Semitic 
languages; and in the early Germanic languages some vowel endings mark this 
noun as feminine. Only the Old Norse iord^ is without an ending; and the 
very lack of it is considered a reflex of a prehistoric vocalic ending.107 In the 
other languages, of which some have -a for the nominative and some -e, the 
vowel is more or less ambiguous as to gender. For example, in Old English the 
feminine gender of eorde (nominative), eordan (other cases) emerges from 
the use of the latter form in accusative constructions, as in se eelmihtiga eor-
dan worh[te] 'the Almighty wrought earth' (Beowulf 92), besides other 
syntactical indications such as the feminine form of the definite article: seo 

106 By Marija Gimbutas' theory, for which she adduces mainly archaeological evidence, a 
matriarchal culture with a mother goddess for its chief symbol was transformed into a patriar-
chal one by the Indo-Europeans; The Goddesses and Gods of Old Europe, 6500-3500 BC: 
Myths and Cult Images, 2d ed. (London: Thames and Hudson [1984]), 152-215, especially 
196: "As a supreme Creator who creates from her own substance she is the primary goddess 
of the Old European pantheon. In this she contrasts with the Indo-European Earth-Mother, 
who is the impalpable sacred earth-spirit and is not in herself a creative principle; only 
through the interaction of the male sky-god does she become pregnant." 
1 0 7 Adolf Noreen, Altnordische Grammatik I. Altislândische und altnorwegische Grammatik 
unter Berticksichtigung des Urnordischen, 3d ed. (Halle: Max Niemeyer, (1903), 227-229. 
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eorde יי. An -e noun can be either feminine or neuter; but if it is the latter, the 
-e will also serve for the accusative (as in eage 'eye', l.Cf)• 

l.Fd. The Old English endings -e (nominative), -an (other cases) conform 
to the pattern of the "weak" declension. The Old Saxon and Old High German 
counterparts are -a (nominative), -un (other cases); but in these two lan-
guages the word more often shows case-forms from another declension, with 
purely vocalic endings. Furthermore the vowels, doubtless unstressed, vary 
inordinately — all the vowel-letters except i being represented in the texts; in 
actual pronunciation the sound must have been well on the way to the [3] of 
Middle and modern High German, which is uniformly written e. The use of 
-Vand -Vn endings in the Germanic languages cannot be correlated at all 
with the distribution in Arabic of 

nominative יין {?ardun} Jo^Îיי {?ardu} ^jk^ יין ב {?aPardu} 

genitive {?ardin} {?ardi} y o / i N PaFardi} 

accusative ú>j!יי {?ardan} <J,'J^ {?arda} ^L'JỳΝ {7aParda} 
'a country' '(someone's) country' 'the earth' 

That is no wonder; for the meaning 'a country' is hardly ever found with this 
word in Germanic (see l.Ga). Old Norse, furthermore, has no iord- forms 
from the {-n} declension, and in Gothic only the dative {airj3ai) is attested. 

The one good match that extends to an ending, 
Arabic {7ardan} : OE p\eordan 

has, at best, only a residual significance for comparative grammar: IF both the 
Arabic and the Old English form go back to a common proto-form, what they 
share in function or meaning is somewhat vaguer than the accusative singular 
ending in {pawran} :ταυρον, taurum, taūrq ( l .Ac l , e ) , since the Old 
English -an serves for genitive and dative too — the realm of the Arabic 
{ - i n } . 

Roy Kotansky has also called to my attention a rare Greek noun, attested 
mainly in a verse of the comic poet Pherecrates (fr. 58 Kassel - Austin): 

τον 1"ιδρώτα και την "αρδαν Ηαπ' Ηεμοΰ σπόγγισον^ 
'Sponge the sweat and the dirt off me', where the phonetic resemblance of the 
Greek accusative form "1άρδδν to the Arabic {7ardan} is astonishing. Because 
of the homely context appropriate to a comedy, I guess this word — with its 
feminine gender — probably came into Greek as slang from a Semitic lan-
guage. In standard Arabic (to judge from many dictionaries) the word for 
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'earth' takes in 'soil' but scarcely mere 'dirt'. The meaning 'dirt' or 'stain' in 
Greek is given by a gloss of Hesychius, Ηάρδα־ μολυσμός. 

l.Fe. The Arabic genitive ending {-i} (rather than {-in }) offers an attrac-
tive parallel to the ־L- in the Greek compound "ερεσιμήτρην 'measurement of 
the earth'. The position, however, of the Arabic genitive — and its cognates in 
every Semitic language — is the opposite of Η 6ρ€σι־: it has to come A F T E R 

the governing noun. This discrepancy between Semitic word-order and the or-
der of IE compounding will recur in several other correspondences that we 
shall study. 

l.Ff. An intriguing phonological, non-morphological parallel shows up plain-
ly in 

non- pausal 7} ^אלץETEC} 

OE [7]eorpe : Hebrew 
pausal 7} ^אלץSTEC} 

with prefixed article ץ  ל א ה י / {hD75rec} (InEuSeLa, 350). 
In Germanic linguistics the eo has been treated as the "breaking" of a proto-
Germanic monophthong *e, preserved in Old High German and Old Saxon;108 

but the Norse io is a phenomenon similar to eo: [io] differs only in that it is 
definitely a "rising" diphthong, such as is found more widely among the lan-
guages of the world than [eo]. 

A prehistoric background, quite other than that plain proto-Germanic *e, is 
suggested by the Hebrew alternation between {ε} and {כ}: namely, that these 
languages, so far apart on the map, preserve the reflexes of a remote prehistor-
ic phonology with blurred or wobbly vowels, not yet phonemicized as mon-
ophthongs. Old English would thus be the most backward or conservative, at 
least of the Germanic languages, in its retention of varying vowels — even Old 

1 0 8 The Gothic AI probably stood for a monophdiong in many words; for Wulfila modeled 
his alphabet mainly upon the Greek, in which by his time (c. 311-383) die ancient diphthong 
had largely, if not completely, merged with Ε and thus become a monophthong. So {airf>a}Î 
probably had the same or nearly the same vowel [ε] in the first syllable as Old High German 
and Old Saxon. The other Greek diphthong AT never merged with 0 but has come out [av] in 
modem Greek, or [af] before a voiceless consonant. Yet Wulfila treated this digraph on the 
analogy of A I ; hence { h a u r n } ^ 'horn' ( l .Bc , note 42). Perhaps he was influenced here by a 
trend in Latin toward monophthongization; for in Italian the Latin diphthong indeed became 
 .e.g. torn ^ < taurum — [כ]
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Norse having advanced a little more toward stability (Levin, VePrPh, 222). 
The eo emerges often before r + another consonant, and in some other envi-
ronments that to a large extent fit the IE structure most compatible with the 
Semitic pattern for triconsonantal roots.109 Even so, the eo is less widely dis-
tributed in Old English than the {É/5} alternation in Hebrew, and not all instan-
ces fall within definite rules. Each case of an apparent cognate illustrating eo : 
{%} has to be studied individually and has its own unique importance. 

{^A/ec} is noteworthy for being the only such Hebrew noun in which the 
{->} is not exclusively pausal; so this positional allophony is more complex 
than the usual Hebrew {É/5}• The documentation of vowel-allophony comes 
mainly in the medieval pointing (which, by coincidence, was nearly contem-
porary with the writing-down of English, earlier than any other Germanic lan-
guage except Gothic). But there is also some prior evidence of it from a rabbin-
ical source, focusing upon this very word, which asserts that the two-fold pro-
nunciation of ארץ is "a ritual of Moses from Sinai" — i.e. a custom from 
time immemorial (InEuSeLa, 360-361). 

The wavering is not the same in Old English as in Hebrew: Old English has 
B O T H the front- and the back-vowel pronounced, one sliding into the other, 
whereas in Hebrew it is E I T H E R one or the other, depending on the environ-
ment before the {?-} or after the {-c}. But the two kinds of wavering have in 
common not only the quality of the front- and the back-vowel but also a sort of 
negative phonological rule: The meaning does not depend on one stable vowel-
sound. 

l.Fg. The Homeric Greek Hepa£e^ 'earthward' is restricted to the end of the 
verse — an archaic survival, occurring in formulae right after two verbs 'fell/ 
falls to the ground' and 'poured on the ground', where the usual synonym 
χαμάζε^ is metrically inconvenient because of its initial consonant (InEuSeLa, 
345-346; Levin, HoHu, 209, 214). The Hebrew pausal form is ה ב ך א י ' 
{?5r(3)cDIi}. Is this a segment-for-segment cognate, the Greek front-vowel e 
corresponding twice to the Hebrew back-vowel {כ}? The Hebrew non-pausal 

1 0 9 For details see Campbell, OlEnGr, 54-57. The Old English vowel eo, although never 
written with an accent, was undoubtedly stressed, like the Hebrew [%}. For in Middle Eng-
lish, when accentual versification replaced alliterative, the beat clearly came on die first sylla-
ble, as in "Er any foot he myghte on erthe gon" (iambic pentameter; Chaucer, "The Frank-
lin'sTale" 1103). 
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fl ב " I א י ' {?ár(3)cDE} is relevant in that here again we have an alternating vow-
el {^5}. Ηέρα£6 is very rare in a non-pausal position (Hesiod, Op. 421; Aes-
chylus, fr. 159; never in Homer); yet the Greek language never manifests the 
sort of positional or sandhi alternation of vowels that is so notable in Hebrew 
and so peculiar (cf. InEuSeLa, 94-99). 

The first four letters of "1ερεσιμήτρην [eres-] match {7érec} 
more closely than ־*έ ραζε matches {?Dr(a)cDrì}. 

Whether to entertain a correspondence of the final -e to {כ} (or {15כ}) depends 
on the uncertain phonetic character of the consonant -ζ- before the -e and 
־ ב  ,ζ in Attic was [zd] from most indications (InEuSeLa ,{כ} before the ־
121-122, 312. 344 421), until it changed to [zz] around the fourth century 
B.C. (Threatte, GrAtln, I , 546-549). But there is serious reason to doubt that 
it was so in Homeric Greek too: 

Whereas Attic θήβα£ε^ 'to Thebes' clearly consists of 
θήβας^ (accusative plural)1 1 0 + -Se, 

it is written θήβασδε^ in the text of Homer — 
which implies that the sound of ζ differed from σδ, and therefore that ~epa£e 
is not [érazde] — i.e. [eras + -de]. Some scholars have interpreted ζ as 
[dz]; and that would be very close to the pronunciation of ב as an affricate 
[ts], which prevails among the Jewish communities in modern times and more-
over has been traced back not only to antiquity in Hebrew but even to several 
cognate Semitic languages.111 By this argument, ζ — except for voicing — 
would stand for nearly the same sound as ב . 

Even so, the Greek -e is not necessarily a morpheme cognate 
to the Hebrew suffix {-ייכ} '-ward'. 

For it is possible that "1epaCe arose from something like [éradz + -de]. We 
must leave this unsettled; but the one noun 'earth' was doubtless prominent in 
establishing the '-ward' suffix in both languages.112 

1 1 0 This city-name, like many others in Greek and Latin, is grammatically plural. In diis 
particular name the semantic basis for the plural form escapes us. 
1 1 1 Steiner, AfSa; and A. Cuny, "Essai sur Γ evolution du consonantisme dans la période du 
sémitique commun," MéSoLi, 15 (1908), 1-31, especially 13, "Le phoneme c(ls) du sémi-

tique commun". 
1 1 2 In the early and rather meager corpus of Ugaritic, {7*rch}^ 'eardiward' is one of die 

words that show up with a cognate {-h} to this Hebrew suffix, vocalized {-כ ' '} . 
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l . G . Sem. (Heb.) {?ààom\?} : IE (Gr.) χθων 'earth, ground' 
(Aram.) {?adaemt-} : (German) grund 
(Heb.) {ת1צ3כ 7 } : (Middle English) g(r)om 'man' 

l .Ga. A different word for 'earth' is much better represented in IE, but on the 
Semitic side only in the Hebrew !ID ל  {âd:>m5s?} יי א

and Aramaic 73} א ת מ ד א י ׳ d a e m t D ? } (with suffixed article; 
see Addenda, p. 456). Having written about this at some length since InEuSe 
La (see Levin, Ho H « ) 1 1 3 I will not repeat all of the same points; but I am 
now ready to go beyond anything previous, particularly in regard to the Ger-
manic languages, including English. 

Even before the Semitic evidence was brought in, Indo-Europeanists had to 
cope with the initial consonant-group, 

exemplified by the Greek poetic word χθώι^, 
and its simplification as in χαμ|αι^ ' 0 η Α 0 the ground' 

(which is far more frequent than Hepa£e). The discovery of Hittite and Tokhar-
ian in the twentieth century has added some startling forms: 

Hittite {te-e-kan}^ 
Tokharian A {tkarp}^ (genitive {tkanis}^) 
Tokharian Β {kem }יי. 

The last of these fits readily into the previously accepted IE etymology; but the 
other two are so disconcerting to it that certain Indo-Europeanists would not 
accept them as cognate to the { k ^ - } of Greek and the {ks-} of Sanskrit. 
Those who did, have handled the metathesis by positing that dental + velar 
changed to velar + dental, rather than the reverse; for in the languages of the 
world [KT] is far more frequent than [TK], and therefore more likely to be the 
outcome of a change in articulation than the uncomfortable cause of a change. 

1 1 3 The IE-Semitic etymology was previously noted by Trombetti, InSeFo, 35; Mayer, 
RiPrRa, 99; and Linus Brunner, Die gemeinsamen Wurzeln des semitischen und indogerrna-
nischen Wortschatzes (Bern: Francke [1969]), 175. Trombetu, however, in his later work, Sa 
Gl, I I I , 20-22, brings under one root "ki, kje terra.... Bantu kje, n-kje.... Camitosemitico. 
Afar er-kē.... Sem. ar.k e ar-s ... Aram, àra' [cf. l . F a ] e ark- [{?arq5') in 

[ א א 1 . . . . Indoeuropeo.... a. Slavo zemlja, Lit . êemē ... Frigio ζ ε μ ε λ ω . . . . Greco 
χθων, Latino humus.... Armeno er-ki-rterra...." He adds, "II termine iniziale caratterizzatc 
da r in II [Hamito-Semidc], III [Caucasic] e I V [Indo-European] è una parola significante essa 
stessa 'terra, luogo': a) Basco e m Land — Greco έρα terra, a. Ted. [= Old High German] 
era... b) Germ. er6>ā-Erde, a. Irl. [= Old Irish] co-art landholder, es-ert landless man...." 
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The Semitic forms show a different though understandable treatment of a 
prehistoric *C!C2- most like the Greek { k 1 1 ^ - } , but simplified by reducing the 
first consonant to the minimal consonantal actualization: a glottal stop [ל]. That 
is a voiced sound, however, and the dental consonant is voiced also (cf. the et-
ymologies in 2.Lc). Furthermore, as Hebrew and Aramaic have no tight in-
itial consonant-groups,114 a minimal vowel is part of the articulation of the 
glottal {ל}; and this vowel-sound entails in both languages the fricativation of 
*dto 

Although odd from a strictly IE point of view, this drastic modification 
[7Vd־] suggests how something within Germanic, which had not even been 
considered before me, can be derived from the same IE prototype as 

Greek χθ־ and Sanskrit {ks-} (as in xj f*T יי {ksám|i}, locative).1 1 5 

The gr- in Old English, Saxon, Frisian, and Norse grund^, OHG grunt^ 
(with the "second Germanic sound-shift" in the consonant at the end),1 1 6 

or Middle Dutch gront^ 
now appears to be an easily pronounceable modification of the prehistoric 
*C/C2-. The Germanic [־r־] is more drastically modified than the fricative 
 or [־kh] is closer to [־g] of Hebrew and Aramaic, while the Germanic [־d־]
[k־] than [־ל] is. Of all the gC2- clusters possible within Germanic, gr- is the 
most frequent, and presumably articulated with the least discomfort. For pre-
historic Germanic we might posit an intermediate *[gz־], reminiscent of San-
skrit {ks-} except for the voicing — and gis the regular Germanic counterpart 
to Greek χ [k1 1], though not to Sanskrit {k} . Throughout Germanic, apart from 
Gothic, rfrom *[z] abounds.117 

1 1 4 A lone exception in Hebrew is the anomalous feminine form of the numeral 'two', 

ם י ח ש י / { š t5y im) ם , י ח ש י / { š táy im) (InEuSeLa, 244). 
1 1 5 The Greek dative χθόνια corresponds segment for segment, except for the accent. 
1 1 6 In Polish, Russian, and some other Slavic languages grunt^ must be borrowed from 
High German; similarly in the Baltic languages. In modern High German it is spelled 
Grund יי, though pronounced [־t] — except (as Gary Rendsburg informs me) that it is [־d] 
in the dialects of Switzerland and of East Prussia. 
1 1 7 Pokomy (InEtWo, 414-416), who rejects the Hittite and Tokharian cognates, treats this 
as one of the two I E roots that begin with ghd-, the other being represented in Greek by 
χθές^ 'yesterday'. (He continually omits the asterisk for prehistoric I E . ) Certainly there are 
no other well attested Greek words beginning with χθ ־ . The Sanskrit consonant-group {ks) , 
however, has several other I E sources. 
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Moreover the semantic match is amazing: the exact nuance expressed by 
ש ד ן ל ־ ת מ ך א י ' {?aa(a)mat־qo(fcS} 'holy G R O U N D ' (Ex. 3:5, cf. Zech. 2: 
16), where the near-synonym {?erec} would not do in Hebrew nor earth in 
English (and the other Germanic languages).118 

l.Gb. In this word for 'earth' Germanic has no simplification to a single 
initial consonant, as in χαμαί or Latin humus יי, etc. But in the cognate word 
for 'man' — which is ם ל א י  in Hebrew {ותב&כ?} '

and manifestly related to {?acbm5s} — 
Germanic shows the simplification g-, exemplified by 

Gothic and Old English guma^, 
OHG gumo^, gomo^, 
Norse gume^. 

But Middle English, besides gum(e)יי, gom(e)^, 
has grom יי, grome יי — now groom יי 

with limited reference either to a horse-tender or to a '(bride's) man'. The ob-
solescence of gum(e), gom(e) and variants around the fifteenth century en-
tailed the replacement of brydgum^ (OE) 

by brydegrome^', bridegrome^, bridegroom יי 
(the only form still current). 

The etymology of this gr- word, lacking in Old English, has never been 
found hitherto. In Middle English the gr- and the g- forms are interchangeable, 
almost if not quite totally, although that fact is disguised by the arrangement of 
citations in the great Middle English Dictionary (G, 232, 387-388), apparently 
on the assumption that the original or earliest meaning of grom(e) was 'an in-
fant boy'. In none of the citations from before 1300 does the context require 
such a narrow interpretation. The bulk of the evidence comes from the four-
teenth century; at that time, if not earlier, there was scarcely any area of mean-
ing where gr- could be used but not g-, or vice versa, even by the same author. 
For in the English version of the Roman de Guillaume de Palerne, 'a Greek' 

1 1 8 When the Hebrew Scriptures were translated into Greek, χθων as a purely poetic word 

was very seldom used to render HD"1K; an odd instance of it — in the genidve χθονός^ — 

comes in I Kings 14:15 (also in Aquila's translation of Gen. 2:7, as he often drew upon the 
Homeric vocabulary). 
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(uns griex) is referred to once as "a grom of grece" (1767) but the same 
person later as "a gome of grece" (2157).119 

Every language, whether IE or Semitic, that has the afore-mendoned word 
for 'man' has also a more honorific word to apply to a male adult, one in good 
standing on the whole. The Latin singular noun homo^ very seldom refers to 
a woman,1 2 0 but is much used of a man in contexts where uir^ 'man' — in 
the narrower sense — was not quite appropriate because the speaker was talk-
ing about something other than the man's masculine qualities. {׳bcbm} and 
ש י  in Ancient South ייman' in Hebrew hardly overlap at all. {7dm}' {i^g?} /יאי
Arabian is reported to share a semantic restriction somewhat similar to our 
word groom — i.e. 'vassal' ('man' as subordinate). 

This and the Ugaritic { 7 3 d m }יי 'mankind' are true Semitic cognates of the 
Hebrew {?cxi5m}.1 2 1 The Biblical word, however, interpreted as a proper 
name 'Adam' — the progenitor of the human race — spread to nearly all Sem-
itic as well as European languages during the Christian era. 

l.Gc. By juxtaposing 
Aramaic {7adaemt-} 'ground' and Hebrew { 7 0d5m} 'man ' 
to Greek χθων 

χαμ-
Latin humus homo 
Sanskrit {ksam-} 
Tokharian A {tkarn} 
TokharianB {kem} 
Germanic guma 

besides grund Middle English grom(e) 
we show (1) how the unwieldy initial cluster *CjC2- was liable to various bi-
consonantal modifications (including even the Germanic gr-), as well as to 
simplifications (among them the Germanic g-); 

1 1 9 The Romance of William ofPalerne (otherwise known as the Romance of "William and 
the Werwolf"), translated from the French at the command of Sir Humphrey de Bohun, about 
A.D. 1350, ed. by Walter W. Skeat (Early English Text Society [Extra Series, 1]; London, 
1877), 62, 74. 
1 2 0 Unlike the singular "άνθρωπος^ in Greek, which does freely refer to a person of either 
sex, almost always with an implication of contempt. 
1 2 1 Among the Ethiopic languages, Tigre has ?addam יי 'men, people' (Leslau, CoDiGe, 

7). 
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(2) how the end of the feminine word in certain languages got a sort of femin-
ine marker. 
Only Greek — and the two Tokharian dialects, if taken together — show both 
C!C2- and a simplification of it in the word for 'ground'. Only English shows 
both C!C2- and a simplification of it in the word for 'man'. 

From no other IE word for 'ground' — no matter from what root — is 
there a derivative that designates 'man'. This generalization is most pertinent 
for a comparison with Semitic. For the association between man and the 
ground is peculiar to certain cultures, by no means universal. In Latin of the 
classical period it lingered only as a scholarly guess, for lack of any clear mor-
phological relation of homo 'man' to humus.122 In the Hebrew Bible, 
however, the etymological connection was clear, and Genesis 2:5,7 plays upon 
it: "And there was no man {?ocbrn} to work the ground ( ה מ ד א -ho} ה
?àcbm5K}).... And the LORD God shaped Man ( ם ד א  dust ,({hcẅcfom} ה
from the ground {hD?ādDm5î i}...." The earth — or rather the ground — as 
something to tend is {?ad:>m5R}, not {?erec} (Gen. 4:2, Zech. 13:5, Pr. 12: 
11, 28:19, Is. 30:24); and {ת1כ3כ 7 } is man in the role of tending it, as a hus-
bandman rather than a hunter.123 

Present speakers of English have not the slightest sense of a semantic 
connection between groom and ground^. Likewise, in the Middle English 
texts accessible to me, no aboriginal connection can be detected. These, to be 
sure, date from some two thousand years later than the Hebrew Bible. 
Moreover the morphological link between a masculine and a feminine noun, 
which is so striking in Hebrew (cf. l.Gg), was quite gone from English by 
that time; the -d at the end οι ground was no longer a morpheme. 

1 2 2 This was among the many etymologies ridiculed by Quintilian (1.6.34): "Shall we also 
allow man (hominem) to be so called because he is bom of die ground (humo) as diough 
all animals had not the same source or those first mortals set up a name for die eardi (terrae) 
before one for themselves?" The modem Indo-Europeanists have, in effect, answered Quindli-
an's challenge by contrasting eardily man not widi other earthly beings but widi die heaven-
ly gods; e.g. A. Meillet, "Les noms du 'feu' et de Γ 'eau'," MéSoLi, 21 (1920), 255, and 
Porzig, GllnSp, 208. 
1 2 3 From Gary Rendsburg I learn that other ancient sources, Mesopotamian and Egyptian, 
connect man with the ground; but these lack the ETYMOLOGICAL connection dial is evident 
in Hebrew and Latin. 
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l.Gd. The {-t-} of א ת ם ד  which occurs in the Targum (the Aramaic , א
translation of the Hebrew Scriptures, l.Ga) and would doubtless have been 
pointed א ת מ ך א t {?ādamt57} if it occurred in Biblical Aramaic,124 is plain-
ly a feminine marker; it recurs endlessly in Aramaic feminine nouns and adjec-
tives. Grund also is feminine in Old Norse and in some Middle and modern 
High German dialects. Both for the speakers and for the IE researchers up to 
now, the -d is an U N R E C O G N I S E D V E S T I G E of feminine gender, although Old 
Norse has, besides, a neuter grunn^ 'shoal' and a masculine grunnr^ 
'(sea-)bottom' (nominative; accusative grunn יי), which ought to suggest that 
the -d has somehow a feminine function. In the rest of the Germanic lan-
guages (including English until grammatical gender died out) the noun is mas-
culine. Without attention to Semitic, it would be virtually impossible to connect 
the gr- words for 'ground' and 'man' of Germanic to their IE cognates (cf. P 0 -
korny, InEtWo, I , 414-416, 459). 

The Hebrew construct {?ad(3)m|at} '(so-and-so's) land' bears a fair re-
semblance to hum\us^ 'ground', the Latin nominative singular. In early 
Latin, which is meagerly recorded, it would have been * - O S , to judge from 
many other nouns of the "second declension"; and the Hebrew construct, when 
followed immediately by an accented possessive suffix as in י ת מ ד  יי א
{?ad(3)m|Dt |í y} 'my land' (with { o t ־ ) , has the same or nearly the same 
vowel as the early Latin.1 2 5 The feminine gender of humus is a striking an-
omaly in this declension (where the vast majority is masculine) and must have 
a semantic cause: in this instance, a lingering archaic sentiment of I N H E R E N T 

fertility, just like the feminine gender of mālus יי 'apple-tree', pirus יי 'pear-
tree', and most other trees (Levin, PrlnEuThDe, 130-131). 

The feminine ending of the Hebrew absolute {?adomli^} is most like 
what we observed in Ταυρώ [-כ] (l.Ac7). It may also correspond, more dis-
tandy, to the Greek -ή (־ā outside of Ionic) and Sanskrit {-a} (l.Dd). The 

1 2 4 Many editions of the Hebrew Bible used to give the accompanying Targum also with 
this familiar Tiberias pointing (mainly sublinear). But recent research has proved that no 
early mss. show the Targum thus; the codices from Tiberias do not include the Targum at all 
(though it may well have been recited there from memory). For the authentic text of the 
Targum we must rely on mss. with the supralinear "Babylonian" vocalization, which was 
actually maintained longer in Yemen than in Iraq. 
1 2 5 We recall, further, the correspondence between the Hebrew and Aramaic construct plural 
in {-e''} and the early Latin nominadve plural in -EI (Greek -01). 
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feminine ending in Lithuanian zemé יי is of problematical origin from the 
Indo-Europeanists' point of view;1 2 6 and its relation to Slavic forms, such as 
the Church Slavonic and Russian aeMJiá̂  {zemliá}, is likewise problematical. 
Many Slavic languages show forms with no e.g. Polish ziemia^. 

l.Ge. The Slavic (z-m-) and Lithuanian z-m- have regular cognates in 
the more ancient IE languages. Furthermore the Slavic {zemliá}, including 
the consonant {-1-}, has close cognates in certain of them, at least on the 
phonetic side; the semantic match is more problematical. The Greek heroine 
Σεμέλη^ (Σεμέλη in dialects other than Attic and Ionic), one of Cadmus' 
daughters and mother of the god Dionysos, is conjecturally identified as the 
earth-goddess of the Thracians in the southeastern part of the Balkan peninsula 
or the Phrygians in Asia Minor.1 2 7 The Greek letter Σ- does not prove that in 
the Thracian or the Phrygian language the word began with a voiceless [s־] 
rather than [z-]; for the Greek alphabet had no better way to represent [z] be-
fore a vowel until the fourth or third century B.C., when the consonant-group 
[zd], written Z, was simplified in pronunciation (l.Fg). 

Phrygian grave-inscriptions, subsequently written in the Greek alphabet 
(during the early centuries of the Christian era) and easy enough for us to read 
but still not fully deciphered, furnish many examples of the word ΖΕΜΕΛΩΣ^ 

in a formula cursing whoever may violate the grave. It is coupled with ΔΕΩΣ^ 

in a context where 'Be he accursed in heaven and earth' would make less sense 
than 'Be he accursed of gods and men'.1 2 8 Also in favor of the latter interpret-
ation is a gloss of Hesychius, ζέμελεν βάρβαρον -ανδράποδον Φρύγες^ 
'The Phrygians [say] £έμελεν [ f o r a ] foreign slave', which implies that £έμε-
λεν meant 'man' — although an insulting synonym for 'earth', such as 'dirt', 
is not out of the question.129 Either way the Phrygian ΖΕΜΕΛΩΣ would be an 

1 2 6 Pr. S k a r d á i u s , "Zur Entstehung des e- Ausganges im Litauischen," Zeilschrifi ftir sla-
vische Philologie, 23 (1955), 171-176; Ernst Fraenkel, "Zur griechischen Wortforschung," 
Glotta, 34 (1955), 302-303. 
1 2 7 See O. lessen in W. H. Roscher (ed.), Ausfiihrliches Lexikon der griechischen und rOmi-
schen Mythologie, IV (Leipzig: B . G . Teubner, 1909-15; repr. Hildesheim: Georg Olms, 
1965), 664-667. 
1 2 8 Haas, PhSp, 92-94. Nevertheless Alfred Heubeck's review, in InFo, 39 (1967), 582, stíll 
prefers 'bei den θεοί ουράνιοι und καταχθόνιοι י — i.e. 'gods heavenly and underground'; cf. 
Calder, CoInNePh, 206-208. 
1 2 9 "ανδράποδον, being a Greek NEUTER noun, does not show whether ζ έ μ ε λ ε ν was voca-
tive, nominative, or accusative in the Phrygian language. 
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approximate cognate to the Greek adjective χθαμαλούς^ 'lowly, humble' (ac-
cusative pi. masc). 

The three consonants { z m l } , 1 3 0 in Slavic and Phrygian (perhaps Thra-
cian too), may be yet another metathesis, this one moving the [m] to the mid-
die position. The other two consonants, no longer in contact with each other, 
are articulated quite differendy {z-1} 

from the Greek [k1] and [t1] in χθων and 
their Sanskrit counterparts in {ksámi} (locative), 

^1T: יי {ksmáh} (genitive or ablative; 
also^T: יי { j m á h } , ^ : י  .({gmáh} י

I make bold to suggest that the {1} could have come from a sound within 
the root. The so-called extensions or enlargements of roots are a long-standing 
puzzle of IE morphology, especially those extensions that add no perceptible 
meaning, nor even any classification that we can make out.1 3 1 So it seems to 
me plausible that some extensions, and this one in particular, originated 
through metathesis of consonants in the root. The structural similarity of 
Σεμέλη to νεφέλη^ 'cloud' (Latin nebula^ 'mist, cloud') has often been re-
marked — i.e. {CeCélē}; and several cognates of the latter evince more than a 
biconsonantal IE root*n-&^ e.g. 

Lithuanian debesis יי or debesys יי 'cloud', 
Latin nūbēs^ 'cloud', 
Greek γνόφος^, δνόφοςί 'gloom' (plural δνόφοι^), 

making the -1- of νεφέλη : nebula a likely manifestation of a consonant on 
the order of D, extruded from the root.1 3 2 In Σεμέλη, {zemliá}, Ζ Ε Μ Ε Λ Ω Σ 

the initial consonant and the {1} preserve some phonetic features and modify 
others that are reflected differendy in the Greek [kh&\ of χθων and the Hebrew 
P־a} of {?àa:>m5H} and {?:)fom}. 

l.Gf. Besides the Phrygian ΖΕΜΕΛΩΣ, the word for 'man' in several IE lan-
guages has something after the m. Latin, Germanic, and early Lithuanian are 

1 3 0 Besides the usual ΖΕΜΕΛΩΣ there are instances of ΣΖΕΜΕΛΩΣ^, [ζ]ΙΜΕΛΩΣ^, 
Κ]ΟΜΟΛΩ^; also ΔΙΩΣ^, ΔΙΟΣ יי. To judge from the meager corpus, the Phrygians wavered 
in applying the Greek alphabet to their language and did not arrive at an orthography. 
1 3 1 The most influential essay on this subject is by Benveniste, OrFoNo (3d printing; Paris: 
Adrien-Maisonneuve, 1962), chapter I X "Esquisse d'une théorie de la racine" (147-173). I 
admire this famous chapter, but with some reservations. 
1 3 2 See Addenda, p. 456, and Walter Petersen, "Some Greek Examples of Word-contamina-
tion," AmJoPh, 56 (1935), 57-59. 

i 
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nearly in agreement on 'man', according to an archaic type of IE declension: 
Latin Gothic Old English Lithuanian 

nominative133 homo {guma}^ guma zmuo^li4 

accusative hominem^ {gumanjt guman^ zmúni^l3>5 
genitive hominis^ {guminsj t 
dative homirìì^ {gumin}^ 

The -n is the same sound as the indefinite article in Arabic, but there it is suf-
fixed to the nominative as well as the other cases.136 The semantic side of the 
parallel is not at all obvious; and the possibility cannot be dismissed that the η 
in homin-, guman, zmúni is due to a metathesis, like ΖΕΜΕΛ- in Phryg-
ian but resulting in the actualization of the dental consonant as [n] rather than 
[1], since these two consonants alternate in many languages. Such extensive 
mutation of consonants is most credible in a very old word, exposed to diverse 
phonological developments over thousands and thousands of years. It is note-
worthy that all these forms with n, as well as those with the Phrygian and 
Slavic ones with {1}, show a single initial consonant, not a consonant-group 
C!C2-; so the third consonant may have been derived from what was original-
ly C2 in such a consonant-group. 

As we entertain this possibility, it has implications for the emergence of 
grom(e) in Middle English, A F T E R the loss of the Old English case-ending 
-17. What was written goma in Old English may have sometimes been pro-
nounced with not a plain [g־] but an odd [G-] sound, affected by the ancestral 
C2 but eluding representation in the Latin alphabet, even as supplemented with 
runic letters. As long as the nominative *G—a alternated with g—an in the 
oblique cases, some affinity might linger between the -n and the odd feature 

1 3 3 The prehistoric form that Indo-Europeanists reconstruct for these vocalic endings of the 
nominative case is *-on. Their evidence for an actually pronounced nasal sound is indirect 

and very thin. 
1 3 4 -uo is a diphthong. 
1 3 ^ 1' used to be pronounced as a nasalized vowel, but no longer in standard Lithuanian. On 
the lack of other case-forms in the singular, see Alfred Senn, Handbuch der litauischen Spra-
che (Heidelberg: Carl Winter, 1957-66), 1,139; II , 171 (note 9), 278. 
1 3 6 The Hebrew 0 " א 1 , however, went into Arabic as a borrowed proper noun, without its 

everyday non-mydiical meaning 'man', and as such got the usual Arabic treatment: no suf-

fixed indefinite article {-n}, and only two case-forms, nominative ,0 J I י { ' adamu) and gen-

itive/accusative p^ī^ { ?ādama) 'Adam' ( l . G b ) . 
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i n the *G-, i f not *[g2] (cf. l.Ga), perhaps * [ g n ] , 1 3 7 and thus m a i n t a i n the 

oddity; but w h e n that -n d i sappeared, the w a y w a s c l ear for a shift f rom *G-

to the avai lable and straightforward gr-. 

l.Gg. In a few B i b l i c a l passages the bare form { ? D c f o m } , wi thout the f e m i n -

ine m a r k e r , c a n be understood as 'earth' rather than ' m a n ' . M o s t notably in 

P r o v e r b s 30:14, a ver se w i t h s y n o n y m o u s repet i t ion i n the s e c o n d half , 

appears to be chosen deliberately as the s {1ע1צ3כל} y n o n y m of { 7 é r e c } . T h a t is 

m u c h l ike the unsuff ixed χ θ ω ν ( χ θ ο ν - ^ before any case -end ing) . B u t other-

w i s e the Semi t i c evidence, as far as it goes, 

seems to m a k e the mascul ine { 7 D c l 5 m } 'man' pr imary 

and the feminine { ? â c b m 5 H } 'earth' or 'ground' a derivat ive . 

O r , to put it another w a y , there is the s a m e w o r d for ' m a n ' and 'ground' ex-

cept insofar as the divergence between the two is expressed by the differential-

ing m o r p h e m e { - 1 3 8 . { צ T מ h i s m o r p h e m e , added to m a n y other nouns , c o n -

tributes the meaning 'female (of the same k i n d ) ' , 

as in ! ד ם ו ם י / { a u w a 5 R } 'mare ' , { p o r 5 r 1 } in ! ד י ר פ ה י ' 'the heifer' 

from { σ ύ ״ σ } 'horse' ־ , ו פ י } י p 5 r } 'bul lock' . 

S u c h a paradigm of female to male , however , m a y not yet have been fu l ly es-

tabl ished so as to interfere wi th a V A G U E L Y M E A N I N G F U L connect ion a lready 

exist ing between ' m a n ' and 'earth'. T h i s w o r d for ' m a n ' — not only in Semi t -

i c but in the I E cognates too — does not become ' w o m a n ' by adding a suff ix, 

except in Bal t ic : Li thuanian zmonà יי ' w o m a n ' . 1 3 9 Instead the g r a m m a t i c a l l y 

mascul ine {ת1כ3כל} impl ic i t ly — and expl ic i t ly in G e n e s i s 1:27 — takes in the 

female part o f mankind . 

1 3 7 Cf. the alternation in Greek between the nominative θρ ίξ^ [Λ-íks] 'hair' and the 

accusative τ ρ ί χ α ^ [trlkfla] (genitive τ ρ ι χ ό ^ , dative τ ρ ι χ ί ^ ) , according to Grassmann's 

"law" of dissimilated aspirate consonants, or in French between the singular ceil יי [oey] 'eye' 

([oely] undl the last century) and the plural yeux^ [y0], where the [y] in both goes back to a 

palatalization of the Latin [k] in the accusative sing, oculum יי and the accusative pi. 

oculos יי respectively: oculum > ceil; oculos > yeux. 
1 3 8 The pre-accentual vowel {->} in { , bdSm} and in thousands of other Hebrew words (but 
not all) is reduced to a minimal vocalic transition {-à-} after a laryngeal consonant, ( - 3 - ) 
after any other consonant) whenever the next syllable loses its accent to any accented suffix. 
1 3 9 For all the arguments that Σεμέλη was an earth-goddess ( l . G e ) , the Greek myth leaves 
room for a contrary interpretation that her name, morpheme by morpheme, could have meant 
'human, female'. The myth certainly emphasizes her mortality. 
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l.Gh. In Hebrew, besides {?odom} 'man' and {?adDirto*} 'earth, ground', 
we have seen the ethnic name {?£xk>wm} (l.Db, note 77) with the same three 
consonants but interpreted as meaning 'Twin'. In the Greek cognates, how-
ever, the consonants are quite different: 

χθ-ν (χ-μ־) 'earth, ground', 
δ-δ-μ- 'twin'. 

Strictly within Hebrew, this is a case of partial homophony, since the vowels 
distinguish the 'Twin' word. Or {?êâowm} may represent the Edomites' own 
pronunciation of the word for 'man', applied specifically to themselves as 
many ethnic entities have done. For our comparative study it poses a warning 
that the separate data in a historically recorded language are liable to point A M -
B I G U O U S L Y to a multiplicity of possible prehistoric sources. It needs the C O N -

T R O L of data coordinated from other languages to detect the valid connections. 
In some cases the validity of the connections will remain quite doubtful. 

l .Gi. The {-5m} of Hebrew {7Dclom} and Latin homo are identical,1 4 0 

and the {-ת1כ-} of {?ādDm5s} is close to the -um- of humus. But the con-
sonants before that vowel, if they go back to a prototype shared by Semitic and 
IE, have diverged enormously. We return to the difficulty that the decipher-
ment of Hittite and Tokharian added to this etymology (l.Ga). In particular, 
{tkairi} in the "A" dialect of Tokharian stands out with such an untoward 
group of initial consonants as to imply that it is an odd survival, little altered 
from the prototype. But among the other IE phenomena the Greek { k 1 1 ^ - } , the 
Sanskrit {ks-}, possibly the Germanic gr-, as well as the Semitic {?-d־}, 
agree to this extent at least: the S E C O N D consonant can be explained as a reflex 
of *T. All in all, I see no sound basis for positing a U N I F O R M prototype with 
*TK-, so as to make *AT- only a secondary metathesis. Rather, as far back as 
we can trace, the two consonants were unstable in their position and in their ar-
ticulation. 

1 4 0 No accent is W R I T T E N in Latin, but all the evidence establishes diat an accent was 
pronounced on that syllable. Upon that accent in the first syllable depends the variable 
quantity of the final vowel, as the ancestrally long -o was liable to be abridged in a post-
accentual position. 

The vowel in Middle English grom was probably less open — [δ] ratiier dian [כ] — and 
thus destined to beome [u] in early modem times. 
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I . H . Sem. (Arabic) {(7)isman} .IE(Ch. Slavonic) {imē} 'name' 
(Aram,){samDhon} : (Avestan) {nāman} 'names' 

The m in nearly all cognates of homo and h um us is the stablest conson-
ant, changing at most to n.141 Furthermore, the Germanic "weak declension", 
exemplified by guman as well as the Latin and Lithuanian -n- stems (1. 
Gf), encourages us to analyze another noun in the very core of the vocabul-
ary, with a similar inflectional pattern and a base that ends in m. The IE word 
for 'name' (Pokorny, InEtWo, I , 321) is so diverse from language to language 
— e.g. Latin nomen^ 

Greek "1όνομα יי 
Hittite {lāman }יי 
Albanian em en יי, emer יי 
Church Slavonic HMA^ { ime} 
Cornish hanow^ — 

that the Indo-Europeanists, while accepting all these as reflexes of one prehis-
toric word, are baffled to account for the highly irregular correspondence. 
Semitic — as well as Finno-Ugrian — needs to be brought in, particularly to 
account for the Slavic {i-} and the Celtic h-. 

l.Ha. Nomen, being neuter, differs in the nominative and accusative from 
homo, hominem; but the other cases match: 

genitive nominis יי, hominis 
dative nominī^, hominī 
ablative nomine יי, homine^. 

The match extends on the whole to the Germanic languages, except for 
masculine instead of neuter gender in most of them; e.g. 

OE η am a ^ or noma^ in the nominative, 
naman יי or noman יי in the other cases (like guma, guman, l.Gf). 

The Latin -o- would be expected to correspond to -o- in Germanic, but only 
Old English and Old Frisian show a variation between -a- and -ο-; otherwise 

-a- is general in this word throughout Germanic. The Sanskrit cognate י  יי Τ" ח־
{nama } shows a perfecdy regular correspondence to the Latin in sounds and 
in gender, and so does the Avestan ( n ā m a j í 

1 4 1 Only in the Sanskrit nominative יי {ksāh} is the prehistoric m or *φ disguised as 

a vowel; and similarly in Avestan (zo)^. 
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But other IE languages have a vowel B E F O R E the η: 
Greek "1όνομα ("Όύνομα^ in Ionic,1 4 2 

ONTMA^ in Aeolic and Doric, but 
ΕΝΤΜΑΚΡΑΤΙΔΑΣ^ 'Mighty-in-Name's Son', a 

Phrygian ONOMAN^ (accusative?), [Spartan) 
Armenian {anun}^, 
Old Irish oinm η- יי (pi. anman יי), 
Old Welsh anu< 
Old Breton 

but Middle Breton han u יי, hanff יי (ha-, not just a-!) 
Cornish hanow 

Besides, Old Prussian eת תו ו eת s י ' (nominative), emnen^ (accusative)143 

may contain the remains of *-ומת-, assimilated or metathesized. 

l .Hb. From Hittite { l ā m a n } 1 4 4 

Tokharian A ( n o m } t , B ( n e m ) V 4 5 

Ziryene and Votyak riim § (Finno-Ugrian languages)146 

Albert Cuny inferred a palatalized ת ' (which I would symbolize *  in the ך ת
forerunner of IE and Finno-Ugrian.147 Others have attributed the Hittite 

1 4 2 ου is the usual spelling, from about 350 B . C . on, for what had been long [o] earlier. In 

Homer's verse, where "όνομα is inconvenient because of die three short syllables, "1ούνομα 
could be considered just a poetic license ( l . E c , note 88); but ο ύ ν ο μ α is just as constant in 
the Ionic prose of Herodotus. Ionic inscriptions, however, have only ΟΝΟΜΑ. 
1 4 3 Superseded by vardas יי in Lithuanian, vārds יי in Latvian, which is all the more re-

markable because the neighboring non-IE languages, Estonian and Finnish, have nimi ^ 

(cognates of which are widespread in Finno-Ugrian). 
1 4 4 The Hittite scribes usually wrote diis word as the Akkadian ideogram (SUM) with only 

the ending {-an} representing the Hittite sounds. The length of the vowel in the first sylla-

ble is shown occasionally by writing an extra {-a-}: {Ιβ-β-ιτίΒ-βη}^; but this was not a reg-

ular feature of die cuneiform script, either in Hittite or in Akkadian (cf. l . E c ) . 
1 4 5 Found in case-forms such as the nom./acc. pi. { n o m ā n t u ^ , n e m n a ^ ) ; Van Winde-
kens, T0C0, I, 327. { n } stands for a palatalized nasal, presumably as in the English words 
angel, ancient. On p. 70 he attributes the palatalization of *n to a following front-vowel or 
semi-vowel in prehistoric I E ; even { n o m ) he derives from I E *nēmp. 
1 4 6 The others in the Finno-Ugrian group have an unpalatalized η-, as in Finnish n i m i . 
1 4 7 "Hittite lāman 'nom', tokh. nom," Melanges offerts à Μ. Octave Navarre (Toulouse: 
Édouard Privat, 1935), 105-107. 
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{1 -n} to dissimilation pure and simple;148 but in favor of Cuny it can be ar-
gued that the susceptibility to a certain manner of dissimilation depends upon 
some phonetic feature already present in the consonant which suffers dissimila-
tion. 

Cuny goes on to adduce Semitic forms such as the Hebrew OK? יי {šem}, 
whose [s] could well have developed from *s [sH, 1 4 9 and even to posit that 
the proto-Semitic (or, as he calls it, "sémitique commun") *s developed from 
*ny. His *ת e / 0 m i - would thus be the source of the Semitic as well as the IE 
and Finno-Ugrian forms. For corroboration he refers to the work of Edwin H. 
Tuttle, whose "Dravidian Researches" point indeed to *snu.d (= *snud) be-
coming nod- in Kamara, but hū-, sū-, and tū- in the three dialects of Tulu 
and sūd, sūr in K u i . 1 5 0 Tuttle reconstructed a consonant-group *sn to ac-
count for the actual divergence among the Dravidian languages in regard to the 
initial consonant; but Cuny has some other sort of development in mind. A fur-
ther search is necessary. 

1 4 8 The hieroglyphic Hittite {a-ta-ma-1 - n a }  and hieroglyphic Luwian (accusative singular) י

{atimal }יי (nominative/accusative plural {atimana, a t i m ā , at imal }יי) may be manifesting 

a different dissimilatory denasalization: [Vn-n] > [Vt-n] instead of [n-n] > [1-n]. Nasal-

to-plosive is scarcely a more drastic process than nasal-to-liquid; for in an ancient Anatolian 
language what is transcribed {t} may have been voiced [d\. See Υοδί L . Arbeitman, "Luwian 
za- and -sa (/-za): How I have changed my mind (with ruminations on Palaic)," Unguis-
tique balkanique (Académie Bulgare des Sciences), 35 (1992), 29. 

The Lydian {etamv}^ (or ? { a t a m v ) ) has been brought in also — e.g. by Illich-Svitych, 
OpSr (I-3), 82, from Heinz Kronasser, Vergleichende Laut- und Formenlehre des Hetitischen 
(Heidelberg: Carl Winter, 1956), 63, cf. 228-229 — but other authorities object that it does 
not mean 'name' but 'order, instruction'; Alfred Heubeck, Lydiaka: Untersuchungen zu 
Schrifl, Sprache und GOtternamen der Lyder (Erlanger Forschungen, Reihe A, Band 9,1959), 
20, 65-68; Roberto Gusmani, Lydisches Worterbuch (Heidelberg: Carl Winter, 1964), 108-
109. 

149 TJJJS j j a s happened over and over in the known history of languages; e.g. English sure יי 
(the French rounded front-vowel [ii] being resolved into a rising diphthong [ y u]), Italian 

scimmia יי 'monkey' (< Latin slmia יי). 
150AmJoPh, 50 (1929), 139. He uniformly wrote .4 . f (e tc . ) in preference to d, t. Typo-
graphical convenience is enough to justify that practice of his; but I wish he had not neglect-
ed to give us an English gloss along with this Dravidian (or proto-Dravidian) word; what 
does it mean? 
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The Cornish and Breton han-, in itself, could well go back to*sVn־; for 
h- in the Brythonic sub-group often represents the 5־ of most IE languages.151 

But the lack of h- in the Old Welsh and Old Breton an u and of s- in the Irish 
ainm warns us of something more complex. 

l.Hc. In the Albanian emen (South Gheg dialect; emer in standard Tosk) 
no ת before the m is perceptible at all. Most remarkable are the Slavic cog-
nates, typified by the Church Slavonic 

nominadve/accusative HMA { i m ē } , 1 5 2 

dative,etc. ™eHH^ { i m e n i } . 1 5 3 

Here is undoubtedly the Slavic counterpart to the Germanic "weak declension" 
as in the Gothic nominadve/accusative {namo }יי, 

dative { n a m i n g . 
But the Slavic vowel i- (like the Albanian e־) preserves no perceptible trace of 
the consonant n, which otherwise we would not hesitate to call proto-IE; nor 
does the i- bear any particular resemblance to the vowels before or after the η 
in the various IE languages outside of Slavic and Albanian. The disparity calls 
for a theory more powerful than the formulae current among the Indo-Euro-
peanists.154 

1. Hd. Though undoubtedly IE, the Slavonic {imè} ({ē} a nasal vowel) 

is actually more like the Arabic accusative I § {7isman} 

or genitive p } § I ״ 7 i smin} 

1 5 1 The lenition or softening of m is most far-reaching in Brythonic. So the treatment of it 

in this word (-u, -{{, -ow) causes no surprise. 
1 5 2 The nasal vowel at the end is commonly transliterated e, on the model of Polish and 

Lithuanian orthography ( l .Ac , note 6). 
1 5 3 The accent, at least in Russian, is on the first syllable: rtiwW, HMeHtW. But Ukrainian 
ÌM'ÍW, iiuetttW and likewise Byelorussian ÌMJW, 'iMeHi .̂ 
1 5 4 The difficulty is well put by Schmitt, DiDi, 91: "Die iiberlieferten Formen des 'Namen'-
wortes der Einzelsprachen auf einen grundsprachlichen Nenner zu bringen, 1st ein āusserst 
schwieriges Unterfangen, das bisher m. E . . . . nicht gelost worden 1st." He goes on to posit 
"1. 'Vollstufe Γ * a j é n a j - m n > griech. όνομα, armen. anun, 

2. 'Vollstufe ΙΓ * a j n é a j - m n > altindoar. nāman-, 

3. 'Schwundstufe' *Sjfiaj-mn > aldr. ainmn resp. *ajna?-mn > german. namo. 

Die geforderte Suffixbetonung bei der schwundstufigen Wurzel zeigt besonders deutlich das 
Slavische, z. B . russ. imjá ... "; but see above, note 153, for the accent of diis Russian 

word. 
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than any IE form outside of Slavic. Although we cannot a priori rule out mere 
coincidence producing [i + m + V n / g ] , the phonetic resemblance focuses our 
attention on the most instructive point: what the Slavic forms lack is the Semitic 
sibilant, just as they lack the IE ת in that position before the m. The phonetic 
difference between s and η is the obstacle to a Semitic-IE etymology, though 
not insuperable. For within Semitic we find a clue relevant to IE also: here is a 
very basic noun that consisted of consonants not separated by any vowel. 

The Arabic word, though written with the three letters {?sm}, has no 
vowel between {s} and { m } , and the glottal stop is pronounced only in the 
rare circumstance when it begins a sentence. Then indeed, according to the na-
tive grammarians, { 7 ism-} is pronounced. Nearly all forms occurring in the 
Qur ? ān are construct and non-initial; e.g. the accusative {(?)sma} '(so-

and-so's) name'; the letter I is not pronounced, and before the {s} there is only 
the vowel {a} or { i} or {u} from the previous word. When the article is pre-

fixed, the vowel { i} is pronounced right after it: ב ו י ' [ l ismu] 'the name' 
(nominative; 49.11); the morpheme 'name' is [ s m / i S m ] • 

That correspondingly the vowel in Hebrew {šem} was merely to make a 
consonantal word pronounceable, appears from the forms with a possessive 
suffix, such as יישמה {šam|6h} 'her name' 
with minimal vocalization between {§} and { m } . For where the vowel is an 
inherent part of a noun, as in עבה י  her tree' {ec|5h*} י

 ,('tree' {ec^} ייעץ)
it suffers no such drastic reduction before the accented vowel of the suffix. 

Aramaic has יישם {sum} with a quite different vowel, 
but reminiscent of the Greek ONTMA. 

Before a suffix it undergoes the same reduction to {Sam-} as in Hebrew: 
'her name' is יישמה {šamaeh} in theTargum 

 ;(.his name' in Bibl. Aram' {šaméh} יילמדו)
but in Aramaic even a more basic vowel is liable to that before an accented suf-
f i x . 1 5 5 {š um }יי in Akkadian, however, keeps its vowel almost invariable, re-
gardless of any suffix added. Wherever the closed back-vowel is found in 

1 5 5 Contrast Aramaic Π *יי יל {yadéh} 'his hand': Hebrew ״ M ^ { ρ 3 ό ״ } . 'Hername' in 

Biblical Aramaic would be ה Q 2? t { š a m á h } . 
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forms of the word for 'name', including the Greek "αν|ώνυμ|ος^ 'nameless', 
this quality was no doubt produced in anticipation of the consonant [m], to 
which [u] is most congenial.156 

The essential phonemes of the word for 'name', common to Arabic, Aram-
aic, and Hebrew, are the consonants /Sm/. A vowel-sound is pronounced in 
between when no vowel before /S/ or after /m/ is there to make the consonant-
group pronounceable. Early Aramaic inscriptions (written long before a nota-
tion for vowels was devised) have both • 7 ש { א י י s m } and יישם { s m } . 1 5 7 

-is the same letter as the Arabic I, the difference in shape being only a devel א
opment of penmanship (no more pertinent to linguistics than the development 
of capital A to minuscule a in the Latin alphabet). The motive for writing the 
letter in early Aramaic, as in Arabic originally, was (I presume) to show a con-
sonant-sound — a glottal stop, or something like it. 

l.He. To sum up the confusing comparison of this Semitic root to the IE root: 
Besides the m that corresponds exactly, the Semitic glottal stop — liable to be-
come silent in Arabic but attended anyhow by some vowel — is reminiscent of 
the initial vowel in many IE languages; the Arabic and the Slavic {i} is second 
only to the {m} in the phonetic closeness of the match. The Semitic {s/~s} finds 
its best parallel in the Cornish and Breton Λ-, for which there is no explana-
tion whatever within IE etymology. But from the other side the IE ת finds no 
njasal counterpart in Semitic; at the most, the palatalized nasal (n} (< *[n y ] ) , 
which is clear enough in Tokharian, shares its palatal feature with the {§} that 
is fully authenticated in the main traditions of Scripture reading, both Hebrew 
and Aramaic.158 

Suppose a proto-form included some — not all — of the features of these 
consonants *?snym, how would it come out in the actually recorded lan-

1 5 6 The same vowel is reported in two Cushitic languages: Hadiya sum \ Wolamo 
sum-ta יי (but Bilin áan יי, Beja Sem יי). In Ge^ez and several other Semitic languages of 
Ethiopia 'name' is fsam)^; Leslau, CoDiGe, 504. The Cushitic forms originated, presum-
ably, as borrowings from Semitic; otherwise Cohen, EsCo, ought to have treated this im-
portant item. 
1 5 7 Whether or not the ש at that time was [s], does not appear from any evidence. The 

same letter, in the much later Arabic penmanship, stood for [s]. We can Uieorize diat one 

sound, rather than the other, went back further into prehistory in this word; but we cannot 
prove it. 
1 5 8 That it was so in Akkadian too, is a very indirect inference. 
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guages? Every which way. That is nearly what we find in fact, leading us back 
to such a jumble. To make it conceivable, we would go on to suppose that any 
vowels were altogether subordinate and unstable, and even that the consonants 
— other than the *m — were rather vaguely articulated. I can believe it be-
cause this word is so very basic, and likely to have originated at a more remote 
time than almost any other. The startling differences between the recorded IE 
forms, especially when supplemented by the Semitic, give hints of how speech 
evolved, if not from its very rudiments, at least from the most rudimentary 
stage that may still be accessible to us. 

All of *? s ny m, though not necessarily in that order, is needed to ac-
count for the diversity within IE and the Finno-Ugrian cognates, even if we 
were to leave Semitic out of i t : 1 5 9 

(1) We must have *?— or some such weak consonant — to be the source for 
the component of lengthening in the vowel of Latin nomen, Sanskrit {na-
ma} , etc.; also the initial vowel in Greek όνομα, Armenian {anun}, etc., 
would seem to go back to *?- attended by some vowel. 
(2) The Cornish and Breton h- calls for a prehistoric *s. 
(3) The η is in most of the IE languages, as well as Finno-Ugrian (e.g. 
Finnish nimi). 
(4) The palatalization [ y ] , besides being present in a couple of Finno-Ugrian 
languages — Ziryene and Votyak — helps to clarify the Tokharian {n} and 
even the Hittite {1-} in {lāman}. 
(5) The ומ turns up in most of the languages, and in the rest is represented by a 
related labial. 

The gravest difficulty that remains in this etymology is to explain the total 
lack of a Semitic counterpart to the IE  .at or near the beginning of the word ת 
The Arabic j - s m ־ ) and the Hebrew and Aramaic (šm־) (followed by a 
possessive suffix — 'my name', 'your name', etc.) — suggest that a complex 
group of consonants as *[n y m] or *[n m ] would have been reduced to the [m] 
without any non-labial nasal such as the segment [n] of most IE languages. 
Besides that, although Luwian is classed as a very ancient IE language, the 
word for 'name', deciphered {atim|al} ( l .Hb , note 148), is closer to the 
phonetic structure of Arabic {?ism-} than to anything IE with [n m ] or — for 
that matter — to the Hittite {lāman} (a neighboring IE language in Anatolia). 

For another highly variable I E etymon with a stable Semitic cognate, see 2 .Ka . 
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l.Hf. I suggested in l .Gf that the η of the oblique cases in Latin hominis, 
Old English guman, etc., originated when a consonant from within the root 
was extruded in a sort of metathesis. That will apply also to the Latin nominat-
ive/accusative neuter nomen and the other cases (nominis, nominj, no-
mine), similarly in Germanic — e.g. the Old English naman. Especially the 
Hittite { lāman}, the Old Prussian emmens, emnen, and the Slavic, exem-
plified by Church Slavonic { ime, imeni} — with 71 or a nasalized vowel A F -
T E R m — argue that this subsequent η did not arise through a separate mor-
phological development, regardless of the sounds within the root, but came out 
of the primitive root. It did, however, become an important IE suffix. 

l .Hg. The Egyptian {xn}^ (Coptic pav^; also pev^, piv^ in some dialects), 
with its {r} but no {m }, is still more divergent than the words for 'name' that 
we have surveyed up to now. However, we can hardly exclude it from our 
comparison, in view of the enormous variety of forms within IE, and of the 
complex links both to Semitic and to Finno-Ugrian. Supposing a remote proto-
type with two nasal consonants, we can more or less understand how dissimil-
ation would produce the sequence [r-n]. At any rate this Egyptian [r-n] is 
less remote from IE than from Semitic.160 

Illich-Svitych (MaSrSl, 323, 343) proposes a different Semito-Hamitic 
(actually just Semitic) cognate to his IE "*nem-, nom-n ' H M A ' (Pokforny] 
321)." It is the verb-root *nb- 'call', which I find most clearly embodied in the 
Akkadian participle {na-bu-ú}^ 'called' — hence 'famous' (AsDi, XI , 31-30, 
esp. 335).1 6 1 Other forms too of this verb 'call' or 'name' occur copiously in 
Akkadian, but not a noun 'name' from the same root; for that, Akkadian uses 
either j šum(u ) ) , cognate to the Aramaic {sum}, Hebrew {šém}, etc., or 
else something quite unrelated etymologically. 

Now Illich-Svitych operates within narrow rules of phonology: His proto-
Nostratic *m (labial nasal) may, in Altaic, either remain or change to the 
voiced labial plosive b-; however, in the interior of an Altaic word he allows 
only -m- with no alternative. In Semito-Hamitic (= Afro-Asiatic) it remains 
m or — questionably — becomes fa.162 This etymology, involving a Semitic 
*nb- and an IE *η-m-, must have been one of those which led him, with 

The idea for this paragraph comes from Gary Rendsburg. 

The Hebrew cognate $ א 3 י ^ {rob1'y') means 'prophet' — i.e. called by God. 

"*m > H.-e. m; am. m-, b-, -n7-;ypaJ1. m; span, m; KapTR m; G־x. m, b (?)." 
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some uncertainty, to posit a possible change from nasal to plosive. It places no 
strain upon the initial * ת - . But on the other hand it leaves, W I T H I N IE, ex-
treme permutations of that * ת - to be reckoned with; for otherwise there is no 
accounting for the ( i m - j instead of *11 em- in Russian and other Slavic lan-
guages — besides the complications we have noted in other branches of IE. 
Nor will a simple * ת - do for Uralic (i.e. Finno-Ugrian). So it seems to me 
more reasonable, at least for this one very basic etymology, to entertain a bold 
range of phonetic variants in the early period of contact between the developing 
language-groups. 

l .Hh. We step on firmer ground when we turn from the root to the plural 
ending. The neatest match is 

the Aramaic plural absolute ] ה מ ש י } י š a m p h D n } : 
Avestan {nām | ān^, n ā m | ā n i ^ } 

({â} standing for a nasalized vowel), which is either nominative or accusative 
plural — this noun being neuter in the more ancient IE languages, {nāmān} 
also served as a general plural case after the period of the Gāthās, which are 

the oldest Avestan literature. The Sanskrit cognate is *Τί ̂־ίΤ {namā n i } , 

nominative/accusative plural. Only a few very short Aramaic nouns have the 
disyllabic plural suffix {ohDn}; otherwise it is {-5n}^ (in Biblical Aramaic 
always accented). The (h} , however scarce, is fascinating as an unmistakably 
consonantal manifestation of something that went into the genesis of full, sta-
ble vowels. In Semitic, where there are no neuter nouns, this one is masculine; 
but most Aramaic nouns that take the plural ending {-ohon, o n } are femin-
ine. 

The Aramaic plural construct '(so-and-so's) names', which occurs oftener 
than the absolute, is ת ה מ ש י / {Š3m:>h5t}, whose ending resembles — rather 
vaguely — the Greek -ατ|α in "1ονόματα^ 'names'. No other Semitic language 
agrees morphologically with this Aramaic distinction between the absolute and 
the construct. In Hebrew 

both fÌÌOtD^ {šemo w t} 'names' (absolute) 
and !"!יישמו {Š3mowt} " (construct) 
are more like (šam:>h5t}, the Aramaic construct, than like 
the absolute {šamohon}. 
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1.1. Sem. (Aram.) { H 3 e q l e y } : IE (Latin) A G R E I 'fields' 
: Sent. (Heb.) {Hacfe)^} 'enclosures' 

Within IE this word for 'field' ranks among the surest etymologies, and is 
of great import for the prehistory of culture — as the Latin expression agrī 
cultūra יי reminds us. So if we can establish that it had a Semitic cognate, it 
will be momentous. I am now able to go far beyond InEuSeLa, 118 ff. 

1.1a. The word is by no means pan-IE.163 In the accusative singular, 
Greek "αγρό 
Vedic Sanskrit •3? ~\ t {á jram} (differing in accent from Greek) 
Latin agrum יי 
Gothic { a k r K OEng. [?]aecer^ (> acre יי), 
German [7]Ackerי/, etc. (cf. l.Cb,e,Fa). 

On the Semitic side, 
Akkadian {eq-lam}V (acc. sing.) 

Arabic )IāL^ {Haqlan} " " furnishes a fairly good match; 
also Aramaic ל ק f l יי {Haqael} with no case-ending.164 

We can even guess that the word moved from the "Fertile Crescent" to IE terri-
tory chiefly in the north, as the cultivation of cereals spread. The Semitic {1} 
would have become {r} in an Indo-Iranian language, where {1} is rare or lack-
ing. That it is r in European languages too, seems explicable if they got it by 
way of an IE language of Asia with no [1]. 

The "emphatic" velar plosive {q} is, on the other hand, closer to the Euro-
pean velar plosive [g] (voiced) or [k] (voiceless) than to the Sanskrit affricate 
{j}. If the "emphatic" in the northern Semitic area was pronounced with glot-
talization, as it surely is in Ge^ez {Haql}1' (cf. l.Db), that would fit well with 
the theory of Gamkrelidze and Hopper about the IE *g being in origin *k?. It 

1 6 3 Pokorny (InEtWd, I, 6), among others, derives this noun from a verb-root *qg; but the 
actual meaning of the verb-root in various languages (see 2.Rb) is so broad and loose as to 
preclude either verification or refutation. 
1 6 4 The Aramaic, in Greek letters, occurs in a place-name Α Κ Ε Λ | Δ Α Μ Α τοΰτ ' Η έστιν χωρί-

α* 01׳ ίματος^ (Acts 1:19; in the Vulgate Acel\dama hoc est Ager sanguinis 1''field of 

blood'). — Cohen, EsCo, 77 (pardy followed by Bomhard, ToPrNo, 261), called attention 
also to Berber words: "to[uareg] sofus] akāl 'terre, terrain, pays' . . . sofus] igar 'champ', 
peut-être emprunt au latin.... Mot voyageur? Sumérien agar 'territoire irrigué'; partiel en 
i.e., par ex. latin ager 'champ'." See also Levin, PrlnEuThDe, 114, 120-121, 127, 138. 
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would mean that a Semitic [k7] was taken into prehistoric IE with no immediate 
change and only later developed into [g]. 

The Akkadian vowel transcribed {e} is of uncertain phonetic quality, since 
the evidence for it in a long extinct language is very indirect. Also uncertain is 
whether the Semitic initial consonant — clearly recorded in Arabic and Aramaic 
—- was lost in Akkadian or still pronounced but ignored by the syllabic script 
of Sumerian origin. 

As in {to w re y } 'bulls' (l.Ac5,h) and {t3?uwmey} 'twins' (l.Da), now 

again the Aramaic construct plural ל י ק ת י  fields' is (someone's)' {Ha2qley} י
reminiscent of the Greek nominative plural Ηαγροί^ 

and still more of the early Latin A G R E I 

1.1b. Before we simply accept this etymology, or the part of it propounded so 
far, a Sumerian word {a־gàr}^ gives us pause. Is this the real source of the 
IE forms, leaving the Semitic {eqlam, Haqlan, Haqad} irrelevant? Or less 
drastically, is the Semitic {Hql} root a reflex of the same etymon behind the 
Sumerian and the IE, but a divergent reflex? We scarcely have the means to de-
cide. Akkadian, besides using the Sumerian {a־gàr/a-gár/a־gara}^ as an 
ideogram, also has a word {u-ga-ru}11' 'farm-land', which Von Soden reason-
ably takes for a borrowing from Sumerian.165 {Haql-} could then be the out-
come of a much earlier borrowing from Sumerian; or perhaps Sumerian 
{agar} and Semitic {Haql-} were drawn independently from some quite un-
identified source in the region. 

Sumerian was the most ancient language of civilization, in the sense of be-
ing written down centuries before any other known to us; however, the early 
documents are meager. Besides, our access to the sounds is very indirect, and 
problematical in many details if not altogether. So we should not take the trans-

1 6 5 He lists it as "ugāru(m)" (AkHa, 1402), but none of his citations appear to justify 
the long vowel. His "(a-da-ar =) a-gàr = ù-ga-ru/rù " unexpectedly throws light on an 
anomaly in the Armenian word for 'field': (art}§ "avec un t in énigmatique"; A . Meillet, 
Esquisse d'une grammaire comparée de l'arménien classique (Vienne: PP. Mekhitharistes, 
1936), 101. Both die Armenian (art) and the Sumerian (a-da-ar) seem to reflect still 

another form of the primeval etymon. 
Gary Rendsburg adds to this etymology the name of the city { 7 1 1 grt}^ (written (u-ga-ri-

it)^ in the Akkadian syllabary). 
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caption {a-gàr} as immediate evidence for a voiced velar plosive [g]. It may 
be premature to conclude from 

Sem. {eqlam, Haqlan} : IE agrum, αγρόν, {ájram} 
{Haeqley} : A G R E I , 1 6 6 Vypoi 

that this word was definitely in the core of vocabulary carrying a common mor-
phological heritage. 

l.Ic. This word for 'field' is conspicuously absent from Hebrew, where its 
place is taken by Π יי ש ך {k)dél ì}. Cognates of {śodé^} are recorded in Phoe-
nician and Ugaritic — with only the first two consonants being written, ac-
cording to their way of handling the alphabet. Further Semitic cognates are 
more questionable, in particular the Akkadian word for 'mountain' or 'steppe': 

{ša-du-um, ša-du-u}^, etc. (nominative) 
{ša-ad-wi-im, ša-du-ú-i, ša-di-im, ša -d i - iK etc. (genitive).167 

A possible cognate in Slavic — e.g. Old Russian ca/n^ {sada}1 6 8 'garden' — 
is attractive. On the phonetic side it is close to the Akkadian {šadû(m)}, as 
the {-3} represents a prehistoric *[u], and the vestigial Russian locative form 
Β caAĴ  {ν sadú} 'in the garden' preserves this vowel down to the present. 
The meaning 'garden' fits the Hebrew 'field' somewhat better than 'mountain, 
steppe'. This Slavic word has no likely IE relatives. The connection of it with 
Semitic may stand up, even without any further corroboration; however, it tells 
us little or nothing about morphology. 

l . Id . The Hebrew ר ב ח י ' {Hocér} means 'an enclosure', usually a court-
yard, occasionally an unwalled village (Lev. 25:31), never explicitly a field for 
growing a crop — although fruit-trees might be planted in it (Ps. 92:13-15). 
What it has in common with the IE is a little vague: the ground that a certain 
man or certain people have taken over for their sole use. The Sanskrit 

1 6 6 The Latin genitive singular agri which continues the A G R W of the early period, 

would also correspond to a pausal pronunciadon [Haqlijf in poetry of the Arabic gen. sing. 

j i ' i . ^ {Haqlin} ( l . A c 2 ) . 
1 6 7 See W. H. Propp, "On Hebrew śāde(h), 'highland'," Veius Testamentum, 37 (1987), 

230-233. 
1 6 8 Only after the great revolution of 1917 was die spelling modernized to caA^, eliminat-
ing the vowel diat had been silent for centuries (like the final -e in English). Even die 
reformed spelling does not show die devoicing of die final consonant [sat]. 
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{ájra-}, found only in the Rigveda, is closest in meaning; it belongs to a P R E -
A G R I C U L T U R A L setting: flat land not covered with trees or scrub.169 

The affricate {j} is fairly close in sound to the Hebrew ב {c} (l.Fg). 
Phoenician, being a dialect of the same language as Hebrew, is identical: 
ר ב ח ^ {Her}, so far as the consonantal script shows. Ugaritic has {Hzr}^ 
and {HTr} (in {lHTrh }יי 'for his court'), the middle consonant being the one 

normally cognate to the Arabic J= and Jo respectively, i f the decipherment of 
Ugaritic is right on these points. {HTr} suggests a possible relation to Sumer-
ian {a־da־ar} and Armenian {art} ( l . Ib , note 165). 

However, given that in the recorded pronunciation of Gê ez the cognate to 
Hebrew ב is [fsT or [s7] (Steiner, Αβα, 82-83), and that one or both of these 
pronunciations may well have been current in the northern Semitic languages 
of early antiquity, I would posit a simple phonetic change between the prehis-
toric IE source of 1 ב Π and the much later attested Hebrew pronunciation of 
it with the affricate [־ts-]: Along the way, the prehistoric IE *[-k7-] became 
assibilated or affricated, probably first to *[-ts7-], then to *[-s7-] in part but 
not all of the Hebrew territory; for both *[s7] and [ts] could readily arise from 

through simplification, but hardly [ts] from *[s7]. Aside from the glottal-
ic feature, this sort of change is amply documented in the history of certain 
languages; before a front-vowel the Latin [k] (written c) changed to [ts] 
throughout the western Romance territory, and subsequently to [s] in most of it 
( l . E e ) . 

This affrication of a plosive, as I diagnose it in the Semitic loan-word from 
prehistoric IE, need not be dissociated from the Indo-Iranian development that 
resulted in the Sanskrit { j } . 

A rectangular shape can be posited for the {Hocér} in many Biblical pass-
ages. The Latin ager יי too, being often a field measured out, was at least ideal-
ly rectangular, even if not so in practice most of the time. Our word acre (OE 
secer), from the same etymon as ager, owes its present meaning — as a meas-
ure of ground — to a L A S T I N G A S S O C I A T I O N WITH R E C T A N G U L A R I T Y . 

Lie. On the morphological side this etymology, if it can be sustained, has the 
advantage of two formations of the Hebrew construct plural, both with paral-

1 6 9 Hermann Grassmann, Worterbuch zum Rig-Veda (Leipzig: F . A. Brockhaus, 1873; repr. 
Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1964), 23. 
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lels to the IE nominative plural. One of them, 
י ך ב ח י ' {Hac(3)réy} : Latin A G R E I , Gr. Ηαγροι׳, 

is just like what we have already seen several times. But 
Γίη^Γΐ^{Η30(ο)ΓΟ״ΐ} : Skt. 3T^fī: V {ájrāh} is new. 

I cite the Sanskrit from the {pada} text, the secondary one that analyzes each 
verse into its separate words. In the primary or {samhitā} text for recitation, 
the ending is inherently variable; but the word is rare in the corpus, and just 
one sandhi form is actually quotable: {ájrā }יי. If it happened to be followed by 
a word beginning with {t-} or {P-}, the ending would be {-as}1', which is 
most like the Hebrew {-o(w)f}V; hence (ájrās}t : {Hac(3)ro״t}. The Indo-
Europeanists have considered this Sanskrit ending {-ās} and the Old English 
-as in [7]acras^ (> acres יי) to reflect the proto-IE nominative plural of 
nouns, whereas the proto-IE source of the Greek -ot and Latin -EI (later -1) 
was limited to pronouns. However, Sanskrit has it in nouns too, in certain 
cases other than the nominative; e.g. (InEuSeLa, 124-126) 

the locative plural •3T^f"5 יי {ájrēsu} ({ē} = [ei]), 

cf. Gr. Vypoîai^, Lat. A G R E I S ^ . 

Aramaic has not only {Haeql|ey} for the construct plural (l.Ib) 

but also the rarer {Haeql|Dt} in ן 1 ה ת ל ק ח י ' 'their fields'. 
The absolute plural that is the counterpart to {Haeqbt} is 

ן ל ק ז ד י  fields'. The latter ending is phonetically' {η כ |Ha2q1} ׳
like the Gr. gen. pi., as in "αγρΙώι^; otherwise, however, the parallel seems 
slender and limited to word-order: Given a syntagma of just two words, Semit-
ic requires the construct to come before the absolute, whereas IE may some-
what favor the nominative preceding its genitive modifier or adjunct (cf. 
l . A h ) . 

l . If . The Latin and Umbrian nominative singular ager, with no case-ending, 
seems to correspond fairly well to Heb. {Hocér} (absolute singular) 

and the construct ר ב ח י 1 {Hàcár} '(so-and-so's) enclosure'.170 

The accent, to be sure, is obligatorily recessive in Latin [ág-]. However, the 

The Umbrian nominative plural would be *AGRVR, cognate to Sanskrit (ájrāsj 
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lack of an ending like the Greek -ος in "1αγρός-יי (Sanskrit {-ah }יי) may be 
due to a development within the Italic group of IE; 

for the earliest Latin has S A K R O S ^ 'holy' (or 'cursed'), where the 
classical form would be sacer יי; so ager too could well have 
developed from an unrecorded * A C R O S , 1 7 1 nearly if not quite identical 
in pronunciation with the Greek "1αγρός. 

The data regarding the presence or absence of the nominative ending differ in 
detail from one Italic language to another. We cannot rule out the possibility 
that ager went back to the earliest Italic, or developed in Umbrian before Latin; 
perhaps it coexisted with *agros for a time. 

l . Ig . Apart from the semantic imprecision of this etymology — IE 'field' : 
Hebrew (and Ugaritic) 'enclosure, court' — we wonder how to account for the 
phonetic difference in the middle consonant particularly. Can the Hebrew 
{Hac(a)-}, for example, be from an IE source *Hagr-, or something more 
like *Hajr- with an affricate as in Sanskrit? The latter becomes more plausible, 
in view of the plural ending in {Hac(3)r|owt} : {ájr |ās}, than any alterna-
t ive, 1 7 2 such as that {HDcér, Hācár, Hac(a)rowt} in other Semitic languages 
have no relatives outside of Semitic or Afro-Astatic, or that the only external 
link is to the Sumerian {agar}; for Sumerian has no such plural formation. 

I conclude, then, that this Hebrew word was probably borrowed from a 
prehistoric IE language on the order of Sanskrit (or Avestan), whereas the San-
skrit {ájram} (accusative) and its IE cognates — Latin agrum, Greek αγρόν 
— were borrowed earlier from a prehistoric Semitic language on the order of 
Akkadian or Arabic, the ones which show a cognate ending: {eql|am, 
Haql|an}. 

l . Ih . Because of the phonetic gap between Sumerian {agar} and Akkadian 
{eql |am}, we can hardly look upon this as a straightforward borrowing by 
the Semitic population from the neighboring culture, which — along with 

1 7 1 At the time that Κ was still normally used in Latin for the voiceless plosive, die third 
letter of the alphabet —· C (as yet without the differentiating stroke, G) — served as in Greek 
for the voiced sound. 
1 7 2 Moller,VelnSeWo, 2, is the great proponent of this IE-Semitic etymology (followed by 
Cuny, InÉtCo, 81-82, 140; Illich-Svitych, DrlnSeJaKo, 4, 8), in contrast to Cohen and 
Bomhard, who are drawn to link ager, etc., with {Haql} (hakl in their notation; l . I a , note 
164). 
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many other skills — was more advanced in farming. If there was some inter-
mediate language, we are quite unable to identify it. But Akkadian has still an-
other noun {ik-ka-ru־um}^ 'plowman, farmer, bailiff that sounds a little 
more like {agar} except for the doubling of the consonant { - k k - } . 1 7 3 { ik-
karu(m)} translates the Sumerian word {en-ga-ar}, which actually occurs 
very often in the midst of the Akkadian texts. The scholars who have deci-
phered the cuneiform script feel certain that while the texts were pronounced 
entirely in Akkadian, the Akkadian scribes still adhered somewhat ideograph-
ically to the old, established Sumerian model: Rather than writing out their own 
language phonetically, whenever the words as written in Sumerian characters 
came to mind, they would write them so. Sometimes the Akkadian word itself 
has a nasal at the end of the first syllable {in-qa-ru(m)}^, which evinces Su-
merian influence upon the sound of the word, not just upon the writing of it. 

The same noun turns up in Hebrew as ל כ א י ?} י ikk5r} . That it was bor-
rowed, no doubt directly from Akkadian, seems obvious because the pattern 

{C!iC2C23C3} is no more normal in Hebrew than 
{C1iC 2C2aC3|u(m)} in Akkadian (Von Soden, GrAkGr, 61-62). 

 ן . ί־׳ώ יי
Arabic ^LS 1׳י {?akkār|un } 'plowman' conforms precisely, if paradoxically, 
to the Akkadian pattern for occupations, 

exemplified by {šarrāq|um }יי 'thief 
(Hebrew ל ע י  .(cf. 2.0d, note 191 ,{gann5b} י

So {?akkārun} must have come into Arabic through borrowing; for the na-
five pattern would have called rather for {C!āC2iC3|un }, identical with the 

active participle, as in יי {sāriq|un } 'thief = 'one stealing', 

^jlk יי {kātib|un } 'writer, scribe'. 

The Arabic verb 'Jz> \ יי {?akara} 'he (has) plowed, tilled', which appears to 
be unparalleled in the other Semitic languages, must accordingly be D E N O M I N -

ATIVE, formed within Arabic from the borrowed noun. Also 
2^LS I יי {?akarat|un } 'plowmen', the "broken plural" of { 7 akkārun}, 

is formed as if the singular were *{ 7 āk i r |un } 

(cf. Sj־jj*^ {saraqat|un} 'thieves', 2115 יי {katabatjun} 'writers'). 

1 7 3 Spellings with {-qq-} or {-kq-} are also found; AsDi, V I I , 49-53. — C f wlicus יי 

in Latin. 
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The plural of the Akkadian noun is {iq־qa-ra-tum, ikqa־ra־tu4}^, which 
manifests a type of pluralization partially akin to the Arabic.1 7 4 

Thus a noun of non-Semitic origin was gradually, but incompletely, adapt-
ed to the morphology of more than one Semitic language. Akkadian borrowed 
{ikkar-} or {iqqar-} 'plowman' probably later than {eql-} 'field', and not 
from the very same source or by the same route. 

l .J . IE (Skt.) {gárb'km} : Sem. (Akk.) {qerbam} 'womb' 
(Arabic) {qalban} 'heart' 

l.Ja. My predecessors — Moller (VelnSeWo, 91, 101), Cuny (InÉtCo, 
113), Bomhard (ToPrNo, 246) — have inferred a Nostratic etymology behind 
the Sanskrit {gárbV} and its IE cognates. But it is J. P. Brown that has 
called to my notice the excellent structural match 

Sanskrit "7T {gárb^m} (accusative) 

Arabic LJW {qalban} 
To be anatomically precise, the Sanskrit and the Arabic noun — both mascul-
ine — refer to two different organs, 'womb' and 'heart' respectively. But in 
spite of this actual and important divergence, either organ can easily be es-
teemed the inner part par excellence of the body, the one whose throb demands 
the most attention. So a looser sense 'the inside' may well be older than the 
specification that the Sanskrit and Arabic dictionaries list first. Anyhow 
'womb' or 'heart' — taken strictly, literally — has never been the E X C L U S I V E 

meaning in any period of recorded history. 

l j b . Since {1} is infrequent in Sanskrit and {r} generally corresponds to the 
/ o f other IE languages, the correspondence of {r} to the Arabic {1} in this 
word would pose no difficulty in and of itself. However, Akkadian has 
{qerb-} 'inside', which admits rarely of the meaning 'womb': 
{tiāmat ati nabnīt qer-bi־šú}^ 'Tiāmat and the creatures of her womb (?)'. 
{qerbi-} is genitive.175 The accusative {qerba} occurs occasionally: {qé-er־ 

1 7 4 Von Soden, CrAkGr, 77-78: "Den PI. auf -ātun bilden ferner sehr zahlreiche Substan-

tíve, die im Sg. keine Fem.-Endung haben.... 4) Bezeichnungen von einzeln arbeitenden Be-
rufen (z.B. ikkārum 'Landmann', PI. ikkārātum ...)." 

The plural, in some texts from Nuzi, refers to plow-oxen radier than men. 
1 7 5 AsDi, X I I I , 227. The possessive {־šu} would normally be 'his', {qerbrtum}^ with a 
feminine suffix {-It} means 'womb' more often. 
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ba}^ 'inside', {qé־er4-ba־šu}^ 'inside it' (ibid., 222). But the construct 
{qereb}^, with no case-ending, is the one that prevails before either a noun or 
a possessive suffix. 

If the corpus of early Akkadian (cf. l.Bb) — before the loss of the final 
consonant {־m} — were much larger, we might look for 

an accusative singular {qerbamjt in the meaning 'womb', 
exactly like the Sanskrit {gárb'lam}. 

The Hebrew cognate is {qtreb}, mainly in combination with a preposition-
al prefix: ן ך ב ל  ,'inside' {taqéreS} יי ב

S"1 j?I?יי {miqqéreb} 'from inside', or with the definite article: 
•^*"!Í?D^ {haqqéreS} 'the inside (of a sacrificial beast)'.176 

The Egyptian {q3b}^ means the same as the Hebrew. Although according to 
Cohen (EsCo, 126) no other branch of Afro-Asiatic shares in this etymology, 
it is of great importance for showing an extensive morphological parallel be-
tween Egyptian and Semitic in the possessive suffixes, plural as well as singu-
lar (Introduction, p. 8 and note 13). The Egyptian character transcribed {3} 
corresponds often to a Semitic { r } ; but since Egyptian has no {1}, we would 
not rule out a correspondence of {q3b} to the Arabic {qalb-}. Indeed, Carle-
ton Hodge considers {3} the Egyptian counterpart to Semitic {1}. 

Arabic also has many words formed from the pan-Semitic root {QRB} 
'near', which appears problematically related to the words for 'inside' that we 
have been considering, and perhaps also to {qalb-} 'heart'. Given the pho-
netic similarity, the semantic gap between 'near' and 'inside', or even between 
'near' and 'heart', is not insuperable; but it remains unsettled. The Semitic 
'near' words, however interesting, do not bear directly upon our IE compari-
son. 1 7 7 

l.Jc. The Sanskrit {gárb^m} 'womb' and its Avestan equivalent {gara-
63m }יי would neither set the Arabic {qalban} 'heart' ahead of the Akkadian 
{qerbam} 'inside' (rarely 'womb') as the likelier Semitic cognate, nor reject 

1 7 6 My comparison in InEuSeLa (339) of {qereb} to Old Saxon herta^ 'heart' (Latin 

cordis^) involves more difficulties. I no longer champion it, but in the subsequent volume I 

mean to reconsider the phonological arguments pro and contras. 
1 7 7 Ge^ez {qalb}^ 'thought, wish' is diagnosed as a borrowing from Arabic by Leslau, 
CoDiGe, 427. 
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{qalban} altogether, given the rarity of {1} in Sanskrit and its total absence 
from Avestan. However, the IE cognates (Pokorny, InEtWo, I , 473) — above 
all the Greek δολφόι^ 'womb' — definitely favor {qalban}, at any rate on the 
phonetic side. This rare Greek word is attested in an unambiguous gloss of 
Hesychius: 

δολφός 1 ־ 1 7 8 " η μήτρα^ 'the womb'; also the everyday Attic word 
"1αδελφός^ (nominative), "αδελφοί^ (accusative) 'brother' is safely etymolo-
gized to have meant originally 'from the same womb'. The famous place-name 
Δελφοί^, a plural noun, must have been 'Wombs', perhaps from some topo-
graphical feature; the singular Δελφό^, Δελφοί is found only in the sense of 
'a Delphian', not 'a womb'. 

The phonetic correspondence of δ°/ελφόι׳ to {garb^m} is perfect, except 
for the accent. The δ corresponding to {g} bespeaks a prehistoric IE labio-
velar, which is confirmed by ΒΕΛΦΟΝ^ instead of Δελφόν, and the like, in 
Boeotian dialect inscriptions. The Semitic {q} is exclusively velar, like the 
Indo-Iranian {g} — unless a cognate were to turn up somewhere in the Ethio-
pian branch of Semitic, where labio-velars have developed or rather (though 
few Semitists believe it) they have been preserved from remote antiquity 
( l . K a , L a ) . 

Variation between {1} and {r} is not typical of Semitic,179 as it is of cer-
tain languages within IE. I hesitate whether to take Arabic {qalban}: Akkadi-
an {qerbam} for a vestige of such variation, lingering within early Semitic; 
for this is no clear-cut manifestation of the same word undergoing phonetic di-
vergence. {qalban} and {qerbam} differ in meaning also; they may or may 
not go back ultimately to one etymon. If they do not, then one or the other 
would still have the IE cognates {garb^m, gar969m, do lp h dn} . 

l . K . Sem. (Ge^ez) {g w 3rn} 'threshing floor': IE (OEng.) cweorn 'quern' 
l .Ka. Among the few words for artifacts that afford an IE-Semitic etymolo-
gy, the one that means 'hand-mill' in northern European languages but mosdy 
'threshing floor' in Semitic is of particular importance because of the initial 

1 7 8 Exactly cognate to the Sanskrit nominative ~T : י ( g á r l ẁ h ) (apart from the accent); 

also "1Ī ^ 2 í : ^ {sá| gartfyah} 'brother' : Homeric Ha | δε λφεό ? \ 

1 7 9 Brockehnann, GrVeGr, I, 137, gives a couple of instances within Arabic, to which Gary 
Rendsburg has called my attention. 
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labio-velar consonant. Outside of Ethiopia, the Semitic languages are said to 
have no labio-velars; at least the evidence is negative, whether from the modern 
Arabic dialects,180 or from the Hebrew, Aramaic, and classical Arabic script 
together with the oral traditions that have preserved the sounds of these ancient 
languages more or less accurately. Furthermore the decipherment of the still 
more ancient Akkadian and Ugaritic, while necessarily leaving many details of 
pronunciation uncertain, shows no labio-velar distinct from velar.181 

So the leading Semitists, up to now, have been able to treat the Ethiopic 
labio-velars as a peculiar regional development, due to contact with neighbor-
ing non-Semitic languages — as though there were no Semitic (or proto-Semit-
ic) labio-velars — in spite of Grimme's substantial arguments to the con-
trary. 1 8 2 But this one etymology, which he cited among many others, is 
enough to prove that the oldest of the attested Ethiopic languages has a labio-
velar cognate not only to a plain velar in other Semitic languages — e.g. 

Hebrew {goren} 1 8 3 — 
but also to the Germanic [kw]\ Old English cweorn cwyrn 1׳י, etc., 

Old Norse kvern ^ (mod. Icel. kvorn יי), 
OHG quirn י 0 8 4 

1 8 0 Cohen, however, remarks, "il se rencontre quelquefois des labiovélaires . . . dans certains 
parlers arabes" (EsCo, 129). Examples in Hubert Grimme, "Theorie der ursemitischen labiali-
sierten Gutturale," ZeDeMoGe, 55 (1901), 412-413. 
1 8 1 The term L A B I O - V E L A R , long established in the linguistic profession, is unfortunate in 
that it suggests the labial component comes first, die velar second — quite contrary to the 
phonetic facts. 
1 8 2 A typical statement in Edward Ullendorff, The Semitic Languages of Ethiopia: A com-
parative phonlogy (London: Taylor [1955]), 83: "Reinisch asserts that the labio-velars are 
'ureigentumlich' to the Cushitic languages and that the Ethiopian Semites must have bor-
rowed these sounds from Cushitic, because they do not exist in any other Semitic language. 
Therefore, the Ediiopians could only have adopted the labio-velars after their migration into 
Abyssinia." 
1 8 3 ZeDeMoGe, 55 (1901), 446. Al l of Grimme's long article was summarily dismissed by 
Brockelmann, GrVeGr, I , 124. An even briefer treatment of the Ethiopic labio-velars by Sa-
batino Moscati et al., An Introduction to the Comparative Grammar of the Semitic Lan-
guages (Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1964), 38. 

Moller (VelnSeWo, 99-100) treated this IE-Semitic etymology somewhat diffusely. C u -
ny, however, nearly caught the importance of the labio-velar shared by Ethiopic and German-
ic (InttCo, 116-117); also Illich-Svitych, DrlnSeJaKo, 5, 9-10, and Dolgopolsky, InEuHo, 
15-16. It was J . P. Brown that prompted me to work this out in detail. 
1 8 4 Recorded in Gothic only in the compound (as i luqairnus)^, translating λίαο; μυλικος^ 

'millstone' (Mark 9:42). 
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The word in Ge^ez, sparsely attested, varies between {gw3rn}^, {gorn}^, 
{gurn}^, and {g w 3rnā}^ (Leslau, CoDiGe, 203).1 8 5 Leslau does not profess 
to list them in chronological order, which — if established — might be a valu-
able clue to the direction of phonetic change, whether [g^ > g] or (less likely) 
[g > g™], or possibly a phonetic variation between [g^ and [g] throughout the 
history of the Ge^ez language. The form given first by Leslau and transcribed 
gw3rn by him is the only one cited by other authorities (who render the same 
Ge^ez characters variously).186 It bears an uncanny resemblance to the mod-
ern English quern יי, which survived at least into the nineteenth century in 
backward regions of Scotland and Ireland where the housewives still used 
hand-mills.187 In rural Iceland the kvorn has lasted nearly if not quite to our 
time. 

l .Kb. The modern Ethiopic languages are not reported to have this word. 
Some Cushitic languages have a cognate or derivative: Bilin wàrànà^ 
'threshing floor', Khamir wàrna^ — which hardly supports the theory that 
the Ge^ez [gf־], under Cushitic influence, developed from [g־], but rather 
that an original was simplified in these Cushitic languages to [w־] but to 
[g־] sometimes in Ge^ez. 

Of the Semitic cognates of {g w3rn, gorn, gurn} the Hebrew {goren} is 
the earliest with documented vocalization. The Ugaritic {grn}^, recorded still 
earlier, agrees with it as far as the consonantal script can show. 

While the Old English diphthong in [?]eorde 'earth' corresponds 
to the Hebrew alternating vowel in {?É/yec} (l.Ff), cweorn cor-

responds to {goren} in a different 
way: The closed back-vowel {־o-} reflects the influence of a prehistoric 

1 8 5 The ordinary expression for 'threshing floor' or 'threshing field' is {^awda ?akl} 1 ' (liter-

ally 'grain circle'; Leslau, CoDiGe, 15, 77), which I find in all the Biblical passages that I 
have been able to check. The Ge^ez version was not made direcdy from the Hebrew, which 

the Ethiopian Jews and Christians knew hardly at all; so the Hebrew cognate was not 

in front of the translators to remind them of their word {g w arn} . 
1 8 6 Leslau himself made it g"aran in Ethiopic and South Arabic Contributions to the He-

brew Lexicon (University of California Publications in Semitic Philology, vol. 20, 1958), 
15-16; ġ*eren in Grimme's transcription. 
1 8 7 Also quern in Old Frisian and Old Saxon. 
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labial component accompanying the {g-} and corresponds to the Ge^ez 
f - V ) . 

The Arabic 6>5>^ { jurn |un }, in turn, is phonetically a quite regular cog-
nate to {goren} and {gw3rn}; but the meaning in classical Arabic is not 
'threshing floor', as in Hebrew and Ge7ez, but "A hollowed stone [or stone 

basin] from which the [ablution termed] ׳_?̂ b_? is performed".188 It is modern 

Arabic that exhibits the meaning "A stone mortar in which things are pounded" 
— i.e. something like a quern — and so confirms that this Semitic word goes 
back to the same etymon as the IE word whose proto-IE source is reconstruct-
ed by Pokorny as *^ζ-nu-or *gieranu- (InEtWo, 1, 476-477).1 8 9 The 
match in meaning must be a prehistoric heritage, unless we posit that some lat-
er contact — around the seventh or eighth century of the Christian era, between 
a newly arrived Arabic population and (say) the Vandals in northwestern Africa 
or the Visigoths in Spain — could have given { ju rn} (which is pronounced 
[i-] in some dialects) the same meaning as {qairn-} had in Gothic. 

l .Kc. From the distribution of the IE cognates of cweorn, kvern, etc., Por-
zig (GllnSp, 140-141) infers that this is the oldest IE word for 'millstone' or 

1 8 8 Lane, ArEnLe, 414; the brackets are Lane's, not mine. ο7} in Syriac 
(with what was originally the suffixed definite article) is similarly a basin; γούρνα^ in By-
zantine Greek is doubdess borrowed from some Aramaic dialect. 
1 8 9 The Akkadian {gurnu(m)}^ (also {gunnu }יי) is defined as "adj[ecdve]; of average quali-
ty" by the AsDi, V , 139. None of die examples, however, show a feminine form, which a 
normal adjecdve would have (nor — for that matter — a plural form). Whatever its grammat-
ical status, it contrasts with the Sumerian word for 'fine'; and most often it comes after a Su־ 
merian word for dates, oil, or beer. The meaning 'average' is also questionable: "ì.Glš gu-
un-nu ... ordinary oil (or: oil of inferior quality)"; and Benno Landsberger, whose hand-

written Materialen zum sumerischen Lexikon (Rome: Pontificium Institutum Biblicum, 
1937), 208-209, is referred to in this entry of the AsDi, glosses gurnu, gunnu once as "Be-
zeichnung minderwertiger [i.e. inferior] Sorten, 'Lagerware'," and a little further on as "Aus-
schuB" (i.e. substandard, reject). My colleagues in the German department, Rosmarie More-
wedge and Lawrence Wells, have given me precious help. 

I suspect that diis Akkadian word originally meant somediing like '(run of the) mill' — 
though not in a genitive relation to the preceding noun. 'Mill dates' would then describe 
those fit only for pounding to a pulp or a paste, not for keeping whole undl they are ready to 
be eaten. (Similarly nowadays, unsalable apples are crushed to make cider.) So (gurnu(m)} , 
a phonetically perfect cognate to the Arabic { j u r n u n ) , indirectly supports the semantic inter-
pretation Uiat 'mortar' or 'quern' was the earliest meaning in Semitic, no less dian in I E . 
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'mill ' . None of the cognates outside of Germanic has a labio-velar: 
(1) The Lithuanian girn\a יי 'millstone' and its plural ġirn \os^ 'hand-mill' are 
closest to the phonetic simplification that we observed in Hebrew {goren}, as 
well as two of the Gê ez forms {gorn, gurn}. 

(2) The Sanskrit יי {grāv η |ā} (instrumental case; nominative 7Π"3Τ יי 

{grāvā }), a millstone for pressing the Soma juice, has the same initial velar — 
the usual Indo-Iranian rendering of the IE labio-velar — but also what at least 
looks like a metathesis of the labial (fricativated to [v] according to our earliest 
information). 
(3) The Slavic languages — e.g. Ukrainian *copHÔ  {zorn|o} 'millstone' and 
its plural XLOpm^ {zorn|a} 'hand-mill' — illustrate nearly the same phonetic 
relation to Lithuanian ġirna as Arabic { ju rn} to Hebrew {gorcn}. Indeed 
those Arabic dialects — notably in and around Syria — that have the sibilant 
sound [z] for the instead of the affricate [ j ] 1 9 0 come out with a pronuncia-
tion close to the Ukrainian genitive plural acopetW {zoren}. 
(4) The Celtic languages of northeastern Europe have a different treatment of 
the IE labio-velar: Welsh breuan^, Old Irish bráu^ or bro^ (genitive 
i r o n יי) 'hand-mill'. The Welsh -u- is reminiscent of the Sanskrit { - v - j . 
The b- could be expected in Greek (as well as Oscan and Umbrian); but the 
word is unknown in the IE languages of the Mediterranean region, where the 
Greek μύλη1/ and the Latin mola יי take its place.191 

(5) The Armenian {erkan }יי 'millstone' shows — as usual in this language — 
a more drastic divergence from the prehistoric form reconstructed on the basis 
of the other IE languages. 

l .Kd. The geographical gap between {g w 3rn} in Ethiopia and {goren} in 
the northwestern Semitic region argues that the meaning they share — 'thresh-
ing floor' — goes back to prehistoric times, although probably not so far back 
as 'hand-mill, quern'. Only in Egypt does the Arabic dialect share the meaning 
'threshing floor' with Ge^ez, Hebrew, and Ugaritic. It may be more than a co-

1 9 0 Respectively [5I and [áỳ in the Internadonal Phonetic Alphabet. 
1 9 1 Old English mylen יי (> mill יי) and cognates in other Germanic languages are from the 

late Latin molīna יי, originady formed as an adjective. See Pokomy, InEtWO, I, 716; E r -

nout - Meillet, DiÉtLaLa, s.v. mold. 
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incidence that only in that country is the Arabic pronounced [g] rather than 
[j] (or [ z ] ) . 1 9 2 

The Arabic settlement in Egypt followed the death of Muhammad and the 
Muslim conquest of lands beyond Arabia — much too late to explain how the 
meaning 'threshing floor' spread through Semitic territory from north to south, 
or from south to north. If anything, the Arabs — once they were in Egypt — 
may have picked up this meaning from a Semitic or other language spoken 
there, although that is not documented at all. The refugees who fled there from 
Judah around 600 B.C. (Jeremiah 43:2 ff.) brought the Hebrew language with 
them; but we have no indication that it survived for long. Jewish documents in 
Aramaic have turned up in Egypt from the Persian period (5th and 4th centuries 
B.C.); but this language, in turn, is not known to have survived the Helleniz-
ing movement in Egypt under the rule of the Ptolemies. To be sure, a rural 
word stood a somewhat better chance of lingering in the vocabulary even of 
people who had otherwise gone over to Greek. The Aramaic cognate, admit-
tedly, shows only the meaning 'basin' in the texts where it appears, dating 
from the Christian era ( l .Kb, note 188). But the Jews who shifted from He-
brew to Aramaic could conceivably have carried over the Hebrew meaning of 
{goren} 'threshing floor'. 

The circumstance that this meaning is not found in classical Arabic admits 
of a climatic explanation. Arabia proper, unlike Ethiopia to the south and the 
"Fertile Crescent" to the north, was (and is) unsuited to cereal agriculture, 
which would keep such a word in regular use. But classical Arabic has a relat-
ed word of different vocalization, Cjh.j^•^ { j a r i y n | un ), a place for drying 
dates. 

l.Ke. The meaning 'hand-mill' or 'millstone', widespread in IE but much 
less in Semitic, was presumably older than 'threshing floor', which is limited 
to Semitic (and Cushitic). What links one to the other, however different, is — 
most obviously — the action of pounding the ripe grain. Also, a threshing 
floor — at least in early times — may have been an expanse of flat rock, some-

1 9 2 F . Leemhuis, "Early Witness for a Fronted /g/ in Aramaic? The case of the Tell Fekher-
ye inscription," in Scripta Signa Vocis: Studies ... presented to J. H. Hospers, ed. by H. L . 
J . Vanstiphout et al. (Groningen: Egbert Forsten, 1986), 133-139, points to an ancient Ar-

amaic dialect in which 3 may have been articulated like the usual Arabic £ • [ ] ] . Gary Rends-

burg has referred me to this article. 
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what reminiscent of a millstone though quite a bit larger. The distribution of the 
word reflects the advance of agriculture (cf. l.Ia-b). 

l.Kf. 'Quern' is feminine in all the old Germanic languages,193 with or 
without a feminine ending. Old English has cweorne^ besides cweorn. In 
Old Norse kvern the lack of a nominative ending -r (< *-s) is indirect evid-
ence of a prehistoric feminine ending (cf. l.Fc). The Celtic forms are also 
feminine, although not containing a morpheme that carries gender with it. Lith-
uaniangirn\a 'millstone' is explicidy feminine, and ġìrnos 'quern' is femin-
ine plural. 

Neuter gender prevails in the Slavic cognates. Ukrainian {2orno} 'mill-
stone' is neuter singular, {zorna) 'quern' neuter plural. For Russian, to be 
sure, Vasmer (RuEtWo, s.v. "acepttOB m. 'Miihlstein' ") gives "acèpHa f. [sin-
gular] 'Handmiihle' "; but I have not found confirmation of this Russian 
feminine noun anywhere. The Sanskrit {grāvā} is masculine; in this language 
feminine gender is relatively sparse. Armenian is untypical of IE in being with-
out gender. 

The Semitic languages agree, at least on a typological plane, with Baltic 
and Celtic in distinguishing feminine from masculine gender in nouns syntac-
tically and to a large extent morphologically, but being without any neuter 
nouns. Feminine gender, in a noun that does not denote a naturally female be-
ing, becomes an important support to an IE-Semitic etymology (l.Fa-c). 
Now the Syriac {gurno'} is "generally fem[inine]" (Payne Smith, CoSyDi, 
66). Hebrew dictionaries disagree about ] "13; for although it occurs thirty-two 
times in the Bible, the gender comes out only in one disputed passage: 
ז ד כ י ־ ו ך ת ה ן ע ר ג ל ? ב ב ־ ח פ י  {ba6é1 kaġoren <ét hiariibh־bat} י
(Jer. 51:33). The {-5h} suffix 'her' of the last word refers either to p3 
'threshing floor' — 'Babylon's daughter [is] like a threshing-floor [at] the time 
one has trodden her/it' — or (less probably) to ת  daughter' — 'Babylon's' ב
daughter [is] like a threshing-floor; [it is] time to tread her'. Feminine gender is 
well established in post-Biblical Hebrew — e.g. ה ל ו ג ן ע ר ־ ו ג ^ Γεη 
^ ^ ד 1 כ a round threshing floor' (Sanhedrin 4.3).1' ף 9 4 

1 9 3 Neuter, of course, in Middle and Modern English since the loss of grammatical gender. 
1 9 4 Certain other passages exhibit masculine agreement, as listed by Chayim Yehoshua 

Kasovsky in ה נ ש מ ן ה ו ש ר ל ב ו -I (Jerusalem: Massadah Pub ,(Thesaurus Mishnae) א
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The Ge^ez form {g w 3rn |ā} has a feminine marker. Whether or not the 
other Ge^ez forms, without {-ā}, manifest feminine gender in their agree-
ments •— with adjectives (like the Hebrew {gowren ^áġu w l l |D h }) , pronouns, 
and verbs — does not come out in Leslau ( l .Ka and note 186). My own ac-
cess to Gê ez is very limited; but I note August Dillmann's statement that most 
nouns, with or without a feminine ending, can be used as either masculine or 
feminine,1 9 5 and that the wavering is especially prominent in the E A R L I E R 

manuscripts — so it cannot be discounted as a recent deterioration of learning 
in the Ethiopian church. 

l .Kg. The closest morphological parallel is in the accusative singular, be-
tween Arabic C ^ ־ § { ju rn |an} and Lithuanian g1rn\q^ (the subscript indie-
ating nasalization of the vowel). The difference in the Lithuanian nominative 
between -as (masc.) and -a (fern.) is neutralized in the accusative -a. 

The Hebrew plural ending — {g5rDn|o,vt} in ת ו נ ר ג ה י / 'the threshing 
floors' (absolute) and especially fli]~l;W {gDr(a)n|owt} (construct) — is 
reminiscent of the Lithuanian nominative plural girn \os. The resemblance to 
the Icelandic plural kvarn\ar^, kvarn\ir^ is less obvious but still valid; for 
-r regularly corresponds to the -s of many IE languages, including Gothic 
(though *{qairnyus} is undocumented). The Hebrew plural {-o(w)t} is usu-
ally associated with feminine gender in nouns (and invariably in adjectives). If 
we had none of the syntactical evidence about the gender of the singular noun 
{goren} that I have referrred to in l .Kf, the formation of its plural with 
{-o(w)t} would still support an argument that this noun is probably feminine. 

l .Kh. Offhand, we might have guessed that something so functional as a 
quern or a threshing floor would be a V E R B A L noun. The other IE noun for 
'hand-mill' (l.Kc) is indeed related to a verb-root, exemplified by 

lishing Co., 1956), 462; but in each instance it is feminine according to the best of the 
pointed codices — see Georg Beer (ed.), Faksimile-Ausgabe des Mischnacodex Kaufmann A 
50 (The Hague: Nijhoff, 1929; repr. Jerusalem [1968]). 
195 "Weitaus die meisten Nennworter, mogen sie weibliche Endungen haben oder nicht, kon-
nen sowohl mânnlich als weiblich gebraucht werden"; Grammatik der athiopischen Sprache, 
2d ed. (Leipzig: Hermann Tauchnitz, 1899; repr. Graz: Akademische Druck, 1959), 253. 
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Latin molit^ 'he/she grinds' 
Hittite {mallanzi} 1 ' 'they grind' 
Sanskrit "1J "0Γ (mr־naj 'crush' (imperative singular) — 

the verbal forms from this root being more widespread than the nominal forms 
(Pokorny, InEtWo, I , 716-717). But our triconsonantal noun, whose IE-
Semitic connection shows up so unmistakably in the Germanic [kw־rn] and 
the Ge^ez {gw־rn}, has no verbal counterpart, not even a biconsonantal 
one.1 9 6 

Nothing within Semitic is extant that could, with any likelihood, have 
served as a base to form this noun.1 9 7 But the joint Semitic-IE etymology 

1 9 6 Moller (VelnSeWo, 99) cited what amounts to a biconsonantal correspondence between 

verb-roots: "sanskr.... grjati [^ft ""í {jíryati}] 'wird morsch' [i.e. becomes rotten].... 

arab. ġaraša[^jj 'fricuit, he ground (salt, grain) coarsely, not finely'.... " The shared 

meaning, however, is pretty vague. 
The Hittite verb (mal l - ) has a possible cognate in the Hebrew verb י ת ו ל מ § (ma l -

lowt 1y} '1 (have) rubbed'. It is attested, post-Biblically, in the active participle 

ת ו ל י ל ל מ ל ו מ ה ^ (hammo w le l m31i y lo w t ) 'the one rubbing ripe [ears of wheat]' 
(Maaseroth 4.5). The object, translated 'ripe', has the structure of a passive verbal adjective 

'rubbed', formed from the same verb-root. Since ת ו ל י ל  ,occurs already in Deut. 23:26 מ

we may detect some influence of Hittite or a neighboring I E language upon the Semites of 
the country, as they reaped a crop from the field. See also Moller, 165; Pokorny, I , 716-717, 
735-736; Illich-Svitych, MaSrSl, 359. 
1 9 7 Gamkrelidze - Ivanov (InJa, II , 873-874) declare to the contrary: 3aHMCTB0BaHHe H3 oe-
MHTCKoro Β HtuoeBponencHH, a He Ha060p0T, Moaato ycraHOBHTt BBmy MOTHBHpoBamtoc-
ΤΗ OCHOBH Β 06MHTCK0M, rae HMeeTc« Η rjiarojtutafl <{>0pMa Hapa;ty c HMemtoft 'Borrowing 
from Semitic into Indo-European, not the opposite, can be established in view of the motiva-
tion for a basis in Semitic, where there is also a verbal form on a par with the nominal.' 
That is an overstatement, although Arabic has indeed an evident triconsonantal verb-root 

υ ^ a , . jarana), one meaning of which is "He ground grain} י . . vehemently" (Lane, ArEn 
Le, 414). It lacks verbal cognates in Semitic while the triconsonantal noun { jurn |un} has 
nominal cognates in Ge^ez, Hebrew, Ugaritic, Aramaic, and possibly Akkadian. So {jarana} 
is better treated as a denominative verb than {jurn|un) as a verbal noun. The meaning 'he 
ground' is attributed to "the dial[ect] of Hudheyl", whereas the related meaning of the noun 
"A stone mortar in which things are pounded" is qualified "In the present day" (cf. l . K b ) . 
The usual meaning of {jarana} is "He became accustomed, habituated, or inured, to a thing 
or an affair," which seems a mere homophone of {jarana} 'he (has) ground'. However, I 
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encourages us to analyze the [־n] as a morpheme, the one we discerned in the 
Semitic and Germanic words {q3ren} : horn 

{?όζεη}: [7]oren 'ear' 
{^áyin} : [7]e(a)gan 'eye' (l.Ca), 

which have in common the classificatory meaning 'paired'. This certainly fits 
the Lithuanian ġìrna and Ukrainian {zorno} 'millstone' — i.e. a paired 
stone; for a quern would consist essentially of an upper and a lower stone. 
These languages use the P L U R A L form to signify a hand-mill or quern, where-
as the Germanic languages use the singular; but the pairing is in the physical 
thing itself either way, and so the -n is at least vestigially a classifier. 

The Vedas, which are older than any other IE texts referring to a stone or 
stones used to crush something, mention only a ritual rather than a practical 
need — the Soma juice, not grain or other food. This may well reflect the bi-
ased interest of the early Sanskrit corpus; but at any rate the D U A L forms 
, ן grávāna} 1זזסיז^־ ח ! ז -3τ {gravānau} (both nominative/accusa־ ז

tive) evince a familiarity with the use of two stones — whether or not they 
were already being used upon grain.1 9 8 

l .Ki. Pokorny and other Indo-Europeanists have derived this Sanskrit noun 
from the adjective~$ יי {guru} 'heavy', which is much more plausible than 

any alternative. From the Greek cognate βαρίρ' (besides the Latin grau\e^) it 
appears that the first {-u-} in {guru} reflects the labial component in the 
prehistoric The second {-u} is clearly a morpheme; for it forms 
adjectives from roots (cf. 2.Jb). 

The Celtic word for 'quern' (l.Kc) — 
Welsh breuan. Old Irish bráu, bra — 

shows something cognate to the {-v-} in the Sanskrit noun {grāvā }, 
and so to the second {-u} of the Sanskrit adjective {guru}, 

sense some semantic connection between 'he got used to' (as I would venture to reword 
Lane's gloss) and the Akkadian (gurnu(m)} 'average' = 'routine' ( l . K b , note 189). 

I cannot accept Gamkrelidze - Ivanov's argument that this noun was an I E borrowing 
from Semitic. If anything, the opposite is likelier, in light of l . K i . 
1 9 8 J . P. Brown has called my attention to the explicitly dual ending of a quite different He-

brew word for 'hand-mill', ( r e H | á y i m ) . 
1 9 9 These are neuter singular nominative/accusative. Any other gender, number, or case 
requires one or more supplementary morphemes. 
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notwithstanding the geographical gap between India and westernmost Europe. 
But in the Semitic, Germanic, Baltic, and Slavic forms of the noun that we 
have cited, no labial consonant or vowel comes after the -r- and before the 
-n; and I see no need to posit that such a labial sound had been there during 
the IE prehistory of these languages. I f anything, the opposite is likelier, in 
light of the next paragraph. 

Now if this labial between -r- and ת־ were missing only in the Semitic 
cognates {gw3rn, goren}, etc., we could attribute it to the Semitic proclivity 
for triconsonantal structure in nouns (cf. l .Cc) . That such a tendency also af-
fected some branches — at least — of IE, is a surprising thought, which de-
serves further investigation. The neat structural correspondence between Sem-
itic and a central part of IE, while an eastern and a western branch of IE share a 
somewhat different, more complex structure, suggests that *Cw-r(-)n(-) de-
veloped within the central IE region — probably while in contact with Semitic. 

I .L . Sem. (Ge^ez) { ^ * 1 } 'young animal' : IE (Latin) agnum 'lamb' 
(Heb.) {kis(3)Sot} : (OHG) kilbur 'ewe-lambs' 
(Arabic) {jadyan} : (Latin) haedum 'kid' 

l.La. To prove that the labio-velar correspondence between Ge^ez {gw3rn} 
and Old English cweorn, etc., is no fluke but a priceless etymology, another 
word turns up in the same Ethiopic language with IE cognates that require a 
prehistoric IE labio-velar. {^gwl, ^ag^il, ? a g ^ (Leslau, CoDiGe, 11) 
means 'a young animal or fowl ' . 2 0 0 In the modern Ethiopic language Tigre 
the labio-velar is simplified and the meaning specialized: {7agal}1* 'calf; like-
wise, except for the initial consonant, in most of the Semitic languages of Asia: 

Arabic &v,c יי {*יי ij 11 a η} (accusative) 
Phoenician ל ג ע ^ {^gl} (so in Ugaritic too) 
Hebrew blp< ^êgeì} 

(translated ל ג  in the Aramaic Targum).201 {Vgael} יי ע י

200 j j j j s etymology is due to J . P. Brown, drawing upon Gamkrelidze - Ivanov, InJa, I I , 
872 (who leave out the Ge^ez form, even while citing Illich-Svitych, DrlnSeJaKo, 4, 11, but 
not 9-10), and upon Bomhard, ToPrNo, 263 (who includes the Ge^ez with the labio-velar but 
is weak on the I E side). I have worked out the essential details. 

2 0 1 Presumably 5 ל Ù t {^égel} in Biblical Aramaic, just like Hebrew. In Aramaic inscrip-

tions א ל ג ע ^ { ^gl?} 'thecalf ,with suffixed article. 
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However, in the Hebrew expression Ί ן ל ב ל 5 ן ־ ג  {égel beirtoqâr^] ׳י ע
(Lev. 9:2), the supplementary phrase 'son of [cattle] herd' implies that {^éġel} 
by itself was not necessarily — or at least not originally — limited to the large 
species. 

No recorded IE language shows a labio-velar in the word for 'lamb'; but 
the Indo-Europeanists, without any attention to Semitic, have long since pos-
tulated a prehistoric labio-velar on the basis of 

the velar in Church Slavonic arnẁ^ {agnê} (accusative) 
Latin agn um ^ " 

and the labial in Greek "1αμνόν^ 
Latin diminutive auillus ^ (nominative),202 

besides Celtic and Germanic forms that preserve neither the velar nor the labial 
component (Pokorny, InEtWo, I , 9). Particularly impressive is the Latin -gn-
next to the Greek {־mn־}; as the words correspond so neatly, aside from the 
second letter — nominative agnus^ : Ααμνός^ — the labial { m } would be 
unaccountable without something like *g™ in the background.203 

l .Lb. One prehistoric IE labio-velar was reflected by the Germanic [k"] as in 
Old English cweorn; but in the IE word for 'lamb' the Germanic evidence 
shows that it must have been a different IE labio-velar: 

the Old English verb eanian יי 'to bear young, to lamb' 2 0 4 — 
unlike cweorn 

— has neither a velar nor a labial sound before the -77-. From the two Ge^ez 

2 0 2 Attested only by the lexicographer Paulus Diaconus with the gloss agnus recentis 
partus 'a new-born lamb' (p. 14 M.). 
2 0 3 The labial comes out nasalized in Greek, instead of plosive, through partial assimilation 
to the ensuing [n]. In Ladn too we have good diough indirect evidence diat -gn- was pro-
nounced [-gn-], the velar voiced plosive becoming a velar nasal. 
2 0 4 If eanian were defined, for us, only by the Latin which it glosses: eniti, parturire 
(i.e. to give birth), that would not limit the verb to one species of animal. But die participle 
eanigendum ^ 'lambing' (dative pi.) definitely occurs in the context of 'flocks of sheep' 
(eowedum sceapa^, Ps. 77[78].70). Besides, the noun ene יי, found only in Middle Eng-
lish, is clearly just a synonym for lomb^ 'lamb' (Is. 40:11 in Wyclif's translation). The 
verb ean ^ '(to) lamb' is not quite obsolete, but in recent centuries has mainly given way to 
yean ^ with the prefix y: The latter verb has occasionally had goats for its subject, instead 
of ewes. 
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words {̂ ag™!, gw3rn} and their Semitic cognates we would have no inkling of 
different labio-velars. 

The third Semitic consonant {1} inGe^ez { ^ ד } , Arabic {^ij l lan}, etc., 
does not differ greatly from the η of the IE languages.205 Many languages, 
after all, show examples of these two consonants alternating (see 2.Ne-g, 
besides Gamkrelidze - Ivanov, InJa, I I , 562, 872).2 0 6 

The unwritten glottal stop at the beginning of Old English [?]eanian, 
though not manifested in any alliterative verse, can be safely posited from the 
phonology of this and other Germanic languages (l.Cb,e,Fa,Ia). This weak 
consonant, not paralleled in agnus, auillus and " 1 α μ ν ό ς , recurs in Ge^ez 
{?ag"!}, where — however — it varies with the more forcefully articulated 
{^-}. The Semitic cognates have only the latter. 

l.Lc. The most exact morphological correspondence is between the Arabic 
accusative singular in {-an} and the Greek in - ό ν , aside from the accent. AI-
so the Latin nominative plural agnī יי, earlier AGNEI+ (Greek Η α μ ν ο ι ^ ) recalls 

the Hebrew construct plural י ל ג ע י ' {^ġlé 7 } (cf. l.Ac,h,Da; 

Aramaic י ל ג in the Targum).2 {aeġley^} יי ע 0 7 

Furthermore, since ewes often bear twins, Greek should have the dual forms 
"αμνώΐ" (nomVacc), " α μ ν ο ΐ ν ί (gem/dat.), 

parallel to Arabic 
ùLs-S {^ijlā} (nom. construct), ^;-Ipc § {^ijlain} (gen. absolute pausal). 

The Hebrew dual absolute occurs in a place-name 
ם י ל ג [ ע עי י / { , ^ n ^ g l á y i m } Two Calves' Spring' 

2 0 5 The first / instead of η in Latin au!7 \lus does not count for much, because the ensuing 1 
of the diminutive suffix would doubtless have sufficed to assimilate a prehistoric *n at the 
end of the base (see Levin, PrlnEuThDe, 113, note 8). 
2 0 6 The Egyptian {^gny} \ followed by a COW determinative, is glossed by Erman - Gra-

pow, WoAeSp, I, 236: "Name einer Stadt bei Esneh (wo die Hathor als Kuh verehrt wird)." 
Granted that Egyptian has no letter transcribed {1}, the similarity to the Latin agn- is still 

impressive. However, we would like some odier evidence to corroborate a meaning 'heifer' 
(or the like) for the Egyptian root {^gn). 
2 0 7 The Latin genitive singular agnī^ would correspond to the Arabic [^ijlī]f, a pausal 

pronunciation of J - ? - f ^ {^ijl in) used only in poetry (1.A02; Levin, PrlnEuThDe, 113, 

120, 125-29, 140)." 
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(Ezek. 47:10).2 0 8 Although the ending {-áyim} does not, in Hebrew, carry 
any restriction to the genitive case, this construction would indeed call for the 
genitive {-ayn} in Arabic, -01(t)v in Greek. 

l .Ld. The feminine derivatives, Latin agna^ and Greek ",αμνή 209,יי cor-
respond to the Hebrew עגלה^ C>€gl3R} about as well, phonetically and 

morphology, as they do to each other — although they mean 'ewe-lamb' 
whereas the Hebrew means 'she-calf or 'heifer', the same semantic diver-
gence as in the masculine. In Greek the "second declension" forms "1αμνός, 
"1αμνόν, etc., sometimes have feminine agreement instead of masculine, and 
thus can refer to a ewe-lamb. So too in early Latin (though never in the 
classical period), haec agnus^ 'this ewe-lamb'.210 This raises the question 
whether the nominative singular ending -ος can be cognate to the Hebrew 
feminine construct, exemplified by 

she-calf of [the] herd'2' {ġl|átb3q6r^} ^יעגלת בציןר 1 1 

(in Aramaic ת ל ג segl|aet to^} ׳י ע w r i y n} , Deut. 21:3). 
The Hebrew {ot-} before a possessive suffix — {^gbtF} in י ת ל ג ע ב ^ 
''"/with niy she-calf/heifer' (Judges 14:18) — is closest in sound to -os (cf. 
l .Gd) . {^ġbt | í y } 'my she-calf would correspond to the noun in 

hr\ "αμνός 1"η ",εμήΐ 'my ewe-lamb'. 
In view of the recurrent morphological parallel between the Greek (and IE) 

nominative and the Semitic construct, 
plural Greek -OL (Latin -El): Hebrew, Aramaic {-ey} 
dual -ω : Arabic {-ā} (nominative) 
singular -ος : Hebrew, Aramaic {-at}, 

Akkadian {-at} (regardless of case), 

2 0 8 Cf. the Homeric form Η α μ ν | 0 Ϊ ϊ ν ί . However, 1"ίπποιιΐ'^ 'horses' and ι~ημιόνοιίνΛ' 'mules' 
are the only animals mentioned in the Iliad and the Odyssey widi diis dual ending (IeEuSeLa, 
94-98). — { ^ n } is the construct form of {^á/syin} ( l . C e , h ) ; the word for 'eye' serves 

also for 'spring'. 
2 0 9 AMNE^ in the old Attic alphabet. In Doric inscriptions AMNA^ (= αμνα) . 
2 1 0 In the accusative case, both agnum marem יי 'a male lamb' and agnum fēminam יי 
'a female lamb'. 
2 1 1 As with the masc. {^égElben־bxpr} ( l . L a ) , the addidonal word to designate the herd 
of catde — not the flock of sheep and goats — implies that {^egláf} was not originally re-
stricted to this species but might have been applied to a she-lamb, like ",αμνός or αμνή . 
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we may theorize that in the prehistoric age of an I N C I P I E N T inflectional system 
of nouns, partly shared by IE and Semitic, the syntax of simple sentences fa-
vored an I N I T I A L P O S I T I O N for the subject, or at any rate disfavored a final 
position for it, and put the possessor A F T E R the thing possessed. Furthermore, 
G E N D E R was developing around the same time — the distinction of feminine 
from masculine in Semitic, and of both feminine and neuter from masculine in 
IE; so some morphemes were adapted similarly in the two groups of lan-
guages, other morphemes differendy. 

l.Le. The Hebrew feminine ending {-5E} is shared by Aramaic, although not 
attested in this particular word. Feminine nouns in Ugaritic, however (and 
adjectives too), have only {-t} for the absolute no less than for the construct: 
{^glt}^ (likewise Phoenician ת ל ג  t). In Ge^ez the derived feminine is ע
{?9gwalt}^ (or {?3gw31t}^) for the absolute state; {-a} is added to form the 

construct.212 Classical Arabic is intermediate, written with the letter a {-h} 

but marked ב to be pronounced as though it were ^ {t} except in a pausal 

position: nominative ÙLt^ {^ijlatun}, pausal pronunciation [^ijlah] 

genitive íils^ {^ijlatin} 

accusative aJL ŝ̂  {^ijlatan} 

The Arabic construct — nominative zjAs•^ {^ijlatu}, genitive יי 

{^ijlati}, accusative a ' k c ^ {^ijlata} — cannot occur in a pausal position and 
always keeps the [־t־], as the Hebrew (or Aramaic) construct is always 
{^ġ lá t} . 

Both types of Semitic feminine ending have an IE parallel; but only for the 
former type — Hebrew and Aramaic {-יזב}, Arabic [-ah] — is the IE parallel 
unequivocally feminine, exemplified by the Greek -ή (־ā outside of Ionic and 
Attic). The other type — Hebrew and Aramaic {-at}, Arabic and Akkadian 
{-at-}, Ge^ez {-t(-)} — is represented in IE by [־os] in Greek and the ear-

2 1 2 The meaning, however, of the feminine is 'calf, heifer' (Leslau, CoDiGe, 11), whereas 
the masc. is 'the young of any animal or fowl' or even a human child (cf. l . L a ) . From 
'calf in Leslau's gloss I wonder whether die feminine FORM may sometimes be applied even 
to a male calf (cf. l.Kf, note 195). 

The Agaw and Bilin word gúal יי 'heifer' (Cohen, EsCo, 86) is probably a borrowing by 
these Cushitic languages from Ge^ez or another Semidc language of Ediiopia. 
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liest Latin, where it is compatible with feminine gender under special condi-
dons, but more usually associated with the masculine or — as we are about to 
see — with the neuter. 

l .Lf . The Hebrew word for 'lamb' is יבב ש  {kéBeś} י
or DtD 5 יי {kéšeb} (much less often, and 

only in the Pentateuch). 
The former, but not the latter, has clear Semitic cognates: 

Akkadian {kab-su}יי (nominative),213 

post-Biblical Syriac יכבשא' {k-Bšo'} (uncertain vowel in 
the first syllable), 

Arabic <_A^^ {kabšun} (nom.) — which 
means, however, 'ram' rather than 'lamb'. 

Both Hebrew forms are masculine, and both have a feminine derivative for 
'ewe-lamb': 

absolute it {OS? יי {kibś5s} fiìlÈD1' {kiab6*}214 

or {kabšS*} in f\tÙ 52Π יי 'and a ewe-lamb' 
construct ; ת kiEšátj} ייכבשו ב כקן  .{ìašbat} ע

The former, again, has a Semitic cognate, though only in Akkadian and spe-
cifically in the Assyrian dialect: {kab-su- tú}\ meagerly attested and with 
{-utu} instead of the expected {-atu}. 

Surprisingly, it is the ( ה ) rather than the כשב(ת/  type that has כבש(ךן/ה
IE, in particular Germanic, cognates. The Germanic neuter noun, exemplified 
by Old English ceolf^, ceelf^, celf^, calf^ (as in modern English), stands 
for a different species of young animal. But Old English cilfor\lamb^ 'ewe-

2 1 3 In a late Assyrian text (in any other dialect of Akkadian we would expect {§}). Gary 
Rendsburg suggests diat this (kabsu} — with (s) — was borrowed from Aramaic, and that 
the later Aramaic (Syriac) form widi {§} was borrowed in turn from Arabic. In Biblical Aram-

aic, however, a quite different word is used: ] , *ΊΏ^ { 7 imm3r |1 y n ) 'lambs' (die singular 

{ 7 i y m m a e r ) is found in the Aramaic of die Targum). We would be hard put to 
guess what might have motivated a dialectally odd diffusion of a particular word for 'lamb' 
from one Semitic language to anotiier. Granted diat lambs were doubtless traded at times for 
something else, yet among the Semites generally diis species of tame animal was surely a 
very basic part of the economy, rather than a specialty of certain dialect areas. 
2 1 4 Only in Lev. 5:6. 
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lamb' contains a segment-for-segment counterpart to {kisbat} , 2 1 5 provided 
we can account for the apparent discrepancy between 1 and {à}. Moreover, the 
Old High German plural kilbur י י 2 1 6 'ewe-lambs' is still closer to the Hebrew 
construct plural fQtpSt {kis(a)60t}2 1 7 '(so-and-so's) ewe-lambs'. The 
Germanic r is the normal treatment (apart from Gothic) of an IE *s in this and 
certain other environments that entailed voicing: *s > *z > r. 

l .Lg. The odd sound of the letter ש in a considerable minority of Hebrew 
words has ended up as [s] in all Jewish pronunciations of Hebrew, and the 
punctators of the Bible in medieval Tiberias marked it ש in contradistinction 
to ש [ š ] . 2 1 8 But what the sound was in antiquity, before merging with 0,is 
problematical. Richard Steiner has shown evidence for a consonant in between 
the lateral [1] and the sibilant (0f fricative) [ s ] . 2 1 9 This is clearest in a Greek 

2 1 5 I write this unattested construct form without an accent, because a Hebrew construct 
form eidier comes widi no accent or (more often, if it is disyllabic) gets a sentence accent de-
pendent upon die phonetic structure of die ensuing word, but its own phonetic structure — 
and in particular its vocalization — is based on being unaccented. 
2 1 6 In a gloss "Agne owi i [= uel 'or'] ki lbur / Agni lembir"; Elias Steinmeyer and E d -
uard Sievers, Die althocìideutsclien Glossen, III (Berlin: Weidmann, 1895; repr. 1969), 451. 
The O H G singular fluctuates: chilburra^, chilpura יי, chilbirra יי, kilbira יי, kilbra^. 

In Germanic a cognate to die Semitic כשב־ persisted in reference to the females, but not 
to die males ( l . L i ) . The neuter noun Iamb יי (the singular of lembir) has no definite I E 
cognates outside of Germanic, aldiough the Greek ־ελαφ | 0 ΐ^ 'deer' (masc. or fern.) would 
match well phonetically (Pokorny, ImEtWo, I , 304). Frisk,Gr£rWS>, doubts the etymology 
ί λ α φ - : lamb; and Chantraine, DiÉtLaGr, does not even mention it. Pokomy (I, 473) relates 

kilbur to die Sanskrit ( g á r l ẁ h ) ( l . J c , note 177). 

2 1 7 Cf. die attested ! ī t o ī D ^ (kib(a)sot] (Gen. 21:28). That die structure of die absolute 

plural fltUS?'*' ( k a b D Ś o t ) , fl-īíODt {kaśDbot} 'ewe-lambs' is further from the Ger-
manic kilb-, is no wonder when you consider that livestock was of interest primarily as SO-
AND-SO'S PROPERTY, rather than in the abstract. So, given that Germanic, like I E in gener-
al, does not share the Semitic distinction between the construct ('so-and-so's') and the ab-
solute, the Germanic form stands a better chance of resembling the Semitic construct, which 
is more pertinent in such a noun, and to that extent is more likely to figure in effective com-
munication. 
2 1 8 The Samaritans, however, pronounce every ש [š]. Murtonen, EtVo, 115, 120, gives 

the present pronunciation of the masc. as kûbxš, kéšeb and the fem. as kisbce. 
2 1 9 The Case for Fricative-laterals in Proto-Semitic (American Oriental Series, vol. 59, 
1977), especially 123-129, 137-143. 
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loan-word with no IE etymology, βάλσαμου 'balsam, balm' — not necessari-
ly from a Semitic source, but the [־ls־] reflects a sound that appears as a sin-
gle consonant in Hebrew: •ייבש' {bošem}.2 2 0 

Even more pertinent to the etymology 
{kéšeB} : cealf (German Kalb^) — {kiš(3)60t} : kilbur 

is a certain nationality, 
-in the singular (a nephew of the patriarch Abra {kéśeâ} יי כ ט ל

ham, Gen. 22:22) 
plural יכ&ךים' {kaśd|í ym} (much oftener), 

which is translated Χαλδ|αιοι^ 'Chaldeans' (II Kings 25:13, etc.). 
The Akkadian source of Χαλδ- and cognate of {kéśed} is {kaldu}^, the land 
of the Chaldeans; and this ethnic term in Arabic, down into Muslim times, var-
ies between {-1-} and {-s-} — which points to an alternation between sibil-
ant and lateral within the languages of ancient Mesopotamia, or else an inter-
mediate sound in the language of the Chaldeans themselves. 

l .Lh. The CVCC structure of cealf, etc., and of a'//- conforms to an IE pat-
tern for nouns, although no cognates of this noun outside of Germanic are re-
ported. The IE phonological constraints upon the second consonant would cer-
tainly have favored -1- over a sibilant; for in that position a semi-vocalic con-
sonant, which could form a sort of diphthong with the preceding vowel, was 
preferred. While the Semitic languages went in for a greater range of triconson-
antal structures, there were still limits, notably in Akkadian (which reached its 
classic state much earlier than the rest). As Von Soden remarks, "Bei den drei-
kons[onantigen] Substantiven dieses Typs 1st der 2. oder 3. Radikal fast immer 
ein /, r, m oder n, das urspriinglich gewiss ein Vokal war ...; selten statt des-
sen ' [i.e. ף vereinzelt s in kaspum 'Silber' " (GrAkGr, 57). 

l . L i . Neuter gender for baby animals, whose sex does not yet matter much, 
characterizes the Germanic languages. Certain of the suffixed forms, es-

2 2 0 Interchangeably in the same verse (Ex. 30:23), DÍDD^ { b o ś e m } and • ייבש {bé-

sem) with a different accented vowel. Here they both mean 'scent' without restriction to one 

spice; but in another passage (Cant. 5:1) י Ω & 3 יי (baš3m|V} 'my balsam' contrasts with 
, " ] Ì Q ^ { m o w r í y ) 'my myrrh' (from {basem} we would have expected * { t o ś m | 1 y } , and 

from {béŠEm} e i t h e r * { b a ś m | ì y } or * { b i š m | 1 y } ) . 
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pecially in the plural, show a startling correspondence to the Semitic F E M I N -

I N E . In the singular, 
only the OE genitive calfur^ [k־] 'calf s' (anomalous, doubtless archaic) 
recalls the Hebrew {kišbat} '(so-and-so's) ewe-lamb' (construct sing.).2 2 1 

The r, like the Semitic {T}, forms a stem, as is evident in the Old English 
nominative/accusative plural cealfruיי, calfru^, etc. 'calves' (also ceal-
fur"!, calfur<)222 and in the Hebrew with possessive suffix י ת ב ^ 
{kisbot|iy} 'my ewe-lamb'.223 The Hebrew plural in {-oOt(-)} also admits 
of further suffixation: י ת ב ש  .'t {kiś(3)botáy} 'my ewe-lambs כ

In Old English and Old High German the baby animals are indeed the core 
of this morphological class, neuter in gender and marked by a plural suffix 
with r: 

OHG kilbur 'ewe-lambs', kelbir^ or chalpir^, etc. 'calves' 
lembir 'lambs' ( l .Lf , note 216) 
farhir^ 'pig(let)s' 
honir יי or huanir^ 'chick(en)s' 
eigir^ 'eggs'.2 2 4 

The fact that young animals take the r plural is of capital importance for the 
prehistory of IE and Semitic, but has been obscured by subsequent — though 
opposite — developments in English and German. The r plural is gone from 
English, except for one striking vestige: children יי (see 2.Zd), while -er in 
German has spread to the majority of neuter nouns. The pastoral economy, as 
depicted in the early books of the Bible — in Genesis above all — helps us to 
pierce a grammatical enigma: How could a certain prehistoric morpheme be-
come the mark of feminine gender in Semitic, especially of the feminine plural, 
but of neuter gender in IE? 

The essential clue is that the Hebrews raised mainly the female calves, 
lambs, and kids, and only enough males as were needed for breeding, because 
the males were less useful and — unless castrated — more unruly ( l . A d , 
note 15). The owners would slaughter (or sacrifice) any other young male, or 

2 2 1 The usual O E genitive cealfes \ a e / / e s \ etc., seems •— like most neuter nouns — to 

take its genitive ending from a masculine declension. 
2 2 2 Genitive pi. cealfra t, dative pi. cealfrum t. 
2 2 3 To cite an attested form, {^Egbtf} ( l . L d ) . 
2 2 4 Here I am able to advance beyond my argument in SoSt, 334-335. Also O H G hríndir^ 
'cattle' is highly relevant. 
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else trade it for something they could not produce themselves (cf. 2.Wc). So 
the young that remained in their livestock were mostly females, even though 
not yet functioning as such by reproducing and by giving milk. Something 
comparable to this, in the prehistory of the Germanic peoples — if not of all IE 
— eventuated in a neuter sub-category, not yet merged with the rest of neuter 
nouns at the stage attested by Old English and Old High German. In Semitic, 
however, as in the related African languages that are linked with it under the 
name Afro-Asiatic, no third category — distinct from the masculine as well as 
the feminine — ever developed. 

l . L j . Less enigmatic than the correspondence of Semitic feminine to German-
ic or IE neuter is the correspondence of feminine to feminine. Whereas the 
OHG kilbira, kilbra, etc. (l.Lf, note 216) means the same as the Hebrew 
{kišb5s} 'ewe-lamb', another word kalbaיי, chalba^, chalpa^, calba^ 
'she-calf' (Kalbe^ in modern German) is a closer match to {kisb5s} morpho-
logically.2 2 5 The limited Gothic corpus has only the accusative plural feminine 
form {kalbons}^ — no neuter or masculine attested. The ending {-ons} en-
tails a nominative singular {kalbo}t cognate to OHG kalba; the quality of the 
final vowel {-o} is actually closer to the [כ] in {kišb5R} than to [a]. 

Whereas k-Ib(-) in German — c-If(-) in Old English — stands for 
the young of two different species, the ox and the sheep, and {^ag^l } in Ge^ez 
for any young beast, the meanings of both etyma have gotten specialized in 
most of the IE and Semitic languages where they are recorded, and divergently 
specialized at that. The trend was toward the more specific; but a study of the 
pertinent evidence, particularly from the earlier stages of several languages, has 
taken us back to glimpse a time of great flexibility in this sort of vocabulary. 

l .Lk. The Semitic and — in part — IE name for another young animal, the 
kid, is restricted to the one species, mainly if not absolutely: 

2 2 5 Since {kisb3 B } occurs just once in the Biblical corpus, there is no telling whether He-

brew had an alternate form *{kasbD15} with the open vowel in the first syllable — as dis-

played by {k ibś5 E , kabśD1"}, the more frequent synonym with metathesis. The same two 

vowels show up in the German words for 'ewe-lamb' and 'calf respectively, which have clear 
Old English cognates furthermore. So it would seem that in this word for a young animal 
both Germanic and Hebrew (if not the rest of Semitic) have inherited essentially the same vo-
calic alternation (cf. 2.Ze). 
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Arabic {jady|an}, Latin haed\um^ (accusative; 

nom. (Jl?•^ {jadyun}, haedusיי; Levin, PrlnEuThDe, 113, 120, 
135). 

The only clear IE cognates are Germanic: 
Gothic (gaits)V in its unique occurrence translates 

χίμαρος^ 'young billy-goat' (nominative, Nehemiah 5:18; cf. l . M f ) , 2 2 6 but 
in the other Germanic languages it is feminine and refers ordinarily to the adult 
that is milked; e.g. Old Norse geit יי, 

Old High German geiz^ (also gaiz^, keiz^, kaiz^; 
now Geifi^ [gais]). 2 2 7 

No Latin feminine *haeda is found. In Arabic an utterly different word 

(jLipV {^anaqum} (nominative) stands for the female kid. Similarly, 
Akk. {ga-du-u}^ (nominative) is the male kid, 

{ú-ni-qú, mu-ni־qu}יי the female (etymologically 'a suckling'). 
Since above all a goat was a thing to milk, and of little other use while alive, 
men would view and refer to a baby female quite distinctly from a baby male. 

2 2 6 Quite different in the Hebrew text: ם י ר פ ב ו י } ׳ w a c i p p 5 r í y m } 'and birds'. As Gary 

Rendsburg points out, C""iE)l£T with a different vocalization could be understood as 'he-

goats' in this passage; not only the construct plural c a p i r é y } but the absolute 

singular (c3piyr) in ר י פ ב ה ו י  3יצ and the he-goat' and the construct singular I' ׳

{<3piyr} are found in the late books of the Bible (Dan.8:5,8,21, Ezra 8:35, II Chr. 29:21). 

This term for 'he-goat' replaced the more classical word {S31 y r ) in ר י ע { ט ו ^ 'and a he-

goat' (Is. 34:14; etymologically 'a hairy one'), י ל i>{(?יי { Ś 3 ^ i y r } (Lev. 23:19, etc.), 

} יי?)}עילי śa^ i y r é y ) (Lev. 16:5, etc.), and { š a ^ r i m } in •"Vi?{(?!^ 'the he-goats' 

(16:7,8), probably because שעיר and its plural -became spoiled by the refer שעירם 

ence to certain mythical beings, the satyrs, whom the Israelites were forbidden to worship 
(Lev. 17:7; cf. l . A o , note 33). 
2 2 7 This etymology is treated by Gamkrelidze - Ivanov (Μη, I I , 872), drawing upon Illich-
Svitych, DrlnSeJaKo (4, 8), who considered it an I E borrowing from Semitic (likewise Dol-
gopolsky, InEuHo, 14). — MoIIer (VelnSeWo, 128) connected this Semitic word instead to 
"lett. kaza abulg. [= Church Slavonic] kozā 'capra', kozllù 'caper, hircus', mnd. [Middle 
Low German] hoken ags. [Old English] hēcen 'haedus'," or alternatively to "an. [Old 
Norse] hadna mhd. [Middle High German] hatele 'capra, haedus'." 
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In Hebrew, however, 
besides the frequent masculine יי 3 ל י {g3âí y } 
(pausal in a toponym י n gêd׳<e>} /יעי[ 3ל i y } 'Kidf's] Eye' or 'Spring'),228 

the fem. too occurs: י בגדייה ל ^ {g33iy uġadiyyDh} 'a he-kid and a she-
kid' (Menahoth 13.7).2 2 9 

The masculine י3לי ' is likewise found in Aramaic, but very seldom and not in 
a vocalized text. יולליא' {gaedy|D׳} with a suffix — originally the definite arti-
cle — is the usual rendering of the Hebrew {gadiy}. The Ugaritic {gdy}^ is 

the expected cognate to the Hebrew and Aramaic Ή3 and the Arabic <_$־ J ^ , . 
The one Phoenician instance has a puzzling final letter: {gd?} in א ל ג ב י / 'for a 
k i d ' . 2 3 0 

l .LL. Berber cognates of this Semitic word are given by Cohen (EsCo, 119). 
The closest to Semitic, and even more to the Latin baed-, Norse geit, etc., is 
the Tuareg agayd יי. Only in Semitic are the second and third consonants in the 
order {dy}, but metathesis of [dy] to [yd] after a vowel is more likely than the 
opposite. IE root- and word-structure, at any rate, favored the placement of *y 
so as to become the latter half of a diphthong, as in the Latin ae (AI in the pre-
classical period).231 

Tsung-tung Chang traces the Chinese word for 'goat' to an IE source:232 

2 2 8 Cf. l . C f , L d . In Old English the place could have been rendered, with some liberty, 
*egan gsete. 

2 2 9 The fem. sing, is not found in the Bible, but the fem. pi. =j , Γ Ρ 3 ל ^ {gadiyyof |áy ik} 

'your kids' (Cant. 1:8) evinces the likelihood of the sing, absolute Π '  The .{gadiyyíF} ל י 3
Μ  / " *־־ יי *י *

supralinear "Babylonian" notaúon shows different vowels: ל י £ ר י ל  .{gaedyotaeyik} יי 3
2 3 0 Donner - Rollig, KaArln, I, 15 (no. 69.9). The inscription, though Punic (from the har-

bor of Marseille), is not from the later Punic period when א stood just for a vowel sound. 
2 3 1 The change from writing AI to A E marked the first stage toward eventual monophthong-
izadon. 
2 3 2 Indo-European Vocabulary in Old Chinese (Sino-Platonic Papers, no. 7, 1988), 38, 
based on part of his German ms., which is not yet published. The third stage is early Manda-
rin (13th century); the fourth is modern Mandarin. Among the many Chinese words for anim-
als and other vocabulary which he relates to I E , this is the only one I find relevant to Semidc 
also. But if someone were to compare Old Chinese with Semidc, regardless of I E , perhaps 
other items would turn up. 
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"A[lt]ch[inesisch] ka:t 
M[ittel]ch[inesisch] kjat 
N[eu]ch[inesisch] k ie 3 

Chfinesisch] tpe 2 , j i e 2 " 
The first of these differs remarkably little from the Old English gāt^, as 
though the two languages, at some early point in their development, were 
headed in the same direction, however much they have diverged since then. 
Being ignorant of Chinese, I cannot judge the reliability of Chang's phonetic 
interpretation; since the same character has been written from ancient to modern 
times, the evidence of former pronunciation is very indirect. 

l.Lm. I f 'kid' occurred in the earliest Latin, the accusative singular would be 
H A I D O M t , a little closer than haedum to the Arabic {jadyan}. The genitive 
plural would also be HAIDOMt (replaced by the classical form haedorum יי), 
to which a likely Arabic cognate is the collective — or so-called "broken plur-

« • · 
al" — ùUi'^?•§ {jidyān} 'a lot of kids' (pausal, cf. l.Ac6,g). The genitive 
singular haedī^ corresponds best to Arabic [jadyr]t, the pausal pronuncia-
tion (limited to poetry) of <s-^•^ {jadyin} (cf. l.Ac2). 

l .Ln. Metathesis, which I have invoked to account for the minor discrepancy 
between the Semitic {g־dy(־)} on the one hand 

and the IE (Latin) Η AID- , (Norse) geit 
or Berber (Tuareg) agayd on the other, 

seems to have worked more drastically within Germanic to produce in Old 
High German ziga יי 'goat' out of geiz; the first and last consonants — or, 
from the Semitic point of view, the first and second — are still there, but 
switched around.233 

The OHG diminutive or hypocoristic, applied at times to a full-grown goat, 
zikkin יי, zikin יי, zicchin יי, zicchi^ (> modern German Zicke^ 'kid') 
has an OE cognate ticcen יי, which is glossed hedus (the usual medieval 

Latin spelling of haedus). This recurrence of the hypocoristic geminate -cc-
in Old English proves, even in the absence of an attested Old English cognate 
to ziga itself, that ziga must indeed have had cognates outside of High Ger-
man. 

2 3 3 The descendant Ziege יי, within the last few centuries, has nearly ousted Geifi. 
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Moreover a gloss in the Greek lexicon of Hesychius, δίζα · Ηαίξ Λάκω-
ves^ 'The Laconians [say] δί£α [for] "goat",' shows an actual though geo-
graphically distant cognate to ziga. The ζ has raised doubt whether the word 
really belonged to a Greek dialect or to the Thracian language north of Greece: 
"lakonisches ζ lāUt sich mit dem deutschen gnicht reimen. Vielleicht 1st Καύκω-
νες zu lesen? und das Wort thrakisch? Dafiir spricht der Parallelismus der bei-
den thrakischen Personennamen Εβρου-τελμις Tomaschek I I I 7 und Δι£α-
τελμις ebd. 32. Zum Bocke: εβρος · τράγος ['he-goat'] Hesych paBt sehr gut 
die Ziege. Aber was heiBt -τελμ1ς?" 2 3 4 Before the classical age, however, 
the Καύκωνες — besides other non-Greek Indo-Europeans — inhabited parts 
of Greece, quite close to Laconia in fact. Except for what got incorporated in 
Greek, extremely little is left from either the ancient IE or the non-IE languages 
of the entire region. So the last word of the gloss may not be corrupt after all; 
δίζα could well have passed into Laconian Greek prehistorically from a neigh-
boring Thracian population. 

Still more surprising is the Aramaic {diyct|:>7} in א ד ס ח א ד ח ב י ד ל י ' , 

translating the Hebrew ן ח ־ ת ל ע י ו ^ {waya^àlàt־Hén} 'and a graceful 
mountain nanny-goat' (Proverbs 5:19).2 3 5 Although the species of animal is 
not quite certain, it must be some sort of wild goat or antelope. If this feminine 
noun occurred in Biblical Aramaic without the suffixed definite article, it would 
be ! ד ב י י di} ח y c3 K }. There is some evidence for the Aramaic letter ב being 
pronounced [ts] and the Greek ζ [dz] (l.Fg), which would make δίζα and 
{di y c6 s } minimally different if the affricate sound prevailed during the 
undeter-mined period of contact when this word spread.236 

2 3 4 A. Fick, "Hesychglossen I V , " ZeVeSp, 4 (1909), 148. 
2 3 5 I cite א Π י ב "IÌ with the ill-attested Tiberias-style pointing of the older Targum edi-

tions, because Alexander Sperber, the editor of the standard Targum text with the authorita-
tive supralinear vocalization, The Bible in Aramaic (4 vols, in 5; Leiden: E . J . Brill , 1959-
1973), chose for some odd reason not to undertake work upon the book of Proverbs and most 
of the other Hagiographa, nor even to tell his readers where else they might look for a rela-
tively reliable text; see his foreword to Vol. I V A. 
2 3 6 The Greek feminine ending which entails recessive accent upon an earlier syllable, 
has no closer counterpart in Aramaic (or Hebrew) than { -5 π } . In the Laconian dialect δίζα 
would also be possible. — The Aramaic masculine { < ע ^ |  translates the ׳י וידי â א in { כ

Hebrew {wazSmer} 'and a [kind of] gazelle' (Deut. 14:5; κ α μ η λ ο π ά ρ δ α λ η 'gi-
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l.Lo. Still another modification of the basic etymon, or of geit (its ON re-
flex) has been proposed to account for kid יי 

(the source, furthermore, of the Middle English kid^, kide^, etc., 
replacing the Old English ticcen). 

But Pokorny, besides mentioning the Albanian qith 
(which must be little different from the Norse kid), 

notes how such a monosyllable could independently arise from an inarticulate 
cluck — "Lock- (oder Scheuch)ruf' (InEuWo, I , 409-410)— presumably 
the herdsman's; so it would not depend on the prior existence of geit or the 
like. While accepting this argument of Pokorny, I would go on to suggest that 
the etymon behind the more ancient word for 'kid' — Latin haed-, Hebrew 
{gadF}, etc. — also developed out of the same sort of cluck. This falls broad-
ly under onomatopoeia, which has influenced the coining of animal names to a 
greater extent than most of the vocabulary. 

The three etymologies for young animals, which we have pursued in the 
last few pages, are less instantly impressive than {pawran} : ταυρον 'bull' at 
the beginning of the chapter; but taken together, they prove — if anything — 
an even deeper connection between certain prehistoric peoples engaged in an-
imal husbandry. Linguistic data, however abstract, are bound to be rooted in 
some social context, some Sitz im Leben, which — with luck as well as meth-
odical searching — we may bring to light, as we keep in mind the differences 
no less than the recurrences. 

l . M . Sem. (Heb.) {?àto(w)no(w)t} : IE (Latin) asinos 'asses' 
IE (Gr.) χίμαρον 'winterling goat': Sem. (Arabic) (Himāran} 'ass' 

l .Ma. The Latin masculine noun asin\us^ (nominative) 'ass' was borrowed 
relatively late in prehistory; for in older cognates, as revealed by IE corre-
spondences, Latin has -r- instead of *-s- between vowels — e.g. 

amis : Lithuanian austs, etc. 'ear' (l.Cb; Ernout - Meillet, DiÉtLaLa). 
The Irish asan יי and Welsh asyn יי were, for certain, borrowed secondarily 
from Latin. The Germanic, Baltic, and Slavic forms — 

Gothic {asilu }יי (accusative), OHG esil יי 
Lithuanian āsilas יי (nominative; accusative âsila יי) 
Church Slavonic οαπι>ν {os^a} (nom./acc), etc. — 

raffe' in the Septuagint) at the end of a list of animals fit to eat — cud-chewing and cloven-
hoofed. 
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may owe their 1 to the Latin diminutive or hypocoristic asellus יי (Gamkrelidze 
- Ivanov, Inln, I I , 562); for -11- < *-nl- is a regular phenomenon within Lat-
in (cf. l .Lb, note 205). Anyhow the Latin asin-, 

along with the Armenian collective {išan Ikp/ 'the asses 
(Walde - Pokorny, VeWo, I , 133), has a clear cognate in the Semitic word 

Aramaic ] 3 ? } ̂  ,'ton} 'she-assאח
Hebrew {?Dtown} in ] Ì Γ1 יי י! א 'the she-ass', 

not only in the base but in no fewer than four of the Latin case-forms: 
acc. s. asin\um יי : Akkadian {a t ān | am} t , 2 3 7 Arab. LbI י } י ? a t ān | an} 

(-OM in early Latin) 
gen.s. asin \1 יי : Arabic [ ? atān|ī]t (poetic pronunciation of 

O b N {?atān|in} at the end of a verse; l.Ac2) 

nom.pl. asin\l < : A r a m . 3 ? , .bn|ey} (pi.; in Bibl. Aramיאת(!'י' { Í P l ^ t 
(-EI in early Ladn) {7āton | é y } construct pi. only) 

acc.pl. asin\os^ : Heb. ת י נ ת א י ' {?àton|ot} (pi., absolute or construct) 
f l Ì } n ^ p à t o n | o w t } 

ת ו נ ו ת א ^ {?ato wn|0 wt} 

l .Mb . Hebrew {?átono(w)t} : Latin asinos is a particularly neat match, and 
therefore a clue to when the word came into Latin, and how it cast off the Sem-
itic restriction to the female sex.238 The discrepancy in the vowel of the sec-
ond syllable resulted within Latin from the stress accent on the initial syllable, 
which generally reduced the following vowel to - i - . 2 3 9 The word could well 
have entered Italy in the first millennium B.C. through Phoenicians not only 
trading but setded in North Africa and Sicily. 

How early they fricativated the dental consoant Π after a vowel, is not 
clear from other evidence. The Latin voiceless sibilant s would have been a 

2 3 7 The nominative {a - ta -nu-um} 1 ' is definitely attested in Old Akkadian. 
2 3 8 A long chain of etymologists, continuing down to the OxEnDi (s.v. "Ass"), derived asi-

nus from | 1ארע* , until the would-be scientific Indo-Europeanists saw fit to reject this excel-

lent etymology — most of them tacitly (Walde - Hofmann, LaEtWO, explicidy but for no 
stated reason). Whereas Christian scholars through the centuries had been prejudiced in favor 
of nearly any purported derivation from Hebrew, their successors have suffered from the op-
posite prejudice; see Bernal, BlAt, I, 330-332, 344. 
2 3 9 E.g. nouitās^ 'newness', corresponding to Greek νζόττ\ς^ (Doric νζότας^) 'youth'. 

http://nom.pl
http://acc.pl
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handy adaptation of a Semitic [ t ] . 2 4 0 In this word it was not caught up in the 
shift to [־r־], which changed — for example — the pre-classical Latin 
arbosem יי 'tree' (accusative) to the classical arborem יי. For doubdess the 
intervocalic s in such old Latin words was already voiced [־z־] on its way to 
become a lateral. 

The identical vowel [δ] in the third syllable narrows down the period of 
transmission. It must have been before the time of Plautus; for then the Semitic 
feminine plural suffix sounded more like [־ut]: alonimualonuth^ (Poenu-
lus 930) 'gods and goddesses' (deos deāsque, 950).2 4 1 The Latins could 
equate the Semitic [־ot] with the accusative plural of their "second" — i.e. 
masculine — declension, ever since the IE *-ons was simplified to [-as] in 
prehistoric Latin.2 4 2 The likeliest time for Latin to have borrowed this word is 
not much later than 500 B.C.2 4 3 

2 4 0 The fricativation of the labial 3, in the pronunciation of Carthage around 200 B . C . , is 

attested by the Latin letter -/- in the Punic verses of Plautus' comedy Poenulus: liful יי 

(935) = Hebrew ל V Ê)ל t {lip^ol} 'to do' (faciendum, 956) in contrast to the initial 

aspirate plosive [p h י (in pho 952 [־ י ) = iī { ρ ό π } 'here' (hīc, 952; see InEuSeLa, 321). 
2 4 1 The Hebrew cognate of alon\im occurs in cult place-names, among them 

! ד ר ו [ מ Ì ^ i ^ { ? e l o w n m o w r É K } c r fllh י נ ו ל א } ל ? e l o ^ l é 5 • more") Teacher's(?) 

Oak(s)' (Gen. 12:6, Deut. 11:30). Before the rise of monodieism certain august trees were 

revered as gods. The Biblical word for 'god(s)' is { 7 Ê l o h | í y m ) (construct 

}); the masculine plural form serves even for a female divinity of the 

Phoenician city of Sidon (I Kings 11:33). 
2 4 2 As -ΟΝΣ^ was preserved in the Doric of Argos and Crete, the accusative pi. of ovos^ 
'ass' in that dialect must have been ΟΝΟΝΣ+ (in Attic wous"^ [־os], after 400 B . C ([0s־] . . 
2 4 3 It would not make much difference if, instead of this, the crucial identification was 
between the Latin nominative plural in EI and something like the Aramaic {־e>׳}. For -OS 
co-existed with -EI nearly to the end of the pre-Christian era. We can hardly tell which plural 
ending or endings were used by the Semitic population nearest to Italy; for this word has not 
turned up at all in the meager corpus of Phoenician, diough such a widespread Semitic word 
must have existed there too. In Hebrew the plural is consistently P ā t o ( w ) n | o C ) t } , to the 

exclusion of { -é y } (construct pi.) and { - F m } (absolute pi.). In Aramaic, however, it is het-
-< -< ^ . _ 

eroclidc: (73^η|θ"} seems interchangeable with ] ] ח א  in the Targum; but {atanpn?} י

with the suffixed article only א י נ ח א  Patrmlseyjo'} 'the she-ass', which belongs to the י
 ׳ <־־

{•ey} paradigm — never ? א 5 " 0 ח : |at on?} ? א * כ ' } , which would go with the {-on} para-

digm (cf. l . H h ) . 
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l.Mc. {-oOTt} is the usual pluralizer of feminine nouns in Hebrew, includ-
ing those which carry no feminine marker in the singular. To the extent that 
this noun occurs in passages that exhibit agreement according to gender, it is 
exclusively feminine in each of the Semitic languages. An entirely different 
noun ( ר ו מ ח י ' {Hàmowr} in Hebrew) designates the male ass. As in other 
terms for tame animals in many languages, this discrepancy bespeaks — at 
least originally — an important difference in the function of the two sexes, 
from their human master's point of view. The Bible, however, shows male 
and female asses being put to work interchangeably, although seldom are both 
{?otown, ?à toOn-} and {HàmoO r ־) )} mentioned in the same passage.244 

There is nothing to prove whether or not the plural of either noun ever implicit-
ly included the other sex. 

2 4 4 Gen. 45:23: Ο ^ ^ Π Π 5*} 'יעשר!ar5K H S m o r f m ) 'ten he-asses־, followed by 

Π]Πί$ עשר ו י ' ( w a < r é ś 8 r 7 à t o n o t } 'and ten she-asses'; evidently the criterion is their 

sex. 

Gen. 49:11,14: I - j ^ K ,J??^ { b 3 n í y 7 ā t o n o ״ ) 'son [i.e. foal] of his she-ass'obviously 

has { 7 à t o n - ) designating the mother, while D"1J ר ר Π מ כ ש ש -yiśś3(s)k3rHà) יי י
mor gSrem) 'Issachar [is] a bony ass' likens a man to a male beast of burden, rather than a 

female. 

Zechariah 9:9: f l Ì ] f Ì $ ־ } ר 5 י ע ״ ל ע ־ ΙΟ Π ר ו ל al-Hàmowr w^} יי ע a ^ a l -

^áyir b e n ־ ־ 7 ā t o n o w t } poetically equates 'upon an ass and upon a young ass, son of she-

asses' (the fem. pi. is idiomatic in such Hebrew expressions). 
In all three passages each word is used according to its sexual appropriateness. Once, 

however, in II Sam. 19:27, Π י ל ב ע כ ר א ר ו ו מ ח ' ה י ל ־ ה ש ב ח א ^ ל ^  ־
Τ V Τ < - : ־ . ־ : -  Τ : : V ־ - :

r w״haHàmo 1׳י'11 a 7 E r k á b "bléyh:>} '1 will saddle me [or 'let's saddle me'] the ass and ride 
upon her', the normally masculine noun has a feminine agreement. 

Once in the Mishnah, dealing with freakish births, 

ס ו ן ס י מ ר #י-לך־ה ק ו מ ס ר ו ו מ ן ס י מ ה קןי־לךה כ ר פ ^ ב ״ י  ^yy*? י
ά>Έ k a m i y n H á m o w r w a H ā m o w r s e y y o l a d i k 3 m i y n au"a) 'a cow that has borne some-
thing like an ass, and an ass that has borne something like a horse' (Bekhoroth 1.2), the sec-
ond occurrence of {Hàmo"r) must logically refer to a she-ass. Here the Thesaurus Mishnae, 

contrary to the Kaufmann codex ( l .Kf , note 194), quotes וחמורה with the feminine suf-

f a . As the ancient feminine noun ן ו 0  she-ass' dropped out of use, it is no wonder if a' א

new feminine { H á m o w r | í ) was eventually formed from the masculine, on the model of 

{au w a | iF} 'mare' from (ou"oj 'horse' ( l .Gf ) . 
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Given that it would have been pointless for Latin to borrow both Semitic 
nouns, what favored the feminine over the masculine? Offhand we might the-
orize that the Semitic and Latin populations which were in contact talked about 
female asses more than male asses. I f so, they were unlike the Bible, where 
{HāmoOr(-)} occurs nearly three times as often (94 to 34). So it is all the 
more likely that the advantage of the other word lay rather in its structure, con-
genial to Latin — especially its plural lending itself so readily to a Latin mor-
phological interpretation as asinos. The masculine gender that this entailed 
made no incongruity for the speakers of Latin, since it could simply follow the 
IE pattern of equās^ 'horses', as well as other masculine nouns for animals 
of which both sexes are almost equivalently interesting or important to man. 

l .Md. Within Latin, once this masculine noun was there, it was easy enough 
to form a feminine asin\a^, just like equ\a^ 'mare', when necessary to spe-
cify a female of the species, not a male. But possibly it went the other way, so 
that the Aramaic 7} 'יאחנאatonp'} 'the she-ass', with the suffixed definite 
article ( א נ ת א ^ {?àlbn5?} in Biblical Aramaic), passed into Latin through 
some contact, and there the feminine meaning — which had been inherent in 
{?āfDn-} itself — was retained by locating it instead in the Latin suffix -a. 2 4 5 

It would follow that the Latin masculine asin\us, etc., arose secondarily from 
the feminine. The rarity of the feminine asin a does not in itself argue against 
such a sequence; for the prevailing pattern of Latin, which uses equus יי and 
agnus far more than equa, agna^ (l .La-b), is enough to account for the 
predominance of asinus. 

The main reason for doubting that the Latin -a in asina came from the 
suffixed definite article is that this morphological peculiarity of Aramaic does 
not appear to have spread at all into the neighboring Semitic languages of Asia, 
not even while the populations themselves were speaking Aramaic more and 
more. So I can scarcely envisage such an Aramaic contamination affecting a re-
gion of Phoenician settlement closer to Italy but far from the Aramaic home 
ground (in Syria and the adjacent part of Mesopotamia). Individual Aramaeans 
may of course have participated in the movement to colonize the western Medi-
terranean; if we posit that they were active in introducing or — more likely, in 
improving — one kind of animal husbandry in Italy, we need not rule out an 
Aramaic source for asina. 

2 4 5 This idea I owe to J . P. Brown. 
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On the other hand, since Phoenician and Hebrew were mere dialects of the 
Canaanite language, we can more safely assume that most of what we find in 
Hebrew — which alone is documented on a large scale — had a close counter-
part in Phoenician too. So I prefer to identify the Semitic etymon of Latin 
asin- with a dialectal form of {?áton |oOt}. 

l.Me. In the absence of written evidence before the rise of Latin literature 
(toward the end of the 3d century B.C.), archaeological evidence, if available 
— such as asses' bones found in roughly datable settlements — might serve to 
prove that the proximity or access of Semites to Italy really made some note-
worthy difference in the utilization of this animal by the Italians. In that regard 
J. P. Brown conjectures that upon the introduction of sacks, 

saccT יי (nom. pi.; SACCElt in early Latin) from a Semitic language — 
{šaqqe^ (consttuct pi.) in Heb. D i l ק י ש י  'their sacks' י

( ן ו ז ד י ק ם ^ {a^qq^lho w n } in the Aramaic Targum; 
Greek σάκκοι^) — 

the ass became the most economical means of transport on land: asellus ... 
cum bisaccio יי 'a little ass ... with a pair of saddle-bags' (Petronius 31.9). 

l.Mf. \^Ca"^ {Himār |an} '(male) ass' (acc. singular), the Arabic cognate 
of the Hebrew {Hamowr} (l.Mc), bears a very close phonetic resemblance 
to Gr. χίμαροι׳§ [ k h í m à r | o n ] 'winterling goat' (of either sex) — an infre-
quent word. The only sound that does not match quite acceptably is the vowel 
[a] of the second syllable, because of the discrepancy in length. The semantic 
difference is a graver consideration, but perhaps not insuperable. For there are 
some clear instances of a certain word referring to one kind of animal in Lan-
guage A and a different kind in Language B; e.g. 

Latin caper יי (accusative caprum יי) 'he-goat'246 : 
Greek κάπρος^ (accusative κάπροι^) 'boar'. 

In Homeric Greek it is sometimes combined with σύς^, which is limited to the 
one species (like its English cognate sew 247•(יי συός· κάπρου^ (Iliad 5.783, 

2 4 6 Cf. the Hebrew (cDpi y r ) ( l . L k , note 226); however, the Hebrew initial consonant is 

not really similar to the Latin c-[k־] (cf. l . L n ) . 
2 4 7 The Greek word a&s, however, is not limited to the female sex (but in σνών τ ' ί π ι β ή τ ο -
ρα κάπροι^ 'and a boar that mounts die sows', συ- does distinguish the females from καπρ-
the male). 
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genitive case); so the Indo-Europeanists have conjectured that originally the 
etymon meant 'male beast' (Pokorny, InEtWo, I , 529) — though not neces-
sarily applied to any and every male beast regardless of species. 

Furthermore, the IE etymology of χιμαρ- shows that the cognates could 
refer to another kind of beast: Old Norse gymbr^ is a 'yearling ewe' (Pokor-
ny, I , 426; Chantraine, DiEtLaGr; Frisk, GrEtWo). This noun, referring to a 
beast that has not yet bred, is derived unmistakably from an IE word for 'win-
ter', which appears in Greek as either a neuter noun χείμα^ or a masculine 
χειμώνα (Armenian {jmef η }יי); so the suffix manifests an archaic consonant-
al alternation { r / n } (cf. 2.Le). Within Greek the semantic connection between 
χίμαρος and the adjectives χειμε'ριος^ 'wintry', χειμερινός1^ 'in winter' 
remained clear; it was a goat that had gone through one winter — hence bigger 
than a kid ("*εριφος^), but not yet furnishing milk. 

A prehistoric IE word that meant 'winterling' (or more loosely 'yearling') 
could have passed prehistorically into Semitic, only to be applied to still an-
other species — the ass. That animal, to be sure, is in its appearance, and in its 
value to man, much less like a goat than a sheep is, or even a hog. Neither do I 
find any indication that the Semitic forms — Arabic {Himār-}, Hebrew {Ha-
mowr}, etc. — referred particularly to a Y O U N G ass in contrast to a fully ma-
ture one. So the connection to the IE word stands as unproved, though in-
triguing. 

l.Mg. An internal Semitic etymology derives this noun from a root that means 

'red' or 'brown', as in the Arabic adjective _^פ> Ν {?a|Hmar | u } . To that a 
parallel has been adduced: Spanish burro^li% < Greek πυρρός1^2 4 9 'flame-
colored (?)' — some shade of red — via the early Latin borrowing burrus^, 
which in the classical age is attested mainly as a man's cognomen (i.e. a nick-
name that stuck and even became hereditary). Accordingly burrus belonged to 
the more whimsical stratum of Latin usage, which makes the idea of its surviv-

2 4 8 This word has come into English also (as a synonym or euphemism for ass ׳י, which 

has been spoiled for many people since arse יי became a homophone or near-homophone of 

ass). But still burro is used mainly in a Spanish or semi-Spanish setting such as the south-

western United States; otherwise people say donkeys. 
2 4 9 Ludwig Koehler and Walter Baumgartner, Lexicon in Veteris Testamenti libros (Leiden: 
E . J . Brill , 1958), 310. However, they do not mendon Laun burrus, the indispensable link 
between the Greek adjective and the Spanish noun. 
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al as the Spanish (and Portuguese) name for a domestic animal more plausible 
than we would otherwise suppose. The Romance scholars, perhaps for rea-
sons that I cannot fathom, have preferred to derive burro from *burricus, an 
unattested spelling of the rare Latin noun buricus יי, some kind of small horse; 
in the Asturian dialect burro is said to mean 'stallion' rather than 'ass'. How-
ever, borro יי in Portuguese, which can hardly come from anything other than 
burrus, means 'wether' (a castrated male sheep), but in the dialect of Alemtejo 
the same word designates a young he-goat kept for breeding.250 

Furthermore, in Latin itself, rustic! burram appellant buculam quae 
rostrum habet rufum יי 'the peasants call a heifer that has a reddish snout 
burra' (Festus, p. 28 Lindsay; Ernout - Meillet, DIÉtLaLa).251 No doubt 
this sort of colloquial descriptive word was readily applied to various animals, 
often to the younger ones, which arouse in men a warmer, more tender feeling. 
That burrus was originally taken from a foreign language — namely Greek — 
seems to have encouraged, rather than checking, the tendency to use it loosely. 
So, in regard to Greek χίμαρ- : Arabic {Himār-}, I detect at least two possi-
bilities, opposite to each other: 
(1) that the Greek word for a young goat (no longer a kid) was borrowed from 
a prehistoric Semitic language closely akin to Arabic, where something much 
like {Himāran} referred primarily to the animal's color, but in Greek it came 
to be understood as the animal's age; 
(2) that (as discussed in l.Mf) within Semitic an IE word referring to the an-
imal's age 'winterling' — especially but not necessarily a goat —was shifted to 
quite another kind of animal, and lost its association with age but picked up an 
association with color. 

l .N. Recapitulation of Morphology 
l.Na. What we found in the word for 'bull' ( l .A) has been confirmed and 
supplemented by the other non-verbal nouns. We have evidence for these in-
flections (citing the clearer examples of each): 

2 5 0 W. Meyer-Lubke, Romanisches etymologisches Worterbuch, 3d ed. (Heidelberg: Carl 
Winter, 1935), 130 (#1413, 1416). 
2 5 1 Stanley Gevirtz, "Of Patriarchs and Puns," HeUnCoAn, 46 (1975), 39, relates the Span-
ish burro and its feminine burra יי to the Akkadian { b ū r u } ^ (or { p u r u ^ (see Von Soden, 
GrAkGr, 27-28) 'young calf or occasionally the young of some other beast. Gevirtz cites 
one instance from AsDi, II , 342: {k lma bu-ru- im pars im <ša> imēr i inaggag}^ 'he 
brays like the weaned foal of a donkey'. I owe this reference to Gary Rendsburg. 
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Accusative singular (l.Acl): Add 
Greek δίδυμον : Arabic {taw^aman} (l.Dc); 
Greek /7οίκον, Avestan {vaēsam} : {baytan}, 

Hebrew {6ay(a)t2N} ( l .Ea,d,f); 
: Akkadian {bītarn} ( l .Ec-d); 

Latin agrum, : {eqlam}, 
Arabic {Haqlan} (l.Ia); 

Av. {garaSam}, 

OPer. {vipam} 
Skt. {ajram}, 

Gr. "1αγρόν 
Skt. { g á r b W } , 

Gr. δολφόν 'womb' 
OE [?]eordan 
Ch. SI. { ime} 
Lith. girng 
Latin agn um, 
Lat. hpedum 
Lat. asinum. 

Greek ־αμνόν 'lamb' 

Akk. {qerbam) 
Arabic {qalban} 'heart' (l.Ja-c); 

: {?ardan} ( l .Fd); 
: {Oisman} (l.Hd); 

: { jurnan} ( l .Kg); 
{*ijlan} 'calf (l .La,c); 

: {jadyan} ( l .Lk) ; 
Lith. āsila : Akkadian {a tānam}, 

Arabic { 7 a tānan} (l.Ma); 
Greek χίμαρον 'winterling goat' : {Himāran} 'ass' (l.Mf-g). 
Greek fo׳uca|5e : Hebrew {65y(a)t^} 'homeward' (l.Ef); 

cf. Gr.'épaCe : {?5r(a)c^} 'earthward' (l.Fg). 

Genitive singular (l.Ac2, l,Bd): Add 
Latin agrī : Arabic {Haqlf} (l.Ib, note 166); 

agnT 'lamb's' : {^ijlf} 'calf s' ( l .Lc, note 207); 
haedī : {jadyī} ( l .Lm); 
asinī : {?atānī} ( l .Ma). 

Nominative singular (l.Ac8, note 10): Add 
Lat. cornum : Akkadian {qarnum}, Arabic {qarnun}; 

cornū(-u?) : Akk. & Arabic {qarnu} (l.Bb-d). 
Lat. humus : Hebrew construct {7ad(a)m3t־} ( l .Gd); 
Lat. agnus, Greek αμνΟ£ 'lamb' : {^eglDt-} 'she-calf ( l .Ld). 

(with no ending) 
Lat. & Umbrian ager : Hebrew absolute {Hocér}, 

construct {Hâcár} (l.Ie-f). 
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Feminine (l.Ac7): Add 
Gr. διδύμυ (Doric δίδυμα) : Arabic {taw?amah} (pausal), 

Hebrew {t3 7 o w m?} (1 . Dd); 
Gr. "αμντι (Doric "1αμνά)'ewe-lamb' : {^eglo^} 'she-calf (l .Ld); 

Thrac. (Phryg.?) Σεμέλη, 
Ch. SI., Russian {zemliá} : Heb. absolute {?ààomi} ( l .Gd) . 
Laconian Greek δίζα : Aramaic {diyc5F} ( l . L m ) . 
Gothic {kalbg}, 

Old High German kalbq 'she-calf: Hebrew {kišb?} 'ewe-lamb' (l .Lf). 

Nominative dual (l.Ac3): Add 
Greek διδύμω : Arabic construct { taw ? amā} (l.Dc); 
Greek "αμνώ 'lambs' : {^ijlā} 'calves'(l.Lc); 
Sanskrit {kárnā} 'ears' ( l .Ci, note 62) : {qarnā} 'horns'. 

Genitive dual (l.Ac4): Add 
Gr. "1αμφοΐϊν : Hebrew absolute {7appoyim} 'both' (5.G), 
Gr. KepāTou/ : Arabic absolute (qarnayn), Aram, fqarnáyin) 

( l .Ba) Hebrew {qarn5yim}; 
Gr. "Όυάτοιν ( l .Cg) : { ? u5nayn}, {?3zn5yim}; 
Gr. "1αμνοί ν 'lambs' ( l .Lc) : {^ijlayn} 'calves', {^egláyim}; 
Gr. ΔΙΔΎΜΟΠΓΝ (Arcadian) : {taw?amayn} ( l .Dc). 

Nominative plural (l.Ac5): Add 
Gr. δίδυμοι : Aram, (construct) {ta?uwme^} (l.Da); 
Gr. Ηαμνοί, Lat. AGNEl 'lambs': Heb. con. {^glé^} 'calves' (l.Lc); 
Latin SACCEl : {śaqqe!}, 

Aram, (con.) {aaeqqe )̂ (l.Me); 
Latin ASINEI : {?9bne^} (l .Ma); 
Gr. "1αγροί, AGREI : {Haeqle^} 'fields', 

cf. Heb. con. {Hac(3)ré^} 'enclosures', 
Skt. {ájrās} : {Hac(9)ro1Vt}, 

Aram. con. {Haeqbt} ( l . Ie ) . 
Lith. girngs : cf. Heb. con. {gpr(a)nowt} ( l .Kg) ; 
OHG kilbur : {kiś(3)60t } ( l . L f ) . 
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Genitive plural (l.Ac6): Add 
Ladn HAIDOM : Arabic {jidyān} 'a lot of kids' ( l .Lm). 
Greek "1αγρών : Aramaic absolute {Haeqbn} (Lie). 
Aram. abs. (šamphpn} : Αν. nom./acc. & general pi. f nâmān} (l .Hb). 

Accusative plural: 
Latin asinos, suggested by Heb. pi. {?àtonoQt} ( l .Ma-c ) . 

Classifying suffix [-N] 'paired' 
Old English, etc. horn : Hebrew {q3rt־n} 
Old High German [ל] or en 
Old English [?]e(a)gan 
Sanskrit {ast^n} 

Ρ ό ζ ε η } , 
{^áyin} (l .Cb,e-f); 
{^Écem} ( l .Ch ) ; 

Ukrainian {zorno} 'millstone' : Arabic { ju rn} 'mill ' (l .Kb,h). 

l .Nb. The accusative singular, as in Greek -01׳ : Arabic {-an}, is more co-
piously attested than any other ending shared by IE and Semitic languages. To 
prove this is not an isolated (and conceivably a fluky) correspondence, the gen-
itive singular — Latin -T : Arabic {-1} — is of great import; but on the Arabic 
side we have scanty attestation, because only in poetry and only at the end of a 
verse can {1־} replace the usual {- in}. Similarly, the precious evidence for 
perfect correspondences in the dual is sparse: The Greek nominative dual ταύ-
ρω 'bulls' occurs in one text, and the Arabic genitive dual {pawrayn} (paus-
al) just in one also. Their counterparts, the Greek genitive ταύροιν and the Ar־ 
abic nominative {{5awrā}, must have been current in the respective languages 
— there is no reason to imagine the contrary; but I cannot document them 
anywhere in the corpus (l.Ac). 

However large the corpus of these two languages, and of certain others 
from antiquity, it is not a cross-section of the total usage of each community. 
Some spheres of discourses are relatively well represented in the written texts 
that have survived; but many others are doubtless under-represented, or even 
missing altogether. The information we have enables us to extrapolate reliably, 
though on a small scale, back into the P R E H I S T O R Y of the languages. Thus a 
little of the experience that the peoples long ago shared comes to light through 
the cognate items of vocabulary — especially those items which include inflec-
tions; for they are the ones that prove there was more than merely casual or 
slight contact. 
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Each item definitely on record holds some positive C U L T U R A L signifi-
cance, not always easy to pin down. From the occurrence of the dual ταύρω I 
infer ( l .Ad, note 15) that in the third century B.C. the Greek poet Apollonius 
still recalled the former practice of yoking bulls. Although the entire category 
of dual forms, well before his generation, had almost completely given way to 
the plural in ordinary usage,252 this did not bar him from bringing ταύρω into 
his epic Argonautica, which dealt with the mythical past and imitated the Greek 
of Homer half a millennium or more earlier than Apollonius. For either he 
knew ταύρω through texts — whether verse or prose — that have not come 
down to us; or else he formed it readily from ταυρ- + -ω, since the singular 
and the plural of ταυρ- were in the everyday vocabulary of all Greeks familiar 
with bulls. Either way, for our linguistic purpose, ταύρω is part of Apollonius' 
Greek heritage — not an innovation of his. 

Somewhat differently, the lone occurrence of the Hebrew dual 'calves' in 
the place-name {"^n ^egláyim} '(Two) Calves' Spring' (l .Lc) argues that 
the people of the vicinity must have had occasion to use the dual form of this 
word much oftener than other Hebrews. Though many place-names arise sim-
ply or spontaneously from the general vocabulary, once established they may 
well perpetuate a word or form that sinks into oblivion otherwise. In extreme 
but not infrequent cases a place-name has survived the total extinction of the 
language in which it originated. 

2 5 2 The Jewish translators of" the Scriptures, contemporary widi Apollonius or later, uni-
formly used die Greek plural — even where the Hebrew noun is dual. They felt no such liter-
ary motive as he had to resort to old-fashioned Greek. 



Chapter I I 
VERBAL ROOTS 

The present topic is, at least theoretically, the most important in the book, 
but perhaps the most difficult. The roots, embodied in verbs, verbal nouns, 
and other verbal derivatives, are of generally similar structure in IE and Semit-
ic, as also in the distantly related African languages. But since the roots consist 
fundamentally of consonants, and the consonants in all these languages are 
rich, complex systems, the possibly cognate roots are many but the demon-
strably cognate ones few. Accordingly the ultimate genetic question becomes 
most elusive: Do some roots, if only a few, go back to a P R I M E V A L U N I T Y , or 
do they rather testify only to a sort of T Y P O L O G I C A L P H O N E T I C C O M P A T I B I L I -

T Y so that individual roots could readily pass from languages of one group to 
another? 

A root, as the term is most often used, is an abstraction from actual words 
related to one another in form along with meaning, but at the same time partly 
different. In the clearest cases the root is what all the related forms have in 
common (see Levin, SyWr, 505-514). But in some of the forms not all of the 
root may be present; and this aspect of the procedure of both the Semitísts and 
the Indo-Europeanists is liable to verge upon the fictitious, unless the latency 
of part of the root in certain forms is accounted for on good phonetic grounds. 

2.A. Biconsonantal IE (Gr.) (-)φ(-)ρ(-)1 : Sem, (Heb.) {(-)P(-)r(-)} ,bear' 
Sem. {(-)^(-)l(-)} : IE (Latin) al-'(go or raise) up' 

2.Aa. A root in the sense just described is not always distinguished from the 
briefest actual form.1 The Latin imperative singular fer^ is an example; for 
within Latin each and every related form includes these three sounds, plus 
some prefix or suffix or more than one suffix. A very simple derivative is the 

1 The parenthetical hyphen at the beginning indicates diat either a word may begin here or 
something may be prefixed. At die end it indicates similarly dial eidier a word may end here 
or somediing may be suffixed. In die interior it indicates that some sound may come in be-
tween, but not always. 
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imperative plural ferte^. In Greek, however, rather than any form 
corresponding exacdy to fer, 

the imperative singular is φέρε יי with the so-called thematic vowel -e; 
and its plural is φέρετε^, 

although φέρτε1/ without the thematic vowel occurs also in 
the earliest literature.2 

The related noun φόρος^ 'a carrying' (specifically of a required contribu-
tion — hence 'tribute') shows how the root does not include an invariable 
vowel, as it does in Latin.3 So far, the root in Greek may be formulated either 
as (־)Φ€/0Ρ־ or as (־)φ-ρ־. To argue that it is (-)φερ-, we would have to 
hold (as many Indo-Europeanists do) that all the (־)φορ- forms are somehow 
secondary, derivative, or at least that (-)φερ- has the advantage of being most 
like the Latin fer. 

The Sanskrit forms are, in the main, thematic like the Greek. The closest 
correspondence is illustrated by 

1 

the imperative sing. י} Τ. יי {b^ra} (:φέρε) 

andplural Τ cT יי {b'lárata} (:φέρετε). 

The non-thematic ־^f יי { b ^ r t i } 'he/she bears' (cognate to Lat. /erf יי) 

is a rare alternative to "*Τ Τ יי {b'ìárati} ״ " (thematic and usual) 

and to {bib'^rti} " " (reduplicated non-them.). 
Instead of either [e] or [o], Sanskrit has the neutral vowel customarily trans-
cribed {a} but really pronounced [Λ] (as in the English word punch; InEuSe 
La, 152). Sanskrit grammar has treated the root as י | {(-)b'V-}, which is cer-
tainly the briefest syllabic manifestation of it, 

as in 1% י | ~R Ιϊί יי {bijb'Ylmási} 'we bear'; 
for Sanskrit, unlike Greek and Latin, has the vocalic [r] (and in one root the 
vocalic [\]). The Nāgarî script is less conducive to perceiving the root as just 

2 The dactylic meter of Homer accommodates φέρτε (Iliad 9.171) much more readily 
than φέρετε — the latter only by elision, φερετ '^ (17.718). 
3 The Latin noun fors יי 'luck' has been etymologized to be a derivative from this root. That 
is semantically (as well as morphologically) possible, but unproved; see Ernout - Meillet, 
DiÉlLaLa. 
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two consonants; e.g. ati} 'they bear' 
(in which the {a} is not thematic but part of the 3d person pi. ending (-ati} < 
*-nti). In Greek this happens too, although the only verbal example with this 
root is a compound of rare occurrence, 

the reduplicated Hea|u1^p|áya1^ 'to bring into, to insert'.4 

Without citing any Semitic cognate so far, but doubtless being influenced 
by our knowledge of Semitic languages and their grammar, we have shown 
from IE evidence that this pan-IE root is consonantal: it is not necessary that a 
vowel — let alone a particular vowel such as e — come between the conson-
ants. The Indo-Europeanists' citation of this root as *bher- ranks merely as a 
convention. It should not commit anyone to the vowel being as fundamental as 
the consonants. 

2.Ab. The closest Semitic match to this particular IE verb is the Hebrew im-
perative singular ! ד ר פ י p3ré} י K } (masc.) : Greek φ έ ρ ε . While Hebrew had 
no phoneme opposition between aspirate /pty and non-aspirate /p/, as Greek 
did ( φ and π respectively), there is indirect evidence that the S was on the 
whole aspirate [p1] like the English /p/ in most environments.5 Semantically 
the root in Hebrew is limited to the bearing of F R U I T — and, by extension, hu-
man or animal offspring in abundance; it does not take in C A R R Y I N G , which is 
the most frequent reference in the ancient IE languages. The Biblical {p3ré s } 
is translated 'be fruitful' (Gen. 35:11). Offhand we might infer that 
( - ־)פר( ) was a relatively late prehistoric borrowing from Greek or a phono-
logically similar IE language, and furthermore a borrowing within a small part 
of the semantic field as that field appears in IE. Such an inference, however, is 
shaky. This root is fairly widespread in Semitic, notably in Ethiopic (Ge^ez 

4 The noun δίφροί^ 'a two-carrier' — i.e. a chariot-board; later, a stool — has -φρ- in con-
trast to many other compounds that end in -φόροί^ (2.Ab). 
5 In the ancient translations of the Hebrew Scriptures into Greek, nearly every occurrence of 

the letter פ in Hebrew proper names is transliterated Φ (as Γ1 and !D are transliterated Θ 

and X respectively). Also, before the era of the translations, certain phenomena of Hebrew 

spelling, especially the presence or absence of Π {h} at the end of a word, point to the pro-

nunciadon of 9 Π 3 as aspirate in most environments (1.Mb, note 240, and InEuSeLa, 

573-584). 
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imperative singular masculine {férī}§). Furthermore, Cushitic cognates (or 
borrowings) are found: Agaw and Bilin /77 יי 'bear fruit'.6 

The Hebrew active participle 1*יפרה {poréR} 'bearing' or 'bearer' (masc. 
sing., Deut. 29:17) is most like the Greek vocative -φόρε^ in compounds 
such as ,υδριδφόρε^ 'pitcher-bearer' (Brown - Levin, EtPa, 83). 

(/7)oivc^opet 'wine-bearing' would correspond beautiful-
lyto ] י  ,[־ph] ÈDt {pore*y3yin}!־ìī י

except for coming in the opposite order. Likewise 'nard-bearing' 
ναρδοφόρεί": בך*ך״ Μ t {poreH nerd}. 7 

This carries over into the Greek nominative plural and the Hebrew con-
struct plural: (/7)οινοφόροιΐ : ן י  l£3t {poreyy3yin}" י י

ναρδοφόροιί : ל ר פרי נ י י • {porey n é r d } 8 

The other order in Greek compounds, illustrated by φερέοικοι^ 'carrying 
[their] house(s)', fits the order of the Hebrew, but the vowels [־e-e־] are the 
same as in an imperative or indicative verb. 

The Hebrew feminine singular of the participle ! ד י ר פ י ' {poriyy6B} 
is reminiscent of the Greek -φορίδΡ' 

in compound nouns expressing an action; e.g. στεφανηφορίδ 
(in the accusative στεφανηφορίδν^) 'wearing a wreath', νΓκαφορίδΡ' 'victory' 

(literally 'bringing of victory'; Doric dialect), λαμπαδηφόρο^ 'torch-
bearing' (Ionic). 

6 L e s l a u , CoDiGe, 167; Cohen, EsCo, 169. Cohen's citation of Egyptian "pry 'fructifier' " 
does not seem warranted by anything in Erman - Grapow, WOAeSp, I, 518 ff.; but his 
"npr 'céréale' " is well attested and may be relevant to this etymology if (n-} can be taken 
for a sort of prefix. (Carleton Hodge points out to me the Egyptian verb {pr í } ^ 'go (or 
come) out' and the related noun {pr.t}^ 'fruit' or 'seed'.) Cohen had a further suggestion: 
"Rapport avec l'indo-européen (latin frug-)?" but not with fer. The French (and English) 
fruit יי is from the Latin verbal noun frūct \us יי 'harvest, benefit, enjoyment', based on the 
vert) fru\or^ '1 enjoy'; what we may now think is the FIGURATIVE meaning, as in the fruit 
of my labor, is etymologically closer to the basic sense of the Latin word. 
7 The correspondence of -e to {-e} will be studied in the sequel to this volume. 
8 Brown - Levin, EtPa, 87; die credit for this etymology belongs, by rights, not to me but 
to Brown. He was anticipated by Yahuda, HeGr, 42, who referred to Deut. 29:17 but without 
any attention to the vowel pattern {-ο-ε-}. The Latin cognates would be uīniferīt, nardi-
/er / f (fem. pi. wniferae t , nardiferae t) . The singular case-forms uinifera^, nardi-
ferum יי are attested. 
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2.Ac. We saw, in the Latin fer, the root — with neither a prefix nor a suffix 
— functioning as an imperative singular. Nothing in Semitic is quite like that. 
The closest parallel, semantic as well as phonetic, is 

the Hebrew jussive י & ר t {yíper} 'let him/may he be fruitful' 
and the causative imperative "l£)iìt{héper} 'make fruitful'.9 

{-per} is almost identical in sound with fer; but its fricative articulation de-
pends on coming right after a vowel (InEuSeLa, 324-325), whereas the Latin / 
— a labio-dental fricative, not a fricativated bilabial plosive — comes primarily 
in an initial position. 

2.Ad. Bomhard (ToPrNo, 190) compares ( - פר( ( ־ ) not to fer and its many 
IE cognates, but to a different Latin verb, which in the imperative singular is 
pare** 'bear' only in the sense of giving birth. By his system of consonantal 
correspondences, the Latin / (Greek φ, Sanskrit {b h } , etc.) and the Semitic 
{p} (Arabic and Ethiopic {f}) cannot be from a common Nostratic source. So 
if they do correspond in a particular etymology, that would be due to some 
later contact, which Bomhard — like other Nostraticists — excludes in princi-
pie from his purview, just as he considers vowels intractable and in effect ir-
relevant. 

The structural or morphological match between pare 
and the Hebrew ! פרד י  [־ph] {*pare} י

is nearly though not quite as good as between φέρε [ρΊ6Γθ] and ! 1 0 . ד ר  פ
Semantically the two correspondences are hard to rate against each other. For 
this Latin verb is unlikely to be used in the imperative mode; the Hebrew im-
perative (singular) comes up only because it fits into blessings (cf. Gen. 
1:22,28, 8:17, 9:1,7). And outside of the imperative this Latin root has no He-
brew cognates that approach the neatness of -φόρε : {pore E } , 

-φόροι : {porey}, 
-φορία: {poriyyS1*}. 

9 The form actually quotable is the causative preterite ר S* !יי {wayycper) 'and he made 

fruitful' (Ps. 105:24). 
1 0 The Greek and the Hebrew correspond best when both are unaccented, as in the compound 

πρόφερε"^ 'bring forth' and the hyphenated Π ~1531 {pare?•-}. 

1 
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So I feel unable to settle whether ( -  is related to one IE root or to the (-) פר(
other, or to both but at separate periods in prehistory, or to neither. 

2.Ae. According to Moller (VelnSeWo, 34-35) and Bomhard (ToPrNo, 
197), the Semitic cognate of fer, φέρε, {b*iara} is the root ( - ) א ר ב ( - ) 
'shape, create'.11 

The Hebrew imperative sing. masc. א ר ב י  {'baro} י
does not match the Greek imperative sing, φέρε very well in its vowels. 

The active participle {bore7} in א ך ב ו י ' 
is most similar to the Greek -φόρε. 

The unattested combination ן י א י ר ב + {boré' y3yin} 'creating wine' or 
'creator of wine' would be pretty close to the equally unattested compound 
(/7)οινοφόρε (2.Ab). In my estimation this correspondence is somewhat less 
than satisfactory, but strong enough to raise the issue between competing 
etymologies. Must we choose between {poreR} and {bore'} as the cognate of 
-φόρε? Is neither alternative trustworthy? 

We seem to need a criterion for picking out the valid consonantal corre-
spondences, when they are not self-evident. Here is the criterion that com-
mends itself to me, at least for the present: Whichever correspondence in the 
consonantal root is accompanied by a morphological correspondence, or by a 
better morphological correspondence, gets priority. On that basis {p3rés} 
would have it over {ban7}. Furthermore, the {C3CéK} structure of Hebrew 
has several good parallels to IE imperatives, as we shall see in the ensuing 
sections (2.Af-g) and later in the chapter. 

2.Af. Semitic philology is long accustomed to consonantal roots, partly be-
cause of Arabic and Hebrew writing. Also the guttural or laryngeal consonants 

1 1 Illich-Svitych, OpSr (b -K) , 176-177, compares this I E verb to "ex. br- 'xBaTaTb, no-
Β Η Π ' " — i.e. to Semito-Hamitic (= Afro-Asiatic) *br- 'to seize, to catch' — which he bas-
es primarily on an Akkadian verb "tfripraet. -bar) 'ΠΟΒΗΤΒ' " and noun "bairu 'none'f " 
(i.e. 'hunter'). He brings in some modern SouUi Arabian dialect forms, and still odiers from 
Berber, Cushitic, and Chadic; none of them, however, am I able to connect with any etym-
ologies in Cohen, EsCo. Illich-Svitych further cites cognates in Altaic and (with a question 
mark) in Dravidian, and concludes rather paradoxically: "Hcxojnoe 3HateHne 'δρπτι.' coxpa-
iteiio Β ajtT., jpaB. 11 oTiacra Β n.-e." — i.e. the original meaning 'to take' is preserved in 
Altaic, Dravidian, and pardy in I E (he is referring to Slavic, as he has explained in an earlier 
paragraph). All this is quite a bit different from his earlier article, MaSrSl, 332, 361. 
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facilitate the doctrine of consonant roots; for instance the root (1(־_U(־) '(be) 
high1,(-)על(-) '(go) up' has the two consonants quite undisguised throughout 
the verb-conjugation and the other derivatives, regardless of the great variation 
in the vowel between them, or even the absence of any vowel as in Hebrew 

{mál^llD15} 'upward, higher'. 
The likely IE cognate exhibits, in Latin, 

the imperative ale יי 'nourish, raise up', 
the participle altus^ 'raised up, tall', 
and with a prefix adultus יי, etc.; 

a somewhat unsteady vowel represents all that may be left of a laryngeal con-
sonant (see Bomhard, ToPrNo, 264). The Germanic cognate, to be sure — 
e.g. Old English eald יי (> old יי), Old High and Modern German ait יי — has 
a pronounced though unwritten glottal stop [ ? ] (l.Cb,e). And the laryngeal 
theory derives all the historical IE languages from a proto-language having 
several laryngeal consonants. (See Addenda, p. 456.) 

On the African side the Berber languages are not reported to have any la-
ryngeal consonants, but the Cushitic are — at least some of them (Cohen, 
EsCo, 76-100 passim). In that regard Berber is rather like IE, while Cushitic is 
like Semitic. Ancient Egyptian, as deciphered by the Egyptologists, is full of 
laryngeal consonants; the vowels are unrecorded (except for their reflexes in 
Coptic) and presumably varied as much as in Semitic, or even more. 

2.Ag. The Hebrew imperative עלה^ {^àlé*} 'go up' matches ale very well 
phonetically, but semantically it is more difficult. One Biblical passage with the 
causative form of this verb, 'and she raised (ירתעל  one of her ({wattá^al} י
cubs' (Ezekiel 19:3), helps to bridge the gap; for it could easily be translated 
a/uif 12,יי and it is homophonous with the frequently occurring 'and 
she went up' of the simple conjugation. 

The causative imperative ! ד ל ע ה י ' {ha^àlé*} 1 3 — i.e. the causative pre-
fix {ha-} + {^àlé15} — would correspond to ale neatly, apart from that He-

1 2 The actual rendering in the Latin Vulgate is eduxit 
1 3 Found in post-Biblical Hebrew; e.g. in the eighth of the famous Eighteen Benedictions: 
"and raise up perfect healing". The normal Biblical form of the causative imperative is 

{há^a l } ; with an object-suffix { h a ^ â l é | h u w ) in ì 'and send him up'. 

i 
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brew prefix, which has no Latin or IE counterpart. The Latin short â- can 
hardly be a vestige of *ha^â- prefix and all; rather the divergence between 
the two languages is syntactic: whereas the simple {^àléK} in Hebrew is in-
transitive, the simple ale in Latin is transitive, and therefore approximates the 
meaning of the Hebrew causative, 'make (so-and-so) go up'. 1 4 

2.B, Biconsonantal Sem. (Heb.) {red} 'go down' : IE (Latin) red- 'back' 
{ce7} 'go out' : sē-'apart' 

{(-)Š-6(-)} : (-)s-d(-) 'sit' 
2.Ba. If we seek a Semitic root with an imperative most like the structure of 
fer — i.e. without a thematic vowel — that will be found in a different class of 
biconsonantal verbs. It is a small class, but prominent in the basic vocabulary. 
The one such verb in Hebrew that appears most immediately pertinent to IE is 

ד ר י ' ' {red} 'go down' (m. sing.). 
Its Semitic cognates include Ugaritic {rd}^, 

Arabic {r id} , Akkadian also {r i - id}^ ( - {r id}) . 
The Latin prefix red- ^ 'back' (mostly re- ^ before a consonant) is very 
close in sound, and not far apart in sense. One expresses vertical motion, the 
other horizontal (cf. the Greek prefix Hava-^ 'up' or 'back'); but in either axis 
it is typically a return to the starting point. For the usual departure is of course 
forward, or — i f vertical — up a hill or a tree.15 Only the related Italic 
language Umbrian shares the prefix re- with Latin; nothing else in IE does. 

The closest that a Semitic language comes to using this very verb-root like 
a Latin prefix is in Moabite: ם ח ת ל ה . ד ר ^ {rd wtHm} 'go down, fight' 
(imperative, cf. 2.Re, note 218; Donner - Rollig, KaArln, I , 33, no. 181. 
32). The meaning is not far from 'fight back', which in Latin would be 
expressed by the compound verb rebellā, as in rebellāuit^ 'he/she (has) 
fought back/ rebelled' (against a conqueror).16 

1 4 The Hebrew verb {^ālé1*} has an Akkadian cognate; e.g. { e - lá }^ 'arrives' (AsDi, I V , 117) 

 .'he/it comes up' {*ya^le} 'ילעלה ־•
1 5 This point was clarified for me by the anthropological linguist Lyle Campbell, formerly 
of the State University of New York at Albany (he has since moved to Canterbury University 
in Christchurch, New Zealand). 
1 6 In connection with the Semitic verb (rd) , Carleton Hodge has kindly called my attention 

to the Egyptian noun { r d } ^ 'foot'. There is also an Egyptian noun ( r d w ) 1 ' 'stairway', which 
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2.Bb. For a verb in one language or group of languages to correspond to a 
prefix in another may be surprising, but — upon reflecdon — quite acceptable. 
A very short verb in Hebrew is often virtually compounded with another verb: 

יד ו ילך־ י } where ,(Ex. 19:24, 32:7) {ΙεΕ-réd} ׳ k k ־ } is 'go', the most 
general verb of motion, and the verb {red} specifies the direction 'down'; 

 ,go in' (Is. 22:15, Ezek. 3:4)' {'leR-bo} ׳-ילך־־בא
ך ל י ' {Iék šú6׳״} •go back' (I Kings 19:20; cf. 19:15, Ex. 4:19), 

which would be red|7 יי in Latin. 
{lék} or 7 by itself constitutes an imperative verb 'go', { š ú ^ } by itself an 

imperative verb 'go back'; but red- is only an inseparable prefix 'back'. And 
while there is a Semitic verbal root {(־)r-d(-)}, the Latin counterpart does not 
function as a root. Thus Hebrew has an imperative plural ו ד ר י ' {radu w }; if 
used along with another verb, both are pluralized: באו י bo} י ?uw 

r adú w } 'go down in' or 'come down' (Joel 4:13); but the Latin plural ending 
-te, as in īte^ 'go' or redīte^ 'go back', is attached to F 'go', not to red-. 

The Hebrew imperative singular feminine 'ירד׳' {radiy} (pausal י ל ר ^ 

{rédiy), Arabic gr ̂ } יי  r i d i y } , sounds almost the same as red!; but it seems 
as if it must be by accident that this Semitic feminine suffix matches an IE 
verbal root which means 'go'. If {réd|i y , r i d | i y } and red]7 had indeed a com-
mon source, I can scarcely conceive of how the [־i] part could ever have been 
so drastically reinterpreted on one side or the other, or on both sides. Yet the 
divergence between {red, rid} and red- is much more credible. It only pre-
supposes a time of such fluidity or flexibility that the [r-d] morpheme ex-
pressing a motion was not utterly committed to the grammatical category of the 
verb but was liable to be drawn into i t . 1 7 

seems a little closer semantically to the Semitic verb; the Egyptian verb { r d p 'grow', how-
ever, appears unrelated. 
1 7 The etymology of die English adverb and preposition down יי, if it were not well 
documented, would be at least as astonishing as my proposed etymology of {red, r id} : 
red-. Down is from Old English adūne יי, a somewhat irregular abridgement of ofdūne^ 
Off-down' — i.e. off a hill. (The modern English dune יי was borrowed from the French 
across the Channel, which had gotten it from Flemish in that border region between 
Romance and Germanic languages. The wind-built dunes, hills of sand, along that eastern 
shore differ strikingly from die downs of England, although both words go back to the same 
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Returning to the Hebrew {kfc־réd} 'go down', we can fairly propose an 
alternative to analyzing {ΙεΚ} 'go' as a mere redundance; namely {red} is 
what contributes the meaning'down'. Where {1ε£} is not expressed, as in 
réd bammaHáné} ^ירד״ במחנך! s } (Judges 7:9), the utterance can be un-
derstood as 'Down into the camp!'18 

2.Bc. The perfect of this Semitic verb — 
Heb. יי י ר לי {yDrád} 'he has gone/come down' (pausal ד ר ן י ' {yorSd} 
Gê ez {warada}^ 
Arab, - ^ j ^ {warada} 'he came/has come' (esp. to a place with water), etc. 

— is connected by Moller (VelnSeWo, 271; Cuny, InÉtCo, 170) to IE 
*y-rf-. The best IE examples are 

Skt. •3TF cf יי {ā|vart} 'it has rolled' (aorist with accented prefix {ā-} 
Latin uerteיי 'turn' (imperative singular). ['upon') 

This kind of motion is compatible, or not greatly at variance, with the meaning 
in Semitic, where also it is not quite the same from one language to another. 

Germanic etymon, found also in Celdc.) — In Khmer (Cambodian) the word (ta:p functions 

sometimes like the English verb 'go' and sometimes like 'to'. 
1 8 The unaccented 1 "1 f {red}, hyphenated to the next word, has exacdy the same vowel-

quality as the Latin red- [ε]. The absence of the singular Τ "Ί from the Biblical corpus 

must be merely accidental; for the plural occurs: 5עכ1מ1ת'} 'go 

down there' (Gen. 42:2). 

Although there is no instance in the ancient Hebrew corpus of T™1 on the way to be-

coming a prefix (like in Moabite), this lack may be accidental; for I find a 

few occurrences of other short verbs functioning almost like prefixes: 

^ ייעל!! à l é ^ r é š } '(go) up, seize [it]' (Deut. 1:21; cf. 2.Ag); 

 'SìtiJ1'{šú™b S3k5B}'(go) back, lie down' = 'lie down again'or'go back to sleep ?2בב

(I Sam. 3:5,6; in the Vulgate reuertere dormi^ [two imperatives], but more idiomatic 

Latin would have called for just the compound verb redorml, as in redormīre יי 'to go 

back to sleep'; cf. Pliny, Ep. 9.36.3); 

ת ר ח לך ?זגלה א ח־ ב כן ו ז ^ {šú"׳b qaH־ lak5 magilb1" 7aHÉret} '(go) back, get 

you(rself) another scroll' (Jer. 36:28); the Vulgate handles the preliminary verb as though it 
were merely an adverb: rursum tolle uolumen aliud^ 'again take another scroll'; the 
meaning is close to the compound verb re\dpe יי. 
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Phonologically the correspondence is adequate, granted that the voiceless t 
of the ancient IE languages does not match the voiced Semitic consonant as ex-
actly as the voiced d in red-. In Sanskrit, however, {āvard}^ is actually 
found where the next word begins with a vowel or a voiced consonant. The 
Hebrew {y-} poses no difficulty, since in Hebrew, Aramaic, and Ugaritic this 
always replaces the {w-} of Arabic, Akkadian, and Ethiopic at the beginning 
of a verb — and of a noun too, in general.19 Morphologically, the unsuffixed 
Sanskrit {-vart} is a pretty good match to the Hebrew {yDrád} and the Arab-
ic pausal [warad]§. 

The thematic {-vártat} in 'it rolled down' means the same as 
{-vart} but has an explicit ending for the third person singular; and this re-

O / ׳  I / ׳

calls Arabic C J ^ J יי {waradat} 'she came down (to the water)'. Gender in 
verbs sets Semitic off from IE; we must examine elsewhere whether this is 
merely an accidental similarity or originally the same morpheme in the fore-
runner of Sanskrit and the forerunner of Arabic, which later diverged in its 
grammatical function (Levin, SeEv, 258). 

The Gothic cognates of Sanskrit {(-)vart(-)}, Latin (-)uert(-) — e.g. 
{warp}יי 'he/she/it became' — show a voiceless fricative. In the other Ger-
manic languages (attested later than Gothic) this is complicated by "Verner's 
law", which entails a voiced plosive wherever the accent in prehistoric IE 
followed this consonant instead of preceding it: 

Old English wear β יי (like Gothic)20 

but the plural wurdon יי '(we/you/they) became' 
and the adverb or preposition toweard^, toward^ 2 1 

1 9 After the causative prefix the {w} appears in Hebrew too: Ι Π[ Ì Π יי (ho |"red} 'bring 

down'. In the Cushitic languages Bilin and Quara, wàrād יי 'go down' is undoubtedly bor-

rowed from Semitic languages of Ethiopia (Leslau, CoDiGe, 617). 
2 0 The alternate spelling with -5 instead of -/ל points to a phonetic variation between voiced 
fricative and voiceless fricative. However, it was not yet phonemic, as it has become now 
that we pronounce mouth יי as a verb with /-3/ to distinguish it from the noun with l-pl. 
2 1 Cf. Latin uersus^ (earlier uorsus^) 'turned' or 'toward'. The -s-is the normal out-
come in Latin of fat the end of one morpheme + f at the beginning of the next one (here the 
passive suffix); but it may be doubted whether the voiceless sibilant was really produced from 
a prehistoric sequence of two voiceless plosives. 
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For High German there are further complications: 
singular ward^, 
plural wurtun יי (now wurden יי, with leveling of the OHG conson-

antal alternation). 

2.Bd. Comparative linguistics has customarily preferred to posit a S C H E M A T -

I C U N I F O R M I T Y of articulation in a reconstructed proto-language, and then a 
great deal of S U B S E Q U E N T D I V E R G E N C E in the prehistoric development of the 
recorded languages. To me the first part of this seems inherently improbable 
(see my VePrPh, 219-226, and RoInEu, 551-554). In the particular root that 
we have been studying, I am not ready to decide whether the exact correspond-
ence of the Arabic (d) in the imperative {rid} to the Latin d in red- represents 
an unbroken tradition of voiced plosive articulation over the centuries (or mil-
lennia). 

Nor would I decide in regard to the identical Arabic {d} in the perfect 

{warad(a)} (plural (waraduw(7)}, whereas Old High German has d 
only in the singular but Old English has d only in the plural, and Sanskrit has 
{d} in {-vard} only when unsuffixed before an initial vowel or voiced con-
sonant in the next word. Does this also point to an unbroken tradition in some 
other parts of the IE territory? All three of these IE languages have [d] alternat-
ing with another dental consonant: t (probably [t1]) in Old High German, {t} 
(non-aspirate) in Sanskrit, -p or -d in Old English. This last fricative must be 
nearly identical with the Hebrew {3}. So the range of articulations in Semitic 
partly intersects the range of articulations in IE. We may not be able to estab-
lish how much of this variation goes back to a prehistoric period of contact, 
and how much must be developed later and independently. 

2.Be. Another inseparable prefix of Latin, sē- יי 'apart', has a possible Sem-
itic cognate in the Hebrew verb א ב י ? go out'. The combination' {ce7} י {k(c־ 
ce7} does not occur and may well have been blocked by something idiomatic 
that we are unable to pin down. Latin has many compound verbs such as 
sē\cēdeיי 'move aside, withdraw', sē\pone^ 'lay aside', though fewer than 
the compounds of re(d)-. *sēd\ī 'go off is unrecorded and doubtless obsol-
ete in the recorded period; but its former existence is attested indirectly by the 
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derived noun sēditíā יי 'a going-off (but used only in a political context of 
withdrawal from civic order).22 

According to Hebrew morphology {ce7} is a M I N I M A L V E R B - F O R M ; but it 
functions no less clearly as an exclamatory Out!' (like the exclamatory {red} 
'Down!' 2.Bb) — e.g. in the curse upon David as he retreated from Jerusa-
lem, • י מ ר ש ה א אי  š hadcbmFm} 'Out, out, man of׳ce7 ce7 ?P) ייצא צ
bloodshed!' (II Sam. 16:7). The correspondences {red} : red-23 and {ce7} : 
sē- are the briefest we have entertained, no more than two consonants and the 
vowel between them; or instead of the second consonant, an extension of the 
vowel. I would consider that too little, especially in view of the semantic diver-
gence — '(go) down' : 'back' and '(go) out' : 'apart' — were it not that the 
two correspondences are so similar to each other. The two together — that is 
what adds credibility. 

That red- and sē- do not function in Latin as separate adverbs, nor even as 
prepositions, seems — offhand — to count against etymologizing a common 
source for them and for the Hebrew verb-roots {red} '(go) down', {ce7} 
'(go) out'. But it may, on the contrary, point rather to a very early prehistoric 
starting-point of the divergence, when the two morphemes in an ancestral lan-
guage functioned in such a way that they could develop syntactically in either 
direction, as they did in Latin or as they did in Hebrew. 

No other IE language has a prefix cognate to sē-. The Hebrew root, on the 
contrary, has many Semitic cognates; e.g., in the perfect tense, א צ ן ^ {yxo7} 

'he went/has gone out' : Gê ez {wac?a}^ or {wad?a} i ' . Nothing else in Sem-
itic, however, is quite so close to sē- as the Hebrew {ce 7 }. 2 4 

2 2 Presumably the imperative plural *sēdíte would have used more than the singular. The 

actually attested s ē d f 1' יי (have) sat' belongs to a quite different verb, whose I E cognates will 

be taken up in the next section. 
2 3 This would be ד } 11״ r e d - } if unaccented, like { k k ־ } . 
2 4 Thanks to Carleton Hodge, I would also mendon the Egyptian verb {si}יי (or [ζ'ή^ 'go', 
which has an imperative {is}^ (or {'1z}) .̂ Gardiner, EgGr, 257: "The ; is the prothetic ì ...; 
the verb-stem is uncertain, but doubtless began with s." 

I use {c} to transcribe the Ge^ez letter* (cognate to the Hebrew צ ). Occidental gram-

marians have described its pronunciation as affricate ( l .Fg) ; however, most scholars trans-
cribe it s (the dot standing for an "emphatic" modification of [s] — glottalized in Ethiopic, 
rather than velarized as in Arabic). 
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2.Bf. Still another verb of the same type in Semitic — 
Hebrew יישב/ {šé6} (or unaccented יישב״/ {§ε6־}, 
Aramaic יתיב/ { t i ^ } 2 5 'sit' — 

should be compared to the pan-IE verb exemplified in Sanskrit by 
the imperative {sada}, Έ <3 יי {sadā}, 

with the thematic vowel {-a} as in all forms of the present and the imperfect. 
A few aorist forms in Sanskrit are without the thematic vowel; but they need 
another suffix, as in {sátsi} 'you sit' (injunctive).26 

The perfect tense has a more open vowel, besides a syllable prefixed to the 
root: {5ו&|0>} ׳ייעןב 

: ^ *־ ז ^ז י / {sa|sād|a}'he(has)sat ' 
pausal ב ש י \  {yo|š36} ׳

ת  {y3|sá6|b}/יי jf ב
: Έ Έ ?if יי {sa I sát| Ẁ} 'you (have) sat' 

pausal {>o|š56|t:>} in F130'1V " 
in Hebrew and Sanskrit respectively (InEuSeLa, 560); the Sanskrit vowel 
transliterated {a} is really the intermediate [Λ ] ; only the long {ā} is wide-open. 

The difference in aperture (or Ablaut) shows up in the Germanic languages; 
our modern English sit^ : satיי is well represented in Old English, Old Norse, 
Gothic, etc. Furthermore the Norse second person singular sazt§ (< pre-
Germanic *sot&i) matches the Sanskrit {sasátẁ} except for the reduplica-
tion. Hereafter we shall study how the Hebrew palatal consonant {y-} may be 
paralleled in IE. The Germanic sit, like other verbs of similar structure, is 
generally taken to be from a thematic form in pre-Germanic, and thus related to 
the Sanskrit {sada} rather than *{sad}. That it was really so, especially in the 
imperative — i.e. that a consistent theory of prehistoric development requires 

2 5 Doubtless 3Fit { t i b ) ב , } t ת t ib} in Biblical Aramaic (cf. the imperfect ב ת י ^ 
{yittibj'it will sit', Dan. 7:26). v_ji' t {pib} 'sit' or 'sit down' in the dialect of Himyer 

(southern Arabia); but otherwise in Arabic it means 'jump'; Lane, ArEnLe, 2919. 

2 6 The imperative, if it occurred, would presumably be ~Q leSjt {sadd h i} . The Latin imper-

ative sedē^ could, in itself, be exactly cognate to the Sanskrit {sada} (Vedic only), but 
morphologically they do not match; see Emout - Meillet, DiEtLaLa, s.v. sedea. 
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sit < *sede (or some such disyllabic source) — seems to me beyond proof or 
disproof.27 

The derived noun 'seat' — which in Hebrew is also an infinitive '(to) sit' 
or 'sitting' (Ugaritic {£bt}^) — 

 ΈΆ'^ {sádah} ({sádas} before {t} or {Ρ}) : {δέΒεί}׳יישבה
_ : hé80s•^ 

 εΐ} : 1 ^ {sádah}יישבה {835

is invaluable morphologically for showing a Sanskrit terminal or pausal accent 
(only in the Šatapaẁbrāhmana) reminiscent of the Hebrew terminal ac-

cents (InEuSeLa, 207-220). This noun stands out in the religious vocabulary 
of poets, describing a mountain: 
θεών 1"έδος2 8 "αιπύν "1Όλυμπον^ 'steep Olympus, seat of gods' (Iliad 5.367); 
ו ת ב ע  1rm^{1wh3r nomad ?eiowm 19§i6t0w} ,the־ חמד אליהים ל

A : * : J V ־ : J - Τ Τ Τ י 

mountain God delights in for his seat' (Ps. 68:17).29 

2.Bg. All these morphological parallels, along with the semantic identity in a 
verb of the basic vocabulary, help to overcome the difficulty in the two radical 
consonants. The [p] sound of Arabic is probably closest to the prehistoric 
Semidc source of Hebrew {§} and Aramaic {Vt}. In {{3awran, šo w r , 1 / Ϊ Ο ״ Γ } 

we found its IE counterpart to be t, not s ( l .Ab); the discrepancy, however, 
may rather point to some different kind of prehistoric contact, or a different 
period.3 0 The {b}: d calls for a more definitely focused explanation: it is 

2 7 See Hermann Hirt, Indogermanische Grammatik, Teil IV (Heidelberg: Carl Winter, 1928), 
139. Paul Hopper's oral remarks have been extremely helpful to me in diis section. 
2 8 The best correspondence to the Hebrew vowels {-ε-ε-} comes in the Homeric dative 

plural εδ€σ|σι(μ)^. -eaa1(1׳) is most frequently attested in βέλίσσι(ν)^ 'missiles'. 
2 9 J . P. Brown called these passages to my attention. 
3 0 The Greek noun σίγλοι^ (nominative pi.; singular σίγλος^), a weight, was doubdess bor-

rowed from a Semitic form something like die Hebrew י ל |  ;(.constructpi) {•<šiq(a)lé} ל

the earliest attestations are in Attic, around 400 (Brown - Levin, EtPa, 86). The Ugaritic 

{fql}^, cognate to the Hebrew singular יי ש לן ל (δέςεί) (transliterated shekel in the English 

Bible) and to the Akkadian ( š i - i q - l u m } ^ , Arabic j i i • ^ {fnqlun} 'weight', evinces apre-

historic Semitic *β, which is confirmed by the Aramaic cognate of this verbal root — e.g. 

 On the .(Ex. 22:16) {yi|Sqol} 'יישלןל heshallweigh', translating' {1״0ף1|^}'ייתק!ול

Greek {g} < Semitic (q) see 2.AAf and Levin, SeEv, 256-257). — Η. B. Rosen has theor-

ized, somewhat boldly, that the word came into Greek no later than the fifteenth century; 

L'Hébreu et ses rapports avec le monde classique: Essai d'evaluation culturelle (Comptes 
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tenable only if attributed to the "*b gap" in prehistoric IE;31 i.e. the time when 
the *b or its forerunner — however we may formulate or symbolize the labial 
counterpart to *d(*f) and *g(*k?) — was lacking, or nearly so.32 

2.C. Biconsonantal Sem. {(-)q(-)n(-)} : IE (-)g-)n(-) '(be)get' 
(Akk.) { k i m i } : (Gr.) -γεμε 'seize' 

2.Ca. Somewhat similar in meaning to the correspondence that we saw in 
Hebrew {paréR} : Greek φέρε 

{poreR} : -φόρε etc. 
is another verb that is also found with a thematic vowel: 

the Hebrew imperative ה נ ק י qane} י B } 3 3 'get' or 'buy' : 
Latin gene t 'engender, reproduce'34 

Sanskrit ^ f ׳ H { j a n a } 

The singular participle ״ ה נ ק י qone1} י 1 ה ,{- נ ק י qoné} י H }, corresponds in 
morphology to the Greek -γόνε in the compound adjective παιδογόνε^ 'be-
getting children', and shows the semantically closest parallel when the Hebrew 
refers to God Most High 'author (or lord) of heaven and earth' (Gen. 14:19, 
22; see Brown - Levin, EtPa, 84). The plural of the participle displays only the 
usual meaning: 

rendus du Groupe Linguistique des Etudes Chamito-sémitiques, suppl. 7; Paris: Geudiner, 
1979), 10.1 wish he had worked out his argument in more detail. 

3 1 The {b} fricadvated in Hebrew and Aramaic. 
3 2 See l .Db; also Gamkrelidze - Ivanov, Inln, I, 6_ff.: II , 960-961. — Trombetti, SaCI, II , 

210-211, compares the I E sed- to die Hebrew noun ת  ש ^ { š é t ) 'buttocks' (and other Semit-

ic forms less similar to sed-). Cf. the English euphemism seat יי, and the verb f P C D ^ 

{šíyt} 'put, set' (most often with the object 'heart'), not literally 'seat (someone)'. 

 .in Aramaic. The verb is sparsely represented in the Akkadian corpus; e.g {^qane} 33ייאןני

{ i q - n u - u - n i } 1 ' 'they have acquired' (AsDi, X I I I , 91; corresponding in morphology to the He-

brew "imperfect" "JÌ3j!p *| § { y i q n ú w n ) 'they will/would acquire'). 
3 4 This verb is frequent in the perfect: genuit^ 'he (has) reproduced', etc.; but rare in the 
present (genit^), where the reduplicated gignit^ prevails. Neither imperative, gene or 
gigneì, is quotable from the corpus; for Latin discourse did not employ the same sort of 
benediction formulae as Hebrew (cf. 2.Ad), and scarcely any other occasion would arise to 
use this verb in the imperatíve mode. 
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{qoney} in ] ה י נ  'the ones buying them' יי ק
-•γόνοι in τ6κι׳ογόνοι^ 'child-bearing'. 

The verb in the perfect tense is 
ה נ ק י  'he (has) got' {qon5B} י

ja} ^ץךץ^זז3ז | jāna} 'he has begotten', 

with reduplication in Sanskrit but not in Hebrew. 
Sanskrit "f̂  § {jánati} 'he/she engenders', the rare cognate 

of Latin gem f יי — which is also rare — would have had 

(besides 3} *ī {ájanat} 'he/she engendered', imperfect) in the early 

period also ^ ׳ 1 ^ ^ {jánat} ("unaugmented" imperfect; cf. 2.Bc) with 

either the same meaning or a jussive sense 'let him/her engender'. In the past 
indicative sense {jánat} matches perfectly the morphological structure of the 
Arabic ciuiS יי {qanat} 'she (has) got, acquired' (c^li יי {qanati} in a certain 
phonetic environment, especially before a word that begins with the definite 
article). 

2.Cb. This etymology is mentioned by Bomhard (ToPrNo, 239) and Yahuda 
(HeGr, 34, 48, 569), though without any morphological treatment. Of all the 
biconsonantal roots, this one stands a good chance of going back the furthest 
into prehistory.35 J. P. Brown has assembled the most convincing evidence. 

The root, apparently shared by Semitic and IE, is of the utmost importance 
to substantiate the "glottalic" theory of Gamkrelidze - Ivanov and Hopper 
(l .Db), which Bomhard also has subscribed to, that the voiced plosives of 
Greek and other ancient IE languages developed from prehistoric voiceless but 

3 5 Bomhard has seven others beginning with *k7, none of which can — to my knowledge — 
be enhanced by any morphology. Illich-Svitych, OpSr (b־K), 335-336, connects this Semitic 
verb-root to some I E forms, mostly nominal or adjectival, belonging not to the root exem-
plified by Sanskrit { j á n | a t i ) , Latin gen\it, etc., but to a different one that means '(to) be 

bom' or 'young'; e.g. Sanskrit ' 5 f ī יי {kan |yā} 'girl, daughter', Latin re|cen|f- יי 

'newly arrived, fresh' (> English recent יי), Greek καινός^ 'new', Church Slavonic KOHT,^ 
{ k o n | 3 } 'beginning' (noun). He also gives Afro-Asiatic cognates, of which the most im-
pressive is "itxaHjacepo [Ġanġero, a Cushitic language] qon poaciaTh ['to beget, to 
bear']". Cohen, EsCo, does not recognise any such Afro-Asiatic root shared by Semitic and 
Cushitic. 
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glottalized plosives; thus g< *[k7]. The Ethiopic languages are noted for glot-
talic articulation of the Semitic "emphatic" consonants; e.g. 

{qanaya}^, the Ge^ez cognate of Hebrew {qoro 5 }, 
is pronounced [k 7 -] , 

whereas in Arabic the "emphatics" are pronounced with velarization, not glot-
talization. For the more ancient Semitic languages we have no clear informa-
tion; but it is at least a tenable view that they went in for glottalization, as is 
known to be the case in Ethiopic, which is not attested so far back. 

Within IE only the Germanic languages show a voiceless plosive in this 
root (as in other etymologies where the more anciently attested IE languages — 
Sanskrit, Greek, Latin, etc. — have a voiced plosive). No verb-forms, how-
ever, but only nouns such as Gothic { k u n i } 1 ' ,kind, breed'36 are found in 
Germanic. Gamkrelidze and Ivanov (InJa, I I , 749) give the root as *ken-, 
with glottalization of the initial consonant; but the known Germanic languages 
have aspiration [kh־] rather than glottalization — as in English kind^ (< OE 
gecyndu^). 

2.Cc. The Akkadian verbal root {(-)k(-)m-}^ 'capture' is of the same bi-
consonantal type as {(-)q(-)n-} 'acquire, get' (2.Ca, note 33). The impera-
tive form is { k i m i }יי or (kumu }יי (masc. sing.).37 It lacks Semitic cognates; 
but Joseph H. Greenberg cites from two Chadic languages, "Hausa (1) 
ka:ma; Gidder (5) gama 'take'."38 

Illich-Svitych furthermore cites the IE root *gem- (MaSrSl, 370, referring 
to Pokorny, InEtWo, I , 368-369). Only in Greek do we find actual verb 
forms, including the compound Ηαπό| ye με יי, recorded by the lexicographer 
Hesychius with a gloss ~αφελκε־ Κύπριοι 'drag off, [so say] the Cyprians'. 
In the familiar Attic and Ionic dialects the uncompounded γε μ- is common, but 
it seems to be a mere homophone: γέμει^ 'it is replete/loaded'. The imperative 
ye pet (thematic active) is unattested, apart from the gloss of Hesychius. 
However, the non-thematic indicative middle yév\ro^ 'he seized/grasped' is 
amply known from Homer (Iliad 8.43, etc.) — with [n] instead of [m] by as-
similation to the ensuing dental plosive. While isolated and anomalous (no 

Translating the Greek noun •γένος* (from this same root) in Mark 9:29, etc. 
AsDi, V I I I , 128-129; a passage with the fem. sing. { k u - m i ־ i } ^ is quoted. 
The Languages of Africa (Bloomington: Indiana University, 1963), 61. 
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concurrent form ? Ηέγεντο with the usual "augment" for past time, no plural, 
no participle), γέντο is an unmistakable manifestation of the same root. 

2.Cd. For comparative morphology, the structural match between the Greek 
imperative -γεμε and the Akkadian { k i m i } supplies us with an additional 
and valuable instance of a thematic verb. This type of verb inflection arose both 
in IE and in Semitic, presumably through contact during their prehistory (cf. 
2.Aa-b,Cb,Da,Ga,g,Rd). The Semitic counterpart to the thematic vowel 
-€ is generally more evident in Hebrew and Aramaic than in the other Semitic 
languages; but here in { k i m | i } the parallel is plain enough. 

On the phonetic side, the apparent correspondence of the Greek voiced 
plosive to a Semitic voiceless and "unemphatic" plosive raises a doubt; for our 
other etymologies do not go this way. To be sure, since the verb does not turn 
up in Semitic apart from Akkadian, we lack access to the actual Akkadian 
sound that is written k in the Semitists' transcription. Besides, the disparity in 
the modern Chadic languages between Hausa k- and Gidder g- may help to ac-
count for the Akkadian {k-} : Greek γ־. The spotty distribution of this verb 
raises questions: Where, i f at all, was it anchored in the basic vocabulary? 
How did it spread so unevenly? 

At any rate, when γέντο turns up again in poetry after Homer (e.g. Hesi-
od, 771. 199), it is not 'he/she seized5 but 'he/she was born', from the same 
root as the Latin gene but with a "middle" rather than an active ending and 
meaning. Greek morphology normally calls for the thematic (Ηε)γένετο^; but 
the dactylic and certain other meters encouraged the substitution of an aberrant 
form that scans ־ w for one with a series of three (or more) short syllables.39 

2.D. Biconsonantal Sem. {(-)h(-)w(-)} : IE (Skt.) {(־)b>hav/ū} 'be' 
(Heb.) {(-)h(-)y(-)} : (Latin) (-)ff(-) 

2.Da. The pan-IE root that is well represented by the Sanskrit thematic imper-
ative יי 3־ {b^va} 'be' (often T̂"̂ T יי {b^vā} at the beginning of a verse 

in the Rigveda) 
has a good counterpart in Hebrew ΐϊΤΓΗ {hšwé1*}. 

3 9 The "middle" imperative is γ ε ν ο υ ^ 'be' or 'become'. The long vowel [-&] (written with 
the digraph OT from the 4th century B . C . on) is an Attic contraction of the disyllabic [ [eo־ . 
The Ionic contraction yields a diphthong: γ ε ν ε υ ^ . In Greek there is no active imperative 
? ? γ ε ν έ to correspond to the Hebrew { q a n é K } . 
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The correspondence {bh־} : {h-} is questionable, but could well be due to 
dissimilation: two labials as the first and second consonants of a verb-root 
were untenable in Semitic;40 so the labial component of the first one was 
dropped. In Semitic this verb-root is not so prominent as in IE. It is rare in He-
brew, though frequent in Aramaic.41 A strong argument that {b^vā} and 
{hêwé*} are cognate comes from the context, both metrical and semantic: The 
Sanskrit verb is most used at the beginning of eight-syllable verses addressed 
to a god, while the one occurrence of {h£wéE} is in a poetic utterance of just 
that length, a blessing (Gen. 27:29; InEuSeLa, 500-501). In both languages 
these imperative uses of the verb, which may seem just a trivial, structural part 
of the language with little semantic content, serve rather as a powerful expres-
sion to invoke divine favor for the speaker's earnest desire. 

The Aram, "imperfect" ] 1 י { ו ה ל י י ε | h è w o n } 'they shall be, may they be' 

matches the Skt. injunctive ^ " i ^ t {b^van} 'may they be, let them be',4 2 

but for the 3d person prefix {1ε-}. Also, 

the non-thematic injunctive י ^  let him/it be' (aorist) recalls' {b^ū 11} ^ז

one anomalous Heb. form א י ו ה י י ' {y9 | hú w ? } of similar meaning. The San-
skrit third person singular suffix {-t} has of course nothing in common with 
the Hebrew prefix {yo-}; but the root is handled the same: instead of the sec-
ond consonant we find the related vowel-sound, lengthened furthermore as the 
long vowel {ū } shows in Sanskrit and the letter א in Hebrew. 

No other root turns up with a thematic/non-thematic alternation quite like 
this: Sanskrit {־ á v a / .ū} 

Hebrew {־ Ê w é Yú״ 7 } 
Both the thematic and the non-thematic look as if they originated in IE, more 

4 0 While it is common in Semitic grammar to list triliteral roots like 0"א {bw?} 'come', 

the second letter does not really function as a consonant but at most as an offglide to the 
vowel [o] or [u] (see 2.Fb) — unlike the fully consonantal [w] in {hÉwé^}. 

4 1 The Aramaic imperative, however, is , Ι Π ^ { h a w i y } , which accords with the Biblical 

Aramaic paradigm for thematic verbs, but not with the paradigm of {qane y } (2 ,Ca , note 

33). 

4 2 The Sanskrit imperfect 3} ¥f "3 {ab'kvan} , with the past prefix {a-} , means 

'they were'. 
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precisely in an IE region where the initial consonant was aspirate, either [b^ as 
in Sanskrit or [ייק]] as in Greek.43 The apparently secondary development 
within Semitic was, above all, a simplification of that consonant to plain [h]. 
Yet, in maintaining the aspiration — at the price of the labial component — 

Hebrew preserved in the imperative {hÉwéB} 
something cognate to the Sanskrit {b^vā} 
that disappeared in the Avestan {bava} t, 

although Avestan and Sanskrit are so nearly akin 4 4 

2.Db. This etymology would be on the border line of credibility if not for the 
synonym, which gready strengthens it: 
the Heb. imperative is usually !ילìlיי {hšyéK} 'be' in preference to {hēwé1 5}, 
and a Latin parallel // יי 

certainly has no vestige of any root-consonant *w. The -/theoretically goes 
back to a prehistoric *-ie, not just in this verb but in the entire "fourth conjuga-
tion". 

Latin also has fu- as in / 1 1 7 1  have been, I was', fueram^ '1 had יי '
been', etc.; but none of the fu- forms corresponds well morphologically to 
anything Semidc. Only -t- in the perfect fuistT יי 'you have been, you were' 
may be from the same source as the Semitic 'you' ending, 

as in Aramaic ת י ו ה י ' {hāwáy|to}; an IE cognate to {-to} 

shows up more clearly in Skt. 3f 3י[ £f יי {ba| bM | Ẁ } . 
Another possible outcropping of the same ending is in 

the Latin future imperative (only in inscriptions) FITcW 'be' (CoInLa 6. 
32323.143,32328.80) 

: the Heb. "converted perfect" ת  י ^ ה ו י ' {w9|hoyiy|tD} 'and you are to be' 
(InEuSeLa, 702). 

The tradition of Latin grammar was to treat fu- and If- as two quite separ-
ate verbs, the former as the perfect of sum יי Ί am', the latter as the virtual 
passive of facia יי Ί make, I do', by association of the sort that is now gener-

4 3 The cognate of {tìīit} is φύ^ (which means, however, 'he/she grew'). 
4 4 For this I E verb Moller and his successors pursue a Semitic connection quite different 
from mine (see 2.Fc, note 60). 
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ally termed "suppletion".45 The recent comparative grammars, however, refer 
them to the same root, since Umbrian had {fuia}1 ' and {fuiest}^, which are 
equated, respectively, with the Latin fīat^ 'let it be' and fīet^ 'it shall be'. 
The latter identification — {fuiest}: fīet — especially is somewhat problem-
atical; but this Italic etymology, 

suggesting that the Latin imperative // was prehistorically *fui, 
opens the way to a comparison with the Aramaic imperative {h9wi y } . 

However, {(־)h(-)y(-)) within Semitic is so narrowly restricted to He-
brew, excluding even the closely related dialects, that we suspect it was con-
sciously preferred to the more widespread {(-)h(-)w(-)} because this one 
people wanted to avoid verb-forms homophonous or nearly homophonous 
with the divine name ÌTliT^, which was probably pronounced *[yehwé^] or 
*[y€hewes] by the ancient Jews until the uttering of it was banned (InEuSeLa, 
400-401).46 We cannot make out whether at first they merely took advantage 
of some spontaneous wavering in sound that yielded [wy] or [y] instead of 
[w] in some if not all of the verb-forms from this root. The parallel of // and 
its suffixed forms in Latin, where we have no evidence of any religious motive 
for differentiation, suggests that a spontaneous phonetic development was 
quite possible. 

2.Dc. {hy} , the more frequent form of the Hebrew verb, has a likely cognate 
in one other branch, at least, of Afro-Asiatic. Cohen (EsCo, 97) cites, as 
Cushitic, "bed. [= Beja] hāy, som[ali] hay ' ê t re ' . " 4 7 He himself is less 
confident that "BERB[ere] to[uareg] ihi 'être' " is related; for the Λ is liable to 
have arisen from z. The Egyptian { iw}^ 'come' (in his notation yw, which he 
glosses 'être'!) strikes me as too remote in sound and meaning. If it meant 
'become', that would be more acceptable. 

4 5 See my article "Non-paradigmatic Forms: Suppledon or Preemption?" FoLa, 8 (1972), 
346-351; also Pokorny, InEtWO, I, 146-148. 
4 6 In regard to this verb the Samaritan tradition of the Hebrew language agrees on the whole 
with the Jewish tradition, but not in the imperative singular; there the Samaritan text has 
, ' ה! י ' (hwy) instead of { h 6 w é B } for the masculine, and ,1Π יי also for the feminine instead 

of , * Γ Τ ^ { h ā y í y } . According to Murtonen, EtVo, 27, the present-day Samaritans pronounce 

the masculine and the feminine imperative die same: wêti or èbī (= [ w í b î , 7 è b ī ] ) . 
4 7 I wish some inflectional forms were given, with appropriate glosses, so as to indicate 
whether the morphology also shows somediing cognate to Semitic. 
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Within Semitic, the Aramaic and Hebrew j h w ) has a sure Akkadian cog-
nate, with variation between (m} and — less often — {w} as usual in this 
language: 

{e־ma-ta}^ 'you are changed/have become' (Aramaic {hāwáyta}), 
{i-we}^ 'he changed/has become'. 

2.E. Bi- or triconsonantal IE (Gr.) £ή : Sem. (Heb.) {-Hy^} 'live' 
βίος· 'life': {-Hyo^t} '(to) live' 

(Skt.) {jīvā} 'living': (Aram.) {Heyw5s} 'animal' 
2.Ea. The manifestations of the IE root *(-)gw(-)y(-) that means 'live' are 
extraordinarily varied and complex. In Greek alone it appears as 

̂"βι- in the noun βίο?^ 'life' and aorist verb-forms such as "Ιεβίω(־)  'he/she 
lived'; 

 ;in the adjective Vyi^s^ 'healthy' (living well) ־γι־
(-)£- in the imperative verb ίή^ 'live', the present ζτ)ι^ 'he/she lives', the 

imperfect "6ζν^ 'he/she lived/was living', etc., and apparently enlarged into 
Cu>f - in the Cypriot name {zo-wo-te-mi-se}^ (= Attic Ζωόθεμις^; ζωός^ 
'alive'). 

The closest Semitic cognate to anything IE is 
an Aramaic feminine derivative ίΤΓΠ V {Heyw|5H) 'living', used mainly 

as a noun 'animal'. 
It corresponds to the Skt. fem. adj. ^ ~3\ ^ {jīv |ā} 'living', 

segment for segment — apart from the [e] quality of the first vowel.4 8 The 
Semitic initial consonant is explicable if it came not from the prehistoric IE *ġ" 

4 8 See InEuSeLa, 306. The Hebrew Π י Π יי {Hayp'"), with geminate or strengthened {y) in-

stead of the Aramaic { y w } , is further from the I E forms. Likewise the Arabic י {Hay-

y a t | u n } (nominative), pronounced [Hayyah] at a pause. {HayyS1 5} can also serve as a femin-

ine noun 'life', chiefly in combination with a possessive suffix; e.g. 1 Π * Π יי {Haypt |ό״} 

'his life'. The noun 'life' in Arabic, however, is 2 l l á . ^ {Hayāt| u n ) ([Hayāh] at a pause); 

in the Q u r 7 ā n the spelling יי {Hywh) (2.175[179]) testifies to a triconsonantal root 

{Hyw) in the Arabic dialect that the Prophet dictated (just as in the Aramaic {He^wlcF)), but 

the vocalization a  indicates that according to the classical standard of pronunciation no י

[w] was pronounced (see Lane, ArEnLe, 682). 
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(or however this labio-velar should be formulated) but from its Indo-Iranian re-
flex, the voiced affricate { j } ; for this sound in the Romance languages, just 
like the Sanskrit ^T, is known to have gone on in modern Castilian to a 
voiceless velar fricative — e.g. Latin iūncta^ [y־] > junta^ (medieval 
[ j ] , 4 9 modern [H] 5 0 ) — and the pharyngeal [H] is only a little further removed 
from [j] . 

The Latin uīua^ would off-hand be taken for just the normal cognate to 
{jīvā}, the u- [w־] in Latin and the { j -} in Sanskrit reflecting a prehistoric 
*gw. But V E I V A ^ in a rather early Latin inscription (CoInLa 1.1925) constitutes 
evidence for a diphthong [ei], like the Aramaic {e y } . It is not decisive evidence 
for this word, because the same text has N E I C E ^ for the Greek name ΝΓκη^ and 
thus betrays orthographic confusion, using E I also for what was originally not 
a diphthong but simply long [Γ]. But certainly the verb V E I X E I ^ '1 lived' in an 
earlier inscription (1.14) testifies to a diphthong, not in accord with Sanskrit.51 

The Aramaic construct plural {Heyw|:)t} in א ת ו י ח י ' 'the animals' shows 
an inflection cognate to the Sanskrit nominative plural (also accusative) 
3T: § {)Tv|āh }, which is {jlv|ās}§ before {t-} or {&-} (Lie)־^ . 

2.Eb. Without the third consonant [w] (> [v] in Sanskrit), another 
correspondence is 

the Hebrew imperative {-HyéB} in Π',ΓΠ^ 'and live' : Greek £ή 5 2 

Whether the letter ζ stood for [zd], as most of the evidence indicates, or for 
[dz] (l.Fg), anyhow it generally R E F L E C T S a prehistoric */following imme-
diately upon some other voiced consonant. In this word the consonant-group 
was presumably *dy- < prehistoric IE *gwy-• The Greek long vowel η [ε] is 
not far from the sound of the Hebrew {-é1*} (cf. InEuSeLa, 435, 439). 
Whether it corresponds S T R U C T U R A L L Y , reflecting the same morphological 

4 9 Often symbolized [djj or [di] or [j] , because the International Phonetic Alphabet reserves 
[j] for the semi-vowel (which is [yj in this book, for the sake of consistency from one trans-
literation to another; see Introduction, note 14). 
5 0 [x] in the International Phonetic Alphabet. 
5 1 In classical Latin lūxf [vv īks ī] . 
5 2 In certain Cushitic languages the biconsonantal hày^ (Bilin), hay^ (Saho, Afar) 'live' is 

considered a borrowing from an Ethiopic triconsonantal (Ge^ez (Haywa}^); Leslau, CoDiGe, 

252. 
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addition to the root, is a harder question; for we have no other imperative form 
in Greek quite parallel to £ή, so as to analyze the morphology of it, nor has it 
any cognates in other IE languages.53 

2.Ec. In its nominative case-form the Greek noun βίος· 'life' is structurally 
closer to the Hebrew infinitive ת  ו י ח ל  'to live' {liJHyowt} ב

than the two imperatives ζτ): {-Hyés} are to each other (InEuSeLa, 212). The 
difficulty lies in the seemingly quite different function of -05 and of {-o^t}. 
Yet in syntax, as well as meaning, the best approximation of the Greek nomin-
ative to the Hebrew infinitive is found in a sentence without a verb; e.g. 

"1ουκέτι μοι βίος "1αγαστός \ν φάει^ 'No longer for me [is] life enviable in 
the light [- on earth]' (Euripides, Hecuba 167-168), 

which would lend itself to a Hebrew paraphrase such as 
P e y n - l í y ^owd Hépec bilHyo^t to?owr}+ 'No longer for me is there satis-

faction in living in the light.' 

2.Ed. The prehistoric IE labio-velar is represented as such only in Germanic; 
e.g. the Old English adjective cwicu יי '(a)live, l iving' , 5 4 Old Norse kvikr^. 
Except for Gothic, all the Germanic forms have an added [k] at the end of the 
root, as in the Latin [ w i k 2  .Ea, note 51). Gothic {qiwai}^ (nom. pi.־] (
masc.) corresponds closely to Latin u7u/ יי (earlier V E l V E l t ) . The Gothic letter 
{q} is thought to stand for a labio-velar [k w ] the same as in the other early Ger-
manic languages. 

This Gothic word and the Latin forms with u-u- are the only ones show-
ing the labial from this root both times. Other IE languages have in general, 
though not altogether, preserved a labial in either the former or the latter place 
— which implies a tendency toward dissimilatory simplification. Forms such 

5 3 Moller (VelnSeWo, 5) and his successors, including Illich-Svitych (OpSr (b-K), 242-

243), compare this Semitic verbal root to certain nouns (and adjectives) in I E languages — 

e.g. Sanskrit 3ΤΓ יי { ā y u h } 'life, vitality', Latin aeuum^ 'lifetime' — but no I E 

verb-forms. Trombetti, SaGl, I I I , 159, compares it rather to an I E verb, exemplified by 

Sanskrit "31 % יי { v ā | t i ) , "3 "2ī ׳י' {váya | t i } [also "3T "2ī יי { v ā y a | t í } 'it blows', 

O H G wājan יי 'to blow', etc. 
5 4 Only in the Biblical phrase the quick and the dead יי and — more vaguely — in the idiom 
cut to the quick יי does the original meaning remain for us. 
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as the Sanskrit {jiva } would seem to go back to an initial labio-velar already 
simplified to a plain velar; and so do all the Semitic forms. 

2.Ee. The Phoenician imperative auo^ 'Uve' is attested, in a Latin comedy of 
Plautus (Poenulus 994, 998, 1001), as a Carthaginian's greeting, singular or 
plural. At that time the Latin equivalent was saluē יי (pi. saluēte יי). But later 
auē יי or hauē יי came in — most likely under Punic influence — with a dif-
ferent nuance: it was used to greet someone from day to day, notably by a 
slave to his master, whereas saluē was preferred in another context, upon re-
turning after an absence. There was, however, a native Latin verb aueo יי Ί 
wish/am eager', which had hardly ever been used in the imperative;55 but 
some forms of this verb, such as the subjunctive aueās^, took on the root 
meaning from the greeting auē — hence 'may you be well' (Ernout - Meillet, 
DiÉtLaLa). 

2.F. Biconsonantal Sem. (Heb.) {bi>7} : IE(Gr.) βά 'he came' 
2.Fa. Among the many correspondences that we have to examine, a single 
I D E N T I T Y — Greek and Hebrew — stands out: 

Pat (in non-Ionic dialects): pat (in Origen's transcription of Heb.) 'he came' 
can be shown to be due to parallel development in the two languages from a 
shared prehistoric prototype -— not to direct borrowing in the manner of a 
place-name or personal name, which might remain identical insofar as the two 
phonological systems were compatible. 

βά, to be sure, is not quotable from the meager corpus of Greek dialects 
apart from Attic and Ionic; but that is just by accident. For the Ionic form βή^ is 
frequent in Homer; and both *1έβη^ and Ιέβετ', with the reinforcing morpheme 
[e־] known as the "augment" for past time, turn up in any Greek text, depend-
ing on dialect (η in Attic or Ionic, ā otherwise). So is the Hebrew א ב י to} י '} 

5 5 Mich-Svitych, OpSr, 241-242 (MaSrSl, 340-341), relates this I E verb 'wish' (Pokorny, 
InEtWO, I , 77) to the Semito-Hamitic *hw(j). The latter, for purposes of comparison, is 

best represented by one form of the perfect tense: Arabic יי {hawiyat} 'she loved' or in 

a certain phonetic environment CJ^JJ* יי (hawiyati) (2 .Ca; cf. Hebrew ΠΓΠΙ^ 
P i w w a t 5 K } 'she longs/is eager'). To {hawiy|at(i)) the Latin au\et יי 'he/she is eager' and 

Sanskrit "3 1cī יי {áv |a t i } 'he/she delights' correspond roughly. 
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familiar.56 And i f more than a few fragmentary Psalms remained from Ori-
gen's transcription of the entire Hebrew Bible in Greek letters, we would un-
doubtedly find many examples of βα^, perhaps even some marked with a cir-
cumflex accent57 and thus quite identical with the genuinely Greek βά; for in 
the pronunciation of Hebrew recorded by Origen, a is the vowel that regularly 
corresponds to the {כ} of the Tiberias punctators. 

2.Fb. The root in Hebrew is manifestly א } ב ( ־ ) B - ? ( - ) } , 5 8 as also in 
Phoenician. The glottal stop was undoubtedly pronounced in ancient Hebrew; 
but coming invariably after a vowel sound in this root, it became silent during 
the Christian era, i f not somewhat earlier, except when another vowel fol-
lowed. In Greek the letter A , from the outset, stood for a vowel; but whenever, 
as in this word, it stands for a long vowel of Doric and most other dialects that 
is cognate to Η in Ionic, then the latter was not a pure vowel but included 
something consonantal in part of the Ionic area — namely, the Cyclades (Lev-
in, Niln, 157-165; InEuSeLa, 263-270). The most conservative pronunciation 
of βή may be symbolized [bEH], using the capital [H] as a cover symbol for an 
unspecified guttural (or laryngeal) consonant at the end. That it was a glottal 
stop [ ? ] is possible, but cannot be pinned down. 

2,Fc. We scarcely expect such an easy match as the initial consonant {b}. A 
few other etymologies (which we shall come to) indicate that the Greek β 
which developed relatively late in prehistory from an IE labio-velar can indeed 
correspond to a Semitic {b}, especially in cases where the Semitic language or 
languages are likely to have borrowed a word from Greek. The IE cognates of 

5 6 In Hebrew grammar this is called die perfect tense, in Greek die aorist. The different label-
ing is in itself unimportant; but die Hebrew form covers a somewhat wider semantic field, 
taking in 'he has come'. On the other hand, it is limited to masculine subjects ('she came' is 
ה א ב ^ { b S 7 ! ^ } ) , whereas die Greek βά 0Γβή is indifferent to gender. 

This verb in Hebrew has also die related meaning 'he (has) entered, he went (has gone) 
in'. And in Greek the meaning often fits 'he/she went' better dian 'he/she came'. The Arabic 

cognate ' L ^ {bā 7 a ) means 'he (has) returned', the Ge^ez {bo 7 a}^ 'he (has) entered'. 
5 7 Cf. die actual instances of XuW 'not' (Ps. 1:1) and £0(W 'dlis' (31:5, 32:8); Brpnno, StHe 

Mo, 420. In Hebrew characters א ל ^ { Ι ό 7 } , l î ^ { z ú w } . 

5 8 Traditional grammars and dictionaries cite the root as a "triliteral" ב1א { b w 7 } ; but the 
middle letter fails to appear in many or radier in most of the Biblical Hebrew forms. See 
Levin, SyWr, 507. 

V 
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βή, notably Sanskrit י ח ^ י ' {gát} and Avestan (gat)t, evince a prehistoric 

labio-velar.59 

These and other IE languages show also an alternate form of the 'come' 
root with a second consonant, a nasal, instead of the lengthened vowel reflect-
ing an original laryngeal consonant; e.g. the Sanskrit thematic imperative 
Gothic {q ,{gam|a} יי ?1״ד״ imj t , Old English cum^. Approximate Latin 
and Greek cognates are uen| i יי, βαινΙε^.6 0 Within IE, although the proto-
form was *(-)ġ"(-)m(-) or something like that, only one labial — not two 
— is found in all the actual forms. Where the simplification of the labio-velar 
consonant preserved a labial component, as in Greek and Latin, there the other 
consonant appears as n. The labial m turns up only if the first consonant is 
purely velar.61 This dissimilation of labials, to which the Indo-Europeanists 
— notwithstanding the importance of the 'come' root — have paid little atten-
tion, is a momentous clue and will account for the divergence between IE and 
Semitic in other roots as well as this one. 

2.Fd. Akkadian — in particular the Old Assyrian dialect — is the only Semit-
ic language that can throw light upon the alternation in the IE verb-root, with or 
without -M. The Akkadian imperative {ba-a־am}^ (or {ba-arrfr' in the sense 

5 9 The final consonant in Sanskrit and Avestan is a diird person singular ending. According 
to the standard doctrine among Indo-Europeanists, it was lost in Greek (or in the immediate 
forerunner of Greek), like any final plosive. At any rate there is no trace of it in Greek, and 
obviously none in die Semitic cognates. 
6 0 Mailer's reconstruction (VelnSeWO, 94) sets up a "voridg. Gu-m- . . . = semit. ku-m", 

from which he derives, for example, "sanskr. gáma-tì ... 'geht, kommt', . . . an. [Old 

Norse] koma 'kommen' " and "hebr. kām 'aufstehn' " respectively. The semantic gap 

between 'come' and 'rise' or 'stand' makes this etymology far-fetched — even though phonet-

ically the Old English imperative cum, Yiddish Dip יי ( k u m } , and so in related Christian 

German dialects (komm יי in standard German), is nearly identical widi die Hebrew impera-

tive Djp^{qúm}, ם ו ק י ) ^ quwm] 'rise'and widi Aramaic Dipt, 0\p} י q u w m ) , 

Arabic ,οϋ יי j q u m ) , Ge^ez (qum)^. 

Moller (37), Cuny (InÉtCo, 143), and Bomhard (ToPrNo, 197-198) relate die Semitic 
root for 'come' ("Hebr. bo'," etc.) to Sanskrit bhav- 'become', which is not out of the ques-

tion, but see 2.Da-b for a structurally and semantically neater match. 
6 1 Pokorny, InEtWo, I, 464-465, gives one exception, the Old High German queman יי. 

The Gothic {q iman}^ may also stand for [ R 2  .(Ed.־״] (
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of 'come' is frequent (AsDi, I I , 181), whereas other forms lack the {־(a)m} 
and mean 'go along, pass'. This ending, termed V E N T I V E , is attached to many 
verbs when the action is viewed from its G O A L . To us (in English) that is what 
distinguishes the meaning of come from go. The ending is explained as or-
iginally a dative suffix 'to me', or 'for my benefit' (Von Soden, GrAkGr, 
107); it may be ultimately related to the IE m- pronouns (cf. 3.Ad). In Ak-
kadian the sense of the ventive 'to me' may be either quite perceptible or 
merely vestigial: 

in {ba-a-am malliam}^ 'come, pay me in full' the first {-am} is more 
ventire than dative, and the second {-am} more dative than ventive, but with 
no sharp differentiation either time; 

however, in {ba־a־am Tuppini lu milqēma lu nittallak}^ 'come, let's 
take our document and leave' any dative meaning is much weakened. 

Only a few other IE verb-roots have the -M extension (Walde - Pokorny, 
VeWo, I , 678), exemplified by 

Sanskrit "?íī 1% § {drā|nti} ' they run', 

{drama|nti} 'they run about' (rare),62 

and perhaps by Latinpremi\t^ 'he/she squeezes' (Emout- Meillet, DiÉtLa 
in contrast to the pressi\t^ 'he/she squeezed' [La, s.v. premo). 

Even a vestigially ventive meaning is questionable in these; but by definition 
(or at any rate by etymology — uen- 'come') it cannot be excluded from a 
verb that we gloss as 'come'. The Akkadian imperative {barn}, with its 
{-m} quite unlike the Hebrew imperative יבא^ {bo'}, has alerted us to a 
morphological parallel in IE. 

Conversely, the uniform {b-} in Semitic, which is an exact match only to 
Greek β - and to Umbrian B E N V S T ' (= Latin uēnerit 'he shall have come'), 

Oscan {kombened}^ (= conuēnit 'it was agreed'), 
makes it probable that this verb entered Semitic rather late in prehistory, from 
an IE area where the labio-velar had been simplified in this particular manner. 
On the other hand, the wide distribution within Semitic would argue against a 
borrowing around the dawn of history. Besides being widespread in the Semit-
ic languages of Ethiopia, this verb is found in Cushitic too: Beja bP^ 'return 

{ d r á v a n t i } 'they tun' is much more usual in Sanskrit than either of these, 

but in Greek the aorist απέ 'he/she ran away' and e | δραμε^ 'he/she ran' are both com-
mon. 
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home' (Leslau, CoDiGe, 115; presumably borrowed from Arabic, 2.Fa, note 
56). 

2.Fe. Besides the root in its minimal state — Greek βή : Hebrew {b5'} (βά in 
Doric and in the Hebrew of Origen's "Second Column") — there is at least one 
correspondence with a suffix: 

Greek βήτεί, βάτεί 'you (pi.) came' : Hebrew D ת א ב י  .{baftém} י
The {-m} makes it masculine plural; the fem. pi. is ] ת l א i t {boftén}. The 
Greek verb, not distinguishing gender, has neither {-m} nor {-n} at the end 
(InEuSeLa, 587). 

βάτε^ occurs many times as an imperative (in the choruses of tragedies); 
but the paucity of 'you' forms in narrative and the preference for the "1ε - "aug-
ment" (2.Fa) militate against finding βάτε in the sense of 'you came'. The 
imperative βάτε is reminiscent of the Hebrew "converted perfect" D ת ב א ^ 
{u^So'iém} 'and you (masc. pi.) are to come', sometimes right after a plain 
imperative such as 17 ו ש ד ק ת ^ {hitqadd3šúw} 'hallow yourselves' in I 
Samuel 16:5, so that in effect the combination means 'hallow yourselves, and 
then come (with me)'. 

The Greek imperative singular βάθι^ is, in turn, reminiscent of the 'you' 
(fem. sing.) form of the "converted perfect" י ת א ב  t, where the medieval ו
Jewish tradition of reading would make it {u w |B5 , t} but the ancient spelling 
{-ty} apparently called for a pronunciation [־ t i y ] , 6 3 — close to the Greek 

[bâthi]. The vowel [i] of the feminine ending is indeed maintained by the Sa-
maritans in their Scriptural canon (limited to the Pentateuch, which contains 
relatively few feminine 'you' forms); e.g. Murtonen, EtVo, 184, gives 
uqārâttí as the Samaritan pronunciation of קראת ו י ' 'and you (f.) are to call' 
(Gen. 16:11; see 2.Ha), where the Jewish or Massoretic text has ת א ר  V ק
{waqDrè't}; cf. י ת א ר ק  you (f.) have called', Jer. 3:4). The' {qDO't(y)} ל
Greek -Θ1, of course, makes no distinction of gender. 

2.Ff. The Greek imperative singular -βαή with no suffix, is limited to com-
pounds, "εκβδ^ 'come out', πρόβα^ 'come forth', etc. Like βάτε and βάθι it is 

6 3 Cf. י ת ב ת ... וש כ ב א £ יי ו . דל5̂| . . wa|ś:>ībbte)} 'and you are to come . . . and 

you are to lie down' (Ruth 3:4). 
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attested mostly in the lyrical Doric passages of Attic tragedies, κατάβετ 'come 
down' in the pure Attic comedies of Aristophanes (Vespae 979, Ranae 35) may 
have a short vowel at the end; the meter would allow either scansion of this 
word. The Hebrew imperative singular masculine ייבא {bo7} 'come' (less 
often א ו ב י  in the Bible) has no suffix. Its vowel {o} differs from the {bo1*7} י
-β<ϊ in Attic — if indeed Ar־ of 'he came', but scarcely in the manner that {כ}
istophanes pronounced κατάβα — differs from βή or βά. 

2.G. Biconsonantal IE (Gr.) (־)δ(-)μ(־): Sem. {(־)b(-)n (-)} 'build' 
βωμ- : (Heb.) {bom-} 'altar' 

 'count' {(-)m(-)n(-)} :(־)μ(־Μ־)
2.Ga. The dissimilation of labials, which we have observed in the IE βαίνε, 
uenī: {gama} 'come' (2.Fd) and the Semitic {hèwé s } 'be' (2.Da), will 
serve to explain a divergence between the two language-groups in the verb-root 
that means 'build', as exemplified most simply 

by the Greek imperative singular δε με t 
and the Hebrew imperative singular masculine i l ? . ^ {bane*} . 6 4 

The Aramaic of the Targum has יÌÍ1 יי {baney}, 
just like {qaney}} (2.Ca, note 33). The Semitic active participle, as in 

נה״בית ו ב י ' {{»™ne^bbáyít} 'building a house' or 'house-builder' 
(II Chr. 2:3), finds an exact structural parallel in 

"οικοδόμε^ (vocative; Brown - Levin, EtPa, 83-84), 
except for the O R D E R of 'house' and 'builder'.65 The plural is 

ת י  (construct) {boney65yft} /יבני ב
"οικοδόμοι^ (nominative or vocative; cf. l.Ac[5],h). 

6 4 The three occurrences in the Bible are hyphenated to the next word and unaccented; 

i Î Û Î l t {bane*} is not quotable. The accentual configuration of ייבנה { b a n e 1 5 -

13k5} 'build (for) yourself (I Kings 2:36) entails some sort of minor stress upon the weak 

{3} of the ve!t>; at least three excellent codices agree upon this fine point. 
6 5 If instead of a late prose-writer an early Hebrew poet (as in Exodus 15:11 א ל  ^עשה פ

{^ose* ρε ίε 7 } 'doing wondrous' or 'miracle-worker') had said 'building a house', it would 

have been Π 3 Ξ ! ΐ (bone^bSyit), with the participle { b o n e s } phonetically identical 

to the vocalic part of -δόμε. On {&5yit} : ( f )ο ικ- , see l . E f . 
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The consonants {d-m-} and (b-n־) agree, apart from the crucial fea-
ture of labiality. Neither IE nor Semitic, to judge from the anciently attested 
languages, had verb-roots with both the first and the second consonant la-
bial. 6 6 So, supposing that at a more remote time there had been such a root, 
we would expect to find it altered, though not altered the same way in both 
language groups. The *b (or however this labial should be symbolized) was 
alien or at best marginal in prehistoric IE (2.Bg); hence it got shifted to [d]. 
No trace of such a constraint upon [b] appears anywhere in Semitic; so it is 
natural, or at least easy to grasp, that there the I N I T I A L sound [b] was 
maintained, at the price of changing the subsequent labial *[m] to [n]. 

All the other Semitic languages, except those of Ethiopia, have cognates to 
this Hebrew verb, but none have forms as similar morphologically to the 
Greek [CéCe]. Berber languages also show the root (-)t(-)n(-) 'build'; e.g. 
Kabyle ebnu^.61 This is considered a borrowing from Arabic, i f not from 
ancient Phoenician (Punic), and disregarded in studies of Afro-Asiatic etymol-
ogy.6 8 {qdK the usual Egyptian verb for 'build', lacks cognates — which is 
significant and rather surprising in view of the great achievements of the early 
Egyptian builders (cf. l.Ed-e).6 9 

Another Egyptian verb, transcribed {nbi }יי, would be amenable to an et-
ymological link, on the assumption of metathesis. We are not obliged to decide 
whether {b} in the initial position (as in the Hebrew {b3neR}, Aramaic 
{baney}) or {b} in the second position (as in the Egyptian {nbi}) is more an-
cient. For prehistoric times it is reasonable to posit a quite variable articulation, 
{nbi} 'build', however, was nearly always written with the {nb} ideogram 

6 6 w a s a second consonant, however, would seem to constitute an exception, more compat-
ible with an initial labial (2.Da). 
6 7 J . -M. Dallet, Dictionnaire kabyle-frangais: Parler des At Mangellat, Algérie (Paris: Socié-
té d'Études Linguistiques et Anthropologiques de France, 1982), 28. Also ebnu יי in related 
languages or dialects: A. Renisio, Étude sur les dialectes berbères des Beni Iznassen, du Rifet 
des Senhaja de Sra'ir: Grammaire, textes et lexique (Publications de l'lnstitut des Hautes-
Études Marocaines, X X I I ; Paris: Ernest Leroux, 1932), 296, 403; Esteban Ibaffez, Dicciona-
rio espanol-senhayi (Madrid: Instituto de Estudios Africanos, 1959), 154; bena^, ibna יי, 
benna יי: Huyghe, DiFrCh, 61. 

Reinisch, EiUr, 260, 263, relates the Semitic and Berber root to "dun, torn Bauen" in 

dialects of a scattered and very puzzling African language that he calls Teda. 
6 8 Not mentioned by Cohen, EsCo. 
6 9 However, {HwsO)} 1 ' 'build' is quite reminiscent of the Germanic noun exemplified by Old 

English hus^ 'house', which lacks a satisfactory I E etymology (Pokomy, InEtWO, I, 953). 
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for 'gold' 7 0 (a drawing of a necklace) and the {b} character ligatured to it re-
dundandy, in the manner of many hieroglyphs. So the primary meaning of this 
verb appears rather to be 'gild' or 'fashion'. In the sense of 'build', accom-
panied by the appropriate determinative, it is rare before the Ptolemaic period. 
Therefore the Egyptian side of this etymology comes out somewhat weaker. 

2.Gb. In support of this theorizing about labial consonants in the verb stands 
a NOUN WITH T W O L A B I A L S , 

Gr. βωμός^ (nominative): Heb. JTlâllt {bomát} (construct) 'altar'.71 

Its semantic connection, previously unsuspected, to a verb-root that meant 
'build' is attractive rather than certain. There is a widely cited but unsatisfac-
tory analysis of βω μός by the Indo-Europeanists as an Ablaut counterpart to 
βήμα^, βαμα^ 'a step' (from the verb-root βή-, 2.Fa) — hence later 'a 
(speaker's) platform'.72 The physical nature of a βωμός· and a βήμα is not too 
diverse; but this etymology is beset with another sort of semantic problem: an 
altar is not something to step on. 

Even if βω μός was formed indeed from the root that we saw in βή/^ 
'he/she came', that would not rule out a Hebrew cognate noun {bom-}, al-
though it would then be irrelevant to the verb 'build' which we are studying. 
The precise meaning of this Hebrew noun tantalizes us in spite of dozens of 
contextual passages, most of them disappoindy meager and uniform. Α  ייבמה 
{bDm5K} (to cite it in the absolute singular form) was the site of sacrificial 
worship disapproved of by the Biblical authors, although tolerated by many 
kings whom they praised otherwise (e.g. I Kings 22:43-44). And sometimes, 
i f not always, it was built by man (I Kings 11:7, 14:23, etc.). Later on, Jewish 
writers in Greek, particularly the translators of Scripture, sometimes equated 

7 0 > Coptic NOTB^. See Erman - Grapow, WuAeSp, II , 237, 241, and II (Belegstellen), 
347; Gardiner, EgGr, 505. 
7 1 Εϋδιιήτων em βωαών 'upon well-built stands' for torch-holders (Od. 7.100) shows how 
such a structure could serve for some purpose other than sacrifice. 

The highly relevant anomaly of Hebrew {כ} in the pre-accentual syllable of the CON-

STRUCT form is established, not of course from the non-occurring construct singular, but 

from the well documented construct plural H i l D ^ {k)mowt} (Num. 21:28, etc.; identical 

with the absolute pi., I Kings 14:23). This {כ} , oddly immune from weakening to (a) in the 
very environment where the phonetic alternation is so characteristic of Hebrew paradigms, 
must have exacdy the same sound as the Greek ω [כ]. 
7 2 Frisk (GrEtWO, s.v. βωμός) remarks "mit auffallender δ-Stufe". 
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the Greek word βω μός with the Hebrew HDD, especially in the prophetic 
books, when referring to a structure for pagan or illicit worship. They avoided 
this Greek word when speaking of the proper ח ב ע מ י ' {mizbéaH} 'altar5 of 
the true God; θυσιαστήριοι was their regular substitute. 

The one monument of the related Moabite dialect has ΓΏΙΙΠ^ {hbmt} 
(Donner - Rollig, KaArln, I , 33, no. 181.3), with the prefixed definite article 
 ,Apparently this dialect, like Phoenician .(in Hebrew {hab|b3m5H} /יהבמד!)
did not make the Hebrew distinction between the ending {-6E} for the absolute 
and {-at} for the construct. To that extent, 

Moabite {hbmt} with its final consonant 
is closer than Hebrew {habb:>m5R} 

to the Gr. nominative singulars βωμός^ [hob5mos] 'the altar'. 
It remains undetermined whether the thing called ^ייכרתכ} (construct {b> 

mat}) in Israel was what any GREEK would have called βωμός, so that — for 
example — βωμός (τής) ־ΆφροδΓτης§ 'altar of A . ' 7 3 = *ΓΠΓΙφΓ flDIl 
*{bomát ^aštáret}. Stephanus of Byzantium lists a plural toponym Βωμοί־ 
λόφοι "1Αιτωλίας 'ridges of Aetolia', which implies that in the Greek dialect of 
that region, if not throughout Greece, a natural height could be called βωμός 
— presumably when suitable for holding sacrifices. At the very least the Greek 
and the Hebrew word belong to the same part of life; so we have a fair basis 
for attributing them to a shared prehistoric etymon, identical phonetically with 
the [b5m־] that is preserved in both languages.74 

2.Gc. This etymology is uniquely important not only for its phonological ex-
actness but because we can — for once — fix upon a likely point of contact, 
reaching into the early historical period. Before he built the temple in Jerusa-
lem, "the king [Solomon] went to Gibeon ( !  to sacrifice ({giB^onoK} ^בעמ״
there, for that is the great sanctuary ( ה ל ו ד ג -habbom5K hagga} 'יהבמה ה
do™^}); Solomon would send up a thousand holocausts on that altar" 
( א ו ה "hammizbéaH hahú} /יהמעבה ה 7 } . I Kings 3:4). There the God of 

7 3 "1Αφροδίτης β ω μ ό ; ^ in Pausanias 5.15.3. 
7 4 The first one to perceive the connection was A. Cuny, "Les mots du fonds préhellénique 
en grec, latin et sémitique occidental," Revue des etudes anciennes, 12 (1910), 161. A concise 
but thorough treatment by Brown, SaCu, 1-3 (also Mayer, RiPrRa, 91). 
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Israel appeared to him in a dream. Yet the inhabitants were not Israelites but 
Hivites: ]י ?"?עיי ב ^ י י י ו ח ה י ^ {haHiww?yoš36é>׳ġi6^own} 'the Hivite(s), 
inhabitants of Gibeon' (Joshua 11:19), the only city that had made peace with 
the Israelites during the war of conquest. The treaty required them to furnish 
wood and water permanently for the altar of the God of Israel (9:27); and on 
one hideous occasion they killed, by exposure T O H I M on the mountain — a 
sort of crucifixion — seven sons and grandsons of Saul, the former king of Is-
rael (Π Samuel 11:9). That was in revenge for their own people whom the zeal-
ous nationalist Saul had killed, and his successor David consented to the retail-
ation in order to conciliate the Gibeonites. So the religion of the Israelites and 
these Hivites was entangled, for good or i l l . 

J. P. Brown has identified the latter nationality {haHiwwi y } 
with what is called in Hittite {aHHiyawa}^, 

and hence with the "*Αχαϊκοί.יי, the usual 
Homeric name for the inhabitants of Greece (Achīuī יי in Latin).7 5 

The one obstacle, on the phonetic side, is the rendering of ,ΊΠΠ in the LXX: 
* 0 1 Euatot1', not -Xeudiot, 

which argues that the Hebrew consonant Π can hardly represent a velar or 
post-velar in the language of {ha | H Ì W W Í V } ( * 0 1 Euatot) themselves, but rath-
er a guttural (pharyngeal).76 Otherwise the structure of {haHiwwi y } matches 
[ak'iaiwDi] pretty well. The lack of a Greek counterpart to the Hebrew initial 
{ h - } , belonging to the prefixed definite article, could be due simply to the op-
eration of Grassmann's "law" of dissimilatory de-aspiration: *[ChVCh־] > 
[CVCH and * [ h V O ] > [ V C H 

The Greek ending -ot is plural, the Hebrew {-iy} collective singular; but 
the Hebrew participle {yoš3béy}, governed by {haHiwwl 7 } , is plural 
(l.Ac5). In spite of the phonetic gap between -ot and {- i y } , a whole set of 
ethnic names in early Greek and Hebrew show the two suffixes to be parallel 
in their function (see Brown - Levin, EtPa, 88-90). 

7 5 See Hans G . Giiterbock et al., "The Hittites and the Aegean World", American Journal of 
Archaeology. 87 (1983), 133-141; Othniel Margalith, "The Hivites," ZeAIWi, 100 (1988), 
60-70. 
7 6 Cf. י ח ח ה י ' (haHittF) 'the Hittítes', rendered 01 ΧετταΪοιΧ I know of no reliable ev-

idence whether Ευαίοι was pronounced with a "rough breathing" [h־] at the beginning or a 

"smooth breathing" (i.e. no consonant). 
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2.Gd. The next momentous point is that a noun formed with two labial con-
sonants could persist even though those very consonants became incompatible 
as components of a verbal root. This allows us to glimpse into the darkness 
when the forerunners of IE and Semitic (or Afro-Asiatic) were first develop-
ing. The inflectional morphology of verbs grew far more complex than that of 
nouns, in order to accommodate the distinctions of person, number, mood, 
tense, etc., expressed through affixes or interwoven vowels along with supra-
segmental (or accentual) features. Such a great variety of sounds was bound to 
affect the articulation of the root-consonants in their vicinity: In an appreciable 
portion of the inflected verb-forms, those basic consonants got so distorted in 
the long run as to make the morphological relationship unintelligible to new 
generations learning the language. The resulting forms could no longer fit any 
recognised paradigm, and accordingly became liable to replacement. 

2.Ge. A striking detail in the recent history of English verb-morphology gives 
an idea of how the process must have gone, though on a much greater scale, in 
IE and Semitic prehistory. The past tense and participle of work יי used to be 
wrought^, parallel to seek/sought^. In Old English the suffix [־t] affected 
certain consonants at the end of the root; any velar, in particular, became a 
voiceless fricative, written -h- (-gh- by the Middle English scribes).77 As 
that consonant weakened, early modern English was left with an ending [ot] , 

7 7 Their choice of gh, rather than ch for a VOICELESS consonant, was presumably due to the 
preemption of ch for the affricate [c] (or [tš]), which sound had developed independendy in 
English and French, but the digraph ch was applied to English spelling (as well as to Span-

ish) through French influence. This digraph was established earlier in French spelling to 
stand for that peculiar development from the Latin c [k] only before a and only in the lie de 

France. Since ch in Latin had served originally to transcribe the Greek χ [k1} and this became 
plain [k] in later Latin through the general loss of aspiration, it was the spelling of two im-
portant nouns that suggested to the French scribes a handy reinterpretation of ch: The Latin 
charta יי (< χ ά ρ τ η ^ ) , although elsewhere pronounced [karta] by that time, had become 
[Êárta] in THEIR pronunciation of Latin and [carta] in their vernacular. As it was still spelled 
charta in Latin, they logically wrote it charte יי in French to show the change in the final 
vowel. Also the Latin noun cārítās ^ 'dearness, love', through a false but widely entertained 
etymology, was supposed to be from χάρις^ (accusative plural χ έ ί ρ ι τ ά : ^ 'thanks'), and 
hence was misspelled charitas^. Like every other late Latin [ka־], this too was affricated in 
the Latin pronunciation of the lie de France and in the vernacular of that region. Then the di-
graph had only to be extended to French words such as chained, vacheיי 'cow', chose יי 
'thing', whose Latin source (catena יי, uacca יי, causa יי) had never been spelled with ch. 
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comprising all that remained of every such verb after its initial consonant or 
consonant-group.78 

The eventual fate of each one could be examined in turn; but a few observa-
dons will suffice here. Think/thought^ does not appear to be in the slightest 
jeopardy, notwithstanding the anomaly; likewise bring/brought^', at least 
among educated people (while others say [braeg]^ or [brAg]^, on the model of 
sing/sang/sung^). Seek/sought^ (as well as beseech/besought^) is ob-
solescent for the last few generations, whether or not the anomalous preterite 
has operated against it. The most similar to it in sound is teach/taught^; here 
the sociolinguistic context, the school, secures the verb against any incipient 
restructuring, whereas catch/caught^ and buy/bought^ are liable to reg-
ularization [kaect ,̂ kscW; baid^] in substandard speech. Above all, the case of 
wrought is instructive: While the verb work has continued, the early metath-
esis of -or- to -ro- was bound to make wrought ultimately untenable, after 
w- in the consonant-group wr- ceased being pronounced.79 The noun work, 
with its simpler inflection, was never exposed to metathesis. 

2.Gf. Long prehistoric experience, in IE and in Semitic, must likewise have 
weeded out many erstwhile collocations of consonants, and left either language 
group (or its individual languages) with certain patterns that were readily com-
patible with the verb-inflections. Why the other patterns — the conflicting ones 
— had failed, is open to our conjecture but scarcely to demonstration. For in-
stance, had the verbal root been *(-)b(-)m(-), Semitic prefixation of a sub-
ject should, in prehistoric Hebrew, have yielded something like *[yibm] for 
the jussive 'let him build', with the two consonants at the end blurring each 
other. Yet such a phonetic encounter may well have prompted some variants, 
as *[-bn] instead of *[-bqi], and hence the source of a readjustment so that 

7 8 In ought^, as there was no initial consonant (other than an unwritten glottal stop, 
l.Cb,Fa), the relation to owe יי was least evident and is now known only to those curious 
about etymology, although both ought anâ owe (with a reformed preterite owed יי, like 
worked) remain current in their separate spheres and occasionally still show a hint of their 
original oneness; e.g. You owe me a dollar. 

You ought to pay me a dollar. 
7 9 The reduction of -or- to [r] (pronounced not at all like the consonant [r] in some parts of 
England and the United States) put further strain upon the originally morphophonemic alter-
nation [ י י ׳ 0 * /* ׳ *״ ] • 
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eventually the root would conform to a less vulnerable pattern.80 Otherwise it 
was most likely to be in time superseded by some newcomer in the vocabulary, 
one that happened not to be encumbered by any phonological disadvantage. 
Given enough time, this sort of tendency will account for the establishment of 
the favored paradigms of each language, as regards the roots no less than the 
inflections. 

2.Gg. Parallel to {bane"} : δέμε 'build' is the divergence in the consonants 

of ! ד  count'.81' יי manet) : νέμε} ^מנ

The precise meaning 'count' is not directly evident in Greek, but 'deal out, dis-
pense, pay, allot' is close to it, as in δύο μεν δή μέρη τού παντός Ηαρίθμοΰ 
τό πρώτον νεμΙηθήτω^ 'let two parts of the total number be taken (or counted 
out) at first' — i.e. 'let the total number be divided by two' (Plato, Leges 5. 
737e). 

The Semitic verb-root {(־)m(-)n(-)} is used far more extensively in Ak-
kadian than in Hebrew. So, not surprisingly, Akkadian furnishes quite a few 
instances of a meaning closer to the Greek — e.g. {makkūr ali šuātu ... 
ana qāt [ummāniya] am-ni-i-ma } 1  distributed the treasures of that city יי '
to my soldiers' (AsDi, X, 226), just like τρίτον μέρος νείμ|αντες των 
σκύλων τοις "1Αθηναίους^ 'allotting a third part of the spoils to the Athenians' 
(Thucydides 3.114.1). The rest of the semantic field of this Greek verb is re-
markably broad and problematical for IE etymologists (e.g. Pokorny, InEtWo, 
I , 763-764; Frisk, GrEtWo, and Chantraine, DiEtLaGr, s.v. νέμω); no mean-

ing common to νέμε and the Sanskrit יי ]־י ?י {nama} 'bow, bend' is percep-
tible, in spite of the phonetic match. 

For our Semitic comparison the Latin noun numerus^ (> Fr. nombre^ 
> Eng. number^) is especially relevant, and so is one odd meaning of the 
familiar Greek noun νόμος^ (otherwise 'law, custom'). Only in the Sicilian 

8 0 The actual Hebrew form is {yiben} (in ] ב י ר י ' 'and let him build'). 
8 1 The imperative singular ν έ μ ε seems not to be quotable, but the identical imperfect 
indicative, 3d person sing., with the augment \ - omitted, is in Odyssey 15.140: ν έ μ ε 
μοίρας יי 'he passed out slices' (11.357: ν έ μ ε δε χρυσε1.α κύπελλα^ 'and she passed out 
golden cups'). See E . Laroche, Histoire de la racine ν ε μ - en grec ancien (Etudes et 
commentaires, V I ; Paris: C . Klincksieck, 1949). 

The Aramaic imperative sing, is { m a n i y } , vocalized differently from {bane 7 } 

'build' (2 .Da, note 41; 2 .Ga, note 64). 
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Doric poets Epicharmus and Sophron do we find νόμος as a unit of precious 
metal: δέκα νόμους^ 'ten η.' (accusative pi., Epich. fr. 136 Kaibel), 

δέκα νόμων^ 'for ten n.' (genitive pi., fr. 137). 
The Hebrew unit {moné71} in !ד יהמנ י ' 'the m.' (Ezek. 45:12) is phonetically 
close to the Greek {nam-} , i f we allow for the metathesis of consonants. Its 
plural absolute is • , ] D ^ (m3ni y m} , accompanied in each instance by a 
number. The latter is translated into Aramaic "pD^ {manon}. The plural con-
struct, if it occurred in Hebrew, would presumably be * , } D *{m3ney}, rath-
er than *",3D *{money}; the Greek nominative plural νόμοι.יי happens not to 
be attested in this particular sense. 

Besides the attractive prehistoric cognate, Greek νόμ- : Hebrew {mon-}, 
Greek early in the classical age borrowed μνά^ from a Semitic language (other 
than Hebrew) with minimal vocalization between the two consonants; and the 
Latin mina^ is undoubtedly a secondary borrowing from Greek.82 

2.Gh. Another Hebrew noun ÌĪ2D^ {mono*} 'portion, share', of feminine 
gender,83 corresponds well to one meaning, albeit infrequent, of the Greek 
feminine νομή^ 'sharing, division' — especially of an inheritance (Brown -
Levin, EtPa, 92; cf. 84). 

Furthermore the Hebrew participle ÌÎ3ÌD^ {mo w né K } , in both of its Bibli-
cal occurrences, is strongly reminiscent of Greek nouns compounded with 
-νόμος·^ (vocative -νόμεיי): 

Jeremiah 33:13, "and the flock shall pass by the hand of [one] counting" : 

8 2 To judge from what ten ν ό μ ο ι would buy — μ ό σ χ ο ν καλαν 'a fine ca l f — and a 
scholium on Iliad 5.576: δύναται δέ Ho ν ό μ ο ς . . . τρία ^ημιωβόλια, "ως ־ev τ ο ι ς περί 
Σώφρονος "1Απολλόδωρος^ 'the {nomos} is worth three half-obols, as Apollodorus [says] 
in the [book] about Sophron', and the value of the Latin nummus^, this unit was far less 
than the μνά or mina, but more like the Babylonian "small mina", a third of a shekel — 
written not in the Akkadian syllabary but in Sumerian {MA.NA.TUR}^ (AsDi, X , 220). 
8 3 The construct form is anomalously {man3t}; the "regular" • i m a n a t ] 

is a badly attested variant in Jer. 13:25. The absolute pi. is regular: {m3no w t } ; but 

the construct pi. is doubly anomalous: either ת ו י נ מ manDyo} י w t} or 

{man:>?owt}. 
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Όιονόμος^ 'shepherd' (Anyte in Anth. Plan. 291.2),8־ 4 "αιγινόμων^ 'goat-
herds' (genitive pi.; Leonidas in Anth. Pal. 6.221.4); 

Ps. 147:4, "counting a number for the stars" : "αστρονόμος^. 
Conversely, and still more impressively, both parts of 

the Greek compound χρυσό | νόμε t 'gold-dispensing/-handling'85 

could be rendered ר״ ר ״ץ״ Π i ī íD t {moné r ' I-brúwc} 'counting gold'. 8 6 

2.G1. The parallel phonetic treatment of δε με and νέ με in an IE and of 
{banéK} and {mané K } in a Semitic language strengthens both of these IE-
Semitic etymologies. In Greek the first consonant is dental, the second is the 
labial nasal, whereas in Hebrew the first is labial and the second the dental nas-
al. Such symmetry must be explained by divergence from a common source, 
rather than by mere coincidence. We shall not, however, posit a prehistoric 
verbal root *m(-)m-, conforming to the pattern of the other root *b(-)m-
(which appears to have survived without dissimilation in the noun βωμός : 
{bomát}). For neither IE nor Semitic has verbal roots that consist of the same 
consonant pronounced twice.87 

8 4 In some passages this word admits of another interpretation 'foraging alone'. 
8 5 Quotable in the genitive case, χρυσονόμου γ ε ν ε ά ς ^ Of a gold-dispensing race' (Aeschy-
lus, Per. 79-80; the scholia cite an alternative or superior reading χ ρ υ σ ο γ ό ν ο υ 'bom of 
gold'). 
8 6 μ α ζ ο ν ό μ ο ν ^ (neuter) — also μαζονόμος"* (masc. or possibly fem.) — 'cake-server' or 
'cake-serving (sc. basket or trencher)' would correspond to ח ו צ  mone) עמנה מ
macco w t} 'counting cakes'. The context of a passage from Harmodius (quoted by Atiienaeus 
4.31[149a]), επ ί χαλκών κανών τών παρά τισι καλουμένων μαζονόμων"^ 'upon bronze 
baskets, the ones called cake-servers by some', implies that somebody counted to make sure 
there should be at least one little cake for each person in the chorus and more for those with a 
heartier appetite; this is somewhat like the Passover custom, to this day, of seeing to it that 
there are at least diree matzos wrapped in a napkin on the serving dish. 

An even better phonetic match — *ταυρονόμε : *"1127 מנה * { η 1 ό η β π šo™r} — 

would be a little too speculative, because neither the Greeks nor the Hebrews kept bulls in 
numbers (cf. Ezra 2:66-67, Neh. 7:68-69, where 736 horses, 245 mules, 435 camels, and 
6720 asses are listed, with no mention of other beasts); accordingly the root - ν - μ - : 
{m-n־) might be inappropriate in either language. 

8 7 There is a non-verbal noun ŪìO^ ( m ú ״ m ) (Aramaic מ1מא^ (mu״m| :> ' } with the 

suffixed definite article) 'blemish', in particular one that makes an animal unfit for sacrifice. 
It appears in Greek as μώμ|ος^, which is sometimes specifically the ridicule heaped on any-
one whose appearance at a festival is less Uian perfect; also in die adjective "α|μΰμ|ωι׳Λ' 'flaw-
less, unblemished'. 
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Does j m - n ) then preserve an earlier collocation of the two nasals, or 
does {n-m}? The answer need not be one to the exclusion of the other. I 
would allow, or even prefer, the further possibility that the prehistoric way of 
articulating made for V A R I A T I O N between [m-n] and [n-m] . But given that, 
the same Semitic tendency that favored {b-n}, with the labial first, would al-
so have favored {m-n }; and just the opposite in I E . 8 8 

2.H. Bi- or triconsonantal IE (Gr.) χρά/ή : Sem. (Heb.) {qao7} 'call' 
(-)χρα- : K־)q(-)r(-7)} 'befall' 

2.Ha. The ordinary Hebrew word for 'call' is א ר ק י  with Semitic ,{qar57} י
cognates: Aramaic א ר ק י  {qan>7} י

(besides יי בןליי {qarey}, י ״ ר ^ י / {qari y }), 

Arabic {(7)qra?}.8 9 

The imperative singular masculine, as usual in Semitic, is the briefest morpho-
logical manifestation of the verb-root, with neither a suffix nor a prefix. 

In one specific context, addressing a divine message to a man (01־ woman), 
the verb seems to recur in Greek as xpdt (Ionic), χρηΐ (Attic) 'speak oracul-
arly, prophesy'. These imperative forms are undocumented, but to be inferred 
from the present indicative χράι^, χρήι^ 'he/she prophesies' 

and the imperfect "εχρα^, "*έχρη^ 'he/she prophesied'. 
The subject in every instance is the prophetic god Apollo or his human inter-
mediary.90 Presumably a worshipper of Apollo could have used the impera-

8 8 llich-Svitych (MaSrSl, 339), whose principles of comparative linguistics leave little if 
any room for such metathesis, relates this Semitic (or Semito-Hamitic) root to the I E 
*men(H)- 'think, remember' (Pokomy, InEtWd, I, 726-728). Morphologically, apart from 

the reduplicating prefix, die Greek perfect μ έ | μ ο ν ε ^ 'he/she is eager' (cf. Ladn meminit^ 

'he/she remembers') is not far from the Hebrew perfect } יימנה  ח ו כ ת כ 1 ' ) 'he has counted'; 

but they are far apart in meaning. 
8 9 Only in the sense of 'read*, and as such probably borrowed by Arabic from Aramaic (or 
Hebrew) when the book culture spread to the Arabs. For possible Berber and Cushitic cog-
nates see Cohen, EsCo, 126; secondary borrowing from Arabic is likely, in view of the 
spread of literacy through Muslim proselytizing in those parts of Africa (cf. Introduction, p. 
7). 
9 0 See my article, "The Significance of Dialect Words in Greek Literature: χράν and 
χρήσθαι/χράσθαι in Atticistic texts," GeLi, 25 (1985), 211-217. The most thorough study of 
early Greek usage is by G . Redard, Recherches sur χρή, χρήσθαι: Etude sémantique (Biblio-
dièque de l 'École des Hautes Etudes, fasc. 303; Paris: Honoré Champion, 1953), though with 
no inkling of a Semitic connection. 
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tive χρά or χρή to him. No IE language has a cognate verb of similar meaning. 
So this may well be a Greek borrowing from the northwestern Semitic area, 
which according to ancient Greek tradition was the source of many religious 
practices. In favor of my etymological claim is the extensive morphology 
shared by Greek with Hebrew, as explained in 2.Hc. 

2.Hb. The only phonetic difficulty lies in the initial consonant. Both χ and p 
are velar and voiceless, but the Greek aspirate χ [k^ does not readily corre-
spond to the Semitic "emphatic". One incontestable etymology, however, has 
precisely such a correspondence: the ninth letter of the alphabet, originally 
shaped®, shared the "emphatic" quality as p in the Semitic languages,91 so 
far as the evidence goes; but in Greek it was called θήτα^ [^ēta] . 9 2 Beyond 
any doubt the Greeks borrowed the names of the letters from a Semitic source 
that they afterwards referred to as "Phoenician". The phonology of that partic-
ular source would in all likelihood have had some peculiar divergences from 
the Semitic phonology most accessible to us through the Biblical Hebrew cor-
pus. To account for the odd correspondence p {q} : χ [k 1 ] in χ ρ ά / ή : 
א ר  we have only to posit that this word was borrowed by the Greeks from , ק
the same (or nearly the same) Phoenician source as the alphabet.93 

9 1 To suggest this affinity, many Semitists use the transliterations tand k. 
9 2 When the Hebrew name of the letter was later expressed in the Septuagint of Psalm 119 

[118] and Lamentations, it was spelled out τηθ^, which proves that to a Greek ear toward the 

end of the pre-Christian era the Hebrew ÍD had a NON-aspirate sound. Conversely die last let-

ter of the alphabet was borrowed into Greek as TCUW [taû], NON-aspirate, but expressed in the 

Septuagint as GaiW [ w u ] ; cf. the other Greek letters κ ά π π α ^ [káppa] and πεΐ^ [φ], non-

aspirate, but rendered in the Septuagint χαφ^ and φη^, aspirate. 

The pronunciation of the name of the letter Q ( τ ) varies in the school traditions of He-

brew now current, but all varieties are derivable from [Tet]t. 
9 3 A question remains why this Semitic letter (shaped 9 in the period when the alphabet 

came to Greece) was not adopted for the Greek phoneme /k h / , as θ was for /&/. Perhaps the 

ensuing vowel [o] in the letter-name (spelled κόππα^ according to the later Greek tradition) 

interfered somehow with the perception of any feature in the Semitic consonant that could be 

equated with aspiration in Greek, whereas the consonant-group ־ Hp did sound a little more 

like ΛΑ·-/ than Λα•-/. 
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2.Hc. The inflections common to Hebrew and Greek make this root singular-
ly important. In many passages (e.g. Gen. 21:17, 22:11,15, Ex. 3:4, 19:3,7, 
20, 24:7,16, Jonah 3:4) 

the Hebrew preterite א ר ק י ו  and he called194' {wayyiqr37} ל

could have been translated και "1éxpāt in Ionic or και ־εχρηΐ in Attic; 
for it is a divine pronouncement, {wayyi-} 'and he —ed' is analyzable as 
three morphemes in Hebrew; how [kaie-] in Greek corresponds to it will be 
investigated in the sequel to this volume. 

Furthermore the Greek syntagma 
σε χρή^ 'you must/ought', which has no IE counterparts, 

can now be interpreted as virtually equivalent to a Hebrew stative 'you are 
called upon' (cf. 3.Ca-c). The actual Hebrew form 

 .'however, has active meaning 'you (will) call ,{tiqr67} ^יתקרא
Aram. ר י  ,is even closer in sound to the Greek [sek'Vt] {Vtiqrey} יי(Γ ק

but it means the same as the Hebrew, χρή is quite anomalous in Greek, func-
tioning nearly as a Semitic root in an IE language. It differs from the unrecord-
ed imperative χρή only in accent, if indeed this minute difference can ever be 
verified.95 

The derived Greek noun χρειώ^ [k^ēS] shows the meaning 'prophecy' 
in Apollonius, Argon. 1.491.96 

The Heb. cognate would be * ה ^ ך  ;a stative noun formation ,{qare?5K}* ק
the documented form, however, is {qariy?5K} in ה א ר י ק  'the prophecy' יי ה

9 4 The preterite in Hebrew nearly always includes die 'and' prefix. 
9 5 A gloss of Hesychius χρή· δει , πρέπε ι , καθήκει ['it behooves, it befits'], χ ρ η σ μ ω δ ε ί 
['he/she prophesies'] proves that the lexicographer, who flourished at an undetermined time in 
the early Christian era, was unaware of any difference in sound between χρή and what we 
write χρή or more accurately χρήι (the present indicative 'he/she prophesies'). Furthermore 
the compound that means 'it answers (the need)' = 'it suffices' is "απόχρη^ in all Attic texts, 
notwithstanding the canon of a Byzantine grammarian that in ancient Attic it was "αποχρήι, 
and only later α π ό χ ρ η (Etymologicutn magnum 222.72c-d Gaisford). In my article (2 .Ha, 
note 90) I acceded to the grammarian's authority; but now it seems to me improbable that the 
manuscripts of the Attic authors, including some mss. noted for the best orthography, could 
be uniformly wrong about Ιζπόχρη. If authentic, it testifies to somediing amazing but credi-
ble: that a verb of Semitic origin, being used I M P E R S O N A L L Y in Greek, persisted with no 
third person singular suffix assimilating it to the paradigm of the I E present indicative. Even 
if χρήι 'he/she prophesies' was so assimilated, that need not have entailed the same for the 
impersonal 'it suffices'. 
9 6 See my preface to Yahuda, HeGr, xiv-xvi. 
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(Jonah 3:2, a relatively late Biblical text). Any such noun, ending in {-15ב}, is 
unfailingly feminine in Hebrew; and so are the rather infrequent -ώ nouns in 
Greek, except that this one is found sometimes with feminine agreement but 
sometimes with neuter (InEuSeLa, 247-248; Brown - Levin, EtPa, 95-96). 

The related neuter noun χρέος^ (less often χρείος^ [khreos] 
and in Attic χρέως^ [khré5s]) 

can also have the meaning 'prophecy'. The neuter class that this falls into is 
abundantly represented in the early Greek vocabulary (Levin, SoSt, 332-336). 
The Semitic counterpart that matches it phonetically is the Hebrew construct of 
feminine nouns — in this instance 

* ת ^ ך  prophecy' — or (so-and-so's)' {q3re?át}* ק
still better, with a possessive suffix 

* ו ת א ר  .'his prophecy' {•"qarè^tlo}* ק

2.Hd. A different etymology is suggested by the rare, archaic Latin verb 
calā t 'call' (imperative singular).97 The discrepancy [r] : [1] is no obstacle to 
any etymology; for it recurs endlessly in the history of languages. The corre-
pondence {qar57} : calā may be just as valid as { q a r o 7 } : χρ α /ή , but due to a 
separate contact — and this one with no morphological ramifications, just the 
simplest imperative form. 

The connection of κάλει^ [kálē], the usual Greek word for 'call' (uncon-
tracted κάλεε^ in Ionic), to calā and — a fortiori — to Hebrew/Aramaic 
{qar5'} or Aramaic {qarey} is problematical. For this long [־e] evinces a 
prehistoric *-es|e; the base καλεσ- shows up plainly in the Homeric aorist 
κάλεσ|σ|α^ '1 called' (Attic ",εκάλεσα^). So, at best, the effective contact with 
Semitic must have been limited to a form or forms with no actual [s]. Conceiv-
ably κάλει was borrowed from the Aramaic imperative {qarey} and then, 
within Greek, it was fitted into the verb-pattern of the denominative τέλει§ 
'finish', τέλεσσα^ '1 finished' and the like from the neuter noun TéX°s/e(a)X 

2.He. As i f to clinch the cardinal etymology χρ ά /ή : {q3r6'} 'call', another 
verb rarer in both Greek and Hebrew, which means 'befall', has the same first 

9 7 Mainly ca /cP '1 call' and the infinitive colore י are cited in glosses, the latter sometimes 

as dare יי, which is even closer to (qar37-[. The English call יי is unrelated etymologically; 

see OxEnDi. 
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and second consonant {Kr-} — i.e.ik'V-} in Greek, {q(-)r-} in Hebrew 
— and nearly if not quite the same structure otherwise: 

Homeric εχραε^ 'it befell'; א ר ק י י / {yiqr6'} 'it will befall', 
which is also recorded in slighdy different forms ה ר ק י י / { yiqr5H}, ה ר ק י י / 
{yiqréB}. However, א ר ק  /occurs much oftener with the meaning 'hecalls י
will call'. 

If this word from early Greek had remained current so as to be available to 
Herodotus, it might well have been a total homophone of his Ηεχρα 'he/she 
prophesied'. Conversely, i f 'he/she prophesied' had been in Homeric Greek, it 
might have been a homophone of "1εχραε 'it befell'. But the Attic Ηεχρη 'he/she 
prophesied', found also in a verse oracle in Homeric style (Diodorus 7.12.6), 
makes this a little less probable, because the normal Attic contraction of ae is 
not η but ā. 

For that matter, it was not out-and-out homophony. Though 'call' and 'be-
fall' seem far apart in meaning, it is not hard to think of something in between 
— 'address commandingly' or 'constrain'. Especially σε χρή fits as 'you are 
constrained'; and 

στυγερός δε h01 "1εχραε δαίμων1•/ (Od. 5.396) may be understood as 
'hateful destiny befell him' or 'a hateful god (conceived impersonally) called 

to him' , 9 8 

with the dative case for the person affected. We find a syntactical and concept-
ual parallel in Hebrew, although the god here is bountiful: 

• ו ל ה ע ו ה א י ־ א ר ק י ו י / {wayyiq10Mow(?adon5y) š:>lowm} 'and the 
L O R D called to him "Peace" ' or 'befell him well' (Judges 6:24). 

In any event, the breadth of the semantic coverage shared by the Greek and 
Hebrew {Kr-} is so striking that it cannot be through mere coincidence (see 
Yahuda, HeGr, 256, 374, 427, 668). 

9 8 Similarly in Od. 10.64. Frisk, GrEtWO, and Chantraine, DiÉtLaGr, s.v. χ ρ α ε ί ν (which 
ought to be asterisked), treat this and the few other attested forms as not imperfect but them-
atic or "second" aorist of a rare verb whose "first" aorist subjunctive is χραύσηι^ 'has fallen 
upon' (Iliad 5.138). In view of the diphthong [־au־] they restore the consonant [־w־] in 

ε χ ρ α ( / ^ ; see also Chantraine, GrHo, I, 393, and Pokorny, InEtWo, I, 460. Δαναοί Τρώεσ-
σιν ε π | ε χ ρ α ο ν Λ / '[the] Danaans fell upon (= met in batde) [the] Trojans' (II. 16.356) is close 

in meaning, as well as in sound [־Kra־], to ת פלשתים א י ר ק " ל ל א ר & א מ ב י ו ^ 
{ w a y y e c é 7 y i ś r 3 7 é l I iqrá 7 ! paliSti^m} 'and Israel came out to encounter [the] Philistines' (I 

Sam. 4:1). The anomalous Hebrew infinitive { l i lqrá^t} occurs often in a context of war. 
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2.Hf. While I diagnose the Greek verb χρή (particularly in the sense of 
'prophesy') as probably a rather late prehistoric borrowing from a Semitic lan-
guage or dialect close to Hebrew, I ought to mention that Moller (VelnSeWo, 
100-101) instead links the Hebrew verb99 to the Sanskrit verb "gpjáti 
[1I "0IT % יי, present tense] 'kiindigt an, riihmt, preist (die Gotter), singt, lob-

singt'," and he takes both the Sanskrit and the Semitic forms back to a primev-
al root g"-ra- (which he does not star!). Thus he posits an originally labio-
velar initial consonant (cf. l.Ja,c,Ka), and a nasal infix after the second con-
sonant (or quasi-consonant) of the root. 

Bomhard, however (ToPrNo, 239), compares this Hebrew verb (and its 
Semitic cognates) to a different Sanskrit verb, 7 יי {jár | ate} 'he calls out 

to' — which would not involve a labio-velar. Moller (96-97) allows for that 
too to be related to the same Semitic root. 

In this etymology, what Moller and Bomhard have in common would — if 
valid — constitutes another instance of a V O I C E D plosive or affricate in San-
skrit corresponding to a Semitic " E M P H A T I C " plosive (cf. 2.Cb), both being 
readily derivable from a globalized voiceless [k7]. I hesitate to accept it or to 
build anything upon it, mainly because their comparisons here (as so often) 
take in only the root and do not extend to any morphology — prefixed, suf-
fixed, or interior. 

2.Hg. As all forms of the Hebrew verb 'call' show the root א ר -it is prop , ק
erly termed triconsonantal, even though the third consonant {ל}, in the age of 
the medieval punctators, had become silent unless followed by a vocalic suffix; 

e.g. ו א ר ק י י / {yi|qr5?|uw} 'they (will) call/read'. 
But in Aramaic the א is gone: ] ו ר ק ח י yi} י |qr |o w n} (Dan. 5:15). 

At most we find it written at the end of an Aramaic word, as in the unsuffixed 
participle א ר  And this applies not only to .(.masc. sing.; 5:7, etc) {'q3ré} יי ק
the Biblical Aramaic texts, which are somewhat less antique than most of the 
Hebrew, but also to an early Aramaic inscription (8th cent. B.C.): 

9 9 He cites it in the perfect tense, but with an infinitive gloss: "kara' [i.e. א ר  [ψτί] ק

'he (has) called'] 'schreien (von Tieren und Menschen), ausrufen, rufen, verkiinden, laut lesen, 
rezitìeren'." 
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י נ ר -he (has) called me' (Donner - Rol' {qr| ny} יי ק
lig, KaArln, I , 39, no. 214.13) 

in contrast to Hebrew י נ א ר -So this root in Aramaic is bi .{qarD?|5niy} יי ק
consonantal, with mere vestiges of triconsonantality. 

The related Hebrew verbal root 'befall, encounter' seldom has א and thus 
is biconsonantal {qr} on the whole. A particularly clear instance is 
ה י ך ק ר ם ק י ו י ' {wayyí|qer mi|qré |hD} 'and her luck fell out' (Ruth 3:2, 
both a preterite verb and the derived verbal noun). 

2.1. Triconsonantal IE (Gr.) και Ηέτλη 'andhe endured' 
:Sem. (Heb.) * { w a y y 1 H é h } 'and he hung' 

2.1a. An almost exact parallel to the correspondence of Hebrew {wayyiqrc»'} 
to Greek και "1έχρί/α (2.He) turns up in another verb — this one with no 
phonetic difficulty like the { q : k h } problem (2.Hb), but a semantic difficulty 
instead. It appears that καΐ "1έτληί 'and he/she endured' 

(outside of Attic & Ionic ΙέτλδΡ')1 0 0 

corresponds either to * ה ל ת י * or to {*wayyitlé}* ו א ל ת י  .{wayyitb7}* ו
I star these Hebrew forms because we cannot be sure that their absence from 
the corpus is merely accidental. The root including {?} is very rare and may 
have been limited to a few forms; of them, only the passive participle 
ם י א ל ת ^ {t31u?í ym} 'hung' (masc. pi.) is really well attested. 

On the other hand, we have plenty of other forms without {?} — among 
them ם ל ס ־ י ו ^ {wayyi | t l | é m } 'and he hung them'; but verbs of this sort in 
the preterite, with no object-suffic, do not usually end in {-εκ}. The normal 
form would be ל ת *  ,'î {wayyítel} 'and he hung ו

like ל ג י ו י  .'and he went into exile' {wayyígel} ׳
Only the most frequent verbs exhibit the longer form occasionally: 

{wayyiSné*} 'and he built', 
besides the usual 13׳יי(י {wayyíBeη} (cf. 2.Gf, note 80; 2.Ag, note 13); 
and at that, the {-έκ} form of the preterite never occurs in the Pentateuch — 

1 0 0 This distribution of η and a is typical, whereas the Attic ε χ ρ η : Ionic "εχρα is not. The 
non-occurrence (to the best of my knowledge) of the combination και ε τ λ η is a mere ac-
cident, in view of καΐ ε τ λ η ν ^ 'and I endured' (Iliad 18.433). See Moller, VelnSeWu, 244; 
Trombettí, SaGl, III , 235; Bomhard, ToPrNo, 206. 
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i.e. in the part of the corpus that was canonized earliest. {wayyitd}, with the 
root in its biconsonantal state, matches at least the recessive accent upon the e 
of κα! "ετλη, which is vestigially triconsonantal in that the long vowel -η 
evinces a laryngeal consonant, not just in the prehistory of Greek but in the 
Naxian Ionic inscripdons. 

2.1b. The gap in meaning between 'hang' and 'endure' seems wide, though 
the recent English slang expression hang in יי suggests how to get from one 
to the other; as an imperative it would be τλήθι^ in Greek. Furthermore the 
Greek nouns τελαμών^ 'strap' (for supporting something) and τάλαντου 'a 
talent' (used for weighing) shows that the root {(-)t(-)!(-7)} in Greek too — 
at least in these derivatives — approaches the sense of 'hang', which it has in 
Hebrew. So it is likely that the verbal formations from the root have suffered a 
semantic restriction, not retaining the sense 'hang' in the historical period of 
the Greek language. 

2.1c. One negative fact about "ετλη is most conducive to the comparison with 
Semitic. This verb has NO P R E S E N T , although dictionaries list it under the hy-
pothetical *τλάω '1 endure' — which, according to my system of grading the 
validity of cited forms, would not rate even an asterisk but rather a double 
question-mark (see Introduction, p. 1). While Greek, more than any other IE 
language, has a fair number of verbs devoid of present forms, most of them 
are associated in meaning with a separate verb-root that is used chiefly in the 
present; e.g. aoristViSe1' 'he/she saw' but present 'opâi1' 'he/she sees'. How-
ever, 'he/she endures, is enduring' is expressed by the perfect τέτληκείν)^. 
The verb-roots not exemplified in the present tense are doubtless an archaic 
heritage from a verb-system more like the Semitic than the IE languages exhibit 
for the most part. 

The inexact Latin cognate to "ετλη is tulit^, which means not only 'he/she 
endured' but also 'he/she carried', and is associated with the present fertיי 
(imperat. fer, 2.Aa).1 0 1 Tulit and especially TOLrH (in an early inscription, 
CoJnLa 1.1215b.6) is reminiscent of Heb. ה ל ת י } י b b K } 'he (has) hung' 

and still more of the feminine ה  ת י ל ת } ע t o l a B * } 'she (has) hung'. 

1 0 1 The English cognate to the latter, fcer יי in Old English, has virtually the same range of 
meaning; but in the obsolescence of this English verb only the meaning 'endure' remains 
quite vernacular — e.g. / can't bear to see them. 
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The Latin present tollit^ with the geminate -11- is, on its face, a secondary 
formation from the root. But its meaning 'he/she is lifting, carrying of f ' 1 0 2 is 
closer to the Hebrew {(-)t(־)l(-?)} 'hang'. 

The Indo-Europeanists have derived the -11- from *-In-, as in the Irish 
tlenaid^ 'he steals' — the -n- being part of an IE suffix. -11- might, how-
ever, reflect *-P- (cf 2.Jg). Among the Semitic languages Akkadian stands 
out in having a present tense, formed by strengthening or gemination of the 
second consonant. But the same phonetic feature also serves other morpho-
logical purposes not only in Akkadian but throughout Semitic, {tu-ul-la-ta }יי, 
not found in early Akkadian (Von Soden, AkHa, 1369), is considered not a 
present but a stative form of the "D" stem, meaning 'she is hung ( - bedecked)' 
— i.e. with quivers (see Von Soden, GrAkGr, 116).1 0 3 

2.J. Bi- or triconsonantal Sem. (Heb.) {mDltiw} : IE (Gr.) ττολυ- 'full (-fill)' 
{ma\5y} : (Latin) -pie fill' 

The richest vein of Semitic-IE etymology is located in the root that means 
'full' or ' f i l l ' . Not just a few interesting suffixes accompany this root, but im-
pressive remains of a large morphological system.104 The Semitic words 
formed from {(-)m(-)l״׳ ־(-)}, more than those from any other Semitic root, 
can teach the Indo-Europeanists valuable lessons about their own field. 

2Ja. The disparity between the Semitic {m-} and the IE p- seems the great-
est obstacle to a common origin; but upon careful analysis it becomes a price-
less clue to the IE alternation between m VI- and ρΐ-, ρ VI-. The IE words 
that begin with m- have been attributed to an altogether separate root, even 
where they fall into the same semantic field as p- words. Thus 

Latin mul turn יי 'much' and its comparative plus יי 'more' 
are regarded as a case of mere suppletion.105 

1 0 2 This meaning, in the perfect tense, requires a prefix: sustulit^ 'he/she (has) lifted, car-
ried off. The present sustollit יי is rare and does not differ perceptibly from tollit in mean-
ing. 
1 0 3 The idea for tliis entire section (2.1a-c) came to me from J . P. Brown. 
1 0 4 A briefer statement of mine, which is now amplified below, was contained in FuOtKe 
Wo, 169-176 (also CoGr, 161-162). 
1 0 5 Except by Moller, VelnSeWo, 162 (citing multum and plus together), and Cuny, InÉt 
Co, 124, 162-163. Trombetti, SaGl, III , 430, compared "Arabo mai i 'aplenus fuit . . . Ebr. 
mālē' ... Gr. μάλα assai ['very'], μαλε-ρό-ς forte ['strong'], Lat. mul-to- molto e prob. 
mel-ior ['better']". Illich-Svitych, OpSr (BBeAeitue, 34), has only a preliminary entry on I E 
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But that the root was originally m(-)l-, and that pi- developed from 
*ml-, is strongly suggested by the Hebrew alternation exemplified by the 

masculine adjective א ל מ ^ {mole7} 'full' (also a stadve verb), 

feminine ״ ' י א ל מ י ' {male?5*} " . 
In Hebrew the condidoning factor is the accent, which shifts to the suffix and 
entails the reduction of the pre-accentual full vowel {כ} to the minimal vowel 
{a}. That vocalic transition in a Semitic language is still enough to prevent the 
utter reduction of {m V I - } to a consonant-group ? m/ ־ ; but initial consonant-
groups were copiously generated in prehistoric IE by morphological processes 
somewhat like those in Hebrew. Now *ml- was an unwieldy group, to judge 
from most known languages, and therefore unstable. It gave way to pi-, the 
nearest congenial consonant-group; for we posit a time when *bl- was unavail-
able (cf. l .Db, 2.Bfg). 

The Hebrew feminine adjective {male713s} corresponds approximately 
to the Homeric Greek πλείη^ [plé|ε] (fem. sing, nominative). 
The Homeric masc. pi. nom. πλε^οι^ has a counterpart 
in post-Bibl. Hebrew י א ל מ ^ { ! ^ ? ^ } (masc. pi. construct).106 

2.Jb. No trace of the third consonant {?} appears in 013 Π ; p i f n ' p D ^ 
{mDlúw to^ako Homoa} 'your midst [was] full of violence' (Ezek. 28: 
16).1 0 7 The structure of {mold™} matches the Greek πολύ^ 'much' beautiful-
ly; and the meaning too matches in compounds of πολυ- such as 

πολύδακρυι/^ 'full of tears, tearful' (ace), 
πολύχρυσο^ 'full of gold' (nom.), 

which would be ך י ץ Π ו ל  .t {mDlúw Fbrúwc} in Hebrew מ
The Arabic cognate of ו ל מ , as a stative verb 'he/it is/was full' rather than a 

"pelu, pleh- 'ΜΗΟΓΟ' [i.e. 'much']" and its Nostratic cognates, including the questionable 

Semito-Hamitic "? pi'otenb, SoJibtue' [i.e. 'very, more']"; the editor of the posthumous 

publication marks this entry + , signifying that Illich-Svitych never worked it out in the part 

of his comparative dictionary which he was able to compose before his death (see also 2 J i ) . 
1 0 6 In the Bible the masculine singular construct occurs just once: ם י מ א י ל מ ^ (male 

yDm'1ym] 'full of days' = 'old' (Jer. 6:11). 

1 0 7 Grammarians and exegetes have treated ו ל  as just an irregular variant of מ

(m31a7ú׳״) 'they (have) filled' (see Rendsburg, DiAnHe, 87), but the context yields no ante-

cedent for 'they'; InEuSeLa, 662-663 (I no longer analyze {m:>11iw} as a passive participle 

but rather as a stative verb). 
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mere adjective, is JJLo\ The letters { m l w } are identical with the Hebrew 
ו ל but the superscript marks call for the pronunciation [malu ; מ ? a] , not 
- [maluwa] in the standard dialect of the Q u ^ ā n , which differed somewhat 
from the dialect for which the consonantal spelling had been set. 

The initial consonant of πολύ diverges from {1T1DIÚ ' v }, although the rest of 
 is extremely close.108 Probably the numerous πλ- forms had become a [olu־]
commanding model; e.g. the comparative πλείονα 'more'.1 0 9 In view of 

{m31e?5H} : πλείη 
{male7ey} : πλεΐοι 

and other {m91-} : pi- forms that are still to be presented, 
{mDlú w } : πολύ 

can hardly fail to be a true cognate. So, unique and anomalous as { rro lú w } is 
in Hebrew, it is enormously valuable for our comparison. 

The Sanskrit cognate of πολύ is יי {purú}. Greek ο does not norm-
ally correspond to Sanskrit { u } ; but this word of the very basic vocabulary 
seems to preserve something more archaic about vowels than that norm: This 
Sanskrit {u} simply anticipates the same vowel, accented, in the next syllable, 
whereas the Avestan {pauru^, pourvW} has both the anticipatory {u} at the 
end of the first syllable (a regular feature of Avestan phonology) and right 
before it the variable { a / 0 } vowel that is cognate to the Greek o. But Old 
Persian {paruv}^ [־uw] has, in each syllable, the vowel regularly cognate to 
the Greek πολύ. 

The apparent correspondence of the Greek and Indo-Iranian vowel {-u} 
to the Hebrew {-u w } , if only in this one word, is of great structural import. 
For on the one hand this is an IE morpheme for forming adjectives ( l . K i ) ; 
and on the other the back-vowel with off-glide in Semitic, after the second con-
sonant of a root, forms a participle, mainly passive in meaning and therefore 
somewhat like an adjective (as filled^ in English is often nearly synonymous 
with full ^). 

1 0 8 [u] in Attic, the best known of the Greek dialects but not die earliest one attested. 
1 0 9 This Homeric neuter form coincides in die received spelling widi the neuter singular 
•πλέίον^ 'full'; but die latter was probably pronounced [ p l ē o n ] — differing from the compar-
ative [pleion] 'more' widi die diphdiong, until the distinction was neutralized in the 4d1 cen-
tury B . C . 
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2.Jc. Possible remote cognates of the two-consonant root m/p(-)l- are re-
corded in many languages — not, however, in the greater part of the Afro-
Asiatic region. Only in the most southwestern group, the Chadic, is anything 
similar reported, namely fal יי in Hausa. Oddly enough, it is most reminiscent 
of our Germanic full, notwithstanding the distance between northern Europe 
and Africa south of the Sahara. 

The word in the Austronesian languages has the consonants fairly similar 
to IE, sometimes the vowels too: Tagalog p u ת ό י ' , Malay pēnoh^, Iban 
(Sarawak) penoh יי, Bogutu (Solomon Islands) von u יי. Without pretending 
to survey the languages of the world, I have noted in Turkish dolu יי, in the 
Chinese dialect of Beijing m a n H and in Zulu -gewele^ or -zele^. 

A method has yet to be worked out for distinguishing between relevant and 
coincidental similarities, when the languages show only a few, not enough to 
disclose a recurrent pattern of phonetic correspondences. I would suggest a se-
mandc reason, however, for the extraordinary spread of this one word in pre-
historic times. Although we think of 'full' as preeminently an everyday word 
of the home, it is bound to figure also in T R A D I N G when something being trad-
ed is IN A C O N T A I N E R ; for often whether it is full or not makes all the differ-
ence between a bargain and no bargain. 

2.Jd. The feminine of the adjective in Hebrew, besides {m31e?6K}, has a 
rare alternative, occurring only in Isaiah 1:21: 
י מ2$פט ת א ל ה ... מ י ך ק י ' {qiiyo* ... m91e 7 ātí y mišpoT} 'a city ... full 
of justice'. The Greek parallel is πλησι-, 
with the long vowel [־ε־], in πλησιφαής σελήνη^ 'the moon full of light' 
(Philo, De congressu eruditionis gratia 106 = 3.93.20-21 Cohn - Wendland). 

2.Je. Although the Hebrew vowel-pattern {-D-é-} is characteristic of stative 
verbs, {mole7} is in fact either stative 'he is/was full' or active 'he fills, he 
filled'. No other verb of stative form in this language behaves quite like 
{irolé 7 }. The recurrence of this double use in certain IE pi- forms suggests 
that it may be a remarkable archaic survival. 

In Arabic, however, 
the active ìU^ {mala?a} 'he (has) filled' is distinguished from 

,  , י
the stative _p_> [malu?a] (2.Jb) and 
J - L W {mly} [mali ?a] 'he is full (was filled)' 
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by means of the vowel {-a-} between the second and third consonants and 
— in spelling — by the letter I {?}, although the sound [ ? ] is pronounced in 
the stative also, contrary to the letters {w} and {y}. 

πλησι-, besides meaning 'full' in πλησιφαής, 
means 'filling' in πλησίγναθος^ 'mouth-filling' (describes 

a certain kind of "αρτος^ 'bread').1 1 0 

The Latin verb -pie behaves as an ordinary active verb; e.g. in the impera-
tives explē^ ' f i l l up', replē^ ' ref i l l ' . 1 1 1 The Hebrew imperative singular is 
not attested, but the paradigm calls for א ל מ ^ {m315 7 }. 1 1 2 The accented 
vowel [e], associated with stative meaning in the Hebrew perfect, would 
scarcely be appropriate to the imperative with its active meaning. 

The only suffix of the Latin verb that might have a Hebrew cognate is -re, 
second person singular passive: 

-p/ē|re§ 'you are filled/full' : ( י ל א . {mMe'TtD} ׳י מ 1 1 3 

For the intervocalic -r- is probably from a prehistoric *-s־, near enough to 
the fricative allophone {-t-} in this Hebrew environment. The plosive alio-
phone in {yDŠáBfo} [-^כ] 'you (have) sat' matches the Sanskrit [-Αν] in {sa-
sá tẁ} (2.Bf) more exactly than that. Both the Sanskrit and the Latin cognate 
to the Hebrew {-Vp} may be valid. 

2.Jf. A definitely active sense is expressed in some Semitic languages by the 
"intensive" conjugation; e.g. Hebrew א ל י מ ^ {mallé7} 'fill'(imperative sing, 
masc). The closest Semitic-IE parallel is between the perfect tense of this con-

1 1 0 Although -σι- and -τι- compounds in early Greek go mainly with feminine nouns, it is 
not altogether so; and afterwards, as in άρτος . . . πλησίγναθος , the preference for feminine 
agreement seems to lapse. But it may still be relevant that while Η άρτος is masculine, γ ι -ά׳
θος^ 'cheek' or 'jaw' is feminine; the verse from a lost comedy Cnidia by Sopater, 
Ά τ α β υ ρ ΐ τ η ς δ' "1άρτος "ην πλησίγναθος (Adienaeus 109e), could be translated 'it was Ata-
byrite bread, a moudifuP — die -σι- dien agreeing widi -γνάθος . 
1 1 1 Uncompounded, this verb is attested only with a passive ending: plentur^ 'diey are 

filled', and at that only by the lexicographer Festus (258-259 Lindsay). 
1 1 2 The imperative plural is ו א } יי מ ל m i l ( 3 ) ? | ú w ) 'fill'; its pausal form would be 

ו א ל t Í מ m a l 5 ? | u w ) . 
AT : 1 1 ' 

1 1 3 The long vowel ē of die Ladn "second conjugation" must be virtually identical in sound 

with the Hebrew (e7) after the glottal stop א in tiiis environment lost its consonantal artic-

ulation. 
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jugation, ת  א ל  'you (m. sing.) have filled, fulfilled' {millé'|tD} יי מ
( ת א ל ם ו י / {u w |m i l l e ? [ b} 'and you are to f i l l ' , "converted 

perfect") 
and the OEnglish "present" du fyll\est^ (more often /y/sM), 

which serves equally for present and future. The -t (though not the s) of the 
second person singular ending in English is cognate to the Sanskrit { - ẁ } , 
and hence to the Hebrew {-To}. Hebrew has feminine singular forms 

ת א ל מ ת "converted" ,{milléTt} ז א ל מ ו  {uwmilléTt} ז
with no final vowel, as in English. 

The Old English vowel -y- [u] , in contrast to the [u] of the adjecdve full, 
is clearly due to Umlaut — i.e. anticipation of a semi-vowel *[y] in the next 
syllable.1 1 4 The Hebrew {-i-} between the first and second radical conson-
ants in the "intensive" conjugation seems inexplicable from anything known 
within Semitic; the Aramaic of the Targum has א ת י ל מ י ' {maelle^tD'} to 
translate {millé'to}. I make bold to suggest that this Hebrew front-vowel — 
limited to the perfect tense of the "intensive"115 — may have originated in 
some prehistoric Umlaut, of which there are other traces in the language, al-
though Umlaut is alien to Semitic as a whole.1 1 6 

2Jg. In addition to the feminine adjective {m31e?DK}, accented constandy on 
the suffix, Hebrew has the feminine stative verb 'she is full' with variable ac-
cent: if the next word is accented on the first syllable, we find 

Πα ! י א ל מ י  ;wine-press is full' (Joel 4:13) [the]' {m513?DEggát} י
but if the next word is accented otherwise, 

ה 1 ב ד ה $ א ל מ ^ כ ^ ל ב י ^ כ ז ת ב ground is f [the]* ף u l l ' . 1 1 7 

1 1 4 The Gothic participle {ful l jands} \ whose O E cognate is fyllend^ 'filling', shows 
that semi-vowel [y] (or [i]) actually, not just theoretically; but on the other hand, in Gothic 
alone of the Germanic languages no effect on the vowel of the preceding syllable is percepti-
ble. 
1 1 5 But all forms of this active verb in Germanic (apart from Gothic) have Umlaut: the O E 
imperative is fyll יי (> fill יי), quite unlike the Hebrew vowel in the corresponding position of 
the imperative { m a l l é 7 } . 
1 1 6 The similar vowel in modern English / / / / has resulted from simplifying the articulation 

of the Umlaut vowel [u], which is preserved in German: d u fullest יי, etc. 
1 1 7 Virtually attested in 
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Structurally {irtDls?^} is most like the Greek πολλ|ή^ 'much', which serves 
anomalously as the feminine counterpart to the neuter adjective πολύ (2.Jb) 
and the masculine πολύς^. The -λλ- possibly reflects a prehistoric *[-P-] 
(cf. 2.1c).118 But the adjective 'full' in several other IE languages has -ת - in 
the position of the Hebrew 

fem. Avestan (p3r3nā}t Lithuanianpilnà יי Russian nojutá^ {polná} 
neuter {paransm}^ pìlna§ IIOJUKW {ρόΐηο} 

The -ת - is clearly an IE suffix; whether to take the {?} as a suffix in Semitic 
— especially in view of {IT1D1Úw} without it — or as part of the root, is debat-
able. 

In the sequel to this volume (cf. Levin, InEuDeAd, 98-100) it will be 
shown that 

a) the IE neuter noun corresponds to the Semitic and especially the Hebrew 
feminine noun W I T H NO A C C E N T E D M A R K E R , and 

b) the geminated or strengthened initial consonant of such a noun {ggáf} 
after the stative verb reflects a nasal sound from the ending *[oN], much like 
the Avestan neuter ending {-3m}. 

The accentuation of Avestan is unrecorded; but in Russian and Lithuanian 
the accent on the first syllable of the neuter {polno} , pilna 
matches the Hebrew {1יזכל13בךו} (*[m51373N]) 

before a noun without an accented feminine marker. The Greek neuter πολλοί 
'much', a frequent synonym of πολύ (at least in the Ionic of Homer and 
Herodotus), corresponds to *[m513?DN] except for the accent.119 

As Lithuanian and the related Baltic languages have no neuter nouns, the 
neuter form of an adjective such as pilna is used O N L Y IN T H E P R E D I C A T E — 

ץ ר א א ה ה ל מ י  ,the earth is full' (Jer. 23:10, etc.)' {5to?3rECיצל^כ!!!} י

ה מ ד ה א ל ב א ^ {?:telS'^àdDmS''} '[the] ground mourns' (Joel 1:10 

ה הארץ^>^0 = ל ב א י / { ל כ & 3 1 צ ע } 'the earth mourns', Jer. 23:10). 
1 1 8 Some recent Indo-Europeanists recognise a root with a third laryngeal consonant. Strunk, 
VeSp, 3, under "*pj3x-ú- 'viel'," is closest to my explanation of the -λλ־: "Das Motions-
femininum ai. [= Sanskrit] p i ī r v / b e w e i s t d e n vorgeschichtlichen Komplex 3/־x־, so daB der 
Ansatz *pjlu- bei Frisk [GrEtWO, s.v. πολύς] irrefiihrend 1st." 
1 1 9 The patterns of accent in Baltic and Slavic tiiat disagree with Greek and Sanskrit have 
been studied by many Indo-Europeanists, and formulated as "Hirt's law" and "Saussure's (or 
Fortunatov's) law"; V. M. Illich-Svitych, Nominal Accentuation in Baltic and in Slavic, tr. 
by R. L . Leed and R. F . Feldstein (Cambridge, MA: M I T Press, 1979), 9-15, 58-59, 61-64, 
79-81, 136-139, 145-147. 
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just like the limitation upon the Hebrew stative verb {יזכל13בן1ז} 'is full', which 
cannot serve as an attributive adjective. Ά full wine-press' would be 
 fÌ3t {gát m91e?5K} (2.J a). This shared restriction gives us a gleam מלאה
of vestigial light on how the IE and the Semitic gender system, as well as the 
syntax of predication, developed in prehistoric times, and how adjectives were 
formed from verbal roots. 

2.Jh. To summarize the importance of this etymology to IE linguistics: 
(1) The Hebrew alternation { m : , 1 v ־ / m a ] v ? v - } suggests how IE words be-

ginning with m VI- and p(V)l- belong to the same root. 
(2) The feminine singular nominative, as in Greek πλείη, and the masculine 

plural nominative, as in πλεΐοι, are represented in Semitic by cognate inflect-
ions (cf. l.Ac5,Da,d,Gd,Ie). 

(3) The divergent sound but similar function of the pre-accentual Greek vow-
el ο in πολύ and the pre-accentual Sanskrit vowel {u} in {purú}, besides the 
Avestan {pauru, pouru} and Old Persian {paruv}, is clarified by the 
Hebrew {trol i i ' "} . 

(4) The Hebrew feminine adjective {m91e?àtíy} enables us to account for 
the preference within Greek for a feminine reference of the -σι- in compound 
adjectives such as πλησιφαής· and πλησίγναθος. 

(5) The structural parallel between Hebrew {molé'tD} and Latin -plēre 
'you (sing.) are full' makes it virtually certain that the long vowel [ē] goes 
back to a prehistoric laryngeal consonant, identical or similar to the glottal stop 
m . 

(6) The Hebrew accentual alternation {™^37^/mSltfo1'} * [ - כ א ] in the feminine 
stative verb — the former occurring before a noun with an accented feminine 
marker — is indispensable to account for the Russian feminine {polná}, 
neuter {polno} and the Lithuanian femininepilnà, neuterpûna. 

(7) The Hebrew front-vowel {i} in the perfect tense of the "intensive" con-
jugation { m i l l - } (with active meaning) seems due to a prehistoric Umlaut, 
like that which produced fyll(-) [־u־] in Old English (cf. Gothic {fu l l j -} ) . 

2.Ji. As we have so far seen that the root varies between m- and ρ-, and that 
many derived forms show no trace of the the third consonant ( { 7 } in Semitic), 
we may well ask whether there are still further permutations. Illich-Svitych 
(MaSrSl, 348) gives the Nostratic root *ραΐΛ with the gloss ' Μ Η Ο Γ Ο ' ( = 
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'much'; he does not recognise an alternant m-); and he also lists, as a quite 
separate root but with the same gloss, *ΤΠ/Ο/Π/Λ, *m/o/n/g/Λ. The IE 
representatives of the latter (Pokorny, InEtWo, I , 730) include Old English 
monig^120 and Church Slavonic ΜΒΗΟΓΒ^ {manoga} 'much, many'. Clos-
est to it, phonetically, in Semitic is the Ancient South Arabian adjective 
mighty'.1' /יןזידנתז} 2 1 

The meaning, as well as the sound, of the IE and the Semitic triconsonantal 
adjective is somewhat reminiscent of [m/p־l־ ?] 'full'. In particular, an alterna-
tion between [n] and [1], or between [ף and [?], recurs in roots whose 
semantic affinity is nearly beyond dispute (cf. l.La־b, 2.Qc,DDj, note 
333). But because of the distance in meaning — and in space — between 
manig, {manoga}, etc., in northerly branches of IE and j m n ' } in a south-
erly branch of Semitic, I hesitate to posit any link. Even supposing that both 
the Semitic and the IE forms originated as variations from [m-I-?], they 
could well have been quite independent variations — whereas the Hebrew fem-
inine adjective {male ? àtí y } and the Greel πλησι- could hardly arise except 
through contact between the prehistoric ancestors of these languages (cf. 
2.Ja, note 105). 

Illich-Svitych's other citations under the Nostratic roots *ραΐΛ and 
*τη/ο/η/Λ, *m/o/n/g/Λ draw upon Altaic, Uralic, Dravidian, and (doubt-
fully) Kartvelian. Some, I dare say, of the words that mean 'much' or 'great' 
in those languages will hold up as cognate to IE or Semitic (Afro-Asiatic).122 

I , however, am not able to analyze them morphologically, and thus to reach a 
conclusion about their consonant-and-vowel structure, such as I can do with 
the languages that I know. 

1 2 0 Also manig ή as in Walde - Pokorny, VeWU. I, 268-269 (> mod. Eng. many^). 
1 2 1 Karolus Conti Rossini, Chrestomathia Arabica Meridionalis epigraphica (Roma: Istituto 
per l'Oriente, 1931), 179. He also cites, from a modern dialect of southern Arabia, "hadr. 

[i.e. {man i y ^} ] magnus, excelsus". 
1 2 2 Checking his "Apaa *pcdA 'ΜΗΟΓΟ' ( D E D 267-268)" in his source, T . Burrow and Μ. B. 
Emeneau, A Dravidian Etymological Dictionary (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1961), I find 
indeed: "Ta[mil] pala many, several, diverse; . . . Ma[layalam] pala many, several, various; 
. . . Ka[nnada] pala, palavu much, many, several, various; . . . Te[lugu] palu many, 
several, various, different". 
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2.K. Triconsonantal IE (Gr.) δολιχή, (Avestan) {daraga}, 
(Lith.) ilgà : Sem. (Heb.) p:>rafc5B} 'long' 

(Gr.) -δ6λεχ- : {?érek} 
2.Ka. The reservation in the previous section, about 

Lithuanian pilnà (fem.): Hebrew {ir io^D*} 
pìln a (neuter): {mola?:)*} 

(Russian and Avestan too), 
that the third Semitic consonant {?} does not correspond to n, would not apply 
to another adjective ilgà^ 'long' : i"D""l$t {?orakiP} 'it (fem.) is long' 

í i gá i : ה כ ך ^  .{orafo15?} ז
All three consonants correspond; i.e. the Semitic glottal stop {ל} to the lack of 
an initial consonant. To be sure, aside from the Baltic group many IE lan-
guages have d-; e.g. 

Greek Sanskrit Avestan Russian 
fem. δολιχή^ {dīrgí} {daraga}^ ΛΟΛΓ^1 {dolgá} 

neuter δολι χόν^ ^ \ יי {dfrghá m} {daraġa m }יי  ẃinW {dolgo} 
The odd absence of d- cannot cast doubt upon the cognate status of ilSal\1ga, 
which otherwise corresponds to Russian {doISá/d01go} as perfecdy as 

fem. pilnà : {polná}, neuter pìlna : {ρόΐηο}. 
Rather it opens up the Semitic connection (Levin, InEuDeAd, 95-97). 

The second consonant {r} in Hebrew and other Semitic languages matches 
Indo-Iranian, while the rest of IE has 1. That is a recurrent divergence, as we 
saw in the Avestan feminine {parana}, neuter {paranam} 

(Sanskrit ^ {pū rnā}, {pū rnám}) . 

The third consonant {k} of the Hebrew is most like the Greek χ [k ' ] ; in early 

Hebrew it may have been precisely [k 1 ] . 
Al l this points to an IE adjective spreading to Semitic so early that its IE 

form was still remarkably variable.123 It must belong to very nearly the oldest 
stratum of IE vocabulary. Furthermore the circumstances of the early Semitic 
link help to account for the greater divergence in western IE: 

1 2 3 The Hittite forms {1VtaluS/jj-} nearly accord with the Greek and seem not to cast light 
on the particulars of the contact between prehistoric I E and Semidc, although the Hittites of 
history were in close touch widi one historical Semidc language at least — Akkadian. 
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Latin feminine longa יי , neuter longum יי , 
and the Celtic and Germanic cognates, including our English word (Pokorny, 
InEtWo, I , 197). 

An IE proto-form, from which all the actual forms developed, has to be 
both tentative and eclectic; I would schematize it *x7-gil־. The unidentified in-
itial element xwas liable to be actualized in certain IE languages as either [?-] 
(the minimal consonant, easily lost) or as [d־] (the plosive most like /), or else 
to be metathesized and become [g] (prenasalization of the velar plosive [g]). 
The Semitic forms too are just as readily derivable from this IE proto-form. 

The vowel between the first and second consonants is the same in the two 
Hebrew stative verbs {?3r-} and {mDl-} — as indeed in all stative verbs. It 
is most like the Slavic and specifically the Russian {dol־, pol-}. Of the other 
IE languages that show a parallel formation from both roots, the Indo-Iranian 
are noteworthy for showing two grossly different vowels between the first 
consonant and the second, in languages that are otherwise so similar: 

Avestan {dara-, para-}, Sanskrit {dīr־, pū r -} . 
To set up a proto-form accounting for all these recorded vowels is scarcely 
easier than one for the diverse recorded consonants; but it looks as i f some 
sound must already have been there that would come out the same [a] in such 
widely separate languages as Hebrew and Russian.124 

2.Kb. The Hebrew masculine singular ך״ Πfc t̂ {?arék}, like {male7}, can 
be either an adjective 'long' or a stative verb 'it (masc.) is long'; but in neither 
function does it occur in the corpus. Only the plural form of the stative verb is 
attested: 7} 'יארכו״arakuw־}, and just once at that (Gen. 26:8, hyphenated 
to the next word). This suffices to prove that the feminine singular stative verb 
was available for a brief sentence such as (cf. 2.Jg) 

ן ר ן ?  ,'horn is long [the]' ,[75raR|3N]*) {âralil^qqSren?} ^1רכה 
corresponding to the IE neuter — e.g. except for the accent, 

Greek δολιχ|όν κέραςt '[the] horn [is] long' or '[a] long horn'; 
ה ר ב ה א כ ר א ו ך ל ^ ן ב י ־ י י ^ ן ב ז י } '[the] feather/wing is long', 

corresponding to the IE fem., or possibly to the neuter pi. (really collective) 
δολιχ|ά πτερ|ά§ '[the] feathers/wings [are] long' or 'long wings' (2.Lc). 

1 2 4 Mailer (VelnSeWo, 42, 153-154) discovered this important etymology (and so many 
more), but without citing the crucial Lithuanian form. See also Strunk, VeSp, 3-4. 
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The only form of the adjective to be found in the Hebrew Bible is the mas-
culine singular construct, as in Ezek. 17:3 ר ב א ך ה ל א י ' {?érek h:>|?é6er} 

'long of wing' . 1 2 5 This vocalic structure 
recurs in one Greek adjective: μνήμην Ηεν|δελ6χ|ή^ 'long-

lasting memory' (accusative; Plato, Leges 4.718a). 
The -e-e- pattern in Greek is surprising; but its function is not perceptibly 
like the Hebrew construct at all, except perhaps in a negative sense: both the 
Greek -δελεχ- and the Hebrew {?érek} have to be followed by something ac-
cented, upon which they depend. The accent upon {?érek} is C O N J U N C T I V E 

and requires an independendy accented word right after it. 

2.Kc. Neither δολιχ- nor -δελεχ- fits the structure of a Greek verb-root of 
IE origin. Not the triconsonantal framework but the disyllabic actualization pre-
eludes it from functioning as a verb in the IE heritage of Greek. Adjectives, 
however, inherited from IE admit of more varied structure. The same applies to 
the Avestan {darag'ġ-}. The Sanskrit cognate {dīrg11-}, while monosyllabic, 
is still inadmissible for a verb from prehistoric IE, since CVCC- is the San-
skrit counterpart to the disyllabic structure in the cognate IE languages of near-
ly equal antiquity, including Avestan. 

On the Semitic side {(-)?(-)r(-)k/k(-)} can serve for either an adjective 
or a stative verb, the Hebrew {?orék} being both 'long' (masc. sing, absolute) 
and 'it (m.) is long'. This does not argue against an IE origin, though some 
have it almost for an axiom that in any etymology the verbal function or mani-
festation can be assumed to be primary. Nowadays we can fairly maintain that 
each etymology must be judged on its own merits, without the presumption 
that the verbal function ought to have been prior to any other. 

2.Kd. This root, with the meaning 'long', is found in the northern Semitic 
languages, but not further south. The Akkadian {ar-ka-am}^1 2 6 (acc. sing, 
masc.) is particularly close in its structure to Lithuanian ìlga ^ with no initial 
consonant and with a nasal sound at the end (cf. !.Kg), and nearly as close to 

1 2 5 The nearest Greek equivalent to this would be *δολιχόπτερος ( 2 . L c - d ) ; but the 
Septuagint actually renders the Hebrew words by H 0 μακροπτέρυγος \ δολιχ- gradually lost 
ground to its synonym μακρ- during the history of the Greek language. 
1 2 6 I.e. {arkam} as expressed in cuneiform syllabic characters. 
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Avestan {daragam}. Alck. {a-ri-ik} 1 ' — i.e. {arik} with no case-ending — 
shows this adjective is a regular cognate to Heb. {?arék}. Akkadian phonolo-
gy drops a short interior vowel between two consonants, so as to produce a di-
syllabic instead of a trisyllabic word1 2 7 — whereas in Lithuanian the vowel is 
gone unconditionally. 

2.L. Biconsonantal (-)p-T- 'open' 
Triconsonantal IE (Gr.) πτερά :Sem (Heb.) {?eBra*"} 'wing( s), feather( s)' 

2.La. The complicated IE etymology of the Latin verb patet^ 'it is wide-
open' (rarely with a personal subject) is indirectly clarified by certain Hebrew 
forms. In InEuSeLa (672-676) I explored the structural parallel between He-
brew stative verbs or participles in {-é7} and the curious Latin compounds 
with the stem of the "second conjugation" in -ē- + -fit 'it becomes' (instead of 
just the personal endings; cf. 2.Db): patèfit^ 'it becomes wide-open', 

and the future patēfīet^ 'it will become wide-open', 
which means nearly the same as patēbit יי the normal future verb. 

The Hebrew structure most like pate\fit is 
ה ^ ה א י מ ט י -he/it becomes sullied'. A He' {*TDmé'yilhyé} י

brew stative participle or adjective cognate to pate- is not attested; but from the 
active participle {potéK} Opening' (in Π Γ ] & ל } י ' , Pr. 20:19) a stative parti-

ciple *ΠΠ3 *{pate*} '(being) open' can reasonably be reconstructed. The 
verb is infrequent in the Bible; other forms of the simple conjugation show in-
deed a stative sense — e.g. ΪΪΓΙΕΡ^ {yiptéR} '[lest] it be open [to seduction]' 
(Deut. 11:16).128 *{pate*} is to the imperfect {yiptéH} 

as ו ד ע ו י  .'it is/will be hard' {*yiqšé} /יי ?hard' to ftgf' {qašéE} י

1 2 7 The nominative sing, feminine is { a - r i k - t u m } \ but an accusative sing. fem. {a-ra-ak-

t á m } ^ is also attested; AsDi, 1.2, 283-284. 
1 2 8 See Bomhard, ToPrNo, 190; Illich-Svitych, MaSrSl, 372. This etymology escaped me 

until J . P. Brown called it to my attention in 1987. The active verb Π Π 5 יי {patíH} 'open' 

is much commoner, not only in Hebrew but throughout Semitic. However, the third conson-
ant {H} removes it from any close I E parallel (Moller, VelnSeWo, 205; Trombetti, SaGl, I I I , 
338); the length of the stem-vowel of the Latin "second conjugation" pate- is much more 
likely to correspond to a weak Semitic laryngeal { 7 } (cf. 2Je ,h5) . The Egyptian (ptH), in 
this meaning, is suspected by Erman - Grapow, WOAeSr, I, 565) of being possibly an early 
loan-word from Semitic, rather than an Afro-Asiatic cognate. 
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Greek forms from the same root as the Latin paté- are not close morpho-
logically. About the simplest of them is πέπταται^ 'it is spread out' (perfect 
middle). 

2.Lb. The relation of Latin patet 'it is wide-open' ("2d conjugation", stative) 
iopande^ 'open wide' ("3d conj.", active imperat.) 

pandit^ 'he/she opens wide' 
is a long-standing anomaly, because after the nasal the plosive consonant is 
voiced.1 2 9 This Latin conjugation corresponds to the ordinary thematic verbs 
of Greek and Sanskrit, with the imperative in -e and {-a) respectively; but 
pand\e has no IE cognates. It does, however, recall the Hebrew imperative 
singular masculine ΠΓΐ3ΐ {patté*}. As in many other Hebrew verbs whose 
simple forms carry a stative meaning (usually expressed, at least in some of the 
forms, by a vocalization different from that of active forms), the "intensive" 
forms — marked by STRENGTHENING OR GEMINATION OF THE SECOND 
CONSONANT — have a causative sense: 

given the simple forms *{poté''}, (yipté5} 'be open',1 3 0 

the meaning of {patté*} is 'make such-and-such open' (cf. 2.Jf)• 
This verb as a whole being sparsely represented in the corpus, of the impera-
tive only the fem. sing. , HS)^ {pattiy} occurs (Judges 14:15, 16:5) — in a 
context that invites the colloquial English rendering 'make him open up' (dis-
close his secret) or 'open him up'. The masculine {patté s }, which must have 
been avadable,131 is as close as the phonology of Hebrew permits to the Latin 
pande, except for the voicing of the latter consonant of the root. 

The pre-nasalization of the root consonant in -n d- is the IE counterpart of 

1 2 9 Ernout - Meillet, DiÉtLaLa, s.v. panda and pateā; F. B. J. Kuiper, Die indogermani-

schen Nasalprdsentia (Amsterdam: Noord-Hollandsche Uitgeversmaatschappij, 1937), 163: 
"Das Verhāltnis zu pat (idg.*peí) laBt sich ebenso wie bei pango und mungo aus alter 
athematischer Flexion erklaren...." Ernout - Meillet, s.v. *paco, cite the archaic pacit^ 'he 
comes to terms' in contrast topangit^ 'he fixes'. Even though (as Kuiper, 164, points out) 
the letter C in early Latin could stand for either [g| or [k], the authenticity of pacit with [k] is 
proved by the derivative pacīscitur^ 'he negotiates', which is common in classical Latin. 
1 3 0 An imperative form of stative verbs is, in general, rare or lacking. 
1 3 1 Morphologically just like ΓΠΙί̂  {cawwé^} 'command, instruct'. However, the shorter 
form of the imperative sing. masc. 11£ ^ (cáw) is much commoner, especially in the early 
Hebrew of the Pentateuch. 
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the gemination in {-tt-}. Both are a kind of strengthening. Not just Hebrew 
but — to a lesser extent — the Semitic languages as a group go in for gemina-
tion [C1C!], in preference to pre-nasalization [NC]. In prehistoric IE, on the 
other hand, pre-nasalization was the rule. Although each of the anciently re-
corded IE languages has its geminates,132 these are not cognate to one another 
and cannot be traced to an etymon with *C/C;. So far, this argues for an early 
rather than a late prehistoric contact to account for the correspondence between 
Latin -nd- and Hebrew {-tt-} (cf. 2.Jg, where Hebrew {C!C!} also cor-
responds to IE {NC}, and Addenda, p. 456). 

2.Lc. The same two consonants as in patē- recur in Sanskrit "17 cT יי {pata} 
'fly' (imperative singular). The Latin cognate pete יי has only the sense of 'go 
after'. In Greek the meaning 'fly' is expressed by the middle voice, 
π έ τ Ι ο υ ^ ; 1 3 3 but there is also an aorist active imperative π τ ή ΐ θ ^ (non-
thematic). The many words formed with (-)p(-)t- have an enormous range of 
meaning; it can hardly be settled whether they go back to one and the same 
root. I will take up only the ones most pertinent to a comparison with Semitic. 

The derived noun πτερά^ 'feathers, wings' (neuter collective) helps to 
bridge the semantic gap between its verb πέτου, πτήθι 'fly' 

and the verb πέπταται^ 'spread' (2.La). 
The spreading of the wing-feathers,jespecially by a large bird as it takes flight, 
is truly impressive; and the sight was much more familiar in early times (see 
Pokorny, InEtWo, I , 825-826). A rare Hebrew word for 'wing(s)' or 'wing-
feather(s)' is ! ד ר ב א י ' {?eBr5K} (feminine singular; the absolute form only in 
Job 39:13). From the slightly less rare construct form ו ת ך ב א י ' {?e6n>t|ow} 
'his wings', we might have expected a possible absolute * ה ר ב  {âEer6K?}* א
as in a much more frequent noun: 

absolute {naSel5K} 'a corpse' 
construct, with suffix ו ת ל ב נ  his corpse'.134' {ni6l3t|ow} ו

1 3 2 Avestan and Old Persian are notable exceptions. 
1 3 3 [-0] contracted in Attic from [־eo], as found in other dialects; but the Greek corpus ex-
tant for our research is mainly Attic. 
1 3 4 Cf. InEuSeLa, 288-289. The noun 1??}אלה' { š3?e l5 K ) 'request, petition' has both 

י ן ך ל א ן ^ { & ^ 1 ב ע | 1 י and ך ה ל א ש ^ {še^tlDt|íy} 'my request', the latter being like 
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*{7a5er5H} would then be in nearly the same relation to πτερά as {7âdpmo1'} 
'ground' to χθων (l.Ga). In both etymologies the drastic difference between 

the Greek voiceless consonant-group [pt־] or [k 1 ^ - ] 
and the Hebrew { 7 } with minimal vocalization + a second voiced consonant 

would be accounted for by the unpronounceability of any such consonant-
group at the beginning of a word in the Semitic languages. 

2.Ld. I posit that this noun originated within IE from a biconsonantal verb-
root, and that it diffused into a Semitic language early enough for the C!C2- to 
undergo such treatment. Whereas the velar component that is preserved in the 
Greek χθων [k11] was reduced to the mere glottal [ ? ] plus vocalization in He-
brew, the labial component in the [pt־] group was not so simply lost in the 
glottal [ ? ] — which is so distant from it in point of articulation — but instead 
got shifted into the second consonant [-5-]. For a labial sound is on the 
whole more conspicuous than a dental. 

Changing an unwieldy initial consonant-group took a quite different direc-
don in Slavic. Compared to 

the Greek singular noun πτερόν^ {pteron} 'feather, wing' 
the Russian neptW {pero} " (likewise neuter) 

and similar forms in Church Slavonic and the rest of the group exemplify the 
usual Slavic treatment, except that most Indo-Europeanists have doubted the 
reduction of [pt־] to simple [ p - ] . 1 3 5 In the absence of any other word that 
would illustrate the treatment of prehistoric IE *pt- either as p - in Slavic or as 
something else, I still consider this etymology πτερόν : nepo strong enough to 
stand on its own. 1 3 6 

{7dbrDt-} in its structure {CEC(a)C:>t-) except for the effect of the guttural { - 7 - J upon the 
adjacent vowel; InEuSeLa, 249, 259-260. 
1 3 5 The consonant-group at the beginning of nTi'ma^ {ptica} 'bird' in modern Russian is due 
to the fairly recent loss of a weak vowel: in Old Russian and Church Slavonic nxTtiua^ 
[pat-]. See Pokorny, InEtWu, I, 817, 850; Vasmer, RuEtWO. 
1 3 6 This would not rule out a looser connection of the Greek and the Slavic word to Lidtua-

nian spafnas יי 'wing' (masc), Sanskrit { p a r n á m } (neuter), etc. Furthermore 

Illich-Svitych (MaSrSl, 346) reconstructs a Nostratic root *parA 'to fly', based not only on 
I E and Semito-Hamitic but also on Dravidian, Kartvelian, and — more dubiously — Altaic 
and Uralic. For I E he refers to Pokorny, InEtWu, I, 991, where I find Old English spear-

mi^ (> sparrow^) and its cognates; for Semitic and more distant reladves, to Cohen, Es 
Co, 168-169, from which I quote the most perdnent of die dozen or more citations: "mehri [a 
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2.Le. On the other hand, the correspondence of πτερά to the actual Hebrew 
{?eBro^} (not *{ ?a6er5B}) would be too weak, were it not for another noun, 

Greek πέτροι^ 'stone' (accusative masc.) : 
Hebrew ] ב א ^ {?ε6εη} " (fem.) 

J. P. Maher has shown that this Greek noun shares the meaning 'flying' with 
the Old Norse fiodr^ (fem.) 'wing', 'feather', or 'spearhead'.137 The last 
meaning shows the semantic connection to πέτρον 'stone' as a missile, from 
the warrior's or hunter's point of view — which was paramount in much of 
the IE vocabulary; and besides, the phonetic structure of the Germanic [CVCr] 
'feather' is closer to πέτρ- 'stone' than to πτερ- 'feather'. The Greek feminine 
derivative πετρα^ (Homeric πέτρη^), however, refers to a stone too big for a 
man to throw. The Hebrew construct plural ב 5 י  corresponds {a6(3)n|ey?} יי א
to the Greek nominative plural πέτρ|οι§, as in many other nouns (l.Ac5, 
Da, Ie ,Lc ,Ma,e) . 1 3 8 

The most attractive part of this etymology is that it displays I N H E B R E W 
the IE alternation T / n — suffixed to a biconsonantal root. We would not other-
wise have suspected it just from {7έ6εη} 'stone' and { ?E&5־k} alongside with 
ד ב א י  wing(s)' (gender unknown, no fem. marker; cf. 2.Kb). For' {éfo?} י
triconsonantal roots, especially verb-roots, are taken for granted in Semitic; 
and even though neither | ב ) stone' nor' א ה ) ר ב  wing, feather(s)' is from' א
a known Semitic verb-root, a Semitic analysis would still make them out to be 
quite unrelated, since {r} in Semitic can only be part of a root, not a suffix 
(nor a prefix). 

Yet one prominent Aramaic word, of the most basic vocabulary, does 
show this very alternation clearly: 

modem South Arabian dialect] fair 'voler'... BERB[ere] fr 'aile' . . . COUCH[ite] bed. [= Beja] 
bfr 'voler'...." 
1 3 7 "Neglected Reflexes of Proto-Indo-European *pet- 'fly' : Greek pétros 'stone'/ pétra 
'cliff," Lingua e Stile., 8 (1973), 403-417. First mentioned by Johannes Schmidt, Die Wur-
zel AK im Indogermanischen (Weimar: Bohlau, 1865), 63. 
1 3 8 One derived adjecdve υποπετρ ίδ ιος ί , recorded in a single passage of Alcman — ι π π ο ν 
. . . τώνυποπετρίδ ίωνονεψων^ (Partheneion 49) — is of disputed interpretation since an-
tiquity: 'a horse of the winged dreams' or 'a horse of the dreams [lurking] underneath the 
rock' (a shady place for a nap). The former interpretation would involve a metathesis (-πετρ-
instead of -πτερ-) , bringing one form of the Greek word for 'wing' into line with the struc-
ture of die Germanic 'feather'. 
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singular יי ב ר {bar} 'son' (cf. Hebrew ] יי ב {ben}, | à v {bén}) 
plural , ב ב י  sons' (both Aramaic and Hebrew).139' {baney} י

Within Aramaic this alternation, however anomalous, would scarcely be ex-
plained as a one-consonant root + a suffix { r /n}, since no other word behaves 
thus; but it cannot be dismissed as an irrelevant oddity of Aramaic. For in 
Mehri and Soqotri (modern dialects of Southern Arabia) cognates of ר  — ב
bir § and the feminine birt§— are reported, which can scarcely be borrowed 
from Aramaic but must rather go back to a remote Semitic source; and |  has ב
cognates also, but throughout Semitic except for Ethiopic. So it is fair to 
theorize that both in {b^/n} 'son' and in {־6־ 7 r / n } 'wing, feather' or 'stone' 
the alternation preserves an archaic wavering. 

The morphology of the ancient IE languages has more prominent vestiges 
of r / n — even in the case-forms of the same noun; e.g. 

Latin femur^ 'thigh' (nominative/accusative), feminist (genitive);140 

Sanskrit {udW} (nom./ acc.) in "3) 2f •F יי 'as [the] udder', 

} (3־ ū d V j (locative), 3) SI: יי { u d ^ a h } (ablative). 

In Hittite a whole set of nouns shows the recurrent pattern, including the neuter 
{pattar}^ 'wing' (nom./acc. singular), {paddanaš}^ (genitive plural). The 
nearest IE cognate to {pattar} is the Sanskrit neuter ^ {pát tram}. 
On the other hand, {paddan-} recalls the Latin feminine penna^, whose 
 doubtless reflects a prehistoric *-V^n-. Latin also has -pVtr- in the -תת-
compound noun accipitrem^, accipitris^, etc. 'hawk' (nominative accipi-
fer יי), which is etymologized as originally meaning 'swift-winged'.141 

2.Lf. I f the {r} and the {n} of the two words were distributed in Greek — or 
any other IE language — as they are in Hebrew (disregarding the vowels): 

'wing, feather' {ptr} : {7Br} 
'stone' ? ? { p t n } : {?6n}, 

that would seem to constitute a conclusive argument for the two etymologies 
combined into one. For the divergence of the first and second consonants 

1 3 9 It was J . P. Brown that called my attention to the pertinence of this Aramaic { r / n } to die 
etymology of the Hebrew { 7^ί&ε1/, ,) and its I E cognates. See Moller, VelnSeWO, 34; Illich-
Svitych, OpSr, 194-195. 
1 4 0 Although the base fem- itself has no likely cognates. 
1 4 1 So in Greek Γρηί; ωκύπτερος^ (Iliad 13.62) means explicitly 'swift-winged hawk'. 
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{pt-} : {׳f>־} recurs, and in Hebrew a semantic factor standardizes {r} for 
one word, {n} for the other. 

But the r / n does not operate in that neat fashion within IE (let alone be-
tween IE and Semitic). Mainly the r prevails, while the η crops up only here 
and there. So πτερ- 'wing, feather' and πετρ- 'stone', both with { r } , are not 
surprising. In all the IE instances that we have cited, the r / n carries no semantic 
differentiation. Rather, because in a Semitic language this alternation was fun-
damentally alien, the word or words carrying it survived O N L Y B Y DIFFEREN-
ΉΑΤΙΟΝ; and {?ε6εη} 'stone' has widespread Semitic cognates, but {?éber, 
?86r6s) has none. 

It is the interlocking of IE PTr/n 'wing, feather' with {ptr} 'stone' 
and of Semitic {?Br} {?6n} " 

that authenticates the etymology on both sides.142 

2.Lg. One practical use of stones was as weights: 
 ;stones of justice' = honest weights' {d:deq־a6(3)n|ey?}'יאבני״צךק

י מלמה נ 5 א ^ {?a5(3)n|éy mirm3E} ״ ״ deception' = dishonest ״ 
In Greek epic "1ευιΊαί,ΐ (recorded in the accusative plural \υνας^) are stone 

weights anchoring a boat. This is almost certainly a Greek borrowing from a 
Semitic language, in the early development of sea-faring.143 In the phonetic 
adaptation to Greek, folk-etymology may well have operated to render it iden-
tical with the plural of "ευνή^ 'bed'. If the ב was already fricative as in the re-
corded Biblical pronunciation — [6], not [b] — that would have made it easier 
to render it by a semi-vowel [w] in the Greek diphthong written ευ. 

Of all the Semitic forms, the Aramaic א נ ב א י ' {?a2bn|:>'} 'the stone' or 'a 
stone' (in the Targum; Biblical Aramaic {?aEnJD7} in א ב נ  and the' יין א

1 4 2 The Germanic word for 'stone' — Gothic {stain)1' (accusative), Old English sfan יי, etc. 
— has always been elusive. I would now suggest the possibility that st- somewhat like the 
Lithuanian ψ-in spdrnas 'wing' (2.Ld, note 136), reflects a prehistoric *pt- altered to a 
more pronounceable consonant-group, while the Germanic -n represents the same selection 
from * r/״ as in the Semitic {7εΤχη}. But the diphthong most evident in Old High German 
and Old Norse stein יי does not favor the bringing of this Germanic word into our etymolo-
gy, since there is not the slightest trace of a [y\ sound before the [n] in the Semitic word for 
'stone'. 
1 4 3 This information I owe, through J. P. Brown, to Oswald Szemerényi, "Etyma Graeca V 
(30-32): Vocabula maritima tria," o-o-pe-ro-si: Festschrift fur Ernst Risch, ed. by A. Ettar 
(Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 1986), 425-434. 
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stone') is most like the Greek "ευν ׳ |ή.1 4 4 Noting that the Greeks customarily 
used two anchors, Szemerényi suggests that \ wai represented originally a 
Semitic dual form, ending in -ay. The Hebrew (and Aramaic) construct 
{7ab(3)ney} 'stones' could indeed serve for a dual as well as a plural; in Ex-
odus 28:9 it refers explicitly to two precious stones (not, of course, anchor 
stones, as the Hebrew scriptures very seldom take up maritime themes). Any-
how the Greek word is plural, not dual. 

2.M. Triconsonantal {br-K-} 'wet, drench' 

2.Ma. The Greek verb βρέχε^ 'moisten, drench, soak, irrigate' — used in 
the imperative as well as the imperfect indicative — has apparent IE cognates, 
with initial m-, in Baltic and Slavic only (Pokorny, InEtWo, I , 738); but its 
noun derivatives have striking Semitic cognates. Those in Hebrew match the 
Greek vowels most nearly. The stative verbal noun *βρέχος 'something 
drenched or soaked' is evidenced indirectly by compound adjectives in 
-βρεχε'ς:^, such as "1ελαιοβρεχέσιν "1ερίοις^ 'with oil-soaked wool' (Galen 
13.581 Kiihn). 1 4 5 *βρέχος· is matched by the Hebrew feminine noun in its 
construct form ΓΟ" - )^ {barekát} 1 4 6 '(someone's) pool' (InEuSeLa, 286-
287), still more perfectly when the possessor is expressed by a suffix: 
ÌẄ^Hbarèlbtlo"} 'his pool'. 

A shared feature of the two civilizations, expressed by [b(3)rekh־], was 
the achievement of some control over water so as to have plenty of it for the 
most necessary purposes, in spite of the prevailingly dry climate. 

1 4 4 In the sense of 'bed' ETNA1• in Doric. Szemerényi's "Syriac . . . 'ebnq, more precisely 
'ββηα " (432-433) seems to be based on a misapprehension about the Syriac vowels. 
1 4 5 I mark *βρέχος with an asterisk, rather than βρέχοςΐ , because of uncertainty whether it 
is absent from the corpus merely by accident. Although the original compound adjectives in 
-ές (masc./fem. nominative -r\<s) were indeed formed from neuter nouns in "°?/-£(0)-י this 
class of adjectives expanded so as to be formed also from verbs; e.g. many compounds of 
- π ρ ε π έ ς ^ , from the verb π ρ έ π ε ι 'he/she/it resembles, is like', but no noun 7 π ρ έ π ο ς . Pre-
sumably the development was mediated in prehistoric Greek by roots that had both a verb and 
a noun with the same internal vocalization, such as τ ρ ε φ | ε ^ 'feed, foster, raise', τ ρ έ φ | ο ? ^ 
'fosterling', so that δ ιοτρεφες^ (also a masc. proper name in the vocative with recessive ac-
cent Δ ι ό τ ρ ε φ ε ς ΐ , nominative Δ ι ο τ ρ έ φ η ς ^ ) was open to either interpretation: the original 
one 'Zeus's-fosterling' or secondarily 'Zeus-fosters'. 
1 4 6 Ancient South Arabian also has {brkt}^ (vowels unknown). The Egyptian {brkt}^ 'das 

Teich' (= pond or tank) is considered a Semitic loan-word by Erman - Grapow, WOAeSp, I, 
466, along with other (brk) and (brq) words. 
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2.Mb. The active feminine verbal noun βροχή^ 'watering, irrigation' corre-
sponds phonetically to יי3רכלן {ban)loK} 'blessing', a prominent Biblical 
term with Semitic cognates that may or may not be merely borrowed from He-
brew. J. P. Brown has bridged the semantic gap between βροχή and {bara-
R5R} by reference to the passages where a blessing is — above all — a good, 
soaking rain or other watering (e.g. Ps. 84:7, Gen. 49:25).1 4 7 Beyond that it 
takes in such things as human and animal fertility, which also depends on plen-
ty of moisture. 

This explanation makes it unnecessary to ascribe the stative {ba reká t} 1 4 8 

to a homophonous root. But the active noun {baro^a1*} never means mere 
'watering' without the connotation of divine favor. Furthermore the verb 
'bless' in Hebrew follows the "intensive" paradigm; e.g. 

יאכל כה  'Ί will bless' or 'let me bless {'âBzrako7?} י

(pausal ואברכה {?âforêlb*}). 
Whether or not there had ever been a corresponding simple paradigm with 

* Ϊ Ϊ ־ 5 Π £ *{?ESralb15} Ί will water, let me water 
cognate to the Greek βρέχωΐ especially in its subjunctive function (as 

distinct from the present indicative function), anyhow the simple forms of the 
Hebrew verb {(-)B(-)r-R(-)} — in contrast to the "intensive" forms — 
mean 'kneel'. Only the passive participle of the simple conjugation 

ך ו ך ב י ' {banTl(} means 'blessed'; 
but ׳נבר* כה' {ni6raío R } is 'let's kneel', for the noun 'knee' 

is ך ")aיי {bérek}. 
For our purpose that passive participle may be a precious relic; but we cannot 
reach any firm conclusion, such as that {barekjat} must have been from a 

1 4 7 Too much of it, making a flood, is of course no longer a blessing. So the L O R D ' S re-
solve, after the great deluge abated, "I will never again curse the earth on account of man" 
(Gen. 8:21), confirms that a blessing is rain in season and not to excess. Likewise β ρ Ε / 0 χ - in 
Greek seems to be used only of beneficent watering, except in Matt. 7:25,27. See Brown -
Levin, EtPa, 92-93. _ 
1 4 8 The absolute form is {barekS^J in יי!!ברכה 'thepool'; understand {k)?àdDm5 1 r } 

'the drenched ground' ( l . G a ) ; cf. τ ή ν γ ή ν . . . "τμαβρίχή^ 'the ground . . . half-drenched' 
(Theophrastus, De causisplantarum 3.23.1). 
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simple active verb with forms like * { 7 ε ^ ^ Κ ^ } , on the order of *βρέχ|ος 
from the verb βρέχ |ω. 1 4 9 

At least we can be sure that {7â|5:)rēloR} matches βρέχω beautifully — 
apart from the vocalic difference between the Hebrew "intensive" {-Borelc-}, 
with {כ} between the first and second radical consonants, and the Greek 
βρεχ-, with no vowel there. The Τ prefix, in Hebrew {ל} plus the vocaliza-
tion most congenial to the phonetic environment, is indispensable in a Semitic 
language but quite alien to IE. Without it Γ Ο Ί ΐ ϊ ΐ {b:>réloK} would be the 
coaxing imperative 'bless'.150 

2.Mc. The very neat match between the Greek and Hebrew consonants sug-
gests a relatively recent contact. In which direction the words embodying this 
root moved, cannot be determined, because of several difficulties. The root in 
Greek has both verb and noun forms, but in Hebrew only the latter, unless we 

1 4 9 I f not for the noun {barekát} (absolute {1»Γθ1ό π }) and die Greek cognates that mean 

'wet' (verb or adjective), we would be tempted to derive the "intensive" verb T11^ {b> 

rék} 'bless' (and all the related forms with prefixes or suffixes) from the simple stative 

=J J J! f {berálc} 'kneel'. For in Hebrew it is common for a stative verb to be paired with an 

"intensive" that has a sort of causative sense; e.g. p J t W {Házáq} 'be strong', p T I l ^ 
{Hazzéq}) 'make strong, strengthen'. (The {-r-} in {(-)b(-)r-k(-)) cannot be geminated; 
but the preceding vowel ( כ ) , not liable to reducdon no matter where the accent moves, serves 
instead of a geminate consonant to mark the "intensive".) Originally { torék} would thus 
have meant 'have (so-and-so) kneel' — which is understandable enough, though nothing ex-
plicit in the Bible associates a kneeling posture with a blessing, and the connection that we 
readily feel between 'kneel' and 'bless' may be due to a long-assumed etymological reladon. 

Not the "intensive" of ""J"O but the proper causative expresses the sense 'make (so-

and־so) kneel', without any spiritual implication: ם י ל ג מ ך ה ר ב י ו י ' (wayyabrék 

haggamallf y m } 'and he made the camels kneel' (Gen. 24:11). 

Trombetti (SaGl, III , 340) relates the Semitic noun and verb, exemplified by Hebrew (be-

rek) and "bārakinginocchiarsi' — !j Π Ϊ1 t ( torák) 'he (has) knelt' — to Latin flect\o יי Ί 

bend', which appears to have no I E cognates. 
1 5 0 1 find nothing cogent, either phonetically or semantically, in the long etymological entry 
of Illich-Svitych, OpSr (p-q), 111-125, comparing the Semitic *brie 'to bless' — or, as he 

posits, originally 'to pray or entreat' — to I E forms such as the Latin denominative verb 
precor^ Ί beg' (which happens to be the indirect source of the English pray יי). He also 
brings in Chadic, Altaic, and Dravidian words as cognates. See Levin, DiQuQu, 409-410. 
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take the "intensive" {?ā6DrêloR} 'let me bless' to be derived from a vanished 
*{?ebraib^} 'let me water'.1 5 1 So far it is easier to envisage a movement 
from IE to Semitic; but the [b־] would fit more easily the other way, as a 
Greek borrowing from Semitic. Yet that would scarcely mesh with the Baltic 
and Slavic cognates that have τη-, especially the Latvian noun merga^ or 
marga^ 'sanfter Regen' — i.e. 'drizzle, sprinkle'.1 5 2 If those cognates are 
valid, the Greek βρ־ must be from *mr-, while the northern languages have 
undergone a metathesis of *mrV- to mVr-, eliminating an awkward initial 
consonant-group. 

2.Md. The Hebrew absolute form {barefo^} (in ! ד כ ך ב ה י ' 'the pool') is 
cited by Moller (VelnSeWo, 33), 1 5 3 although without bringing in the Greek 

* -βρεχές at all. He treats the root as biconsonantal bh-r- with several exten-
sions or internal modifications, dissimilar in IE and Semitic; accordingly he 
does not lay hold of any close correspondences. However, he does mention, 
apart from each other, the Greek φρέαρ^ and the Hebrew Π א ב י ba} י ? ér}; 
they both mean 'a we l l ' . 1 5 4 The Greek has a neat cognate in the Armenian 
{aibiur}^ or {albeur}1 ' 'spring', in which the initial consonant group φρ־ of 
Greek is represented by a complex metathesis {al־b-}, peculiar to Armenian. 
The Germanic cognates, such as Gothic {brunna}^ 'spring', show a dissim-
ilation of the second [r] to [n], a trace of which is barely perceptible in the 
Greek plural φρέατα^ (Homeric φρεύϊτα^); for the Greek [־a־] often reflects 
a syllabic nasal *n . 1 5 5 

1 5 1 { ^ t r s k S ^ j t in the sense of 'let me kneel' must have been an available part of the 

Hebrew language along with the attested {n ibre īo^) 'let's kneel'. 

152 My colleague, Prof. Zoja Pavlovskis-Petit, who was born in Latvia, did not know diis 
word but kindly looked it up for me in Carl Christian Ulmann, Letlisches Worterbuch (Riga: 
H. Brutzer, 1872). Pokomy's information (InEtWu, I, 738) seems to be based on diis but 
brings in diacritics — merga, márgā— and does not mendon an obvious Estonian cognate 

mārg ^ 'naB' (= wet; markā^ in Finnish). 
1 5 3 His transcription berēxā is somewhat inaccurate. 
1 5 4 Moller glosses only the latter as "be'ēr 'Brunnen'", die former as " '(gegrabene) Cister-
ne, Wasserbehālter' (im Gegensatz von κρήνη)". While the German Brunnen can be either 
'well' or 'spring', the Hebrew and Greek words are resuicted just like die English — as many 
passages in die Septuagint prove. 
1 5 5 Old English has -brunna יי only in place-names (Campbell, OlEnGr, 184); otherwise 

buma יי, with metatiiesis of die vowel and consonant. In die modem English vocabulary it 
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The Hebrew {ba?ér} and its Semitic cognates — Ugaritic {b^r }יי, Aram-

aic א ^ ו י ב י ' {be>׳r|:)7}, Arabic "JLJ { b i 7 r | u n } , Ancient South Arabian 
{ b ? r } ^ 1 5 6 — have a triconsonantal structure, though in some of these lan-
guages it is disguised by the weakness of the middle consonant, wavering 
from [ל] to a semi-vowel or a mere vowel. 1 5 7 The earlier [r] of the Greek 
word has no counterpart at all in the Semitic word for 'well'; this can be put 
down to dissimilatory SUPPRESSION, going beyond the dissimilation to [1] that 
we find in Armenian. 

This etymology is worth pursuing because of the Hebrew plural with van-
able vowels, ? ו ר א ב י ' {bf?êrot} recalling the Homeric φρείΛτα [-ēa-] 

butalso Π ׳*יבאר {b3?erot} ״ " Attic φρέατα . 1 5 8 

In Hebrew the phonetic phenomenon is plainly due to the glottal stop, which 
can either begin a new syllable [ba־?e־] or hang onto the previous one 
[1>ε?ε-]; the same variation recurs in { Š 3 ? e b t í y } and {Š£:7Ébtíy} 'my request' 
(2.Lc, note 134). In Greek the variation is from dialect to dialect: when *[w] 
between vowels was lost in Attic, the length of the vowels was redistributed to 
make the second one longer (cf. 2.Hc). That a glottal stop took the place of 
the vanished *[w] is likely enough, though never shown in the writing of 
Greek. ΦΡΗΡ^ , however, in the Doric dialect of Rhodes shows a reduction to 

survives marginally as burn ׳י, but has suffered from homophony with a verb and noun of 

quite incompatible meaning. 
1 5 6 Many Semitists give an Akkadian cognate bēru; but AsDi, the most authoritative work, 
has no such word with the meaning 'well'. Von Soden, AkHa, has a brief entry, " b ē r u V I 
(selten fur būru I) 'Brunnen, Zisterne' . . . ", with very few passages cited, ( b ū r u ) is indeed 
the Akkadian for 'well' or 'pit, cistern', whereas in Hebrew ( b a 7 é r } 'well' (fem.) is differen-

tiated from ר Ì יי ב {bowr} 'cistern' (masc). Hebrew has also a rare intermediate form {bo'r} 

in ר א ב ה י / 'the cistern(?)'. 

1 5 7 The Arabic spelling, without diacritics, is (byr); but the middle letter is marked 

above with a corrective ' so as to be read [ל]. 
1 5 8 The singular φρείαρ^ occurs in a post-Homeric epic; it exemplifies the same dialect as 
the Homeric plural φρείατα. Frisk, GrEtWu, and Chantraine, DiÉtLaGr, list the Attic sin-
gular as φρέαρ — the latter dictionary citing the meter of Menander, Dyscolus 641; but a 
careful scansion of this verse (and of die other occurrences) ought to have told them that the 
-ap is in a metrically ambiguous position, where a short vowel is just as acceptable as a 
long. 
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one syllable, with just the long vowel η — much like the Aramaic { b ẅ - } . 
For Hebrew we have no evidence linking the phenomenon of {-a?e- : 
-ε?ε-} to dialects. 

I have treated this as an IE noun that spread into Semidc; for thus the noun 
is related to a wide-ranging verbal root (Pokorny, InEtWo, I , 134-144; Illich-
Svitych, MaSrSl, 363). The reverse, that an originally Semitic word branched 
out to the north and west, is not impossible. In that case, the insertion of [r] to 
form an initial consonant group — φρ- in Greek — would be anticipatory, just 
as the Latin tē(n)saurus^ 'storeroom' (borrowed from Greek θησαυρός^) 
became in French trésor יי (> English treasure יי). For in many languages 
this consonant is prone to such transpositions. 

2.N. Triconsonantal IE (Skt.) {b^at} : Sem. (Aram.) {baraq} flashed' 
(Russian) {sneg) : (Heb.) {-šléġ} 'snow' 

2.Na. The best verb for displaying a triconsonantal root without prefixes or 
suffixes is 

Sanskrit ^ J Í ^ {bhrāt} :Aramaic pר  heflashed,made' {baraq} +ב!
lightning; it gleamed'. 

The attestation, however, is indirect: The rare aorist tense of this Sanskrit verb 
turns up only with the prefix known as the "augment", which expresses past 
time: 3T 9Jf ZV {ábhrāt} (RV. 1.66.6, 4.6.5; hymns about or addressed to 

Agni 'Fire'). But the prefix, as a rule, is optional in the Vedic period of the lan-
guage; so it seems mere happenstance that {bhrāt} too has not turned up. The 

Sanskrit root is {bhrāj-} when followed by a vowel, as in the present middle 

^ J ī ^ í  he/it gleams, flashes'. The {-t} in the aorist active' {b'Yājatē} יי ^
{(á)bhrāt} could be just the sandhi treatment of 1)1 at the end of a word, or per-
haps even a simplification of a virtually unpronounceable cluster of the [j] (or 
some such consonant) + the suffix [־t] for the third person singular.159 

Bomhard (ToPrNo, 200), while summarizing the IE cognates of {bhraja-
tē}, showed the connection to Semitic, and more loosely to some other Afro-

1 5 9 W. D. Whitney, Sanskrit Grammar, 2d ed. (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 
1889), 74, 300. 
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Asiatic languages.160 Besides the manifestly similar first and second conson-
ants, he derives both the Semitic "emphatic" consonant {q} (kin his notation) 
and the Sanskrit { j} from a proto-Semitic and proto-IE *k — i.e. a glottalized 
velar plosive. The Indo-Europeanists derive the Sanskrit affricate (practically 
the same sound as j in English) from a prehistoric *g, preserved as such in 
Greek and Latin (cf. 2.Ca-b). Outside of Indo-Iranian the second consonant 
is r in certain languages — which the English adjective bright^ (beorht^, 
berht^, breht^, etc., in OE) exemplifies down to the present — but / in 
others. The variation or inconsistency somewhat clouds the IE pedigree of this 
Sanskrit verb. The Greek φλέγεται^ 'he/it blazes' is closest to {bhrajatē} 
morphologically, but the short vowel [e] in the root can scarcely correspond to 
Sanskrit { ā } . 1 6 1 

2.Nb. Most like the Sanskrit aorist {bhrāt} is the Aramaic {baraq}; we have 
only to allow for the rule of sandhi that changes [־j] to [־t] at the end of a 
Sanskrit word. The quality of the vowel is identical; for only the Sanskrit long 
{ā} is really wide-open; the ubiquitous short {a} of Occidental scholarly trans-
criptions is really pronounced [Λ} (InEuSeLa, 152, 189, 693, 697). 

Since Aramaic stands apart from its Semitic neighbors in having only a 
minimal vowel {a} between the first and second consonants in the tense com-
monly known as the perfect — whereas 

Arabic has <_vW {baraqa} 'it flashed, gleamed', 
Hebrew p f Q t {baraq} 1 6 2 " " " — 

the Semitists tend to regard the Aramaic phenomenon as a departure from 
proto-Semitic. For in the imperative Aramaic and Hebrew agree upon the min-

1 6 0 In part following Moller, VelnSeWo, 29-30, and Cuny, InÉtCo, 119-120, 144. See also 
Trombetti, SaGl, I I I , 401-402, and Illich-Svitych, OpSr (b-K), 174-175, who includes Kart-
velian and Altaic cognates. However, it was J . P. Brown that directed me to the unsuffixed 
root (see Levin, DiQuQu, 416-417). In Cushitic it seems necessary, though difficult, to dis-
tinguish between an inherited Afro-Asiatic word and a borrowing from the Semitic languages 
of Ethiopia; see Leslau, CoDiGe, 106. 
1 6 1 See Mayrhofer, KuEtWoAl, II , 529-530; Pokorny, InEtWo, I , 124-125, 139. 
1 6 2 The pausal form of this Hebrew verb would be p Τ 3 1 {torSq}. As a noun 'lightning' 

{ tor iq} 1 ' is frequent (so too {brq}^ in Ugaritic, where no vowels are recorded); but the verb 

occurs just once in the Bible, and in the imperative at that: p "1 ̂  p Ì "13 יי {b3réwq 
ba-5q} 'make lightning' (Ps. 144:6). 
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imal vowel in that position — e.g. ח ל ש י  send'; the vowel {-a-}' {šalaH} י
is accented or unaccented, depending on the phonological structure of the 
ensuing word. In Aramaic the same {šalaH}1' serves for the perfect also, 'he 
(has) sent'; but the perfect is {šalaH} in Hebrew, accented on either 
syllable according to the phonological environment (only on the latter syllable, 
however, before a pause: ח  .(f {Š315H}; see Levin, CoHeAr ישל

The relation of the Semitic perfect to the IE aorist and the IE perfect will be 
studied in the sequel to this book. For now the Aramaic perfect {baraq} stands 
out for its resemblance to the Sanskrit aorist. {baraq} is, i f not the bare root, 
the next thing to it; nothing less would be pronounceable in Aramaic, or many 
other languages. So it suggests — I would not say it demonstrates — the pos-
sibility of the verb moving in a minimal actual form, without prefix or suffix, 
from prehistoric IE into prehistoric Semitic, or the reverse. 

The attestation of this particular verb-form in Aramaic is late. Although 
 is given in Talmudic dictionaries, that is just a lexicographic convention בלק
treating this form (the perfect tense with no suffix to express a subject other 
than 'he') as the one under which the verb as a whole is listed. The con-
cordance shows no instance of i t . 1 6 3 The corpus of Christian Aramaic litera-
ture, known as Syriac, is vaster even than the Jewish, but not yet equipped 
with indices and concordances. So I would cite the Syriac (or Christian Aram-
aic) form as p ר ב § {braq}. 1 6 4 

2.Nc. Besides the root itself, which matters a great deal, I find in this verb 
little of relevance to comparative morphology. To be sure, the {a-} prefix in 
Sanskrit {áb'Yāt}, expressing past time, is somewhat reminiscent of the Ak-
kadian prefix in the so-called preterite {ib-riq}^ '[lightning] flashed/flashes'. 

1 6 3 Chaim Josua Kasowski, ד ו מ ל ת ן ה ר לשו צ ו V , א I I I (Jerusalem: Ministry of E d -

ucation and Culture, 1959), 808. 
1 6 4 The Syriac notation has no sign for a minimal vowel. Whether [br־] was pronounced 
rather than [bar-] is too elusive to be settled, because such a slight difference, which is liable 
under most circumstances to go unnoticed in the present, must be even further beyond veri-
fication in the past. My policy in this book is to replace the Syriac lettering with the more 
familiar (and more ancient) shapes of the same letters, but to keep the Syriac vowel-signs 
( l .Da , note 71). — In the list of PLACES assigned by Joshua (19:45) to the tribe of Dan we 

find ר ק  ב ״ י נ ב ו י ' { u ^ n e ^ t e r a q } 'and Lightning's Sons'. The name 'Lightning' with 

normal Hebrew vocalization is ר ק ב י ' {torSqj (Judges 4:8, etc.), like the common noun. 
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But the {i-} functions in Akkadian to mark the third person, in contrast to 
{a-} for T , 

{ n i - } for 'we', 
{ta-} for 'you' — 

although with this verb those other subject-prefixes occur seldom if ever. 
Moreover the citations in AsDi (II, 104) hardly bear out the characterization of 
{i|briq} as preterite rather than present or future. So, if we were to posit that 
at some point of prehistoric contact a prefix *V- existed in both IE and Semitic, 
then its putative reflexes {a-} in Sanskrit and {i -} in Akkadian must have di-
verged greatly in meaning, besides showing no more phonetic similarity than 
any two short vowels (cf. 2.Ia,Wc). 

A more fundamental question of morphology is whether what I have been 
treating as the root ought to be analyzed as a biconsonantal root + an extension. 
That question is appropriate here, even if we put aside the doctrine held by 
many Indo-Europeanists ever since Benveniste (OrFoNo, I , 147-173) that 
R O O T S I N G E N E R A L are biconsonantal and any third consonant adds only a 
specific nuance to the meaning already conveyed by the first and second in 
combination. Some recent Semitists maintain a similar view of many if not all 
of the Semitic roots that used to be considered triconsonantal (or, in the older 
terminology, triliteral). 

Regardless of the general question, {bhrāj-} has something in common 
with another verb {b'Yāš-} (Pokorny, InEtWo, I , 139, 141). Bomhard lists, 
in the same entry, both {bhrāj-} and {tẁāš-} forms (bhrāś- in his nota-
tion), and on the Afro-Asiatic side of that entry, besides the Semitic cognates 
of {baraq}, 1 6 5 also "Akk[adian] barāsu 'to sparkle, shine brightly'." AI-
though the Sanskrit and the Akkadian sibilant, according to his system, cannot 
go back to a common proto-Nostratic origin, I would entertain the possibility 
of some prehistoric diffusion to account for the close resemblance of all three 
consonants in the two languages. In both, however, the root with a sibilant for 
the third consonant is rare, except for the derived noun {bir-cu}^ (some sort 

of flash at night) in Akkadian. The Sanskrit verb P ־ $ ī f H {bhrāšatē} 
(found only in grammarians' lists) and the Akkadian {i-bar־ru־uc }יי both 
mean 'it shines, glitters'. This correspondence is strictly triconsonantal but — 
unlike {bhrāf} : {b(a)raq} — no actual form is almost identical with the tri-

He does not mendon this Aramaic form (ToPrNo, 200). 
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consonantal root. And no prefixed or suffixed forms of {(-)bhraš-} : 
{(-)b(-)r(־)c(-)} match at all in their inflections. 

2.Nd. The prehistoric circumstances that favored the spread of the verbal root 
(in its better attested form {bhrāj-} : {b(-)raq}, etc.) can only be surmised 
from its meaning. In the Veda it refers to fire, man-made no doubt but still 
mysterious and divine. In the Semitic languages it is mainly lightning, the blaze 
coming down from heaven. So the word belongs not to the basic, functional 
vocabulary, like most of the words we have been studying, but to the vocabu-
lary of primeval wonder. 

The IE forms with -1- instead of -r- (including the Greek noun 
'flame' (acc._ỳ!koy\a^) find a counterpart in the Semitic root exemplified by 

Hebrew  ,'and I will brighten up' {wa?a|6líyġ|DE} ץיאבלעה 

Arabic ^^Jji C A L W {?a|blaj|ati ( l )ššamsu} 'the sun was bright'. 
The Latin fulg\it^ 'it shines, flashes' (- if from prehistoric *-eti) shows a 
morphological correspondence also to the Arabic {-ati}. The Latin verb and 
its related noun fulgur^ 'flash of lightning' (neuter) are semantically though 
not morphologically close to the Hebrew {bar6q} 'lightning'. The dedicatory 
formula IouT fulgufi יי (in the dative case) identifies the great god with light-
ning; cf. Hebrew יי 3 ל לן יו {BarDq3(y)w} 'his lightnings' (Ps. 97:4), where 

'his' refers to ΓΠΓΡ {YHWH} (97:1). The best morphological match is 
Latin fulg\us יי, a rare and probably archaic equivalent to fulgur: 
Hebrew {63rq|át} in f l p _ " 1 f l ^ 'and emerald', containing an apparently 

feminine suffix (although the lone occurrence, in Ezek. 28:13, does not em-
brace a word in grammatical agreement with this noun; cf. 2.Hc).1 6 6 

1 6 6 The Greek name for this glittering stone is σ μ ά ρ α γ δ ί ο ς ^ , usually feminine. (English 
emerald יי is indirectly derived from the Greek.) A Greek form without σ - occurs also, but 

is rare, (σ)μάραγδ- is more like the alternative Hebrew form {toitqet } i n Π j fl 1 יי (Ex. 
28:17, 39:10; cf. Mayer, RiPrRa, 95), which has a vowel after the { r } . The Akkadian cog-
nate is { b a - a r - r a q - t u ^ (found only in later Babylonian); for the Hebrew { o r V - } can readi-
ly correspond to Akkadian { -arrV-} , this consonant being nearly exempt from gemination 
or strengthening in Hebrew. The single {-r-} in Greek, however, is harder to explain. 

A further problem is the relation of the Greek (σ)μάραγδ- , as well as the Semitic forms, 

to Sanskrit 7 W> ' 1 ^ י ' { m a r a k t a m } (more often Τ W CĪ יי { m a r a k a t a m } ; 
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«βρΗσε^, the Coptic word for 'lightning', is "from Semitic stem brk".167 

The sounds represented by many of the letters in Coptic have been much dis-
puted by modern scholars; this word would be approximately [e6reky/^E]. 

2.Ne. Our observation about the primeval wonder expressed in the word for 
'lightning' makes it pertinent to take up another spectacular weather term. The 
Semitic word for 'snow' — Akkadian {ša-al־gu-um}^ (nominative) 

Heb. ג ל ש י / {šéleġ} (pausal {SSeġ}) 
Aramaic {telág} in 'like snow'1 6 8 

Arabic ^ J í ^ {{3alj|un } (nom.) — 

Prakrit Τ ^ § {maragadam)). Manfred Mayrhofer, "Indogermanistische Randglossen 

zu 'Kluge-Mitzka'," Die Sprache, 7 (1961), 187-188, favors a Semitic origin, the noun being 
formed from a verb-root, and after that a borrowing by Greek (with folk-etymological influ-
ence from the verb σμαραγείι׳ 'to thunder, to crash') and by Indie via Greek. But I discern 
more than a folk-etymology linking the noun σμαραγδ- to the verb σμαραγδ- within Greek. 
A verb such as σμαραγδί* 'it crashes' (Iliad 2.210,463) is of a secondary type formed main-
ly from nouns of the "second declension"; and the noun ΣμάραγΙον^ (accusative case; voca-
tive Σμάραγεί) is indeed extant as the name of a noisy spirit serving Zeus (in a verse quoted 
by pseudo-Herodotus, Life of Homer 32). Furthermore the supreme god himself is described 
by the adjective ־ερι|σμαράγ|οιο^ (Hesiod, Th. 815; genitive case), which has been under-
stood as 'much-thundering' or 'loud-thundering', but ερισμαράγ- could, from the context, re-
fer just as well to the flash of light as to the crashing sound that follows; cf. the verses 

^aXkà και "ος δείδοικε Διό; μεγάλοιο κεραυνόν 
δεινήν τε βροντήν, ,OT' απ' ουρανόθεν σμαραγήσηι^ (Iliad 21.198-199) 

'but he too [i.e. Oceanus] dreads great Zeus's lightning and dreadful thunder, whenever he 
flashes/crashes from the sky' (the verb here is aorist subjunctive). 

So I infer that the Greek noun behind the verb σμαραγ- was borrowed from a Semitic 
noun similar in structure to the Hebrew noun { toráj} 'lightning'. The Greek {g), correspond-
ing to a Semitic {q}, has quite a few parallels (2.Na,DDg). The initial consonant-group 
jsm-j corresponds oddly indeed to {b-}; but this recurs in an absolutely certain etymology 
(mentioned by Mayrhofer), the name of King Cyrus' younger son: (b[a]rdiy[a]}^ in Old Per-
sian, but ΣμέρδιΙς^ in Herodotus (3.30.2, etc.). Neither the Elamite rendering [pir-ti-ya)^ 
nor the Akkadian (bar-zi-ya}^ appears to throw any light upon the Greek ( sm־) ; see The 
Sculptures and Inscriptions of Darius the Great on the Rock ofBehistûn in Persia (London: 
British Museum, 1907), lxxiii. Perhaps on the way to Greek this name passed through some 
other unidentified language, but why should it be borrowed so indirecdy (Addenda, p. 457)? 
1 6 7 J . Cerny, Coptic Etymological Dictionary (Cambridge University Press, 1976), 33 (cf. 

2.Ma, note 146). Carleton Hodge also brings in Egyptian {b3q}^ 'shining'. 

1 6 8 Daniel 7:9; (talaeg) in the notation of the Targum (Jer. 18:14) indicates nearly 

the same pronunciation as in Biblical Aramaic. 
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recalls the first and the last consonant of certain IE and especially Slavic forms; 
e.g. the Russian cHer̂  {sneg} [snyek]. Until the twentieth century, when 
Russian spelling was reformed in the wake of the great revolution, it was 
atínW {snèg|a}, just as in Church Slavonic; the vowel t , transcribed {è}, 
was — at least in early Slavic times — something like [ye] or [yae], 1 6 9 per-
haps resulting from metathesis of a prehistoric IE diphthong; for the neigh-
boring Baltic languages exhibit both the diphthong in Old Prussian snayg\is § 
and its converse in Lithuanian sniē^ as יי. Old Prussian is geographically next 
to the Germanic area, where we have direct evidence of the same diphthong in 
Gothic {snaiw I s }יי and indirect evidence in Old English snaw^ or srt α 170.יי 
In Germanic the velar component of this labio-velar disappears, or the entire 
labio-velar (cf. l .Lb and Addenda, p. 457). 

The rare Greek ιήφΙα^ (accusative) and its exact Latin cognate niu\em^ 
(nominative nix^) show simply the closed short front-vowel — not a diph-
thong beginning or ending in it. The Greek verb ι/ιφει^ 'it is snowing1, νίφε^ 
(imperative, addressed to the storm-god Zeus), etc., has the vowel of the first 
syllable invariably long, according to the meter, and has been emended to 
νείφει, νείφε not only by modern scholars but by their medieval predeces-
sors. Even if that diphthong is well established in the Greek verb, the IE evid-
ence as a whole shows it to have been notably unstable in the noun. But at any 
rate the IE languages, without exception, right after the η have a prominent 
vowel, never a reflex of the consonant *ġ"h (Pokorny, InEtWo, I , 974). That 
is unlike the {-lg-} or {-l j-} of the noun in certain Semitic languages; for 
the IE noun consisted of F O U R indispensable phonemes, except that sn- was 
simplified to η - in those languages which did not tolerate such a consonant-
group at the beginning. 

2.Nf. The relation of the IE to the Semitic noun is all the more enigmatic be-
cause the IE reflexes, compared with one another, are so anomalous in their 
vocalism, whereas the Semitic reflexes are so typical. We would be tempted to 
dismiss the IE-Semitic etymology as ill-founded in spite of the three conson-
ants corresponding fairly well, including the 1} : ת } (cf. 2,Oa); but a unique 
Hebrew verb-form bridges the gap: {ta I šlég}. These two vowels 

1 6 9 See Nandris, OlChSlGr, 14. 
1 7 0 The vowel a is long, having resulted from prehistoric simplification of the Germanic 
diphthong: [ai] > [ā]; and this [a] became ο in Middle English. 
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seem to characterize it as the jussive of the causative conjugation, but the rather 
obscure context in Psalm 68:15 leaves doubt whether the jussive meaning 'let it 
snow' would fit. In Hebrew poetry relics turn up of a jussive form being used 
in a preterite sense;171 so 'it snowed' is possible. Neither can 'it snows' be 
excluded. Besides, in many Semidc etymologies this accented {e} is the regul-
ar Hebrew counterpart to Arabic and Akkadian { i } . 

I am inclined to view the IE noun as an extremely old word that was ad-
justed only in part to the IE system of vowels and diphthongs as they devel-
oped. Since the Semitic territory lay mainly to the south of the IE, the word 
must naturally have diffused to the less snowy region somewhat later; or, at 
any rate, circumstances among the Semites were less conducive to the preser-
vadon of an archaic anomaly. The Semitic noun evinces, rather, the structure 
normal at the time when triconsonantahty was established as the dominant pat-
tern among nouns, and the most favored vocalism for nouns was {CaCC} 
({CéCeC} in Hebrew). Moreover, an alternative vocalism with ( i ) ({é} in 
Hebrew) before the last consonant was not yet readily available for nouns, al-
though it may have been common enough for adjective or stative participles by 
that time.1 7 2 

But the Semitic verb-system could accommodate {-šlég}, though only in 
the causative conjugation. The Arabic cognate appears in ^J±; {lam 
tu|(31ij} 'it did not snow' ("Form IV", corresponding more or less to the He-
brew causative).173 The source may have been an IE verb something like the 
Irish snig\id^ (which can also mean 'it is raining'). Most of the IE languages, 
however, have verb-forms with a diphthong, as in the Greek v׳ei4>|et, or a re-
flex of a diphthong, or a nasal infix in the root, as in the Latin ningu\it^ — 
which alone in all the IE languages meets the condition for preserving both the 
velar and the labial component of the prehistoric labio-velar.174 

1 7 1 Cf. the rule of Arabic cited on p. 7 of the Introduction. 
1 7 2 It would follow that the Hebrew noun (Kxrér) 'enclosure' ( l . Id) was borrowed at a later 

time. Certainly it expresses a more advanced culture. 

1 7 3 {tupliju} 'it is snowing' or 'it will snow'. My colleague, Prof. Khalil Semaan, 

vouches for these as good Classical Arabic. 
1 7 4 However, ningit ^ is also well attested. Between vowels the complex consonant is re-
duced to [־w-]: the noun niuem יי (accusative) and the verb ríiuit^, a rare synonym of 
ning(u)it. 
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2.Ng. The Avestan {snaēáaiti}^ 'it is snowing' is particularly relevant, not 
because its diphthong, transliterated {-aē-}, is echoed anywhere in Semitic, 
but because of two other features: 

(1) The sibilant {z} (as in our word azure) is the next thing to the Arabic af-
fricate {j} (as in jay). The latter could have developed from a common Semitic 
{g}, quite out of contact with Avestan or any other Iranian dialect; but there is 
no decisive evidence one way or the other. 

(2) The third person singular ending {-t i} 1 7 5 is identical with the 'she' end-
ing of the Arabic perfect in * Lĉ uJ I daJ5 1׳י {?aplajati (7Dssamā^u}, literal-
ly 'the sky (has) snowed'.176 The gender distinction in Semitic verbs is all the 
more intriguing because this IE ending is apparently cognate to the Semitic 
F E M I N I N E (cf. 2.Bc,Ca). The noun 'sky' is usually feminine in Arabic (un-
like its Hebrew, Aramaic, and Akkadian cognates);177 but apart from that ex-
pressed feminine noun, a verb related to the weather is feminine in Arabic 
without any subject for it to agree with (as in 2.Nf). The evidence in Hebrew 
is meager and divided; so we find no rule as to when a weather verb will carry 
a 'she' prefix or suffix, and when instead it will be formally masculine. How-
ever, the one occurrence of the verb 'snow' {tašléġ} (Ps. 68:15) is feminine 
(2.Nf; likewise fem., "VtppfW {ta|mTiyr} 'it rains/will rain', Amos 4:7). 

While IE verbs show no gender, the Latin and Greek noun is feminine: 
nix ... cāna^ 'white snow' (nominative, Lucretius 3.20-21) 

νίφα λευκήι^ ״ " (accusative, Hesiod, Op. 535). 

1 7 5 The {-i-} right before {-t-} is in anticipation of the {-i} after it — a prominent charac-

teristic of Avestan phonology (cf. 2.Jb). The Sanskrit {snihyat i ) means 

'it is moist, sticky'; after the migration to a warmer climate, that part of the former expert-
ence with falling snow lingered and could still be applied to somewhat comparable sensa-
tions. 

1 7 6 Also L0-..1..-I I C.,->Ji יי {palajati (1)ssamā?u} with a verb of "Form I", which corre-

sponds to the simple conjugation in Hebrew, but is not attested in the simple conjug-

ation; the perfect would not be ?צל״גה? ? { & ! 3 # } ^ע^ליגה but ף h i s i i ^ j . 
1 7 7 An unrelated Egyptian word for 'sky', {nw.t}^, is feminine (as Gary Rendsburg re-

marks); so too is the more usual {p.t}^ feminine. In Arabic when the subject of the verb is 

masculine — e.g. ,0J-JJ I ^ J j : I 7} י p l a j a ( ) l y a w m u } 'the day was snowy' — that of 

course excludes the feminine {-ti}. 
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The cognate nouns in other IE languages, however, are masculine; and so too 
is the noun for 'snow' in Semitic. The inconsistency seems to take us back to 
the formative period of gender in prehistoric IE and Semitic; between the two, 
the early manifestations of either feminine or masculine gender overlap to a 
surprising extent. 

2.Nh. The odd Semitic treatment of the IE consonant group sn- was enough 
to block my predecessors from perceiving any connection. As they were hark-
ing back to a very distant Ursprache and accordingly had little interest in mere 
borrowings — even those which came about in prehistoric times1 7 8 — they 
did not ask themselves what was likely to become of such a group if a word 
containing it spread to Semitic. But it behooves me to ask why, if this is indeed 
a loan-word from IE, no Semitic language has either [s] or [n]. 

An initial consonant group is, generally though not absolutely, more prone 
to change than a single consonant, when a word enters a strange language (or 
even in the internal transmission of a language over many generations). Unless 
it sounds just like a group already familiar from the vocabulary of the borrow-
ing language, it invites phonological restructuring to make it more congenial. 
Now the evidence within Semitic points to the Arabic {p\} as preserving the 
earliest Semitic sequence. The Hebrew and Akkadian {s} and the Aramaic 
{Vt} regularly correspond to Arabic {{3}, as in {|5awr-} 'bull' (l.Ab-c). In 
these other Semitic languages the interdental fricative appears to have lost its 
distinctive features, merging with another consonant. If the word for 'snow' 
had somehow been retained in Ge^ez and the modern languages of Ethiopia, 
we might expect to find *{s-}, matching the IE sibilant (cf. Ge^ez {sor), 
l .Ac, note 10), and perhaps a labio-velar too, matching the Latin ninguit 
(cf. {g w 3rn}, l .Ka). But of course this northerly word is gone without a 

1 7 8 Yahuda, however (HeGr, 37, 593), did derive the Hebrew שלג , Aramaic ג  ל  and , ת

Arabic from Greek χάλαζα 'hail'. Also Reinisch, EiUr, 114, under words for 'rain', ad-

duced not only "Lit . snega-s, Altslav. sneg-u, Got. snaiw-s Schnee . . . [Hebrew] 

-Seleg," but also the Egyptian hieroglyphs which he transliterates Sene ye— more ac 'שלג

curately, in Erman - Grapow, WoAeSp, IV, 507, šrí (in my notation {sn^}) 'Unwetter, Ge-

wolk', stormy weather for that hot, dry country, though not snow. (For the reference to Rei-
nisch I thank Prof. Anatoly Liberman of the University of Minnesota.) Egyptian had no {1); 
so {n} is as close as the language can come to the Semitic (1) and at the same time corre-
sponds perfecdy to the η of I E . 
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trace in that tropical setting; and where the Bible calls for 'snow', the Ge^ez 
version falls back upon {barad}^, the Semitic word for 'hail' (Hebrew 

ד ך ב י / {bor5d}, Arabic ! 1 ^ {barad|un }, etc.). 
In the indubitable etymology of {fawr-} , the Arabic {p-} (Hebrew and 

Akkadian {Š-}, GeTez {s-}) corresponds not to an IE s- but to Norse p- and 
to t- in Latin and other branches of IE. This argues against tracing both etym-
ologies back to a common proto-language — if anyone were so inclined. But 
the discrepancy, as it stands, shows only that the two words moved separately; 
for experience with snow had no particular connection with bulls. The diffu-
sion of *sn(V)ygw-from IE to Semitic, and of something like {pawr-} prob-
ably in the opposite direction (l.Ab), need not even have occurred during the 
same prehistoric period. Internal Semitic etymologies suggest there was a time 
when what we would call the plain sibilant [s] was lacking (InEuSeLa, 325-
30). The Hebrew letter 0, which has indeed been pronounced thus (at least 
since the later centuries of the pre-Christian era), and its cognates that share 
this pronunciation [s} occur hardly at all in the basic vocabulary, and definitely 
not in any prefix or suffix. 

The circumstances therefore imply that when the Semites heard the IE sn-, 
they could not identify the first consonant with a *[s] in their own phonology, 
and so resorted to a sound more accessible to them. That is similar to what we 
found in the word for 'sit' (2.Bf-g): Latin sed-, Sanskrit {sad-}, etc., 

but Arabic (dialects) {pib}, Heb. {šéb}, Aram. {^16}. 

2.NÎ. The IE nasal ת־- would seemingly have been easy for Semites to repro-
duce. However, their lateral {-1-} may have resulted from a compromise be-
tween the nasal and the following semi-vowel [־y־], as the four-consonant 
word underwent adjustments to the Semidc triconsonantal structure. Particular-
ly if their IE model was like the Lithuanian sniēgas, Polish snieg־^, and other 
Slavic forms (2.Ne), rather than the Old Prussian snaygis, the juxtaposed or 
combined [־ny־] was liable to a drastic modification.179 

1 7 9 Within I E something of the sort would account for a discrepancy in the basic adjective 

'another': Sanskrit ,3T *̂ T: יי { a n y á h } but Greek aXXos1'. The Latin alius^ testifies to an 

intermediate treatment of the consonant group [־ny-] . Pokomy, InEtWo, I, 26: "Uber einen 
allfalligen idg. Lautwandel von *anios zu *alios s. Debrunner R E d E 3, 1 ff." That vol-
ume of Revue des études indo-européennes (publ. in Bucharest c. 1940) seems not to have 
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2.O. Tricons. Sem. (Heb.) {gsnèSpt-} : IE (Gr.) κλέπος 'stolen thing' 
{ g 3nu6(3)tF} 'stolen' : κρυψι- 'hiding, hidden' 

2.0a. The Greek κλέπος^ and the Hebrew {-g(3)ne6:>t-} in ÌfQĪJlîW 
'for his stolen thing' have exacdy the same meaning — moreover a L E G A L 

term probably inherited from remote prehistoric experience (Levin, SoSt). The 
morphological structure matches what we saw in *βρέχος : {barèlot-} — 
namely {-é־os} : {-èot-} (2 .Ma) . 1 8 0 The feminine gender in Semitic, 
corresponding to the neuter in IE, belongs naturally to a Sitz im Leben where 
the typical stolen thing was an animal from the herd, consisting mainly of fe-
males and their young, the great majority of which were also female ( l .Li) . 

The consonants diverge gready, { k l ־ p ־ : 8 / ġ ( 3 ) n - b - } ; 1 8 1 but the diver-
gence is consistent in the first and third — voiceless in Greek, voiced and open 
to fricativation in Hebrew. {1 : η} is also a credible divergence, especially if 
we posit ample time (cf. l .Lb, 2.Nf, and Addenda, p. 457). 

The verb-root is fairly widespread in Semitic and IE (Moller, VelnSeWo, 
134), but only these two languages have the {-é-Os/t} derivative — a stative 
participle of feminine gender in Semitic '(something) stolen', but a neuter sub-
standve in IE. 

In the verb itself, given three full consonants not liable to any reduction, 
the only neat fit that we can expect is in the perfect tense: [649-653). 

κέΙκλοφει-Λ : י נ ב נ ^ {g3nD6án|i y} 'he has stolen me' (InEuSeLa, 
The Bible actually has ^ l a ^ { g 3 n D 6 | ú w | R 0 } 'they have stolen you' (II 
Sam. 19:42). Without an object-suffix the root would not be vocalized like the 
Greek -κλοφ-, but instead ì l i ^ { g D n 3 B | ú w } 'they have stolen' 

(pausal ì â j ^ t {gon56|uw}. 
Hebrew (in common with Aramaic) is characterized by fricativation of 

plosive consonants after a vowel; so the {6} is a voiced fricative, presumably 
bilabial as in Spanish rather than labio-dental like the English ν (cf. 2.Xa, 

reached any library in North America, probably because Romania was then drawn into the 
Second World War on the side of Germany. 
1 8 0 If 'for his stolen thing' (Ex. 22:3) had come at the end of a clause rather than a verse, it 

would have been accented ו ת ב נ ג ב t , or without the 'for' prefix { g a n è b D t | 6 w } . 
1 8 1 When something is prefixed to the root, the weak vocalic transition {a} between the first 

and the second radical consonant may be reduced to virtually nothing. The standard Tiberias 

pointing of the Bible text uses the same mark , regardless; see Levin, DeAIRe, 69-71. 
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note 263). Among the IE languages fricativation is most prominent in German-
ic: Greek κ λ έ π τ ο υ σ ι ( ^ 'they steal', becomes {hlifand}^ in Gothic, with a 
voiceless fricative {-f-} instead of the Greek voiceless plosive {-p-}, as 
well as {h-} instead of the other voiceless plosive { k - } . 1 8 2 It is debatable 
whether a tendency to fricativate was already operating in part of the Semitic 
and part of the IE sphere during the period of prehistoric contact. 

2.0b. י לילה  ת ב נ ג ו ת י 4ום  ב נ } ׳י ג g anub(a)tí y

 y 0 w m uwġanu6(3)tr 
15y(a)bs} 'stolen by day and stolen by night' (Gen. 31:39) is the unique in-
stance of an abnormal feminine singular form of the passive participle, just as 
{male?atí y mišp5T} 'full of justice' is the unique instance of an abnormal 
feminine singular form of the adjective (2.Jd). And 

as {male ? ati y } corresponds impressively to the Greek π λ η σ ι - , 

{ganu5(a)tíy} seems to correspond ' κ ρ υ ψ ι - 'hiding', 
at least structurally, in a few compound adjectives such as κ ρ υ ψ ί ν ο υ ς ^ 

([krupslnos]1 8 3 in Attic) 'hiding one's thought'. 
The Greek verb-root is {(- )krupM, as shown by the aorist passive par-

ticiple κ ρ υ φ ε ί ? ^ 'hidden' (Sophocles, Aiax 1145)1 8 4 and the adverbs κ ρ ύ φ α ^ , 

κ ρ υ φ ή ι ^ 'in secret' (Doric κ ρ υ φ α ι ^ ) . Can this and {(-)kl-p-} both be cog-
nate to the same Semitic root? It seems possible, if due to S E P A R A T E contacts; 
but the semantic match between {ganu6(a)tiy} 'stolen' and κ ρ υ ψ ι - 'hiding' is 
vague. 

The meaning of the root itself 'steal' : 'hide' is easier to connect. But a dif-
ficulty is posed by the function of one — at least — of the two subsidiary mor-
phemes in {־u-tiy}, the former being passive and the latter feminine, where-
as [־si־] in this Greek word (and most others with - σ ι - ) is associated with 
active meaning. Even if [־si־], as in π λ η σ ι φ α ή ς , was in origin predominantly 
feminine and not committed to the active as opposed to the stative or passive, 
still we cannot cite κ ρ υ ψ ι  as a surviving vestige of this, unless we interpret ־

1 8 2 {h l i fand) corresponds to the Latin clepunt^ segment by segment, also to the Greek 

[k léptos i ] except for the -τ - (which represents a prehistoric *y). The Doric form κ λ ε π τ ο ν -

Tit shows the correspondence more obviously. 
1 8 3 I use " above a vowel to show length, but above a consonant to show fricativation 

(Introduction, note 14). 
1 8 4 Later εκρύβη^ 'he/she/it was hidden' (John 8:59, etc.). 
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the compound κρυψίνους 'hidden as to thought'. Such an expedient, however, 
runs the risk of being too broadly applicable, so that the morphological alterna-
dons associated with active vs. passive or stative meaning — which matter a 
lot in comparative grammar — would be jeopardized. 

The most satisfactory solution is not to dismiss {ganuB(3)tiy} : κρυψι-
but to separate the function of {-ti y} : [־si־], at least originally feminine, 
from the function of {-u־}. This vowel before the third consonant of the root 
is plainly associated with passive meaning in Hebrew, as in the Proverb (9:17) 
ו ק ת מ ם י י ב ו נ ג ־ ם י ן מ י ' { m a y i m ־ g 3 n u w 6 í y m yimt5quw} 'stolen waters 

are sweet' (masc. sing. 3^33^ {gonial}) . Within an IE root Specht (SaU, 
49) argues that the vowel -u- conveys a somewhat vague sense of holiness: 
"Aber die gnadige Gottheit gibt dem Menschen nicht nur Freuden und Ge-
niisse, sondern versagt ihm auch Geheimnisse, deren Erkenntniss ihn ungliick-
lich stimmen wiirde.... Von dieser Einstellung aus wird nunmehr der u- Laut 
in Wortern begreiflich: griech. 'καλύ-τττω' [Ί cover'], griech. 'κρύ-πτω' [Ί 
hide'] . . . ." 1 8 5 This seems an unpromising line of investigation; but I would 
not reject it totally, as long as we remain uncertain of any other source for the 
- υ - . 1 8 6 

2.0c. A litde more light comes from the apparent Arabic cognate to the He-
brew {gonial} 'stolen'. ^ j - ^ ^ { j a n u ^ l u n } means 'south (wind)', which 
offhand seems semantically unrelated; but some direction words are liable to be 
derived from whatever means 'hidden' — e.g. Hebrew ] ! פ צ ^ {copown} 
'north', resembling {cDpúwn} in ] ו פ צ ו י ' 'and hidden'.1 8 7 {cpn}^ in Ugar 

1 8 5 See also Wilhelm Havers, "Zur Entstehung eines sogenannten separaten u- Elementes in 
den indogermanischen Sprachen," Anzeiger der Oesterreichischen Akademie der Wissen-
schaften, philosophisch-historische Klasse, 8 (1947), 139-165. 
1 8 6 Gary Rendsburg interprets י  as "an inflected passive participle, with the first 233ת
person singular perfect ending, thus '1 was robbed'. This usage is known only from Aramaic 
(specifically Galilean Aramaic among the old dialects) and from a half-dozen or so examples 
in the Hebrew Bible." Accordingly the last four words of Gen. 31:39 would mean Ί was stol-
en from by day, and I was stolen from at night.' However, the accent on the final syllable 
argues against taking it for the subject-suffix T {יין'!-} . 
1 8 7 Startlingly reminiscent of the Greek £όφον^ 'darkness, gloom' (accusative, SELDOM 
FOUND IN ANY OTHER CASE) , but as a direction this means 'west', not 'north'; and 
£έφυρ|05^ 'west wind' adds both confirmation and complication to my Semitic-IE etymolo-
gy of (g(-)n(-)b) : {kVr־/ph}. A relation between the two Greek words referring to the west 
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itic is a holy mountain, which must have been well to the north of Israel.188 

The Arabic passive participle most like {gonial} , but with a prefix, is 

§ {ma I j n u ^ l u n } , which means 'put away' (among other sen-
ses).189 How to interrelate the meanings of {jnb} is a semantic problem with-
in Arabic, unless dismissed as a case of mere homophony. Moreover it opens 
up the possibility that the meaning 'steal' in Hebrew ב נ ג , and in Greek κλ-π-
(as well as the IE cognates), arose by euphemism — i.e. the disagreeable reali-
ty of A utterly depriving Β of something in B's possession was communicated 
allusively through a word which in itself meant only that Β hid the thing or put 
it away. 

2,Od. I f we can corroborate the idea that the meaning 'steal' was originally 
conveyed through euphemism, it will give a valuable insight into one psycho-
linguistic detail of prehistoric times: how part of the human race developed a 
specific moral attitude in conjunction with verbal expression. On the IE side we 
have evidence of a biconsonantal root *(-)k(-)l- 'hide'; e.g. Latin oc|cu/|e^ 
(imperative singular; see Pokorny, InEtWo, I , 553-554). The triconsonantal 
*(-)kl-p- 'steal' could be derived from that. But as its Semitic triconsonantal 
counterpart does not so uniformly carry the meaning 'steal' rather than 'hide' 
or 'put away', it would seem that the triconsonantal *1^P/gnb originated as a 
vigorous, perhaps sarcastic expression for 'hide' (not necessarily 'steal'), and 
that the basic meaning 'hide' lingered in part of the Semitic area. 

Even within Greek the seemingly clear demarcation between κλ-π- 'steal', 
with {-1-}, and κρυφ- 'hide', with {-r־), is complicated by another verb 
that can hardly fail to be related: 

is recognised by all, but there is no credible I E etymology (see Frisk, GrEtWd); the fullest 
treatment by Ernst Risch, "Zephyrus," Museum Helveticum, 25 (1968), 205-213. Compar-
ing them to the Hebrew { 0 3 • 3 0 " " / ״ ק ^ ח ) ' n o r t h /hidden'. I P o i n t first to the Greek vowel alter-
nadon % , and furthermore to the { r / n ) so characteristic of an archaic stage of I E morphology 

(2.Le-f)• Neither alternation was noted by an earlier researcher, because -ov was taken for 
merely an accusative case-ending of the "second declension"; { c 3 p o w n j , however, suggests 

an originally different morphological interpretation of £όφον. 
1 8 8 J . P. Brown identifies it as opos Κ ά σ ι ο υ in northern Syria (now Jebel Aqra^). 
1 8 9 Corresponding to the Hebrew masc. pi. { g a n u ' Ẅ m } » { m a l j n u ^ i ^ n a } 

(gen./acc. absolute), and to the Hebrew fem. sing. {g3nub(s)fi y} § (maljnu^bati) 

(genitive construct). 
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κάλυπτε"^ 'cover' (imper. sing.), which sometimes overlaps the meaning of 
κρύπτε^ 'hide 

That the third consonant of the root is the V O I C E D labial {b}, comes out only in 
the noun καλύβη^ 'hut'; for in all the verb-forms such as κάλυπτε [kálupte] 
and the future καλύψω^ [kalupsD] '1 will cover', the immediately ensuing con-
sonant neutralizes any disdnction between the voiced labial β [b], the voiceless 
labial π [ρ], and the voiceless aspirate labial φ [ ρ 1 1 ] . 1 9 0 

Neither do the IE cognates uniformly match one meaning 'steal' with -/־ 
and the other meaning 'hide' or 'cover' with ־r־. While indeed the Latin 
dep\e^ 'steal' (imperative sing.) and the Gothic {hl i f |an }יי 'to steal' accord 
with the Greek κλεπ-, the Old Prussian auklipts^ means 'hidden', and on 
the other hand the Lithuanian kropti יי means 'to steal' (Pokorny, InEtWo, I , 
604, 617) — which sounds as i f in the Baltic languages the -1- verb meant 
'hide' and the -τ- verb 'steal'. 

Having sampled so much fluctuation in connection with the second con-
sonant, we come back to the noun κλεπος in Greek, {-ġ(3)nè5:>t-} in He-
brew, which means precisely the same in both languages, 'stolen thing'. {1 : 
η} is still the loosest part of this correspondence, but quite acceptable in view 
of all the rest (cf. 2.Nf,i).191 

1 9 0 Another noun κέλυφος^ 'pod, husk, casing' seems loosely associated with this Greek 
verb that means 'cover', notwithstanding the vowel ε instead of a and the length of the 
second vowel υ. 
1 9 1 The Armenian noun (koXoput}1*', cited by Sophus Bugge, "Beitrage zur etymologischen 
erláuterung der annenischen sprache," ZeVeSp, 32 (1893), 51, 63, with the Latin gloss 'fur-
turn, latrocinium, spolium, praeda', is very problematical for Indo-Europeanists; see Holger 
Pedersen, "Armenisch und die nachbarsprachen," 39 (1904/05), 378; Walde - Pokorny, Ve 
Wo, I , 497. {-ut} is otherwise an adjecdve-forming suffix in Armenian (Bugge, 80-81). In 

Armenian to distinguish between the many, many loan-words and the I E heritage can be quite 
difficult for the experts, and a fortiori for anyone like me. Still I am struck by the structural 
resemblance to the Hebrew noun ת ו ב נ ג  ,thievery' (cf. (gann5b} 'thief' {gannDk|ú"t} ב
l.Ih). It is documented only in dictionaries of modern Hebrew, and could have been formed 
recendy on the model of ת  ו נ ז ח [ cantillation' from' {Hazz:>n|úwt} ל -can' (Hazz5n) יי Π ו
tor', etc. Nevertheless { g a n n D b ú w t } must go back much further in Aramaic; for it is attested, 
with the suffixed definite article {-כ 7 } , as the Syriac word for 'theft' (Payne Smith, CoSyDi, 
74). I venture to suggest that Armenian got {koXoput} from some other I E language, which 
had formed it under Aramaic influence — perhaps early enough for the I E triconsonantal root 
to be perceived as phonologically cognate, not just semantically equivalent, to the Semitic 
{G-n-B}. 
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2,Oe. The Arabic noun ._..·.•> יי {janb|un } 'side' or 'half has the same three 
consonants; and the Germanic languages show a remarkable recurrence: Old 
Saxon half^, Old English bealf^, Gothic {halb| a }יי (accusative singular 
feminine), etc.1 9 2 Apart from the familiar meaning 'half, Gothic also uses 
{in fnzai halbai}יי to mean 'on this side' (translating ev׳ τούτω τω μέρειΧ 
Π Corinthians 3:10, 9:3; on -ω rather than -ω see 5.De, note 85). 

Moller (VelnSeWo, 134) treats this noun as primary and derives the verb 
from it: "kl-p- trans[itiv] 'zur Seite bringen, stehlen' " — by which I infer that 
the meaning 'steal' was arrived at euphemistically, as though the thief pretend-
ed just to take something aside. More likely than not, Moller's conjecture was 
right; for the opposite chance is minute: that there were two independent, ho-
mophonous triconsonantal IE/Semitic roots, from which separate words sur-
vive. Still less probable is it that IE and Semitic languages would quite inde-
pendendy and accidentally hit upon such a double semantic parallel, along with 
the phonetic parallel exemplified by {j(־)n(-)b} : h(-)l(-)f. 

This Arabic noun {janb-}, as in {janb| i y } 'my side', has Semitic 
cognates with some difference in meaning: 

Hebrew י גב י ' {gabb|í>׳} 'my back', 

Aramaic ייגבה {gabb|áh} 'her back' — 
which, in a way, is still a half of the body; and at least in the Syriac dialect of 
Aramaic it carries the meaning 'side' as in Arabic. Moreover, the Arabic verb 

{janaba)hu } 'he (has) hit him/it in the side, he took/has taken him/it 
aside' seems plainly denominative; it is not 'he has stolen him/it', like Ì־*־גבב 
{g3n:>b|ow} in Hebrew (cf. 2,Oa). But the second meaning of the Arabic 
verb slides over into 'remove', and from there it could easily be understood as 
'steal' through euphemism; for we sense that neither the perpetrator nor even 
the victim liked to express it outright. 

'Steal' became the outright meaning of the verbal root somewhat unevenly 
in Semitic, as well as in IE. It never quite appears in the Arabic 
 although this is the very language where we find the key ,{(-)n(-)b(־)j(־)}
to the semantic link between the distant Germanic phenomena of half and 
{hl i f -} 'steal'. 

This part of the etymology came to me from J . P. Brown. 
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The Sanskrit verb f ז י ן ^ {kálp|ate} 'it fits, accords with', which 

Pokorny (JnEtWo, I , 926) links to the Germanic noun 'half, is not close se-
mantically, unless we think of 'it matches, it tallies' like one half with the 
other. The adjective ז ^י  means 'fit, equal'. Without the {kálpam} יי ךי
Semitic etymology, the phonetic similarity to the Greek κλεπ- and Latin clep-
'steal' would seem quite accidental. 

2.P. Tricons. Sem. {(-)T(-)r(-)P(-)} : IE(Gr.) (־)δρ-π/φ- 'tear, pluck' 
2.Pa. Parallel within Hebrew to (g3ne55s) in  'the stolen thing' 'יהגנבה 
(most typically a beast; l . L i and SoSt, 319-320, 325-328), is 11ĒÍ*־!t?W 
{T3rep5R} 'a mangled beast'.193 'His mangled beast' would be Îf lSntpt 
{T3repbt|ow}. Much like it, in Greek, from compound adjectives such as 
ι׳εο|δρεπει5^ 'fresh-plucked' (nom./acc. plural) we can posit a neuter noun 
*δρέπος 'something plucked' (2.Ma, 2.0a). The main semantic difference 
is that the Hebrew noun is an animal whereas the Greek is something from a 
plant. 

But the same Hebrew root also forms an adjective ף ר ט י  [Ίοήρ] י
'plucked', referring to an olive-leaf (Gen. 8:11, cf. Ezek. 17:9). So the overlap 
in meaning is substantial and assures us that we are not dealing with an irrelev-
ant similarity in mere sound. Conversely, the gloss of Hesychius δρέμμοτ 
κλέμμα^ (i.e. 'stolen thing') makes it likely that the root δρεπ- in Greek was 
not altogether limited to plucking from plants but could be extended like rip off 
in recent English slang. The attestation of δρέμμα adds, further, to the case for 
its equivalent *δρέπος, like κλέμμα/κλέπος and other such pairs.1 9 4 

2.Pb. Both in Semitic and in IE the root is rather widely distributed, but the 
morphological correspondences are meager. The Greek imperative is δρέπε t 
(-δρέπε in "απόδρεπε^ 'pluck off) , δρέπ' or -δρεπ' before a vowel. He-
brew triconsonantal verbs never have {-é-} in the imperative; but the Arabic 

imperfect =̂>-̂ .̂  {yaTrifu} (perfect *Ĵ Jo יי {Tarafa}) entails an imperadve 

• j 1 9 3 Cf. {nabel3' ī} 'a corpse', usually from natural causes (2 .Lc) . 
1 9 4 See SoSt, 335-336. Likewise βρέγμα in βρεγματα ׳ ^ύσματα"^ 'rains, showers' (a gloss 

. of the grammarian Erotianus) enhances our reconstruction of *βρεχος (2.Ma). 
|| I owe this whole etymology to J . P. Brown, although the consonantal part of it goes 
I1 back to Bomhard, ToPrNo, 211. 
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j]o I § {(?)Trif} with a front-vowel.195 The ordinary meaning, however, of 
this verb in Arabic is 'wink', apparendy not related to 'pluck' or 'tear'. 

With a stative vocalization, given in the feminine as 
cliJo^ {Tarifat} (perfect), J^bS^ {taTrafu} (imperfect), 

the meaning is 'she grazed/s separately'. And 2JJo^ {Tarifatun} (pro-
nounced [Tarifah]§ before a pause), which is phonetically a perfect cognate to 
the Hebrew {T3rep3E}, means 'a waywardly grazing she-camel' (Lane, ArEn 
Le, 1841-44).196 How to reconcile the diverse Hebrew and Arabic words 
within Semitic etymology is no small problem.197 But anyhow the Arabic, so 
far, does not contribute anything positive to the comparison with the Greek 
-δ pen-. 

The Slavic languages have forms such as ApánaTb^ {drápaty} 'to scratch, 
to tear' in some Russian dialect or dialects198 (AP«־ {dryá-} in standard Rus-
sian, but apparently rare). It has many Slavic cognates, which do not seem to 
share the meaning 'tear' but only 'scratch'. The present tense must have a third 
person singular Apánaer§ {drápaet} 'he/she scratches/tears', somewhat remin-
iscent phonetically of the Arabic {Tarifat}. 1 9 9 

2.Pc. Greek also has a verb exemplified by δρύπτεν^ 'she tore, she man-
gled'. A triconsonantal root δρ-φ- [־ph־] is evidenced by the noun deriva-
tives, again from the glossary of Hesychius: δρυφή 1 ־ " α μ υ χ ή , καταξυσμή^ 

1 9 5 The letter I { 7 } i s always written in such an imperative, but [ ? i־] is pronounced only at 

the beginning of an utterance. 
1 9 6 With the 'my' suffix, Arabic ^JiJo § {Tar i fa t | i y ) : Heb. , Π Ε Π ί ρ ί {Tarep3t | i y ) . 
1 9 7 We might speculate that any beast grazing alone is most vulnerable to a predator; and 
making allowance for variety and change in the herding customs of the Semitic peoples, we 
would reason that after an attack by a predator a smaller beast, such as the Hebrews kept, 
would usually be found dead and partly eaten, whereas a camel had a better chance to escape 
with some wounds. 
1 9 8 Erich Berneker, Slavisches etymolo gisches Worterbuch (Heidelberg: Carl Winter, 1908-
13), I, 220, does not identify which dialect(s). 
1 9 9 The Slavic [a], however, corresponds normally to a long vowel in other I E languages. A 
Greek cognate with [כ] appears in a confusing gloss of Hesychius: δ ρ ώ π τ ε ι ν διακόπτει^ η 
διασκοπείν . "Αισχύλος Φυχαγωγοίς^ 'to cut through, or to look dirough [= examine]; Aes-
chylus in The Soul-escorts'. According to Hesychius' first synonym, δρωπ- would be an al-
ternant of δρεττ. 
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'scratching, scraping down' and δρυφοί- ξέσματα^ 'scrapings'. The former 
might correspond to the feminine of the Hebrew passive participle ה פ ו ר ט  ל
{T3ruwp|5*} 'scratched, torn' (found only in unvocalized texts); the latter to 
the masculine plural construct י פ ו ר -t {T3ruwp|éy} 'scratched, torn' (by so ט
and-so). The vowel -υ- in Greek is hard to account for except through such a 
Semitic contact; for an £ /  alternation is strange to IE, and the rather similar ״
case of κ λ € 7 Ι " / κ ρ υ φ . (2 .0b) 2 0 0 makes a Semitic contact more plausible. 

However, no form of the P A S S I V E participle of ף ר  occurs in the ancient ט
corpus of the Bible. This can be explained by the prominence of the S T A T I V E 

{T3rep5K}: the experience of the Hebrews was mainly with the animal I N 
T H A T W R E T C H E D C O N D I T I O N after the struggle with the predator was all over; 
they were less interested in how IT HAD B E E N D O N E . 

The stative noun {Tarèpbt-} : *δρέπος 'something plucked' is decidedly 
the strongest part of this etymology. 

2.Pd. The correspondence of the first consonant in the root {Τ} : δ is of a 
piece with {q} : γ in {qones} : -γόι׳ε (2.Ca-b and Levin, SeEv, 257) — 
1. e. a Semitic "emphatic" and, in the ancient IE languages, a voiced plosive. It 
supports the recent theory that the d is from a prehistoric IE voiceless glottal-
ized plosive *[ t 7 ] , like g< *[k7]. No Ethiopic cognate of the root ף ר -how , ט
ever, has been reported, so as to prove directly a pronunciation [t 7 -] . The re-
duplicated δ־δ- in δίδυμος 'twin' we found to correspond to {t־?-} in Sem-

itic, not to {T} (i.e. Hebrew ט , Arabic Jo; see l.Db); this word too lacks an 
Ethiopic cognate.201 

2. Q. Triconsonantal Sem. (Heb.) {(-)?(-)h6־(-)} : IE (Gr.) αγαπ- 'love' 
{(-)r(-)H(-)m(-)} 'love' : (Skt.) { r ā m | a m } 'lovely' 

2.Qa. The Hebrew noun ה ב ה א י  love' is often translated' {*ahàto?} ו
"1αγάττη^ in the Septuagint. 

2 0 0 Specht (Sail, 48) lumps the verb δρύπτω in with miscellaneous others characterized, 
rather loosely, as ceremonial actions. 
2 0 1 A Coptic verb τωρ-iW (also •ropiW) 'seize, rob, carry off and as a noun 'plunder' is cited 

without any source in more ancient Egyptian. Werner Vycichl, Dictionnaire étymologique de 

la langue copte (Leuven: Peeters, 1983), 220, compares it to the Hebrew verb ף ר ט י  י
(TDráp) 'he has torn'. 
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As a common noun "1αγάπη does not appear earlier; but ΑΓΑΠΑ^ as a woman's 
name on a gravestone, in the Thessalian dialect, proves that it was in the Greek 
language by the sixth century B.C. at the latest — i.e. before any direct influ-
ence from the Hebrew Scriptures.202 

Verb-forms of "1αγαπ- occur sparingly in the earliest Greek (not counting 
Linear B); in Hebrew the verb- as well as the noun-forms are frequent 
throughout, "αγαπ- has no IE cognates, and a Semitic source is all the more 
likely because "1αγαπ- carries the same nuance as in Hebrew: love in the sense 
of cherishing, being contented with a certain person, not having or wanting 
anyone else.203 That is not the connotation of the verbs φιλεΐι^ and "kpcuW, 
which we also translate 'to love', nor of the nouns φιλίδτ', "ερως^; but it is the 
connotation of στεργειι^ and the noun στοργή^, which show the IE Ablaut 
of [ e / 0 ] so typical of Greek. To be sure, the IE etymology of σ־Η/0ργ- is 
cloudy, and the earliest attestation post-Homeric; so we must not flatly assert 
that "1αγαπ- had to compete with it from the first. We can only suspect that it 
did, and that some specific cultural influence, which we may or may not sue-
ceed sometime in pinpointing, disposed the Greeks to take in a foreign word 
which became "αγαπ- in their phonology — and besides, they took it in as a 
verb even more than a noun, unusual though that is in loan-words. 

2.Qb. The Hebrew verb-form most like the Greek is the infinitive  ולאהבה 
{13|?ahá65K} 'to love', identical with the noun, as happens in some other stat-
ive verbs too. 2 0 4 The Greek infinitive is "αγαπάω, with [-an] contracted 
from prehistoric *[-a|een], so that the two languages share 

{?ahà66s : agapa-}. The Greek imperative singular "1αγάπετ' 

would roughly match the Hebrew ΓΟΓΙΗ!ΐ {?êh36Ds} 'do love' 
(coaxing imperative, traditionally called "cohortative"); 

2 0 2 Supplementum Epigraphicum Graecum, 19 (1963), 422; Brown - Levin, EtPa, 91. This 
section depends heavily on information from J . P. Brown. See also InEuSeLa, 283-284. 
2 0 3 In Hebrew there is, besides, the notion of 'relish' (viscerally), most evident in Gen. 27: 

4 , י ת ב ה ר א ש י א י מטעמים כ ל ־ ה ש ע ו ^ ^ - ^ maT<ammí*mka-
?àšér ? Dhábt i y } 'and make me dainties such as I love/relish'. Rabbi H. Hirsch Cohen has 

called this revealing passage to my attention. 
2 0 4 The stative classification, which comes out in the vowels of several forms such as 

! :Dhéb} 'he 10ves/d', does not in itself preclude an objectיאהב' {7 ב ה א י ' pāheb|o w ) 'he 

10ves/d him', etc. 
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but the Greek vowels "a-a- are not subject to any such alternation as we see in 
the Hebrew. 

Hebrew, however, uses this verb also in the "intensive", though only the 
"intensive" participle is recorded, and at that only in the masculine plural with a 
possessive suffix;e.g. , ? rTtf îO^ímal 'ahāBláy} 'my lovers'. It is legitimate 
to posit a causative sense 'the ones that make me love' — i.e. 'arouse love in 
me' (cf. 2.Mb, note 149); but that is not conclusive. Gemination of the mid-
die consonant, which would regularly mark an "intensive" form, does not take 
place in Hebrew when that consonant is guttural, with the result that the same 
{-?ahàB-} is pronounced as in the noun and stative infinitive {?ahāS |3E}. 
So, i f we imagine some partially bilingual Greeks, hearing various verb- and 
noun-forms in a Semitic dialect much like Biblical Hebrew, it is no wonder 
they settled, for simplicity, upon one vocalization "a-a-, adapted from a fairly 
prominent vocalization [־a-a־] in the Semitic source. 

2.Qc. Still the consonants present serious problems. For both the first and the 
second consonant in a Semitic verb-root to be guttural is odd, though not un-
paralleled. This particular verb is nearly confined to Hebrew and Ugaritic. An-
other root, however, with similar meaning but normal consonantal structure 
occurs repeatedly in a passage of Ezekiel, where the subject is a harlot (sym-
bolic of the nation of Israel); e.g. Π ב  she has courted, made' {*bġaUD,} יי ע ג 
love to' (?). This verb even combines in one sentence with the participle of the 
other: ותעגב על־םאהציה י / {wat ta^gáb ,?al-ma^ahàBÉTìD} 'and she 

made love to her lovers' (23:5). That the verb ב  was foreign to the Hebrew ע1
vocabulary normally used by the Biblical authors — including this one — and 
was brought in by him for the sake of an oudandishly scandalous theme, is in-
dicated by the grossly un-Hebraic form that the preterite verb takes on later in 
the passage, after the regular {watta^gáB}: 
ם ה י ג ל ל פ ί ע Ώ ' ^ Γ ΐ ν {watta^g363R ^ál ρί13§(3)§Θ>Τίέιη} 'and she 
made love to their concubines' (23:20).205 Ezekiel also has the noun (with a 

2 0 5 Some recent Hebraists have needlessly inferred that these figurative concubines were 
male (cf. 2.Sa). They base it on the emendation π α λ λ α κ ο ύ ; for the corrupt reading Χαλδαί-
ονς^ 'Chaldeans' in the Septuagint, as though the Greek translator could not imagine the He-
brew author depicting what we call "Lesbian" love. — In between the two occurrences of this 
verb in the preterite is one where the traditions of writing and of reading the text are in 
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possessive suffix) עלבתה^ {^ag(a)bot|5h} 'her love' (23:11), parallel to 
the normal PahàS:>t|5h} in יי'באהבתה 'with her love' (Pr. 5:19).206 

Wherever he may have gotten this verb and noun,2 0 7 the consonants of the 
root impress us as much like the Greek. In particular, as G. L. Cohen and Jo-
seph Wallfield have pointed out,2 0 8 the second consonant 2 matches the 
Greek γ exactly, whereas the Hebrew ה {h} does not. The presence of both 
ב ה ב and א ג -in Hebrew, besides the anomaly of the two guttural conson ע
ants ו ־ ל -in the same root, suggests two separate borrowings from some un א
known non-Semitic language, or from more than one. The guttural {^}, how-
ever, is a rather unusual sound, as languages go; and within the region it is 
known only from Semitic and Egyptian.209 So the source of the initial con-
sonant in ב ג  remains obscure. (See Addenda, p. 458.) ע

2.Qd. Either of the initial gutturals {ל} א or ע {^} would be represented by 
no consonant in Greek. In my opinion ב ג  is unlikely to be an independent ע
root that just happens to approximate the meaning of ב ה  rather the letters ; א
ב ג -represent, from the standpoint of Hebrew, an odd or foreign pronuncia ע
tion of the same root as ב ה א . Arabic has a verb-root ^^s•^ {^jb} that fits 
well phonetically but means 'wonder' — hence 'admire'; and the adjective 

conflict: ב ג ע ת ה (and in the margin 23:16 ו ב ג ע ת ו ) — i.e. written (wt^gb) like the 

previous occurrence but read {watta^g3b5s) like the subsequent one. The discrepancy serves 

to prove that  in 28:20 is no scribal error (as some critics have thought) but an ותעגבה 

authentic aberration in the text of Ezekiel, like many others of this author. 
2 0 6 In Hebrew, unlike Greek, the vowel {-à-} of the second syllable depends on the pres-

ence of a guttural consonant right before it. Any other consonantal environment entails the 
very minimal transition symbolized {3)־)-), with no discernible vowel-quality. 
2 0 7 Once his contemporary Jeremiah (4:30) uses ) ^עגבים  ? o g a b í y m ) , the participle = 

'lovers' in a context similar to the passages where these two audiors (and odiers) use die 

"intensive" participle of ב ה א . 
2 0 8 "Etymology of Greek agap- 'love'," InFo, 90 (1985), 99-103. 
2 0 9 Other instances of alternation between א and ע are studied by Stanley Gevirtz, "For-

mative ע in Biblical Hebrew," Eretz-lsrael: Archaeological, Historical and Geographical 

Studies, 16 (1982), 59*-62*. Gary Rendsburg directed me to this article. 
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.. ι j?.* 1'} י ' a j i ^ i u n } will bear the meaning 'beloved'. It would be unwise to 
demand greater semantic precision than this in an etymology where the word in 
question signifies something so subjective and inherently diverse. 

The pronunciation that the Greeks took over from their Semitic source was 
[g], and that source would appear offhand to have had [g] itself (or the fricative 
[g]). If the Greeks were also exposed to a pronunciation with [h], no doubt 
that consonant in an intervocalic position would have been less congenial to 
their phonology. For in Attic, where our information is much fuller than in 
other dialects, ταώς^ 'peacock' stands nearly (if not entirely) alone with its 
structure [-V h V - ] . (This name, imitating the bird's cry, was perhaps taken in-
to Greek from an unidentified language of Asia; certainly peacocks were native 
to India, not the Mediterranean region.) Tryphon, cited by Athenaeus in this 
connection (9.397e), makes the further remark: "For Attic speakers and Ioni-
ans it is awkward ("1αμήχανον 'perplexing'), in words of more than one sylla-
ble, to have the final syllable begin with [h ] " (δασυνεσθαι, literally 'to be 
thickened'). 

So, however anomalously, the vowels in "αγαπ- match {?ahàb-} much 
better than the consonants. 

2.Qe. Another semantically related word is found in Akkadian: {Γβ-β-ιηυρ' 
'beloved' (masc), of which the accusative singular — { r āmamj t in Old Ak-

kadian — exacdy matches the Sanskrit 71 1"די^{rāmam} 'lovely, charm-

ing' (see Moller, VelnSeWo, 207). The Sanskrit adjective, which serves also 
as a proper name, could be derived from a biconsonantal verb-root exemplified 
by Τ יי % די {rám|atē} 'he/she enjoys'.2 1 0 But the Akkadian lengthened 
vowel {ā} doubtless represents a guttural consonant of the other Semitic lan-
guages; and so too might the Sanskrit v r d d h i vowel {ā}, according to the la-
ryngeal theory now prevalent among the Indo-Europeanists. 

The Akkadian verb 'love', which is exemplified by {ra-a-mi}^ (impera-
tive feminine; Von Soden, AkHa, I I , 951, interpreted phonetically as [rami]), 
has a Hebrew cognate , ΟΠ "11 {raHàmíy}. The simple conjugation of • Γ Π 
occurs just once in the Biblical corpus: * [ מ ח ר א י ' {?e|rHpm|3k57} Ί love 

2 1 0 Pokorny, InEtWO, I, 864. The other, and more frequent, meaning of ( r ā m á - ) 'dark' he 

treats as quite unrelated (I, 853). 
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you' (Ps. 18:2), although the "intensive" conjugation is frequent; e.g. the 
perfect • ה ר י he pities'.2, {riHám} י 1 1 

The closest morphological parallel in Semitic to the Sanskrit feminine ad-
jective יי {rāmā} 'beloved' (nominative) would be the Hebrew stative 

verb ! ד מ ח , I t {raHámS*}, in a pausal position חמה " I t {n>Hem:>K} 'she 
loves'. D m might fairly be considered a denominative verb, formed from 
Π Π Ί ^ {ΓέΗειη} 'womb' (pausal {oHem} in ס  ח ר מ י / 'from [the] womb'), 
whose morphologically plural form  ,means 'pity {raHāmíym} 'ירחםים 
mercy'. 

2.R. Tricons. IE (Gr.) Η α γ ־ Ρ ־ : Sem. (Arabic) {(-)H(-)š(-)r(-)} 'gather' 
"αγορή : (Heb.) {^SCDO^} 'gathering' 

Sem. (Heb.) {^ac5rct} : IE(Gr.) ^ορτή 'holiday gathering' 
Biconsonantal IE (Gr.) ־ciy«/L : Sem. (Heb.) {^ase\y} 'do' 
2.Ra. The correspondence of the feminine noun "αγορίπ ^αγορή^ in Ionic) 

to !  ףצ301עי} ייעצרו

is, in itself, as good a Greek-Hebrew etymology as "1αγάπη : {7shaBb*} — in 
regard to accent it is even better (InEuSeLa, 262 ff.). But the verb-root is more 
problematical. In Greek the verb-forms "1αγέρΙοντο^, ΙάγερΙθεν^ 'they (were) 
gathered' (aorist "middle" and passive respectively) display normal IE Ablaut 
of [ é/ol with the active verbal noun "1αγορ-. However, the root ",αγ-ρ-, well 
established in Greek, has no clear IE cognates; in particular, none of the sug-
gested cognates (e.g. Pokorny, InEtWo, I , 382-383) have anything at all to 
correspond to the "1a-. So there is reasonable doubt whether Greek got this 
root from an IE heritage. Within Greek it behaves like many other IE roots. 

2 1 1 S. D. Sperling proposes to recognise two Hebrew verbs independent of each other; "Bib-
lical rhm I and rhm I I , " Journal of the Ancient Near Eastern Society, 19 (1989), 149-159. 
But I see neither a phonetic basis for differentiating them nor a semantic need to separate 
'love' from 'pity', beyond what is handled morphologically by the Hebrew vowels of the 
simple and the "intensive" conjugation. In Arabic, to be sure, the middle consonant — not 
any vowel — differentiates fi\J {ra?ima} 'he (has) loved' from '?*J { raHima} 'he (has) 

pitied'; and in Akkadian, where neither consonant is preserved (at least insofar as the syllabic 
script indicates), the vowels (a) and {ē} may reflect a former consonantal difference (Von So-

den, GrAkGr, 24-26; AkHa, II , 971): (ra-a-mi) 'love' but { re -e -mi} 1 ' 'pity' (both impera-

tive singular feminine). 
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Hebrew has a verb-root ((-)^(-)(:(-)r(-)}, but its meaning scarcely fits 
the noun {^aor6E} 'gathering'; e.g. ר ב ע י  he has shut'. Arabic has' {bear*} י

a quite different verb ^JLa.^ {Hašara} 'he (has) gathered/congregated' (Mol-
ler, VelnSeWo, 2), which is semantically very close to the meaning of the 
Greek verb-root but shows no morphological counterpart to anything Greek or 
jE 212 The Greek-Arabic correspondence is good phonetically, i f we allow a 
velar plosive [־g־] in one language to be represented by a sibilant in the 
other.2 1 3 

The Hebrew noun {^ácDOB} has no apparent Semitic source. Ά gather-

ing' in Arabic is ^J^.^ (Hašr |un } (masculine), differing from the Hebrew 
not only in two out of three consonants but also in gender.214 The Arabic 
feminine noun that would correspond phonetically to αγορ^/^ — 2^JL& יי 
{Hašaratun}, pronounced [Hašarah] right before a pause — means 'insect' 
or some such small creature; so that the semantic connection, if any, to the 
verb-root {(-)H(-)š(-)r(-)} is vague indeed: perhaps it takes in only animals 
that man encounters in swarms. 

2.Rb. Probably {^acorb^} was borrowed by Hebrew or its immediate fore-
runner, without any verb, from an IE source similar to ΗαγορΊ/<£. And 
{^aor6R} not only lacks Semidc cognates but is limited in its context to a reli-
gious assembly, formally summoned, whereas Ηαγορ"ί/5 is much more general. 
Whatever social development motivated such a borrowing of vocabulary, can 
only be guessed — e.g. that Greeks or kindred Indo-Europeans participated 
with certain Semites in instituting a ceremonial gathering (cf. 2.Gc). 

The main obstacle to positing a direct loan from prehistoric Greek is the 
phonetic gap between the voiceless "emphatic" sibilant ב (c) and the voiced 
velar plosive [g], which the Greek letter γ evidendy was, at least in the classic-
al period. But the similar etymology of the non-verbal noun 

2 1 2 \jy.àjí\J• I 7)} י י ) i n H a š a r u " ( ' ) ) 'they (have) gathered, congregated' is formed from this 

root quite differendy from ־αγέρο!  \το or "αγερθ£1׳
2 1 3 Mailer's citation of an Akkadian cognate, "assyr. Prāt. ešur 'brachte zusammen, brachte 
zuhauf," seems to be based on some misunderstanding; AsDi and Von Soden, AkHa, have 
nothing of the sort. 
2 1 4 The noun-phrase _ / ^ L 2 J I j y a w m u (')lHašri} 'day of the gathering' in Islamic 

parlance refers to the Resurrection. 
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"αγροί 'fields' : {Hac(3)réy} 'courts' (l.Ia,d-e) 
has shown the likelihood that the prehistoric IE source of [g] was *[k 7 ] , and 
that in passing over to Hebrew this was affricated to *[ts7] or *[*s7] (and then 
simplified in the various pronunciations of Hebrew). 

The initial consonant in Hebrew V {זי} is a more prominent sound than א 
{?}. By deriving {^ācor6H} from an IE noun, we introduce a difficult ques-
tion: In the IE source (whatever that source may have been) was there a laryn-
geal consonant like that {זי}, or does the Hebrew {,•a-} reflect simply a vowel 
of a certain quality? Against the latter possibility, we can discern no reason 
why a plain [a-] would not have become [?a־], given that a Semitic language 
required a minimal initial consonant. 

Beyond the immediate attractiveness of Gr. ",αγορή/- : Heb. {^acor5K} 
'gathering', the problems of this etymology turn out to contribute strong evid-
ence in favor of two kinds of laryngeal (or guttural) consonants in the IE fore-
runner of the Greek noun and its verbal root: 

(1) the simplest sort of glottalization of the velar second consonant, and 
(2) a different initial laryngeal, perhaps identical to the Semitic {^} or else to 

the Semitic {H} as in {Hasrun}. 

2.Rc. How the Hebrew (and Aramaic) feminine ending {-5F}, as well as the 
Arabic cognate, is related to the IE ending, will be examined in the sequel to 
this book. As Hebrew has only a noun cognate to Ixyop'Vg but nothing to the 
verb "1αγερ-, Hebrew does not reproduce the Ablaut of front- and back-vowel 
according to the IE model of morphology. Nevertheless it has {-έ-} as well 
as {->} — both of them in noun- forms. ת ר צ ע י ^ {fācÉnS} is a synonym 
of {^acorb*}, except that the {-et} form serves as either absolute or construct, 
whereas {-:?} is strictly absolute, {^àcéret} in a pausal position becomes 
ת ל צ נ ^ {fâcSrct}. 

For Greek this is relevant, because it suggests at long last a solution to the 
perplexing etymology of another feminine noun, heop־rqV {heortē} 'holiday 
gathering' (Brown - Levin, EtPa, 92). The consonants all correspond well, if 
we allow for the Semitic sibilant becoming [־h־] in an intervocalic position in 
prehistoric Greek, and even within the historical period in some of the Doric 
dialects. Then this aspiration tended to be shifted from after the initial vowel to 
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before i t . 2 1 5 The final -ή in ,"εορτή does not correspond to anything in He-
brew; but the same vowel, except for being unaccented, is in the Greek name 
of "1Αστάρτη^, the goddess of Sidon and Phoenician Cyprus — f l ך Π ש  יי ע
{^aštoret} in the Bible. The region north of Israel, where "the lip of Canaan" 
(the Phoenician or Hebrew language) and Aramaic were in intimate contact, 
was the likeliest place for the Aramaic definite article — {-6'} in Biblical Ar-
amaic — to be suffixed to these two nouns.216 However, no Aramaic cognate 
of the Hebrew {^āẂsret} or {^àcoro11} has been found. 

2.Rd. ,"εορτή is documented several centuries earlier than ",Αστάρτη in 
Greek. Since quite a few cults in Greece came from that Semitic region, or 
were strongly influenced, it would be indiscreet for us to single out one of 
them, rather than another, as the bearer of the Semitic word that became 
*εορτή. With this noun for an object the basic verb "1άγε^ : ה ש ע י  {'àśe1'!*} י
'do', in many of its forms, was liable to be coupled, making a syntagma: 

Ηεορτήν τι να Ηέ τυχόν "αγίοντε^ 'they happened to be making a holiday' 
(Thucydides 4.5.1), 

ת ר ב י ע נ י מ א • ה ו י ו ב ש ע י v ו {wayya |^áš |ú w bayyowm h a š š a m i W 
^àc5ret} 'and they made on the eighth day a holiday' (II Chronicles 7:9). 

The imperative singular "αγε ,εορτήνί : 
ת ר ב ̂ *fifoJM {^àšé ע àcSret} 'make a holiday' does not occur in 

the corpus; for such a thing would involve a plural subject. The imperative 
plural "1άγετεו : יי ש ע י  must often have been spoken with this noun {āśúw^} י
for its object. From Latin, however, there is evidence of the imperative singul-

2 1 5 As in Ί ε ρ ό ς ^ 'holy' : Sanskrit 1ן Ν t יי ( i s i r á h ) ,mighty' < *isaros; or (heue ) in 

αφευε^ 'boil', Latin ūre יי 'burn' < *euse (cf. 2.Qd). 
2 1 6 The rule of Greek prose syntax that a god's name is accompanied by the definite article 
— e.g. 1"η "1ΑφροδΓτη^ — does not hold for Aramaic or other Semitic languages; but 
{^aštoret} is not exactly a proper name. Several passages in the Hebrew Bible give the plural 

form of it with the article prefixed: ת ו ר ת ן ע ע ה ־ ת א ם ו י ל ע ב ה ־ ת ו א ד ב ע י  ו
r τ _ : - τ ׳_·.׳. j  — — — ! τ : - ν J ־

{wayya< :ab(a)dú7״et-habb3<olí>׳m wa?et-h3^aštorâwt} 'and they served the Masters and 

the Ashtâroth' (Judges 10:6; cf. I Sam. 7:3-4, 12:10). Furthermore the plural construct recurs 

in a foimula of blessing and cursing: ך נ א ת ב ו ר ת ש ע ף ו י £ 1 ל ^ א C í H (šagár 

?abpirkD wa^aštero"? co 'nÊko} 'the progeny of your cattle and the accretions (?) of your 

flock' (Deut. 28:4; also 7:13, 28:18,51). 
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ar in a sacral context: hoc age יי (with a pronominal object) 'do this' — by im-
plication, do nothing else besides celebrating. Plutarch (writing, of course, in 
Greek) tells of an old custom persisting among the Romans: *"όταν γαρ "ap-
χοντες ."1η ,"ιερείς πραττουσί TL των θείων, 1"ο κήρυξ πρόει,σι μεγάληι 
φωνήι βοών κόκ "αγε· σημαίνει 1"η φωνή, τούτο πράττε, προσέχειν κε-
λεύουσα τοις• \e pot ?יי 'whenever magistrates or priests are doing anything 
religious, the herald goes forth shouting in a loud voice hoc age; the 
expression means "do this," bidding [each and every one] to attend to the 
ceremony' (Gaius Marcius [Coriolanus] 25.3-4; similarly Numa 14.2).217 

2.Re. The Hebrew verb-root tDV, like "αγ- in Greek, is extremely common, 
and broad in its semantic coverage; not every noun, however, that serves as an 
object of the verb in one language will fit idiomatically in the other (InEuSeLa, 
386 ff.). For instance, : ה מ ח ל  make war, do' {1n5H־aàéR milHD>} iH׳ìīfij מ
battle' (Pr. 20:18) would scarcely ever be expressed as ? ? Η άγε π(τ)όλεμον, 
even though the Greek noun π/-πτόλεμο<;^ 'war' (nominative) was borrowed, 
in all probability, from a Semitic form more or less akin to the Hebrew verbal 
noun ת מ ע ד ל מ ^ {milHÉmet} (which illustrates the same alternation as 
ràc:>r5*Aàcéret}).2 1 8 

2 1 7 This information comes to me from J . P. Brown, who further cites a semantic parallel in 
the Christian rite of the Eucharist (I Cor. 11:24), but there a different verb is used: h0 K? 
. Ίησοΰ5־ . . Η ε ι π ε ν . . . τούτο ποιε ίτε \1s την Η εμήν ^ανάμνησιν^ 'the Lord Jesus . . . said . . . 
Do [plural] this in remembrance of me'. If πο ι ε ί τε goes back to an unrecorded Hebrew or-
iginal, it would be {^àśú™}. Cf. also τοΰτο ποιεί (imperative singular) και ζ ή σ η ^ 'do this 

and you will l ive'(Luke 10:28, based on Gen. 42:18, Vfìì ΠΚΗ ' 3 0 (pi.) this and 

live'; on -η rather than -η see S.De, note 85). 

2 1 8 The verb Tight' is, in its simplest form (imperative singular masc), } ׳ילחם  l a H á m ) ; 

but the reflexive — i.e. reciprocal — conjugation occurs much oftener: כש11}׳יהלחם-
H é m } , the plural (h i lbHamu"} in ו מ ח ל ה ו ^ 'and fight', the preterite -way} /יוילחם 

yil l5HEm} 'and he fought', etc. Instead of { h i l b H é m ) , Moabite has the imperative sing, 

masc.  ^ואלתחם hltHm) that is semantically equivalent (2.Ba), besides] הלתחם 
{w?ltHm} 'and I fought' (Donner - Rollig, KaArln, I, 33, no. 181.11,15); and this throws 

light upon the odd alternation between { p } and {pt-} in Greek. In post-Biblical Hebrew 

hit l) §התלדעם a H é m } , belonging to the more complex reciprocal conjugation, serves as 

an occasional alternative to { h i l b H é m } ; the participle of that conjugation, in the masc. pi. 
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In Latin, age bellum § was idiomatic; e.g. in agendo bello^ 'in mak-
ing/waging war' (Nepos, Hannibal 8.3).2 1 9 The imperative form, both in 
Greek and in Latin, is very often preliminary or cohortative to another more 
specific imperative verb; e.g. 

Ηαλλ' "aye πείρησαι^ 'but do try' (Odyssey 8.149), 
age aspice hūc^ 'do look here' (Plautus, Amphitruo 778). 

A Hebrew parallel to this is rare: ה מ ח ל מ p ל m iīÈ7JJv {^āšéB Hāzáq 
lammilHDm6E} 'do be strong for the battle' (Π Chr. 25:8). 

When the object is a human being or a beast, the meaning of "aye : age 
comes down to 'drive' or — more mildly — 'lead' (i.e. make so-and-so 
move). In this sense there are many other IE cognates (Pokorny, InEtWo, I , 
4), including Sanskrit ̂" V {aja} (Vedic 37 ]35זץ  T ̂  {ájā} at the beginning 
of a verse) and Avestan {aza}^. The sibilant in the latter probably comes clos-
er to the Hebrew {Š} than anything else on the IE side. However, the meaning 
'drive' is alien to the Hebrew which does not take this sort of object ex-
cept in the context of God creating man and the beasts (Gen. 1:25,26, etc.). 
Apart from Hebrew, only the neighboring dialect — Moabite — but not Phoe-
nician nor any other Semitic language has this verb. So it probably entered 
through a specific contact with a prehistoric IE language. 

If it were in Arabic too, we should expect the second consonant to be {Š}, 
as this regularly corresponds to the Hebrew {s}; e.g. 

Arabic {kabš|un} '(young) ram' : Hebrew {kéBeš} 'lamb' ( l . L f ) . 
To that extent the etymology of the verb ',aye : {^àśe1*} 'do' confirms the 
Greek-Arabic etymology "αγ-ρ- : {(־)H(-)š(-)r(-)} 'gather' (2.Ra). 

2.Rf. {^àšeK} is either accented on the second syllable or, somewhat less 
often, unaccented and hyphenated to the ensuing word of one or two syllables. 
"aye, when prefixed, loses its initial accent, as in Η6ξαγε^ 'take out ' . 2 2 0 So 

} ^כחלחמים m i t l a H s m Î i y m } 'fighting' is the least infrequent form. The Greek adapta-

tion π τ ο λ ε μ - may have involved a metathesis of [Tj to a pre-vocalic position in the first syl-
lable, along with elimination of the alien guttural {H}. 
2 1 9 While qgeis on the whole used as broadly in Latin as "aye in Greek, gere יי is the more 
usual verb with the object bellum. 
2 2 0 In the Latin ex|ige יי the shift of accent to the prefix entails a weakening of the vowel a 
to i. 
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both in {**àšé15} and in "1aye the accent depends upon the phonetic environ-
ment; it is not bound to a certain syllable, as in the noun "1αγορή/,! : {^âCDr3K} 
and other correspondences that we have been studying. 

The Heb. imperative sing. fem. is י ΦI? יי {^àšiy} , varying between an ac-
cent on the second syllable and no accent, just as in the masculine. Feminine 
forms in general, however, are less frequent by far than masculine in the an-
cient corpus. In the ancient IE languages gender does not affect verbs at all; but 
the Lesbian dialect of Greek, recovered on damaged papyri, shows two amaz-
ing imperative forms: singular An 1 ' , 

plural Α Γ Ι Τ Ω Φ Ι Λ Α . Ι ^ 'do, ο friends' 
(Ηάγι|τε with the final vowel elided). 

The latter is certainly addressed to women (Sappho fr. 43.8 Lobel - Page);221 

in none of the occurrences of Ηάγι is the sex of the person evident (Alcaeus fr. 
38.4,10, 58.25, 208.2 Lobel - Page; see InEuSeLa, 494-495). But in every 
instance the context makes it clear enough that this imperative is being used as 
a coaxing (or cohortative) preliminary — thus formulaic and isolated to some 
degree from the normal syntax of the language. Under such circumstances an 
abnormal ending [־i] could have been preserved more easily. We lack inform-
ation whether the Ηάγε and "1άγετε of other Greek dialects were used in Lesbi-
an, and if so, under what restrictions of gender or other factors. Therefore we 
cannot determine the full extent of the correspondence between Α Π and the He-
brew {*>'āśiy}, imperative singular feminine. 

2.Rg. The ending -ε of the Greek imperative singular recurs in the third per-
son singular of the imperfect: "1ήγε^ 'he/she was doing, used to do, would do', 
or — in Homeric Greek optionally without the initial "augment" (i.e. lengthen-
ing) — "1άγε identical with the imperative. In the imperfect, however, Homeric 
and Attic (unlike other dialects) have also an alternative form with the ending 
{-en}: "ηγεν^, líyev^ but the same meaning as "ηγε, Ηάγε. No IE cognate 
throws light upon this Greek variation; but the Hebrew imperfect 

 'hewill/woulddo/make' {**ya^āí} ^יעט)ה

(fttorrW {ta^āše*} ' s h e / y o u (masc. sing.) will/would do/make')222 

does show a comparable variation when an object-suffix is attached: 

The fem. pi. imperative in Hebrew has a quite different ending: fl2 י ÌDH t {^asl^ro1•}. 
־ a י n d - Π are subject-prefixes (cf. 3.Ca). 
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ו ה צ ע י י ' {ya|^ášé|huw} 'he will/would do/make i t ' , 2 2 3 

ו פ 0 ע י ^ {ya|*àšénnuw} 
{-énnuw} results from consonantal assimilation of {-én |hu w } , which oc־ 
curs very sparsely; e.g. ו ה נ ך צ י י ' {yiccarénhuw} 'he would watch him' (cf. 
3.Eh). 

As Semitic verbs make fewer distinctions of tense than is usual in IE, the 
tense called "imperfect" in most Greek (or IE) and many Hebrew (or Semidc) 
grammars has some appreciably different functions. The Greek imperfect in 
-€.(v) and the Hebrew imperfect in { ־ ^ L m - } coincide chiefly in expressing a 
repeated or habitual past action, which we gloss 'would' or 'used to ' . 2 2 4 

2.S. Biconsonantal IE (Gr.) (־)λ€/0χ- : Sent (Heb.) {-leg-} 'lie' 
2.Sa. One etymology, brilliantly unlocked by Chaim Rabin,2 2 5 reveals that 
an IE loan-word in Hebrew preserves a verb-root of the basic vocabulary, 
along with a prefix and an inflectional ending. ש ג ל ^ פ י ' {pi(y)lègeš} 'con-
cubine' consists of two IE morphemes at least, and probably three: 

2 2 3 The verb-root |  answer' exemplifies both possibilities in the Biblical corpus, and' ע

with a fine semantic distinction: ו נ ב ע י } ת y a ^ à n é n n u " ) 'he would answer him' (Ex. 19: 

19), but ו ה נ ע י ^ {ya^ánéhu") ' m a V h e / ! e t h j m answer him' (Ps. 20:7); the latter form, 

called jussive rather than imperfect, is closer in meaning to the imperative, which has the 
ending { ־ é h u w } almost to the exclusion of {-énnu™}. See InEuSeLa, 407-411,414-428. 
2 2 4 The Greek fem. noun a y w a ^ 'street' (with recessive accent in the singular but not in die 
pi. αγυιαί^) has been taken by Indo-Europeanists for originally a somewhat anomalous per-
feet active participle 'leading'. This etymology, however, suffers from grave shortcomings; 
see Oswald Szemerényi, Syncope in Greek and Indo-European, and the Nature of Indo-
European Accent (Istituto Universitario Orientale di Napoli, Quaderni della Sezione Unguis-
tica, 3), 206-207. A more promising etymology links "αγυιά to the Hebrew passive partici-
pie י ל עט) י / {<ośúwy} 'made'(fem. sing. )יי ע ל יד í<āšu״y5F), fem. p l . n V ì t u ^ ^ 
{^āśuwyowt}). For this Hebrew participle is used especially in the context of P A V I N G (Ezek. 
40:17, Neh. 3:16), and the Greek noun refers almost exclusively to broad streets in town, 
rather than country roads; see InEuSeLa, 388-389. 
2 2 5 "The Origin of the Hebrew Word Pīlegeš," Journal of Jewish Studies, 25 (1974), 353-
364. My article, "Hebrew {pi(y)leges}, Greek παλλακή, Latin paelex: The origin of inter-
marriage among the early Indo-Europeans and Semites," General Linguistics, 23 (1983), 191-
197, takes off from Rabin; but now I go somewhat further. See also Brown, LiCo, 166-169. 
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(1) {p iH-} 'upon, besides' : Sanskrit ftי̂ ־  {pi-} (a rare alternant of 

3T־fq־ < {api-}); 
(2) {-leg-} 'lie' : Greek (־)λεχ- as in λέχεται ί 2 2 6 'he/she lies (asleep)'; 
 .[s־] IE nominative singular : -ς, Latin ,{§(ε)־} (3)

Hebrew got this noun from an undetermined IE language, perhaps Messapic 
(2.Sb). 

That it was not a Greek loan-word in Hebrew, is most obvious from the 
actual Greek form παλλακίς^ (in Homer; mostly παλλακή^ in subsequent 
texts). Here the IE morphology is unrecognisable; on the way to Greek it may 
have passed through some unknown non-IE language of the Aegean region. 
Against the remote chance that the loan-word παλλακίς may have replaced a 
native Greek formation, which has fortunately been preserved almost intact in 
the Hebrew {pi(y)Iéġeš}, there is a phonological argument: the Greek reflex of 
this IE root has a VOICELESS aspirate [k 1 ] , exemplified in the frequent nouns 
λέχος·^ 'couch, bed', "αίλοχος^ 'wife' (i.e. bed-partner). 

To be sure, verb-forms with -χ-, whether present (λέχεται) or perfect 
(λελοχυΐα^), are attested only in a couple of glosses, and for reasons unknown 
must have been rare in the very milieu that produced texts with many examples 
of the "sigmatic" aorist and future with λεξ־; e.g. the aorist imperative λέξο^ 
'lie down, go to sleep'. The letter ξ stands for a voiceless consonant-group of 
which the first component was probably fricative [k] rather than plosive [k}. 
At any rate, if the Hebrews heard something Idee *[pileks], their rendering of 
the final consonant-group as [־ges] — or perhaps *[-ges] in early Hebrew — 
would have been a minor liberty. 

2.Sb. The Latin paelex^ (usually pel- or pell- in mss.), with the genitive 
paelicis יי and paelic- throughout the rest of the declension, argues for [־k־] 
in the source-language or languages from which Latin as well as Greek got this 
word. Otherwise, -lex [-teks] is very near what we have posited as the IE 
source of the Hebrew [-léġeš} ] . The first syllable [pai־] is intermediate be-
tween the Hebrew [pi(y)־] and the Greek [pal-]. Al l in all, Latin preserves 
more of the IE structure of the word than Greek does, but still too little to 

2 2 6 T h e present of this verb is attested only in a corrupt gloss of Hesychius, λ ε ύ χ ε τ α ι · 
κοιμάται 'he/she goes to bed'; but the emendadon to λέχεται is virtually certain. 
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stamp it as definitely I E . 2 2 7 By a paradox, only the Hebrew does that.228 

The [pi-] form of the IE prefix is less familiar than the disyllabic Sanskrit 
{api-}, Greek ",em-יי. It occurs somewhat sparsely in Sanskrit, and in the 
Greek méCoW '1 squeeze', if we accept the disputed etymology that makes this 
verb out to mean originally Ί sit upon' (Frisk, GrEtWo; Chantraine, DiÉtLa 
G r ; cf. 2.BÍ). 

A surer and probably more pertinent occurrence of the monosyllabic prefix 
is in Messapic TTIAcW 'donated' (morphologically equivalent to 

Greek"em- + δώΐκε^ 'gave').2 2 9 

However meager and imperfecdy understood, the surviving Messapic inscrip-
dons of southeastern Italy contain priceless nuggets. The same or a similar lan-
guage was spoken in part of the Balkan peninsula too, whether or not it can be 
identified as the ancestor of Albanian. If this one occurrence of {pi-} (instead 
of {Vpi-} as in Greek) is typical of Messapic, it would constitute the best sign 
that the Hebrew word {pi(y)légEŠ} came from an IE language of that type. 
However, the Messapic rendering of IE *gh is quite unclear;230 so we are in 
no position to say whether {ġ} in the Hebrew {-leg-} could also be traced 
back to Messapic. The Germanic cognates of this verb-root have a voiced plos-
ive, perhaps fricativated as in Hebrew; e.g. Gothic {lig|i|5}יי 'lieth'. 

2.Sc. The incontestably IE etymology of {pi(y)léġeš} proves that the early 
Hebrews or their immediate forerunners were in touch with an IE language 
other than Greek (and Latin), under such social and linguistic circumstances as 
enabled them to absorb a fairly long IE word with a minimum of alteration. 
This has far-reaching implications: The unidentified IE language (whether or 
not it was a close relative of Messapic) and one Semitic language, at least, must 

2 2 7 We have no indication whether some Ladns connectedpaelex with lec\tus יי 'bed'. 
2 2 8 The Aramaic א ת ק ל פ י  with uncertain vocalization, seems closer to the ,{?plqt} ׳

Greek than to the Hebrew. 
2 2 9 Francesco Ribezzo, Corpus Inscriptionum Messapicarum, ed. by Ciro Santoro (Bari: 
Edipuglia, 1978), 124-126; R. S. Conway, J . Whatmough, S. E . Johnson, The Prae-Italic 
Dialects of Italy (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1933; repr. Hildesheim: Georg Olms, 
1968), II , 404 (no. 548); I I I , 36. 

230 j g *^becomes Β in ΒΕΡΑΔΑ^ 'he should get' (cf. the Sanskrit injunctive ̂־f Τ CĪ יי 

{tì"arata} and 2.Aa); *dh becomes Δ in ΗΙΠΑΔΕΣ^ if the interpretation of it as nearly 

equivalent to the Greek W o - ^ 'under' + θήΐκε^ 'he/she put' is right. Prae-Italic Dialects, 
I I , 300, 306, 357, 574, 603-604; III , 9, 23-24; Ribezzo, 44, 50, 58. 
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have had — or else developed — a level of phonetic compatibility sufficient to 
fit this loan-word in with little modification. Furthermore they were in a posi-
tion to share some morphology, although the nominative singular ending [־s] 
(or [-Š]) did not become a Hebrew or Semitic morpheme,231 nor did the other 
components of {pi(y)leġeš} take on any separate life. Instead the word as a 
whole was fitted into the existing Hebrew scheme; e.g. 1 5 יי 5 י ל {piy־ 
laġš|ow} 'his concubine'. 

2.T. Triconsonantal {m־s/^Vg־} 'mix' 
2.Ta. The Greek μίσγε^, Latin miscē^ is the most readily provable case of 
an IE verb borrowed by Semitic.232 That the [s] was not part of the prehistoric 
IE root is evident from the synonym με ίγν ΐΡ ' . 2 3 3 The root is (־)μ(-)ιγ-, 
and when the "inceptive" or "inchoative" suffix -σκ- was added, the unwieldy 
sequence of three consonants *[-gsk־] — which probably never existed in 
actual pronunciation but only in theory — was reduced to two. The Greek 
spelling -σγ- is generally thought nowadays to have been pronounced [zg] 
rather than [sg], because a voiced cluster appears more in line with other pho-
nological features of Greek.234 

That, however, is less than certain, precisely because of the treatment in 
Semitic. The Hebrew verb, of infrequent occurrence, shows both consonants 
voiceless — e.g. ״ OQ{moaáך lc} 'he has mixed'; 

but the noun appears 
either with both voiceless, "^Ρφ^ {méaek} 'mixture', 
or both voiced, {m5zeg} in 3TUP!יי 'the mixture'.2 3 5 

In Ugaritic every occurrence of both the verb and the noun is {msk }יי. The 
Ugaritic letter {s} agrees in its alphabetic position with the Hebrew 0, and the 

2 3 1 On the nom. sing, {-s} in Messapic, see Prae-Italic Dialects, II , 606-607. 
2 3 2 This etymology I owe to Brown, MeVoVi, in essence and in many details. He was, 
however, anticipated in a way by Trombetti, InSeFo, 27. 
2 3 3 Misspelled μι'γνυ in mss. The diphthong was rediscovered about a hundred years ago in 
Attic inscriptions. 
2 3 4 ΖΓ would not have been an acceptable spelling for such a cluster in the classical period, 
because Ζ stood for a complex consonant, [zd] or possibly [dz] (1 . F g ) . 
2 3 5 The accented vowel makes no difference; in a non-pausal position of the verse it is 

{mezEg}, vocalized the same as {méaek} (in à î Q p ì ^ 'and like a mixture', Niddah 2.6, a 

text vocalized but not accented). 
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Ugaritic {k} with ך ; so presumably the two consonants were voiceless in 
Ugaritic too. We cannot determine precisely which IE language or languages 
were the source; but it might be inferred that {-σ-Κ} came from one that had a 
voiceless cluster like the Latin miscē, and {-z-g} from one that had a voiced 
cluster, presumably like the Greek μισγε. Within Hebrew too a phonological 
preference for harmony may have operated to make both consonants voiceless, 
or both voiced, even when separated by a vowel. 

There were other IE languages that died out, leaving very meager remains 
for us to work with; and in one firm etymology, at least — as we have just 
seen (2.Sa-b) — Hebrew has clearly preserved a loan-word {piOlégeš} 
from a lost or nearly lost IE language, whereas the same loan-word in Greek 
(παλλακί?) and Latin (paelex) has its IE morphological structure distorted be-
yond recognition. The geographical fact that Greece was nearer than Latium to 
the Semidc area (if we leave out the Punic colonies in the west) does not make 
an IE form with [־sk־] like the Latin miscē irrelevant to the Hebrew borrow-
ing {méaek}. Neither the verb- nor the noun-forms occur in the early parts of 
the Bible; but the Ugaritic evidence, from nearly the same part of Asia before 
1000 B.C., shows that it must have been already in the Hebrew language too. 
In post-Biblical Hebrew, besides the noun with voiced consonants, the verb 
too occurs: שימעגו {rroz3guw} 'they have mixed'; furthermore it has Aramaic 
and Arabic cognates. 

2.Tb. The Hebrew root *]OD came from an IE *misk-, virtually or quite 
identical with the Latin misc-; but in Hebrew the vowel was not treated as 
part of the root, while the consonant [s] was. The only Hebrew forms that 
would use the [i] are imperative: masc. pi. 1DODt {mia (3 )k |d w } ; 

fem. sing. , ? b D t {mia (3 )k | i y } . 
Neither of these suffixes, however, has an IE cognate.236 

2 3 6 The masculine singular is unsuffixed, "=| DQ t {maaok} — or, with the coaxing suffix 
1 O 0 Û t {Γη3σ(3)£5π}. The other possible vocalization for the coaxing imperative, 
 is very rare; so we can hardly count on the existence of * ilDOQ ך?כ-(3)-1-)
*{mia(a)ioB} at any time. ì l ^ D í ^ t {?ειησ3Ϊοπ}, !-Dbptft [?emaoko*} 'let me 

Τ . . . Τ Α . . , J 
mix, I will mix' is not close morphologically to the Greek subjunctive μι'σγω \ except for 
the ending {-ί) : -ω [ο]. 

j 
I 
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The noun 'wine' was of course a frequent object of the verb 'mix' in any 
IE or Semitic language. The Hebrew syntagma 

] י , י p p D t í m i a f e ^ l p ' y D y i n } 'mix wine' 
or, in post-Biblical Hebrew, " , } t p t {miz(9)g|i y " " " 

must have been no less available than Greek μίσγ I e (/7)otflovt " " 
and Latin mis<\ē uīn\um § 237. ״ ״ 

2.Tc. Although many things, by nature, can be mixed, the spread of this verb 
over a large part (not all) of the IE and Semitic area was associated with the 
treatment of wine, by adding spices or water or some other substance.238 As 
we have traced the presence of the verb in Semitic languages to IE sources, so 
within IE its wide occurrence need not be attributed to a proto-IE heritage, but 
as much or more to later diffusion. It has long been suspected that Old English 
miscian יי 'to mix' and Old High German miskan יי were borrowed straight 
from Latin, because no cognate has been found in the rest of Germanic, and 
these two Germanic languages — on account of geography — had the heaviest 
bilingual contact with Latin.2 3 9 But, for that matter, some if not all of the Celt-
ic forms may also be from Latin, such as the Irish miscaim 1' יי mix'; and the 
similarity of miscē to μίσγε may well be due to bilingual contact between 
Latin and Greek around 1000 B.C. or somewhat earlier. 

Moreover, since we have inferred that in the Semitic languages, beginning 
with Ugaritic, this is an IE loan-word, a corollary is that in the second millen-
nium B.C. some IE people — not necessarily the Greeks — were in the vine-
yard region of the Mediterranean and ALREADY IN T H E WINE-TRADE WITH 
S E M I T E S . 

2.U. Triconsonantal {(-)k(-)r(-)t(-)} 'cut, hew' 

2.Ua. This root, of common occurrence in Hebrew, is sparsely represented in 

2 3 7 The Hebrew perfect ÎT!T י ΓΟ pÛ^ { m 3 a ( 3 ) k í y ^ n S h } 'she has mixed her wine' 

(Pr. 9:2) is translated miscuit uinum י in the Vulgate. Cf. (f)oîvov μ ί σ γ ο ν ^ , (f)oìvov 

ε μ ι σ γ ο ι ^ 'they mixed wine' (Iliad3.269, Odyssey 1.110). 
2 3 8 A competing verb κέρασοι*"^ is preferred in Greek when mixing wine and water in fixed 
proportions. 
2 3 9 The modern English verb m i x יי is a back-formation from mixt יי, which has accord-

ingly taken on the spelling mixed יי but was in fact borrowed from the Latin participle 

mixf |us יי, through French. 
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Akkadian and reported in the Ethiopian language Tigrinya (Bomhard, ToPrNo, 
234). In Aramaic it is limited to one context of rabbinical law, divorce, where it 
has been taken straight from post-Biblical Hebrew. The IE distribution is 
somewhat broader; but only Sanskrit shows any good morphological parallel, 
and that only in certain infrequent stems, while the usual stem contains a nasal 
infix of a type with no Semitic counterpart. 

The imperative singular ψ cf t {krtá} 'cut ' , 2 4 0 

with uninfixed stem, has nearly the same structure 
as the Hebrew coaxing imperative (2.Qb) Π Γ ) { k D r ( a ) t 6 R } 'do cut'. 

Hebrew has no vocalic [r]; but any vocalization within a triconsonantal active 
imperative verb is minimal, non-phonemic, and serves only to make the con-
sonants pronounceable. In post-Vedic Sanskrit the stem {karta-} occurs; so 

the imperative "^י cf § {karta} seems to parallel the Hebrew vocalization 

{kDr(3)t6*} more neatly than {krtá} does. However, the accent of {krtá} is 
no negligible detail; the accentual pattern of Vedic would have called for 
*{kárta}, although later Sanskrit is written without any accents. 

In the Hebrew perfect the vocalization is not minimal; and 
ו כרת י  they have cut' shows the root somewhat like' {k:>rat|úw} י

Skt. "̂T cRT ־?f ̂  {ca|kart|a} 'he/she has cut' (Vedic and post-Vedic). 

The only ending that evidently coiresponds is 'you' (singular): 
F n ^ t {karát|ta} 'you (masc. sing.) have cut ' 2 4 1 

^^"fêf יי { í a l k a r t l i Ẁ } 2 4 2 

2 4 0 Deduced by me from die imperfect or aorist indicative 3 ϊ <|j ςΤ: י {ákftah} 'you 

hacked' (RV. 1.63.5). 
2 4 1 Only the "converted" perfect FlרDיי(י {wak3r5tt3} 'and you are to cut' is in die Bibli-

cat corpus, and in a pausal position at diat. 

2 4 2 The third person singular in die Rigveda is also {cakarta}. Since the root-

syllable is accentable under certain conditions, t {ca |kártā} would come closest 

to יאט״כרתה' {?im-kbratâ 1 ' } 'if she has cut', where — besides the minor accent 
: J T · 1 ' 

within the root — the heavy one on the suffix would correspond to lengdiening of the vowel 
in Sanskrit. This comparison is premised on die Hebrew 'she' form, rather tiian the 'he', be-
ing cognate to die I E verb-form, which is not differentiated for gender. 
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The vowel {-i־}, in this Sanskrit verb and others of similar structure, separ-
ates the suffix {-ẁ} from the consonant group at the end of the root; but in 
Hebrew, where the triconsonantal root admits of two internal vowels, the last 
consonant of the root combines with the suffix to make a geminate {-tt-}. 

2.Ub. Besides the triconsonantal {(-)k(-)r(-)t(-)} forms, many IE lan-
guages have forms that evince only the first and second consonants; e.g. Greek 
κείρ|ουσ!^ 'they cut, are cutting', κερίουσι^ 'they will cut' (Pokorny, InEt 
Wo, I I , 938-941). W I T H I N IE, as well as W I T H I N Semitic, many C!C2 roots 
have a C1C2C3 alternant (or more than one) with virtually the same meaning. 
The linguists, especially the Indo-Europeanists, prefer to regard only the bi-
consonantal as the veritable root, and the third consonant as a sort of exten-
sion, or enlargement (see Benveniste, OrFoNo, 147-173). A diachronic point 
of view invites us to take for earlier whatever is simpler. It seems to stand to 
reason that in most cases, if not all, the biconsonantal must have emerged first. 
By that criterion a form such as κείρουσι — at least the {k-r־} of it — goes 
back further than any of the triconsonantal forms that we examined in the pre-
vious section. If then we reconstruct prehistory as though no essential evidence 
were missing (which may be a preposterous assumption on its face), we would 
posit 

(1) that this biconsonantal root originated inside IE, 
(2) that afterward, inside IE, the (-)t- was added, 
(3) that finally {(-)k(-)r(-)t(-)} spread to part of the Semitic area. 

What certain Semitic and IE languages share here, is a triconsonantal root, 
in effect if not in origin. Furthermore, a few of the inflected forms in both San-
skrit and Hebrew have similar subsidiary morphemes too. It is a possible 
though not inescapable inference that all that {cakartiẁ} ({a} = [Λ]) and 
{korátfo} [-tt11-] have in common — namely [k Λ / 3 r t & A / J — was trans-
mitted together from the forerunner of Sanskrit to the forerunner of Hebrew. 
But the non-radical part of the word [ - ^ - t ^ / J may already have been in both 
languages, or may not have been shared until later, being canied by some other 
word or words. 

On the other hand, we must never suppose that a mere root — without 
vowels, disembodied — got somehow transmitted, whether from one language 
to another or within a language-community from one generation to another. 
The sociology and psychology of language, its Sitz im Leben, proves that ev-
erything is learned I N C O N T E X T . The minimal unit for actual communication 
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through speech is a one-word utterance.243 The morphemes, the meaningful 
or functional parts of it, become abstractable, however, as they recur in other 
words; and so, in time, one part will die out in some or all of the words con-
taining it, while another part lives on in some other word or words. When we 
deal with very distantly related languages, few whole words correspond. So 
the researchers have concentrated on roots, the discernible cores of words. The 
danger in this is that the roots will be taken for the main or the only linguistic 
remnants of prehistoric reality. 

To avoid this danger, I look for roots I N C O R P O R A T E D IN C O G N A T E 

W O R D S . Where the correspondence is complete for all the morphemes of a 
word in two such languages, there is a chance, if no certainty, that the whole 
thing — piece by piece — goes back to a prehistoric prototype.244 

2.Uc. Hittite has forms such as {kuerzi^, kuirzi^} 'he/she cuts', which 
evince a biconsonantal root like the Greek, except that the Hittite conjugation 
has no thematic vowel: the ending {-zi}, cognate to Sanskrit {-ti} and Greek 
-σι/-τι, is added to the bare root. The labio-velar [kw־], if the transliteration 
is right, corresponds more readily to Sanskrit {k-} than to the same sound in 
Greek, according to the principles of I E consonant phonology. Hittite also has 
a few {kart-} forms — notably the preterite {kar tānun}^ '1 cut' — and 
many {karš-} forms such as {kar-aš-zi}^ 'he/she cuts'. Morphologically as 
well as semantically, 

2 4 3 Here I am leaving aside the question whether such marginal utterances as Sh or Huh? 
qualify as words. See my article, "Language Structure Reconsidered," GeLi, 27 (1987), 220-
221. 
2 4 4 Moller, VelnSeWo, 138, essentially limited his comparison to a biconsonantal root, 
"[IE] k-r- = semit. *g-r-" (and ": semit. *k-r-", all diree forms of die root going back to 
"vori[n]d[o]g[ermanisch]" and "ursemit[isch] *G-r-"), aldiough he cited actual words, among 
them "sanskr. kfntáti avest. tf^naiti 'schneidet'." His Semitic cognates to these are no 
closer than "arab. gaiaza 'resecuit, amputauit, occidit' " and "arab. karatb 'vulneravit'." 
Trombetd, however (ElGl, 751), using some of Mailer's material and bringing in more from 
other sources, compared die Hebrew "karat tagliare, recidere" (actually Π יי ר { torát} 'he 
(has) cut' is a perfect form, not an infinidve) and an Akkadian cognate "karātu amputare" 
with such I E words as "Lit. kerfù haue, Sanscr. karta-na- il tagliere" (some glosses he 
left in German; others he translated into Italian). Furdiermore he cited from Ural-Altaic lan-
guages "Jac[utíco] kārt- hauen, fallen, Turco kârt-, Mong. kertši-, Tung, kàrtji- taglia-
re." 
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the Hittite imperfect {kar-aš-ten}^ 'you (pi.) cut' is closest to 
the Hebrew perfect ]A' lpt {k3rat|tén} 'you (fem. pi.) have cut' 

(masc. pi. D n ־ } ? t {k3rat |tém}). 

2.V. Triconsonantal Sem. (Heb.) {Har(3)šé-} : IE (Gr.) χάρασσε 'incise' 
(Ugar.) {Hrpt} : (Hitt.) {Harašzi} 'he/sheplows' 

2.Va. The Hittite verb {Har-aš-zi}^ 'he (or she) plows' (Hittite has no dis-
tinction between masculine and feminine) shows an apparently triconsonantal 
root before the third person singular ending {-zi}. But its likely IE cognates 
— e.g. Latin ar\at^ — have in common with Hittite only a biconsonantal 
root, furthermore disguised by the disappearance of the initial laryngeal con-
sonant; the quality of the vowel a- is a vestige of that laryngeal (Bomhard, 
ToPrNo, 83, 121, 281). 

{Haraš-} has more in common with a pan-Semitic triconsonantal root, as 
in the Hebrew perfect ם ת ש  you (pi.) have plowed'. The' {Hàraš|tsm} יי Π ר
best morphological correspondence of {Harašzi} 

is to the Arabic cJi{Hara{3ati} 'she (has) plowed' 
or its Ugaritic cognate {Hr{3t}t, whose vowels are nowhere 

recorded.245 

The Hittite consonant transcribed {H-} is represented by {H־} in Semitic, ex-
cept that Akkadian regularly has zero corresponding to Semitic {H}; 

hence Akk. {a-ru-uš}^ 'plow' (imperative sing, masc, AsDi, IV, 285-86; 
Heb. ש ר ו ד t {Η3Γ<5§}). 

The only Semitic occurrence of {H} in this root is a Canaanite (or western 
Semitic) gloss {aH-ri-šu}^ on the Akkadian {er-ri-šu}^ or {ir-ri-šu}^ or { i -
ri-šu}^ Ί am plowing, seeding' (AsDi, IV, 287; VI , 96). Given the distance 
between us and these ancient languages, we can scarcely be sure that the {H} 

2 4 5 {Harasat}§ in Ge^ez. The Arabic {-ί} is pronounced only when the next word begins 

with two consonants ·— usually a noun of which die first consonant is die prefixed definite 

article. 'He (has) plowed' is Δ!{Hara{3a} in Arabic, {Hr{3}^ in Ugaritic, Ε ^ Γ ! ΐ 

{I-braš} in Hebrew, {Harasa} 1 ' in Ge^ez. In the neighboring Cushitic languages it is 

haràs יי (Saho and Afar), aràs יי (Bilin); Leslau, CoDiGe, 243. The Egyptian verb {sk3}^ 

'plow' (pointed out to me by Carleton Hodge) has the sibilant at the beginning; so its 

cognate status is questionable. 
Before the decipherment of Hittite, Moller (VelnSeWS, 15-16) had already compared diis 

Semidc root — or rather the first two consonants of it — to the I E ar־. 
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of Hitt. and the Canaanite gloss was like the known Arabic post-velar ^ {H}, 

while the {H} of Hebrew and Ugaritic was like the Arabic pharyngeal {H}. 
But anyhow it appears that for this particular word Hittite was in contact with a 
Semitic dialect neighboring upon Hebrew — not Akkadian (from which Hittite 
took many other Semitic loan-words). By so interpreting the etymology we in-
cur no geographical difficulty; and Hittite agriculture may well have had spe-
cific points of similarity to that of Canaan (Phoenicia), alongside of the many 
cultural ties that the Hittites had with the high civilization of Mesopotamia, 
whose cuneiform writing system they took over. 

2.Vb. The Hebrew verb for 'plow' gets extended to similar but much subtler 
invasive motions such as incising or engraving; or else there are two homopho-
nous verbs — the matter is unclear. In either meaning the occurrences are few; 
least infrequent is the participial form ש ל ח י -plowing' or 'incis' {Horéš} י
ing'. But whereas the Ugaritic verb 'plow' is {Hrp}^, it is not found in the 
other meaning 'incise'; and the Ugaritic noun {Hrš}^ with {-§} is 'crafts-
man', like the Hebrew ש ל ח י -especially in woodwork or metal) {HDOŠ} י
work). Ugaritic could have borrowed this noun {Hrš} from a neighboring dia-
lect, similar to Hebrew at least in regard to the third consonant;246 however, 
the Ugaritic verb-form {7 1Htrš}^ '1 shall work magic' does evince a root 
{Hrš) in the infixing conjugation, with {-t-} between the first and second 
consonants of the root.2 4 7 

The Akkadian for 'incised, engraved' is {Ha-ri-ic}^ (stative participle; see 
AsDi, V I , 93-94, and Burkert, OrEp, 39-40). The basic meaning of this verb 
seems to be 'cut (off or down)'; most of the occurrences, however, refer to a 
numerical deduction. Both the first and the third consonant of {Haric} differ 
from the Akkadian root that means 'plow'. Within Akkadian these are evident-
ly two quite separate verbs. {H-r-c} could correspond to the first consonant 

2 4 6 Arabic has (Harapa) for 'he (has) plowed' (like the Ugaridc (Hrf>}), but a different verb 

{Hazza} for'he(has)incised'. 
2 4 7 Gary Rendsburg notes that in Hebrew, besides {Hrš}, two modifications of the third con-

sonant occur in close proximity: 

{ΗετεΤ} in ל ט Π יי ב 'with the stylus' (Ex. 32:4; meaning uncertain, cf. Is. 8:1), 

{H3rú״t) 'engraved, incised' (Ex. 32:16). 
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of the Hebrew {H-r-š}, since Hebrew — at least as recorded in the twenty-
two-letter alphabet — unlike Arabic and Ugaritic has only Π {Η}, without a 
contrasting phoneme {H}. But the third Akkadian consonant {-c} cannot reg-
ularly correspond to the Hebrew sibilant {-§} (also {-š} in Ugaritic); it does 
agree well with the Ge^ez {Haraca}^ 'he (has) cut in, incised, written' (Les-
lau, CoDiGe, 264). The problem within Semitic could be due to an original 
diffusion from some unidentified dialect, in which the sibilants were articulated 
oddly so that some neighbors identified the sibilant in this word with their own 
{-§} but others with their {-c} (s in the usual notation of the Semitists). 

2.Vc. The Greek χάρασσε§ (imperative singular) is closer in sound to the 
Hebrew than to any other Semitic form, except that the initial [kh־] was prob-
ably a little more like the Akkadian and Ge^ez {H-}. Its meaning too matches 
that of the Hebrew verb exactly, at least in regard to a certain kind of skillful 
cutting.2 4 8 In spite of much discussion, the pronunciation of the digraph σσ in 
Greek of the pre-Christian era remains an unsettled point of Greek phonology: 
that it was more like [s] or [šš] than [ss], is likely but not established. The Attic 
χάραττε^, with ττ instead of σσ, may have had an affricate pronunciation [c] 
or [ce], at least in the "golden age" (around 400 B.C.); but afterward it was 
simply [tt]. 

Besides the consonants of the root, the vowels -α-α-ε of the Greek im-
perative singular are closer to the Hebrew imperative singular masculine W I T H 

AN O B J E C T - S U F F I X ; e.g. t$HΠ t {Har(3)šé|huw} 'engrave i t ' . 2 4 9 With-
out an object-suffix a Hebrew triconsonantal verb cannot show the vowel [e] 
after the third consonant, as a type of biconsonantal root exemplified by 
(q3neK) shows after the second consonant (2.Ca). The final -ε in Greek 
can be elided before a word beginning with a vowel; even so, χάρασσ' is some 
distance from {Hàroš} with its accented {־ό-}, 

2 4 8 Whether, in the final analysis, 27"ΊΠ : χ ά ρ α σ σ | ε is more than coincidentally similar 

to ((-)k(-)r(-)t(-)) 'cut' (2.Ua-b), I am not ready even to guess. 
2 4 9 This vocalization is attested in other verbs that begin with a guttural; e.g. ו ה ל ב ח ^ 
{Ha6(3)léhu״) 'bind him' (Pr. 20:16, 27:13). 
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but the unaccented ~ 1" ש  Π t {Hāoš - } (hyphenated to the next word)2 5 0 

differs minimally in its vowels from χάρασσ'. 

2.Vd. If the meaning of the noun χάραξα 'stake' (genitive χάρακ |ο^) were 
ignored, we could simply take χάρασσε as a denominative verb formed from it 
within Greek, like φύλασσε^ 'watch' from φύλαξα 'watchman' (genitive 
φύλακ |ο?^— -σσ- < *-ky-.25x Frisk, GrEtWo, has recognised the diffic-
ulties — among them, the circumstance that the verb is recorded much earlier 
than the noun (χαρασσέμεναι^ 'to sharpen', Hesiod, Op. 573, etc.; χάραξ in 
a proverb quoted in Aristophanes, Vespae 1291). The IE connections, if any, 
are very loose; the best of them is the Lithuanian zarstyti יי 'to rake, scrape, 
poke [coals]'. 

LiScJo, which is chary of etymologies, suggested (s.v. χαράσσω), "Per-
h[aps] a Semitic loan-word, cf. Hebr. hāraš 'engrave'; or cogn[ate] with 
Lith. zerti 'rake, scrape'."252 Chantraine, DiÉtLaGr (in a posthumous fasci-
cle, this part of which is credited to Olivier Masson), betrays a prejudice 
against a Semitic etymology, even while conceding the weakness of any IE et-
ymology: "Mais les rapprochements sont incertains: au mieux lit. zeriù 'grat-
ter', soit 2 *gher- chez Pokorny [InEtWo] 441. L'hypothèse sémitique envi-
sagée chez LSJs.u., avec hébr. hāraš [i.e. the perfect ש ל -gra' [{Haras} ח
ver', est en tout cas aberrante." His 'in any case' dispenses Masson from 
bothering to say what is wrong with the Semitic etymology, as though Hellen-
ists and Indo-Europeanists should not even consider i t . 2 5 3 

2 5 0 Cf. the actually attested א נ ־ ד מ ע י ' { ^ à n n d - r á 7 } 'please stand' (II Sam. 1:9). 
2 5 1 Modern dictionaries of classical Greek say that χ ά ρ α ξ is a POINTED stake, but the 
ancient texts leave doubt whether it was originally or fundamentally so. No doubt the stakes 
forming a defensive palisade would be more effective if pointed, but it seems that the primary 
use of the χάραξ was rather to prop up a vine. If an etymological connection to the verb is 
valid, it shows up most likely in χάραξ as 'a cutting' or 'slip' (Theophrastus, Hist. pi. 2.1. 
12, etc.). 
2 5 2 I, however, owe the derivation of χάρασσε from ח1~ש to J . P. Brown. More recendy 

he pointed out to me that from χαρακ- in the sense of 'palisade, fortified camp' post-Biblical 
Hebrew (as well as Aramaic) apparendy borrowed {karak) 'town' (attested with vocalization 

in the plural D י ? Ί יי כ (karakkPm) . 
2 5 3 In extenuation of Masson's disservice to linguistic science, I must quote from Michel 
Lejeune's preface to this fascicle IV.2 (1980): "lis [Jean Taillardat, Olivier Masson, and lean-
Louis Perpillou] se sont efforcés de se conformer au modèle procure par les precedents 
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Like any other Greek verb with -σσ- (Attic - ד ד - ) in the present tense, this 
one shows -κ- only in certain perfect forms, such as κεχάρακται§ 'it has been 
engraved' — also in the derived noun χαρακτήρα 'engraver' or 'die, stamp'. 
While the -σσ- class of verbs as a whole is unquestionably denominative, it 
does not follow that this one too must have been formed from a pre-existing 
Greek noun χαρακ-; for the known meanings of the verb χαρασσ- and the 
noun χαρακ- (attested later than the verb) do not fit together well. Whatever 
may have been the source of the noun, it is better to take the verb χαρασσ- for 
a loan-word from a Semitic language much like Hebrew. Then the -σσ- con-
sdtutes a minimal Greek adaptation of the Semitic sibilant, and the -κ- in 
κεχάρακται, χαρακτήρ, etc., is due to morphological analogy of the type 
φυλα σ σ 7 κ ־ . 

Burkert (OrEp, 40) points to the Akkadian noun {HarTcu}^ 2 5 4 'moat, 
ditch', whereas χάραξ is sometimes a palisade, not just one stake. Indeed χά־ 
ραξ was later used to translate the Latin military term uollum ^ (around a 
camp). The connection of the Akkadian noun to the Akkadian verb is some-
what problematical, on the semantic side — as it is in Greek between χάραξ 
and χάρασσε. But the morphology of the Greek noun χαρακ-, with -a- in 
the second syllable, does not resemble the Akkadian {Harīc-}. 

2.W. Triconsonantal Sem. (Heb.) {(-)z(-)B(-)H(-)} : 
IE(Gr.) (-)σφαγ- 'slaughter' 

2.Wa. The Greek verb σφά£ε^ (σφά£'^ before a word beginning with a 
vowel) and the active verbal noun σφαγή^ have no IE etymology. A promising 
Semitic etymology has been discovered by J. P. Brown:2 5 5 

fascicules, et de rester fidèles aux méthodes de travail et de presentation de Pierre Chantraine." 
Masson was only too loyal to his teacher Chantraine, whose one inveterate prejudice mars a 
great scholarly achievement (see l . A k , note 29). 
2 5 4 harTsu in the usual notation. 
2 5 5 EtPa, 92-93. It supersedes what I had proposed in InEuSeLa, 339-340 (cf. Moller, Vein 
SeWO, 44-45, followed by Trombetti, SaGl, III , 305; see also Illich-Svitych, DrlnSeJaKo, 6; 
Dolgopolsky, InEuHo, 15), that the Hebrew ΠΞΐΪ^ (zibaH) 'victim'(Aramaic ח ב י ל ^ 

{cfe'TweH), Arabic ^ J 5) י י i b H | u n ) ) is roughly cognate to the Greek noun δ α π ά ν η ^ 'ex-

pense' and Old High German zebar יי 'victim'. 
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Hebrew n S H {zabáH} (imperative singular masculine) 
Aramaic Π ב י  {d36aH} ח
Arabic ^ i T « {(7)3baH}256 -

The object, just as in Greek, is normally an animal, killed by throat-cutting; by 
extension, the object can be a defenseless human being, deliberately killed in 
the same or nearly the same manner. 

The Greek ζ [zd] (l.Fg) has long been explained as a much altered reflex 
of *-gy- the *-y- being a suffix with many IE parallels. The noun σφαγ | ή 
shows the root more clearly. In contrast to the Semitic forms, the first two con-
sonants are voiceless and the third voiced. Though surprising, this is not un-
duly hard to explain: Let's assume that the Greeks based their verb on a Semit-
ic form or forms in which only a minimal vowel separated the second conson-
ant from the first. In Greek, which had no such minimal vowel, the possible 
consonant-groups that consist of a sibilant + a labial are σ ι - [sp־], σφ-
[sph־], and σβ- [zb-]. The last of these would have been most like the Semit-
ic, and especially the Hebrew; but only one Greek verb, exemplified by the 
aorist infinitive σβέσα^ 'to quench', begins this way.2 5 7 Perhaps [b] was not 
yet available or normal in Greek (2.Bg). Anyhow the prevailing phonology 
of Greek strongly favored a voiceless cluster [sp־] or [sph-]; so the voicing 
was shifted to the third consonant, in a post-vocalic environment. The aspira-
tion in the second consonant [p1] would have come, as part of the metathesis 
of features, from one component of the Semitic third consonant {H}. 

If not for the perfect semantic match, we would scarcely be inclined toward 
such a phonetically complex etymology. But under the circumstances it appears 
to work well. The uniform vowel -a- in Greek, exempt from all Ablaut, may 
be due to the Semitic guttural {H}, which is naturally more partial than other 
kinds of consonants to the wide-open vowel. For the Greek velar γ would not, 
in itself, resist the normal e / 0 alternation. 

2.Wb. The only Greek verb forms with (-)σφαγ- are passive; 
e.g. κατίεσφάγη^ 'he was slaughtered, cut down'. 

The Hebrew equivalent Π 3 ΐ ] ί {nizbáH}, 
with a similar vocalization of the root [-CCaC] is absent from the Biblical cor-

Also {dbH} in Ugaritic ( l . C c ) ; see Gordon, UgTe, 26. 

The etymology of σ β ί - is very obscure; see Frisk, GrEtWo, and Chantraine, DiÉtLaGr. 
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pus, surprisingly in view of the great frequency of the active forms.2 5 8 The 
Arabic passive ^ {yu3baHu} 'he/it is (being) slaughtered' shows the 
root with the same internal vocalizadon {-SbaH-}. 

Nothing in Semitic recalls the Greek consonant ζ that characterizes not only 
the imperative singular σφά£ε but all present and imperfect forms, "middle" as 
well as active. But the Greek future — 

e.g. σφάξεις^ [sphak|seis]'you will slaughter' 
"enrol σφάξω^ [־sphak|s3] Ί will slaughter' 

and the aorist — e.g. "1έσφαξει^ [e|sphak|sen] 'he/she slaughtered' — 
show the root as [(־)sphak־], closer than [(-)sphag־] to the Semitic voice-
less guttural {H}: ה ח ב ז א י י ' {?e|zb3H|:>h} Ί will slaughter, sacrifice' 

 .'and he slaughtered, sacrificed' {wayyi|zbáH} /יר^יזבח
The last of these, the Hebrew preterite with the 'and' prefix built in, corre-
sponds well to καΐ ",έσφαξε(ν)§2 5 9 [kaiélsp^klseín)] , up to the end of the 
root (cf. 2.Hc). The suffix [־s־] of the Greek future and aorist requires the 
velar consonant right before it to be voiceless and — according to the best early 
evidence — fricative. 

The Greek feminine noun σφαγή has a possible Hebrew cognate *11Π ב  ז
*{z363H5s}; but this is by no means a certain inference from the construct 
plural {zi6(3)Howt} in ם ת ו ח ב ז מ י ' 'from their sacrifices'. Anyhow the 
Greek nominative plural σφαγαί^ has at least a phonetic parallel in 

, l ì f l î t {z36:>Háy} 'my sacrifices'. 
This Hebrew noun, however — {zébaH} in the singular with no suffix — is 
masculine, and signifies the victim, the animal slaughtered, rather than the act 
of slaughtering.260 

2 5 8 In the Mishnah i n S f S t p ^ {šenniyzbDHuw} 'that have been slaughtered' (pausal 

 .([-ב־]
2 5 9 The plural και έσφαξαν^ [kaiésp *ak{ san] 'and they slaughtered' (Iliad 2All): 

î ! n 5 r V { w a y y i z b 9 H | ú w } (Ex. 24:5, etc.). 
2 6 0 A n I E cognate or borrowing, phonetically closest to (zgbaH), may be lurking in the 
Umbrian word SEVAKNE^ (written right to left — so I have given a mirror image of it; also, 
on a later tablet in Ladn letters left to right, SEVACNE^). Its morphology is unclear. In most 
passages of the Iguvine tablets (which prescribe the ceremonies of this ancient town in Italy) 
the scholars take it for an adjective 'perfect, unblemished', but in some passages for a noun 
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2.Wc. A most impressive combination is (I Kings 1:19) 
Heb. ר ו ח ^ ב ן י  ,'v {wayyizbáHšowr} 'and he sacrificed a bull (or ox) ו

which could be translated και "1έσφαξε ταυρονΐ ( l . A c l ) . 2 6 1 

Arabic ^ ^ ,oJ* {lam ya3baH pawran} 'he did not sacrifice a bull' 
(cf. 2.Nf) gives a better morphological parallel to the Greek noun, though not 
to the Greek verb: "Όυκ "1έσφαξε raûp01׳t. Since the Greek participle is record-
ed with this noun as its object — [Cyri 2.2.9), 

σφάζαντες (nom. pi.) ταύροι^ 'upon sacrificing a bull' (Xen. Anabasis 
σφάξαντα (acc. sing.) ταύροι^ " " " " (Arrian, Anabasis 

Alexandri 1.11.6) — 
the non-occurrence of the indicative "έσφαξε with ταΰρον must be just an ac-
cident of the accessible corpus. The compound adjective in 1"ημέρα! ταύρο-
σφάγωι^ On bull-sacrifice day' (Sophocles, Trachiniae 609) and the com-
pound verb derived from it, which the participle ταυροσφαγοΰντες^ 'bull-
sacrificing' exemplifies, prove the close association between the beast and the 
ceremonial slaughtering. 

Along with the meaning of the Semitic and Greek verb, and of the related 
nouns, we must note the cultural importance of such vocabulary, which per-
tains — like Ηεορτή 'holiday gathering' (2.Rb) and βωμός 'altar' (2.Gb) — 
to solemn, festive customs. Here a Semitic people was in a position to influ-
ence the early Greeks; or — to put it the other way — the Greeks were in a po-
sition to learn. 

2.X. Bi- or tricons. Sem. (Heb.) {(-)Bo"?(-)} : IE (Latin) pud- 'ashamed' 
2.Xa. In InEuSeLa (525 ff.) I drew attention to the parallel between 

Latin tēpud\et^ 'you (singular) are ashamed' 
and Hebrew ,îîÍDPì^ {te |6oš | i y} 'you (fem. sing.) will be ashamed' 

(masc. sing. 0(1)"5lVlt {te|E6HS } ) . 2 6 2 

The placement of the stative subject 'you', right before the verb-root but usual-

'sacrifice'. The circumstance of right-to-left writing adds to the likelihood of Semitic influ-
ence upon the priestly vocabulary. 
2 6 1 Actually rendered και εθυσίασεν μόσχους^ 'and he sacrificed calves' in the Septuagint. 

in the sense of 'she will be ashamed' does occur (Jer. 51:47). In Hebrew, as in 

most Semitic languages, the same prefix { T - } serves indisdnguishably for 'she' and 'you', 
the latter having a masculine singular reference unless a suffix is added to make it feminine or 
plural. 
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ly not at the beginning of an utterance, is an important survival of cognate syn-
tax, as well as morphology (3.Ca-d). 

The Aramaic translation of {t/te66(w)šiy} is ),"ΓίΓΠίΐ^ {tibbaahtP'n}; the 
root in Aramaic is {(-)B(-)h(-)T(-)}. The third radical consonant {1/ץ}, as 
often/corresponds to Hebrew {Š}, and is closer than the Hebrew to the Latin 
-d-.263 As this Latin verb has no likely IE cognates whatever (see Ernout -
Meillet, DiEtLaLa), we cannot be sure that it would have been {-d-} in 
Greek, Sanskrit, Avestan, etc., the same as in sed-, he8־, {sad-}, {had-} 
'sit' (2.Bf). Anyhow, pud- probably goes back to an early prehistoric bor-
rowing from Semitic. 

The second Aramaic consonant, the relatively weak { h } , is occasionally a 
counterpart to the the Hebrew { w } in roots of a similar pattern: 

} 'יייהייט run' (nSam. 18:23, etc.) is translated' {rúwc} /ירוץ r aho w T} . 
To be sure, { - a 2 h - } is much further than the Hebrew {-o(w)־} from the Lat-
in -u-. A borrowing in the other direction, by Semitic from the prehistoric 
forerunner of Latin, is virtually out of the question; for what could then have 
produced the Aramaic {-baeht-}? That must go back to a Semitic alternation 
[ w /h}; The Semitic source from which Latin drew pud- evidently had [w], not 
{h i . 

As in several other etymologies, the Latin voiceless ρ corresponds to a 
Semitic voiced {b}. The likeliest though not the only possible cause is that *b 
was unavailable in the forerunner of Latin at the time of borrowing. 

2 6 3 The Ugaritic imperative {bp}יי shows the normal correspondence to Aramaic 

{bahaetiy} and Hebrew ,{ΟΙΞΙ^ { b o ^ } 'be ashamed' (fem. sing.; masc. sing. tDlUt 
{bo"?}). The Ugaritìc indicative form cognate to {tibba5htiyn, tebo(״)šiy} would be 

{tbfSn}t. Feminine forms of this verb are inordinately frequent in the prophetic books of the 

Bible; the nation is addressed as though it were one woman, either rebuked for adultery or 

vindicated or forgiven. We can safely infer that in the ancient Hebrew language — beyond 

what happens to be embodied there in the Scriptures — die verb indeed had a female subject 

very often. Shame was something that women were more sensitive to, and it must have fig-

ured less in man-to-man talk. 
My transliteration distinguishes the fricative phoneme {(3} of Arabic, Ugaritic, Avestan, 

and other languages (including English) from the Aramaic and Hebrew { t ) , a fricative alio-
phone of/t/ in post-vocalic positions. Either way the sound is very nearly die same, but [f>] 
is articulated by thrusting the tip of the tongue between the upper and lower teeth, whereas I 
take this and the other Aramaic and Hebrew fricatives to have been quite homorganic with the 
respective plosives; so Π {t} would not be interdental. See InEuSeLa, 324-325. 
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2.Xb. A rare Greek noun that evinces a separate borrowing from Semitic is 
πόσθη (in the accusative πόσθην^) 'penis', 

probably a euphemism even in the vulgar context of Aristophanes' comedy 
(Nubes 1016), where the speaker is promoting old-fashioned decency. The 
surprising FEMININE ending -η invites comparison with 

the Heb. feminine noun fl#!lW {bošet} 'shame'264 

(withaposs. suffix DDPltpîP {boštakém} 'your [m. pi.] shame'), 
in which {־V-t-} is the feminine marker.265 

In respectable discourse the neuter "1αιδοία^ (collective, rather than plural) 
was the regular term for the male organ, and sometimes for the female too; it is 
an adjective derived from the noun "1αιδώ^ 'shame, reverence' (dative Ha1-
δοΐ^). This euphemistic application appears to have gradually driven out the 
use of the adjective in its original sphere of dignifying certain persons as 'ven-
erable'. The Latin equivalent to "1αιδοία is the gerundive pudendal (neuter 
plural) from the verb-root pud-. 

ת ש ו ב  Uterally 'the house of shame', refers in rabbinic Hebrew to ,^יבית ה
the female genitals (in Biblical it would be ת ש ב ה ־ ת י ב  .{habbošet־be? t} ע
That before the rabbinic period the noun {bošet} stood for the sex organs is 
not shown by any direct evidence in Hebrew, which had no comic literature 
comparable to Aristophanes in Greek and accordingly has not preserved many 
examples of obscene speech, nor of the euphemisms to finesse i t . 2 6 6 But Bi-
ble scholars are familiar with the pious use of {boŠEt} to substitute for 
{bâ^al} 'Master' in compound personal names, after {bfl^al} was taken to 
refer to a god other than the God of Israel — and at that, a god celebrated for 
sexual potency (cf. Hosea 2:10-19). Thus a genealogical list preserved in I 
Chronicles gives King Saul's youngest son as 

2 6 4 { b u - u š - t u m } ^ 'embarrassment, shame' in Akkadian. The Greek -η seems nearly of a 

piece with that of , εορτή and " 1 Αστάρτη (2 .Kb) . 
2 6 5 This part of my etymology originated with J . P. Brown. 
2 6 6 Cohen (EsCo, 176) cites " B E R B . bašši 'vagin' . . . COUCHfite] . safho] af[ar] bus, 
sid[ama] (djandjero) bāsā 'vulve'." His "akk. baštu 'parties sexuelles, honte' " is question-
able: this noun — unlike { b u š t u ( m ) } (note 264) — usually means 'dignity' or 'vigor' 
(2.Xc, note 268); Von Soden, AkHa, 112, gives " b ā š t u ( m ) 'Scham; Lebenskraft' "; but 
AsDi, I I , 144, contradicts this: "The word baštu does not denote sexual parts or sexual 
power...." 
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ל ע ב ש א ^ {?ešbD^al} '[the-]Master-Is-There' (i.e. he exists, he lives; 8: 
33,9:39),2 6 7 but in the narrative of I I Samuel it is changed to 

ת ע ב ־ ש י א י ' {?i>׳š-bošet} 'Man of Shame' (2:10,12, etc.). 

2.Xc. Now on grounds of general probability I infer that {bošet} 'shame', to 
replace an originally and inherently innocent utterance { b ^ a l } 'master',268 

2 6 7 That Pešbí^al} means this, rather than 'Man-of-[the-]Master', was pointed out to me 
by Gary Rendsburg. The name could have been understood as an oadi formula, somewhat like 
ך ל / ב י ה נ ד י א ח ^ ו ^ - , O ^ H a ^ P a d o n D y W a H e ^ a d o m * hammélek] 'fas] 
the L O R D lives and my lord the king lives' (II Sam. 15:21); cf. the Ugaritic ( w ' Ẃ . k | H y . 
^lTiyn . b^l . k | *p . zbl . b T . ? a r c ) ^ 'and I know that [the] mighty (?) Master lives, that 
Z B L ['Prince' or 'Disease', or both?] Master of Earth [or 'of the land'] exists' (Gordon, UgTe, 
168 [Text 49.ΙΠ.8-9, cf. 20-21], 368-369). Therefore, once the {te^al} part of (?eââ^al} be-

came odious, the man's name was all the more intolerable because it seemed to insist that 
this false god is real, and that his existence is something to swear by. 

 occurs as a quasi-verb 'diere is/are' in Hebrew, though much less often than its אש

ugaritic cognate {*מ ת רישע : ו ך צ ע א ש ת ר י ש ב א ד ה ו V ע ״ 6 a h a h ׳ š 
b é y t K>Š5^ 7 ocaro w t réša^} 'Are there still treasures of wickedness in the wicked man's 
house?' (i.e. dishonest gains, not restored to the rightful owner; Micah 6:10, cf. II Sam. 
14:19). The usual Hebrew form is יי י ש (yéš); see Joshua Blau, "Marginalia Semitíca I I , " 

Israel Oriental Studies, 2 (1972), 58-61. {7is/yes-} is very close, both in sound and in mean-

ing, to the basic I E verb exemplified by Greek € σ | τ ι \ Sanskrit 3T {ás|ti), Latin 

es\t יי, etc. (cognate to German [7]is\t יי, English is^), which at the beginning of a sentence 
signifies 'there is' (Hittite { e š | z i } ^ 'is' or 'sits'). 

Illich-Svitych, OpSr (b-K), 268-270, gives clear Cushitic cognates, which are confirmed 
by Henna Plazikowsky-Brauner, "Die Hilfselemente der Konjugation in den kuschidschen 
Sprachen," ZeDeMoGe, 107 (1957), 19: eš^ 'bin/bist/ist' in Agau, is יי in Maġġi. For the 
Berber languages too, Illich-Svitych adduces cognates, of which the closest — phonetically 
— is Tuareg and Kabyle as יי, but this is glossed 'πρ1161.1τι.' (= to arrive). On the same order, 
under Uralic languages, the best diat he can come up widi is the Finnish "as- 'aaiTb' [to 
live], 'nposKHBaTb' [to reside]". This is evidendy an important Nostratic etymology, to which 
he allots more space than is usual in his terse entries. The semantic development that he pos-
its sounds reasonable enough, but necessarily vague. 
2 6 8 It has been suggested that this man — like several odiers — somehow had two names, 
one theophoric with ל ע ת and one possibly also theophoric with ־ ב ש ב - meaning not 
'Shame' but 'Dignity, Pride, Vigor', since Akkadian has indeed names such as { m ū t i b ā š t i } 1 ' 

'My-Husband-[is-]My-Dignity', i.e. '-My-Patron' or '-My-Guardian'; see M . Tsevat, "Ish-

bosheth and Congeners: The names and tiieir study," HeUnCoAn, 46 (1975), 76-85. While 
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was secondary, suggested by the colloquial usage of {bošet} as a euphemism 
instead of a coarse, obscene word. For nothing is more natural in many socie-
ties than to cry out "Shame!" when something unseemly has just been uttered. 
The offended listeners, with this outcry, may even manage to drown out the 
unseemly word, if they sense that it is about to be voiced.2 6 9 After some 
experience, the adverse reaction is liable to be anticipated by some speakers, 
and averted through the expedient of substituting the very word 'Shame' (or its 
equivalent) for the obscenity itself. This euphemism does not, at first, S P E C I F Y 

a certain obscenity (in contrast to other obscenities); but soon enough it comes 
to be so understood, and it too, in time, may become obscene.270 

Furthermore a curious change within Greek points to a model in Hebrew. 
The classical Greek word for 'foreskin' is H a K p o | - o a 9 | í ū \ found in scientific 
treatises (Aristotle, Hist. anim. 11.13.493a. 13, etc.; Ionic -,ακροποσθίη^, Hip-
pocrates, Aphorismi 6.19, etc.) — a normal Greek compound of 'tip' + 'pe-
nis', just like "'ακρ|ωμ|ί£Ρ׳' 'tip of the shoulder, (in a horse) withers', ακρωι׳ι·-
χία (in the accusative "ακρ|ωνυχ|ία1׳\ genitive "1ακρωνυχίας^) 'tip of the 
nai l ' 2 7 1 and many other nouns. But the Hellenistic Jews altered "ακροττοσθία 
to "1ακροβυστύρ' (so throughout the Septuagint and the New Testament). 
Whether or not they definitely sensed an etymological connection between the 
Hebrew {bošet, bDŠt-} and πόσθη, their deformation of -ποσθ- to -βυστ-

some individuals were in fact known either by two names or by two forms of one name, that 

will not explain the PAIRING of a ל ע ב - form with a VW2, ־ form. Nothing but delib-

erate substitution seems adequate to account for this; and from Hosea 2:18 we know of a re-

vulsion against the very sound of the ordinary word ל ע  master', because it had come to' ב

be associated with the orgiastic worship of the rival god. 
2 6 9 The English word euphemism י is from the Byzantine Greek " ε υ φ η μ ι σ μ ό ^ , which 
goes back to an ancient verb ευφήμει^ , literally 'speak well' but actually like 'hush', ad-
dressed to one who has just said something impious. The plural "ευφημείτε^ was addressed 
to a crowd, right before the commencement of a ceremony; it too can be translated 'hush', 
but the etymological meaning was still applicable: if someone were to say something amiss 
(δύσφημον^), the others should drown it out with something auspicious. 
2 7 0 The recent fashion of indulging in obscenities, and countenancing them rather than pro-
testing, has made it easier for linguists to discuss obscene words scientifically on an equal 
footing with the rest of the vocabulary, whereas our predecessors felt obliged to sidestep ob-
scene items or — at the most — to treat them very briefly. On the other hand, any linguist 
who is personally insensitive to obscenity will hardly understand the psychology of euphem-
ism. 
2 7 1 In the texts it shows only the figurative sense 'mountain ridge'. 
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must have been prompted by the Hebrew word, whose meaning was appropri-
ate to this sexual term. 

πόσθη also must have been borrowed from Semitic * [bost 1 1 - ] (or 
*[bDSt 1 1 -]) before Greek had a voiced plosive [b־], or while [ b ־ ] was so rare 
that a foreign [ b ־ ] would be reinterpreted as [p־] (cf. 2.Xa). 

2.Xd. Most Indo-Europeanists have connected the feminine noun πόσθη with 
the more frequent neuter πέος יי, which means the same — always in a vulgar 
setting — and has a Sanskrit cognate ^ Έ: יי {pásah} ({pásas}1• if the next 

word begins with {t-} or { t * 1 - } ) . 2 7 2 The -Θ- of πόσθη, however, resists 
explanation within Greek or IE; and πέος : {pásah} too has an attractive Sem-
itic connection: {beset} 'shame' in the proper name ת ^ ב ר י ^  {yarublbéšā} ׳
'Shame-Multiplies' or 'Shame-Contends', the euphemistic substitute in I I 
Samuel 11:21 for יי י רב! ע ל {yarub|bá^al} י [the-] Master-Multiplies י or 
'-Contends' (Judges 9:2, etc.). This hero, who also had the name | Ì , ! ) ' Ī3^ 
{gid^c^n} , 2 7 3 was uniquely fertile in having seventy sons by his many 
wives, besides one by a concubine who became the greatest warrior of his 
generation. 

πέος, its Sanskrit cognate {pásah}, and the Hebrew {beset} would thus 
be from a root *B-S-, related to the root that is represented in Hebrew by 
{ ( - Ẅ D š ( - ) } and in Latin by pud\et; but in this Greek, Sanskrit, and He-
brew noun there is no -u- or {-w-} between the two radical consonants. 
One generally overlooked detail, however, suggests rather that πέος, i f not 

2 7 2 O. Szemerényi, for one, derives πόσθη instead from I E *ghozdhā, the source also of 

the Ladn hasta יי 'spear'; "The Development of the Indo-European mediae aspiratae in Latin 

and Italic," Archivum Linguisticum, 5 (1953), 13-16. 
Illich-Svitych, OpSr (p-q), 96-97, cites only Uralic (Finno-Ugrian) cognates to this I E 

noun, and among his predecessors he mentions the alternative interpretation of Munkácsi that 
the Uralic forms were borrowed from I E . 
2 7 3 The English form Gideon יי has resulted from a bad compromise between two defective 
systems. Before Christian scholars learned enough Hebrew during the Renaissance to read the 
original text (preserved by the Jews), they naturally wrote Gedeon יי just as in Latin, trans-
literating Γεδεών^ from the Septuagint. Thereafter, studying die Massoretic Hebrew text but 
grasping its pronunciation very poorly, they perceived no way to represent the Hebrew gut-
tural with anything in the Latin alphabet. So they let the second -e- in Gedeon stand, 
while changing the first -e- to -i־. 
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{pásah} too, was a relatively late borrowing from Semitic: the vowels 
-in Attic, notwithstanding the loss of the sib [־θ־] did not contract to [־eo־]
ilant in between (cf. Ηεορτή, 2.Rb). The contraction would have made this 
word a homophone of the masculine noun TTOUSV [pas] 'foot' in the nomina-
tive case, except for a different accent.274 

The Hebrew letter ש, between ר (r) and Π {t} in the alphabetic se-
quence, was the source of the Greek Σ. Although the Jewish tradition has been 
pronouncing it as the "hushing" sibilant [s] in this word [(-)boš(-)] and most 
others — and the Samaritan tradition likewise [s] in all words with ש — there 
are strong arguments that many centuries further back, long before the Chris-
tian era, it was [s] (InEuSeLa, 325-333). 

The morphological parallel between two nouns, both feminine inJJebrew 
and both neuter in IE: Hebrew [beset]'shame' {šébet} 'seat' 

Sanskrit {pásah} 'penis' {sádah} 
Greek πέος " he80g 

(2.Bf-g) powerfully corroborates the two etymologies, although the diver-
gent IE treatment of the consonant that is cognate to Hebrew {ty{,} implies a 
gap in time —*pésP/eS being borrowed more recently. 

Beyond the somewhat narrow zone of exact correspondence, a phonetically 
partial cognate of Sanskrit {pás-} : Greek πέ- appears in Middle High Ger-
man vesel יי, yisel^.215 The Latin penis יי itself is more questionable etym-
ologically, whether to derive pē- from *pes- or from *pend(s)- 'hang'. 

2.Xe. A modified or related root appears in the Hebrew masculine noun 
יבא^ / {ba?oš} 'stench' : Greek πύος^ 'rot, pus' (neuter) 

ו ש א  יי his stench' : Latin pus' ךב<|8לכ6} ^
 'their stench, {ןע1כ|8לכ6} /יבא$ם
Akkadian {bu־?-šú}^ 

2 7 4 J . P. Brown points out that the myth of "Όιδίπουΐ^ hints at the meaning 'Swollen-
penis' no less than 'Swollen-foot': the sexual prowess of marrying his mother, and the 
Sphinx's riddle about the third foot (cf. short arm in army slang — e.g. a "short-arm in-

spection" to detect venereal disease). Some of the recorded case-forms are inconsistent with 
the declension of TTOÚS 'foot', but none of them would fit the contracted ־ € 0 ? declension ei-
ther, except for the vocative "ϋιδίπου; (Sophocles, OT 14, etc.). 
2 7 5 Also, but misleadingly, O H G fasel^, which really means 'offspring', is given in some 
etymological dictionaries (of languages other than German) as though it were equivalent to 
vêsel and •πέος. 
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The Latin long vowel is close to the Hebrew {-כ?- } before a suffix, whereas 
the Greek disyllabic -uo- rather resembles {- ל -In Hebrew a triconson .{-3כ
antal root is evident; for it appears also as a verb: 

ש א ב ^ {u w |6D?áš} ,and it shall stink', 
ttffcOsV {wayyi|6?áš} 'and it stank', etc., 

which has Semidc cognates referring generally to a bad state. Only in Akkadian 
does the verb sometimes match the Hebrew meaning ' S M E L L bad, sdnk': 

{bi-?-iš}יי 'it stinks', 
although Aramaic י ה י ל ש ע א ב י / {bo?éš ^1ό11׳״Ρ׳} 'it seemed bad/ 

was displeasing to him' (Dan. 6:15) 
may well have meant originally 'it smelled bad'. 

πύους^, the genitive case of the Greek noun, evinces a declension in which 
the final [־s] of πύος appears to be a suffix (the same as in πέος;), rather than 
part of the root. Latin morphology leaves it unclear whether pūs should also 
be analyzed as a root morpheme + a noun-forming neuter suffix. If the prehis-
toric Latin form was *púos like the Greek, the change of d to ιί in any un-
stressed final syllable would undoubtedly have yielded a monosyllable with u 
(< *puus).216 

The Latin verb pūt\et^ 'it is rotten, stinks' has a dental plosive [־t־] (cf. 
pudet, 2.Xa), which is not a sibilant though phonetically related; the Greek 
equivalent πόθεται^ also has a dental plosive [-&-]. Other IE cognates, such 

as the Sanskrit ^ " 2 f f à יי {pūyati} (Pokorny, InEtWo, I , 848-849), imply 
that the root — in Latin and Greek too — does not extend beyond pū-. 
However, a sibilant extension of it appears in the Swiss-German participle 
ge|/os|en יי 'rotten', Dutch voos^ 'spongy' — thus resembling the Semidc 
triconsonantal {B(-)?(-)š}. 

There is also an Egyptian feminine noun {bw.t}^ 'abomination' — written 
with a F I S H determinative that means 'stink'; Gardiner, EgGr, 477).2 7 7 

2.Xf. Furthermore these words may well be — in an especially revealing 
way — onomatopoetic. For the syllable [pu], or something much like it, is 

2 7 6 The plural pura יי is consistent with this analysis (< *púêra). 
2 7 7 Erman - Grapow, WOAeSp, I, 453. Raymond O. Faulkner, A Concise Dictionary of 
Middle Egyptian (Oxford: Griffith Institute, 1962), 82, also lists a verb (bwt}1' and its older 
form {bw}^. For this section and the following one I am heavily indebted to .1. P. Brown. 
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what people speaking many languages utter, while wrinkling up the nose to 
keep the smell out and pursing the lips so as to open them minimally and expel 
the foul air without taking any more in (see Frisk, who also cites the German 
pfui; GrEtWo, s.v. πυθομαι and φευ). In English texts a comparable utter-
ance is most often spelled phew^; what I hear pronounced is, rather, 
[ p » y u ] . 2 7 8 

φυ^ [pM] is the most exact monosyllabic equivalent possible in Greek — 
found only in Aristophanes' comedies: φυ φυ, "ίου "ιού του καπνού^ (Lysi-
strata 295, 305, complaining of 'the smoke').2 7 9 To reconcile the aspirate 
consonant in φΰ with the non-aspirate at the beginning of the verb ττϋθ-, we 
could invoke Grassmann's "law": [p-t11-] < *[p11-^-]; but that will not do 
for the Sanskrit or the Latin verb with an initial [p־] and no aspiration later on. 
So the relation of πϋθ- to φυ, though still likely, remains unclear. 

In the Semitic languages I know of no monosyllabic exclamation upon 
which a triconsonantal verb such as ש א  might have been based. The voiced ב
[b־] seems, offhand, a little less suitable than [p־] or [ph־] to express disgust 

— unless tightly combined with the glottal stop [b7-]. The noun ש א  I have ב
transcribed {ba?oš} according to the rule that between any two initial conson-
ants the sign _ stands for a pronounced [a]; but this might be an exception, in 
which case [b?o־] would not be too far from φΰ. 

We often have to allow in comparative linguistics for the special phonology 
of onomatopoetic words, based on an I N A R T I C U L A T E sound. They are liable to 
arise, and to spread, at almost any time in the prehistory or history of any lan-
guage. Subsequently they may or may not undergo the same phonetic changes 
as words that are not perceptibly onomatopoetic. 

2 7 8 Quotations from Shakespeare and his contemporaries in OxEnDi (s.v. "Pooh") give 
puh \ pugh יי, pue יי, which suggest a pronunciation [p*yu]; but the dramatic context does 

not imply that the character is reacting to a foul smell. 
2 7 9 In φΰ "ιού τ ή ; ασβόλου (Thesmophoriazusae 245) the speaker complains of 'the soot', 
φεΰ \ which is also quite similar to the English [p^yx•]. is found much oftener than φυ to 
vent the speaker's distress or disgust; but only in Lysistrata 312 — φευ τού καπνού βεβαι-
άξ \ again mentioning 'the smoke' — does die context indicate sometiiing that smells bad. 
Apart from comedies, Greek literature would hardly ever descend to such vulgarity. 

The evidence for a comparable exclamation fu a few times in the Latin of Plautus' come-
dies depends on emending some difficult lines. See Gonzalez Lodge, Lexicon Plautinum 
(Stuttgart: B . G . Teubner, 1924; repr. Hildesheim: Georg Olms, 1962) 
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2.Y. Triconsonantal Sem. (Heb.) {y/-w(־)r(-)?(-)} : IE (Latin) uerē- 'fear' 
2.Ya. Althouigh this is one of the most difficult etymologies (Moller, VelnSe 
Wo, 270-271; Cuny, InÉtCo, 170), the starting point is fairly easy. The He-
brew stative verb א ל י י ' {yore'} 'he is/was afraid, hefears/ed' functions also 
(like {m;>lé'}, 2.Ja) as a stative participle or adjective 'fearing, afraid' (mas-
culine singular); and it consists of a triconsonantal root with the internal vocal-
ization {-D-é-} but no suffix or prefix. Any subject other than 'he' requires a 
suffix; one of them ח א ל . ^ {yoré^b} 'you (masc. sing, are/were afraid' 
has a plausible IE cognate in Lat. uerê \re^ 'you (sing.) are afraid'. 

It is like {moléTb} : -plēre 'you are full' (2.Je), except that uerēre — un-
like -plēre — has a vowel between the first two radical consonants y-r־; so 
the discrepancy or Ablaut relation between the Latin front-vowel è and the He-
brew back-vowel {ה} In the first syllable recurs in the third. The Latin long 
vowel ēcorresponds neatly to the Hebrew {e} followed by א . Furthermore 
the Hebrew initial {y-} alternates in certain forms with non-initial {-w-} or 
{-w־}; e.g. א ר ו נ י / {nowr5?} 'feared, fearsome' (cf. 2.Bc) 

: א ך ו ת י ' {tiwwDré'} 'you will be feared' (Levin, InEuDeAj, 110). 
The Latin verb is "deponent" — i.e. with no active endings; and no other 

Latin forms besides uerēre have a Semitic cognate. I f this etymology ended 
there, it would be interesting but not at all sensational. 

2.Yb. The highly problematical IE etymology of the Greek verb hop(T׳ 'see' 
(Attic imperative singular)280 gains from a comparison with Semitic — in par-
ticular, with Hebrew, although Ugaritic too has the root {yr73/?!}^ 'fear'.Tndo-
Europeanists have long noted the intriguing resemblance between this Greek 
verb and the Latin uerē-, though the Latin endings do not correspond to any-
thing in Greek. The best parallels involve non-Attic forms, sparsely attested. A 
single occurrence of ,ορη^ 'he sees', in an Aeolic poem of Theocritus (30.22), 
is more like the Hebrew {yore7} than anything in Latin or elsewhere in IE. 
This poem survives in just one late medieval manuscript of unfortunately poor 

2 8 0 The verb is conventionally cited as όράω (*I see'). This ought to bè starred, not only un-
der my present system (which distinguishes several degrees of authenticity; see Introduction, 
p. 1) but according to the general practice of linguists for the last few generations. But the 
linguistic convention of the asterisk has yet to make its way into elementary Greek mor-
phology. όράω is merely a reconstruction by grammarians, and Occidental grammarians at 
that; no Greek text in any dialect has *Όράω. 
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quality; so many of the Aeolic forms are of questionable authenticity. The in-
itial "rough breathing" (0־- = [ho-]) is incompatible with the Aeolic that we 
know from better sources; but that defect is readily emended to Ho- [o־], since 
the Byzantine scribal tradition was notoriously weak in regard to this diacritic 
outside of Attic and Homer. 

It is harder to say whether the -η is valid as is; the recent editors are divid-
ed, and indeed it would be astonishing if the ancient Aeolic form had not been 
-ηι (but see 2.Hc, note 95). 2 8 1 The morphological uncertainty about ,"όρη 
does not extend to the meaning; the context is perfectly clear, no less than in an 
Attic text. The subject of this verb is a love-sick man, the object Ηεν׳ύπνια 
'dreams'. So it means 'he sees', but with a hint of 'fearfully, with dread'. We 
cannot of course prove this was part of the meaning for a monoglot Greek 
reader of Theocritus.282 At any rate the Aeolic passage enables us to bring this 
Greek verb a litde nearer the verb that means 'fear' in Latin and Hebrew. 

The Greek evidence for a prehistoric initial *[w־] is indirect and somewhat 
debatable. The Attic imperfect μεώροΡ׳ 'he/she saw' is considered by some to 
reflect *wewo-, by others *seso-. In favor of *wewo- is the non-contrac-
tion of the adjacent vowels [he5־], which in Attic is normal only where *w 
was lost, at a later time than *s or *y between vowels.2 8 3 Homeric meter 
shows no initial consonant in this verb, but that is of a piece with other words 
that begin with "Ό-;2 8 4 for the *w- must have become silent earlier in this en-
vironment than before other vowels, as has happened in recent centuries to the 
w- sound in Scandinavian.285 

2.Yc. A morphological connection between 'fear' and 'see' comes out in He 

2 8 1 In Attic and Homer it is ΌράιΛ according to the best orthography; ορά is the late Byzan-
tine substitute, perpetuated in die Occident ever since the renaissance of Greek studies. 
2 8 2 Reverence is clearly indicated in Όί μί1> μρα θεόν "ώς "εισόρόωντες^ 'who, looking up to 
him as a god' (Odyssey 7.71), where a participle of the verb 'see' is compounded with the 
prefix ε ι σ ־ . This observation I owe to J . P. Brown. 
2 8 3 κ εορτή (2.Rb) is a special case; the intervocalic sibilant in this borrowed word (attested 
as { ^ ā o ) in Hebrew) has left a hiatus between uncontracted vowels in Attic. See also 
2 . X d . 
2 8 4 But not with the diphthong 01- (cf. l . E a ) . 
2 8 5 E .g . end יי 'word'. Wherever the w- was preserved, it has come to be pronounced as a 

fricative [v] and is now so written; vin יי 'wine'. Only English preserves to our time the or-

iginal I E semi-vowel w,as in way יי, beware^. 
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brew. The imperative forms (masc. sing.) are א  'fear' {7ב־ז3ץ} ר
 .'see' {ra?éT1} 'יךאד־ו

The shared consonants {τ(-)7} seem to be the real minimal root; however, no 
'fear' forms overlap with a 'see' form. If not for the Latin uerē- 'fear' and the 
Greek hopā 'see' (Aeolic Ηόρη 'he/she sees'), we might even dismiss the He-
brew phenomena as two unrelated verbs, both having (r(-)?} only by accid-
ent. 

To tie up the loose ends of this etymology, an inflectional parallel between 
the Greek and the Hebrew verb for 'see' would help a lot. The Hebrew causa-
tive passive is rare, but a few forms of it can be cited; e.g. ת י א ר  יי ה
{for^é^o} 'you have been made to see', which nearly equals 'you have 
seen'. If there were an imperative of the causative passive, 

it might come out ? א ר ? ה { h o o 7 } ' b e shown' — 
almost identical in sound with hopā 'see'. 

But there is no passive imperative in Hebrew (as there is in Greek occasional-
ly). The Arabic for 'see' is a regular cognate to the Hebrew; e.g. 

iS\jיי (ra?a(y)} (pronounced [ra?ā]) 'hesaw/has seen' 

ה א ר י } י מ ? ב  ף
But whereas the Hebrew imperative singular masculine {ra?éR} is regular, the 

Arabic יי {ra} is irregular, and the briefest word in the language. We lack the 

means to show whether it is an unchanged relic of primeval simplicity. 

2.Z. Tricons. Sem. (Heb.) {WD153.} 'child' : IE (Russian) {molod} 'young' 
IE (Russian) {moglá} : Sem, (Heb.) {yDĪbl6E} 'she could' 

2.Za. A couple of roots appear to be shared by certain Semitic and IE lan-
guages, if we allow the labial nasal [m־] to correspond to the labial semi-
vowel [w-]. Within Akkadian (relying on the transliteration devised or accept-
ed by the experts, we find both initial consonants in the same word: 

{wi־il-du}^ = {mi־il-du}^ 'offspring'; 
also, but in "Old Babylonian" only, an alternation between 

(wi-li- id br t im}^ and {i־li-id bi t i rn} ' ' 'child of the house' (= 
home-born slave; cf. l.Ec). 

On the Semitic side, at least, the root for this noun is clearly verbal and belong 
to the core of the vocabulary: 
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* / / / ι 

Arabic c^^Jy {waladat}, 2 8 6 'she bore/has borne' 

Hebrew 1 f ì ' 9^{p l ; x to B } " " " 
The northwestern Semitic languages — not only Hebrew but Aramaic and 
Ugaritic — regularly have {y-} where all the rest of Semitic has { w - } ; thus 
{w-} in northwestern Semitic is reserved for the prefixed conjunction 'and'. 
But Hebrew and Ugaritic anomalously have one noun, ד ל ו י / {woìSā} 'child' 
in Genesis 11:30 only — where it is emphatically from the M O T H E R ' S point of 
view — and {wld}^ in two passages of the Krt epic (noted by Gary Rends-
burg). This has an exact Arabic cognate 'Zij^ (walad|un } (nominative ab-
solute), pronounced [walad]§ in a pausal position. The usual Hebrew word 
for 'child' is ד ל י . י ל יי pausal {pled} in) {yékd} י  the child'), whose' יי לו י
Arabic cognate is júj^ {wald |un } . 2 8 7 

The Slavic adjective that means 'young' is MOJKMT' {molod} in Russian — 
nominative singular masculine, the bare stem with no ending, most like the He-
brew {wobd}. The pre-revolutionary spelling M O J I O ^ preserved a final vowel 
letter after the sound [3] had died out (2.Ne). Still earlier it had come, appar-
ently, from an IE *u.288 

2 8 6 Also {waladat}יי in Ge^ez; and Leslau, CoDiCe, 613, cites "Qua[ra] wālad 'bear' " as 

a Cushitic borrowing from Semitic. 
2 8 7 Cited by good dictionaries, though not in the Qur?ān; 1 cannot make out evidence for 

the extent of its actual use. With a possessive suffix !s § {wald | i y } 'my child' shows 

the closest parallel to Hebrew ' , ל ל י ^ . { y a l d | í y ) . Ugaritic, quite like Hebrew, has both 

{wld} -— referring to a child that a childless adult wants but has not gotten — and {yldy}^ 

'my children' (Hebrew י ל ל י י ' { y a b d á y } ) . 

The [w] shows up in Hebrew also in certain verb-forms, where it is non-initial; e.g. 

ד י ל ו ה ho} ל w h' y d} or ל ל ו ^ ה { h c W d } 'he begat', just like ' ל ל ו ה י ' { h o ״ r i d ) 'he 

(has) brought down' (cf. 2.Bc, note 19; 2 .Ya) . 
2 8 8 The Cyrillic letter 1, in Old Russian and Church Slavonic, is often transliterated ú; but I 
would call that an etymological petitio principii. For within Slavic there is no evidence of 
the letter being pronounced with the quality [u]. Hence some, to avoid misrepresentation, 
carry over the 1> untransliterated in the midst of a transliteration; e.g. Pokorny, InEtWo, I , 
718: "russ. molodh". 
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The Ch. Slav, cognate of ORuss. {moloda} is MJia^ {mlada}, 
more reminiscent of the Arabic nom. sing, construct ^Jy {waladu} '(so-

and-so's) child' (cf. l.Bb, l . Ic ) . 
Slavic nom. sing. fem. — Russ. MOJIOM^ {molodá}, 
Church Slavonic MJiâ â  {mlada} — 
corresponds roughly to the Hebrew fem. {yaldo } in Π ד ל י  .'the girl' יי ה

2.Zb. The semantic difference between 'child' in Semitic and 'young' in 
Slavic is minor. Many times the Semitic noun could be translated 'youngster' 
(or in substandard rural English 'young one' — pronounced [ ־ Λ Π ] or [3־n]). 
In Old Prussian maldenikis^ is 'child', 

while maid\aiיי is 'youngsters' (nom. pi. masc). 
The latter is structurally close to 

the Hebrew construct plural {yal(3)d|ey} in ] ה ׳ י ד ל י י ' 'their (fem.) 
children',2 8 9 and to {yabd|áy}'my children'. 

2.Zc. The Indo-Europeanists have related these Slavic and Baltic words to the 

Sanskrit adjective "*J ז£ § { m r d | ú h } 'soft, tender' and its less transparent 

Latin cognate mollis יי ( < *mold \ wis) — which is no obstacle to the Semitic 
etymology, since 'child', 'young', and 'tender' all fit. Indeed there is an Arab-
ic stative verb J J L ־ ^ {malid|a} 'he/it was soft, tender' (the subject usually a 
twig; see Moller, VelnSeWo, 163). 

Its feminine is ẄΛ±*^ {malid|at(i)}, fairly close to 

the Sanskrit verb ־R^^\ יי {mard|ati} (or TJ^Hfà יי {mr0d|nāti}) 'he/ 
she presses, squeezes, crushes' — 

the verbal root from which the IE adjective is derived. This opens up a ques-

2 8 9 Again from the mothers' point of view, as usual with this one noun, although Biblical 
Hebrew otherwise shows masculine possessive suffixes far more often. Whereas {yal(a)de>'-

hen} with the fem. pi. suffix occurs five times, {yaKaJde^hém) with the masc. pi. suffix 

occurs only in Job 21:11: D  and their (masc.) children'. Also die context of' בילדיה 

י ענונים ד ל י ו ^ {w3|ya l (3)dé y z3nu w n1 y n} 'and children of whoredom' (Hosea 1:2) 

shows that dieir paternity is under a cloud (whereas there can be no doubt of dieir mother). 
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tion about the Semitic root: Doesn't it express the physical action of giving 
birth, and not just the result? 

Seen in this light, the etymon common to Semitic and IE appears rooted in 
the very remote past, among the primal concerns of womankind. The phonolo-
gy as it was emerging in that age may not yet have distinguished [w] from [m] 
(cf. l.He); but we lack direct evidence of the variation [ w / m ] in the word for 
'give birth' or 'child' at any one time in history. The IE languages show no 
w(-)l(-)d(-) forms at all. 

2.Zd. However, our word child^ (OE cild^, neuter, with the same [c־] 
sound) may go back to the same etymon as the Hebrew {yékd} (InEuSeLa, 
342, 565). The other Germanic and IE languages have no close cognates to 
did; some consider the Old Saxon and Old High German kind^ cognate, 
allowing for the 1: η relationship known from etymologies in earlier languages 
(cf. l . L b ) . 2 9 0 That would be most cogent in a basic word surviving from 
further back in prehistory than the bulk of the vocabulary that IE comparative 
grammar rests upon. In the very remote past both theoretical connections of 
did — with kind and with {yekd} — could be valid. The initial consonant 
of did has this in common with the initial of {yekd} : [c] is a palatal articula-
tion of a IYJ phoneme, while fy] is a palatal semi-vowel.291 

We need not posit some special link between northwestern Semitic and this 
part of Germanic, favoring the palatal articulation of the consonant in such 
widely separate languages. It is more probable that in such a basic word some-
thing has survived rather spottily, perpetuating here and there a kind of articul-
ation that once was widespread, though not dominant — let alone, universal. 

A significant oddity, on the semantic side, is that rural English dialects use 
the word child to refer to a girl in contrast to a boy. The earliest attestation 
given by the OxEnDi is from The Winter's Tale (3.3.71): "A very pretty barne: 
A boy, or a Childe I wonder?" The pre-Shakespearean corpus of English, al-

2 9 0 Kind admits readily of a derivation from the biconsonantal root that we saw in Latin 
gene ( 2 .Ca; Pokorny, InEtWo, I, 374). 
2 9 1 The Egyptian ( h r d ) ^ 'child' should also be mentioned, since {h} is thought to have 
been like the sound in German ich — i.e. a palatal rather than a velar fricative. Egyptian has 
no letter transcribed {1} (l.Lb, note 206). Gary Rendsburg reports that Eblaite, the oldest 
Semidc language, has a cognate to this Egyptian word. 
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though huge, seldom represents the speech of villagers.292 Differential pres-
ervation of an old word depended on some sentiment, as innovative expres-
sions for the male were more welcome than for the female. I have noted the 
persistence of a Germanic cognate to the Semitic in the word kilbur for 'ewe-
lambs', whereas lembir for 'male lambs' is — relatively -— an innovation (1. 
Lf, note 216, and l .Li ) . Child, like {yéled}, by its nature referred primarily 
to the new-born, still so dependent on the mother; and although the adults 
could go on using it indefinitely as the baby grew up, they were soon tempted 
to call a male infant something else, while holding on to the original word 
much longer for a female and regarding her still as utterly dependent.293 

2.Ze. Gender in Hebrew being so pervasive, {yékd} was never used of a 
child whom the speaker knew to be female. Instead a form with the feminine 
suffix served: {yald|5s} (Gen. 34:4, where she is old enough to be a wife!). 
The construct plural would be ת י ל ל ^ {yal(3)d|ot} or possibly * ת ד ל  י
*{yil(3)d|ot} '(so-and-so's) girls'; for the masculine construct plural varies 
between {yal(3)d|ey} (2.Zb) and י ד ל י י ' {yil(a)d|ey}. The vowel {-i-} 
improves the parallel to did. 

The Old English plural (nominative/accusative) varies between cild^ — 
identical with the singular as in many other neuter nouns — and cildru^, 
occasionally cilderu יי. The -r- of the Germanic neuter plural is from *-s- in 
prehistoric IE, preserved as such in no Germanic language other than Gothic, 
the first of them to be recorded and the only one that died out. How this relates 
to the Semitic and especially the Hebrew feminine plural, has been noted in 1. 
Lf , i ; the core of this neuter plural class in Germanic consists of the young of 
tame animals, which according to the herding practices of the early Hebrews 
were mainly females. Furthermore, the analogy of human offspring to such 
small — but often troublesome — creatures was what favored cild(e)ru over 
the shorter plural cild in Old English and the masculine plural cildas יי, which 
also arose;294 and the plural without r disappeared in Middle English, or early 

2 9 2 A slightly earlier instance is pointed out by J . H . Pafford in his ed. (London: Methuen, 
1963), 70, of James Che Fourth by Robert Greene: "Hob your son, and Sib your nutbrowne 
childe", where the context indicates plebeian but not rustic speech. Also, in Shakespeare's 
plays, the combinadon "my child(e)" is a daughter, not a son. 
2 9 3 Girl יי (first found in Middle English) originally took in either sex. 
2 9 4 Later the analogy operated again in the colloquial substitution of kid for child. 
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Modern English at the latest. Enhanced by the plural ending -en from the Ger-
manic "weak declension", children maintains down to the present the -r- re-
flex of a Semitic-Germanic suffix.2 9 5 

2.Zf. Besides the variation in the first consonant, many Semitic forms have 
only the other two {(-)1(-)D(-)}, such as 

the Arabic feminine noun 2 1 ^ {l id |atun} 'child-birth' 
([lid|ah] before a pause) 

Hebrew ה ד ל י  ,{*led|6} ׳

or the imperfect verb ^Jj^ { ta | l id |u} 
'she will give birth' {te|léd} ייתלה . 2 9 6 

The only IE evidence for this as a biconsonantal root is the English (and es-
pecially Scottish) noun lad יי, which has baffled the etymologists. It is virtual-
ly a synonym for child, but has an altogether anomalous feminine lass יי. The 
Hebrew words of similar meaning have the initial (y-}: the masculine {yekd} 
and the construct feminine ת ד ל  ,t {yaldát}. That the English -ss may י
however amazingly, contain a vestige of a feminine suffix, is suggested by an 
abnormal form of the feminine participle in Hebrew: {yoládt} in יין *ילדת 

2 9 5 Since both the Shakespeare and the Greene passage have -eat the end of childe, besides 

the instances of my childe with feminine reference in Shakespeare, I would be tempted to 

call this a vestigial feminine ending, cognate somehow to the Hebrew vocalic suffix [-Ψ} in 

{yaldá""}, etc.. But in the English corpus of that period I find nothing to confirm the correla-

tion of childe with the feminine and child with the masculine. Moreover in late Middle 

English, when the final vowel-letter was still sometimes pronounced, there are clear instances 

of masculine reference; e.g. from around 1430, 
"And Tryanowre rode him ageyne, 
Thogh he were mekylle man of mayne, 
The chylde broght hym downe!" 

(where the meter shows a pronunciation [־da]). The -eof this word, first attested in the 14th 

century, could conceivably have come from the Old English dative dlda יי; but that is most 

problematical. 
2 9 6 In the first syllable the Arabic {a) as against the Hebrew (e) is not a typical correspond-

ence but a discrepancy. Otherwise the two words are perfect cognates. 
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'and [soon to be] bearing', where the fricative {d} at the end of the root is fol-
lowed immediately by the feminine marker { - t } . 2 9 7 

Pokorny (InEtWo, I , 716-718) and other Indo-Europeanists consider the 
root of Old Russian {moloda}, Old Church Slavonic {mlada}, and Old 
Prussian maldai, maldekinis to be biconsonantal, but m-Ι-, not -Id-. 
They treat the -d- as an extension of the root which itself means fundamentally 
'crush'. The Greek noun μύλη^ 'mill ' (Latin mola^) and the Latin verb 
mole§ 'grind' exemplify the root m-1- with no third consonant (cf. l .Kh). 
The relation of m(-)l(-)d- to m-1- is attractive but problematical; for the -d-
does not carry any discernible meaning, however vague, in its many recurren-
ces as an extension to other biconsonantal roots. This applies in general to the 
extensions of roots in IE morphology; and in Semitic too the modern analysis 
of many traditional triconsonantal roots as biconsonantal, plus an extension, is 
beset by similar difficulties. 

Perhaps the semantic elusiveness of the extensions is precious evidence of 
a very early stage in the formation of these languages. Or it may merely be-
speak the inadequacy of our techniques of linguistic research. At any rate, it is 
the triconsonantal m(-)l(-)d- that has a Semitic connection; and the variable 
consonant, in both IE and Semidc, is not the third but the first. We see more of 
a triconsonantal V E R B in Semitic but have too little to sketch the prehistoric de-
velopment and spread of verb and noun forms embodying this root. 

2 9 7 Also the odd { b l á t } 'to give birdi, to bear' (only in I Sam. 4:19), where the 

Τ of the root has been absorbed into the same feminine suffix Π. The regular forms are 

ת ד ל י י yo} מ lédrt } , ת  ־ ד ל ל ^ {blédrt } (InEuSeLa, 211). 

The biconsonantal root in {led| et j is reminiscent of Old Church Slavonic and Old Rus-
sian poAHTtW {rod|iti} 'to bear', which the Indo-Europeanists derive from an initial conson-
ant-group *yr- (Moller, VelnSeWo, 271; Pokorny, InEtWo, I, 1167). Moller speculated that 
in Semitic an original r may have changed to I under die influence of the preceding labial. 
Aside from that difficulty, diis etymology would bring the Semitic and I E verb-root that 
means 'bear' remarkably into line with ΠΤΤ^ {rédet} Ίο go down', {red} 'go down' (im-

perative), Π"1 " V ^ jyDrad^} 'she went down', (ho w rid) 'he (has) brought down' (2.Ba-

c; 2.Za, note 287). Furthermore, the infinitive of other Hebrew verbs of this pattern — 

{15krt } 'to go', {sSbrt } 'to sit' (2.Bf) — has instead of {έ} the back-vowel {3} in 

a pausal position, which is like the Slavic back-vowel. The verb ד  however, has (ε) even , ל

when pausal: ת ״ ! ל  .from bearing'(Gen. 29:35, 30:9)'יי מ
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2.Zg. In Russian Μ Ο Γ Μ ^ {moglá} : Hebrew ! ד ל כ ן י  'she could' {יזב31&כץ} '
I see a fair likelihood that an IE formation penetrated into part of the Semitic 
realm, including Aram. — e.g. 'you (masc. sing.) could' 

(Hebrew ה ל ב ^ {yDkoltD}). 
In the Biblical Hebrew corpus the verb {y/-w(-)k(-)l(-)} approaches the fre-
quency of an auxiliary such as can/could^ or may/might^ in English and 
their equivalent in other European languages. 

The initial {y-} is the northwestern Semitic substitute for *w-, which 
turns up in the Hebrew imperfect tense: ל כ ו ת י ' {tuwká1} 'you (m. sing.) 
can' (usually preceded by א } ׳י ל lo ? } 'not'). No other Hebrew verb in fact 
forms its imperfect in quite this way, so as to bring out or maintain the ances-
tral [w] (cf. 2.Ya). In Aramaic too it is { twkl} according to the text 
of Daniel 5:16 as traditionally W R I T T E N (twice in the same verse), but as tradi-
tionally R E A D it is {îikkúl} — a fairly common sort of discrepancy in 
the Hebrew Scriptures, and disproportionately so in the few Aramaic pages of 
Daniel and Ezra. 

2.Zh. So far as the Semitic evidence goes, the {I} is simply part of the root. 
But in Slavic it is plainly a suffix, forming a sort of past participle; it is fol-
lowed by endings for gender and number, B U T N O T P E R S O N : so {moglá}, 
unlike the Hebrew {yDk315K}, can have an '1 ' or 'you' reference as well as 
'she'. The Semitic feminine singular ending is similar to the Slavic. Slavic has 
a different vowel for the neuter singular: Russian MorjicW {moglo}. But 
whereas we have noted the accentual difference between feminine and neuter in 

the Russian adjectives {dolgá/dolgo} 'long', {polná/polno} 'full' (and 
their Lithuanian cognates ilgà/ilga " pilnà/pìlna ״ ), corre-

lated with the varying position of the 
Heb. fem. stative verb {?DrokSV^raib*} " { m D l a ^ / i r o k v ^ } " (2.Jg), 

no such accentual alternation appears in 
Russian {moglá/moglo} and Hebrew {jok315R}; 

they are never accented on their first syllable. Yet " ל ער! ל ן כ ״ א  יי 1 ל
{walo'-jraksb^ ^owd} 'and she could not any longer' (Ex. 2:3) is precisely 
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the sort of environment where ? ה ל ב ? י {y5kab K } could be expected by rule, 
because of the conjuncture with an accented one-syllable word.2 9 8 

We have in Hebrew and Russian — with corroboration in Lithuanian — 
the remains of a shared accentual alternation, operating within some restrictions 
which we are hard put to specify or understand, but which nevertheless recur 
astonishingly in such far separate languages. That the Russian neuter is 
{moglo}, not 7 {moglo} , and that there is no ?{y5IcabK} in Hebrew, may 
somehow depend on the {1} not being part of the root originally. This /, com-
mon to the Slavic languages, is — at least phonetically — the same as the IE 
verbal adjective suffix exemplified 

in Latin by tremulus^ 'shaky' (fem. tremula^; from treme§ 'shake'), 
in Greek by σΓγηλός^ 'silent, hushed' (fem. σΓγηλήδ; from aīycp' 'hush'); 

but only in Slavic did it become (or remain?) a normal inflection of any and 
every verb.2 9 9 That makes the Semitic {Υ/.^-)Κ(-)1(-)} important for sug-
gesting that the Slavic morpheme / in m-gl- must go far back into prehistory, 
early enough for this verb — including the / — to penetrate into part, at least, 
of the Semitic territory. 

2.Zi, The Russian masc. sing, ΜΟΓ^ {mog}, formerly M0nW {moga} 
'could', is without the {1} suffix. 

Old Russian, however, had Μ Ο Π Π ^ {mogla} and MOTOW {mogola}. 
The disappearance of the [1] is considered a phonetic loss, paralleled more re-
cently in Polish, where the masculine singular mogi^ is now pronounced 
[ m u k ] . 3 0 0 But Church Slavonic has 

both the masculine participle Monrrt1' (just like ORuss.) 
and the aorist ivionW {moga} Ί could', 

M0rê  {moge} 'you/he/she could'. 
The other Slavic languages, attested centuries later, have a much simplified 
verb-system; but inasmuch as the aorist tense survived into Old Russian, the 
modern ΜΟΓ admits of an alternative explanation: either a direct continuation of 

2 9 8 Cf. ת ל ך ה ב  .she bore a daughter'(Gen. 30:21)'(y513a^bbát) יי י
2 9 9 See André Vaillant, Grammaire comparée des langues slaves, III (Paris: Klincksieck, 
1966), 81-84. 

3 0 0 The accent mark in Polish orthography serves to distinguish this vowel from the more 
open o. It does not show a suprasegmental sound, as originally in Greek and subsequently in 
certain other languages such as Spanish. 
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the aorist form, or a phonetic reduction of the participle ΜΟΠΓΒ. For our Semitic 
comparison the essential point is that the Slavic root is clearly biconsonantal 

The same biconsonantal root is represented in Germanic. Closest to the 
Church Slavonic (mog- | is the Gothic, Old Saxon, and Old High German 
mag^ 'I/he/she can' (mseg^ in Old English > may^). Such a Germanic 
verb, identical in the first and third person singular, has been diagnosed as or-
iginally preterite or perfect; but its meaning in all the actual Germanic languages 
is P R E S E N T . An unnoticed oddity of IE etymology is that only Slavic and Ger-
manic have verb forms with this root, whereas many languages besides them 
have nouns or adjectives (Pokomy, InEtWo, I , 695). Since the meaning 'can' 
(or 'may') is so necessary in nearly any language, the verb m-g(-) that we 
find in Slavic and Germanic must be an archaism. And this makes it all the 
more likely that the Hebrew feminine { y D k 3 1 5 H } is a real cognate to the Rus-
sian feminine {moglá} (and neuter {moglo}) . 3 0 1 

{mogola}, the Old Russian masculine singular in its other form (besides 
{1rtogl3}) — which would have lost the [-3] i f it had lived on to modern 
times — recalls the Hebrew ל ב ן י ^ {yDkol} 'he could'. This being a stative 
verb, the 'he' form of the perfect should also serve A S A P A R T I C I P L E 3 0 2 

(masc. sing.; cf. 2.Ja), not limited to the third person; however, there are no 
instances in the Biblical corpus. This accented {-ό-} is reserved in Hebrew 
for a small sub-class of stative verbs that express a permanent (or relatively 
permanent) state. The cognate type in Arabic has {-u-} and includes many 
more verbs, but this Hebrew verb lacks an Arabic cognate. The Russian 
{-o-} in the same position has no discernible semantic import. The final 
{ - 3 } of Russian corresponds to nothing in Hebrew; an Arabic participle or ad-
jective, however, would have a nominative ending {-u} under certain circum-
stances (2.Za). So even on such a fine detail the Slavic-Semitic comparison 
holds up. 

3 0 1 Church Slavonic has the same feminine and neuter forms M0rJ1a\ ΜΟΠΚΓ as Russian; 
however, the Slavicists consider the accentuation of Church Slavonic unknown or inaccessi-
ble. The current pronunciation of the Church Slavonic Bible and liturgy is naturally influ-
enced by the Russian or Serbian or Bulgarian vernacular of the priests and monks; so what 
we can rely on is the spelling of the early manuscripts, which reveals the vowel and conson-
ant sounds admirably but is devoid of accents. 
3 0 2 We would gloss it 'able', since the English verb can/could has no participle. 
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2.Zj. Of the IE nouns that the etymologists attribute to the same root as this 
Slavic and Germanic verb, the most relevant to our Semitic comparison is the 
Greek feminine μηχανή^ 'device, contrivance'303 along with its rare neuter al-
ternant μήχαρ^. For these two synonymous nouns exhibit the antique alterna-
tion {־ r / . n -} , which is most frequent in Hittite (cf. 2.Le). And the [־kh־] is 
closer than anything else in IE to the Hebrew and Aramaic fricative {-£-}. 
Indeed, before the fricative pronunciation developed in some undetermined 
period of the pre-Christian era, this D was probably [k^ just like the Greek 
letter X. 

However, the structure of μηχ-, with its long vowel between the two con-
sonants, gravely complicates the Indo-Europeanists' assignment of it to the 
same root as Slavic mog-, Germanic mag(-).304 Both the Slavic and the 
Germanic vowel reflect a S H O R T *o or *a in prehistoric IE. This would then 
call for something like 

*m32gh- in still earlier IE as the source of mog- and mag(-), but 
*me$2gh- as the source of μηχ- (μδχ- outside of Attic and Ionic). 

This IE etymology is further complicated by uncertainty over the relevance, 
if any, of another set of words, among them 

the Sanskrit neuter sing, adjective ~R % יי {má hi} 'great' : 
Greek μέγα^ 3 0 5 (masculine μέγας^, 

3 0 3 The Latin māchina יי was borrowed from the Doric μαχανα^. 

3 0 4 The Sanskrit adjective Τ יי ( m a g ^ v ā ) (nom. sing, masc.) 'bountiful, rich' is 

sometimes glossed 'mâchtig' — i.e. 'mighty, powerful' — in dictionaries oriented to I E et-

ymology (e.g. Pokorny, InEtWu, I, 695); and the neuter noun Τ {mag 1,am] 'gift, 

bounty' likewise picks up the etymologizing glosses 'Macht, Kraft' without justification 
from any text. Mayrhofer, KuEtWOAl, I I , 545-546, treats only the attested meanings and 
concludes: "Lassen sich indo-iran. *magha- 'Gabe' und *maghavan- 'gabenreich' also 

mit einiger Wahrscheinlichkeit gewinnen, so bleibt ihre weitere [= I E ] Verknupfung unsi-
cher." 
305 μ ^ γ α κλεος^ 'great glory' becomes a man's name Μ ε γ α κ λ ή ς ^ 'Great-Glory', often 
spelled ΜΗΕΓΑΚΛΕΣ^ in the Old Attic alphabet (where, however, the letter γ was shaped Λ 
and the letter λ L ) , besides other occurrences of ΜΗΕΓΑ-. Evidently the difference between 

Sanskrit {m-h-J (  involves a remarkable metathesis [־mh-g] gh-) and Greek•* > {-h־}
of the aspiration, which has somehow been overlooked by many writers; the combination 
[m h ־ ] must have made a very odd sound. See Addenda, p. 458. 
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feminine μεγάλη^, and the anomalously accented nominative plural: masc. 
μεγάλοι^, 3 0 6 fem. μεγάλαιΛ neuter μεγάλα^; cf. 2.Zi). The meaning 
'great' is liable to be intertwined with 'mighty'. The Lithuanian verb moka יי 
'he/she can, knows' adds to the confusion. We seem on the verge of discover-
ing a very dark chamber in the cave of IE etymology, with unpredictable con-
sequences for Semitic too. 

2.AA. Reduplicating Biconsonantal Sem. (Ge ^ez) {-kwarākw3r, gergel} 
: IE (Latin) circus, circulus 'wheel, ring' 

2.AAa. The variable verb-root that means 'go round' is of singular import for 
illustrating a morphological process that must reach far back into prehistory — 
reduplication. Many Semitic and IE languages have verbs, nouns, and adjec-
tives exemplifying it (e.g. Cohen, EsCo, 121; Conti, StBi, 63, 69-71, 85). 
Illich-Svitych furthermore cites, under Altaic, the Mongolian "qol-gi-da-
'BepTCTBCfl' ['to whirl']" (MaSrSl, 345-346), in which the initial velar conson-
ant recurs with a shift from voiceless to voiced. Where the repetition embraces 
both consonants of the root and the vowel in between, as in the Arabic verb 
Jz>J*>^ {karkara} 'he (has) rotated/turned around' or the Hebrew noun {gal-
gál} in ל ג ל ג ה  the wheel', we can sense how reduplication enhances the' ו
communicative power of the root-morpheme: By being uttered for the second 
time, it conveys the continued motion. 

Repetition of the two consonants is more widespread than repetition of the 
vowel, as in one of the Ge^ez words for 'wheel' or 'circle': {man-
k w arāk w 3r} > ' (Leslau, CoDiGe, 292). Another word in this language for a 
heavenly 'wheel', [gergel, gargel}^, shows the second consonant having un-
dergone anticipatory dissimilation.307 

3 0 6 The Hebrew construct masculine י ל < 1 3 י ' {gadoley} 'great (ones)' (II Kings 10:6) 

would have its accent on die next-to-last syllable, like μ ε γ ά λ ο ι , in לי Ρ Π 12"לי^ 

{g3doley Η5σε3) 'great in kindness' (cf. the masc. sing. Τ Ο Π ל " ! ! ) } ^ {u w g9d:>l־ 

Hujcd) 'and great in kindness', Ps. 145:8). {gadolle'') and μ ε γ ά λ | ο ι are loosely but intri-

guingly similar in their structure; it would take a complex metathesis to account for the He-
brew initial {g-} : Greek interior {-g•}, and much more to explain how (־d-} and { m - } 

could possibly come from the same source. 
3 0 7 Leslau (191,202) diagnoses this Biblical word as an indirect loan from Hebrew (ga lgá l ) . 

Ge^ez, however, has its own verb ( 7 angargara}^ 'he (has) wallowed/rolled' (202). Further-
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2.AAb. The same (or virtually the same) meaning is expressed in several 
Semitic languages, no matter whether the first radical consonant is a voiced or 
a voiceless velar (a voiceless labio-velar in Ge^ez), and no matter whether the 
second is {1} or { r } . Moller (VelnSeWo, 132-133, 139-140) derives all the 
variants, in IE as well as Semitic, from an initial labio-velar *ku-, following 
which there was originally no difference in the second consonant 1 / r ("nach 
Labiovelar urspriinglich identisch"). 

I do not find such complete reduplication (as in {galgál}) manifested any-
where in the IE languages. The closest thing to it is the Latin circul\us^ 
(from which die English word circle^ is borrowed), if we take the 1 for a dis-
similated recurrence of r (cf. Ge'-ez {gergel}. This Latin noun has always 
been taken, however, for a diminutive of circ\us יי, in which the repetition em-
braces only the initial [k-J. The shorter word has further been explained as an 
early borrowing (Ernout - Meillet, DiÉtLaLa) from the Greek κρίκ|ο?^ 'ring'; 
for Ktpiclos^ too, with metathesis, occurs as a rare or poetic synonym.3 0 8 

Circus, to be sure, in the extant Latin texts refers primarily to a race-track in 
Rome — a much larger sort of ring than κ Ρ ^ κ ο ς - , which indeed corresponds 
better semantically to circulus. Yet the latter is not L I M I T E D to small rings; it 
can even be a zone or circle in the sky, which the ancient intellectuals — with 
the mind's eye — fancied they saw up there, analogizing it to the little geomet-
rical figure that they actually drew in the dirt. 

Anyhow, the relation of circulus to circus is somewhat problematical; 
and we should not simply rule out a morphological analysis that makes 
 a modified repetition of [kir-}. Then circ\us, even if no longer [־kul־]
accepted as the base for the formation of circ\ul\us, would still represent the 
mode of reduplication more typical of IE, involving just one consonant.309 

2.AAc. The Greek noun K Ú K X | 0 S ^ 'wheel' displays a different pattern of one-
consonant reduplication, CjVCjC2-, whereas circus is C!VC2C1-. I shall 

more the reduplication reaches into Cushitic: Saho gargar^ 'roll'. See also Trombetd, Un 
OrLi, 217; SaCl, III , 105-108. 

3 0 8 icipKos is also the normal Greek word for a kind of hawk or falcon. We cannot determine 
whether it is a case of polysemy — if the Greeks named this bird because they observed it 
CIRCLING overhead in search of prey — or of homophony — if the name was prompted by 
the bird's cry (or whatever else). 
3 0 9 The accusative circum יי is far more frequent dian any odier case-form of circus; for it 

serves as a preposition 'around', and likewise as a prefix of verbs. 
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not attempt to explore this morphological divergence any further; for I am 
unaware of anything in Semitic (or Afro-Asiatic) that corresponds to it. But a 
litde more needs to be said about the velar consonant, complicated as it is by IE 
and especially Germanic evidence of a labio-velar; e.g. the Old English cognate 
of κύκλ|ος: hweohhol^, hweowol יי, hweogol^310 (> wheels). In Ge־ 
^ez, the M O S T S O U T H E R L Y of the early Semitic languages, we also noted a 
labio-velar: {mank w arāk w 3r} 'wheel' (cf. l.Ka). 

The verb-root, without reduplication, is well represented in several branch-
es of the IE family and in Arabic, at least, of the Semitic. The imperative sin-
gular form, Latin col \eיי 'make the rounds, tend, t i l l ' , 

Arabic j l ^ {Jul} 'go round, ramble (masc.)', 
presents the root, with a minimum of morphological complications. The San-
skrit ^ f T יי {car|a} 'move about, wander' has the sounds corresponding 
quite conservatively to the Latin cole segment for segment, but maintains only 
a trace of the sense of 'circling' — not going straight — whereas cole, like the 
other forms of the same Latin verb, often has for its object a field (agrum, 
l . Ib) : you would begin at the edge and go round and round toward the mid-
die, until the entire field was sown.3 1 1 Sanskrit has also a related verb ״< ?יī § 

{cal|a} 'stir', etc.; the semantic differentiation from {cara} is unclear. Like 
most other words that contain the consonant {1}, this one is rare in early texts. 

Arabic has no counterpart to the IE thematic vowel: Latin -e, Sanskrit 
{-a}; but the root itself matches well phonetically. The Latin back-vowel -o-
has doubtless resulted from a simplification of *kwe-, the labial part of the 
consonant disappearing but giving its color to the nucleus of the syllable.3 1 2 

The Arabic voiced affricate { j } , here as elsewhere, represents a Semitic *g{l. 

3 1 0 Only a part of the labio-velar is reduplicated in the first two, and in the third the reduplic-
ation of the velar is quite disguised (cf. 2 .Ed) . 
3 1 1 The Latin noun agri\cola^ 'farmer' (literally 'field-tender') occurs with masculine agree-
ments exclusively, but the ending - a suggests that in origin it was feminine (unlike the 
Greek βουΐκόλος^ 'cow-herd', Ηαι |πόλ05^ 'goat-herd'). It may therefore be a relic from before 
the change to plowing with a beast, when men took over what had been woman's work (cf. 
Levin, PrlnEuTliDe, 128-129). /n|co/a יי 'inhabitant' is found with both gender agreements 
— whether or not this too should be traced back to a time when a woman, with her children, 
was more setded and territorial than a man. 
3 1 2 Contrast incola with in\quil \lnus יי (fem. in\quil \7na יי), formed from the same root 
*kwel- and hardly different from incola in meaning. 

file:///lnus
file:///lnus
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Lk, 2.Nf, etc.), while in Sanskrit the affricate {£}, descended from the pre-
historic *kw-, is voiceless. The Arabic back-vowel {-u-} may count as indi-
rect evidence for a prehistoric labio-velar in Semitic also; for biconsonantal 
verbs of this type tend to have the front-vowel {-i-} in the imperative unless 
a neighboring consonant — labial or velarized — favors {-u-} instead (see 
Caspari - Wright, GrArLa, I , 81-86). 

2.AAd. In the perfect tense of Arabic and Sanskrit the correspondence takes 
in an alternation (cf. 2.Ua): 

J l i . ^ {jāl|a} 'he went/has : ^ ^ T X יי {£a|cār|a} 'he/she (has) 
gone round' wandered' 

cJbL^ { ju l | t a} 'you(m. sing.) : ?f יי {calcarl^a} 3 1 3 'you (sing.) 
have gone round' (have) wandered' 

The 'he' form of Arabic is morphologically the simplest; for any other subject 
calls for a longer suffix, and the {-a} of the 'he' form is itself dropped before 
a pause (cf. 2.Bc). The vowel within the root, however, is lengthened to 
{-ā-}, both in Arabic and in Sanskrit. 

The Latin perfect coluistT יי 'you (sing.) have tended/tilled' preserves, in 
the consonant -t-, a vestige of the same subject suffix. 

2.BB. Tricons. IE (Skt.) { l i h | a | t i } : Sem. (Arabic) {la"uq|ati} 'licks/ed' 
We turn briefly to an etymology of the sort that has not come up before in 

this book. The word for 'lick', in most if not all languages, I M I T A T E S the 
sound as well as the action of licking. To be sure, the word generally gets 
incorporated in the normal vocabulary, and thus may undergo changes that 
reduce or disguise the original aptness of the sound. 

2.BBa. { l ih I a| t i} 'he/she licks' in Sanskrit reveals pretty well the 

sound as we find it also in the IE cognates; but it is attested in only the less 
priestly, semi-popular texts. The Rigveda instead has ^ יי { re lh i} (with-
out the thematic {-a-}), in which the initial *[1] has given way to [r], as pre-
ferred nearly throughout ancient Indo-Iranian, and the other consonant of the 

3 1 3 The perfect forms of the related verb are "^f ^ יי {£acā la} , ^ "̂ ST § 

{Eacalt^a}. 
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root has melted into the * {-ti} of the third person while preserving its own as-
piration, so as to yield the complex consonant {lh } peculiar to Vedic Sanskrit 
and occurring only between vowels. (The third person plural, with the thematic 
vowel, is •fêìflcí יי { r ih |á |n t i} 'they lick' (RV. 1.146.2, etc.) 

Among the attested IE cognates, the one corresponding best to Sanskrit 
{ l i h | a | t i } is the Latin ling\i\t^ (with nasal infix, however; 'they lick' is 
ling\u\nt^). The triconsonantality of the root is most evident in the Greek 
[ l -yk h - ] : Xeix|et^ 'he/she licks', λείχΙοικη^ 'they lick' (Doric Xeix|0|vT1t). 

The Arabic perfect CJJMJ יי {la^iq|at} 'she (has) licked' — c L d § 
{la^iqj ati} before the definite article (cf. 2.Ng) — shows the same ending 
as the Sanskrit thematic singular { l iha t i} , besides a triconsonantal root that 
begins with {1} and contains a velar consonant also. The synonymous verb 

ẅ i i J S {laHik |a t} , with the consonants {l־H-k) instead of {!-''-q}, is 
probably just a phonetic variant — given that either sequence of sounds imi-
tates the action of the tongue.314 The vowel { i} between the second and the 
third consonant is a morphological addition in the perfect tense; it marks the al-
ready triconsonantal Semitic root as stative in meaning, rather than active. Pho-
netically it is like the sound in the IE root ([Vr(-)yh־] in Sanskrit) — where, 
however, it makes the root triconsonantal instead of biconsonantal (cf. 2.Ta). 

IE triconsonantal verb-roots are much more restricted in regard to their sec-
ond consonant — semi-vowels and liquids being preferred. So it is easiest to 
posit that this verb was borrowed from Semitic, and that along with the phon-
etic adjustment of dropping the guttural consonant, so uncongenial to IE phon-
ology, there came a morphological reinterpretation of the front-vowel to serve 
as part of the root instead of that guttural. 

Even so, the match between the Arabic verb (either with {-ף-יי} or with 
{-H־k}) and the IE counterparts is not quite precise enough to exclude the 
possibility of having come about by accident: an independent creation, or de-
velopment, in different parts of the world, prompted by the same mammalian 
experience of thrusting the tongue out beyond the hps into contact with some-
thing liquid or solid. 

3 1 4 {1-H-k) has a Hebrew cognate: the infinitive (l(a)Hok) in "=J Π ל  ,'like licking' יי צ

and  .she (has) licked up' (intensive)' ףכן^ןןיילחכה 
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2.BBb. A definitely biconsonantal root, consisting of 1 + a D I F F E R E N T V E -

L A R , is found in certain IE languages (Pokorny, InEtWo, I , 653): 
Lithuanian lâk \a יי 'he/she/they lick(s)' 
Ch. Slav. jtoicaTtW { l o k j a t i } 'to lick', etc. 

Hebrew too has ^ ל ^ {p | loq} 'he licks/will lick', י ק ל י י ' {>o|loqq|uw} 
'they (will) lick' (with strengthening of the second radical consonant). Beyond 
Semitic, Cohen cites some likely Cushitic cognates, including Beja lak יי — 
besides the Berber 31hg-^ (EsCo, 183).3 1 5 Illich-Svitych adds still more 
from Uralic and Kartvelian (citing root morphemes, not whole words).3 1 6 

The circumstance that the second consonant is velar, but not the same velar 
as in the triconsonantal forms we surveyed in the previous section, adds some-
what to the probability of real interaction between Semitic and IE languages in 
the verbs to express 'licking'. A recurrent pattern of variation between bi- and 
triconsonantal seems significant, rather than merely concidental, though I 
would still hesitate to claim that the IE velar consonants correspond precisely to 
those in Semitic. 

2.CC. Tricons. Sem. (Arabic) {?anaHati} : IE (Skt.) {ániti} 'breatheVd' 

2.CCa. The Hebrew verbal noun {?anoH|5K}, in Ì Ī ח נ א י י ' 'and sighing', 
evinces a root whose sounds are based on the ones naturally emitted under 
physical or emotional stress. The verb itself occurs only in the reflexive con-
jugation: ח נ א ה י ' { h e | ? D n á H } 'sigh' or 'groan' (imperative). The Arabic cog-
nate verb, however, meaning 'breathe hard', exists in the simple conjugation; 
and one form of it {?anaH|at} 'she (has) breathed hard' — ^ ^ J H 
{?anaHati} before a noun with the prefixed definite article — lends itself to a 
close comparison with IE, particularly with Sanskrit. 

3 1 5 Cohen's inclusion of Arabic along with Hebrew, as having the root "Ikk 'lecher'," 

seems to be mistaken (so too Trombetti, SaGl, III , 287); for J p ^ (laqq|a) means 'he (has) 

slapped', contrary to its apparent Hebrew cognate. To be sure, English (as well as other lan-
guages, no doubt) illustrates how the word lick(ing)יי can serve as a sort of euphemism for 
the infliction of pain. See also Conti, StBi, 1. 
3 1 6 OpSr ( 1 1 He also cites, from Dravidian languages, the Tamil and K .3־'), 5 a n n a d a 
word (nakku}^ , etc., remarking that an initial */- becomes *n- in Dravidian. Accordingly 
( n a k k - ) , with gemination of the second consonant, matches pretty well the Hebrew impera-

tiveplural ì p ל * (loqq|uw). 
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The Rigveda (10.125.4) has {ániti} in die compound verb 

י ז : ז -he who breathes'. Later Sanskrit texts have al' {yáh praniti} /י far• ח

so the thematic •  which superficially resembles the Arabic ,{ánati} 3יי ן
{?anaHati} a little better. Nevertheless it is the {-i-} in {ániti} that consti-
tutes a valid Sanskrit counterpart to the Semitic laryngeal consonant. The Indo-
Europeanists before Moller recognised this vowel in many Sanskrit words, 
such as "fa " i  fathers' (nominative), to be cognate to a in the' {pitárah} יי :

more western languages (e.g. Greek πατέρες^). They posited a proto-IE 
vowel *3; Moller improved on that by diagnosing the IE vowel as the syllabic 
or zero grade of a laryngeal consonant.317 The thematic {ánati}, on the other 
hand, contains nothing that might correspond to the third Semitic consonant. 

2.CCb. Numerous derivatives from the root are found among the Semitic and 
IE languages; but few of them contribute anything substantial to the compari-
son between the two families. For example, 

the Latin feminine noun ani \m\a יי 'soul, breath of life' 
can hardly be called cognate to the Heb. fem. {?ān;>H|5Tì} 'sighing'; 
their morphology, as well as their meaning, is just vaguely similar. 

However, the Latin adjective anhēl\us^ 'gasping' and the derived verb 
anhēl\ā\re^ '(to) gasp' — of problematical etymology (Ernout - Meillet, Di 

EtLaLa) — seems to express with its anh- nearly an echo of what we hear in 
the Hebrew noun with a possessive suffix: י ח ח נ א י ' {?anH|Dt|íy} 'my sigh-
ing ' . 3 1 8 Furthermore, the Akkadian verb, exemplified by {i-in-na-aH}^ 'he/ 

she toiled', shows an irregular correspondence to the Arabic {Η} (pharyn-

geal), radier than to the normal ~ {H} (velar or post-velar fricative). In Akkad-

3 1 7 So, in VelnSeWo, 9, he listed the root "an ... + Laryngal-erweiterung . . . sanskr. 

áni-tì..." For Arabic he cited " 'anaHa [i.e. ^ - J I יי] 'anhelavit' "; die Latin gloss could 

have served for eidier 'he' or 'she', but the Arabic verb-form stands in fact for the former on-
ly. Thus Moller missed out on die morphological parallel between the Sanskrit (and I E ) tiiird 
person singular ending {-ti) and the Arabic FEMININE. In spite of his keenness and originali-
ty, he was hemmed in by die routine of citing die verbs in whichever form had been conven-
donally adopted by die grammarians or lexicographers of each language. The same holds for 
Trombetti, SaGl, III , 309; Mayer, RiPrRa, 97-98. 
3 1 8 As noted by Walde - Hofmann, LaEtWii, the -h- is "schallmalend". 
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ian words there is, as a rule, no consonant representing the ^ (cf. l .Ia, 2. 
Va) . 3 1 9 But in this word, probably to imitate or suggest the labored breath-
ing, the speakers of Akkadian resorted to this consonant [H], which was still 
available in their phonology; for a mere vowel sound would have been less 
expressive of the meaning.320 

2.DD. Review of Root Consonants 
The thirty or more roots treated in this chapter are not all the roots pertinent 

to our comparative grammar, but the most important ones. They reveal com-
plex relations between Semitic and IE languages, not just a primeval "Nostrat-
ic" heritage. 

2.DDa. It is easier to deal first with the roots most similar in Semitic and IE. 
Offhand we expect them to be relatively recent borrowings from one language 
area to part of the other. As such, they hold out little attraction to those who 
want to locate the evidence for common ancestry, the pre-IE and pre-Semitic 
(or pre-Afro-Asiatic) formative stage. But from my point of view every good 
correspondence is valuable, no matter how late. 

Several triconsonantal correspondences, not surprisingly, are more cogent 
than the biconsonantal ones, because the latter are more liable to admit of alter-
native etymologies. Thus the Hebrew {p3réK} [ph־] 'bear' (offspring) could 
be cognate either to Greek φέ pe, Latin fer, or to Latin pare (2.Ab-c). He-
brew {red} 'go down' seems cognate to a Latin prefix red- 'back'; but the 
perfect tense of the same Hebrew verb {yDrád} bears a fair resemblance to the 
Sanskrit verb {-vart} 'it has rolled' (2.Ba-c). Yet one biconsonantal corre-
spondence, Hebrew {b5?} 'he came' (βα or possibly βά in the Greek-letter 
transcription of Origen's "Second Column"): Greek βά, is as exact as could be 
(2.Fa-d). Another biconsonantal, 

3 1 9 At least the cuneiform syllabary, taken over from Sumerian, fails to indicate any; see 

Von Soden, GrAkGr, 10, 24. The Hebrew (and Aramaic) Π matches the sound of but 

corresponds etymologically either to £• or to £ . 
3 2 0 Illich-Svitych, OpSr (b-K), 261, brings in the Egyptian {^nH}^ 'life/live' hesitandy, 
because of the different initial consonant and the striking shift away from the meaning 
'breathe'. 
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Latin patē-: Hebrew *{potéE} Open' (stative participle) 
pandê : {pattér ì} " (active imperative), 

is nearly as exact, besides being somewhat longer (2.La-b). 
The most obvious triconsonantal matches are 

Hebrew {b3rèíc|Dt} : Greek *βρέχ|ος 'something drenched', 
Greek βροχ|ή 'drenching' : Hebrew { b a r ' b l e s s i n g ' (2.Ma-b); 
Akkadian { r ā m | a m } 'beloved' : Sanskrit { r ā m | a m } 'lovely' (2.Qe); 
Hebrew {kDr(a)t|6r1} : Sanskrit {krt|á} 'cut' (2.Ua); 
Hebrew {Hān>š־} : Greek χάρασσ' 'incise' (2,Vc); [(2.1a); 
Gr. κα! Ηέ|τλη 'and he endured' : Heb. *{wayyi| tIéR} 'and he hung' 

Lat. misc\ē, Gr. μίσγ|ε : Heb. {mia(a)k | í y , miz(a)ġ|íy) 'mix' (2.Ta-c). 
To be sure, the IE etymology of 'mix' proves that before the Semitic borrow-
ing the IE root was *m(e)ig-, and that the suffix *-sk- combined with it to 
produce something the Semites could interpret as a triconsonantal root 
{m־a(-)K-} or {m-z(-)G-}. 

Hebrew {yoré'} 'he fears', {yoré7|t:>}} 'you (masc. sing.) fear' : 
Latin Uerē \re 'you (sing.) fear' 

is nearly as plain a triconsonantal correspondence; for the Hebrew {no |wr57} 
'fearsome', etc., evinces an alternation {W.w-} (2.Ya-c). 

2.DDb. Already, in the few roots that we have reviewed in this section, r re-
curs more than any other consonant; and further citations, in subsequent chap-
ters, will only add to its prominence. On the phonemic level, as captured by all 
Semitic and IE scripts, this is the most stable consonant, doubtless because it 
can undergo much phonetic variation without beginning to sound like a neigh-
boring phoneme (InEuSeLa, 707-708). For example, no language in our study 
has an opposition between an apical flap and a uvular trill (both of which occur 
in English, but as different REGIONAL pronunciations of the same phoneme 
/r/), or between any two /R/ phonemes whatsoever. 

The /r/ is not, of course, absolutely exempt from change, just relatively so. 
In our etymologies it has gained at the expense of other phonemes, rather than 
lost. The IE 1 in Greek δολιχή, Russian {dolgá}, Lithuanian ilgà, etc., 'long' 
became {r} in Indo-Iranian: Avestan {daraga}, Sanskrit {dīrghā} (2.Ka); 
for Avestan like Old Persian has no {1}, and {1} in Sanskrit is infrequent (cf. 
2.AAb,BBa). The Semitic forms that contain this root have { r } , as exempli-
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fied by the Hebrew {?Dratb^}, although otherwise {1} is a common Semitic 
phoneme.321 

I consider this root not a late Semidc borrowing from Iranian but an item of 
basic IE vocabulary that spread very early, because the Semitic initial conson-
ant { 7 - } is more like Lithuanian (with no consonant there) than the {d-} of 
any IE language that is geographically closer, and moreover the western IE 
forms such as Latin longa are as different from the rest of IE as the Semitic 
forms are (2.Kb). 

Conversely, in another verb-root, Hebrew {léd|et} 'to bear' seems to cor-
respond to the Slavic {rod | i t i } (2,Zf, note 297). But from the triconsonantal 
form of the same Semidc root, Hebrew {wDbd} and Arabic {walad|un } 
'son' more closely match the Russian {molod) in their structure as a whole 
and particularly in the consonant {1} (2.Za). 

The r /! variation of a root WITHIN A L A N G U A G E is illustrated by 
Ge'tez {mank w arāk w ar ,gergel} 'wheel' 
Latin cole 'make the rounds', circus, circuius. 

2.DDc. Moving on to other roots with one consonant phoneme, at least, that 
is definitely not the same in IE and Semitic, though related, we now take note 
of those with Semitic {B} but ρ or something else in IE. If a prehistoric time-
sequence can be established for the pertinent Semitic etymologies, it would 
throw light on the problem of the IE *b. 

(1) "αγαπ- 'love' is a clear case of a solely Greek borrowing, though not 
necessarily from Semitic. The unidentified source must have been more like the 
Hebrew {^ag(3)B-} than the Hebrew {?ahab-}, both of which, however, 
have a voiced labial at the end of the root (2.Qa-d). Presumably ",αγαπ- came 
into Greek earlier than the traders' term "αρραβώνα 'pledge, earnest', from a 
Semitic verbal noun in a form quite close to Hebrew ] I D " ) -ero^} יי ע

3 2 1 The Hebrew noun {romaH} 'lance' corresponds to the Greek λόγχ | τρ — more 

precisely the Hebrew construct plural {r3m(s)H|e>'} in  .their lances' (Neh' ׳ירמחיהם 

4:7), translated λόγχας "1αυτών (the nominative plural is λόγχαιΛ [16r)kh|ai]); see Brown, 

PeSy, 10-13. The Greek initial p- being aspirate [r h -the [1-] has the advantage of comply ,[־

ing with "Grassmann's law" against aspiration at the beginning of a word if the next syllable 

is also to begin with an aspirate. 
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6o w n} . 3 2 2 It is possible, but by no means certain, that the Greek [p] in 
"1αγαπ- is there because no [b] — no voiced labial plosive — was available in 
Greek at the time of the borrowing. This would fit well with the conclusions of 
the Mycenologists that in the age of the Linear Β syllabary (c. 1400-1200 
B.C.) [b] had not yet developed from the IE labio-velar *^(Ventris - Chad-
wick, DoMyGr, 81-82, 399-400). At any rate, no word that has β in classical 
Greek is securely identified with a simple labial in the rather enigmatic Linear Β 
script. The perfect correspondence that we reviewed in 2.DDa, Greek βά : 
Hebrew {b5'}, represents *gw- on the IE side. 

(2) A less exact phonetic correspondence than "1αγαπ- : {^ag(a)5-} — the 
Greek verbal noun σφαγή and especially the verb 

καΐ "1έσφαξε(ν) [kaiélsp^klseCn)]: 
Hebrew {wayyi|zbáH} 'and he slaughtered' (2.Wa-b) — 

seems no less a Greek borrowing than Ηαγαπ-, and more probably straight 
from a Semitic language. But because of the peculiar pkonetic complications I 
cannot make out where to place it in the sequence of etymological connections. 

(3) The Greek noun πέος·, Sanskrit {pásah} 'penis' appears to have been 
borrowed from a Semitic verbal noun preserved in Hebrew as {beset} 
'shame'. In all three languages the second consonant (lost in Greek) goes back 
to *-S-. But between Latin tē pud\et 'you are ashamed' and Hebrew 
{te|6o(w)s|iy} that second consonant diverges notably, which suggests an ear-
lier prehistoric period of contact (2.Xa־d). But the {b} : ρ correspondence is 
constant in both pans of the etymology. 

(4) In Hebrew {ganèBot-} : Greek κλέπος 'stolen thing' the IE language 
has not only a voiceless labial but a voiceless velar, whereas both consonants 
are voiced in Semitic (2.0a). Furthermore the {n : 1} is a striking divergence, 
though often paralleled to the recorded history of languages. So this etymology 
takes us far back.323 

3 2 2 The verb, exemplified by die imperative D T i ? ^ {^arob} 'pledge, warrant, guarantee', 
did not get into Greek. In die Hebrew noun the unreduced vowel {-e-} before {-r-} two syl-
lables before die accent evinces a sequence *[-Vrr־] in earlier Hebrew, just as in Greek. 
3 2 3 Thanks to J . P. Brown, I would also cite die Semitic noun — Hebrew {^aqnb} in 

'and [die] scorpion', Arabic ^ y $ s • ^ {^aqrab|un}, etc. : Greek σκορττ|ί 05^ 

(Moller, VelnSeWo, 222; Cuny, InÉtCo, 152) — and Aramaic א ח נ ב ל י ' { b b e n 3 t | 3 7 } : 
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(5) In two others the Semitic {b} corresponds not to a voiceless labial in IE 
but to a voiced dental: 

Hebrew {δέβεΐ} : Sanskrit {sádah}, Greek hé809 'seat' (2.Bf) 
" {b3neE} : " -Sepe 'build' (2.Ga-e). 

The second of these I have attributed to an opposite dissimilation of 
 the lack of *b in prehistoric IE motivated the recourse to a ;{(-)t>(-)nt(־)}*
dental. In the 'sit' root I do not see what phonetic tendencies would have fa-
vored this particular outcome. But this word gives a strong impression of the 
greatest antiquity, persisting in the most basic vocabulary not only of the re-
corded ancient languages but down to the present. For its meaning is secured 
by the human anatomy, and remarkably exempt from semantic overlapping: sit-
ting is so elementary and at the same time so different from anything else. 

2.DDd. To discern the patterns that underlie the other consonantal divergen-
ces, is difficult but still worth attempting. The next step after our review of 
Semitic {b} : IE ρ or dis to study the IE counterparts to Semitic {d} and {g}. 

As noted above (2.DDa and 2.Ba-d), the Semitic voiced plosive at the 
end of the biconsonantal root in Arabic and Akkadian { r id} , Hebrew {red, 
r ed - } (with fricativation) 'go down' is represented also by a voiced plosive in 
the Latin prefix red- 'back'. But its triconsonantal form, as in the Arabic per-
feet (warad(a)}, Hebrew {yorád} 'he went/has gone down', shows a looser 
correspondence: Sanskrit {-var^'Vd}, Latin (-)uert-, Gothic {warp}, Old 
English wearP/8, wurd-, Old High German ward, wurt-. 

The Semitic root represented by Arabic {waladat}, Hebrew {yDl9d3K} 
'she has borne', and by the related noun — Arabic {walad |un}, Hebrew 
{wDl6d} 'child' — is most closely matched by the Russian adjective 
{molod}, whose likeliest IE cognates outside of Slavic are semantically 
vague: the Sanskrit adjective { m r d u h } 'soft' and verb {mardati} 'he/she 
squeezes' (2.Za-c). Our present focus of interest is upon the voiced plosive 
consonant [d] in all these languages (fricativated after a vowel in Hebrew). 
Even in the Old English cild (> child), which with its initial palatal [c־] re-
calls the Hebrew {yékd} with a palatal semi-vowel, the voiced dental plosive 

Greek ττλίνθ| 05^ (with metathesis of the first two consonants) 'brick'; see Brown, LiCo, 
182-184. 
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-d shows up — contrary to the regular Germanic correspondence of t to the d 
of the more ancient attested IE languages (2.Zd). 3 2 4 

The Semitic voiced velar {g} corresponds to the IE unvoiced velar most 
impressively in one root, embodied in the Hebrew and Greek verbal noun 
{g3nèE|:>t-} : κ λ έ π | 0 9 'stolen thing' (2.0a). The same relation between 
Semitic voiced and IE voiceless obtains in the labial third consonant of this 
root. Furthermore the difference in the second consonant between Semitic 
{-n-} and IE -7- argues for separation at an early stage. 

2.DDe. But the Semitic {g} in another root 'snow' — e.g. the Hebrew verb 
{taIšléġ} : Latin ningu\it (2.Ne-h) — corresponds to an IE labio-velar; 
and the Greek vei<}>|et [־ph־] evinces aspiration besides, *g**, however, is 
entirely a reconstruction; not one recorded IE language preserves an instance 
of a voiced aspirate labio-velar. I have posited that this word originated in IE 
territory and spread to the nearest Semities, who had somewhat less experience 
with snow. Still, in view of the Semitic {-1-} : IE (-)η-, the Semitic bor-
rowing ought to go back to a pretty early stage. If this root had reached or were 
preserved in Gê ez (or a modern Semitic language of Ethiopia), we might look 
for the same labio-velar {g^} as in the Latin ninguit. But the African climate 
virtually precluded the preservation of this word, whereas the non-verbal Ge-
êz nouns {gw3rn} 'threshing floor' and {*^1Ί} 'young animal' have IE cog-

nates — e.g. Old English cweorn 'quern' with [kw־] and Latin agnus, auil-
lus 'lamb' with either -g- or - u- but not both ( l .Ka,La). Both nouns are 

less widely distributed in IE than the 'snow' root; but as far as the evidence 
goes, it points to agnus and auillus being reflexes of the same IE labio-velar 
as ningit (the variant of ninguit) 'it is snowing' and the noun niuem, 
whereas the Germanic [kH and its Sanskrit cognate {g} in {grāvn |ā} (1 . 
Kc) go back to a different labio-velar. 

A further stage of modification from an original labio-velar aspirate — 
aspirate, at least in prehistoric IE — appears in 

3 2 4 The name Κάδμ |ο?^ for the mythical founder of Thebes must be a relatively late prehis-
toric borrowing from Phoenician. The closest Hebrew cognate appears as {qadm|oni y } in 

'the eastem(er)' or 'the 01d-time(r)'; see my article, "Καδμείωνας (Iliad 4.385, 

5.804, 23.680) and Κεδμωναίους (Gen. 15:19): The nationality missing from the promised 
land and the setdement of Thebes," Έπετηρ15 τ η ς 1"Εταιρείας Βοιωτικών Μελετών, A ' a ' 
(Athens, 1988), I, 161-167. 
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the Avestan sibilant {snaēz|aiti} 'it is snowing' and 
the Arabic affricate {|5alaj|ati} 'it has snowed' (2.Ng). 

This more or less parallel development may have been separate, within a part 
of IE and a part of Semitic, or it may have been affected by contact between 
adjacent IE and Semidc areas. 

2.DDf. Besides the aspirate plosive in νείφει [־ph־], which goes back to an 
IE labio-velar aspirate, the aspirate in Greek φλεγ-, Sanskrit {bhrāj־) 'flash, 
blaze' also corresponds to a plain voiced plosive in Semitic: Aramaic {baraq}, 
etc. (2.Na). But here the consonant, according to all evidence — both IE and 
Semidc — is just labial, not labio-velar. In Germanic too, according to 
"Grimm's law", it is a voiced plosive; e.g. English bright (< OE breht). This 
phonedc match between Semitic and Germanic voiced plosives, fricativated in 
certain environments, becomes momentous if it recurs in other strong etymolo-
gies. But I find it only in a Hebrew borrowing {pi(y)léġeš} 'concubine', cer-
tainly from IE as shown by its structure 'beside(s)' + 'lie', though we cannot 
determine which of the lost IE languages of antiquity it came from — perhaps 
Messapic, certainly not Greek, in which the root 'lie' is (־)λεχ(־) [k^ . The 
Germanic treatment of the root is exemplified by Gothic {lig-} (2.Sa־b). 

A similar correspondence (though semantically somewhat vague) appears 
in a non-verbal noun: 

Gothic {gibljin 'gable' : Hebrew {ġaSál} 'Hil l ' or 'Hilltop' 
(the Phoenician city, ΒύβλΙος·̂  in Greek) with its 

ethnic {gibliy} in י ל ב ג ה  ,the Byblian'(= ο Βυβλί|ο^, cf. 3.Fg-i)' ו

Arabic j l ? , ^ {jabal |uη }'mountain'. 
Greek κεφαλ|ή^ 'head', if in fact cognate to the Germanic and to the Semitic 

word, would presumably owe its non-aspirate [k־] to "Grassmann's law" 
concerning the dissimilation of successive aspirates: [k-ph־] instead of 

* [ k h ־ p h - ] • 3 2 5 

i 2 5 I owe this paragraph almost entirely to J . P. Brown, as well as the supplementary in-
formation that the Macedonian equivalent — or adaptation — of the Attic accusative κεφα-
XijiW is κεβλήν"^ (like Βερεν ίκη^ instead of ΦερενΓκη^ 'Bring-Victory', cf. 2.Aa-b), and 
that there is a mountain in Phrygia called Κύβελα^ or Κύβελον \ Carleton Hodge contributes 
a valuable addendum: the Phoenician city {gbl} is ( k p n ) ^ or {kbn} 1 ' in Egyptian; { k p n } is 
remarkably close to the Greek κ-φ-λ- (as Egyptian had no /1/ phoneme). 
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2.DDg. Nearly opposite to the {g} : κ correspondence in 
Hebrew {ganè63t-} : Greek κλέτίος 

is Hebrew {qone1 5-} 'getting' : Greek -yove 'begetting' (2.Ca), and 
Aramaic {baraq}'it gleamed': Greek φλέγεται 'it blazes' 

(Sanskrit {b h rāj |atē}, 2.Na), besides the 
Heb. noun {bDrSq} 'lightning' : Greek Σμάραγ|012) ׳ . N d , note 166). 
Likewise, nearly opposite to the {d} : {t} in 

Arabic {warad |at} 'she came down' : Skt. {-vart|at} 'it rolled down' 
is the correspondence in 

Heb. {Tarèp|Dt-} 'something plucked' : Gr. *δρέπ |ος (2.Pa). 
However, these Semitic voiceless plosives {q} and {T} are not just voiceless; 
they are "emphatic" — i.e. velarized in Arabic, glottalized in Ethiopic. For the 
more ancient Semitic languages it is undetermined what feature distinguished 
{q,T} from {k, t } . 3 2 6 By a recent theory (l.Db) the voiced gand d of an-
cient IE languages developed from prehistorically glottalic but voiceless plos-
ives. The Ethiopic languages within Semitic bear a closer resemblance to that 
theoretical stage of prehistoric IE than any recorded IE language. But this, in 
spite of the geographical remoteness of Ethiopia, may well be of a piece with 
the preservation of labio-velar consonants both in Ethiopic and in certain re-
corded European languages, while the rest of IE and Semitic has only the sim-
plified counterparts — mostly velar OR labial but not both. 

One perfectly clear Semitic loan-word in Greek is the noun σίγλος• (nom-
inative pi. σίγλοι) : Akkadian {šiqlum}, Ugaritic {fxjl}, Hebrew {šéqel} 
(construct pi. {šiq(a)léy}; 2.Bg, note 30). The oldest Greek attestation is 
around 400 B.C., before other nouns of this structure {CVC(V)C} were 
brought into Greek by Jews spreading through the Hellenistic world. The cor-
respondence {g} : {q} is best explained by positing that the sound, both in the 
Semitic source and in Greek at the time of borrowing, was a voiceless glottalic 

3 2 6 For ancient Hebrew there is considerable evidence that 2 (k), Π (t),and S (p) were 

ordinarily aspirate [kh, t h , p h ] but not uniformly so. On general principles of phonological 

structure it seems virtually impossible that p {q} and C2 |T) could differ from {k) and {t) 

only by the L A C K of aspiration. For (q( and (T( are restricted to root morphemes, and (T) is 

rather rare, whereas {k} and {t) are used not only in very frequent roots but also in prefixes 

and suffixes. 
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plosive [k7], as it is in Ge'-'ez {saqK saql^} — or at least closer to that than to 
anything else.327 

A noun that displays a like correspondence of its second consonant, but in 
the dental rather than the velar series, is Greek 1"ύδωρ^ 'water' (often 'rain'), 
Hittite {wa tar }יי — amazingly close to the English waters, Old Saxon wa-
far יי — (genitive {witenaš}^, ablative {w^jtenaz}1', etc.)3 2 8 : the Semitic 

word for 'rain', Arabic _,Jb_« יי {maTar |un}, Hebrew "ICDD^ {mDT5r} 
(construct ר ט פ י ({maTar} י , 3 2 9 etc. 

2.DDh. The IE labio-velar that is attested as such in Old English cwicu 
'alive' (2.Ed) and Old High German queman 'to come' (2.Fc, note 61) — 
besides being reflected indirectly in various simplifications — has only sim-
plified counterparts in the Semitic words for 'live' and 'come'. The Semitic 
{H-}, which embraces even the Gê ez {Haywa} 'he (has) lived', is most ea-
sily accounted for as a secondary development after borrowing from early 
Indo-Iranian forms in which the prehistoric IE labio-velar had become an af-
fricate { j } , as in the Sanskrit { j lva} . Also the Semitic {b} in Akkadian 
{bam} or {barn} 'come', Hebrew {b5'} 'he came, has come', etc., was 

3 2 7 The vowel [i] in this Greek word and in its Hebrew counterpart is one of several instan-
ces where the Hebrew vocalization, as recorded by the medieval Jewish notadon, agrees with 
the vowel sounds shown in pagan Greek sources — whereas on the whole the Septuagint and 
other ancient Jewish sources in Greek letters show different vowel sounds (cf. 2.DDd, note 
324). The Septuagint and Josephus give this word as σ ί κ λ ο ^ , σίκλοι^, indicating that at any 
rate by the 3d century B . C . — if not earlier — the Greek γ was no longer anything like [k ] 

but simply a voiced plosive or beginning to be fricativated, and that the Hebrew p was 

now more like the voiceless plosive κ. The Greek rendering of the Semitic vowel as L was 
probably favored by the palatal quality of the sibilant — the Semitic [s] striking a Greek ear 

as [s + y ] , and the latter component being actualized in the quality of the vowel [i]. 

The Greek γ - corresponds to Heb. {k-} in γ ρ υ π Ι ε ^ 'griffins' (mainly pi . ) : 

ב ו ר כ י ' { k a n î l b } (pi. יכרבים' { k a r u b | í y m } ) , which 

was not identified in the Septuagint as the same mythical beast, and so was merely trans-
cribedXEPOTB^, XEPOYBElfW (and the like); hence cherub יי in die Latin Bible. 
3 2 8 Carleton Hodge reminds me not to treat the consonant ft) in the transcription of Hittite 

as evidence of a voiceless rather than a voiced plosive. 
3 2 9 Especially { m a T a r ־ g É Š E m } in  means 'rain-water'; for (Zech. 10:1) 'יומטר״גשם 

{géšem} itself means 'rain'. 
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most likely taken straight from a different IE area, best known to us through 
Greek forms such as β*ί/ά (2.Fa,d). 

These two etymologies seem equally valid, and imply that after the fore-
runners of Indo-Iranian and of Greek were at least separate dialects from each 
other, early (or proto-) Semitic was in touch with both of them. From the fore-
runner of the Greek noun Η έρ€β |ο^ 'darkness' — whose Sanskrit cognate 
T^T: יי {rá j I ah}, besides the Armenian {erek}^ 'evening', implies an IE 
labio-velar ("regVos-" in the formulation of Pokorny, InEtWo, I , 851) — 
might also have come the Hebrew ב ר ע י ' {̂ ÉreB} 'evening' or 'west' (InEu 
SeLa, 339-341; Brown - Levin, EtPa, 93). However, its Arabic cognate 

v ^ i ^ {^arblun }, with a post-velar consonant (often transcribed ġj, not a gut-
tural, cannot be so readily derived from an IE source; for the IE languages give 
no indication that a prehistoric initial consonant of that sort could have van-
ished (cf. l.Ce on the IE counterpart to Arabic and Hebrew {^}). 

2.DD1. A still different correspondence involves the Hebrew verb {qar3'} 
'call' : Greek χρ^/ά [kh־] 'address (prophetically)', with Semitic but no IE 
cognates, and a phonetically identical root that means 'befall' in both of these 
languages (2.Ha-b,e). Here the aspirate appears to be the Greek adaptation 
of the "emphatic" consonant in a word borrowed from Semitic. From a similar 
Semitic source Greek borrowed the letter Θ and its acrophonic name θήτα 
[&-]; for ט {Τ} is the "emphatic" dental. 

Otherwise, in unmistakable loan-words from Semitic, the "emphatic" plos-
ive {q} is represented in Greek by the non-aspirate κ; e.g. 

the spice κασίδΡ' from a Sem. source close to Heb. ה ע י ב ן ל י ' {qacFo*}, 
σάκκοι^ 'sacks' ( l . M e ) 3 3 0 < {śaqqe7}. 

These are not formed from verb-roots.331 The same treatment obtains in 

3 3 0 The Coptic word for 'sack', widi much vocalic variation — C O K \ C O > K \ C C ! K \ etc. — 
was probably borrowed from Semitic. 
3 3 1 Also the word for a kind of 'reed' κάννης^ (genitive; nominative κάι׳νη1" or *awftf, ei-
ther of which could have been the source of the Latin cannû^). The derived adjective κάνε-
ov^ (with a single [־n-]) 'made of reed(s)', hence 'a basket', is attested in Homeric Greek, 
much earlier than the noun [kann-] , even to the point of designating a luxury basket made 
of bronze or gold instead of reeds (Iliad 11.630, Odyssey 10.355, etc.). [kane-] is very close 

phonetically to the Hebrew H - i f P ^ íq^nÉ1 5) 'reed' (construct H ] p ^ (qané 1 *)) , which has 
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Latin cornū : Arabic { q a r n u } , Hebrew {qéren , qoren} , etc. 'horn', a non-

verbal noun in the basic vocabulary (l.Bb־c). Gamkrelidze - Ivanov (InJa, 
I I , 876) consider this an I E loan-word in Semitic; Moller (VelnSeWo, 121) 
derived it from proto-Nostratic. At any rate the [k .־ q] correspondence here 

must go back considerably further than in κασία : {q3c i y < o R } and σ ά κ κ ο ι : 

{ š a q q e y } . 

2.DDJ. To some extent the Semitic voiceless consonants {k , t, ρ } are ren-

dered by Greek voiceless aspirates χ θ φ in loan-words, mostly from the time 

of the Septuagint and later; e.g. 

the proper names XavaatW ( ] ע נ כ י } י k a n á ^ a n } ) 

θ α μ α ρ ^ O O F W {tom5r}) 
Φαραώ^ ( Π ע ר פ י י } ׳ p a r ^ o K } ) . 

That is so in the earlier loan-word χ ι τών^ 'tunic', a masculine noun (to which 

the Hebrew construct ת נ ת כ י ' {k3ton|et} '(so-and-so-'s) tunic', although 

feminine, is closest) — except that the de-aspiration of the second consonant, 

avoiding a sequence *[k^f 1 1 - ] , has produced [ k h - t ־ ] in Greek. It was prob-

ably [ k h - t ־ ] in Hebrew too, before the process of post-vocalic fricativation 

set i n . 3 3 2 

We have seen the same sort of match in the verbal noun 

{barefoot} : * β ρ έ χ | 0 5 'something wet, drenched' (2.Ma), 
although this is not so clearly a Semitic loan-word in Greek — it might well 

have gone in the other direction. The Semitic and especially Hebrew adjective 

(and stative verb) {?Drék, ?érek} 'long' came in all likelihood from a very old 

I E adjective (2.Ka-d). It is closest to the Greek δ ο λ ι χ ־ / - δ £ λ ε χ . both in its 

vowels and in the third consonant [k 1 1 ] , although the Semitic initial { ? - } is 

most like Lithuanian ilg- and the middle consonant { -r -} like the Avestan 

{darag-} (Sanskrit { d r r g h - } , 2.DDb). Similarly in another Hebrew stative 

verb of probable I E origin — { y D k a b H } 'she could' (pronounced [ ־ k h ־ ] in 

ancient times), whose closest I E cognate is the Russian { m o g l á } (2.Zh-i) — 

many Semitic cognates. The Greek word has often been diagnosed as a boirowing from Sem-
itic, but I incline to J. P. Brown's view that it may be from an unidentified substrate lan-
guage of the Mediterranean. 
3 3 2 See InEuSeLa, 348, 579, and "Grassmann's 'Law' in the Early Semitic Loan-word χ ι -
των, κιθών," Studi micenei ed egeo-anatolici, 8 (1969), 66-75. 
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the velar consonant matches rather the Greek [k^ in the noun μηχαΐ'ή or 
μήχαρ, although the IE verb is not itself represented in Greek (2.Zj). 3 3 3 

2.DDk. The aspiration of the voiceless "unemphatic" plosives in Hebrew is 
not shared by Arabic, and perhaps not by the other Semitic languages. This 
rather subtle phonetic point is relevant to several IE-Semitic etymologies, in 
which Semitic seems to have borrowed an IE root with a voiceless plosive. 

(1) The verb 'cut' shows up most evidently cognate in the imperative: 
Sanskrit {kj־t|á, kart|a} : Hebrew {k)r3t |6s} (2 .Ua). 

{(-)K(-)r(-)T(-)} is meagerly distributed in Semitic, though not limited to 
Hebrew, whereas its Sanskrit and Hittite cognates look as if formed within IE 
by adding a third consonant to the widespread biconsonantal root (-)k-r-. So 
it can be safely diagnosed as an IE verb, which some Semitic languages bor-
rowed rather late in their prehistory. 

(2) The Latin stative pate- 'wide-open' is most like a Hebrew stative partici-
pie *!"IP 3 *{pDtéfi}, although this biconsonantal root is rare in Hebrew and 

3 3 3 On the I E side the (1) is clearly not part of die root. 

The noun λ έ σ χ η ^ : ! ! כ ש ל י ' {liški*} or ft φ יי { n i š k ? } 'bench' or 'chamber' 

(with benches) also shows the aspirate [־kh־] in both Greek and Hebrew; see Brown, MeVo 

Vi, 151-152, and Levin, InEuDeAd, 105. The language of origin is quite unclear. The varia-
don between {1-} and {n-} — both in the same passage of Nehemiah (13:5,7, etc.), al-
though in other Biblical texts only die (1-) form is found — argues that the language from 
which Hebrew borrowed it had a sound that a Hebrew ear could interpret either way. The idea 
that λ έ σ χ η was formed widlin Greek from the verb-root λ ε χ - (2.Sa) + -σκα, and at first 
meant 'a (little) bed', rests upon a highly questionable interpretation of one inscription from 
a cemetery on the island of Rhodes (InGr 12.1. 709): ΕΤΘΤΤΙΔΑ 

ΗΜΙΛΕΣΧΕ 
in which the last letter was misread as A from the time of discovery on; S. Selivanov, "In-
scriptiones Rhodiae ineditae," Mittheilungen des Kaiserlich Deutschen Archaeologischen In-
stituts, Athenische Abtheilung, 16 (1891), 110. The error went on unchecked, even when ac-
companied by a perfectly legible photograph; and so the word was mistaken for a Doric dia-
lect form λ έ σ χ α , which could then bear the interpretation '1 am [the] bier' — i.e. [the] rest-
ing-place — 'of Euthytidas'. But as it stands, ΛΕΣΧΕ after HMI Ί am' is more likely to be 
the Ionic name of a woman married to Euthytidas, or else his daughter named after a grand-
mother or other female relative from Ionian territory; that would account for the non-Doric 
form. Both Λ έ σ χ η and die masculine Αέσχης^ are known otiierwise as personal names. The 
first to interpret the word as a woman's name in this inscription was Σ. Ν. Δ ρ α γ ο ύ μ η ς , 
""1Επιγραφικά φροντίσματα," *Αρχαιολογική ^φημζρίς (1893), 99, although he relied on 
Selivanov's uncorrected reading ΛΕΣΧΑ. 
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lacking in the rest of Semitic (2.La). The triconsonantal root ΠΠ3 
-Open' is not only common in Hebrew but virtually pan {(־)H(־)P(-)T(־)}
Semitic.334 

(3) Another verb-root has a good parallel in 
Greek και Ηέτλη 'and he/she endured' : 
Hebrew *{wayyitlé1'} or *{wayyitb7} 'and he hung' (2.1a). 

On phonological grounds we may take this also to be an IE loan in Semitic, al-
though there would be no other reason for thus positing an origin within IE. 
The very lack of a present tense in Greek — even of one derived from the aor-
ist (-)τλη/α(-) — argues that this verb is a relic of a very early stage of pre-
historic IE, before a present tense became so characteristic of verbs in general 
(2.1c) . 3 3 5 

2.DDL. Still another consonantal phenomenon appears in the Greek verbal 
noun "1ayop^/j 'gathering, assembly' : Hebrew {^âcDO11}. The resemblance is 
due most likely to borrowing from the forerunner of Greek, where the conson-
ant was *[k7] (later [g]), by the forerunner of Hebrew or by an intermediary 
language, where it changed to *[ts7] and then to *[s7] (L id , 2.Ra). Later the 
Hebrew (or Aramaic) word, in the restricted sense of a religious assembly, 

3 3 4 The Latin active verb pande Open wide' : Hebrew (patte1 5) is uniquely valuable for 

derivational morphology — active from stative by strengthening the second consonant (He-
brew) or by the I E equivalent, infixing a nasal right before it (Latin). But the voiced -d-

poses a phonological enigma. 
The I E triconsonantal extension, found in the related Greek noun πτερ|ά 'feadiers, wings' 

has the first two consonants in an initial cluster. For the Hebrew counterpart to such a cluster 
see 2.Lc-f. 
3 3 5 The construct form of a Hebrew noun, perhaps borrowed from an I E source similar to the 

Greek neuter τέμενος^ 'precinct*, appears in the compound place-name ח ר ם ־ ת נ מ ת ^ 
{ t i m n a t - a é r a H ) 'Precinct-[of-the-]Sun' (Joshua 19:50, 24:29; in Judges 2:9 

ס ך ח ״ ת נ מ ת ב י ' { b a t i m n a t ־ H ê r e a } 'in Precinct-[of-the-]Sun'). The absolute fTJDFW 
{timn5' ; } turns up as the name of other places. Phonetically closest to the Greek is the suf-

fixed form התמנתה (timn5t 13"") 'to(ward) Timnah'. The ultimate source may be Sumer-

ian ( temen)^ 'foundation stone' (also in Akkadian); see Jacqueline Manessy-Guitton, "Te-

menos," InFo, 71 (1966), especially 31-35. The Latin cognate of Greek τε'μεν |0 ΐ is 

templ\um יי (also neuter, but in the thematic declension). My information is primarily from 

J. P. Brown. Carleton Hodge suggests that the Sumerian word came from I E , rather than the 

reverse. 
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was borrowed back into Greek as *εορτή [heorte], with reduction of the sibil-
ant to mere aspiration and with metathesis of that aspiration (2.Rb). 

Juxtaposing another etymology enables us to follow more stages of phon-
etic development: 

[k7] Semitic, preserved in Aramaic {Haeql|ey} 'fields' 
borrowed by prehistoric IE, 

reflected in Greek "αγρ | οί "αγορ| וי/^ 
> [ts7] borrowed by (prehistoric) Hebrew {Hac(3)r|éy} 'courts' {^ācDr |6H} 
< [ 8  ף

> [h] borrowed by Greek [heor | t t] 
with metathesis. 

However, in the Greek verb ־αγ€׳ρ|οντο, ־αγερ|θεν 'they (were) gath-
ered', the γ corresponds to a different Arabic sibilant: {Hašara} 'he (has) 
gathered'. And this Arabic sibilant {Š}, which normally corresponds within 
Semitic to Hebrew {Š}, enables us to bring in an etymology linking a very bas-
ic IE verb — Greek "aye, Latin age 'do' — to the Hebrew {^āše1*} (2 .Rd). 

2.DDm. The Greek γ in the verb "1αγαπάν 'to love' and the verbal noun 
"*αγάπη, unlike the one in "1αγορή and "1αγροί, has resulted from a loan (2.Qa-
d). Its source must have been close to the Hebrew noun {?ahaB5K} structural-
ly, except that [h] from a Semitic language would hardly have produced [g] in 
Greek. A rarer Hebrew verb {*-,-g-S}, of similar meaning, would in itself be a 
credible source for the Greek; but the very discrepancy within Hebrew between 
{^-g־} and {?־h-} rather suggests that at least one of these was borrowed 
by Hebrew from some unidentifiable language, which may also have supplied 
the verb and noun to Greek. I see no trustworthy clue as to whether in prehis-
toric Greek the cognate of this Hebrew {ġ} was pronounced *[k7], while the 
cognate of this Hebrew {6} became [p] for lack of a glottalic ?[pT (see Gam-
krelidze - Ivanov, InJa, I , 59-63). 

2.DDn. The Latin root pud- in tē pud\et 'you are ashamed', which has 
Semitic cognates — Hebrew {te | Βό(")§| í y } , 

Aramaic {tibjbaeht|iyn}, 
Ugaritic {t|b|>|n} — 

but no direct cognates in IE, shows the correspondence d: [p], since Ugaritic 
preserves a prehistorically distinct Semitic consonant that merged with {Š} in 
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Hebrew and with {Vi} in Aramaic (2.Xa). For lack of an IE etymology, I 
take this Latin verb for a borrowing from Semidc — a relatively early one, per-
haps even before the voiced plosive [d], which is historically attested, had de-
veloped out of a voiceless glottalic *[f] (cf. 2.DDL). 

A later, though still prehistoric, borrowing took the verbal noun — He-
brew {béští} 'shame' or something very close to it — and produced the San-
skrit {pásah} and Greek •πέος 'penis' (2.Xd). Whether the Semitic source 
of the second consonant was *[p] (as in the Ugaritic verb {bp}) or *[s] or [š], 
any of these could easily have yielded the actual Sanskrit {-s-} and Greek ze-
ro (between vowels).3 3 6 

Even later, but before developing a voiced plosive [b], Greek alone got 
πόσθη from a Semitic source close to the more frequent Hebrew word for 
'shame', {bošet ,bDŠt-} (2.Xb-c). And finally, in the vocabulary of Hellen-
istic Jews toward the end of the pre-Christian era, the classical Greek com-
pound ~ακρο|ποσθ|ία 'foreskin' was changed to "ακρο|βυστ|ία under direct 
influence from Biblical Hebrew. 

2.DD0. The Hebrew ב {c} in the root exemplified by the imperative {ce?} 
'(go) out', seems to correspond to the ordinary Latin voiceless sibilant in the 
prefix se- 'apart' (2.Be). The Ge^ez cognate to the Hebrew has either this or 
another "emphatic" sibilant { d } . 3 3 7 

3 3 6 Likewise in Ugaritic {*{5}, Hebrew (?is/ye*-) 'there is' : Greek Η έ σ | τ ι , Sanskrit {á s | t i } , 

etc. (2 .Xb, note 267). 
3 3 7 The strengthened ב in the Hebrew noun ה ב מ י -unleavened bread' isprob' (^maco) ׳

ably, as J. P. Brown suggests, a Semidc adaptation of the Greek μάζα^ 'barley-cake' (cf. In 
EuSeLa, 121-122, and { 7 á r a o 1 * epa£e 'earthward', l־ : { .Fg ) . He also proposes a phonetic-

ally more difficult but still compelling correspondence between ב י Π יי {Hiccé y } , Όίστοί^. 

and the Latín sagittae יי 'arrows' — all borrowed separately from some unidentified language 

or group of languages. 

Later Akkadian (bu-cu)^ (AsDi, I I , 350), Hebrew ץ ו ב י ' { b ú w c ) , and Greek pẃa\og^ 

'fine linen', an important article of commerce (Brown, SaCu, 13-15), must be derived from 
one language; but that source has yet to be located. Though we think of Egypt as the ancient 
home of linen, the Egyptian word {w3d . t } green fabric' (Erman - Grapow, WOAeSp, I' י , 
268) makes an unsatisfactory etymon, both phonetically and semantically. Gary Rendsburg 
remarks that another Hebrew word for a certain high-quality linen, , was definite-
ly borrowed from Egyptian ( { š š )^ , WOAeSp, I V , 539); in the Septuagint it was translated 
β ύ σ σ ο ; (Ezek. 27:7, etc.). 
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However, another very basic root shows the Semitic {{3} likewise repre-
sented by s in Latin and many other IE languages — 

Arabic (of Himyer) {pib}, Aramaic {*/tiS}, Hebrew {šé5} : 
Latin sed-, Sanskrit {sad-}, Greek he8- [hed־], English (and other Ger-

manic languages) sit (2.BÎ). 

Furthermore, Arabic {{5alj|un }, Aramaic {^aláġ}, Hebrew {šékġ} : 
Gothic {snaiw|s}, Lithuanian sniēg\as, etc., 'snow' 

has the same correspondence (2.Ne-f), although Latin n iu | em (nominative 
nix) and Greek ι׳ίφ|α do not preserve the initial consonant. For the remote pre-
history of the IE sibilant s, these two etymologies are crucial.3 3 8 

2.DDp. Quite a few of the verb-roots that we have examined have a guttural 
consonant on the Semitic side {ל ̂  h H} but no corresponding consonant in the 
IE languages. The Germanic languages, which are known to have or to have 
had a glottal stop, unwritten, in non-verbal nouns 

OEnglish [ל]eordan : Arabic {?ardan} 'earth' (l.Fa) 
OHG [7]oren : Hebrew ^ ό ζ ε η } 'ear' (l.Cb) 
OEnglish [ל]e(a)gan {^áyin} 'eye'(l.Ce) 

[7]eanian 'to lamb' : Ge^ez {7Aag"!} 'young animal' (l.La-b) 
[7]aecer : Arabic {Haql|an} 'field' (l.Ia), 

are unrepresented in these verbal etymologies, with one unobtrusive exception: 
The best counterpart of the Semitic {(-)'1(-)׳(-)} 'go up' or 'be high' (causa-
tive 'raise up') is in Latin — the imperative ale : Hebrew {*-,ale15} — apart 
from the lack of an initial consonant in Latin; but the derived participle or adjec-
tive alt\us 'raised up, tall' has a Germanic cognate: 

Old English [7]eald (> old), German [7]alt (2.Af-g). 3 3 9 

The Semitic {h-} in the basic verb {(-)h(־)w(-)}, as in the Hebrew im-
perative {hêw|éB} 'be', sounds like the relic of a dissimilatory process, sup-
pressing the labial component that remains in the Sanskrit cognate {bhá ν | ā} 
(2 .Da). 

3 3 8 They point, however, to a different kind or a different period of connection between Sem-
itic and I E from the one which spread the noun exemplified by Arabic {j?awran} : Greek 
τ α υ ρ ο ν 'bull* ( l . A b ) . 
3 3 9 In another noun, Hebrew {^éreb} 'evening' or 'west' : Greek ερίβ |05 'darkness' (2. 

DD11), the same Hebrew guttural corresponds to the lack of an initial consonant in Greek, 

just as in { י ^ כ י • } : αμνή ( l . L d ) . However, the Arabic cognate {^arb| u n } has not a guttur-

al but a post-velar consonant. 
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In the subsequent volume, when we deal with phonetics in great detail, we 
must study more correspondences between the Semitic gutturals and the IE 
prehistoric "laryngeals", besides the Germanic glottal stop. 

2.DDq. In Hebrew {raHāmlíF} 'she loves' : Sanskrit {rām|ā} 'beloved' 
(fem. sing, nominative, 2.Qe) the Semitic guttural consonant, with its accom-
panying vowel {Hà}, corresponds to the lengthening and widening of the San-
skrit vowel; for the short counterpart of {ā} is [Λ] (as in our word punch), al-
though conventionally transcribed {a}. While Akkadian is a Semitic language, 
the interpretative transcription {rāmu} (masc. sing, nom.) — instead of {ra-
a־mu} for the three syllabic characters of the cuneiform script — makes Ak-
kadian appear with a long vowel just like Sanskrit. Whether anything conson-
antal, like the Hebrew {H} or the very minimal consonant [?], remained in Ak-
kadian, can scarcely be determined, because our access to the long-forgotten 
Akkadian sounds is of necessity so very indirect. The line between a guttural 
consonant and an open vowel is often blurred anyhow, in the better known 
Semitic languages; a segmental alphabetic notation — such as {Hā} for the Π _ < 
in  putting consonants and vowels on the same level — may force us ,רחמה 
to separate a consonant-and-vowel that not only went together but were articul-
ated simultaneously rather than in sequence. 

As for the Sanskrit {ā}, we have more reason to state that there was noth-
ing perceptibly consonantal in it; but we can fairly reconstruct a consonant in 
the prehistory of Sanskrit and other IE languages. 

2.DDr. The most important root, for the extent of its morphology, is the one 
that appears in Latin as (-)m'/pl- and 

in most other IE languages as (·)ρ(-)1-, 
in Germanic as (-)f-1(-). 
Semitic has {(-)tn(-)!(-)(?)(-)} with the labial nasal throughout, 

not a labial plosive or fricative (2.Ja). In IE, ρ had the advantage over m of 
combining with 1 to form a consonant cluster easy to pronounce, whereas 
*ml- was nearly unpronounceable. That did not operate in Semitic because all 
the ancient Semitic languages — so far as their vocalization is known — re-
quire some vowel, [3] at least, between the first and second consonants of a 
root, unless there is a prefix. 
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An IE m- corresponds to the Semitic labial semi-vowel in alternation with 
the palatal semi-vowel, in 

Russian {molod} 'young' : Hebrew {wobd, y ^ l c d 'child'. 
The Akkadian cognate shows a three-fold alternation: nominative { w / m i l d u } , 
but construct { w i l i d A1 id} ; we can hardly determine whether what is transliterat-
ed as an initial vowel { i -} in { i l id} was the residue, at any rate, of a palatal 
semi-vowel [y-]. In contrast to the Slavic τη-, the Old English old — pro-
nounced with the same affricate [c־] as in Modern English — points to a prob-
able alternation in prehistoric IE also (2.Za-d,DDd). The odd correspond-
ence between the Slavic labial nasal and the Semitic labial semi-vowel, with 
palatal alternant, recurs in Russian {moglá} : Hebrew {yokab1*} 'she could' 
({tuwkál} 'she can' or 'you [masc. sing.] can'; 2.Zg,DDj). 

Almost oppositely, in 
Hittite {watar} 'water' : Arabic {maTar|un }, Hebrew {m:>T5r} 'rain', 

it is the IE labial semi-vowel that corresponds to the Semitic labial nasal (2. 
DDg). 



Chapter H I 
PRONOUNS 

In many if not all languages the pronouns constitute a sub-system notably 
different from all the rest, and on the whole more archaic. For instance, the 
form and function of I יי and m e יי in English preserve a distinction of case that 
nouns lost over eight hundred years ago. Even when an Old English noun such 
as guma in the nominative had an oblique case-form guman ( l .Gf), the 
distinction was just inflectional, whereas ic יי and me^ were quite separate en-
titles. The IE cognates of both prove that they go back very far indeed. The on-
ly thing like a nominative morphological counterpart to m e is the first person 
singular ending of verbs, vestigially preserved in am יי (< OE eom^; see 
Levin, CaNoPr, 453-454). 

But it would be unsafe to generalize that all such anomalies in pronouns 
must be of remote origin; for an anomaly can develop where earlier titere was 
none. Nos יי in Latin (unlike ego 1' י י ' and mē יי 'me') served for both nomina-
tive 'we' and accusative 'us' (besides nobis יי for dative and ablative); but 
whereas its descendant noi יי in Italian still functions as an emphatic subject — 
noi leggevamo^ 'we were reading' < nos legēbâmu(s)§ — the 'us' as 
in aiutaci^ 'help us' is expressed by [ci], apparently from ecce hīc^ 'look 
here' (odiūtā nos § yielded aiutane§, but ne in the sense of 'us' is now 
obsolete). 

For all the importance of pronouns in comparative linguistics, their short-
ness is liable to leave us perplexed where the languages are but distantly relat-
ed, since phonetic erosion may well obliterate a hypothetical shared moipheme. 
But we shall begin with the clearest etymologies. In many instances we will 
find that a pronoun, recognised as a distinct word on one side of the etymolo-
gy, corresponds on the other side to a mere prefix or suffix, incapable of 
standing as a separate utterance; e.g. (2.Hc,Xa, 3.Ca-d) 

Latin tē, Greek σε : Hebrew and Aramaic {TE-} 'you'. 
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3.A. Sem. (Heb.) {(o K )?5ni y } :IE (Skt.) {-āni} 7׳ 
3.Aa. The Hebrew word for Τ is either י נ א י י or {iyתכיל} ^ ב א נ י -0ז1כל} '

• Τ 1 J ' Α Τ 

íci y}. 1 The former has no exact Semitic cognate, except possibly Ugaritic 
^ל} ן י ' , where the unwritten vowel (if any) after the {n} cannot be deter-
mined. The other Semitic languages have a different vowel from the Hebrew 
{ i } : Aramaic ה נ א י  Arabic {?anā}, Ge^ez {?ana}1',2 ,{*àno?} ׳

besides the Cushitic cognates (or derivatives; Leslau, CoDiGe, 26): 
Bilin, Quara, Khamir an יי; Beja ane יי; Saho, Afar an υ יי. 

Accordingly the Semitists have treated the {־iy} in {?3niy} as a peculiar He-
brew development, due to the spread of the Semitic possessive suffix {-i y } 
'my' in this one language beyond its original sphere. For this suffix is pan-
Semitic; and on the other hand Hebrew stands out also for having {-i y} in the 

perfect tense — e.g. יישמעתי ' { Š D m á v | t i y } Ί have heard', 
whereas in Aramaic it is !יישמעו״ {šim^é|t}, 
in Arabic c^a-o_^ {sami^ltu}. 3 

Sanskrit, however, shows a parallel to the Hebrew {?oni7} in the first per-

son singular ending of the subjunctive: {virájjāni} 'may I rule, 

1 With accentual variants י נ א י ' P ā n í y ) or י ב י נ א י ' { ? D n o k í y ) . 
2 Also (a-na)^ or (an-na)^ in Eblaite; Gelb, EbKiCi. 25. I owe this information to Gary 
Rendsburg. Cuny (InÉtCo, 243) reports ani from one Cushitic language, Galla. 
3 The {- i y } ending of the other Hebrew word for T , {?:>nokiy}, is likewise at odds with the 

Akkadian cognate {a-na-a-ku}^; Akkadian also uses ( ־ k u } as die subject-suffix '1' attached 

to stadve verbs. There is no telling what vowel, if any, was pronounced in Moabite at die 

end of the pronoun ך נ א י ' {?nk! , or in Ugaritic ( 7 3 n k }יי. Phoenician and Aramaic inscrip-

tions show both ך נ } יי א ? n k } and י ב נ P א n k y ) ; die latter form certainly agrees widi 

the Hebrew. 

'1' in Egyptian is written as the triconsonantal ( i n k ) ^ (Coptic ANOK^). With the 
Akkadian { a n ā k u } Trombetti (ElGl, 198) compares "Mundapolinesiaco . . . inaku io [= Τ ' , ' 
but does not identify which of the Munda-Polynesian languages. The closest diing to it that I 
can find in his SaGl (I, 205) is "Mak. [unclear abbreviation] iná-kke, ná-kke". For a brief 

treatment see Merritt Ruhlen, On the Origin of Languages: Studies in linguistic taxonomy 
(Stanford University Press, 1994), 252-260. 
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let me rule' (InEuSeLa, 535-540); likewise in Avestan {mravān i}^ 4 'let me 
say'. That the Sanskrit (and Avestan) verb contains the vestige of a pronoun, 
appears from the occasional omission of the last syllable {-n i} : both 3Τ^Π יי 

{ayā} and •33" ן Π יי {ayāni} 'may I go, let me go' occur, though the for-
mer is rare and archaic. Moreover, at least in the Rigveda, {-āni} precludes 

the ordinary, accented pronoun 3ן Ì? יי {aháiẁ} 'Γ, as though the meaning 
of {aham} were already expressed in {-āni) — in contrast to 

1 % ^ cTTי 31־ 3 ז ς Τ ^ Ί ^ {kìm ētā vācś k rnav | ā távāharh} 
'What am I to do with this saying of yours?' (10.95.2a), where {távāhánh} 
is the contraction of {táva} + {ahám} and {ahám} would have been in-

compadble after"^"0T"^ī § {krnavani) , as I show in InEuSeLa, So this 

oldest of poetic texts has caught the language at the stage where verb-forms 
with the longer of these two endings were still understood to contain a syn-
onym of {ahám} T . 

3.Ab. Similar to the Sanskrit variation between {ayā} and {ayāni} is the 
Hebrew variation (Ps. 31:2, etc.; Jer. 17:18) between 

 'pal-^eSos:)*} 'let me not be ashamed 'יאל־אבשה
and י נ ! א ד ש ב א ־ ל א י ו י פ ו ר ך ש ב י ^ {y e150šuw roaapáy 1׳et m y pur-

wa?al׳'־>e6c>š:>r1 ?5n i y } suers (persecutors) be 
ashamed but let me not be ashamed' (= '1 do not want to be ashamed'), 

or between 
 pāaabbarDn} 'let me speak' (II Sam. 14:15, etc.) and ^דברה

^ - n ^ ì ^ t w a ^ â a a b b a r D ^ n i n 'and let me speak' (Job 13:13). 
The Hebrew context leaves no doubt but that the pronoun {תביל i y } is added 

for emphasis, for self-assertion; and this suggests that originally also in San-
skrit and Avestan, or in their forerunner, a like emphasis IN A V O L I T I O N A L 

R A T H E R T H A N F A C T U A L S T A T E M E N T would account for the presence of 
{-āni} instead of the briefer {-a}. Although these are the only two instances 

4 In Sanskrit ( b r á v ā n i ) . In the earliest Avestan (the Gathas) any final vowel 

is long, whether its Sanskrit counterpart is long or short. Subsequently in Avestan almost 
any final vowel is short. 
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of {-0s 7 5 n i y } in the Bible, they enable us to understand how in the prehistory 
of those IE languages it became habitual to prefer the more emphatic form in 
such an emotional situation (and nowhere else), so that the unreinforced {-ā} 
declined and indeed disappeared from use early in their history. 

The Hebrew parallel opens our eyes to a vestigial distinction in Sanskrit 
and Avestan, which otherwise we would overlook altogether. For the rest of 
the IE languages afford no cognate to {-āni}. Contact with a single Semitic 
language, relatively late in prehistory, will hardly account for the recorded 
facts. Rather the ending {-āni} points to an early stratum in a part, at least, of 
early IE: a pronoun that meant Τ survived only in combination with the verb, 
but otherwise lost out completely to the synonym {ahám} ({azam}^ in 
Avestan). 

Verb-roots shared by Hebrew and Sanskrit, to illustrate the pronoun op-
tionally tacked on to a verb, are scarce. Here is the best correspondence that 
occurs to me: {7Ekrat5E} in יי ואכרתה 'and let me cut, and I will cut' 

י נ î א T r n ^ t {?Eicrat5*?5niy} 'let me cut, I will cut' 
' τ <T : : V 1 ' 

cH t {krtā} 'let me cut, I will cut' (cf. 2.Ua) 

, ״ me יי {tāni־kr} § ff־cTĪ^־  . ״ ״ 1

3.Ac. The two languages differ in that Sanskrit shows fusion into one word, 
whereas Hebrew has — at most — hyphenation as in י נ א ״ ״ ה ך ב ד א ו . The 
Hebrew glottal stop at the beginning of {73ηiy} is maintained as a normal con-
sonant, and so precludes the vowel-sound before it and the one after it from 
coalescing. I know of no instance in these languages, or any other, of a subject 
pronoun in the very process of becoming a suffix upon the verb; but the Greek 
"^γώιμαι^ Ί think' — contracted from \γώ^ '1' + ",οΐμαι^5 '1 think' — i l -
lustrates how a subject pronoun could begin to fuse with the verb. 

Between ancient Latin and modern French the subject pronoun has indeed 
fused with it, and more thoroughly so when suffixed than when prefixed: 

[diz]^ (spelled dis-je) 'said Γ < dīxīego^ 'said I ' 
[dit i l]^ ( " dit-ilj 'said he' < dixit ille^ 'said he' 
[z(3)di]^ ( " je dis) Ί said' < ego dlxl יי I said' 
[ i ( l )d i ] v ( " il dit) 'he said' < ille dixit"1 'he said' 

Η 0 Ϊ μ α ι is itself an anomalous syncopation of the trisyllabic οίομαιΛ 
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The French spelling with the hyphen indicates absolute fusion: nothing can in-
tervene before the subject morpheme.6 But on the other hand a few brief mor-
phemes can separate the preceding subject from the verb; e.g. 

[i(l)m(3)di]^ (spelled il me dit) 'he said to me', 
unlike [m(3)ditil]^ ( " me dit-il) 'said he to me'.7 

The Hebrew {?ekrat5r> ?5niy} is at virtually the same stage as dixī ego, 

with the pronoun an optional reinforcement of the verb. The Sanskrit 
{krtāni}, with {krta} only a rare alternant in the earliest extant texts, is typo-
logically comparable to the French [diz]; but phonetically [־z] is the result of a 
much more drastic erosion of the disyllabic ego, extending over dozens of gen-
erations.8 So the Sanskrit suffix comes through the test for a cognate to the 
Hebrew pronoun. 

3.Ad. Cognates of the Semitic pronoun, and especially of its Hebrew form 
{?5niy}, are reported in the Cushitic languages (3.Aa and note 2). Of the 
modern Semitic languages of Ethiopia, Tigrinya ?ane^ comes closest to 
{?5niy} and to Sanskrit {-āni}. The rest show no positive affinity to the 
more or less neighboring Cushitic languages; Harari ān יי, however, shows a 
negative affinity to Bilin, etc., in lacking a vowel after the consonant n.9 

Without personal knowledge of these languages, I can only speculate that the 
Cushitic forms are probably not due to recent contact with Ge^ez, Tigrinya, 
Harari, etc., but rather that both the Cushitic and the Semitic languages have 
preserved something from the variable pronunciation of the distant past. 

6 Dit can come also from the Latin present dicit י 'he says', and dis likewise (except for the 

-s) from dīco^ Ί say'. So these French expressions may be translated 'say F , 'says he', '1 

say', 'he says'. 
7 In the Germanic languages the ending -s^ 'you' (singular) of Gothic and Old High Ger-

man, which has widespread I E cognates, was gradually reinforced in German so as to become 

-st^. In Old English, from the first, we find -st^ to the exclusion of -s;the occurrence of 

not only berest^, be/si יי (> bear(e)st^ in early modern English) but berestu^ argues 

strongly that the -for- tu arose from the pronoun pu יי or du יי (> thou יי). For after [s] die 

fricative was very liable to become a plosive. On the odier hand, hilpesd יי (besides hil-

pest יי, hilpst^) displays the preservation of the original fricative. See Campbell, OlEnGr, 

193. 
8 The weakening of ego [§g:>] is discernible, step by step: > [eo] > [ίο] (as in Italian) > 
[yo] (as in Spanish) > [jo] (= [dzo] in Old French) > [2(a)] (in modern French). 
9 For more details about Harari, see Reinisch, PeFu, 139-140. 
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Hausa, the best known of the Chadic languages outside of its home 
ground, has η Γ יי as the independent form of the pronoun T , and יי! מ or ni יי 
as the direct object 'me'.1 0 In Finnish, so far apart geographically,-יי!ת 'my' 
is attached as a possessive suffix to nouns, including infinitives, and -יי ת Τ 
as a subject suffix to verbs.11 And paradoxically, although Hungarian is a 
pretty close relative of Finnish, the Hungarian nominative é n יי Τ (not a suf-
fix) resembles the Cushitic an(-) forms and the Semitic {?an-} more than it 
resembles the Finnish minà^ (see Collinder, SuUrLa, 26, 380). 

In this connection it would be tempting to bring in not only the Finnish and 
other Finno-Ugrian forms with m- but the many IE forms too with this labial 
nasal instead of η — and not only pronouns such as Latin m ē , Greek με יי, 
but the subject-suffix of verbs: Greek Vi | μι^ Ί am going' (= Sanskrit 
{ ē | m i } , etc. (Dolgopolsky, PePr, especially 66-70). One nasal consonant or 
the other, with or without a vowel and expressing the first person singular (or 
plural), is a feature very widespread among the languages of the world. But I 
must leave it to someone else to gather the relevant but scattered data, bearing 
upon the question whether some coherent phonetic pattern of relationship can 
be discerned between those languages that go in exclusively (or at least pre-
dominantly) for m and those which go in for ת . 

3.B. IE (Skt.) {no, nah} : Sem. (Heb.) {-nu״}, (Arabic) {-nā} 'us, our' 

3.Ba. Briefer than {73ηiy} T , but on some other grounds easier to compare 
with an IE pronoun, is the Semitic suffix with the same consonant but a 
different vowel: Hebrew {-nu w }^ with a closed back-vowel, 

as against Aramaic {-nD1{׳', Arabic {-nā }יי, Gê ez {-ηa }יי 
with an open vowel.1 2 When attached to any noun, the suffix is translated 
'our'; with verb-forms in general it can be the object-suffix 'us', but also — 
with the perfect stem of the verb — the subject-suffix 'we'; e.g. 

1 0 C . H . and M. G . Kraft, Introductory Hausa (Berkeley: University of California Press, 
1973), 96-97, 350. Trombetti, SaGl, I, 246, cites these suffixes: under Sudanese "Hausa nf, 
nia, na io, -ni me", under Hamito-Semitic "Semitico -nf, -niya me" and under Indo-
European "Ario •ni io". He does not, however, dwell upon these particular interrelations. 
1 1 Arthur H. Whitney, Teach Yourself Finnish (London: English Universities Press, 1956), 
21, 51-53, 215-217. 
1 2 Gelb, EbKiCi, 25-26, identifies both {-my and {-na}^ in Eblaite as 'our'. 
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ו נ ת ם ד א י ' {?ad(3)m;)Fénuw} Our land' (cf. l.Ga), 
ו נ צ ר ב י י ' {y36Dr3kénuw} 'may he bless us' (cf. 2Mb), 
אנו ב י  .we have come' (cf. 2.Fa,e)' {b3?nuw} ׳

Other tenses of the verb have the related subject-prefix {n-},asin ר ך״ ב  יי נ
{n355rék} 'we shall bless'; many Semitists have noticed this identical con-
sonant recurring in prefix and suffix. 

Sanskrit has an unaccented, enclitic pronoun, excluded from any initial po-
sition: •ît יי {no } before a voiced consonant or an elidible {a-}, 

 ,before before most voiceless consonants or when final {nah} יי :T״

(nas} v only before {t-} or {&-} (InEuSeLa, 192-193). 

To a large extent it is used like the Semitic suffix; e.g. {kavi no} 

Our two sages' (RV. 1.2.9a) would be in Arabic L J U ^ S ^ J {Hakiymā |nā }, 

and Τ ^ ΐ " ^ ^ {ráksā no} 'protect us' (1.18.3c) would be in Hebrew 

י נ ע י ש ו ה ^ {ho w ši y < ^é|nu w } or נו  In constructions .{šom(3)rénuw} §שמך־
where most other pronouns, as well as nouns, would need either a genitive or 
a dative or an accusative ending, this Sanskrit pronoun serves indiscriminately; 
and so, like the Semitic suffix, it cuts across the case-system. 

It cannot, however, serve as the subject of a verb; and it differs from the 
Semitic suffix also in not being strictly tied in syntax to the immediately prior 
word. Thus (no) , coming second (as usual) in RV. 1.2.9a, may alternatively 
be construed with the verb <î 2IĪ {dadhātē} later in the verse: '[they] 
grant U S ' , as legitimately as with {kavf} ' O U R two sages'. 

A phonetically and semantically similar pronoun, in combination with a 
phonetically and semantically similar noun or verb, would constitute a strong 
proof of common origin. The likeliest combination that occurs to me is the 

Hebrew ì ] ì p t {q;>n3|nuw} 'he has gotten/bought us' : 

skt.ז5ז «n ך ד} t {jajjāna no} 'he has begotten us' (cf. 2.Ca). 

With an imperative form of the verb, the correspondence would be phonetically 
more exact (see InEuSeLa, 434-436, 643-644): 

} t ק5בד q a n é n u w } : ^ י ח ד ! t (jánā no}; 
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but it is harder to imagine a situation that would evoke an imperative verb with 
such a meaning. The pronoun may, however, have developed and diffused 
earlier than any cognate verb; for in various forms it occurs in many other IE 
and Semitic languages, and even beyond. 

3.Bb. According to the most ancient grammarians, this Sanskrit long vowel 
was really a diphthong [ou] or [ow] (InEuSeLa, 152); so phonetically the pro-
noun is more like the Hebrew { n u w } than any other Semitic form. The Aves-
tan cognate is {no }יי, without the positional allophony (sandhi) so characterist-
ic of Sanskrit. But early Avestan has {n5 }יי for genitive or dative functions, 
and {naa}יי for the accusative (Jackson, AvGr, 45, 111). This last is phonetic-
ally closest to the Arabic {-nā } or the Aramaic {-כת'}, while structurally it is 
most akin to the Latin nos, which serves either as object 'us' — like the Aves-
tan {naā} — or as subject 'we'.1 3 

However, Latin too has, besides nos with a long vowel followed by s, the 
derived possessive adjective nostra^ 'our' (to cite the nominative singular 
feminine), where the shortness of the vowel — reminiscent of the Sanskrit 
{nas} and the Hittite enclitic {-naš }יי 'us' — is most evident from the Ro-
mance derivatives, such as Spanish nuestra ^ and Italian nostra יי (with [כ)) 

in contrast to nos^ " noi ( " [o]) 
respectively from the Latin nos (see Ernout - Meillet, DiÉtLaLa). The Ger-
manic uns יי (reduced to us יי in English) shows no vowel-sound between the 
two consonants. 

The Russian accusative or genitive Haĉ  (formerly ttaci^ {nasa}, as in 
Church Slavonic), looks like what in Sanskrit is transcribed {nas} (the San-
skrit vowel is actually [Λ ] ) . But the Slavic [a] goes back to a prehistoric long 
vowel, and tiaci is a closer cognate to the Latin nos. Moller (VelnSeWo, 66, 
68, 173) has compared these in particular to the Akkadian dative, which actual-
ly varies greatly in form: {na־a-šu}^ and the more frequent {na-a־si}^ 'to 
us' or 'for us' are most like mcb, but {ni־ya-šim}^ is more archaic (AsDi, 

XI.2, 65). However impressive phonetically, this etymology 
Akkadian {nāšu} : Church Slavonic, Old Russian, etc. {nasa} 

is weakened by the lack of neat correspondence in syntax; for the Akkadian 
dative would rarely overlap with any IE use of the accusative or the genitive. 

1 3 In Albanian 'we' is na יי (Pokomy, InEtWO, I, 758), very close in sound to the Avestan, 

Arabic, and Aramaic. Cf. Cuny, InÉtCo, 243. 
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But it would pretty well match the Hittite {-naš}, which has either a dat-
ive or an accusative function. Given the geographical proximity, as well as the 
manifest dependence of the Hittite cuneiform script upon the Akkadian, I can-
not rule out some direct morphological influence of Akkadian on Hittite, or 
conceivably in the opposite direction. Yet in general this IE and this Semitic 
language have remarkably few structural features in common.14 

Church Slavonic also has mW {n3i} (usually transcribed {ny}) , both ac-
cented and enclitic, for the dative as well as the accusative.15 This Slavic vow-
el or diphthong regularly corresponds to ū outside of Slavic; so the Church 
Slavonic form is quite reminiscent of the Hebrew {-nu״j. 

The most surprising correspondence, if not identity, arises between the ge-
ographically distant Old Irish form -ni^16 and the Semitic suffix in its Ak-
kadian form {-ni } י י . However, I find the Irish -ni cited only as the subject or 
object of a verb, and the Akkadian {-ni} only as the possessive attached to a 
noun: Irish guidmini יי 'we pray', 

manin•donadni^ 'unless thou deliver us';1 7 

Akkadian {bēlni}§ 'our lord' (Von Soden, GrAkGr, 42, 5*). 

3.Bc. Beyond IE and Semitic, the related suffix in Egyptian is {-n } י  the — י
vowel, i f any, is unknown; in Coptic it is simply - א י ' . Reinisch gives the 
following forms in Cushitic languages (PeFu, 239, 243, 248, 250): 

"Im Saho und •Afar ... nāy, nūy, no, na, ni 
... Im Somali und Dschābârti... η a uns 
... Im Galla ... 11 ת 
... In den Agausprachen ... Bilin ... yiná Chamir ... yinā Quaia ... and" 
and "In den Berbersprachen ... -naġ, -aġ, -na', -nd' (255-256). Some of 

1 4 Trombetti, SaGl, I, 6: "... l'accordo fra i pronomi . . . va ben oltre i semplici elementi. 
Cost, per esempio, Γ Avaro [a language of the northern Caucasus] ne-zé-r = *ne-šé -r 'di 
noi, nostra' e Γ antico alto Tedesco un- sē -r 'di noi, nostra' = *ne-sē-r sono formati de-
gli stessi elementi, poichè da ambedue le partí ne- è il tema del pronome di prima persona, 
-Se-, -se- il suffisso del plurale e - r il segno del genitivo.... Un elemento di più troviamo 
nel l 'aggett ívo Avaro ne-íe-r-α- nostra = Godco un-sa-r-a- nostra." In ElGl, 202, he 
compares "Avaro ni-£ noi . . . Indoeur[opeo] ne-s"; the latter, which ought to be starred, is 
based on Sanskrit {nas} (Hittìte {-naš} may also be adduced). 
1 5 Cf. Nandri?, OlChSlGr, 104. 
1 6 n i יי also in Welsh, τψ יי in Cornish; both in Breton. 
1 7 Rudolf Thurneysen, A Grammar of Old Irish, tr. by D. A. Binchy and Osborn Bergin 
(Dublin Institute for Advanced Studies, 1946), 256, 261. 
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these look very much like Semitic and even IE forms. Reinisch, in writing up 
his enormous research, was chary of examples of any pronouns in combina-
don with a verb or a noun; and such examples as he gives are — almost with-
out exception — of singular pronouns. So I am unable to cite from any of 
these languages an expression or phrase that contains 'us' or the like along 
with something else — on the order of the Hebrew {qon5|nuw} and Sanskrit 
{jajāna no} (3.Ba). With more information we would attempt to sketch 
how the 'us' or Our' pronoun functioned at a very early dme, so as to confirm 
or to modify what we can infer just from the Semitic and IE examples.18 

At the opposite extreme geographically from those languages of Africa, the 
Uralic language Cheremis — spoken to the east and the northeast of Moscow 
— has the ending -na^ ( - n á ^ after a front-vowel) 'we' attached to verbs 
(Collinder, SuUrLa, 249, 257, 260; cf. Dolgopolsky, PePr, 90). 

The Cheremis imperfect preterite tol \no^ 'we came' could be translated 

into Arabic as Ν {7atay| nā} 

or into Aramaic as 73} א ר י י אתי י t e y | n o ? } . 
The shorter the suffix, the greater the possibility — in the abstract — of a pure-
ly accidental convergence; but in view of other pronominal correspondences 
between certain Uralic (or Finno-Ugrian) and Semitic as well as IE languages, 
we ought not to dismiss this -n a of Cheremis as though irrelevant to a Semitic 
and IE comparative grammar. 

Given the immense geographical spread of η forms for 'we', 'us', or 
'our', and the overlappings between IE and other language-groups, all the 
forms need to be studied together.19 No phonetic similarities such as 

Avestan {na} : Arabic {-nā}, Aramaic {-na7} or 
Old Irish -ni : Akkadian {-ni} 

1 8 In Bomhard (ToPrNo, 278) I find a further relevant citation, "CUSH[itic]: Oromo nu 

'we' "; and in his unpublished Sample of the Comparative Vocabulary of the Nostratic Lan-
guages (sec. 381) he includes the Dravidian languages, among them "Kannada n ā v u 

(obl[ique] n a m - } 'we'." The former is most reminiscent of die Sanskrit dual ^ft ^ { n a u } 

'us' or 'our' (which is also close to Dravidian geographically), the latter of certain Church 
Slavonic forms: Haiwa^ (nama} (dadve or instrumental dual), mm,^ { n a m a } (dative plural), 
HaiwW { n a m i } (instrumental pi.). 
1 9 The broadest collection of data from all over the world was made by Trombetti, SaGl, I 
(see especially 69-80,114-119, 246-249). 
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should be dismissed as accidental or irrelevant. 

3.C. IE (Latin) tē : Sem, (Heb.) {TE-} 'you' 

(Skt.) {-Pa} : [-t>b] 

Among the languages of the world the consonant t, or some modification 
of it, is even more widespread in morphemes standing for the second person 
(the plural as well as the singular) than η in morphemes for the first person. 
Moller (VelnEtWo, 242) cites not only IE and "semit[isch}-hamit[isch]" — 
i.e. Afro-Asiatic — forms, but also Finnish sina^ (< *tina) and its plural 
teV20 

3.Ca. Most immediately relevant to the present comparative grammar is the 
correspondence between Latin and Hebrew that extends not only to the subse-
quent vowel, conveying a stative sense for the pronoun, but also to the ensuing 
verb: tēpud\et 'you (sing.) are ashamed ' : {te6oš|iy} ' you (fem. sing.) will 
be ashamed' (2.Xa). In either language this is often preceded by a negative: 

non tē pudet^ 'you're not ashamed' (Plautus, Men. 708, etc.), 
א תב:ו'(2י י } ^ל l d ? te6o"׳šiy} 'you won't be י ״ (Is. 54:4, Zeph. 3:11; see 

InEuSeLa, 525 ff.). 

In Latin grammar tē is here analyzed as the accusative case (the same form 
serving for the ablative case in other contexts), and the verb pudet as imper-
sonal — i.e. 'it shames you', or negatively 'it doesn't shame you'. 

This pronoun, with its front-vowel, manifests precisely the Latin and in-
deed the IE equivalent to the Semitic subject-prefix, a consonant that must be 
followed by a front-vowel to show a stative, not an active, relation to the verb-
root. Given an active verb, the vowel is not so restricted (3.Cn); e.g. 

D^rW { t D n ú w a } 'you (m. sing.) will flee', 
, M l ^ í t D Š ú ' B F י { " (f. " ) " return'(m. sing. ב ו ש י ת ^ {tošú1^}) 

The approximate Greek cognate to tē is σε, particularly in σε χρή 'you 
(sing.) must/ought' (2.Hc). This expression is most remarkable for χρή re-
maining outside the pervasive system of suffixed inflection, unlike pud\et in 
Latin and unlike the Greek σε δεΐ^ 'it behooves you', which is virtually a syn-
onym for σε χρή and gradually superseded it in the post-Homeric period. For 

2 0 Illich-Svitych, OpSr (BoejeHne), 6, gives also Altaic, Dravidian, and Kartvelian cognates. 
Dolgopolsky, PePr, 73 ff., goes into much more detail and brings in Elamite and Dravidian; 
see also Trombetti (SaGl, I, 279-281 et passim). 
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δει has the normal structure of an impersonal verb (with third-person singular 
ending, as in πλεΐ^ 'he/she sails', 1"pet1' 'it flows', etc.), and with it σε func-
tions simply as the accusative case of the pronoun. But in σε χρή we have the 
vestige of a different system of verb-inflection with a subject prefixed, as in 
Semitic and indeed the rest of Afro-Asiatic except for Egyptian and part of the 
Cushitic group — Agau and Galla (Trombetti, ElGl, 743). This Greek combin-
ation, with the front-vowel ε, preserves the "marked" half of the fine distinc-
tion between a stative subject and an active subject, both sides of which are 
shown most clearly in Hebrew. 

stative {te־tte•}, active { t : > / t>} before a biconsonantal verb-root, 
and ΊΟΠΓΙ^ { tdẅár} 'you (will) lack' (stative) 

{taHbol} י " " take pawns'(active) before a tricon-
sonantal if the first of the three consonants is guttural (InEuSeLa, 516-523). 

In Biblical Aramaic too, given a suitable phonetic environment, the front-
vowel serves to express a stative subject: 

'you (will) pass away/change'21 

but active 1 תעי ב t{ta^búa} ״ ״ י do ' . 2 2 

Classical Arabic vocalizes the prefix {ta-}^ regardless of whether the verb is 
active or stative; but ancient dialects with {ti-}^ are reported, especially that of 
Qudā^a (located not far from Hebrew territory).23 

From Greek itself, supplemented by the other IE languages, we could only 
conclude that the morphological structure and the syntax of σε χρή are quite 
anomalous — χρή being unlike any known verb — and apparently inexplica-
ble. But through a comparison with Semitic we arrive at a new and challenging 
analysis.24 

2 1 The occurrences in Dan. 6:9,13 refer not to 'you' but to 'she' or 'it' (fem.) — no formal 
distinction being made between what the Occidental grammars call "second person singular 
masculine" and "third person singular feminine". 
2 2 Only the plural 'you' form ^ Ξ ΐ - ϋ Γ Η { ta<badú w n) 

or {ta^ab(a)d1iwn}} (die mss. and edd. vary) occurs 

in the Bible (Ezra 6:8, similarly 7:18). 
2 3 Chaim Rabin, Ancient West-Arabian (London: Taylor's Foreign Books, 1951), 61, 158; 
J . Barth, "Zur vergleichenden semitischen Grammatik," ZeDeMoGe, 48 (1894), 4-6. The 
front-vowel for the stative is also traceable in Ugaritic; Gordon, UgTe (Grammar), 71. 
2 4 So far as modern English has a counterpart to the ancient stative, it is expressed morpho-
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3.Cb. The correspondence between Latin tē pud- and Heb. {te6o(w)s(־)} is 
so far-reaching as to constitute the best proof of a truly common origin for the 
stative subject pronoun. The stative, non-active meaning, associated with the 
front-vowel, is more widespread in IE than in Semitic. For instance, in Old 
English the Latin oportuit et tē miserērī יי 'it behooved thee too to pity' = 

'you too ought to have pitied' (Matt. 18:33) 
is rendered by gebyrede pé gemiltsian^ (OE [e] > modern English [i] in 
thee).25 

The area within Semitic where this stative formation occurs is limited, not 
embracing Classical Arabic nor most of the Arabic dialects, nor Ethiopic, nor 
Akkadian. Yet it does not strike me as a mere borrowing from prehistoric IE 
languages geographically close to the northwestern extension of Semitic. Rath-
er this gives the impression of 

(1) an early development in a precursor — not to say T H E precursor — of IE 
and Semitic, and 

(2) a divergent evolution whereby it came to function differently in IE from 
Semitic. 

The stative [E], not restricted to the combination [TE] but taking in the 
other persons too (3.Cd), was F I R M L Y P R E F I X E D T O V E R B - R O O T S in that 
part of Semitic where it caught on and lasted; but in IE, while also taking in the 
other persons, it was not so tied to the verb. A sequence such as ηδη tē pu-
det is most impressive for showing tē second and followed immediately by 
the verb, and this particular expression is as invariable as the Hebrew { ] o 7 

te6oši y}; but otherwise tē comes often in quite miscellanous positions, initial 

and final as well as intermediate, and it is used more as a direct object of active 
verbs, just like a noun with an accusative case-ending. Nearly the same applies 
to "Όύ ae χρή^ 'you ought/must not'.2 6 

logically by the prefix a- following the copulative verb, as in you are ashamed^ 
(alive^, asleep^, adrift^, etc.). 
2 5 Walter W. Skeat (ed.), The Gospel according to Saint Matthew in Anglo-Saxon, North-
umbrian, and Old Mercian Versions (Cambridge University Press, 1887; repr. Darmstadt: 
Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 1970), 150-151.1 thank my colleague, Prof. Paul Szar-
mach, for indispensable help in locating a valid example in Old English. 

In the Greek original it is εδει και σε ελεήσαιΧ 
2 6 E .g . Όύ σε χρή ειδέναι 'you must not know' (Euripides, Rhesus 683). 
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The Hebrew {T-} , when referring to 'you' (rather than 'she'), is found 
mainly in non-initial position, whether or not the vowel is the stative {E} (InEu 

SeLa, 520-521); so that too constitutes a detail in the correspondence. 

3.Cc. ae and t ē are not regular IE cognates; for normally the Latin t- would 
be represented in Greek by the same consonant, and the quantity of the vowel 
would also match. The latter discrepancy might be disposed of by noting the 
rule of Latin phonology that the vowel at the end of any one-syllable word 
must be long; e.g. the preposition pro יי 'in front/behalf o f : προ יי. A similar 

rule differentiates Avestan from Sanskrit: {frā }יי in contrast to Ή יי {prá}; but 

the Sanskrit cognate to ae and t ē is c^ī יי {tvā} (quite in agreement with 
Avestan). So the length of the Latin vowel é is shared by an ancient IE 
language — namely, Sanskrit — whose phonology would have allowed [-a]. 

This Sanskrit consonant-group (actually pronounced [tw־] with a semi-
vowel, not a fricative [־v-]) corresponds, however, to the Greek [s-} before 
a vowel, rather than to the simple Latin consonant [t-]. In view of the Ger-
manic forms such as Old English pe, we are scarcely entitied to posit a uniform 
prehistoric IE *tw- that somehow just lost its labial component completely in 
the development of Latin. More likely the variation between [t־] and [tw־] 
goes very far back.27 Only the former is represented in the Semitic languages, 
where a labio-dental group would be phonologically out of the question al-
though a labio-velar was preserved in Ethiopic (l.Ka). 

In Hebrew and Aramaic, the sandhi of the sentence determines whether the 
consonant will manifest itself as a plosive {t-} (nearly like the Latin t-) or as 
a fricative {t-} (more like the Greek σ- and nearly identical with the Old Eng-
lish p). The fricative in these Semitic languages comes only after a word that 
ends in a vowel sound; otherwise it is the plosive. Outside of that particular 
Semitic area, a somewhat similar kind of sandhi recurs in the distant Celtic 
languages. They do not, however, show clear cognates to the Latin tē, let 
alone to the Hebrew or Aramaic {Vie-}. It would be unrealistic to credit a pre-
historic or proto-language with a simpler, more uniform articulation than ap-
pears in well recorded languages, ancient or modern — although many lin-

2 7 Szemerényi, EiVeSp, 99, 228, sets up as I E proto-forms "twe/te, t w ē / t ē , t w ē m / t ē m " . 

The Sanskrit accented accusative Γ3Ι { t v ā m } would go back to *twēm. The {a} of 

the Sanskrit reflex does not show whether it goes back to a prehistoric front-vowel. 
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guists have done so, with hardly a second thought. Where we have a script 
sensitive to phonetic nuances, we may be able — within a certain recorded lan-
guage such as Biblical Hebrew or Aramaic — to set the limits, or at least some 
limits, upon the variable articulation. But that will scarcely enable us to say 
whether or not the unrecorded IE forerunner of Latin, Greek, Germanic, etc., 
also had much the same variation as we find in the Hebrew and Aramaic 
{Vt-}. 

The only difference between the Latin tand the Hebrew Π {t} is that the 
latter was usually aspirate [t1 1], just like the English t (cf. l .Cj , note 67; 2. 
Ab). This slight difference becomes even less important because Latin had no 
phoneme opposition between IM and /Ẅ until Greek words with θ were bor-
rowed in the classical period.28 Latin and Hebrew agree on the voicelessness 
of this consonant, whereas in tē pud- : {te|6o(w)š(־)} the first consonant of 
the root is voiceless in Latin but voiced in Hebrew, most likely because *b was 
not yet available at that stage of IE prehistory (2.Xa). 

3.Cd. σε and tē share the [e] quality of the vowel, notwithstanding the dif-
ference in length. In {te6o(w)š(־)} this vowel is just like the Latin. To be 
sure, its length is not established by the Hebrew notation -Γ1 or - ΓΙ, in which 
the two dots stand only for the quality {e} in between { i} and {ε}. But Ori-
gen's transcription of this Hebrew verb with a different prefix, 

ιηβωσου^ 'they shall be ashamed, may they be ashamed' for 
ל ש ב yè} ל |60r)š |u w } (Ps. 35:26) 

and of an analogous Hebrew verb with a biconsonantal root, 
θηληχ^ for י  ,you shall go' (Ps. 32:8)' {teléfc} ייחל[

indicates [־e־] according to the phonology of Greek in the third century of the 
Christian era (Br0nno, StHeMo, 30, 35) 

With a triconsonantal root, as in ΠΟΠΠ {teHaár}, the front-vowel is not 
only more open but presumably shorter, being checked by an immediate con-
sonant in the same syllable {ΐεΗ-}. In that regard (quite apart from fricativa-
tion of the preceding consonant) it resembles the Greek short vowel e rather 
than the Latin ē. However, the surviving fragments of Origen's transcription 
contain no example that absolutely confirms this; 

In Arabic the cognate { t }  .is not aspirate י
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his ιεμρου^ for ר ל מ ח י י ' {yEHmarúw} 'they (shall) foam, let them foam' 
(Ps. 46:4[3]) 

and ϊεγδελ^ for ל ר ג י י / {yiġdál} 'he shall be/may he be great' (35:27) 
are the strongest evidence in that direction (Br0nno, 24, 35). 

The front-vowel, characterizing the stative subject of many such verbs, is 
not limited to the subject 'you'; but the other subjects, each differentiated by a 
preceding consonant, do not appear in Semitic with a consonant cognate to the 
IE. The glottal stop in : ט י ב א א  'Ί shall not be ashamed {$™Ιό' ?φό} יי ל
does not match the labial in nan mē pudet^ or in Tt j!e_ χρή^ 'What need 
I?', \ν πράξου jte χρή^ '1 must do well/prosper' (Euripides, Hecuba 371).29 

Conceivably the semi- vowel {y-} in tfÌS^ (yelBo^) 'he wil l be 
ashamed' could correspond to aspiration in Greek he^ [he]; 

forhf |K€^ [hlk־] 'he/she threw' 
is cognate to Latin iēcit יי [yēk-]. 

But Homer's meter often calls for two initial consonants in he [hwe] (written 
f HÊ  in a Pamphylian dialect inscription). So it is improbable, on balance, that 
the Semitic {y-} has an IE cognate (see 2.Hc,Wc). 

3.Ce. The plural 'you' subject of a verb in Semitic languages is shown by the 
same prefix but an added suffix; e.g. in Hebrew 

ו { ע ב ת ־ א ' ל י / {Io'־te|6oš |u״} 'you will not be ashamed' 
( ו ט ב  ,'and you will be ashamed' {w3?attém te6ošuw} 'יואתם ת

with the separate pronoun added for emphasis, in contrast to the previous sub-
ject). The IE pronominal forms that we have been studying — in particular the 
Latin tē, Greek σε — are strictly singular; their plural counterpart is nothing 
like this. 

However, -te for the plural 'you' is prominent in IE languages A S A 
S U F F I X (Cuny, InÉtCc, 239-242). We have seen (2.Fe) 

2 9 { m ā } , the Sanskrit cognate of me (and με) , appears in Rigveda 2.30.7 with impersonal 

verbs: {ná m a taman n á š r a m a n n o t á tandrat) 

'may I not faint, not fail, nor weary'. Franz Miklosich, Subjectlose Sātze, 2d ed. (Wien: Wil -
helm Braumuller, 1883), 46, gives Slavic examples with me and the like AFTER THE VERB, 
such as "Nslov. [= modem Slovene?] . . . srbi me es juckt mich ['it itches me']. Zeja me 
mich durstet [Ί thirst']." 
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the Greek β^/άτε, meaning either 'you (pi.) came' or the imperative 'come' 
The suffix is represented in Hebrew verbs also: 

{ b D 7 | t é | m / n } 'you came, you have come' 
{u w |6D׳ | té | m / n } 'and you are to come', 

where the final {-m} and {-n} stand for masculine and feminine gender re-
spectively. Whether it will be {-tém/n} with a fricativated consonant or 
{-tém/n} with a plosive, depends on whether or not a vowel-sound precedes, 
{-tern} appears also in the separate pronoun {?attém} ' y o u ' ; 

the feminine plural is {?attén} in ] Π יי ל א 'and y o u ' 
(butmore often ה נ ת at?} יי א tend}). 3 0 

This Hebrew suffix, in the two genders, has approximate Semitic cognates; 
but they are less close to the Greek -τε. On the IE side, the Sanskrit cognate 

of β%τε is חיי cT יי {gā|tá} or — unaccented — 7 Π <T י/ {gā|ta}, י c ח ī  יי ^
{gā|tana}. The longer ending {-tana}, limited to the earliest Sanskrit — i.e. 
Vedic — is more like the Hebrew with its nasal { - m / n } 3 1 and the Semitic 
cognates; e.g. (on the root, cf. 2.Da-b) 

3 0 The initial { 7 at-} is evidently the same morpheme as in { 7 à n | í y } ' I ' ( 3 . A a , note 1); in-

stead of the nasal before the plosive, the plosive is strengthened. For its Semitic cognates 

are: Biblical Aramaic 7}'יאנת^ןantu"n} (masc.) 
. . י W, c י ׳ ־ , 

Arabic ! 7 י { י a n t u m י {Ī I 7ב^< ״ { a n t u n n a } (fem.) 

Ge^ez { 7 a n t a m u r ' " { 7 antan}^ " , 

which has cognates in Cushitic: Bilin enf/n^, Quara entan^, Awiya antū^ (Leslau, 

CoDiGe, 33). In Akkadian, however, as in Hebrew, the two consonants are assimilated: {at-

t u - n u ) 1 ' (masc), {at-ti-na}'*' (fem.); so too in the Aramaic of some if not all Targums: 

•phiS1' { 73ettuwn} (masc), and ] , ת ע ד י [ י י י ח א *n yada׳<wa?aet|te} יי ו | t i y n } 'and 

you (fem.pl.) know' (like the Hebrew { 7 a t t é n } , except for the later spelling convention of 

the letter י {y} to stand sometimes for the vowel [e]), also — but with a different vowel — 

{7aetti yn} in ] , ! ר א ה . which you' י . . . ' — The difference in gender between {-tÉm} 'you 

(masc. pi.)' and {-ten} 'you (fem. pi.)' recurs, for example, in the Hebrew possessive suffix: 

D ΓΙ 7} ב י י א י ā b i y h é m } 'their (masc.) father' 

ה [ י ב א י ' P à b i y h é n } " (fem.) ״ 
3 1 A fem. pi. verb with the longer ending occurs just once in the Hebrew corpus: 

ה נ ח ב ל ש ה ו י ' { w a h i š l a k l t é n ^ } 'and you are to cast forth' (Amos 4:3), instead of the 
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Aramaic ן ו ל י ו ה ^ {hawey| to w n} 'you were, you became'. 

Sanskrit 3} 1^1 ׳י {a|b*\3|tana}32 ( a o r i s t ) 
That longer ending has a cognate in Hittite { - t^n} — e.g. {ešten}^ 'you 
were', {wa-al־aH־tin}^ 'you smote' — but not in any more recent IE lan-
guage. 

As a separate pronoun, te for the plural 'you' is found in Finnish and Es-
tonian.33 There are syntactical restrictions (not every time we say you in Eng-
lish with plural reference, would it be te in those languages); but because of 
my ignorance I cannot specify the limits — let alone relate them to the restric-
dons upon [TE] in IE or in Semitic. 

3.Cf. The consonant {t} in the Sanskrit ending [-ta(na)} 'you (pi.)', as 
well as in Greek -τε, is definitely non-aspirate. But Sanskrit has in the present 
tense the ending {-Ẁ} (rarely {-Ẁna}, quite unlike Greek; e.g. 

ז ^ ז ד ד ^ י ' { j anayaẁ} ' you engender' 
 ((V *{janayaẁna ף־ }Ζ ד ך ^*)

: Biblical Aramaic ] Ì f P J p t {qane^c^n} 'you (have) got/bought'.34 

normal {-ten}. But the separate pronoun is usually {7atténD1*} rather than { 7 a t t é n } . The He-
brew FEMININE form { - t èn (^) } of this verb-ending, more closely than the masc. (-tern), 
matches the Sanskrit {-tana}, which is not affected by gender. Cf. the 'you' (fem. sing.) 
ending (2.Fe, 3 .Cp) and the 'she' ending (2 .Va); the I E counterpart to these is also gen-
derless. 
3 2 ^ {banana}, without die prefix {a-} that definitely expresses past lime, could 

still be the aorist indicative 'you became/were'. But in the actual occurrences (Rigveda 7.59. 
10,10.30.11) it functions rather as the aorist injunctive — virtually imperative, 'be'. See P. 
Persson, "Uber den demonstrativen Pronominalstamm no- ne- und Verwandtes," InFo, 2 

(1892), 253-254. 
3 3 Collinder, SuUrLa, 26,149; perhaps also in other Uralic languages, about which he gives 
less information. In Hungarian the plural 'you' is ti יי, whereas the singular 'you' is te^ 
(367, 380, 405, 409). Furthermore Illich-Svitych, OpSr (BBeaeitue), 7, in the Altfaic] col-
umn has "? ta 'uu' [= 'you' pi.] (ΜΟΗΓ.)( [= Mongolian]"; cf. Dolgopolsky, PePr, 69. 
3 4 The Biblical form ]ΊΓΡΪΓΊ^ {Hāze>׳town) 'you have seen, you see' (Dan. 2:8) is most 

like {qane y to w n) . The Sanskrit (janaya]t ha(na)) exhibits the causative stem, which in this 

verb does not differ appreciably in meaning from the simpler stem {jana-} (cf. 2 .Ca); and 

the {-aya-} part is phonetically closer than the second {-a-} of {jana-} to {qane^-j. The 
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The distribution of {-ẁ ína)} and {-ta(na)} for the plural 'you', according 
to the tense of the verb, is not at all like the allophonic or positional alternation 
in Aramaic between the plural {-town} (with a plosive [t] after a consonant) 
and {-town} (with a fricative [t] after a vowel sound), or in Hebrew between 
the plural {-tern} and {-tern}. The fricative must be nearly identical with the 
Avestan consonant (2.Xa, note 263), in the sparsely attested ending {-pa}ז 
({-pā}^ in Gāthic Avestan; Jackson, AvGr, 129, 134, 143, 145, 154, 164). 

3.Cg. However, {-Ẁ} (but not {-ta}) is also a 'you' (singular) ending in 
the Sanskrit perfect tense; and there we find a strikingly close Semitic parallel 
(briefly noted by Trombetti, InSeFo, 56). Strong though indirect evidence in 
Hebrew shows that the consonant Π was usually aspirate in this suffix.3 5 

ח ב ט not only means the same as Έ Έ {sasát {yDŠá6|tD} ן lẁ} 'you 

(have) sat' (2.Bf), except that the Hebrew verb-form is limited to the mascul-
ine singular, whereas Sanskrit verbs have no distinction of gender;36 further-
more, the ancient spelling ΓΟΚΤ — to the exclusion of שבח!"!״  proves — י
that the consonantal part of the suffix was pronounced [t^. For in a striking 
minority of verbs a special phonetic environment resulted in the spelling ΠΠ ־ 
for the pronunciation [t- 1 ] ] , which is most evident in !ΪΓΙΓΙ]^ {nDtattoE} 

'you have given, you gave' or 'you (have) put'; the consonants pronounced in 
ancient Hebrew were [n-t^tt-1]. 3 7 Essentially the same phenomenon of as-

longer Sanskrit ending ( - ẁ n a ) is least infrequent in the very short verb T^T •T יי {sẅánaj 

'you are' (only in Vedic, whereas ^ {sPh} is common throughout); here { - n m a j 

comes right after a consonant, an environment in which Aramaic could not have the fricative 
{-t-} but only the plosive {-t-}. The Hittite present ending is exemplified by ( i š ta-

mašlt^/ani}'*' 'you hear'. 
3 5 See InEuSeLa, 571-583, besides my article "The Hebrew of the Pentateuch" in Fucus: A 
Semitic/Afrasian gathering in remembrance of Albert Ehrman, ed. by Y . L . Arbeitman (Cur-
rent Issues in Linguistic Theory, 58; Amsterdam: John Benjamins, 1988), 293-299, and my 
review of F . I . Andersen - A. D. Forbes, Spelling in the Hebrew Bible, in Hebrew Studies, 
30 (1989), 96-97. 
3 6 The Hebrew fem. sing, is יי ( y š â b t ) . 

3 7 Π Π ] ^ ( r o t á t o ) is much less frequent (8 occurrences in the Bible, compared to 23 of 

 .and lacking in the Pentateuch ( נחתה
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piration shows up in the rarer verb ΠΓΟΟ^ {aakkotDH} 'you (have) put 
over' . 3 8 

The Greek cognate to Sanskrit {-Pa}, the 'you' (sing.) ending of the 
perfect tense, survives in ~O1a|0â  [oisw] 'you know' — also in the imperfect 
•ησθα^ 'you were'. The Avestan cognate, however, is not aspirate but fricative: 

{dadājpa }יי 'you have given' or 'you have put' 

(Sanskrit ^ ^ ST יי {dadālẁ} 'you have given, you gave', 

5 m ST יי {dad^ |Ẁ} 'you (have) put'). 3 9 

On the Semitic side, Aramaic shows ΠΓΊ- instead of Π-only in one verb: 
י ״ יחז יחז ' {Hâzáyía)^} 'you (masc. sing.) saw/have seen', 

alongside of יתίΓΤ^ {Hāzáy(a)b} (Dan. 2:41,43,45, 4:17), 
where the particular phonetic cause for the variation eludes me. Otherwise 
Aramaic has ΓΡ]ΓΙ {hâwáy(3)t:>} 'you (masc. sing.) were/have been', 

Γ Ι Γ ^ ^ {yodá^tD} י k n o w ' , 
H Ì n Ì ^ r ā b á a t י { d o n e ' . 4 0 

3 8 The ancient pronunciation of the consonants was [X-kkh-t-h] (the ancient sound of the 

initial letter 0 , before it became simply [s], is problematical; see InEuSeLa, 325-333). 
3 9 In Gāthic Avestan { v o i s t ā } ^ 'you know' it is the simple plosive after die sibilant 

{-st-}. The Sanskrit cognate of diis (and of Η 0 Ϊ σ θ α ) is C^T יי { v ē t ẁ } . Whereas in Gā-

thic (the earliest Avestan) any final vowel is long, in die Rigveda (die earliest Sanskrit) 

% Ĉ TT יי { ν Ι ^ ε ι } occurs only at the beginning of a verse (6.16.3, 8.24.24), and die long 

vowel reflects a prehistoric STRESS upon tiiat second syllable. The Hebrew Π ti? יי {šatt ì} 

'you have set' (Ps. 90:8) occupies a similar initial position and displays die accent anomal-
ously upon the suffix; the Hebrew and the Sanskrit are of nearly the same length, and are 
nearly equivalent in phonological as well as morphological structure (InEuSeLa, 620-622). 
4 0 In the limited corpus of Biblical Aramaic, no conditioning factor has emerged to account 
for the ending {-t} in a few verbs but {-ÍD} in die rest of them. The Hebrew cognate 

{lbzíyt3} is rare; the usual Hebrew synonym, however, displays the variable spell-

ing of the suffix: ΠΓ1
 , א ר י } יי} (Ί 10 אי ΓΙ ,(4 times) {*rPíyto} י מ ל 1 י ׳ 1  times). Odier כ

Hebrew cognates are Γ φ Τ ^ { y 3 d 5 ^ ) , Γ Ι ^ Τ ^ {y3dá^t:>}; *Pi"!ייעב ("bbááto} 'you 

(masc. sing.) have served'. 
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The Aramaic evidence, without the Hebrew, would not establish that the spell-
ing Π - stood for [-PV] and ΠΠ־ for [-tV11]. In the Arabic cognate — e.g. 

C L L J L Í J ' * ' {wa{3ab|ta} 'you (have) sat'41 — the sound of the letter ο is [t], an 
unaspirated plosive. 

3.Ch. Sanskrit and Hebrew, far more extensively than any other IE or Semitic 
language, show the aspirate consonant [P] in this cognate suffix. This utterly 
precise correspondence matters all the more because the aspirate otherwise 
is rather sparsely represented in Sanskrit and does not on the whole correspond 
to the Greek θ [P\ (InEuSeLa, 593-594). The fricative {p} of Avestan may be 
correlated with the fricativated {to} mainly after a vowel in Aramaic (and ex-
clusively so in Hebrew). In Avestan, however, the only environmental restric-
tion upon the fricative appears in {voistā}, where the preceding sibilant for-
bids the sequence -[sp]. 

The morphological correspondence between Sanskrit and Hebrew becomes 
disyllabic in 3ff ־fêf % יי {ās | iẁ} י you were/have been' 

ת י י ה י ' {hDy|í>׳fo} 
(with unrelated roots; cf. 2.Db,Xb, note 267, 3.Ce). 

The vowel [־i־] occurs where either language requires the preceding conson-
ant to open a syllable, not to close it (InEuSeLa, 609-613).42 The phonetic 
parallel extends even to raised pitch on the syllable before the [i] and descend-
ing pitch on that vowel itself: 

־ 2 3 ־ 3 1 % f י/ {vaváksìẁ} 'you (sing.) have grown great' (RV. 2.24.11), 

ת י ל ע י ' {<olì>׳to} 'you (masc. sing.) have gone up' (Ps. 68:19). 

In ancient Hebrew, before the general fricativation of plosive consonants fol-
lowing a vowel, the letter Π - (with no ensuing Π) stood for an aspirate plos-
ive [P}; so the Sanskrit pattern [-CV-QWv] was reproduced almost exactly in 
Hebrew. 

3.CÎ. Besides serving as the 'you' (masc. sing.) suffix of verbs in the perfect 
tense, {-tD} occurs in the Hebrew independent pronoun: 

4 1 The usual meaning, however, of this verb in Arabic is 'leap' rather than 'sit'. 
4 2 Thus in Sanskrit {ca-kar-ti-tNi} 'you (have) cut', 

but not so in Hebrew {k>rát-t:>} ( 2 . U a ) . 
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usually אחה י ' {?atioh}, especially in an initial position; 
 ;ttDK}, in a terminal (or pausal) positionיאחה*' {?5
 .in an semi-pausal position ,{átt:>B?} ׳יאתר!

The spelling without final Π - occurs very rarely: יאת  ' {?att5}. In Arabic, 
even more clearly, the suffix {-ta} 'you' (masc. sing.) of verbs in the perfect 

tense recurs as the latter part of the independent pronoun I יי {?anta}. The 
same {?anta}1' is in Ge^ez; the subject-suffix of the verb, however, has a dif-
ferent consonant: {-ka}1 ' . 4 3 Also ?an fa יי in one modern Semitic language of 
Ethiopia, Tigrinya; and modifications of it in related Semitic languages of the 
region (Leslau, CoDiGe, 32). The syllabic sequence {an־da }יי of Eblaite is in-
terpreted by Gelb (EbKiCi, 25) as identical with the Arabic and Ethiopic. In 
Bibl. Aram, the independent pronoun is written יאנתה^ {?nth}, 

like the verb ה ת י ז  you (masc. sing.)' ח
have seen' (3.Cg); 

but the pronoun is read ייאנח { ? ánt}, 
like the verb ת ד ב  you י {â6ád|t^} ע

masc. sing.) have done'.44 

The {7an-} part is the pronominal base to which the differentiating pronomin-
al suffixes are attached (3.Ce, note 30). 

The pronoun {at־ta, at־ta-a, a-at־ta }יי in Akkadian is a clear Semitic 
cognate, and most like the Hebrew. The suffix {-āta}, however, is restricted 
to stative verbs, formed mainly from nouns or adjectives; e.g. {zikarāta}§ 
'you are a man' (Von Soden, GrAkGr, 41-42, 100-101, 8*). 

3.Cj. Also the 'you' (fem. sing.) suffix of Semitic has likely cognates in cer-
tain IE languages, although they make no distinction of gender in verbs. The 

4 3 Identical with the object-suffix of verbs and with the possessive suffix of nouns. In the 

Semidc languages outside of Ethiopia, {-ka} (or a cognate such as the Hebrew יי־ { - īoj ) 

serves only as possessive or object-suffix. 
4 4 In Hebrew Π 7} י א י a t t ־ ) with masculine reference only in Num. 11:15, Deut. 5:24, 

Ezek. 28:14. {?att}, however, is the normal Hebrew form for 'you' (fem. sing., either ac-

cented or else hyphenated to the next word); see 3 . C L . — The Aramaic spelling  for א12"1ה 

the masculine singular implies a pronunciation * [?ant ףיכ , like the one that is well attested 

for Hebrew, except that Aramaic had the consonant group [־nt־] instead of [־tt-]. 
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most obvious identity appears in 
Arabic c J j ú ^ {^alim|ti} : Hittite {š^eklti}^ 'youknow'.4 5 

In one of the Hittite conjugations the ending is usually {-si} instead of { - t i} ; 
e.g. 'you (sing:) k i l l ' is {kueši}^, although {kuenti}^ and {kueti}^ occur 
too. {-ši) affords a quite regular correspondence to Sanskrit especially; e.g. 

Hittite {arnuši}^: Sanskrit ^ 1 í î f n {^nosi} 'you (sing.) move'4 6 

The Greek cognate to Sanskrit {-s/si) survives only in the Homeric "ka|a1^ 
'you (sing.) are'. 

The closest Semidc parallel would be in Hebrew, 
DSVÍpi?t {^âšiy|tí|m} 'you (fem. sing.) have made them'.4 7 

Without the object-suffix {-m} it is 
 .you (fem. sing.) have made/done' (Gen. 3:13, Ezek' {ošíyt>} /יעשיךן

16:54, etc.); in the Ezekiel passage the spellings ת י ש י syt) and^} ע ת י ש  ע
{^syty} are intermingled (16:48,54,59,63 and 16:31,42,47,51 respectively). 
The Samaritan Hebrew text of the Pentateuch has ת י ש  pronounced 'âsìtì ע

(i.e. [^āšíti]), according to Murtonen (EtVo, 63) — formerly [־ti], but the 
dental plosives are no longer fricativated by the Samaritans.48 With or without 
the vowel, the suffix in Hebrew has the same meaning 'you' (fem. sing.).49 

4 5 Dictionaries and grammars say that the Arabic perfect tense means 'you knew', like the 

English past; but the occurrences of the masc. sing. C_»_Le י {^alimta) in the Q u r ? a n 

(11.79[81], 17.102[104], 21.65[66]; no instance of the fem.) clearly call for 'you know'. 
Similarly the Hebrew perfect { p d á ^ t 3 } (Aramaic {yadá^to)) means 'you know'. 
4 6 For all we know from the awkward writing of Hittite in cuneiform characters (which the 
decipherers have had much trouble interpreting phonetically), this Hittite word may not have 

differed appreciably in sound from the Sanskrit ^4 

4 7 'You' (fem. sing.) verb-forms with an object-suffix are extremely rare in die Biblical cor-

pus, but י נ ת ד ל י ya} ש l id t ín i y } 'you have borne me' will serve for a model (Jer. 15:10; 

cf. ת ד ל י ^ {joládt} 'you have borne'). 
4 8 Cf. 2.Fe. Although the Samaritans, to supplement the twenty-two letter alphabet of He-
brew, never developed a notation approaching the accuracy and complexity of the Jewish 
Massoretic pointing, they did formerly make some good use of Arabic letters, and in particu-

lar used d> to show a fricative like the Massoretic ת {t} (and  .((to show one Idee Τ {d לנ 
4 9 Gary Rendsburg regards the form widi the vowel [i] as a dialect feature of Israelite as op-

posed to Judahite Hebrew. 
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In the Latin ending - fi 'you' (sing., regardless of gender, of the perfect 
tense) as in dixj tT יי 'you (have) said', only the consonant -t- has IE cognates. 
The long vowel -T must be virtually the same as the one at the end of י ת  עשי
in Ezekiel. Trombetti, however (ElGl, 744), compares this personal ending of 
Latin to one in the Cushitic languages with either a diphthong or a different 
long vowel: "Lat. vīdis-fí hai visto [= 'you have seen'] : Somfali] dig-tai 

hai posto [= 'you have put'], Saho ab-tēhn fatto [= 'you have done/made']". 

3.Ck. The Hebrew {̂ DŠ'1yt}, with the subject-suffix in its briefest form, is 
phonetically most like the Latin present agis^; and ת י  ilp^ {me* ^Dsfī} עט)

'What have you done?' (Jer. 2:23) could be roughly translated quid agis^ 

'What are you doing?' (Terence, Heautontimorumenos 611, etc.; cf. 2.Re-f). 
Hebrew, like some other Semitic languages, has no present tense but only ap-
proximations to i t ; 5 0 so the semantic difference between {,ošffi} and agis is 

minimal. Now the - 1 - in ag[s, to judge from its Sanskrit cognate 3T 1% § 
{ajasi}, 5 1 would go back to something originally quite different from the He-
brew {-iy־}; but we are here most concerned with the subject-pronoun suffix 
-s : {-t}. Being so brief, just a single consonant, it would not by itself count 
for much in a morphological comparison; however, the A L T E R N A T I O N between 
this consonantal morpheme and the syllabic [-si] : [־ti] adds somewhat. The 
IE side of that alternation, as explained so far, is between two separate 
languages; but Sanskrit has {-s} as well as {-si}: the imperfect 3TĪ^Ī: יי 

{ājah} 'you (sing.) drove', or {ājas}§ i f followed by {t-} or {P-}. 
The Sanskrit distinction between {-si} for the present and {-s} for the 

(past) imperfect is not reproduced in Latin, where the imperfect agēbās יי is a 
much more complex formation. I f *-si existed in the prehistory of Latin, the 
vowel has left no trace.52 Within Sanskrit the distinction is not clear-cut; for 

5 0 In post-Biblical and especially in modem Hebrew, probably influenced by European lan-

guages, the participle has been made to serve as a present tense; e.g. fl'DlD , א{ י ' { ? âru' y 

Bo'ÌayyS^) Ί [am] weeping (fem.)' (Lam. 1:16) was reinterpreted syntactically to mean Ί 

weep'. 
5 1 The meaning of the verb in Sanskrit is 'you drive' (2.Re). 
5 2 Only in the 3d person plural is a Ladn cognate to the Sanskrit ending {-nti}^ recorded 
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{-s}, the so-called "secondary" ending, is restricted to a past meaning only 
when the initial "augment" for past time is expressed. There are manifest cog-
nates in Avestan to both Sanskrit endngs, but not in the rest of IE; this may be 
due, in part, to the paucity of 'you' forms in the meagerly preserved corpus of 
certain ancient languages. 

For the purpose of comparison with Semitic, this Sanskrit alternation is all 
the more impressive because another Sanskrit alternation — between {-Pa} 
and { - ta} , as we have seen (3.Cf-h) — also finds a Semitic parallel, in He-
brew particularly, even though no semantic distinction as in Sanskrit goes with 
either of the two phonetic variations in Hebrew. 

3.CL. The Semitic suffix for 'you' (fem. sing.) — {-ti) in Arabic, as well as 
Samaritan Hebrew — recurs in the independent pronoun, just as the suffixes 
for 'you' (masc. sing.) and for 'you' (pi.) do (3.Ce, note 30; 3.Ci). The Ar-
abic independent pronoun is CUJ r {?anti}, which agrees exactly with Ge^ez 
and the modern Tigrinya ? anf i יי (Leslau, CoDiGe, 32). The Massoretic (i.e. 
Jewish) Hebrew form is 7} ת י א י á t t } (pausal Π 7} י א י D t t } ) ; but in six pass-
ages it is written יאתי' { ? ty}. 5 י 3 ת  ,is the Samaritan spelling (Gen. 12:11 א
etc.), and the pronunciation that goes with it is [7etti] (Murtonen, EtVo, 44). 
In Akkadian it is {at-ti}^. 

3.Cm. Apart from not distinguishing between masculine and feminine gender, 
the IE languages have an independent pronoun that corresponds semantically to 
the Arabic { 7 anti} and its Semitic cognates — namely Latin tūיי, Greek σύ^, 
etc. But phonetically nothing besides the {t} seems to correspond, except that 
the Hittite {zig}^ has also a front vowel of the same quality, and the Oscan 
{ t io}^ has presumably a front semi-vowel (rather than a vowel), indicating 
palatalization of the initial consonant. 

The Greek vowel was [u] in Attic and probably in Ionic, but [u] in the 
other dialects (so far as known); [u] has the tip of the tongue forward like [i] 
but the lips rounded like [u]. The Indo-Europeanists have treated the [u] as a 
peculiar dialectal development, limited to part of the Greek territory late in pre-
history; however, a varied, unsettled articulation could go back much fur-

that includes the vowel: tremontP 'they tremble', once in a very old chant (otherwise al-

ways tremunt^). 
5 3 I Kings 14:22, II Kings 4:16, 8:1, Ezek. 36:13; Judges 17:2, Jer. 4:30. 
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ther.54 The Slavic languages have a different vowel; e.g. Church Slavonic 
rbW, with what is written as though a diphthong [3־i] but may already have 
been pronounced [H] as in Russian (the tip of the tongue back like [u] and the 
lips unrounded like [i]). This odd Slavic vowel — nearly the opposite of [u] 
— is regularly cognate to the Latin long ū, not to the Greek 0. 

The only Semitic counterpart to the {-u] of so many IE forms is the rare 
Akkadian {at-tu}^ 'you' (masc. sing.; AsDi, 1.2, 503). The {־tú} part must 
be nearly identical with the Latin word tū. The accent, to be sure, does not rep-
resent any sort of emphasis upon the vowel, or other phonetic feature distin-
guishing [tit] from the plain [ tu] ; it is just an arbitrary device of the decipher-
ers to indicate a cuneiform character different from the usual { tu} but phonet-
ically equivalent to it. 

3.Cn. Since we observed (3.Ca-d) that the front-vowel in Hebrew {Vte-} : 
Latin te, Greek σε is associated with stative meaning — 'you' in a definitely 
inactive role — it is fair to ask whether a different vowel, or possibly the mere 
lack of the front-vowel, indicates an active meaning, σύ and tū function like 
nominative case-forms, generally for the sake of emphasis or insistence, and 
most often with an active verb. When the verb is imperative, it may carry no 
ending, as in σύ λέγε^ 'you speak, you say'. The Hebrew structure most 
like this, given a biconsonantal verb-root, is the so-called imperfect or jussive: 

א ו ב ת י ' {two"7} 'you come' (Gen. 24:41), 
: א ב ת ־ ל א י / {?al-tobo7} 'don't (you) come' (Pr. 23:10). 

Greek might theoretically have *συ βά 'you come', since compounds such as 
πρόβα 'come forth' are attested (2.Ff) and so the combination σύ πρόβα+ 
'you come forth' is unattested only by accident. 

The Hebrew {->} is of course not a front-vowel, though quite unlike the 
Greek υ. Before a triconsonantal Hebrew verb-root, if the first consonant is 
guttural, there will be a more open vowel: 
! ט ך ח ת ־ ל א י ' {?al־ta|Hâroš} 'don't (you) plot' (literally 'incise', Pr. 3:29), 

to which μή σύ χάρασσα would be pretty close, 

5 4 Dolgopolsky, PePr, 88, even suggests that "the underlying pN [i.e. proto-Nostratic] vow-
el was *ii, which was later delabialized (mainly to *i) in several daughter-languages as a re-
suit of a qualitative reduction (i.e. of a phonemic feature) typical of grammatical morphemes 
and probably by analogy with *mi T . " 
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except for the difference in aperture between [u] and [a] . 5 5 The root ש ר  is ח
either homophonous or polysemous; for the stative 

ש ר ח ת ־ ל א ^ Pal־־teHĒráš}, with its front-vowel, means 'don't (you) 
keep still' (Ps. 83:2, etc.). 

A triconsonantal verb-root with other than a guttural first consonant shows 
the vowel {-i-} in the prefix, no matter whether stative or active. 

א י ר ק ת ־ ל א ^ Pal־־tiqo7} 'don't (you) call' is active, 
no less than μή συ χράΐ (Ionic) or μή σύ χρήΐ (Attic, 2.Ha-c).56 

Hebrew has no [u] or [«], neutral between front and back quality; so [i] 
counts here as the minimal vocalic transition between the consonants {t-} and 
{-q-}. But in 

ת p ר 2 ~  Pal-tiqráB} 'don't (you) get close' (Ex. 3:5) the verb is יי א ל
stative, as shown by the wide-open vowel W I T H I N the root — like {teHÊráš}, 
unlike {taHàroš} — although {tiq-} has come out sounding the same in 
{tiqr57} and {tiqráB}, and thus has neutralized the distinction between stative 
and active in the pronominal prefix. The {-i-} in {tiqr57} is phonologically 
the best match that Hebrew can afford to the Greek [u] , while the fricativated 
{T־} after the other negative, א ר ק ת ״ א ל י ' {lo7־־tiqr67} 'you don't/won't 
call' (Gen. 17:15), cannot be better matched in Greek by any other consonant 
than [s-]. 

3.C0. Most IE cognates correspond exactly, or nearly so, to the Latin tū. 

Sanskrit, however, shows a final consonant: ĉ T {tvám} (which, as the 

meter of the Rigveda proves, was originally pronounced as two syllables). 
Avestan has both {turn }יי somewhat like Sanskrit and {tū}^ just like Latin. 
Outside of Indo-Iranian, the only recurrence of a form with -m is in Oscan, a 
neighbor and relative of Latin: { t i i u m } ^ ; Oscan also has {tio} without the 
final consonant (3.Cm). The Indo-Europeanists are inclined to explain the 
{-m} by analogy with the Τ pronoun, {ahám} in Sanskrit (Avestan 
{azam}1', Old Persian {adam}^); for Greek has "fcycihW with a nasal conson-
ant, besides the usual Η€γώ. 

5 5 Cf. 2.Va-c. O f course the negative μή is not cognate to { 7 a l ־ } . 

י 6 The absence of א ר ק ת ־ ל -in the Bible is just an accident of the cor (.masc. sing) א

pus, as the feminine plural אל־תקראנה^ { ? a l - t i q r é ^ í } does occur (Ruth 1:20). 
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In view of these forms, the Akkadian 
{at-ta-ma, at-ta-a-ma}^ 'you' (m. sing., instead of the ordinary {at־ta}), 
{at-ti-ma, at-ti־i-ma}^ " ( f e m . { a t - t i } ) 

point to a m 0 φ h e m e {-m(a)}, shared by certain ancient IE languages and one 
very ancient Semitic. Except for Oscan, all of these are eastern, relative to the 
rest of IE and Semitic. The meaning of {-m(a)} is elusive, perhaps merely 
emphatic in some way. The Akkadian {-ma}, like the Indo-Iranian {-m}, 
recurs in the Τ pronoun: {a־na-ku-ma, a־na-ku־ú-ma }יי besides the ordin-
ary {a-na־ku, a־na-a-ku}^ and the occasional {a-na-ku־ú}^ (AsDi, 1.2, 
106-110). {attama} has quite a bit in common with Sanskrit { tvám}, al-
though it may be difficult or premature to set up a prehistoric proto-form from 
which both {-tama} and {tvám} developed. 

3.Cp. Imperative forms in Greek, Sanskrit, and Avestan are divided into 
those which have no ending for the singular and those which have an ending. 
One such ending — Greek -Θ1 

Sanskrit {-dhi} (mostly replaced by {-hi} after a vowel) 
Avestan {-di} ({־dT} in early orGāthic Avestan) — 

appears to be yet another manifestation of the pronominal morpheme that we 
have noted in Semidc as well as IE languages with the same vowel and a simil-
ar though not identical consonant (3.Cj): 

Arabic, Samaritan Hebrew, and Hittite {־ti}, 
Hittite also {-ši}, Sanskrit {-si/-si}, Greek -σι. 

The Greek imperative βά/ήθι 'come' (2.Fe) — 
Sanskrit cognate ' f Ì I ' ' {gahi} — 

is much like the Heb. {uw|B37t} 'and you (fem. sing.) are to come', which 
would be [־ti] in the Samaritan tradition of Hebrew (formerly [־ti]). 5 7 

That both Greek endings, -Θ1 and -θα, seem to have a twofold Semitic 
cognate — one cognate signifying 'you' (fem. sing.), the other 'you' (masc. 
sing., 3.Cg-h) — would constitute rather a revelation than an embarrassment; 
for it throws some light on the prehistory of gender.58 However, a problem is 

5 7 The fem. לבאת occurs in II Sam. 14:3,1 Kings 14:3, II Kings 2:4, Micah 4:10, Ruth 

3:4 — not, however, in the Pentateuch, the only Scripture acknowledged and preserved by the 

Samaritans. 
5 8 J . P. Brown raises a fascinating question, "If we assume the base language 'masculine', 
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posed by the discrepancy in Sanskrit between 
{d h } (voiced) in the imperative {šrudhí} 'hear, listen', 

Ẃfè יי {bēdM 'be' (aorist singular) 

and {P} in the perfect 3־f \  you (sing.) have been'.59' {babMẁ} יי %

I must leave this for some future clarification. The divergence in accent may be 
a clue; for the accent never comes on a syllable earlier than {-d h i} , but it usu-
ally does precede { - Ẁ } . 6 0 

3.D. Sem. (Akk.) {šuāšu} : IE (Old English) swses 'his own' 
3.Da. Going on from the "first" and "second person" to the "third", we find 
much less material for comparing IE with Semitic. Akkadian, however, es־ 
pecially in its Old Babylonian phase, has a dative {šu-a-ši-im}^ 'for him/ 
her', which is vaguely like some IE reflexives. The other Semitic languages, 
whose attestation does not go so far back, have no distinct dative forms; and 
Akkadian has them only for certain pronouns, both singular and plural, to 
which the suffix {-ši(m)} is attached: 

{ni-a-ši, na־a-ši, ni-ia-šim, na-ši-ma}^ 'for us'; 
{šu-nu־ši, šu-nu-ši-im-ma}^ 'for them' (masc.) as an independent word, 
 .as a suffix יי{(im־)nu-ši־šu־}

The Greek accented σ φ ί σ ι ( ^ 'for them' (often reflexive) would correspond 
roughly to {šunuši (mma)}, and the enclitic σ φ ι σ ι ( ^ to {-šunuši(m)} 
— although the j - n u ־ ) part is not at all like { - i - } . 6 1 The suffix -σι(ν) 

can feminine verb forms be explained as something more remote from die speaker?" I do not 
see any pertinent evidence that would point to an answer. 
5 9 The Aramaic (hâwáy(a ) t3 ) is in part cognate to ( b a b h ū f a ) (cf. 2.Db). 
6 0 In the early Sanskrit texts (accentuation is never marked in the later ones) verb-forms in 
initial position or in a subordinate clause bear an accent on a certain syllable, but not other-
wise; so they are unaccented in the great majority of occurrences. — Except for the length of 
the vowel in the root, κλΰθι.^ is an exact Greek cognate of {šrud Η}, or rather of the unac-

cented ^ יי {šrud h i } . The Greek rule of recessive accent for nearly all verb-forms makes 

as many enclitic syllables or syllable-parts (morae) as possible under the limitations of this 
language, whereas in Sanskrit there is no limit to the number of enclitic syllables. 
6 1 The ancient authorities on Greek accentuation disagreed on whether this dative plural is 
sometimes, always, or never enclitic; see LiScJo, s.v. σφεΐΐ. Friskj GrEtWo, and Chan-
traine, DiÉtLaGr, relate die -φ- [p^ to the Latin reflexive dative sibf י (sing, or pi., usually 

shortened to sibí^; cf. Oscan { s í f e í }^ , SIFEW, Church Slavonic ce6t^ { s e b é ) , etc.). 
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serves much more widely for the dative plural of nouns and adjectives; and 
-σι(ι>) in σφίσι(ν) is a R E D U N D A N T dative plural suffix, since σφι^ (unaccent-
ed) by itself means 'for them'. 

The transcription {š} for the Alckadian consonant should not commit to a 
definite phonetic interpretation of it as a palatal sibilant, opposed to [s]. The 
sibilants, within Akkadian and in relation to the other ancient Semitic lan-
guages, are perplexing in many details (see InEuSeLa, 325-333; Von Soden, 
GrAkGr, 29-30). At any rate, [s] in Greek — or generally in IE languages — 
must be fairly close to any voiceless sibilant of Semitic. 

3.Db. As the dative denotes primarily T H E P E R S O N I N T E R E S T E D O R A F -

F E C T E D (usually but not necessarily benefited), we are not surprised to find a 
possessive adjective morphologically similar to a dative pronoun. In Akkadian, 
especially in Assyrian texts, we occasionally find the word {šu-a-šu}1', more 
emphatic than the mere suffix {-šu}^ 'his' that is attached to nouns.62 The 
structure of {šu-a-šu} looks like a sort of reduplication. Von Soden, AkHa, 
1255, s.v. š u ā á u ( m ) , defines it as "Gen[etiv] des genannten, dieses" — 
i.e. 'belonging to the aforesaid, this one's'. We encounter an apparent cognate 
in the Germanic languages: Gothic {swes}^, Old English swass^, etc. 'his 
own' (but sometimes used with possessives outside of the third person).63 

The Middle Assyrian combination {eqlu šu-a-šu}^ 'the field (nominative) of 
the aforesaid'64 or 'his own field' would be 

6 2 When attached to verbs, it expresses the object 'him'. 
6 3 Dictionaries mark the Old English vowel with an apex a? to indicate length; whether die 

mss. give evidence for it in this particular word, I do not know. The Akkadian characters are 
similarly interpreted to stand for { š u ā š u } , presumably because a short vowel would be ex-

pected to disappear in such an environment. The Gothic vowel is also considered long on die 
basis of I E and Germanic etymologies, altiiough the source of diis letter is the Greek Ε — 
which had for some six centuries stood for only a short vowel [e]. The vowel in Old High 

German and Old Saxon swas^ is also considered long. 
6 4 Erich Ebeling, Keilschrifltexte aus Assur religWsen Inhalts, I (Ausgrabungen der Deu-
tschen Orient-Gesellschaft in Assur, E : Inschriften II; Leipzig, J . C . Hinrichs, 1919), 260 
(Nr. 154. V A T [= Vorderasiatische Tontafelsammlung des Berliner Museums] 10164, Ruck-
seite 8). The word for 'field' is, as usual, written ideographically with a Sumerian character, 
but the syllable {-lu) is added. In my inexpertness I have been gready helped by my learned 

colleague, Prof. Michael Heltzer, visiting the State University of New York at Binghamton 
from the University of Haifa. Von Soden cites "eg/eu[nd]s[o]w[eiter] šu-a-šu K A J 149, 22; 

K A R 154 Rs: 8". The latter reference is to the passage I have just cited. The former is to 
Ebeling, Keilschrifltexte aus Assur juristischen Inhalts (Ausgrabungen, etc., E : Inschriften 
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in Gothic {akrs swes)t,65 

in Old English swses secer § (cf. l .Ia). 
Actual Gothic examples are 

{melam swesaim}^ 'in his own times' (καιροΐς Ιδίοις·^, I Tim. 2:6),6 6 

{swes ize praufetus}1' 'their own prophet' (ΐδιος Ηαυτών προφήτη^ , 
Titus 1:12); 

OEng. bip him self sunu and swses fseder ̂  (= Latin ipsa sibi proles, 
suus est pater 'he is son to himself, [and] his own father').67 

3.Dc. This etymology is of particular import for tracing back to prehistoric or 
early historical times the consciousness of O W N I N G something. The word, 
lacking in the other Semitic languages, is somewhat sparsely represented in 
parts of the Akkadian corpus. In the old Germanic languages it seems more 
widespread, but it has not survived in their descendants. The Akkadian 
evidence tempts me to associate {šuāšu} with farm-land, the ownership of 
which must have marked a great step in the development of civilization; yet I 
cannot document this on the Germanic side, and the Indo-European cognates 
of sw- point rather to family connections (Benveniste, Voln, I , 214, 249-251, 
330; Pokorny, InEtWu, I , 882, 1043-1044, 1051): 

Gothic {swistar}^, Skt. יי {svásā} (nom.; voc. {svasar}^), 

Old Prussian swestroיי, etc. 'sister'; 

" {swaihra}^ " ^ J ^ I : ^ { švášurah} , etc. 'father-in-law'; 

" {swaihro}1 švaš} יי .$* % " ' ruh} , 
Church Slavonic αίβκρι!יי {svekrai}, etc. 'mother-in-law'.68 

IV; 1927), 82 (#149. V A T 8942, line 22), transcribed in his Urkunden des Archivs von As-
sur aus mittelassyrischer Zeit (Mitteilungen der Altorientalischen Gesellschaft, V I I . Band, 
Heft 1/2, 1933), 66: "tup-pu dannatu eqli šú-a-šú" 'a valid record of the field of the 

aforesaid'; J . P. Brown in Berkeley kindly looked up this later work of Ebeling for me. 
6 5 If the Greek Bible had a passage with αγρό? "ίδιος· ̂  in that order. 
6 6 I Timothy 6:15, ( in melam swesa im); cf. Galadans 6:9, Titus 1:3. 
6 7 Joseph Bosworth, An Anglo-Saxon Dictionary, ed. by Τ. N . Toller (Oxford University 
Press, 1898), 942. The text evidently brings out the paradoxes of die Trinity. 

The Latin nominative form suits, unlike the other cases, is very rare, since this possess-

ive adjective is mainly used with something that belongs to the S U B J E C T of the sentence. 
6 8 Sometimes it is the wife's modier, sometimes the husband's, as J . P. Brown remarks. 
Only a few passages are extant in Godiic (Matt. 8:14, 10:35, Mark 1:30, Luke 4:38). 
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These particular relationships are with a female or through marriage. Own-
ership, pure and simple, is expressed only by the Gothic {swes} as a neuter 
noun: {swes sein}^ and [pata swes seinata}^ 'his property' (Luke 15:12-
13,6 9 cf. 15:30). 

3.Dd. Alongside the suffix {-šu} 'his, him', Akkadian has 
the feminine {-ša}^ 'her' (genitive), 

{-ši }יי " (accusative/dative). 
In Eblaite Gelb cites {-sù}^ 'him' and {-sum}1' 'to him' (EbKiCi, 25-26). 
In the Minaean dialect of Ancient South Arabian the masculine singular suffix 
is {-s}^ or {-sw}^, while the feminine singular is {-s}^ . 7 0 The corre-
spending forms in other Semitic languages (including the Sabaean dialect of 
Ancient South Arabian) have the consonant {h} instead of a sibilant. 

But Hittite, though not distinguishing between masculine and feminine 
gender, has {-ša}^ as well as {-si }יי for a possessive suffix of nouns — 

e.g. {parnašša}^ 'at his (her) home' 
{attišši}^ 'to his (her) father'. 

Such possessive suffixes are one of the great differences between Hittite and 
all the IE languages outside of Anatolia. Their function is strikingly like those 
of Semitic — especially Akkadian — and, in general, the rest of Afro-Asiatic, 
with the difference that some Hittite case-endings are attached not only to the 
noun immediately before the possessive but again to the possessive also: 
{attaš|maš}^ 'my father's' ({-aš} being genitive singular).71 

6 9 Rendering τον βίον* and την Όυσίαν "αυτού י respectively. In 15:13 the prodigal son 
treats it as his to squander. 

The prior occurrence of τ η ς Ouatas1' (genitive) in 15:12 is rendered {aigin | i s}^, which 

like its synonym {swes} is a neuter adjective substantivized — originally a participle of the 

verb {a ig |um }^ 'we have'. The cognates of the adjective {aigin} , including own יי (< Old 

English agen יי), have prevailed throughout Germanic. The verb has an approximate Sanskrit 

cognate {íš |e} '1 own, he/she owns'. 

7 0 In the dialects of Qataban and Hadraumaut only the masc. {-sp' and {-sww}^ are extant; 
Maria Hoftner, AltsUdarabische Grammatik (Porta linguarum orientalium, X I V ; Leipzig: Ot-
to Harrassowitz, 1943), 31-35; see also Brockelmann, GrVeGr, I , 311-313. For the informa-
tion about Eblaite and South Arabian I thank Gary Rendsburg. 
7 1 This is vaguely reminiscent of the genitive meines Voters יי in German — where, how-
ever, the possessive is a separate word, unlike { - m a š } , and precedes the noun. 
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The overlapping between the use of {-ša} in Hittite and in Akkadian can 
scarcely be explained as a mere Hittite borrowing; it seems rather to have sur-
vived from prehistoric times in both languages independentiy. Much as the Hit-
tites of Anatolia absorbed from the civilization of Mesopotamia — including 
the cuneiform syllabary — still the structure of the Hittite language itself, as 
distinct from the script, was affected very little. By a paradox we find that geo-
graphically more distant IE languages — Greek above all — show more affini-
ties to Semitic than Hittite does. 

This poses an enigma, which may well be focused first upon the discrepan-
cy in regard to gender: Hittite, while distinguishing the neuter, disagrees from 
the rest of the early IE languages in not distinguishing the feminine from the 
masculine — the very point on which Semitic does agree with IE. I would con-
jecture a cultural basis for this: Unlike both the Semitic nations and the other 
Indo-Europeans, who went in for patriarchy, the ancient Anatolian society was 
strongly matrilinear; at the heart of its religion was a mother goddess, whose 
priests were self-emasculated. So the bias of the IE and Semitic gender sys-
tems, which treat the masculine as basic and the feminine as meaningfully di-
vergent (Levin, ThGrGe), would appear to have been at odds with the hierar-
chy of life in Anatolia.72 

3.E. Sem. (Heb.) {?o("׳)tow} 'him, it': IE (Gr.) Ιαυτό 'it' 
3.Ea. ר ת א י / {?otow}, 1Π1 יי א {?owtow} has no clear Semitic cognates, nor 
has "αυτό^ in IE, apart from Phrygian (which is very meagerly attested).73 

But this Hebrew and this Greek pronoun have a lot in common with each oth-
er. Not only are they close in sound, but to a considerable extent they function 
the same — so much so that in the Septuagint the Greek word serves readily as 
just the right translation for the Hebrew; e.g. 

7 2 Armenian, which is documented from the 5th century of die Christian era, is devoid of 
grammatical gender, like the neighboring non-IE languages. Old Persian had the threefold 
gender typical of I E , but it has been subsequently lost. See Szemerényi, EiVeSp, 164. 
7 3 The Phrygian forms ΑΥΤΟΣ^, / 7 E N A f T T N :ApTAZ^ will be treated in 3 .E i . Because of 
the locadon of Plirygia, east of Greece and northwest of Israel (diough bordering upon neidier 
country), a Phrygian cognate would imply that this pronoun once enjoyed a wider and less in-
terrupted distribution than appears from die surviving evidence, which is copious only for 
Greek and Hebrew. 

For a recent attempt to identify Germanic cognates, see Fritz Mezger, "*au- in *au-dh 
'eigen; Besitz'; gr. αύτό?; germ, *au-fij-a 'abgelegen'," ZeVeSp, 82 (1968), 288 ff. 
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ποιήσεις "auTcW 
for ! ת ! א י ש ע  you will make it' (Ex. 27:8).74' {tow־ta^āšé* ?o} יי ת

The two-word phrase in Hebrew is an alternative to ו נ ש ע ת ^ {ta^àšénnu™}, 
with the object-pronoun suffixed to the verb (Ex. 28:15). The translator ren-
dered this likewise ποιήσεις Ηαυτό; for by that time (3d century B.C.) the 
enclitic object-pronoun μιν^ was quite obsolete, and for him ποιήσεις· μιν^ 
(which Herodotus might have used in his prose just as well as ποιήσεις Ηαυ-
τό) 7 5 was already out of the question. 

The phrases ו ת f א l t t i {bane* ?otow} 
and δεμε Ηαυτόΐ or δέμ' "1αυτοί 'build it ' , 

using cognate imperative verbs (2.Ga) as well as these object-pronouns, 
would seem to have been quite possible.76 In Greek, however, no forms of 
this verb are common; we do find, instead, a long denominative verb, based on 
the noun "1οικοδόμε 'house-builder' — e.g. "ωικοδόμησαν ־αυτό^ 'they built 
it ' (the pronoun refers to the neuter noun τείχος 'wall'; Aristophanes, Aues 
1132). In Hebrew (where the word for 'wall' is feminine) this would be 
יבנו אותה banú} י w ?owt6h}. 7 7 Another possible combination, almost ex-
actly cognate in the two languages, is 

ו ת ^ א :n t s V{wayyizbáH?oto w } 
και Ηεσφαξ' Ηαυτό§ [kaiesp'^ksauto] 'and he sacrificed it' (cf. 2.Wb-c); 

only the Greek morpheme [־s־], expressing the aorist tense, corresponds to 
nothing in the Hebrew. 

3.Eb. In Hebrew the {-ow} of { ? o( w ) to w } , as we have seen, is a morpheme, 
opposed to the feminine {-oh}; and in Greek the -ό of "1αυτό is evidently a 
morpheme too, since the feminine (accusative singular) is Ηαυτή|ι^ and the 

7 4 Here the translator is not open to the suspicion (which in some other passages is more 
reasonable) of having chosen a semantically less appropriate Greek word for die sake of a 
sound reminiscent of die Hebrew, αυτό is perfectly normal Greek in any prose context of diis 
sort; cf. ε1ΛΕπρησαι׳ a1n־<W 'they burned it' (Herodotus 4.123.1), which would be in Hebrew 

ו ת ו א פ ר ן ע t { ś D r 3 p ú w 7 o t 0 w } . 
7 5 μιν is also frequent in Homeric verse; vnW is die equivalent in Pindar and Attic poetry . 
7 6 Likewise, in Hebrew, the imperative ו ת  ,as^ ,oto"} 'do it'; however^] ''יעשה א

 .αγε αυτό, while structurally similar (2.Rd), does not sound to me like idiomatic Greek־*
7 7 Jer. 32:31, where the feminine object-pronoun refers to ע י ר ΓΙ יי { lrAi^r) 'the city'. 
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masculine is Ηαυτό| W. {-ow} and {-oh} are identical with the Hebrew pos-
sessive suffixes 'his' and 'her' respectively that are attached to most singular 
nouns, and there is a frequent singular noun ת או י  ;'that means 'a sign {^ό?} י
remarkably, however, it never occurs with a possessive suffix.78 

It would be easy, though not altogether safe, to infer that the original mean-
ing of {?o(w)tow) 'him' was 'his sign'. The history of many languages does 
furnish instances where an erstwhile noun came to be used rather as a pronoun; 
and { ? o w t} with the meaning 'sign' would seem to lend itself, as readily as any 
other noun, to such a development. 

3.Ec. When the object of the verb is not a pronoun but a noun,79 it is pre-
ceded in Hebrew by ״ ת א י ' { ?et~} (seldom accented ת א י ' {?ét}); e.g. 
א {1 ו ל מ ה ־ ת א η6κ M«ייבנה  ־ h a m m i l l o w > } 'he (has) built the citadel' (I 
Kings 9:24, etc.). Now the unaccented [?εΐ], a quasi-prefix or -preposition, 
was — conceivably — a mere phonetic reduction of [ 7ό1^]. Although there is 
no other instance in Hebrew of an alternation quite like this one, [ε] is indeed 
the minimal vocalic accompaniment to the glottal stop [ל], when followed im-
mediately by another consonant that closes the syllable.80 Instead of the vowel 
[o] of {?o(w)tow, ?o(w)t5h}, etc., we generally find [ε] where the suffix, 
which differentiates one pronoun from another, consists of two consonants 
with accented [έ] in between them: 

7 8 Its plural does combine freely with possessive suffixes; e.g. ת י ו  (otot5(y)w?} יי א ת

'hissigns', י ת ת א י ' p o t o t á y ) 'my signs'. (The singular , ת ו א י } י ? o O t F } or ,!*!יא' 
P o ī í y ) means 'me' — not found in the sense of 'my sign'.) Whereas the plural (without a 

possessive suffix) is variously spelled 7)'יאותתowt0t) (Deut. 6:22), ת ו ת א י / p o t ־ 0 w t ) 

(Is. 44:25, Ps. 74:4, 135:9, Jer. 32:20), ת  die singular noun is ,(Neh. 9:10) {otot?} יי א ת

always spelled ת ו ת :except optionally with certain prefixes in Exodus only , א א ל ^ 

{13?ot} 'forasign' (12:13; but ת ו א ל י ' {la?owt}, 13:9); ת א ה י ' {ho?6t) 'the sign' (4:8 

twice; but ת ו א ה י ' { h ^ 6 w t } , 3 : 1 2 ) — in the other books uniformly ת ו א ל ת , ו א ה . 
7 9 With certain restrictions: a noun that is either a name (personal or topographic) or else 
prefixed with the definite article or suffixed with a possessive, or in the construct state fol-
lowed by another noun expressing the possessor. 
8 0 As in the subject-prefix '1' of a verb: א ר Ί (will) call' (cf. 3 (?5־Eq?} /יא ק .Cn) . 
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εΐ(9)1ίέιη} 'them' (but usually Dיאתהם' {7 f l k ^ { 7 ot5m} or 
• 7 ת { ו א י י o w B m } ; 

 owt3hém} only in Ezek. 23:45, with fem. reference);81יאותך!ם' {7

[ ;.et(3)hén} 'them' (femאתהן!^ {7 ! 7  ;ot5n}, Ezek. 16:54יאה' {
] 7  ;oBn:>K}, Ex. 35:26יאתנה' {owBhén}, Ezek. 23:47; 7יאותה' {

 ;(owBnDK}, Ezek. 34:21יאותנה' {7

• ? Π ^ { 7 ε ΐ ( 3 ) £ έ ι η } 'you' (pi.; 
 .(owt(9)kém} only in Joshua 23:15יאותצם' {7

The phonetic conditioning is clear enough: this pre-accentual [ε] cannot 
arise unless two consonants intervene between it and the accented vowel. The 
quality [ε] of the unaccented vowel may have been influenced, at first, by the 
accented [ε] of these suffixes; but it appears also before any noun — e.g. 

: ת פ י ־ ת ^ ו $ת־חם  ח $ת־שם  ־ נ ד ל ־ ו י ו י ׳ { w a y y â r k a n 0 a H ? E t - š é m 
7 ε ϊ ־ Η 5 1 η \ ν 3 7 ε Β ρ ρ ε ΐ } 'and Noah begat Shem, Ham and Japheth'; 
ד את־אברים ל ו י ו י ' {wayyty'ka '^t-^aBrDm} 'and he begat Abram' 

(Gen. 5:32, 11:26).82 

Also in the meager corpus of Phoenician inscriptions ת  is found, chiefly א
in the later ones from North Africa; for in Phoenicia and also in North Africa 
earlier it is 7} 'יאיתyt}. The vowel-sound in Phoenician, as distinct dialectally 
from Hebrew, does not show up in this consonantal writing. But it is indicated 
by the Latin poet Plautus, who has a Carthaginian character speak his own lan-
guage for ten verses, beginning ythalonimualonuthsicorathi יי, 

which is then translated deos deāsque ueneror 1' יי worship 
the gods and goddesses' (Poenulus 930[940], 950); yth is not far from the 
Hebrew [7εΐ], i f we figure that / stands for a Phoenician vowel of indistinct 
quality, suggested to a Latin ear by the Greek vowel-sound written Υ [u] , a 

8 1 Also a significant minority of the instances of { 7 c t (a )hém, 7 o ( w H 5 m , 7 E t ( a ) k é m ) have a 
fem. reference, as the grammatical commitment to feminine gender in Hebrew is weaker in 
the plural than in the singular. See Rendsburg, DiAnHe, 35-61. 
8 2 One phonological restriction upon the vowel (ε ) in Hebrew is that in a monosyllabic 

word it cannot bear an accent before a consonant. So when, under somewhat unusual circum-
stances, this word gets a sentence-accent, its vowel is actualized as (é) . 
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rounded front-vowel (neither [i] nor [u] ) . 8 3 The "Babylonian" vocalization of 
the Hebrew Scriptures, preserved in fragmentary manuscripts, shows it some-
times as Π יי א {?at}, 8 4 with an indistinct vowel virtually the same as that 
Phoenician sound. 

3.Ed. Besides the forms {7et(a)hÉm, 7 et(a)hén} 'them' and {7et(a)Kém} 
'you' (pi.), in which the quality of the accented vowel might readily have af-
fected that of the unaccented one before it, another influence on {7et ־־} (and 
the less frequent {7ét}) may have come from the preposition ״ ת א י ' ( ח א י י ) 
'with'. In the authoritative Tiberias vocalization of the Hebrew Bible this nor-
mal preposition is identical with the particle we have been studying, unless a 
pronoun is suffixed to i t . 8 5 Then the preposition 'with' shows the front-vowel 
{ i } , n o t { o }  ,'ittéw} 'with himיאתר' {7 :

ה {7 ח א י * ׳ i t t 5 h } 'with her', 
י ת א י / { ? i t t f } 'with me', 

D 7} ת י א י i t t f m } 'widi them', 
 .ittaRém} 'with you' (pi.)יאףוצם' {7

8 3 Similarly the first syllable in bynmytthymballe יי (translated Mytthumballis flli-

um יי 'son of M. ' , 995, 997) corresponds to the Hebrew *[ 3^ {ben־J (in certain phonetic 

environments | Ξ1 יי { b i n - } ; see InEuSeLa, 483-484, and Levin, FaJoJe, 19-22). The vowel 

y in yth must not, of course, be identified with the {y} which I (like most others nowadays) 

use for transliteration of the consonant י . — So far as I can make out, there are no instances 

in the Phoenician corpus of either ת ת or א י  .accompanied by a pronominal suffix א
8 4 Many instances in the best known "Babylonian" ms.; Israel Yeivin (ed.), Bible-
Hagiographa: Codex Berlin Or. Qu. 680 - Codex New York JTS 510 (Jerusalem: Makor, 
1972). This particular vocalization is overlooked in Kahle's pioneering work, MaTe, 77, 

which instead gives 7} א ת e t } . See also his MaOs, 199. יי א ת is indeed found in many 

mss., but so are 7} ת י א י a s t } and 7£}'יאת*}. 
 / י־ *

8 5 However, in the "Babylonian" vocalization the preposition 'with' is 7] י א ת a e t t ] or pos-

sibly [7aet] — certainly not [7aet] with the consonant ת fricativated. Kahle, MaTe, 37, 77 

(and MaOs, 199), gives it as 7] ת א i t t ] ; but I find this only in I I Chr. 10:6, whereas 

F i t* is in Pr. 17:24, 22:24, 25:9, II Chr. 10:6, 16:3, 18:30 (twice), 22:5,6, 23:7, and 

{wa7aett} 'and with' in Pr. 3:32, 11:22, Job 36:7. 
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Nevertheless, in a small minority of instances, {?oCJtow, ?o(w)t5h}, etc., 
occur where the sense evidently calls for 'with'; e.g. (II Kings 1:15) 

ו ת ו wayyéred ?o} בירידי א t̂o1*} 'and he went down with him' — 
rendered και κατέβη μετ' HauT0îW in the Septuagint — 

which is quite idiomatic Greek, not biased by a preference for something in 
Greek reminiscent of the sound of the Hebrew; for μετ' ",αυτού is used just as 
freely in pure Attic texts (Euripides, Electra 278, etc.). {?έϊ־} as a preposition 
is often combined with -Q^ {me-} 'from' when the noun in the construction 
refers to a person; e.g. 

! ד ע ך פ ־ ת א מ י / { n ^ t - p a r ^ } 'from Pharaoh' (Gen. 47:22, etc.). 

'From him' is ו ת א מ י ' {me?ittow} 10 times in the Bible,8 6 

but ו ת ו א ם י ' {me?owtow} 3 times (I Kings 22:7, I I Ki. 3:11, 8:8) 
and ו ת א מ י ' {me7otow} 3 times (I Ki. 22:8, I I Chr. 18:6,7).87 

'From them', however, is me} 'ימאתם  ? i t t5m} (10 occurrences), to the 
exclusion of ? {me ? o( w )t5m}. Contrariwise, 'with them' is 

often  88(.18 times, mainly in Jer. and Ezek) {o^bm?} > אותם 

and ס ת א י / Pobm} 3 times (Num. 26:3, J. 33:9, E. 39:24), 
against 39 occurrences of {7ittom}. 

The match between {?o^om} and μετ ' "αυτώνיי [aut3n] 'with them' (II 
Kings 6:16, Jer. 16:8, etc.) is quite close. To be sure, in the period of the Bi-
ble translators (toward the end of the pre-Christian era) the vowel ω of the last 
syllable was probably [δ] rather than [כ]; but it had been [5] in the classical age 
of Attic literature (μετ' "αυτών, Thucydides 1.40.3, etc.). -ων is a genitive 
plural case-ending, whereas the Hebrew {-5m} is masculine plural and has 
no such restriction as to case, except for never functioning as the subject of any 
sentence or clause. We have seen the feminine plural ending {-5n} in 
{?ot5n} 'them' (3.Ec); i f ? {?οΠϊ5η} 'with them' (fem.) existed in the Bi-

8 6 Gen. 8:8, 26:31, Lev. 25:36, 26:24, Judges 19:2, 1 Sam. 8:10, II Kings 4:5, 5:19,20, 
Jer. 3:1. 
8 7 The Septuagint impartially gives παρ' αυτού in Lev. 25:36, II Kings 3:11, II Chron. 
18:6, etc. — which is normal Attic (Aristophanes, fr. 649, etc.) 
8 8 Here Shelomo Morag, "On the Historical Validity of the Vocalization of the Hebrew B i -
ble," Journal of the American Oriental Society, 94 (1974), 313-315, posits that Hebrew syn-
tax was disturbed by contact with Akkadian or Aramaic. 
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ble, the Greek rendering of it would have been μετ' "1αυτών, just like the mas-
culine but with the same final consonant as in the Hebrew {?ot5n}. 

3.Ee. The very closest match is between {7o^to"} and μετ ' | "1αυτού 'with 
him', or between {me| ? o^to w } and παρ' | "1αυτού 'from him' (disregarding 
the preposition {me-} : παρ(ά), which is unrelated).89 I must, however, 
clear away two optical illusions: 

(1) There is no good evidence that the Greek "smooth breathing" H was ever 
intended to stand for a consonant sound — specifically the glottal stop, which 
is represented by the Hebrew letter י*9. א 

(2) The digraph -ου in the standard spelling of the genitive singular case-
ending does not constitute evidence for a truly diphthongal pronunciation 
[ ־ o u ] (or for an off-glide after the vowel [-o™]). The history of Attic spelling, 
though not of the other dialects, is abundantly documented through inscriptions 
and shows that the ending was written -0, seldom - O Y until well into the 
fourth century B.C. (Threatte, GrAtln, I , 238-259); e.g. AYTcW (InGr2 1.39. 
34, 446/5 B.C.; 1.103.6, 412/1 B.C.; 1.116.41, 409/8 B.C.; A Y T O Y ^ , 2. 
109a.26, 363/2 B.C., etc.). The meter of poetry, together with other indica-
tions, proves that it was a long monophthong [־o] (later [-Ū]). Sporadic oc-
currences of - O Y much earlier — such as Α Ρ Ι Σ Τ Ο Ν Ι Μ Ο Υ ^ 9 1 from 483 B.C. 
— prove at most that some individuals tended to pronounce [ou] or [ow] in 
words which the bulk of the Athenians pronounced only with [δ]; for the diph-

8 9 The phonetic correspondence {o"} : α υ in the root is die same as in the indisputably cog-

natenoun "TìK?^ {šo"r} : ταυρον 'bull' (Arabic { p a w r a n } , l . A a , c ) . 
9 0 The modem phonetic character ל is indeed a graphic descendant of H ( l . F a , note 104). 
9 1 George A. Stamires and Eugene Vanderpool, "Kallixenos the Alkmeonid," Hesperia, 19 
(1950), 384. The previous vowel - I - (instead of -Y-) is another irregularity on this ostracon 
(cf. l . H a ) . The spellings ΑΡΙΣΤΟΝΥΜΩ^, ΑΡΙΣΤΟΝΥΜΥ^ for the genitive also occur 
around that time, although the Ionic letter Ω was otherwise very little used as yet in Attic and 
not with its Ionic value [כ]; see Threatte, GrAtln, I , 47-49. (After the Athenians adopted the 

Ionic alphabet, this name was written ΑΡΙΣΤΩΝΥΜΟ^, InGr 2.865.24 [arist3numo]; in the 
later orthography familiar to us Άριστωνύμου^ . ) The diverse spellings of this genitive end-
ing, especially on ostraca from the first half of the 5th century, may indicate an odd sound — 
not quite identical with the [δ] that the usual spelling -O suggests; however, the ostraca 
abound in all kinds of irregularities. 

Only toward the end of the pre-Christian era did any Greeks begin to distinguish graphic-
ally between a long vowel and a short one of the same quality, even though vowel-quantity 
was phonemic in the language from the earliest period that we can discern. 
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thong was otherwise limited to O Y 1 ' 'not' and its compounds, and a few other 
frequent words. 

To be sure, any early tendency away from a pure vowel [o] is worth noting 
as parallel to the Hebrew Ì- {-o w }. It remains somewhat surprising that this 
phonetic similarity accompanies a syntactic disparity: the Greek genitive over-
laps the function of {?cfto™} just marginally in μετ' Ηαυτοΰ 'with him' and 
παρ' "1αυτού 'from him', since {?o wtow} most of the time is the D I R E C T O B -

J E C T of a verb. In syntax, on the whole, {?o wtow} corresponds oftener to the 
Greek accusative neuter αυτό. This, however, ends in a short [6], which in 
Greek is phonemically distinct from either [δ] or [ou]. For comparison with 
Hebrew, the shortness of the Greek vowel is a minor but not negligible dis-
parity. 

3.Ef. Greek etymologists with an exclusively IE point of view might object, 
besides, that the final -o in ",αυτό comes from a prehistoric *-od; for that is 
clearly so in the neuter singular accusative or nominative of morphologically 
similar words of IE origin, such as 

",άλλο^ Other' : Latin aliud^•?1 

τό^ : OEng. paet יי (> that יי stressed, the^ unstressed), Sanskrit cī יי 
{tát} ({tád} before any word beginning with a vowel or voiced consonant). 

In these other words the Greek -o comes indeed from *-od; and in the pre-
history of Greek this or any final plosive that might have been inherited from 
proto-IE dropped out. So from then on, if a word borrowed from Hebrew or 
Phoenician (or their forerunner) ended in [־o] or [־ow], that ending could 
readily be identified with the Greek neuter singular — especially when the ad-
aptation was compatible both morphologically and syntactically. Now the -o is 
limited to a few pronominal or quasi-pronominal words; otherwise the -01׳ 
ending of the masculine singular accusative is shared by the neuter — πολλόν 
'much' (cf. 2.Jg), 

Accordingly, the Hebrew word {7ο^ΐό"}, which is masculine — as the 
Semitic languages have no neuter gender — would correspond to the Greek 
neuter "αυτό, whereas the Greek masculine is "αυτόν. The [־n] does not cor-
respond to anything in Hebrew, neither in "1αυτόν nor in the feminine singular 

9 2 In Greek too the [d] shows up in the derived adjective "αλλοδίαπό;* ,foreign' (in which 

the suffix -OTTOS is cognate to Latin -inquus, as in longinquus יי 'distant'. 
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accusative "1αυτή | ν ("1αυταν^ outside of Attic and Ionic), which may well corre-
spond otherwise to the Hebrew feminine { 7 o w t5h} (l .Le). The feminine in 
Aramaic is ΠΓΡ יי {yotaeh), an approximate cognate to { 7 oOtSh} but with 
the vowel [ae] of the suffix intermediate between the [ε] and the [a] of Greek 
dialects.93 

3.Eg. The meaning 'with' that is sometimes expressed in Hebrew by 
{7oCOt-} (instead of the usual {?itt-}), followed by an accented pronoun-
suffix, is not altogether devoid of a Greek parallel. In the dative case, without 
needing a preposition, the phrase "1αυτοί s Ηανδράσι^ means 'men and all' — 
i.e. 'with the men'; e.g. μίαν μεν ... "αυτοις "ανδράσι λαμβάνουσι, δύο δε 
Ηετέρας Ηάνευ των "1ανδρών 'one [of the ships] they take, men and all, and 
two others without the men' (Thucydides 8.102.3; cf. 2.90.6, 7.25.4,41.3). 
Besides this one recurrent expression, there are occasional instances in the sin-
gular as well as the plural (Herodotus 7.39; Aeschylus, Prometheus 219-221): 

τον χρήν πανοικίηι Ηαυτήι τήι γυναικί συνέπεσθαι^ 'whom it behooved 
to accompany [me] with [your] whole household, wife and all'; 

Ταρτάρου μελαμβαθής· 
κευθμών καλύπτει τον παλαιγενή Κρόνου 
"αυτοίσι συμμάχοισι^ 'the deep black hold of Tartarus 

covers the ancient Cronus, allies and al l ' . 

3.Eh. If — for lack of IE cognates — we were to make a strictly internal 
study of this Greek pronoun, we would probably conclude that the primary use 
was emphatic: 'himself, 'herself, etc., in contrast to something else. For in 
the nominative case "αυτός^, "αυτή^, etc., that is uniformly so; and the less 
emphatic use of the other cases "1αυτόν, Ηαυτήν, etc. — where English (like 
other modern languages) would simply use the pronouns of the third person 

9 3 In Biblical Aramaic ,her' would be ΠΓΡ t { p t á h } , but only the masc. pi. occurs: 

|ΓΙΓΡ^ { p t a h 5 n } 'them' (Dan. 3:12; cf. the Hebrew forms, 3 .Ec ) ; die masc. sing, is 

ΓΡΓΡ^ {jote^h} (ΠΓΡ f { p t é h } in Biblical Aramaic). For unlike the Aramaic of the 

Targum, which regularly represents the Hebrew particle את by יית' { j o t } , the original 

Aramaic of Daniel and Ezra uses the prefix 1} 'יל־-} for what we might call a direct object, 

as well as an indirect — much like α יי in Spanish (which, however, occurs mainly when the 

object is a human being). 
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'him', 'her' — is almost entirely post-Homeric94 and excluded from the initial 
position in a sentence. However, this unemphatic use is more characteristic of 
prose than of poetry, in the centuries when both kinds of literature were cur-
rent; so — for all we know — it may have been frequent enough in the unre-
corded colloquial speech of the Homeric age. 

The Hebrew counterpart too is more characteristic of prose. Within Biblical 
Hebrew prose, however, the trend over the centuries was to use {?o(")tow}, 
{7oCybh}, etc., less — not more;95 e.g., in a relatively early book 
} ^וי^או את! על־הםוסים w a ^ i š í a ^ ú ^ o ^ o ^ a l - h a o a u W m } 

'and they carried him upon the horses' (i.e. on horseback, Π Kings 14:20), but 
when this sentence got incorporated in a later book, the wording was changed 
to יי וישאהו על־הסוםים {wayyiśś:>?úhuw *al-haaauVftn} (II Chr. 
25:28) with the object-suffix {-huw} 'him' instead of the separate pronoun. 

In both languages the longer forms 
αυτό, αυτόν : {?oHtow}, 

"αυτήν : {?oObh} 
must have been, at first, more expressive than the Greek enclitic μιν (3.Ea) or 
the Hebrew suffixes {-huw} 'him' or {-h:)}^ 'her', although that advantage 
was soon lost. In the Hebrew Bible, passages are sparse where the emphatic or 
contrastive function of {?o(w)tow} or {?oOtoh} is clearly perceptible; e.g. 

ìn^tp אתו ואת־א?2תו , ^{way(9)ša113Hú w ?ot0 w wa?£t-?išt0 w } 
'and they escorted him(self) [i.e. Abram] and his wife out' (Gen. 12:20);96 

ם אחד: א ת^חטו בץ1 nt2W{w־ או־ןןה אתו ואת־?נו ל 9 š0 w r 
? 0w_S É ;s ? ־ 0 t 6 w w 3 ? E ־ t - b 9 n o w lo ? t ìšHāTúwb3yowm ?εΗ5ά} 'And you 
shall not in one day slaughter an ox or a sheep/goat itself and its offspring' 

(Lev. 22:28);9ל 

9 4 An exceptional instance of the unemphatic *αυτόν 'him' in Iliad 12.204 (see 3 . E L ) . 
9 5 See Robert Polzin, Late Biblical Hebrew: Toward an Historical Typology of Biblical He-
brew Prose (Harvard Semitic Monographs, 12; Missoula, MT: Scholars Press, 1976), 28-31. 
I have Gary Rendsburg to thank for this information. 

In Israeli Hebrew, except for the most highly literary style, the object-suffixes have been 

utterly rejected in favor of the separate pronouns אותה , אותו , etc. — doubdess under the 

influence of modern European languages. 
9 6 The Septuagint has συμπροπέμψαι ('to escort') Η αυτόν και την γυναίκα Hau־rotW, inter-

preting וישלחו as jussive 'that they should escort' rather than preterite 'and they escorted'. 
9 7 The two nouns (So״r) and {šé^}—designating an individual beast of the larger species, 
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: ה ב ־ ר ש $ ^ פ נ ה ־ ל כ ־ ת א wayyaHàrém ?o} ׳יו!סרם אורןה ן w Bh 
w3?et-k:>l־־hannépeš ?aser־b5h} 'and he destroyed her(self) [i.e. the 
city of Hebron] and every living thing that [was] in her' (Joshua 10:37).98 

In Greek this sort of contrastive collocation is fairly common: 
και νυμφιδίοισι δέχεσθ' "1ωιδαΐς "1αυτόν καΐ την Βασιλείαν^ 'and receive 
with nuptial songs him(self) [Pisthetaerus] and Kingship [personified as his 

bride]' (Aristophanes, Aues 1729-30);99 

"1αλωπεκές ... καίτινες "1αυτούς καΐ τα τέκνα "επιοΰσαι "αναιρούνται^ 
'foxes, which destroy both them [i.e. hares] and the[ir] offspring, coming 

upon [them]' (Xenophon, Cynegeticus 5.24).1 0 0 

3.E1. An exact cognate of ",αυτός (nominative singular masculine) occurs in a 
Phrygian inscription from Roman times, when this language was written (in 
the Greek alphabet) almost exclusively for the purpose of cursing whosoever 
might desecrate a tomb — the rest of the grave inscription being in Greek 
(l.Ge). The phrase Α Υ Τ Ο Σ Κ Ε Ο Ϊ Α Κ Ε Ρ Ο Κ Α Γ Έ Γ Α Ρ Ι Τ Μ Ε Ν Ο Σ ^ 1 0 1 is taken to 
mean something like 'himself and his children (?) accursed (or branded)'; a 
comparable phrase from a Greek inscription, found in Phrygia, reads 

(Calder, CoInNePh, 165) ΚΑΤΗΡΑΜΕΝΟΣΗΤΩ 'accursed be 
ΑΤΤΟΣΚΑΙΤΕΚΝΑΑΤΤΟΤ himself and his children'. 

Both Calder and Haas (PhSp, 60) consider the Phrygian form ΑΥΤΟΣ to be 
influenced by the Greek; but I cannot follow the implication that except for 
Greek influence it would have been somehow different from [autos]. After 
all, the -ΟΣ ending for the nominative singular occurs also in ΓΕΓΑΡΙΤΜΕΝΟΣ 

and several other Phrygian participles, none of which agree in their root with 
anything Greek (Haas, 222); and A T T - as the base of the pronoun differs only 

the ox, and the smaller species, the sheep or the goat, respectively — are grammatically mas-
culine, even though they may well refer to a female, as the Septuagint understood in this 
passage: και μόσχον η πρόβατον, αυτήν και τα παιδία "αυτής Όυ σ φ ά ξ ε ι ^ , etc. ( α υ τ ή ν 
3ηά־αυτή? being fem., notwithstanding the neuter gender of π ρ ό β α τ ο ν ; μ ό σ χ ο ν , properly 
'calf, is either masc. or fem.). 

9 8 "εξωλέθρευσαν "αυτήν και Όσα εν "αυτήיי 'and they destroyed her and as much as [was] 
in her'. 
9 9 In Biblical Hebrew this would be *{70C׳)tow w a 7 E t - h a m m a m b k 5 R } t . 
1 0 0 This would be { 7 o C ׳ ) B m w a 7 e t - b 3 n e y h É m } t . 
1 0 1 Calder, CoInNrPh, 181. Another inscription, in very poor lettering (183), has ΑΤΟΣ^ 
instead of ΑΪΤΟΣ. 
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in spelling from what we find in earlier Phrygian with distinctly Phrygian end-
ings: /7ENAfTTNiAfTAZiMATEPEZ^ 'for himself [and?] for his (?) mother' — 
AT and A f being equivalent renderings of the diphthong [au]. Thus 

Phrygian /7ENAfTTN is clearly cognate 
to the rare Greek dative\v "αυτώι^ (Hesiod, fr. 11 Rzach;102 

flNAîTOI^ in the Doric of Gortyn1 0 3). 
Our understanding of Phrygian is, at best, imperfect. If more texts come to 

light, we may reasonably hope that Phrygian will bring out some further links 
between Greek and Hebrew.104 

1 0 2 Quoted from a scholium on Apollonius, Argonautica 4.57. The problematical Phrygian 
letter Ζ is tentatively interpreted as [i] in Af TAZ:MATEPEZ (elsewhere often as [z]); if so, 

MATEPEZ would correspond almost exacdy to the Doric Greek dative ματερι̂  (Attic-Ionic 

μητρί̂ , also μητέρα in Homer's Ionic; Sanskrit "*Ti % יי ( m ā t r ē ) , die final vowel being 

rather a diphthong [־ei]); see Haas, 194-197. Giinter Neumann suggests that AfTAZ: 
MATEPEZ could mean 'fiir die Mutter allein'; Phrygisch und Griechisch (Osterreichische 

Akademie der Wissenschaften, philosophisch-historische Klasse, Sitzungsberichte, 499. 

Band; Wien, 1988), 11. 
1 0 3 M . Guarducci, Inscriptiones Creticae, I V (Roma: Libreria dello Stato, 1950), 51.9, 
72.2.40 (pp. 109-110, 128-129 and foldout facing p. 142). 
1 0 4 Haas (103-104) conjectured that ΔΑΔ1Τ1 NENTEPIÂ  in a bilingual grave inscription 
means 'amitae Nenyeria' (= 'to Aunt N.'), on die basis of an etymology: "zu daditi aus 
*dhedhid-i verglfeiche] gr. τηθίδ-ι < *θηθίδ-ι 'Tante'; and I would add die Hebrew 

IDT"^^ {dod3t |6 w ) 'hisaunt'(דד״1"}י+ { d o d D t | í y } 'my aunt'). However, in Monumenta 
Asiae Minoris Antiqua, I V (Manchester University Press, 1933), 18 (p. 7 and pi. 14), die 
editors — W. H. Buckler, W. M . Calder, W. K. C . Guthrie — had already called attention to 
the Greek parallel ΤΗ ΙΔΙ 

ΑΓΤΝΑΙΚΙΝΕΝΤΕΡΙΑ 'to [his] own wife N.' 

The fundamental meaning of the Phrygian family term was probably neitiier 'aunt' nor 'wife' 

but 'darling, beloved', as the Latin amita יי 'aunt' (on die fadier's side) was at first merely 

the perfect passive participle of the verb amā יי 'love' (later superseded as a participle by 

cunāta יי), and somewhat similarly in Hebrew die masculine , ' ! ד י ' ī Ì" י , ] יי 1 d o O d | iy)) 

can be either 'my uncle' or — in die moudi of a girl — 'my darling, my sweedieart' (Jer. 
32:9, Cant. 2:3, etc.). 

"  ׳ / 1
Gary Rendsburg brings in also die Arabic ps• י { ^ a m m | u n } 'uncle' (on die fatiier's 

side). The feminine in the accusative case '<L&s• יי {^ammatun} 'aunt' (likewise on the fath-

er's side) is particularly close to the Latin accusative amitam יי. 
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3.Ej. One very common Greek device for emphasis or contrast — "αυτός h0 
θεός^ 'the god himself5 (or 'God himself; Euripides, Orestes 668) — is more 
or less matched in post-Biblical but not in Biblical Hebrew: 

ו האייש: ת ו א ו היום ו ת ו א א ל ר א ו ס ו א נ י א ^ י ^ ? ״ D a U

w r ww 
70*10" hayyowm wa7o",tow ! ן  nothing is out of bounds [to Israelites]' {^?כ
but the day itself [when a pagan performs a certain private ceremony] and the 
man himself (,*abhodhah Zarah 1.3). In Greek 'the man himself would be 
"αυτός h0 "άνθρωπος^ [autos ho ánẁ5pos] (or "αυτός Ηο "ανήρ^), and 'the 
day itself "αυτή Ηη *ημέρα§ [autl he hēmérā] (although the compound word 
"αυθημερόν^ [aut l ' Îmeron] 'the very day, the same day' is the usual expres-
sion). 

Often the context favors an English rendering 'this' or 'this particular'; e.g. 
ל ו השבט ע ת ו ן ועשה א י ט ב ש ן ה ד מ ח ל א ן ש י ת ך י ו ב ר ו  ה

ר כליהיקןבטים ?טורים א צ ה ' ב י י א ח ו ו הש?ט ה ת ו  פילעם א
{ho w ru w B e l di y n Μ ?εΚχί min hasSaB0Tiyn •wa^soh ?owtow haSSeBeT 
^al piyhem ?ow~tow haššebeT h u w HaypB u ^ a r k31 haššaBDTFm p9-
Tu w r i y m }יי 'The court of one of the tribes has decided, and this tribe has done 
[it] upon their word — this (particular) tribe is culpable, and all the rest of the 
tribes are clear' (Horayoth 1.5). 'This man' in Greek is Ηουτος [hoûtos] h0 
"άνθρωπος^; 'this tribe' ^υτη [haútfj *"η φϋλή§, since the Greek noun is fem-
inine. 

ו ו ל ל ל העבחים ע ר כ א ש ו ו ו עלה ל ח ל ב ע } ׳יאו־הו־ ה ? 0 ׳״ ΐο״ 
τ • Τ Γ - Τ Τ : τ τ - ν י ־• 

hazzeBaH l u w <bbh lo w u^ir kil hazz9BDHiym <o l u

w 10w) 'This (partic-
ular) sacrifice has not gone up [i.e. counted] for him, but all the rest of the 
sacrifices have gone up for him' (Nazir 6.10[12]). It would be better translated 
τούτο [toûto] το σφάγιονΐ (a neuter noun) than "αυτό [auto] τό σφάγιονί 
(cf. 2.Wa), although the latter is closer phonetically. For the Greek demon-
strative 'this' takes its initial consonant [h/t] and the quality of the first half of 
the ensuing diphthong [ o u / a u ] from the definite article: 

[ou] if the article has a back-vowel [o] or [כ] (as in the dative τούτωι^ from 
TÛ1W), 

but [au] if the ardcle has an open vowel [a] or [ε] ([ā] in all dialects except 
Attic and Ionic; e.g. dat. fem. ταύτη/α^ from τ Π / ^ ) . 
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In the feminine singular the phonetic difference is the least; thus in 
ר מסענה י ע ת אותה ה ל ו פ ו מ ר א 5 ש בה ל י ר $ י ץצן ע  waken} ׳
**,PršeyyešbDh deber ?ow mappc^et ^tí^ioh ho^iyr mit^ann:>h} 'Likewise 
a city in which there is pestilence or collapse [of buildings], this (particular) 
city fasts' (Ta^anith 3.4), {?cftoh fo^i y r} would be translated *αύτη [haute] 
Ηη πόλις^ 'this city', rather than Ηαυτή [autl] κη T T O X L S ^ 'the city itself, which 
is — however — slightly closer in sound to {?o w toh} . 1 0 5 

3.Ek. The relatively late appearance of this use of { 7 o w to w } and {7owtDh} in 
Hebrew suggests that it developed under Greek influence toward the end of the 
pre-Christian era, during the great spread of Hellenism. Conceivably it could 
have been current much earlier in colloquial Hebrew but altogether avoided by 
the Biblical writers for some stylistic motive; that, however, is improbable.106 

Its precursor in the Bible is a different noun {^ecem} (literally 'bone', l .Ci), 
which is often used.figuratively in one formula π ϊ ! 1 ŪVÌ1  jW:עצם 
{ba^écem hayyowm hazzér'} 'on this very day' (Lev. 23:28-30, etc.). 
Wherever {?owtow hayyowm] is used in the Mishnah, the context is some-
what different; so we cannot flatly assert that the Biblical phrase is equivalent 
to the Mishnaic. 

Was the Greek model Ηαυτό (neuter), "αυτός (masc), Ηαυτή (fem.), or 
was it *ούτος (masc), Ηαύτη (fem.)? It could have been both — not neces-
sarily one to the exclusion of the otiier. 

3.EL. For that matter, within Greek the etymology of the two pronouns is not 
clearly separate, although none of my predecessors has suspected a connec-
tion. They have been content to treat them under quite separate headings, 

105 Vocalized mss. of the Mishnah do not include accents, but no doubt the latter syllable 
was pronounced with stress just as in the Biblical { 7 0 0 t 5 h ) . 
1 0 6 As J . P. Brown says, "It is remarkable that the connecdon we have presumed between 

the Greek and the Hebrew continued to be felt into the Mishnaic period, so tiiat the takeover 

of an idiom in the opposite direction [from Greek into Hebrew] was possible between words 

already cognate in the two languages." Right before { 7 o w t o ״ } , in the first Mishnah passage 

quoted in 3 . E j , comes { ? r i b 7 } 'but', which is used only after a negative and has no Biblical 

Hebrew precedent. This is probably borrowed from the Greek "αλλά^, or at least influenced by 

it (cf. the Arabic cognate 7} צ י | י i l l ā ) , 3.Fd); for the Greek conjunction is most frequent 

after a negative. (To be sure, if this particular passage were translated into Greek, TTXT)1W 
,except' would be more idiomatic than αλλά.) 
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αυτός and ούτος; they note the lack of IE cognates but still posit a sort of 
compounding of a sequence of IE morphemes, whose semantic vagueness 
would permit nearly any possibility (see Frisk, GrEtWo, and Chantraine, DiEt 
LaGr). I have stated my preference for deriving Ηαυτό or "1αυτού straight from 
a Semidc source close to the Hebrew {?o l̂o™}, and probably "1αυτή also from 
something close to {7o^oh} (3.Ee-f). All the other Greek case-forms would 
have arisen from the absorption of "1αυτό/"1αυτού/"αυτή into the Greek mor-
phological system. 

Furthermore, this borrowing in the prehistory of Greek could have led to 
the formation of the demonstrative Ηαυτη 'this' (nominative singular feminine), 
as well as the masculine *ούτος, the neuter τούτο, and the rest of the case-
forms, by a merger of [Vut־] (not necessarily [aut-] at that stage) with the 
pronoun that is most familiar in classical Greek as the definite article, or rather 
with the first mora of it [CỲ]. 

The recessive accent of 1"ούτος, Ηαύτη, τούτο, etc. — 
contrary to ",αυτός, Ηαυτή, Ηαυτό — can be explained 

(1) by positing that normally, as an initial pronoun, 
1cW (masc), hr\^ (fem.), τό^ (nt.) was accented like the Skt. cognates 

} עע ,{sa} יי ^ ,{sá} יי t á t} ; 1 0 7 

(2) by noting the enclisis or loss of accent that affected the Ηαυτ- forms when 
non-initial and unemphatic, even as early as Homer. For what most manu-
scripts give as κόψε γαρ HauT01W 'for he struck him' (Iliad 12.206) 

should be κόψε γάρ ",αυτόν, according to the best of the early Byzantine 
codices108 and Apollonius, De pronomine 34.4-9 (Schneider).109 

The circumflex accent on a diphthong was originally written ΟΎ — i.e. 

1 0 7 In the most widely used accentual notation for early Sanskrit texts, the pitch-contour is 
shown — somewhat paradoxically — by leaving the syllable with raised pitch unmarked, but 
marking a horizontal stroke under the preceding syllable with low pitch and a vertical (or 
slighdy diagonal) stroke above the following syllable, where the pitch descends (examples in 
3 . A a , etc). 
1 0 8 Homeri Mas cum scholiis: Codex Venetus A, Marcianus 454 phototypice editus (preface 
by D . Comparetti; Leiden: Sijthoff, 1901), 158v. 
1 0 9 Likewise in other surviving specimens of the pre-Byzantine system of accents; see my 
article, "The Accentuation of the Boeotian Dialect, according to the Berlin Papyrus of Corin-
na," in Boiotika: Vortrdge vom 5. Internationalen Búotien-Kolloquium, ed. by H. Beister and 
J. Buckler (Miinchener Arbeiten zur Alten Geschichte, Band 2), 20-21. 
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raised pitch on the first half, lowered on the second.110 So the emphasis in 
Ηόύτο5 and τούτο came on the initial pronoun; the rest of the compound word 
was secondary, being a semantic reinforcement to what was already expressed 
by [ho-] or [to-]. In αύτη, however, and most of the other case-forms, the 
phonological restrictions upon recessive accent determine that the raised pitch 
must come in the mora immediately before the last syllable, whenever the vow-
el of that last syllable is long; in this word the accented mora is [-Ú-] — 
[ha -] is too far ahead of [־ίε]. 

3.Em. Whether or not my proposed etymology of the Greek demonstrative 
*ούτος, *αύτη, τούτο 'this' is right, certainly the sequence h 0 "αυτός^, 1"η 
",αυτή^, τό "1airrcW was used in classical Greek to mean 'the same'. In Homer it 
is rare: 

accusative, την ",αυτήν μοδόν^ 'the same way/route' (7/. 6.391) [55) 
genitive, ",etc 8è τοκήων/τών "4αυτών^ 'from the same parents' (Od. 7.54-
της ",αυτής μέν€κ' " ,αγγελίη^ 'for the sake of the same message' (16. 334) 
dative, "ήματι τώι ",αυτώ^ '(on) the same day' (7.326). 

The only nominative occurrence in Homer, "ωύτός "ανήρ^ 'the same man' (//. 
5.396), displays in the initial long vowel [כ] a contraction of [o + a] . 1 1 1 Con-

1 1 0 Medieval penmanship tended to distort die ancient evidence, in spite of praiseworthy ef-
forts by the Byzantine scholars to keep up the heritage from antiquity. Besides diat, the an-
cient notation, even at its best, left too much room for ambiguity, particularly in regard to 
the grave accent" — clearly it stood for somediing other dian a raised pitch ' but whatever 
suprasegmental feature (or features) it did stand for, remains unclear (see InEuSeLa, 183-186). 

The convention (medieval rather than ancient) of not writing a grave accent on four forms 
of the definite article — masc. sing, nominative o, fem. sing. nom. η , masc. pi. nom. hot י , 
fem. pi. nom. *aW — serves to distinguish diese from four forms of die relative pronoun: 0י 
(neuter sing, nom./accusative), (fem. sing, nom.), V i ^ (masc. pi. nom.), 1αί1^ (fem. pi. 
nom.); and the relative pronoun may indeed have been pronounced in some way more strong-
ly. But the other forms of the definite article, which begin with τ such as TO (neuter 
sing, nom./acc.) — are written with the same accent as dieir counterparts in the relative pro-
noun (which all begin with h [h-]); for at least in Attic the initial consonant is enough to 
distinguish all but those four. I cannot escape the conclusion diat the vowel [o] in both die 
masc. ho and the neuter TO — e.g. *b πονηρός^ 'die evil one' and τ ό πονηρόν^ 'the evil 
(thing)' — was pronounced the same, with no suprasegmental difference such as die grave ac-
cent on τ ό might suggest. 
1 1 1 The rare diphthong ωυ is definitely established in this verse. But the superscriptH (indie-
ating no [h-]), although attested by the best extant mss., is somewhat more questionable; for 
in regard to such subsidiary marks the Byzantine practice rested upon a less ancient tradition. 

In other Homeric passages there is no definite article although the sense calls for 'the 
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tracted forms in Attic, such as αύτός^ (masc. sing.; better written , -αυτός) and 
ταΰτό^ (neuter sing., besides the anomalous ταύτόν^), are frequent. It is hard 
to tell whether the uncontracted h 0 ",αυτός, τό "αυτό, etc., was mainly limited 
to formal literature. 

κοΰτος, 1"αύτη, τούτο was doubtless well established with the meaning 
'this' or 'this one' (more emphatic than ,Ό, ,"η, τό 'this' or 'he/she/it') before 
the combination h 0 ",αυτός, hr\ ",αυτή, τό ",αυτό developed with the meaning 
'the same'.112 In no way did one inhibit the use of the other. Indeed, the fur-
ther combinations h0 ",αυτός ,"οΰτος^ 'this same one, this very [man]' and the 
like occur quite often in Attic — the neuter collective ταύτα ταΰτα^ 'these 
same things' being especially favored by Plato.113 

3.F. Sem. (Heb.) {hazzé*} : IE(Gr.) οδε Co δε) 'this' 

3.Fa. The Hebrew word for 'this' — i l Η {ζέΓ1} (masc. sing.) — is prefixed 
with the definite article when it accompanies a noun that is so prefixed; e.g. 
 this man' (Jer. 38:4, etc.). In the Septuagint it' {*ho?!*? hazzé} ^יהאיש העה
is rendered Ho ",άνθρωπος ,"ουτος^, but the Greek language would have al-
lowed the alternatives ",άνθρωπος Η όδε§ . 1 1 4 English and most other lan-
guages, including Hebrew, translate ^οΰτος and ,οδε alike, but there is a dif-
ference in Greek: ,οδε calls attention to one just arriving, or not noticed or 
mentioned before, whereas ,"ούτος is preferred otherwise.115 The various 

same': "1αυτήν ,"οδόν^ 'the same way/route' (Od. 8.107, 10.263, 16.138), 
αυτά κέλευθα^ 'the same paths' (7/. 12.215); 

Ιπποι δ' αυταί εασι παροίτεραι V1 τό πάρος περ^ 'the same horses (fem.) are in 
front that [were] before' (23.480). 

1 1 2 {to-to we-to} 1 ' has been read on a Linear Β tablet from Pylos, centuries earlier dian Ho-
mer, and interpreted as 'this year'; Ventris - Chadwick, DoMyGr, 176, 587. In Homeric 
Greek this might be equivalent to *τούτο (/7)έτος; however, we would expect ? { to-u-to) ac-
cording to Ventris and Chadwick's rules, and Chadwick in this second ed. (after the death of 
Ventris) interprets {to-to) as "*tod-tod (Vedic tat-tad)". 
1 1 3 This is nearly of a piece with what we non-Greeks might consider redundant in reflexive 
constructions such as "αυτός ^εαυτόν προαγωγεύων^ 'prostituting himself (Aristophanes, 
Nubes 980), ",αυτός σεαυτόν aiTiûW 'blame yourself (Ranae 630). 
1 1 4 ,οδε is rare in the Septuagint and used only to translate f\2 ΓΙ ^ {h inne^j '10' or 'be-

hold' (which is more often rendered by the Greek imperative "ίδού^ ' see, look'). 
1 1 5 See my articles, "The Connective 'Particles' of Classical Greek Discourse," CUNY For-
urn: Papers in Linguistics, 5-6 (1979-80), 56-57, and DeAr, 1-15. The contrast between die 
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uses of -δε (some of them written as a separate word δε יי) support my con-
jecture that this demonstrative syllable would accompany a gesture of the head 
towards wherever the speaker was moving on in his discourse.116 

The IE etymology of hd is quite clear (3.EL), and that of -δε tolerably so 
(Pokorny, InEtWo, I , 181, 978-979). But the combination appears peculiar to 
Greek; so it becomes especially worthwhile to explore the similarity to the He-
brew combination. In both languages the demonstrative could easily attend a 
cognate noun; e.g h 0 ταύρος 1"όδε^ 'this bull', 

nttfr1t{haššowr hazzé1"1} (cf. l־ ה|ה .Ac). 
The match would be closest, however, with a noun of the mercantile vocabu-
lary that Greek manifesdy borrowed from a Semitic source (2.AAc): 

h 0 Ηαρραβώι׳ μόδεί 'this pledge/earnest' 
ן הע-ך! ו ב ר ע {*h^en>E0wn hazzé} מ . 1 1 7 

3.Fb. The sound of [hade] is fairly close to [hazze], although the double 
voiced sibilant is at several removes from the single voiced plosive. The vowel 
in the Hebrew article -Π undergoes considerable variation: 

two demonstratives is most easily recognised in narratives that frame a speech; e.g. "1Αρτα-
βανος . . . "1έλεγε τάδε- ω βασιλευ 'Artabanus . . . said this [i.e. the following]: "O king,'" 
etc., for three pages (Herodotus 7.10.1), then " 1 Αρτάβανος με1׳ τ α ύ τ α ε λ ε ξ ε ^ 'Artabanus 
said this' (or 'That is what Artabanus said', 7.11.1). 

In poetry the choice between the given forms of the two demonstatives — *οδε ( ο δ ' ) or 
ούτος , τάδε (τάδ') or ταύτα (ταϋτ'), etc. — is affected by metrical motives. 

1 1 6 Cf. l . F g . However, the accented suffix, attached to ΌυτοσΓ^, O 6 W 'this here', and 
other demonstratives in colloquial Attic (not attested in other dialects), probably accompanied 
pointing with the hand — a more vigorous or deliberate gesture. 
1 1 7 Only the quality of the vowel in the first syllable of the noun itself [a: e] deviates from 
normal correspondences in loan-words. However, the full vowel [e] before [r] (instead of its 
being reduced to a vocalic glide at such a distance from the accented final syllable) does con-
stitute a normal Hebrew treatment of what appears in Greek as [Vrr- ] . The Greek variant 

αράβων^, besides "αρραβώ, may reflect a variable pronunciation of the consonant in the 
Semitic source-language. From Greek the noun went on into Latin — without the definite 
article, of course: arrabo ^ (accusative arrabonem dative arrabānī^), often shortened 
to arra^. Both the Hebrew and die Latin passages, though not the Greek, show the term 
specifically in bargaining with a prostitute or a pimp. See Brown, LiCo, 174-178. 

For an old but still important treatment, see Karl Brugmann, Die Demonstrativpronomi-
na der indogennanischen Sprachen: Eine bedeutungsgeschichtliche Untersuchung (Abhandlun-
gen der philologisch-historischen Klasse der Konigl. Sāchsischen Gesellschaft der Wissen-
schaften, 22. Band, N ° 6; Leipzig, 1904), especially 20-32. 
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{hoop's} 'the man', 
 ,'thecloud' {he|<on5n} ׳ייע־!ענין

but this depends strictly upon the phonetic environment — whereas in Greek 
the difference is semantic: h0 [ho] μόσχοι (masc.) and 

1"η [he] μόσχοι (fem.) both = 'the calf, 
but the article conveys the distinction of sex. The correspondence in the second 
syllable is weakened when we go beyond the masculine singular; for {ζέ1*} is 
not used in the feminine nor in the plural. The feminine is illustrated by 

 .this land' (Num. 32:5, etc' {Drec hazzo't׳h;v} 'יהאלץ העאת
= Η ηγή Η ήδε^, Herodotus 6.107.4). 

The position AFTER the noun is obligatory in Hebrew, but optional in 
Greek: the same author has both 

,οδε h0 λόγος"1 andho λόγος h06e^ 'this word/story' (Her. 4.16.1, 6.86.8 
= הדבר העה  י ' {haddD55r hazzś*}, Deut. 22:26, etc.). 

The repetition of the article {]!יויולב hazzÉE, hadcb55r hazzer\ hp^er35own 
hazzé1*}, etc., treats the demonstrative just like any adjective (including a par-
ticiple): 

ן ו י י ח א ש ה י א ז š׳hD?P} ל l^aHàro w n} 'the later husband' (Deut. 24:3, 
translated h0 ",ανήρ hg ",έσχατος^); 

צ עמה כ ^  C£P&il^{to?íyšh^šoKé6 "amrnoh} 'the man that lay ה
[more literally 'the man, the one lying'] with her'1 1 8 (22:9, 

(translated hg "άνθρωπος h0 κοιμηθείς μετ' "αυτής^). 
In Greek — hg "1άνθρωπος ,οδε or hg ",ανήρ Ηόδε§ 'this man, this husband' — 
the second [ho] differs accentually from the first, and [-de] is not inflected 
for gender or number. And whereas Hebrew has only (Joshua 19:40) 

י ע י ל הטב ר ו ג ה haggowr51 haššaSi} ו y < ì y | for 'the seventh lot', 
Greek allows either *0 κλήρος hg 1"έβδομος^ — as in the Septuagint — 

or hg *"έβδομος κλήρος§, which is indeed the more 
frequent construction in texts composed originally in Greek. 

1 1 8 Given this verb, Biblical Hebrew idiom does not admit the alternative ( 7 ittSh) for 'with 

her' (3 .Ed), but it does make a distinction between {^imm5h} and { 7 o O t S h ) that we can 

best approximate through the vulgar use of the verb 'lay' as either intransitive or transitive: 

ישכב! עמה ו י ' [wayy i škáb ^immSh) 'and he laid with her' (II Sam. 12:24), 

 .SiDErV {wayyiškáb ?0Bh} 'and he laid her' (i.e. by force, Gen. 34:2) אתה
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3.Fc. A likely Arabic cognate appears in 0 I ' J X M Ij-á^ {haSa (7)lqur?anu} 
'this Qur?ān ' (6.19, etc.; etymologically 'this reading'), with the demonstra-
tive P R E C E D I N G the noun — unlike the syntax of Hebrew. Also the Arabic def-
inite article {( 7 ) l -} , prefixed to the noun, appears to be morphologically unre-
lated to the Hebrew as in iī-Til א ר  'ft {haqlqoré7 hazzé*} 'this reader[! ק
(3.Fe). But the position of {hā5ā}, before the noun, 

does recall that of Ηόδε in μό8ε h 0 λόγος 'this word', 
whereas h 0 λόγος ho8e adheres to the same order as 
in Heb. {hadcb63r hazzé H }. 

So the freedom of position in Greek bridges (as it were) the opposite con-
straints of the two Semitic languages. An ordinary attributive adjective, how-
ever, follows its noun in Arabic as in Hebrew: [cess' (85.11). 

]rt+kJīj'jLll ÌU:W {5ālika (7)Ifawzu (7)IkabPYu} 'that is the great sue-
The Arabic feminine is exemplified by 

a^llJT c JJW {hā5ihi ( 7)lHa-yāHtu) 'this l i fe ' , 1 1 9 which could be 
rendered in Greek ,ηδε 1η £ωή§ or — with the reinforcing suffix -Γ 
(3.Fa, note 116)— 1"ηδΓ κη £ωήί 'this here life'. 

In Arabic morphology {-ihi} does not otherwise distinguish the feminine 
from the masculine, although the suffix { - i y } , added to the masculine, forms 
the feminine singular imperative in Arabic as in other Semitic languages 
(2.Bd). The sound of {hāSihi} is even closer to the Greek [hedl] than the 
transcription indicates; for the Arabic long vowel in the first syllable is very 
widely pronounced [áē], rather than [a] as required by normative treatises, and 
on the Greek side the Ionic η may have been [ce] in some of the Ionian terri-
tory. 1 2 0 

1 1 9 Q u r ? ā n 40.39[42]; cf. 2 . E a , note 48. 
120 *,"āgj; * [hādí ] 'this here' in non-Ionic dialects is possible; it would agree very neatiy 
with the normative Arabic pronunciation [ h ā ā i h i ] . The suffix -rdoes not appear anywhere 
in the limited dialectal corpus; even in the huge Attic corpus it is limited to literature with a 
colloquial tone — comedies, dialogues, some courtroom speeches. From a Megarian character 
in Aristophanes' comedy (Ach. 769, 788) we do get examples of 1"άδε^ instead of the Attic-
Ionic , ηδε , but none of -Γ. 

I know of no evidence for the letter Η being pronounced [a] rather than [ε] in Athens 

(where on the whole we have far more phonetic information than for any other place in an-
cient Greece); pan-Hellenic words with η such as μή^ 'not' were spelled thus in Attic no less 
than words whose η was limited to Attic and Ionic. But on the nearby Ionian island of Ceos 
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The rare Syriac word 1Π יי {hod} 'this', and 
* י  ו

especially its feminine א ד ה י  ,(Payne Smith, CoSyDi, 100) {hode7} י
must be phonetically the closest thing in 

any language to Greek *οδε [hode], 
which — to be sure — is masculine, so that for the most perfect semantic 
match we must take h06'^ [hod] (the final vowel being elided before a word 
that begins with a vowel). Since Greek had immense cultural influence upon 
this relatively late Aramaic dialect (above all through the Christian religion), I 
can well conceive of the syntax of this Syriac demonstrative being affected by a 
Greek model (cf. 3.Ej). But I must leave it to the research of others to deter-
mine whether any Syriac translators methodically rendered the Greek demon-
strative by their own similar-sounding demonstrative. 

3.Fd. {hā3ā} is also used, like *οδε, as the subject of a "nominal" sentence: 
j - ••• 51 ! : ! * י hā5ā ?illā siHrun mubi} י y nun} 'this [is] butob-

vious magic' (Qur?ān 6.7): *οδ' "1εστίν "αίτιος^ 'this one is responsible' 
(Aristophanes, Plutus 135).1 2 1 

So too the feminine {hāSihi}: 

2^s^z a j js^ {hā5ihi ta3kiratun} 'this [is] an admonishment' (76.29); 
cf. *ηδΓ μεν "Όυν κεφαλή περίθετος^ 'Well, this here [is] a 

put-on head' (i.e. a mask with wig; Aristophanes, Thes. 257-258). 
To be sure, the - r i n Greek, unlike the Arabic {- ih i} , has nothing to do with 
gender. 

In Hebrew 'this' as the subject of the sentence is {ζέΕ}, to the exclusion of 
{hazzé*}; e.g. ל ב  .f\)J {ζέΗ héBel} 'this [is] vanity' (Eccl. 6:2) ה

h0 δε^, accented differently from ,οδε and therein a little more like 
{hazzé s }, can occur, however, only in an initial position: λαβόντες δε "αυ-
τον hot Περσαι Ηήγαγον παρά Kûpov. h0 δε συννήσας• πυρή ν μεγάλην 
"ανεβίβασε Ηεπ' "1αυτήν τον Kpotoov1' 'The Persians, upon capturing him 

the same letter was restricted chiefly to the latter type of word — e.g. ΜΗΤΕΡΑ^ 'mother' 
(accusative), i.e. the Attic-Ionic μητέρα, in contrast to ματέρα^ of other dialects — whereas 
the same inscription (InGr 12.5.1.593) has ME^ 'not', Ε יי 'or' (pan-Hellenic η יי), etc. So Η 
in Ceos stands for some more open sound, [ce] or a diphdiong [εΗ] (cf. 2.fb and Levin, Ni 

In, 163-164). 
1 2 1 We could just as well write , οδε 'στίν "OLTIOS, since die short vowel ε can be elided at 

i the end of any word and at the beginning of εστι(ι ׳ ) . 

 ן
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[i.e. Croesus], brought him to Cyrus. This one [i.e. Cyrus], upon heaping up 
a great pyre, made Croesus mount it ' (Herodotus 1.86.2). h 0 86 is used very 
often in this fashion to shift the focus to a subject different from the one in the 
previous sentence. 

3.Fe. The etymology of ho can be separated from that of -δε, although the 
combination is what makes it most relevant to bring in the Hebrew {hazzés} 
and the Arabic {hā3ā}. The most exact IE counterpart to -8e is Avestan 
{vaēsm3n|da} : Homeric (/7)οίκον Sè^, (^)οίκαδε^ 'homeward' (cf. 1. 
Ea,f), where everything in the Avestan word except the {-m -} is morpho-
logically compatible with the Greek. The Indo-Europeanists on the whole treat 
the meaning of -δε as fundamentally or originally deictic in the '-ward' suffix 
as well as in μόδε, although J. T. Hooker argues to the contrary.122 

On the Semitic side, {ζέΗ} — with its feminine ÍIK'W [ζόΊ] ( ÍĪW {ζόκ} 
in Ecclesiastes, rare otherwise in Biblical Hebrew) — has the following ap-
proximate Sem. cognates: masculine feminine 

Arabic \ ^ {Sā} gu>^ {5 i y } 
Gê ez {za}^ ' {zā}^ 
Ugaritic { d } v {dt}^ or ( d } v (cf. l.Cc) 
Aramaic {d/aék}^ 2 {435£׳] 3 ν 

In Aramaic the morpheme {-k} reinforces the demonstrative (3.Ga): 
א ד־ך ה ל א ־ ת י 5 י ' { 1 כ ^ - ל ^ 1 1 ב ^ £ } 'this/that (masc.) house of God', 
γ א [ ת י ך ק י ^ {qiryatá7 āok) 'this/that (fem.) city' (Ezra 4:19, 

6:8, etc.). A cognate suffix appears in the Arabic S I {3āka) (masculine, 

1 2 2 "Postpositive -δε ," InFo, 70 (1965), 162-171. But a key point of his is weak (163): 
"οικόνδε has no deictic function and always expresses or implies motion to a place, οδε has 
nothing to do with motion...." In the Attic use of -δε '-ward' I must state a major restric-
tion, which implies that -δε was indeed associated with turning the head in a certain direc-
tion (3 .Fa ) : the only places that take -δε are pretty near Athens — e.g. Με'γαράδε^ 'to 
Megara' but ε ι ς Kop11ẃ>1W 'to Corinth' (further away). The speaker had to be in the habit of 
setting out for the place, or at least of seeing others do so; accordingly he used -δε as a GES-
TURING particle. 
1 2 3 The Aramaic {d} is phonetically identical with the established ancient pronunciation of δ 
in Greek, which — however — changed gradually to the fricative sound [3] that is universal 
in modem Greek. Cf. the Syriac {hod, hode7} (cf. 3.Fc). 
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but closest to the Aramaic feminine). The feminine is i j ú ^ {tāka} or ÌLp•^ 
{ t i ^ a } , at least in classical Arabic.1 2 4 

3.Ff. The deictic sense of -8e in Greek is thus related to Semitic counterparts 
at least as clearly as it is to IE. Whether, beyond that, the deictic morpheme — 
both Semitic and IE — should be compared with the brief Egyptian noun 
1%}"! 'man' (fem. {%Λ}"> ' woman'), is a worthwhile speculation.125 The 
phonetic parallel to the Hebrew masculine {ζέκ} and feminine {ζό^} is partic-
ularly attractive, and nothing on the semantic side prohibits it. The Egyptian 
noun became a sort of pronoun 'someone, anyone' (Gardiner, EgGr, 79) — 
an indefinite, however, rather than a demonstrative. 

In the development of languages over many generations, what starts out as 
a noun may eventually function only as a pronoun. So in Semitic and even in 
EE prehistory some noun —perhaps an exact cognate of the Egyptian { ^ s } , or 
borrowed from it —: began to devolve into a demonstrative. But since {^ s } 
disappeared before the period of Coptic, this idea lacks one kind of corrobora-
tion. 

3.Fg. The etymology of the first half — *0 in Greek — stands on firmer 
ground. Its IE cognates — Sanskrit {sá} (3.EL), Old English se"1, etc. — 
show the normal phonetic correspondence: The initial consonant was weak-
ened from [s־] to [h־] (rather than the opposite) in the prehistory not only of 
Greek but of Iranian; for the Avestan is {ho }יי or {hā }יי (masc), 

{ha}"1 (fem.; Jackson, AvGr, 117-
118; Pokorny, InEtWo, I , 978-979). However, to clarify the semantic or func-
tional development such as we found in h0 λόγος· *οδε 'this word' and *0 κλή-
ρος *0 *έβδομος 'the seventh lot', the early IE connections will scarcely serve; 
for neither in Sanskrit nor in the Iranian dialects did the cognate demonstrative 
become — even approximately — the definite article. 

1 2 4 {5i y ka} is stigmatized as "vulgar". 
1 2 5 Cohen, EsCo, 158, also brings in the Berber "Id, ayd, ad, relatif démonstratif." Gary 

Rendsburg, however, prefers to connect the Egyptian word with the Akkadian relative or de-

terminative { š a } ^ (originally accusative; also in the earlier period { š u } ^ nominative and {ši} 

genitive; see Von Soden, GrAkGr, 46-47, 191-193, 216-220), and with its Hebrew cognate 

־ ψ {Χ-}. 
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Accordingly the model for the Greek definite article came from a non-IE 
source, namely Egyptian — whether directly or indirectly.1 2 6 Around or even 
before 1600 B.C., when very few other languages were written at all, the 
Westcar Papyrus shows the old Egyptian demonstrative {p3}^ (masc. sing.) 

{t3}^(fem. " ) 
{n3}^ (plural) 

being used already as just the article in a colloquial narrative. In later centuries 
the articular function became very frequent. Gardiner (EgGr, 87) sketches the 
development: "m t3 3t 'at this moment' ... רמ p3 hrw 'on this day', 'to-
day' 1 2 7 .... Elsewhere, however, they have merely the force of the definite 
article [his emphasis], their regular use in Late Egyptian and onwards. So al-
ready before Dyn[asty] XVIII: ... n3 η it nty m p3 mhr 'the corn which is 
in the storehouse'." 

The morphological (as distinct from syntactical) contact between Egyptian 
and Greek appears in the Egyptian F E M I N I N E {t3} and the Greek N E U T E R 

τ ό . 1 2 8 As Egyptian — like Afro-Asiatic in general, including Semitic — dis-

1 2 6 Dedev Fehling, "The Origins of European Syntax," Folia Linguistica Historica, 1/2 
(1980), 359-361; Burkhart Kroeber, Die Neuūgyptizismen vor der Amarnazeit (Tubingen dis-
sertation, 1970), 13-30 (I thank my colleague, Prof. Gerald Kadish, for lending me Kroeber's 
detailed analysis of the definite article in late Middle Egypdan and its forerunners as early as 
2300 B . C . ) . — In CopUc the article has for the most part been reduced phonetically to a one-
consonant prefix: י-עד' (masc. sing.), τ - ^ (fem. sing.), N-V (pi.) — all three subject more or 
less to be assimilated to the initial consonant of their noun. 
1 2 7 Cf. Hebrew D V i l י } י h a y y o ״ m } 'the day' (Gen. 18:1, etc.) or 'today' (19:37, etc.). 
1 2 8 On the uncertain sound of the hieroglyph transcribed (3} see Introduction, note 15. By 
this period its original value as a consonant may have suffered some weakening; so it does 
not contradict the etymological proposition that this Egyptian demonstrative, functioning 
now as the article, sounded to an early or prehistoric Greek like a demonstrative in his own 
language — from proto-IE *tod, but with the final consonant already blurred, perhaps linger-

ing as a weak glottal stop. — Outside of the nominative case, all forms of the Greek article, 
regardless of gender, begin with τ - . So there were correspondences between the Egyptian 
feminine and the Greek feminine; e.g. {t3 drt}^ 'the hand' : την xe îpa^ (accusative). 

A parallel to the feminine singular form of the article in ancient Egyptian has been found 
in Beja, a Cushitic language spoken in part of modem Egypt — e.g. tū-būr^ 'the earth'; 
Wemer Vycichl, "Der bestimmte Artikel in der Bedja-sprache: Seine Beziehungen zum Àgyp-
tischen und Berberischen," Le Muséon, 66 (1958), 373-79. Vycichl also makes brief mention 
of demonstratives in Tuareg (and other Berber dialects) that are cognate to masculine as well 
as feminine forms of the Beja article. Trombetti, SaGl, I, 302, 328-329, points to further 
cognates, especially "Ugrofinnico fâ questo ['this', masculine or rather genderless] = Indo-
europeo e Semitico fā questa ['this', feminine]". 
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tinguishes feminine from masculine gender but has no neuter, it often uses the 
feminine form for what would be neuter from an IE point of view (cf. 2.Jg, 
Kb). Now in Homeric Greek — dating, very roughly, from the tenth or ninth 
century B.C.— the articular use of τό, and of the masculine h0 and the femin-
ineHT], is sparse; e.g. σο! τό γέρας πολύ μείζον^ 'for you the meed [is] 
much greater' (Iliad 1.167). We have no Greek prose until considerably later 
(only in the fifth century does it become voluminous);129 but from the time 
that we can compare prose with contemporary poetry, the poets often omit the 
article where it would be normal or obligatory in prose. As Fehling remarks, 
"Both classical Hebrew and Greek poetry tend to shun it. This may be an addi-
tional indication that it was still a newcomer at about the time of beginning lit-
eracy. After that, the habit [of not using the article] was maintained for many 
centuries in the poetry of both languages; such a degree of conservatism is 
inconceivable in an unwritten language." 

3.Fh. Hebrew, the Semitic language next to Egyptian geographically, may 
owe something to Egyptian influence in its syntactical development of the def-
inite article; but of that there is no trace in the morphological expression. Ugar-
itic, though much like early Hebrew in many respects, does not use the article 
at a l l 1 3 0 — whether because the Ugaritic literature that has come to light ended 
too early in the second millennium B.C. to be influenced by Egypt in this re-
gard, or for some other reason. Not far from Ugarit, however, a Phoenician 
inscription from Byblos, dated in the tenth century, has •ΓΟΠ1/ {hbtm} 'the 
houses' (Donner - Rollig, KaArln, I , 1 (4.2); I I , 6), which conforms to the 
Hebrew ΠΓίΠΙΙΓΙ̂  {hab|bDtíym} (Ex. 12:7, etc.). In subsequent Phoenician, 
as well as Hebrew — the two being names for related dialects of essentially the 
same language — the article is very frequent. 

It is strictly a prefix (not a precursory word as in Greek), although it can 
bear a minor accent under certain environmental circumstances; e.g. 
na7«m^{w3|h5^aaDm5s} 'and the ground' (Deut. 11:17, cf. l.Ga). Its 
relationship to the Arabic prefix {hā-} in {hā5ā} is likely, though not exact. 

1 2 9 The meager texts in Linear Β characters from the latter part of the 2d millennium B . C . 
are all in prose; they contain extremely few — and questionable — instances of demonstra-
tìves of any sort, and none of the definite article. 
1 3 0 E x a m p l e s in Gordon, UgTe: Grammar, 65-66: "mlk.rb (118:226) 'the great king'.... 
/ alpm mrim (1100:1) 'for the fat oxen'." 
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Moreover, within the Semitic languages, no demonstrative monosyllable is 
known from which such a prefix could readily have devolved. So I suggest 
that it was borrowed from the prehistoric Greek [ho] — feminine [he] in Attic 
and Ionic, [ha] in the other dialects.131 I see no chronological obstacle. We 
have only to posit 

(1) that in the prehistoric Greek language the articular use of the neuter [to] 
had spread to the masculine [ho] (and the feminine [hĒ/ā]), since this supple-
tion according to gender is no peculiarity of Greek but common to the IE cog-
nate languages;132 

(2) that the register of Greek from which Hebrew-Phoenician-Moabite, about 
1000 B.C. or earlier, took up this handy device was not the poetic but the un-
recorded colloquial, where it was already employed much the same as in all 
Greek prose known to us from subsequent literary and inscriptional texts. 

Though it seems round-about for the articular use of the demonstrative to 
have spread from Egyptian to Greek, and then from Greek to a Semitic lan-
guage in the neighborhood of Egypt, I have inferred it from the traces that re-
main visible.1 3 3 The Greek noun *0־ βωμός [hob5mos] 'the altar', represent-
ed in Moabite by {hbmt} and in Hebrew by {habbom5E} (2.Gb), illus-
trates how the [h V -] morpheme could have entered Semitic. 

3.Fi. The most striking syntactical parallel is the R E P E T I T I O N of the article as it 
accompanies the attributive adjective following the noun (3.Fb): 

hg κλήρος hg *έβδομος : {haggowr51 hašš95iy < : ì y} 'the seventh lot', besides 
hg Ηαρραβών *οδε : {hp^en>5own hazzéR} 'this pledge' (3.Fa). 

1 3 1 In Hebrew, and presumably in Phoenician too, the phonetic variation in the vowel has 
nothing to do with gender — nor with number, for that matter (cf. 3 . F b ) . 
1 3 2 Outside of the nominative case, the masc. and fem. forms begin with [t־] just like the 

neuter; but this has no bearing upon the [h־] of the Semitic prefix. 
1 3 3 In appealing to DIFFUSION to account for these morphological and syntactic facts, I dis-
sent somewhat from Bernal, BlAt, I, 55-56: "It is only with the hypothesis of a genetic rela-
tionship between Afroasiatic and Indo-European, and areal features resulting from conver-
gence, that one can explain such 'coincidences' as the remarkable similarity between the He-
brew ha (the) and the Greek nominative forms of the word, ho and hē. Both Greek and C a -
naanite seem to have transformed initial s- into h־, and both developed definite articles out of 
demonstratives. There may have been a direct influence or 'contamination' from the Semitic 
to the Greek forms, but the latter is too well-rooted in Indo-European to be considered as a 
loan." 
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Wherever in the development of other languages, later on, a demonstrative 
evolved into the definite article, this sort of collocation did not result; e.g. in 
Romance languages, which place most attributive adjectives after the noun: 
Italian la donna tecoita יי 'the Tekoite woman' (not ??7a donna la tecoita; 
Π Samuel 14:9, translating ΓΡΓρΓίΓΙ ! י ^ א ה י ' {hD?išš5K ha t taqo^} 

= 1"η yvvr\ 1"η Θεκωΐτις•^; in 
English versions 'the woman of Tekoa'). As this remarkable repetition does 
not go back to anything documented in Egyptian, it could have originated either 
in early Greek or in early Hebrew,134 and then spread to the other language. 
That the two could have hit upon it independently, is conceivable but unlikely, 
in view of the many other structural features they have in common. 

Arabic, as we have noted (3.Fc), shares this collocation of prefixed noun 
followed by prefixed attributive adjective. Gê ez and the more recent Semitic 
languages of Ethiopia do not; nor did Akkadian.1 3 5 Phonetically, the Arabic 
article matches the Hebrew only in a limited environment — when combined 
with the prefix {k-} 'like' and followed by a noun that begins with an apical 
consonant (traditionally called a "sun letter" by the Arabic grammarians): 

^»JJLlLS^ [kaššamsi] 'like the sun' 
= 10 S i f יי צ {Raššémeš} (Ps. 89:37); 

not only the {״׳} of the Arabic article but the {1} too disappears in pronuncia-
tion as the initial consonant of the noun itself is strengthened, whereas in He-
brew the {h} of the article becomes quite undiscernible, so that after this {k-} 
in both languages the article consists of {a} + strengthening of the ensuing 
consonant. 

Much rarer in Biblical Hebrew and in classical Greek prose is the omission 
of the article before the noun while it is expressed before the adjective (the op-
posite of Romance syntax as in la donna tecoita); e.g. 

1 3 4 Although I would not insist on Hebrew as distinct from Phoenician, the oldest Phoeni-

cian instance that has come to light is from around 500 B . C . (later than much of the Hebrew 

Bible): האלנם הקדשם^ { h 7 l n m hqdsm} 'the holy gods' (Donner - Rollig, KaArln, 

I , 3 [ 14 .9 ] ) . 
1 3 5 Aramaic is uniquely noteworthy for the repetition of the S U F F I X E D definite article: 

Êbh|5?rabb|57} 'the great God' (Ezra 5:8; cf. lיאלהא' {Π 7!! א .Ab) , 
translated του Geoû του μεγάλου^ (in the genitive case). 
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} /יחצר הפנימי H : > c é r h a p | p 3 n i y m í y } 'the inner court' (Ezek. 40:28),1 3 6 

πανηγύρεσι ταΙς κοιναις^ 'the common festivals' (Thucydides 
1.25.4). This part of the parallel between the two languages — one Semitic 
and the other IE — is somewhat diminished by the observation that the adjec-
tives treated thus in Hebrew are mainly ordinal numerals — י ΓΙ  'ייום 

{yo w m haš|šiššíy} 'the sixth day' (Gen. 1:31) — whereas in Greek they are 
mainly possessives or superlatives, neither of which correspond to any type of 
Hebrew adjective: 

δ ε σ π ό τ η ς h0 σ ό ς ^ 'your master' (Xenophon, Cyr. 5.3.6),1 3 7 

κ ω μ ω ι δ ί α ς τ η ς φ α υ λ ό τ α τ η ς ^ 'the meanest comedy' (Isocrates 2.44). 

3.Fj. The prefixed definite article of Hebrew does not seem to have developed 
phonetically from the same demonstrative as its counterpart in Arabic. The 
likeliest source of {haC-/ho־/he-} is the demonstrative adverb that appears 
in Hebrew as ]!!יי {hén} or (unaccented) ]!!יי {hen}; e.g. 

ך -ri^hén ké[ כ?<ף א$ר מצאנו בפי אבותחתינו השיבנו אלי
σ ε ρ

 7ášér moc5?nuw
 b a p í y ? a m t 3 H o t é y n u w ΙιεδΡΈόηιΓ ?elé'Tb} 'behold 

silver that we found in the mouth of our sacks, we have brought back to you' 
(Gen. 44:8; nearly = יהכםף' {hakkéoep} 'the silver that we found . . . ' ) ; 
א יצןום י ב ל ? י עם ־ ן Π י ' { h ε n - ^ ב m k ^ b B í y ל y כ q ú w m } 'behold a people 

[that] stands up like a lion' (Num. 23:24). 
The source of the Arabic JI { ? aL-} was apparently a prehistoric demon-

 / יי׳
strative, which in Arabic survives as such only in the plural form 0 - J I 
{?ulā(y)} 'these' or 'those'. The Hebrew cognate { ? é lk K } (3.Ga) has a rare 
short form, best attested in I Chronicles 20:8: א בגת פ ר ה לדו ל  /יאל נו
{?él nu ( w ) lbdú w 13h:>r;>p57b3gát} 'these were born to the giant in Gath'.1 3 8 

1 3 6 Rendered with both articles in the Septuagint: τ ή ν α υ λ ή ν τ ή ν € σ ω τ έ ρ α ν \ For more 
examples see Rendsburg, DiAnHe, 107-109. 
1 3 7 In Hebrew 'your' would be expressed by a suffix: י J "1 7} י א י ā d o n é y | k D } (Gen. 24: 
51, etc.). See B. L . Gildersleeve - C . W. E . Miller, Syntax of Classical Greek from Homer 
to Demosthenes, I I (New York: American Book Co., 1911), 280-283; Paul Jouon, Gram-
maire de l'hébreu biblique, 2d ed. (Rome: Institut Biblique Pontifical, 1947), 429. 

138 p é [ } cannot h a v e j j e r e the ordinary meaning of its singular homophone 'God', because it 

is the subject of a plural verb. 
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This demonstrative {?él} stands in the same phonetic relationship to the Arabic 
article as {hén} to the Hebrew article. 

3.Fk. Within IE the closest correspondence — syntactic as well as morpho-
logical — to the Greek h0 (masc), 1"η (fem.), τό (neuter) is in the early Ger-
manic languages, Gothic and Old English.1 3 9 For they use the cognate de-
monstrative forms also as the definite article, though not to nearly the same ex-
tent as in Greek; e.g. in John 10:11, 

Greek: "εγώ "1ειμί h0 ποιμήν h0 καλός, hg ποιμήν *0־ καλός Ί am the good 
Gothic: {ik i m hairdeis gods, hardeis sa goda shepherd; the 
OE: ic eom god hyrde, god hyrde good shepherd 

TT\V ψυχήν αυτού τίθησιν Vrrèp των προβάτων^ gives his life for 
saiwala seina lagjif? faur lamba}^ the sheep.' 

sylp his lif for his sceapon יי 
Whereas the Gothic is a direct translation from Greek, the Old English is from 
the Latin version, which of course had no article, and accordingly there are no 
articles in the Old English rendering of this verse. The next two verses, how-
ever, begin thus: 

h0 μισθωτός δε hq δε μισθωτός 'but the hireling' 
{i{3 asneis i{3 sa asneis} 

se hyra se hyra 
The Old English translator, with no clue from the Latin, inserted the definite 
article from his own sense of English syntax. 

Where Gothic reproduces the Greek definite article, seldom is the Gothic 
form phonetically close to the Greek; e.g. {{5ana mannan}^ 

for τον "1άνθρωποι^ 'the man' (ac-
cusative singular masc, Luke 8:35). I see little or no evidence that a similarity 
in sound fostered the change in syntax, bringing this Germanic language more 
into line with Greek — as the Egyptian {t3} much earlier had favored such an 
adaptation of the Greek demonstrative beginning with { t - } , and in turn the 
other Greek forms, beginning with {h -} , had favored a like-sounding prefix 
to serve as the definite article in Semitic. 

1 3 9 Old Norse also has the cognate demonstratives so יי, sú יי, pat יי; but for the definite 

article it uses a different demonstrative enn יי, suffixed to nouns, which was originally 

cognate to Gothic {jains}"1', English yon יי, etc.). 
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Germanic languages or dialects were spoken by strong but backward na-
tions for several centuries before any Christian missionary undertook a transla-
tion of the Bible for their benefit. However, we lack evidence whether or not 
the Germanic peoples were already — say, in the time of Tacitus, around A.D. 
100 (cf. l.Fb) — using these IE demonstratives in the manner I have just 
shown; for until Christianity spread northward, we have very little documenta-
tion of Germanic speech apart from the Germanic names in Latin and Greek 
texts. It would have been easiest for the Goths, before any other Germans, to 
pick up the articular use of the demonstratives from Greek, when they moved 
south of the Danube close to Greece. Nevertheless an earlier diffusion — even 
a much earlier one — must not be ruled out as impossible but rather acknowl-
edged to be untraceable. At any rate, within Germanic territory it must have 
spread irresistibly, if not rapidly, and in the Christian era if not earlier. 

3.FL. As the Romance languages subsequendy developed their definite article 
out of the Latin demonstrative ille"1 (fem. ilia"1), we can scarcely doubt Ger-
manic influence upon their syntax. In a few Romance areas the article came, in-
stead, from the emphatic ipse"1 (fem. ipsa"1); e.g. in the Logodurian dialect of 
southern Sardinia kon isos omines י 'with the men' 

(< ipsos"1 'themselves', accusative pi. masc.).140 

Here it was possibly the Germanic s- forms that favored this choice, given the 
availability of both ill- and ips- forms from Latin. But that would seem least 
likely on an island rather far from the continent; for the migrating Germans 
went much more by land than by sea. Also on the Balearic island of Mallorca it 
is es"1 (fem. sa"1). 

On the mainland, however, there was at least one likely contact, in 
southwestern France. For a great Visigothic kingdom had its capital in Tolosa 
(now Toulouse), and the Romance dialect of Gascony showed in former times 
some traces of the definite article derived from ips-, such as 

es cavals יי 'the horse' 
< ipse caballus § 'the nag himself. 

And for all we know, within Germanic — through most of the first millennium 
of the Christian era — the s forms of the nominative singular masculine and 
feminine may well have been shared by virtually all dialects, rather than being a 
characteristic peculiarity of Gothic, Norse, and Old English. 

140 wilhelm Meyer-Liibke, Grammatik der romanischen Sprachen, II (Leipzig: O. R. Reis-
land, 1894; repr. Hildesheim: Georg Olms, 1972), 129-130. 
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In any event, it was a syntactic influence of the Germanic article upon Ro-
mance (not the reverse) that overcame the long-standing aversion inherited 
from Latin, whereas the Greek model had never availed to alter this negative 
feature of Latin — perhaps the most striking contrast between the two classical 
languages.141 Definite evidence of priority comes out in the Strasburg oaths of 
the French and German armies on February 14, 842, quoted in a Latin history 
of Charlemagne's grandsons: 

Romana lingua ... Silodhuuigs sagrament que son fradre karlo 
iurat conseruat... 

Teudisca autem lingua — Oba karl theneid then er sinemo bruo-
dher ludhuuuige gesuor geleistit....^ 'in the Roman[ce] language 
"I f Louis keeps [the] oath that he swore to his brother Charles...." In the Ger-
man language, " I f Charles keeps the oath that he swore to his brother Lou-
is...." ' 1 4 2 — sagrament still with no article in the earliest Old French (le 

1 4 1 See Jacob Wackernagel, Vorlesungen tiber Syntax mit besonderer Beriicksichtigung von 
Griechisch, Lateinisch undDeutsch, 2d ed., Π (Basel: Birkhāuser Verlag [1928]), 129-130. 

That Arabic too influenced the Romance languages, is not out of the question; for of all 
the Romance renderings of ille (nominative), ilium י (accusative), illā י -the Cas ,(ablative) י
tilian d י  the' is closest phonetically — as well as geographically — to the Arabic prefixed' י
article { 7 a l - J . Many nouns were borrowed from Arabic with this prefix; e.g. cdcalde י -for) י

merly also alcalde, alkaldi^, alcade י י , etc.) 'judge, mayor' < ί_^ό ϋ ϋ I 7} י י a l q ā d i 7 } 
'the judge'. (Classical Arabic, however, drops the [7a] except in an initial position; in the 
Q u r 7 ā n even the beginning of a verse is treated as non-initial, being linked to the last word 
of the previous verse.) Supposing that such an Arabic influence began when Tar īq conquered 
most of Spain in 711-13,1 find it difficult, though not quite inconceivable, that in the sub-
sequent generations the definite article could spread to the other Romance countries (includ-
ing, perhaps, even the Balkans). — As J . P. Brown reminds me, the first syllable al- has 

never functioned IN SPANISH as the definite article; 'the mayor' is el alcalde י י . At most, if 
al- is not a mere fossil inseparable from -cedde, it serves here as a sort of classifying mor-
pheme for nouns that would seldom occur with the indefinite article; un alcalde י -a may' י
or', while not a contradiction in terms, is much less frequent. The Egyptian word πίρωμις^ 
'man', used by Herodotus (2.143.4) with the Greek nominative case-ending -s , somewhat 
similarly includes the Egyptian definite article pi-, not functioning as such in Greek but rath-
er constituting an inseparable syllable of this noun. However, in the Coptic version (Bohairic 
dialect) of John 19:5 πιρωμι^ renders ο "1άνθρωπος 'the man'. 

1 4 2 Nithard, Histoire des fits de Louis le Pieux, ed. and tr. by Ph. Lauer (Paris: Honoré 
Champion, 1926), 106-108, but rather than Lauer's transcription I follow the facsimile plates 
to the letter. 
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serment^ in modern French), but already then eid 'the oath' in German 
(den Eid יי in modern German). 

The history of the definite article in Christendom, from post-classical 
Greek to the Germanic and the Romance languages, is not as fully documented 
as one would like; but still it gives us some idea of how, more than a millenni-
um earlier, the definite article could spread from Egyptian to prehistoric Greek 
and Hebrew-Phoenician. Here is one grammatical device that appears to have 
been adopted gradually, with differences of detail from one language to an-
other, but more and more widely — in IE territory, at any rate, as well as in 
Semitic — because it made for clearer communication, by means of E X P L I C I T 

R E F E R E N C E . 

3.Fm. One surprising phonetic resemblance remains to be explored. The Old 
English se (nominative sing, masc.) has a feminine as in seo eorpe^ 'the 
earth'. The diphthong eo in the article, just as in the noun, seems to corre-
spond to a variable Hebrew vowel (l.Ff). Depending upon the conditions of 
sentence accent, the Heb. noun is either f א ל {?érec} or 5?} א ל ץ  r e c } . 

When the article is prefixed, this noun is always א ל ץ i l {ho?orec} 
'the earth'; but {he-} turns up with certain other nouns, provided that they 
begin with a different guttural consonant, followed by the vowel {כ}, as we 
saw in ן י נ ע  .the cloud'(3.Fb)' {he^non} ה

Furthermore, in both languages the variable vowel is accented, or at least 
accentable. In regard to Old English, this statement is open to some doubt be-
cause the written language had no regular means to show stress. But the mod-
ern English stress upon any noun such as earth makes it safe to posit stress 
upon the first syllable of eorpe (whereas the unstressed vowel of the second 
syllable has now vanished); and on the other hand, the definite article in Old 
English was probably not so weak as our [δ3/!] — which, even so, we can on 
occasion pronounce emphatically [31] as in the earth, the champion^. 
The Hebrew notation shows the article accented in certain special environ-
ments: ]יאת־העצ '{?et־hè^on6n} 'the cloud'(Ezekiel 10:4), 

! ד 0 ד א ה  .and the ground' (3.Fh)' {*wafù^âcbmo} ן

3.G. Sem. (Aram.) {?illelc} : IE (Latin) illic, illaec 'those' 
Within early IE, unless the languages are very closely related — like San-

skrit and Avestan — the demonstratives afford few clear correspondences from 
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one language to another (Jackson, AvGr, 117-123). So it is all the more re-
markable that one of the Latin demonstratives, which has only the faintest IE 
connections, finds a good match in several Semitic languages. 

3.Ga. In modern English ille is glossed 'that', but the archaic 'yon' would 
more precisely express the meaning A T A D I S T A N C E — what we raise the eyes 
to look at (Levin, ViPhCo, 470-473). Forms with the reinforcing suffix -cor 
-ce (limited to demonstrative words) are less frequent, but still well attested. 
The alternative to the nominative singular masculine ille is illic^. The Latin 
plural forms have a twofold parallel in Aramaic: 

Lat. nom. masc. nom. fem. nom./acc. neuter Aramaic 
,777V143 7 7 ; a e V y;7aV ה ל א ^  ,(seldom) {*élle?} ׳

i//rcV144 Ulaec< illaec^ י | ל א י ' {?illék} (often), 
{?élle^} is also in Hebrew, and far more frequent, with the meaning 'these' 
rather than 'those'. In the two Aramaic occurrences (Jeremiah 10:11, Ezra 5: 
15) the English distinction between 'these' and 'those' (or 'yon') is hardly rel-
evant: א אלה י מ ע י ׳ { Š3mayy57 ? é l k E } , although translated 'these heav-
ens', is certainly something to look up to. 1 4 6 

1 4 3 I L L E I 1 ' in early Latin; cf. l . A c 5 , L c , etc. 
1 4 4 That the second i is long cannot be proved from the meter of Plautus, Menaechmi 997. 
A whole series of editors have emended the illic of the mss. (quid illic homines ad me 
currunt 'Why are those men running up to me?') to illisce, for no better reason dian diat 
they have also emended the nom. pi. masc. hie in 958 to hisce (which in early Ladn is not 
limited to the dative/abladve plural). But granted that in pre-classical Latin die -sat the end 
of his 'these' (and of nearly any other word) was liable to be dropped in pronunciation and 
therefore in writing, and likewise the final short vowel -e, still that is not enough to justify 

the restoration of them in any particular text without positive evidence. The spelling of the 
mss. constitutes evidence that no [s] and no [e] was pronounced in 17/ic and in hie, at least in 

these occurrences. 
1 4 5 A different neuter plural in an archaic formula illace suouitaurilia יי 'these sacrifices 
of boar, ram, and bull' (Cato, De agri cultura 141.1), and in the rare compound postillac יי 
'afterwards' (literally 'after those things'; Menaechmi 683). The a is probably long (to judge 
by analogy with the less rare postillā יי and the frequent posthāc יי 'after these tilings'), but 
the meter of Men. 683 would allow either a long or a short vowel in tins position of the 
verse, and of course the prose of Cato gives no indication either. 
1 4 6 As no other word in the Aramaic corpus ends in { - i } , this one is open to the suspicion 

that the vocalization is not truly Aramaic here but contaminated by Hebrew; Bauer - Leander, 
GrBiAr, 82-83, argue that in Aramaic it should have been either *?éMēor *?illē. But a de-
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That the {-R} in {?illék} is a demonstrative morpheme, like the Latin -c, 
appears from the Aramaic singular forms 

{0Tdék} (masc), {%ב£} (fem., 3.Fe). 
The Hebrew cognates are {zéR} " {ζό κ } " with no {-Ε}. 

The Latin letter c stands for a velar plosive [k]; in Aramaic, coming after a 
vowel, this consonant is fricativated. 

3.Gb. Although accents are not written in Latin, we have much evidence from 
the ancient grammarians and from certain meters in poetry. Beyond doubt, 

ilia was normally stressed on the first syllable,147 like {7élk r 1} 
and illic, illaec " "second " " {?illék}. 

The vowels in the last syllable of ilia : {7élles} and of illic : {?illék} are at 
least roughly similar but do not quite match. 

Al l fourteen instances of {7illék} and the two of { 7 é lk R } in Biblical 
Aramaic refer to male persons or a grammatically masculine noun, whereas 

{?illéyn} clearly allows either masculine or feminine reference (e.g. 
Dan. 6:3, 7:17). {?elle15} in Hebrew is noteworthy for making no distinction 
of gender.148 

3.Gc. Whereas the Aramaic and Hebrew cognates are limited to the plural, the 
Akkadian masc. sing, {u l - lu-u}^ 'that, yon' (rarely {al־lu-u}^) corresponds 
rather to archaic Latin olleיי or ollus^ (nom. sing. masc. = ille), and the 
Akkadian genitive {ul־li-i }יי to the Latin dative 07/7 יי (arch. = HIT יי) . Early 
Akkadian {ul־ lu-um}^ and {ul-le-em}1', with a nasal consonant at the end, 
are reminiscent of the Latin accusative singular masculine ilium יי, O L L O M + 

(cf. l .Acl,Bb). However, I have not found any syntactical correlation be-

monstrative word, in various languages, is liable to be phonologically abnormal; e.g. the 
Russian (ét i} 'these' (neuter singular ém^ { é t o } 'this') is the only native word that be-
gins with unpalatalized [e]. 
1 4 7 Like ella יי in Italian and Spanish (cf. French elle יי [el]) from die Latin feminine singu-
lar ilia, identical with the neuter plural. The definite article la יי 'the' (fem. sing.), however, 
and the object pronoun la יי 'her' (< illam יי, accusative sing, fem.) go back to a colloquial 
Latin pronunciation with the initial weakened or lost, as the meter of Plautus and Terence 
often shows. 
1 4 8 The Ge^ez cognate does distinguish between { 7 a l l u } ^ (masc.) and {?311a}^ (fem.) 

'these'. 
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tween the -m forms of Latin and those of Akkadian. So it would be premature 
to claim that the suffixed morpheme -m besides the base, is cognate in these 
two languages.149 

The variation between ο and i is anomalous in Latin, and so is the discrep-
ancy between the Aramaic and the Akkadian {u} and {a} anomalous 
within Semitic. It probably points to something very archaic, preserved into the 
historical period of these languages by the peculiar niche of a demonstrative 
word in their vocabulary. 

3.Gd. The Latin double -//- is a puzzle to IE etymologists, since proto-IE is 
not supposed to have had any geminates. To be sure, the ancient IE languages 
(apart from Avestan and Old Persian) have plenty of them, but seldom in 
words cognate from one language to another; so the geminates are explained 
mostly as former consonant-groups that have undergone assimilation — e.g. 
ollus from *ol-no-s (Pokorny, InEtWo, I , 24). The geminate is found in 
the Oscan cognate {olleis}^ (genitive singular masc); but more often a single 
consonant was written in that language, however it may have been pro-
nounced: {u 1 u m }יי, accusative singular masculine 

O L \ W , 1 5 0 genitive plural 
{ulas}^, " singular feminine 
{olam }יי, accusative " 

In Latin the adverb olim יי 'long ago', vaguely related to oil-, ill-, has a sin-
gle -1-. The rare preposition uls יי 'beyond' and the common derivatives 

ultra יי 'beyond, further' (adverb or preposition), 
ulterior^ 'further' (adjective), 
ultimus^ 'furthest' 

cannot show -II- even if called for by the etymology, because the immediately 
ensuing consonant precludes a geminate. Old Irish has tall יי 'there, beyond', 
an all ^ 'thence'. 

If Oscan were more copiously preserved, or if we had texts in a Celtic lan-
guage from the pre-Christian era, they might show exact cognates to this Latin 
demonstrative. As it is, nothing from within IE is nearly as close to illic as the 

1 4 9 The Akkadian feminine singular { u l l ī t u í m ) } ^ is worth mentioning because the (־t־) is 
possibly cognate to the dental consonant at the end of the Latin neuter Mud יי (cf. 3 . E f ) . 
Like other Semitic languages (and Afro-Asiatic in general), Akkadian has no neuter nouns; 
but the feminine forms of some pronouns and adjectives are used much like the I E neuter. 
1 5 0 From a relatively late Oscan inscription in Latin letters instead of the native alphabet. 
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Aramaic {?illélc}; besides, {?élleK} and the Akkadian {u l l - } forms reinforce 
this Semitic-IE correspondence. So in spite of the geographical gap it can hard-
ly be coincidental. 

3.H. Concluding Remarte on Pronouns 
Alongside the innumerable nouns and verbs of any language, the pronouns 

constitute a very small part of the vocabulary, but they are used with dispro-
portionate frequency. For our comparative purpose we have found them also 
disproportionately conspicuous among the cognates that link IE to Semitic. 
Without pursuing any weaker leads, such as the IE interrogative — Latin 
qu\is^ 'who', etc. — which Moller (VelnSeWo, 125) compared to the Arabic 

'f>Ś^ {k | am } 'how much/many',151 I would invite attention to the pronouns 
that we have examined in this chapter. They take in the first, second, and third 
persons; the connections in the third person, to be sure, seem to be somewhat 
less strong and not to reach so far back into remote prehistory. Furthermore, 
these pronouns of the third person overlap with demonstratives. While less 
than half of the IE pronouns in each of these categories have a manifest Semitic 
cognate, still they amount to a sizable minority — whereas among nouns and 
verbs the cognates, in the dozens (or possibly hundreds), are a tiny minority, 
though nonetheless significant. 

Why would pronouns thus be relatively prominent among the key etymolo-
gies? A general cause lies in their high frequency, which minimizes — without 

1 5 1 Also Illich-Svitych, OpSr (b-k), 355-356. The Latin interrogative adverb qu\am יי 

'how, how much', rarely 'how many', would afford a more plausible cognate: 
quis pudor heu nostras tibi tunc audīre laborēs, 

quam referam uīsās tua per suspīria gentēs יי 
'What a shame, alas, [will it be] for you then to hear our labors [instead of having shared in 
them]? Through how many sighs of yours shall I relate the nadons [that we have] seen?' or 
'How many nations shall I report [we have] seen, through your sighs?' (i.e. while you sigh 
on and on as you listen; Valerius Flaccus 1.172-173); 

u_̂ -s Ù-« |0-vM u-o LxS_L» I !o-S'* (karn ? a h l a k n ā m i n qabl ihim m i n qarnin) 

'How many a generation [literally 'a horn', l .Bb] have we destroyed before them?' (Qur?ān 

6.6, 38.2[3]). In both languages this interrogative is especially common in questions that 

are exclamatory rather than for the purpose of eliciting information. 

Also in Ge^ez the cognate is "used occasionally as an exclamation; e.g. kama šannāy 

ra?yatu 'how fair is his appearance!' " (Leslau, CoGiGe, 284). A fairly literal Latin transla-

tion would be quam pulchra eī species §. 
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eliminating, however — the liability to obsolescence. So they perpetuate them-
selves through the many generations of speakers; and besides, in a favorable 
situation of intimate bilingual contact, they may even go across from one lan-
guage to another — less readily, to be sure, than certain kinds of nouns do, es-
pecially those nouns that designate new things, experienced in the course of bi-
lingual contact. A strongly felt need to borrow a pronoun would seldom arise 
in a language, and only under somewhat special circumstances, since each lan-
guage — presumably — was already equipped with an ample repertory of pro-
nominal expressions. But some of the etymologies in this chapter may take us 
back to a primitive stage indeed, when the very basic devices of verbal com-
munication were first being formulated within particular languages that were 
destined to live on for thousands of years. 



Chapter I V 
PREPOSITIONS 

Languages that share prepositions have either a common origin or, at any 
rate, a common background so intimate that minor, inconspicuous details of 
vocabulary could pass from one language to another. It is one thing to borrow 
a phrase that includes a preposition, as some educated speakers of English 
have taken par excellence^ from French or sub judice*^ from Latin; it is 
another thing to borrow the preposition par or sub for use apart from such a 
formula, and this in fact has not happened. However, one Latin preposition, 
per יי 'through', has gained some limited currency as an English preposition:1 

While Englishmen in their bookkeeping gradually shifted from Latin to their 
native tongue, an entry such as vi d. [- denarii] per diem"1 was often not 
fully rendered into six pence a day; instead per diem (as well as per an-
η um יי) was kept in Latin.2 More recently, other expressions of time devel-
oped in hybrid form: per month יי, per week*1 — where the pure Latin ex-
pression, being less familiar, did not come to mind — and on that model, also 
per dayיי׳ and per year•יי. Nowadays the syntagma of per + a singular noun 
(with no article) is widely extended in the sequel to almost any numerical ex-
pression, such as three drinks per person יי and two children per fami-
ly יי (see OxEnDi, s.v. "per"). 

The borrowing of prepositions does not depend on whether the languages 
involved were akin prehistorically, as English and Latin were, but on the kind 
of contact between them at the time of borrowing. An incontestable instance, 
which involves languages that were very distantly related at best, is the Span-

1 Per happens to be the source of the French par. — As a PREFIX, sub- serves in English 

compound words, such as subcommittee יי, subcontract"1, sub-group יי (speUed with or 

without a hyphen). In a few of them it is even attached to a nadve English base: sub-field יי, 
sub-head*1. 
2 Perhaps a was no longer recognised here as a vestigial English preposition (the weak alter-

nam of on יי), but rather interpreted as the indefinite article 
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ish hasta^ 'until, up to' < Arabic Jí^^ (HattaC)} (in Old Castilian also ad-
fa יי, fasta^, fata^; Levin, DiQuQu, 415-416). Large parts of Spain were 
bilingual for centuries after the Muslim conquest (which began in A.D. 711); 
but to account for the spread of this particular preposition into the Romance 
vernacular, Yakov Malkiel invokes "the role played in medieval Christian 
Spain by Moorish land-surveyors."3 To pinpoint the locus of contact in such 
an etymology from a historical period, documentary evidence can sometimes 
be adduced. While that is out of the question in the much earlier etymologies 
that we are about to study, we can state the pertinent facts from each recorded 
language and go on to theorize upon a possible Sitz im Leben for the prehistor-
ic sharing of these prepositions. I would scarcely entertain the alternative con-
ception that they constitute the meager remnant of a once full set of preposi-
tions in a remote proto-language, called "Nostratic". 

4.A. Sem. (Heb.) {^éSer} 'across' :IE(OldEnglish) [7]ofer> over 
4.Aa. As a verbal root, {,•br} 'cross, go across or beyond' is more widely 
used in Semitic than the preposition represented 

in Hebrew by ־ 1 3 ^ {*é&r}, 
in Aramaic by יעבר ׳ ' {^áĒár}, 
in Akkadian by {e-ber}^ (chiefly in {eber nan}^ 'across/beyond 

the river [Euphrates]'; AsDi, IV, 8), 
in Arabic by ^s• יי {^abra}. 

On the other hand, in IE the preposition is widespread, but no verb: 
Greek hunèp^ 'over' (in Homeric Greek also W e i יק'), 

Sanskrit ד 3־ "ft יי {upári}, 
Gothic {ufar }יי, Old Norse yfir יי, etc. (InEuSeLa, 555-557; 

Levin, SeEv, 257-260; Pokorny, InEtWo, I , 1105). 
The Old English ofer^ (sometimes written with an apex ο / e r יי) differs from 
its IE cognates in having a less closed vowel. Moreover there is an identical 
noun in Old English that means 'shore' or 'bank' (now obsolete except in the 
place-names Over יי, Wendover יי, Westover יי, etc.); and the Hebrew word 
also functions as a noun — the bank or side of a river, or a mountain-pass. 

The semantic match is most precise when the place is a river: 

Theory and Practice of Romance Etymology (London: Variorum Reprints, 1989), 66. 
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] ד ר י עכר ה י  the Jordan's bank' or 'across/beyond' {éber hayyardén^} י
the Jordan' (Joshua 13:27, etc.) 

is reminiscent of W è p (τον) Λάρδανονΐ 'over (or across) the Iardanos'.4 

Although no river in England favors us with a cognate name, we can cite the 
verse ofer eástreámas is brycga.de יי Over streams 

ice made a bridge',5 

and the translation of Bede's Mîfon'a ecclesiastica (3.2): 
Lundenceaster on ofere6 gesetedpees foresprecenan streames^ (for 
the Latin original Londonia ciuitas... super ripam praefati fluminis 
posita^) 'London town, set on [the] bank of the aforesaid river', where -e is 
the dative case-ending. In the accusative case no ending is added: 

on done ofer^ 'on the bank'. 
In Hebrew the noun is seldom accompanied by the article: 

ר ב ע ד ה ו ^ ד ^ ^ { w a y y a ^ E o r d D w l d h c ^ é B E r } 'and David went to 
the other side' or 'went beyond the pass' (I Sam. 26:13). 

4 Cf. ,"υπέρ ποταμοίο* 'across [the] river' (Iliad 23.73), W è p τάφροιτ 'across [the] ditch' 
(18.228), wrèp ουδόν^ Over [the] threshold' (Od. 7.135, etc.). 

"Ιορδανός^ is the name of several litde-known rivers in the Peloponnese, Crete, and Lyd-
ia; also the one "in the land of the Hebrews", according to the pagan writer Pausanias 5.7.4 
— although the Jewish sources in Greek (the Septuagint, the New Testament, and Josephus) 
make it "Ιορδάνης^, with an unexplained vowel -o- contrary to the {-a-} of { y a r d é n } in 

the Massoretic Hebrew text. The great rivers "ΐοδανός^ in Gaul (now Rhone יי) and "Ηριδα-
voŝ  (Hesiod, Theog. 338; Herodotus 3.115, etc.; later identified with the river Π ά δ ο ς ^ Pa-
dus יי > Po יי in northern Italy) manifest somewhat different forms of the same name, wide-
spread in the Mediterranean region. There used to be also a litde Ηριδανός in Attica (Pausa-
nias 1.19.5, etc.). I owe most of my information to J . P. Brown; see his article, "The Tern-
plum and the Saeculum: Sacred space and time in Israel and Etruria," ZeAIWi, 98 (1986), 
421-422. This is an important toponymic etymology, but it eludes any exact conclusions. 
5 771« Legend of St. Andrew 2523-24; J . M . Kemble, The Poetry of the Codex Vercellensis 
(London: jElfric Society, 1843), 73. The compound noun with ea- 'water-streams', instead of 
the plain streamas^, is evidentiy for the sake of "alliteration": two words in the first half of 
the verse and at least one in the second must begin either with the same consonant or with 
any vowel — i.e. with an unwritten glottal stop [ל] before the vowel of the initial syllable 
( l . C b . F a , 4 .Ae ) . 
6 As in other Old English texts, often the scribe's diagonal stroke may look to an editor like 
a Greek acute accent rather than a Latin apex. The scribe's purpose was, presumably, to show 
lengthening of the vowel — which, however, would seldom occur in an unstressed syllable. 
Whatever shape a modem editor (or printer) may choose, is of litde concern, unless it were to 
be demonstrated that some Old English scribes used both ' and' for different phonetic pur-
poses. 
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It often has a preposition prefixed to it for greater precision: 
] ה ר * ! ר ! ב ע ב י ' {ba^éber hayyardén} On the bank of the Jordan', 
ר ה נ ר ה ב ע מ י ' {me^éber hann:1h5r} 'from the bank of the river [Eu-

phrates]' (Gen. 50:10, etc.; I I Sam. 10:16); 
but 'across the Jordan' or 'across the river' is also a valid translation. 

The difference between a N O U N I N T H E C O N S T R U C T S T A T E and a P R E -

P O S I T I O N is blurred. Just as it would be a futile refinement of terminology to 
arguethatin Ά'ΰרS׳<יאת־ {?et־־par^oK} 'with Pharaoh' (Gen. 41:9, etc.) 
{?εΐ} is a preposition but in {me^e t -pa r^} 'from Pharaoh' (3.Ed) {?et} 
must be a noun because {me-} is prefixed to it, likewise the prefixing of 
{me-} in {me^éber} scarcely determines that here {^éher} still ranks as a 
noun but that with nothing prefixed {">éSer} ceases to be a noun and becomes 
a preposition instead. 

4.Ab. Through our comparison with Semitic (and particularly with Hebrew) 
we have already brought out something relevant to IE etymology that had not 
been perceived by strictly IE researchers. For they somewhat oddly disregard-
ed the identity of the Old English noun and preposition ofer, as though it were 
mere homophony. Not that it is peculiar to English; in Dutch too the preposi-
tion is over יי, and the noun in Middle Dutch was either oever יי or over 7.יי 
In German, to be sure, the noun is Vfer^ and the preposition ùber^, but only 
the preposition comes from Old High German (where at least eight forms or 
spellings are attested: ubar*^, ubur*^, ubir^, uber^, upar^, upur^, 
upir^, uper^); the noun is descended from Middle High German uover^, 

which presumably came in from a Low German dialect.8 

A likely Greek cognate of the noun is "ήπειρος^ 'seashore' or 'mainland' 
(Pokorny, InEtWo, I , 53). The gap between "ήπειρος- and Ηυπερ may have 
kept the Indo-Europeanists from connecting the English (and Dutch) noun and 
preposition, although Wei ρ (the rare Homeric form of the preposition) does 
much to bridge the gap. Anyhow the perfectly clear connection in Hebrew 

7 Nowadays only oever [ i ivar] is current as a noun, unless -over survives in some Dutch 

place-names like Wendover in English. 
8 The forms of the preposition with -p- presuppose no accent on the first syllable, according 

to Verner's "law". — Ober-, nearly identical with the English and Dutch except for the 

voiced plosive [־b־], is widely used in modern German as a prefix to N O U N S — e.g. Ober-

herr יי (cf. overlord יי) — but not to verbs. 
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leaves no room for doubt: the preposition is merely a special use of the noun. 
This one Semitic-IE etymology matters all the more A S A K E Y T O T H E 

P R E H I S T O R Y O F N O U N - I N F L E C T I O N . Whereas the Sanskrit {upári} lends it-
self to a morphological analysis that would make {-i} a locative case-ending 
(although no other cases of {upar-} exist in Sanskrit), the Greek 1"υπέρ 
shows that to function as a preposition the word does not need an ending.9 

The Akkadian {eber} lacks the case-endings {-u} (nominative), {-a} (ac-
cusative), {-i) (genitive)10 that normally mark an Akkadian noun U N L E S S I T 

IS IN T H E C O N S T R U C T S T A T E — i.e. requiring another noun (or a possessive 
suffix) right after it. While Arabic nouns have case-endings in the construct 
state no less than otherwise, Akkadian nouns in the construct have no accusa-
tive ending at all, and seldom the nominative ending {-u} except in early poet-
ry, but the genitive ending {-i} is maintained more often.11 So an IE prepo-
sition such as {upári} would be most like any Akkadian construct genitive, 
although ?{eberi} itself does not occur; but W è ρ is like the actual Akkadian 
{eber} without an accusative ending, whereas the Arabic {^abr|a} has it. 

4.Ac. Inflections for case are at best meager in the Semitic languages, com-
pared to IE. Not only {upári} but some other IE prepositions contain a more 
or less vestigial case-ending. W è p, however, and ofer (in contrast to the 
noun ofere with the case-ending called "dative" in Old English grammar)12 

are noteworthy for typifying a special use of the noun — namely the preposi-
tional use — E X E M P T F R O M C A S E - I N F L E C T I O N , which is otherwise such an 

9 In W e i p the last two letters can be explained by metathesis of *[-ry] (as the Sanskrit 
{upár i } becomes { u p á r y } ^ before any word that begins with a vowel); but even so, the 
metathesized [־i־], being no longer final, ceases to be recognisable as a functioning case-
ending. Nearly the same applies to the O H G forms in -ir, as this vowel is explained by the 
prehistoric effect of *[-y| or *[-i] upon the vowel before the consonant [r]. Furthermore, the 
modem uber— with Umlaut in the first syllable — reflects the influence of the -i- formerly 
pronounced in the subsequent syllable. 
1 0 Usually {-urn, -am, - im) in the earlier period, which is much less copiously docu-

mented. 
1 1 1 cannot quite reconcile two statements of Von Soden, GrAkGr: 
"die Gen.-Endung -i ohne Mimation in ihm a A K [= Old Akkadian] und ζ. T . auch noch aB 
und aA [= Old Babylonian and Old Assyrian, both a litde later than Old Akkadian] . . . erhal-
ten geblieben ist" (82); 
"Die Gen.-Formen ohne Suff. nur archaisch" (5*). 
1 2 The term "locative" would fit just as well. 
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overwhelming characteristic of nouns in the ancient IE languages. Akkadian 
and — to some extent — Arabic afford an instructive parallel to ancient or pre-
historic IE, morphologically as well as syntactically: In Akkadian the noun 
construed with the preposition will normally be in the genitive case, and so, i f 
singular, it will end in {- i} ; for the preposition itself is luce a construct noun in 
relation to the ensuing noun. On this point Arabic is similar for the most part; 
but the substantial minority of "diptote" (i.e. two-case) nouns have only the ac-
cusative ending {-a}, serving in otherwise genitive as well as accusative func-

tions: JJS• יי {^abra C)lbaHr|i} 'across/beyond the sea, overseas', 

j-s•^ {^abrabayruwt|a} 'beyond Beirut'.1 3 

IE prepositions are more flexible than this in the case construction of the nouns 
that go with them; but they share with the Arabic and Akkadian prepositions 
and construct nouns a negative rule against the nominative case: just as in Ak-
kadian the nominative ending {-u} makes ? ?{eber nāru} virtually impossi-
ble, so in Greek ״ W è p ποταμός or ? ? W è p "1Ιορδανός with the nominative 
ending is a contradiction in terms ('overseas' is 1"υπέρ πόντου^, Od. 13.257, 
not ? ? W è p πόντος). 

4.Ad. The phonological resemblance between the Hebrew {^eEer} and the 
Old English ofer — both as noun and as preposition — is close, except for the 
stressed vowel.1 4 The inter-vocalic consonant S is a voiced bilabial frica-
tive,15 according to the best evidence from the Massoretic pointing of Tiberias 
in the early middle ages; most Jewish communities since then have pronounced 
a voiced labio-dental fricative [v] in Hebrew just as in their vernacular lan-
guages. The [v] sound between vowels was a voiced fricative in Old English, 

1 3 I owe the example to my colleague, Dr. Kevin Lacey. Most of the "diptote" nouns that 
could be used after {^abra} are place-names not originally Arabic. This one is from Phoeni-

cian, Hellenized to Βήρϋτ | ος^ (cf. Hebrew Π Ì "Ί 3 א ^ { b a 7 e r á w t } 'Wells' in ancient Israel; 

II Sam. 4:2, etc.; cf. 2.Md). The Arabic {bay-} is actually pronounced [bey-] or [be-], the 

latter being the Greek pronunciation of the first syllable in the early centuries of the Chris-

dan era. 
1 4 Trombetti, SaGl, I I I , 199, cites both the Hebrew and the O E noun, along with forms 
from many other languages, but seems unaware of the prepositional use. 
1 5 The sound that we encounter in a similar environment in standard Spanish; e.g. debes יי 

'you ought'. 
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though written with the letter / (Campbell, OlEnGr, 179-180); in all subse-
quent English it has certainly been labio-dental, not bilabial. 

4.Ae. Although no initial consonant is written in English or other Germanic 
languages, there is direct evidence of a glottal stop in modern German 
[?]ober-, [7]uber,[ל] Ufer, and indirect evidence of it earlier through allitera-
tive verse, especially in Old English: [7]ofer [?]ea- [ 4  .(Aa.ל]1'- (
 is not identical with the Semitic {^-}, but both of these consonants are [-ל]
guttural, and they are voiced in contrast to the other gutturals, {h} and {H}. 

The evidence for a glottal stop in the prehistory of Sanskrit {upári} — 
-11ל]* ] — is more indirect still: the voicing of {-t} at the end of the previous 
word, as in 

{tirašcīno vítato rašmir ēsām ad^h svid āsf3d upári svid āsī 3 t} 
'Their cord is stretched horizontal. Was it below? Was it above?' (RV. 
10.129.5). The third person singular ending of the verb {āsī|t} 'he/she/it was' 
comes up voiced in Sanskrit when followed by a word that begins with a vow-
el or a voiced consonant, although within a word {-t-} or any other voiceless 
consonant is not so affected by a vowel or a semi-vowel — as {vitato} in this 
very verse illustrates. This phonological fact of Sanskrit supports the theory 
that in IE prehistory the voiced plosive developed from a voiceless but glottal-
ized plosive *[t7] ( l .Db, 2.Pd). Accordingly, in {āsīd upári} the conson-
ant at the word-boundary is voiced, not because it comes between vowels, but 
because [־du־] resulted from *[-t?u-].1 6 

4.Af. It is harder to derive the Greek [h־] in 1"υπέρ from a prehistoric *[ל-]. 
Before any other vowel [h־] could reflect either *[y־] or *[s־] (cf. 3.EL, 

1 6 In Sanskrit texts it does not matter whether the ensuing word ( { u p á r i } in this instance) 
begins a syntactically new sentence — unless there is a phonological break, marked graphic-
ally by a vertical dividing stroke | ; otherwise the priests would evidendy recite or chant the 
words linked to one another, syllable by syllable, with the end of one word merging into the 
beginning of the next one. The raised pitch, limited to one syllable of most Sanskrit words, 
must have helped (as in Greek) to keep each word recognisable. Sanskrit verbs, however, are 
normally unaccented unless initial or in a subordinate clause, in which case we should expect 
fās īd}י ; for a past verb-form carries initial accent, when accented at all. But { ā s r 3 d } in this 
verse, where it is neither initial nor subordinate, has a manifesdy abnormal accent, and so is 
{ ā s ī 3 t } at the end of the verse abnormal — apparendy to emphasize the contrast. 
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Fg); but [h־] before υ appears also where the Sanskrit and other IE cognates 
would lead us to expect no initial consonant in Greek — e.g. 

Ηυδωρ^ (genitive *ύδατος^) 'water' 
: ~3Άיי\>$־ {udakám} 'water', 

Latin unda^ 'wave' (with infixed -n-J.1 7 

The noun "1ήπειρος indeed has none (see l.Fa, note 104), since Greek had a 
general rule of phonology that a word cannot begin with [u־] ([u־] in Attic), 
and so the weak consonant [h־] was pronounced before that vowel. How-
ever, in the preposition W è ρ the [h־] could be cognate to the initial conson-
ant of Latin super יי. That, at any rate, is of a piece with the preposition of 
opposite meaning in both languages, WcW : sub יי 'under' (Ernout - Meillet, 

DiÉtLaLa); here, however, the Sanskrit "3 Τ יי {úpa} means 'to(ward)'. The 

Indo-Europeanists (e.g. Pokorny, InEtWo, I , 1105-1106) are inclined to de-
rive the longer preposition from the shorter one, although in that case the 
-(V)r morpheme resists identification and semantic analysis; and so does the 
s־, whether or not the Greek [h־] goes back to this sibilant prehistorically. 

At this point I would posit an IE proto-form *[ s /? u / 0 pér ( i ) ] , subject to 
revision, of course. The next question, in view of the Semitic {*יי-}, is whether 
the back-vowel in the first syllable of the IE preposition constitutes indirect 
evidence for an initial *h3- (a L A B I A L I Z E D laryngeal) in proto-IE, since the IE 
words for 'eye' — such as 

OHG [?]ouga (genitive/dative [?]ougen, [?]ougin; l.Ce-f) — 
appear cognate to Hebrew {^áyin, *oyin}, 

Arabic ο-** ^ {^ayn|un} (nom. absolute), etc. 
The Semitic languages afford no clear clue; for apart from Ethiopic they seem 
to have lost any prehistoric labialization of other consonants (l.Ka-b), and 
this consonant {^} never — to my knowledge — manifests labialization even 
in Ethiopic.18 It would be bold — although perhaps justified — to posit, in 
the forerunner of over, an initial syllable *[^we־] common to proto-IE and 
proto-Semitic, but reflected divergently by the Hebrew {^e-} and by the Ger-
manic [7]o- or [7]u-, the prehistoric Sanskrit *[ ? u־] , etc. 

1 7 See Eduard Schwyzer, Griechische Grammatik, I (Handbuch der Altertumswissenschaft, 2. 
Abteilung, 1. Teil; Miinchen: C . H. Beck, 1939), 303-305. 
1 8 The Ge^ez word for ,eye' is { < r ayn} v ' . The Semitic root {^bc} is not represented in the 

Ethiopic languages, nor are Afro-Asiatic cognates of it reported. 
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4.Ag. In the first syllable of this word a back-vowel predominates in the IE 
languages, although υ in Atdc (and possibly some other Greek dialects) was 
rather a rounded front-vowel, like the German ι ϊ . 1 9 Of the Semidc languages, 
Hebrew definitely has a front-vowel {e} (always accented), and the transcrip-
tion of Akkadian also gives {e}. The Aramaic {^á6ár}, however, has an unac-
cented central vowel of minimal length, which is most congenial to this guttural 
consonant. The Arabic preposition {^abra} has a central vowel too; but the 
noun 'shore, bank', according to the dictionaries, admits of all three vocaliza-
tions: Lane (ArEnLe, 1938) gives 

s*s•^ {^ibrlun } first, which corresponds to the Hebrew {^éber};2 0 

then jas• יי {יי ubr I u η }, which is most like the IE vocalization of the preposi-
tion, 2 1 

and y-fS•^1 {Sabr|un}, whose accusative construct form {^abrla} serves 
as a preposition. 

So much variation is somewhat unusual in Arabic, though not unparalleled. 
The Arabic evidence for this particular word, which must go far back into pre-
history, helps us to envisage how a vocalic variation in prehistoric IE too could 
have led to the gross difference in the first syllable of Ηυπέρ (1υπειρ) and "1ήπει-
pos. All in all, the phonetic (as well as the semantic) correspondence between 
the Semitic and the IE preposition is very close. 

4.Ah. Since the meaning of this preposition, either in IE or in Semitic, is so 
readily associated with motion, we are not at all surprised to find the conson-
antal root widely used as a verb in Semitic; e.g. the Hebrew imperative ר כ ע י  י
{^āBor} 'cross, come over'. I would not rule out the possibility that such 
verbal use of the root was a secondary development within Semitic; but the 
preserved facts draw our attention rather to the intimate link between motion 
expressed by an uninflected preposition and motion expressed by an inflectible 
verb. 

We may fairly ask why there is no cognate verb in IE. Perhaps it got 
eliminated at an early stage of IE prehistory, because a verb-root such as 

1 9 Neither is it a back-vowel in the noun ־ηπαρο? ("a- except in Attic and Ionic). 
2 0 Before an accented suffix ו ר ב ע ל  .to his side' (Is. 47:15)' {״la|^br|o} ו
2 1 The { - u n } ending is nominative absolute. The accusative absolute ending {-an} would 
be the closest Semitic cognate to the Greek accusative ־V}ue1.p|01W ( l . N ) . 
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?P־pr־], with the second consonant plosive and the third liquid, was contrary 
to the normal IE patterns (which admit a much smaller range of combinations 
than the Semitic patterns),22 and so it could not compete successfully — in 
miscellaneous inflectional forms — with other verbs of similar meaning. 
Sanskrit has indeed a verb ^ÎT יי {tara} or Τ יי {tira} 'cross over' (im-

perative singular); its apparent Latin cognate survives in the compound 
in | í r ā^ 'cross over into' (> French entre^ > English enter"1)23 and un-
compounded in the preposition trans יי 'across', which is readily analyzable as 
a participle 'crossing' (cf. stāns"1 'standing' from the imperative verb s í ā ^ 
'stand').24 

Beyond the evident conclusion that the IE and Semitic preposition, exem-
plified by Old English ofer, Greek μυπέρ : Hebrew {^éBer} — and the IE and 
Semitic noun — have a common origin, it seems to me most likely that the 
shorter IE preposition — Greek V I T O , Sanskrit {úpa} — goes back still fur-
ther, though not at all traceable in Semitic. Accordingly, the preposition and 
noun would not be an early IE borrowing from Semitic, but might have gone 
in the other direction, from IE into Semitic. At any rate, Semitic had no con-
straint against the three consonants {*•br} serving as a verb-root. 

This etymology is a good candidate for going back to the most distant 
prehistory, shared by IE and Semitic. I am wary, however, of ascribing this or 
any other particular item to a pre-IE-Semitic — or "proto-Nostratic" — core. 
That remote common source, if it indeed existed once, is extremely hard for us 
to define, on the basis of the preserved evidence. 

2 2 A verb-root in an I E language, similar to ? [ 7 - p r ־ ] , appears in die Greek "middle" partici-
pie " 1 αγρΙόμενοι^ 'gathering' (nominative pi. masc., Iliad 7.134,332, etc.; fem. Η αγρ |όμε־ 
ιχιιיי, Od. 20.123). But the indicative is ayep|01׳T0 'they gathered' (2 .Ra) , and a purely 
metrical constraint excludes *Η<ϊγ£ρΰ\ι?-, with four short syllables in a row, from dactylic 
verse. Syncope of the vowel -e- yields a dactylic measurre - "", and thus the semblance of a 
root ~αγρ־. 
2 3 Besides being an inflecdble verb (e.g. the imperative plural is intrāte יי), i n f r ā serves as 

an adverb and preposition 'inside, within'. 
2 4 Also frā- survives as an inseparable prefix (like re(d> and sè-, 2.Ba-e) in the com-

pound verbs trālice"1 'throw across', fra|de יי 'hand over', trā\dūc(e) § 'lead across'; cf. 

relice"1 'throw back', red|de יי 'give back', re\dūc(e) § 'lead back', sē\dūc(e) § 'lead aside' 

(uncompounded face יי 'throw', dā יי 'give', dùc(e)יי 'lead'). Most verbs use the longer pre-

fix; e.g. trāns\īיי 'go across'. 
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4.Ai. The feminine gender of the Greek noun Η ή π 6 ι ρ | 0 ? , which is somewhat 
anomalous in the "second declension" (l .Gd,Ld), has a possible Semitic 
counterpart in the Akkadian noun [e-bi-ir-tiirW, a-bar-tinW} 'bank' (geni-
tive) — usually referring to the OTHER bank, but {e-bi־ir-tam annTtam}^ 
,[on] the near bank' (accusative; AsDi, IV, 9). The feminine marker {-at-} is 
here reduced phonetically to {-t-}, because it is preceded by a syllable with a 
short vowel and a single consonant. The case-forms of this feminine noun, in-
eluding even the nominative {e־be-er־tum}^, are used with the preposition 
{ ina}^ 'in, on': On the (other) bank'. Without {ina} and without the final 
consonant {-m}, we find the genitive form {e־bi־ir-tW, a-ba־ar-tW} and oc-
casionally the accusative {e-bi-ir־ta}^ or the nominative {e-bir-tu}^ serving 
as a preposition 'across'. 

4.Aj. Besides the spatial meaning 'over', the Greek preposition ,"υπέρ has a 
metaphorical use 'for (the sake of), in/on behalf of; e.g. Qavelv ,"υπέρ τέ-
κνου^ 'to die for [my] child' (Euripides, Andromache 420). This presumably 
developed from the spatial sense, in a context of PROTECTION, such as τείχος 
Η€Τ€1χίσσαντο veùv "υπερ^2 5 'they built a wall over (i.e. in defense of) the 
ships' — a wall that the enemy must surmount to get at the ships (Iliad 7.449). 
'For (the sake of)' is expressed in Hebrew by means of a noun from the same 
root as {^βΒετ} but vocalized quite differently: 
ן ת נ ־ ו ה ר י ו ב ע ד ב ם ! ה עמץ ך | ^ ^ ץ m m 0 w Ηέσεα 
ba|^SEúwr y3hownDt3n) 'and I will do him a kindness for the sake of Jona-
than' (II Sam. 9:1). The noun {^à6úwr} is frequent, though only with this 
preposition ־ ' ב in ' prefixed to it: {ba^aBu^}, which is mostly construed 
with an infinitive 'in order to' or a clause 'in order that'. I cannot discern any 
more physical or tangible meaning that this noun may once have enjoyed; no 
Semitic cognate, matching this vocalization, turns up.2 6 

2 5 In Greek, when a disyllabic preposition comes after the noun, it is accented on its first 
syllable (InEuSeLa, 553-557). 
2 6 An apparent homophone of {^àBúwr), meaning 'fruit', occurs in Joshua 5:11-12: 

ר הארץ ו ב ע ו ם ל צ א י ו י / {wayyoTcalú" me|־^&ú w rh:>?5rec) 'and they ate of the 

fruit/produce of the earth'. (Gary Rendsburg, however, considers the two uses of (^ābú w r) to 

be etymologically related.) The Aramaic rendering is א 5 ר א א ד י ו ו י ב ע ו מ ל כ א ו ^ 
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4 .B . IE (OHG) durec 'through' : Sem. (Heb.) {dérek} 'by way of 
(OEng.) derh, puruh 

4.Ba. Nearly parallel to the foregoing etymology, or even overlapping it to 
some extent, is the case of a Semitic triconsonantal root {drk} and its cog-
nates. Besides being verbal — 

e.g. the Hebrew *יי ד ר{־ {dDráfc} 'he has trodden' — 
it has a derived noun יי ד ר ך {dérefc} 'way, road, journey' 

(pausal ־ ך  ,({£d3re} יי י ל
and the noun becomes virtually a preposition in many combinations: 

Ϊ Ί Π - D * ו ב ^ Ū*r1 ע ^ { d é r e f c h a y j o m ^ é E e r hayyardén} 'along 
the sea (or 'the sea road'),2 7 across the Jordan' (Is. 8:23, cf. 4.Aa); 

ה נ ו פ ך צ ר ך ד י נ י r«to^{šD» ע 7 -n5^e y né>׳kDdér e kcDp0 w ra K } 
'pray raise your eyes toward the north' (Ezek. 8:5, literally 'northward way'; 

cf. 2,Oc). 
ף ו ם ־ ם ר ! ב ך מ ן ה ל ד ם  ע ה ־ ת א ם  י ה י ל ב א 6 י .  wayyaouéB} יי ו
?ÊlohFm ?et־hD^5m dérelc hammidbor y a m ־ a ú w p } 'and God took the 

people around [by] the wilderness route [to the] Reed Sea' (Ex. 13:18). 
{dérelc hammidbor} 'by way of the wilderness, via2 8 the wilderness' is 

here, in effect, 'through the wilderness' — the Hebrew construct noun being 
equivalent to the Germanic preposition exemplified by Gothic {{?airh}1', Old 
English derh יי, and Old High German durec"1. Other forms (or spellings) are 

OE deerh י י , durh י י , purh י י , puruh י י , purg"1, porh יי; 
OHG duruc"1, dure"1, durih"1, duruh"1, duroh"1, dhurah"1, dure"1, 

duri"1, dur"1. 
The neatest correspondence is Ί ^ Ε Γ Ι י } ל ' ד , נ א י צ ו ה ן י ' { w 3 h o w c i y ? á n i y 

dérek haššá^ar} 'and he brought me out [by] way of the gate' = 'and he 
brought me out through the gate' (Ezek. 42:15, cf. 44:4). 

{wae?afcelu״ me < ^bu״r:> 7 da?aer , b ' } . — The Arabic noun ^ j l l J P ' { ( 7 ) l |^ubu w r |u} 'the 

star Sirius' has no perceptible semantic connection with the Hebrew {^ābiFr} in either sense. 
2 7 Probably referring to the Sea of Galilee. 
2 8 The l^tin noun uiā י 'way', in the ablative case, has supplied the English language with 
a preposition, mainly restricted to contexts that reflect the record-keeping habits of clerks in 
past centuries, shifting over from Latin to English (see OxEnDi and the introductory para-
graph of this chapter). 
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4.Bb. The back-vowel -u־, which prevails in Old English and persists uni-
formly in High German down to the modern durch יי, resembles the Hebrew 
back-vowel {-ב-} in the pausal form {dSrek} rather than its non-pausal 
counterpart {־έ-}; and the rare -o- of Old English is still closer to the He-
brew {5־-}, but the pausal form cannot serve as a preposition. On the other 
hand, not only does the Old English -e- in derh29 match the first vowel in 
the non-pausal {derek}, but so does the Gothic digraph {ai} , stands almost 
certainly for a monophthong [ε]. For the Gothic alphabet was based primarily 
on the Greek alphabet as it functioned in the fourth century of the Christian era, 
when the erstwhile diphthong Al had become a monophthong in nearly every-
one's pronunciation. 

Also the final consonant in most of these Germanic forms must have been 
nearly identical with the Hebrew velar fricative. It is so in modern German, 
and the Middle English with -gh indicated a similar sound (2.Ge, note 77), 
which has been silent now for several centuries.30 High German, from the 
earliest record down to the present, matches Hebrew not only in the voiceless 
fricative at the end but also in the voiced plosive at the beginning; only dhu-
rah gives any evidence of an initial fricative. The other early Germanic lan-
guages do show clearly an initial fricative [p], except that in Old English the 
two letters 5 and β were used interchangeably, and the likeliest inference we 
can make is that it did not matter whether one pronounced the inter-dental frica-
tive with or without voicing. In modern English, to be sure, initial [δ] — while 
extremely frequent — is limited to the and related pronominals, that (3.Ef), 
they יי, etc., and the conjunction though יי. But this present restriction did not 
already obtain in Old English, to judge from the varied spelling;31 and 8erh or 

2 9 Although the front-vowel is meagerly attested in this O E preposition, it occurs in one of 
the earliest texts, the Lindisfarne Gospels (Mark 15:10, as a gloss on the Latin per). 
3 0 The spelling fhro יי, frequent in early modem English, was not adopted in the age of 
standardization (around 1700), probably because by then the vowel was pronounced [u] and 
that incongruity tipped the balance in favor of the familiar -ough — however absurd. 
3 1 The practice of the O E scribes does not show that a voiced pronunciation [δ־] prevailed in 
some regions and a voiceless [p-] in others. However, in Shakespeare's time (around 1600) 
the voiced labio-dental fricative v- instead of the normal /- marks the speech of a peasant in 
southeastern England: rake יי, vor^, vortnight^ instead of folk^, íor^, fortnight^, 
and likewise zir^, 2D יי instead of s ir יי, so יי (King Lear IV.vi.233-240). In one word vix-
en יי — originally 'a female fox' — the dialect form prevailed over fíxen יי and has become 
the standard one. Shakespeare had no ready means to distinguish in writing between a voiced 
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deerh, with the initial voiced fricative, is extremely close to the Hebrew 
{derefc} with fricativation after a vowel, as in : , ד ע צ ! י ד ח י ך ב ר ד ו י ' (wa-
dérelc be^Dh yic'od} 'and [all the] way to her house he marches' (Pr. 7:8, cf. 
Gen. 31:35) 

4.Bc. Furthermore, the difference between a preposition and the related ad-
verb in Germanic is mainly a matter of position. Through (like over) often 
comes at the end; and in this connection I note a surprising resemblance to the 
use of the P A U S A L form of this Hebrew noun: *=! ר ד ־ ו נ ו פ ל ם ־ ו ל ם ^ 

I ν AT - V I 

{ao l l u w ־ ao l l u w pannuw־־d3rek} 'pave, pave, clear a road' or 'push 
through' (Is. 57:14; the precise meaning of the verb {pannu w } can only be 
inferred from this and a few similar passages). 

An exact cognate of this Hebrew word is found in Phoenician (another 
dialect of the same language), but not in Semitic otherwise: ך ר ת ד כ ל  יי ל
{l lkt drk] 'to go [his] way' (Donner - Rollig, KaArln, I , 5, no. 26.II.5; an 
inscription of King 7} ד ו ח ע א z t w d } , unearthed at Karatepe), which again 
would allow the rendering 'to go through' (cf. ך כ ר ח ד ט ב -te} ייחל{יי ל
lélc bBèTaH darkefco} 'you will go your way safely', Pr. 3:23). The Akkadi-
an {da-rag-gu}1' 'path' does not correspond closely in sound; for the third 
consonant (as well as the first) is voiced, and strengthened too — if we are in a 
position to make reliable statements about the phonology of a long-extinct lan-
guage, known to us only through a decipherment ( l . I a ) . 3 2 I have not seen 

inter-dental fricative and a voiceless one, as the O E letters 3and /)had long since been dis-

carded 
3 2 AsDi designates this word as "SB" — i.e. standard Babylonian — but gives such meager 
citations as to make me think it must have been quite rare. However, the common Arabic 

word £ V ־ * { d a r a j | u n j 'way' (construct (daraj |u) '[so-and-so's] way') corre-

sponds well to {daraggju}, except that the Akkadian word has a geminated consonant; for 

Arabic stands out from the bulk of the Semidc languages in having the affricate [j} instead of 

{gl ( l . K b ; the colloquial Arabic dialect of Egypt, however, has [g] — contrary to standard 

A r a b i c ) . — T h e rare Hebrew noun {ma|dreġ| íF} in ΓΠ'ΤΠΏΓΙ̂  'thecleft' (Cant. 2:14, 

cf. Ezek. 38:20) appears to be formed from the same triconsonantal verb-root, but its seman-

tic relation to the Akkadian and Arabic words is obscure; in post-Biblical Hebrew מדרגה 

came to mean'step'. The Aramaic {d3erg|iyn} in | י ג ר ד ב י ' 'by steps/stairs' (Ex. 20:23) 

exhibits this meaning. I owe most of this information to Gary Rendsburg. 
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evidence of any related word in a Semitic language — other than {d/dérefc} in 
Hebrew — serving as virtually a preposition. 

4.Bd. Sanskrit shows an apparently cognate preposition; e.g. 
 swift[ly] through the' {tiráh pavítram āšávah} '1י:דע?יעדי^1%ד:דח

strainer' (Rigveda 7.59.8). I am not sure whether a single IE prototype can be 
posited for this Sanskrit word and for some, at least, of the Germanic forms 
(see Pokorny, InEtWo, I , 1073,1076). The Germanic velar fricative would 
normally correspond to Sanskrit {§}; and {tiráš}^ indeed occurs, but — un-
der the Sanskrit rules of sandhi — only if the next word begins with {£-} or 
{2h־}. At the end of a Sanskrit word any prehistoric difference between *Š 
and *s is neutralized, {tirás}^ appears only before a word beginning with 
{t-} or {P-}; before most other voiceless consonants it is {tiráh}, before 
any voiced consonant {tiro Κ and before most vowels {tirá 

The vowel {- i -} , however, is very hard to square with any IE cognates. 
The Avestan cognate is either {taro}^ or {tar§}^; and this {-a-} would fit 
well enough with the Germanic forms, or — for that matter — with the He-
brew {ε/5}. 

{tiráš/h} is evidently related to the Sanskrit (and IE) biconsonantal verb-
root that we have seen exemplified in {tira, tara} 'cross (over) (imperative 
singular, 4.Ah). Extensions that make the root triconsonantal have been cited 
by scholars in other IE languages, but they remain problematical. In Gothic 
{pairh jpairko ne{310s}^ means 'through a needle's hole' (i.e. 'eye'; Luke 
18:25, Mark 10:25); the ending {-o} marks a neuter singular noun of the 
"weak" declension (cf. l.Cb,f). The Old High German word for 'hole' evin-
ces a different suffix but a plainly cognate root: durh\il^ 

(Middle High German durchlel"1, durk\el^; cf. OEng. pyr\el יי); 
and the related OHG dur(i)hhil^ 'bored' is still more clearly a verbal adjec-
dve. Yet we find no outright verb that means 'bore' — i.e. 'push through' — 
and is clearly triconsonantal. 

4.Be. τρέχε [trekh|e], one of the Greek verbs that mean 'run', is phonetic-
ally a rather attractive parallel to the Hebrew {dérek}; but the resemblance on 
the semantic side seems too vague. Only in the compound adjective *αλί-
τροχα^, which is glossed 'running through the sea' by LiScJo (s.v. 1"αλί-
τροχός), might it be claimed that 'through' catches the meaning of -τροχ-
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more precisely than 'run(ning)'; and the claim cannot be settled, since the con-
text in which the poet Ibycus (fr. 50 Bergk) used this adjective has not been 
preserved by the much later grammarian Choeroboscus, citing the word as an 
example of "metaplasm" — i.e. the accusative singular ending -a of the 
"third declension" instead of the normal or expected "second declension" form 
Ηαλίτροχον^. 

Gothic, besides the preposition {pairh} 'through', has the verb {£ra-
gjai}^ translating τρέχη^ 'it run' (subjunctive, I I Thess. 3:1)3 3 and exhibiting 
possibly a mere phonetic modification of the same root as in {{5airh}. The tri-
consonantal root {|3rag-} would also correspond well enough to τρεχ-, i f 
nothing but "Grimm's law" were involved — 

Germanic fricative : Greek voiceless plosive, 
Germanic voiced plosive : Greek aspirate plosive. 

But this etymology has not been embraced by the Indo-Europeanists, because 
it conflicts with the Greek evidence for aspiration in the first as well as the third 
consonant: the aorist tense is "εθρεξε^ [élẁeklse] 'he/she ran'; 

and furthermore the noun τροχΙός^ 'wheel' has a neat cognate 
in the Old Irish droch ^ 
besides the Armenian {durg|n }יי 'potter's wheel', 

but these, as well as the Greek verb 'run' depend on a prehistoric IE root 
*dVg•*-. This masculine noun τροχός would be a quite normal derivative 
from the root τρ-χ- 'run'; and it is also acceptable semantically i f we under-
stand τροχός as 'a runner', in reference not to a person but to a man-made 
contrivance.34 

4.Bf. As with the other IE preposition over (OE ofer), ,υπέρ, etc., that also 
expresses a sort of motion, we come out here with no IE verb expressing the 
same motion as the preposition. To be sure, the Germanic languages are the 
only ones within IE that have a preposition cognate to through (OE 8erh, 

3 3 τ ρ έ χ η ι י in Attic. 
3 4 This part of the etymology has caused some uneasiness (Chantraine, DiÉtLaGr, and Frisk, 
GrEtWû, s.v. τ ρ έ χ ω ) . The nominative plural τ ρ ο χ ο ί 'wheels' is especially close in sound 
to י D "Ί ל ^ {d3n>H5y} 'my ways' (cf. Brown - Levin, EtPa, 101), but in meaning this tri-
consonantal root — as it appears in Greek — does not match the Hebrew {drk} exacdy 
enough for any serious etymology. On the correspondence in the ending -oi : {-Sy} see InEu 
SeLa, 134-136. 
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5serh, durh, etc.). The Gothic verb {prag-} 'run' comes closest to standing 
in the same relation to the preposition {pairh} as the Semitic verb exemplified 
by the Hebrew {̂ àBor} 'cross' comes to the preposition {^éBer} 'across, 
over'. On the Semitic side of the correspondence between 5erh and {4VdèreR} 
there is a verb ך ל ך f {dardk}, which means 'tread'; e.g. 

nâ ך ל ? ע ר ד כ ך ר ד $  {mtr dDr9R6Tirag13RDb5h ^בלכז!} /יהארץ א
'the land that your foot has trodden on' (Joshua 14:9). This verb has some-
what clearer Semitic cognates, especially in Aramaic, than the noun {derek} 
has: the Targum for {?ášér doralb*} is ידדלייכת' {dildre^aet}. Accord-
ingly {dérek} could have meant at first 'where one treads', and from that 
would come not only its main meaning as a noun 'a road, a path' but its virtu-
ally prepositional use in Hebrew, and even that of the Germanic {pairh}, 
derh, etc. 
4.C. Egyptian (Hnt(y)} : IE (Latin) ante 'in front of 
4.Ca. The Latin preposition an te יי (construed with the accusative case) has 
several IE cognates, but none of them quite shares the meaning 'in front o f or 
'before'. In the meagerly preserved Oscan language, which was genetically as 
well as geographically closest to Latin, {ant occurs twice in an unclear con-
text, where it might mean 'to' or 'at' — although 'in front o f is also possi-
ble.3 5 The Greek Hav׳fi.̂  (with the genitive case) shows a normal phonetic cor-
respondence to ante, but it means 'instead of'. 3 6 The discrepancy in meaning 
may be visualized as originating prehistorically in a separate point of view up-
on the same (or nearly the same) physical reality: Imagine two men about to 
trade some livestock; one brings what would become 

in classical Latin octo ouīs ante duo bouēs t 'eight sheep in front 
of two oxen', 

but in Homeric Greek "Όκτώ "b(/7)!? "αντί δύο βοώνΐ 'eight sheep in place 
of two oxen'.3 7 

3 5 See Robert von Planta, Grammatik der oskisch-umbrischen Dialekte, II (Strassburg: Triib-
ner, 1897; repr. Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 1973), 443, 606. 
3 6 Any short *-i at the end of a word in the prehistoric forerunner of Latin shifted to -e. So 

the few occurrences of final -f in Ladn — e.g. hèrf יי 'yesterday', mīhf^ 'me' (dative) — 

are due to "iambic shortening" of hèrī יי, mi hi יי so as to make the final unaccented syllable 

no longer than the inidal accented one. 
3 7 Conversely, 'in front of two oxen' would be, in Greek, προ δύο βοών "*י, 

and 'in place of (in return for) two oxen', in Latin, pro duobus bùbus f. 
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The Sanskrit 1 ן3־f t V {ánti} is an adverb, 'in front' or 'opposite'; ante in 
Latin also serves as an adverb. Finally, in Hittite the adverb {Ha-an-ti}^ 
'apart' may admit of the meaning 'in front', according to some but not all au-
thorities (see Pokorny, InEtWo, I , 49-50; Illich-Svitych, MaSrSl, 354). 

The last of these is phonetically as well as geographically closest to the 
Egyptian adverb and preposition {Hnty }יי, which functions much like ante in 
Latin (see Bomhard, ToPrNo, 262-263). The scholars transcribing Egyptian 
and Hittite use the same character h-; no one is able to determine whether the 
sound was virtually identical in both languages, but it is pretty clear that the 
word began with a consonant, not the vowel a- as in the IE languages related 
to Hittite. Egyptian hieroglyphic writing — however defective, however re-
dundant — points to two alternative consonantal skeletons of this adverb and 
preposition besides {Hnty}: {Hnt}^ and {Hntw}^, of which the former 
serves also as a noun 'face' and the latter may have survived in Coptic as μτο^ 
(either 'face' or 'in front of) . 

So this preposition too would seem to have originated in a specialized use 
of a word that was primarily a noun, designating a person's face — as some-
one perceived it in a spatial relation to something else. A prehistoric IE noun 
*an t- 'face' was indeed posited by several Indo-Europeanists before the deci-
pherment of Hittite, and without any attention to Egyptian. But this etymon 
was not accepted by Walde - Pokorny (VeWo, I , 67), 

because "αντί admits of a morphological analysis ־*αν|τΙ like 
the other preposition προτΐ^ 'toward' as a derivative of πρό^ 'before'.38 

I see no rational basis now for rejecting a noun behind the IE preposition; how-
ever, we are not required to determine whether — and to what extent —*ant-
(or *Han t-) actually functioned as a noun in IE, as the cognate did in Egyp-
tian.3 9 

4.Cb. Between the Egyptian {Hnty} and its IE cognates there is no evident 

3 8 Also the Greek adverb α ν τ α * 'face to face' could conceivably, though less plausibly, be 
analyzed as αι ׳ |τα, like κάτα"^ 'down'. 
3 9 Another noun of spadal meaning — O E ende יי (> end יי) : Sanskrit 3t "frT: יי { á n t a h } 

'end' — is possibly related to this preposition; but the semantic link defies our speculation. 
Could this — like the semantic divergence between the Latin ante and the Greek αι׳τί — 

come down to a DIFFERENCE IN POINT O F V I E W , so that what to one was the E N D of 
something was to another a certain person's FACE? 
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Semitic link (cf. 3.Fg). However, the Latin adjective antīW/^us^ 'front' 
or 'ancient, old' (i.e. from before) — especially its feminine antīqu\a יי — is 
remarkably close to an Aramaic adjective which in the meager Biblical corpus 
oc-curs only in construction with one noun (Dan. 7:13,22): 

'[the] ancient of days' (Le. before א י מ ו  {attíyqyowmayy57^} ייעד!, p י
IN T I M E ; cf. 7:9), feminine Π { 5 * י t {<rattiyq|5K}.4 0 

In Biblical Hebrew it is rare, and attested only in the masculine plural 
ת י כן י ם r יי ע a t t i y q | í y m ן 

(I Chr. 4:22, an obscure passage in a late book).41 

The frequency of this adjective in post-Biblical Hebrew undoubtedly reflects 
Aramaic influence. 

4.Cc. The morphological relation between ante and an *7 9U־/C. is unparal-
leled in Latin, although the semantic connection between the two words is pal-
pable (see Ernout - Meillet, DiÉtLaLa). The formation of this adjective is un-
like anything else in Latin; in Aramaic, however, the structure {C!aC2C2iYC3} 
is very common, and in Hebrew too it serves extensively to derive an adjective 
or a noun from a verbal root. Furthermore {^tq} exists as a verbal root; e.g. 

the Arabic active <J j^ {^ataqa} 'he (has) preceded' 

and stative tj^s.^ {^atuqa} 'it (masc.) has grown/is old', 

and the Hebrew stative 11 לן flJJ יי {^Dteq5r'} 'it (fem.) has grown old ' . 4 2 

4 0 In the Targum, though not in the brief Biblical Aramaic corpus, we have an attestation of 
the feminine singular form with suffixed article: 

א ת ק י ח א ע ע ו כ י ר ב י ' { b o r e ^ t y ^ t t p q i a V } as. 22:11), 

translating ί ϊ ^ Γ Ι ΓΟΊ.ΞΙΓΙ^ (habbarekS* hayas:)n5*} 'the old pool' (cf. 2.Ma). 
4 1 The masc. pi. construct occurs in Isaiah 28:9, expressing a paradox: 

{?rt -m1 y yo w rE 1 K ae^ K ΠίΠ ftpV י מ ־ ת  א
wa?et־mí)׳ y^b í ) ׳ n šamu""^ f\13ìÙ0 ] י ב , י C T f l ^ 
g a m u ^ é y metol íMatt i y qé y mišŠDdSyim}1' fl־Ht£7p יהי)יPU? ^ H D , ל ו מ ? 

'Whom shall he teach knowledge, and whom shall he tell the news? Those who are through 
with milk, too old for [their mothers'] breasts.' {^attíyqjé>׳} is like the nominative plural 
masculine antīquī יי, in pre-classical Latin [ant īk w | e/\ (as attested in the ablative plural 
MORIBVSANTIQVEIS 1 ' 'by ancient customs', CoInLa 12.632.3). 
4 2 The masc. form of this stative verb is recorded only as an adjective (cf. 2.Ja,e): 
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So offhand we would be inclined to posit a Semitic source for the Latin adjec-
tive, rather than a prehistoric IE source for the Semitic adjective.43 

But then we must reconcile that with the lack of a Semitic preposition (or 
adverb) corresponding to ante. The Egyptian {Hnty} affords the likeliest 
clue, provided we acknowledge that in general our data give us access to the 
R E M A I N S only of a prehistoric vocabulary which extended over the forerunners 
of quite a few languages, both IE and Semitic (or Afro-Asiatic): 

(1) Either the triconsonantal adjective {^attfq} was formed within Semitic 
from a base something like *Vnantiy 'in front, before', similar to the Egyptian 
{Hnty} but with {-tt-} instead of [־nt־] — gemination normally serving 
instead of pre-nasalization in Hebrew and often in Aramaic too (cf. 3.Ce, note 
30) — and afterwards that base **/nantiy was lost in Semitic, while the de-
rived adjective spread to some extent in prehistoric IE but survived only in Lat-
in. 

יהוין 'עתק ' {hown 5?׳teq] 'old (i.e. hereditary) wealth" (Pr. 8:18). The feminine of that 

Hebrew adjective, Π j"? ׳עת'' {^āteqS1"}, would correspond precisely enough to the Latin 
rendering [ohka] of the Phoenician place-name, if we allow first for the vague impression 
that the reduced vowel in the first initial syllable would make upon a Latin ear, and then for 
the Latin recessive accent hitting that syllable. 

Other Hebrew veib-forms from the root ק  ת  do not seem relevant, eidier semantically ע

or phonetically, to our comparison with Egyptian and I E . 
4 3 The adjective 'old' in Arabic is ^ {^at i y q |un} , without strengthening of the middle 

consonant as in the Aramaic and Hebrew {"?attPq}. Furthermore (as J . P. Brown points out) 

the name of the early Phoenician setdement in North Africa, rendered "Ίτύκη^ in Greek and 
Vtica^ in Latin (with single consonants), presumably meant — with its feminine ending 
— 'Old [city]', in contrast to the later town of Καρχηδών^ or Carthago"1 

ת = ש ד ח ת ר ק י ' {qrt|Hdst} 'NewCity'. 

In the Aramaic documents found at Elephantine (upper Egypt) it may be assumed that the 

word spelled א or, with the suffixed article) עתיק  ק י ת ע י ' {*tyq?} 'the old') was 

pronounced [^att-] with a strengthened consonant as in Biblical Aramaic. 

The fem. sing, of the Arabic adjective is S J L J J ati^} י : y q |at |un}, with the pausal pro-

nunciation [^atiyqah]f that nearly corresponds to the Latin antTqu\a, not only as fem. sing, 

but also as neuter plural. For although Arabic has no neuter gender, the "broken plural" of in-

numerable nouns — no matter whether masc. or fem. in the singular — is treated syntactical-

ly as a fem. sing, noun, calling for a fem. sing, adjective. 
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(2) Or conceivably the Latin form, with its [־nt־] and [־kw־], could be tru-
er to the ancestral morphology (apart from the loss of the initial guttural con-
sonant), but this morphology failed to maintain itself elsewhere in IE, and 
an tīqu- in Latin too is an archaic anomaly, saved from obsolescence perhaps 
by the very association of its meaning with the distant past — whereas the pre-
historic Semitic cognate of this adjective was fitted into the recorded Aramaic 
language through modification to {^attiyq}, in conformity with a Semitic pat-

tern of growing importance for derivation of adjectives. 
What gives the edge to thp second hypothesis is Ernout - Meillet's analysis 

of antīquus as anti- + *akw-o- [i.e,.*h3kwo-; cf. l.Ce] '[with the] eye 
forward', which fits the spatial meaning of an tīquus — the temporal meaning 
being thus secondary, although the temporal meaning is more widely attested 
and proved to be more persistent.44 The {q} in the Semitic languages cannot 
be traced to any Semitic source; and indeed a vexing problem in Semitic tin-
guistics is how to account for the numerous triconsonantal roots that evidently 
go back to a pre-existing biconsonantal, while the third consonant seems to 
have been added out of nowhere. 

4.Cd. Our present etymology — antīqu-: {?attíyq}, and especially the mas-
culine plural A N T I Q V | E 1 : {<«'attiyq|éy} — may turn out to be a good starting-
point for research into the development of triconsonantality during the prehis-
tory of Semitic. A prehistoric IE type of compound adjective, consisting of a 
prepositional prefix + a noun (with various inflectional endings), was — or be-
came — utterly untenable in early Semitic, U N L E S S R E I N T E R P R E T E D A S A 

T R I C O N S O N A N T A L R O O T W I T H I N T E R N A L I N F L E C T I O N (cf. 2.Ta-b). Ac-
cordingly the verb forms cited above — 

Arabic {^ataqa}'he (has) preceded', 
{*",atuqa} 'it (masc.) has grown/is old'; 

Hebrew {^ΐ9ς6κ} 'it (fem.) has grown old', 
as well as the Phoenician place-name Vtica — 

4 4 The latter part of antiquus would be cognate to the latter part of the Sanskrit adjective 

•ft יי { n ī c a h j 'low' (etymologically '[with the] eye down'; the prefix *ni- means 

'down'). In the Rigvedaonly the ablative singular •ft 3י\ {n īcāt) 'from below' occurs 

(1.116.22); see Mayrhofer, KuElWOAl, II , 171, 182. 
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should rather be regarded as back-formations from the adjective {^attFq}. 
A likely Semitic cognate (suggested by J. P. Brown), without that third 

consonant, is the Hebrew !ייעד {^ét} 'time'; for quite often it means virtually 
the same as the Germanic word end and the Sanskrit {ántah} (4.Ca, note 
ו :(39 ת ע ־ ת ם א ד א ה ע  ìילא־י '{lo 7 -yeaá^hכלכaצmלεt-^itt |όw} 'Man 
does not know his time' (i.e. his end; Eccl. 9:12). The strengthened {-tt-}, 
as often in Hebrew, represents *-ת t- (cf. 2.Jg). 'Time' in rabbinical Arama-
ic is יענחא^ {^nt?}, with no well-attested vocalization but a likelihood that 
{-nt-} formed a tight consonant group, as in Sanskrit and other IE lan-
guages.45 

4.D. IE (Gothic, Gr.) {ana} : Sem. (Akk.) {ana} '(up)on, to' 

4.Da. The IE preposition represented by on יי in modern English is wide-
spread, though not universal, in the older languages — being absent from San-
skrit and Latin. The Gothic cognate {ana ρ is phonetically identical with a 
Greek and an Avestan preposition (at least they would be transcribed identical-
ly in the phonetic as well as in the ordinary Latin alphabet), and the IE etymol-
ogy is undisputed (see Pokorny, InEtWo, I , 39-40). The range of meaning 
within a language is considerable; and the difference from one language to an-
other, while perhaps no greater than one should expect, does call for some 
comment. The Avestan {ana}יי is glossed 'along, upon' (Jackson, AvGr, 

204),4 6 the Greek "ανά^ 'on' but more often 'up' or 'throughout'. In what is 
preserved of the Gothic Bible {ana} serves only once to render Havot: 
{gawaurkeip im anakumbjan kubituns ana luarjanoh fimf tiguns} 

for κατακλΓνατε 4αυτούς κλισίας "ανά πεντήκοντα^ 'make them 
lie down {in] groups of fifty each' (Luke 9:14). 

But {ana} is used much more to translate other Greek prepositions; e.g. 
{lagjan gawair{3a ana airpa}''' (Matt. 10:34, cf. 

for βαλεΐν Ιειρήνην "1επι τήν γήν^ 10:29) 
'to cast/lay peace (up)on earth'. 

4 5 { - 7 ) is the suffixed definite article, doubtless pronounced with the vowel [כ] as in Biblical 
and Targum Aramaic (Levin, DeAr, 7-8). After the Biblical period the article lost its function 
and was generally attached to singular nouns regardless of definiteness. 

Another Hebrew derivative is !ייעתר 'now'; in Ugaritic, as I am informed by 

Gary Rendsburg, {^nt}^. 
4 6 Not found in the early Avestan texts (the Gāthas ) . 
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After noting the frequency of {ana air^a} (the accusative case) as well as 
{ana airfai}^ (dative) in Gothic, I am startled to find in Akkadian not only 
the same preposition but also the cognate noun accompanying it (cf. l .Fc): 

{arāda ana erceti}^ 'to go ashore' (i.e. 'on land', AsDi, IV, 313).47 

When nowadays we say on earth יי, we can still discern the resemblance not 
only to the cognate Gothic expression but even to the Akkadian four thousand 
years ago, or more! The meaning, however, of the Akkadian preposition is 
more often 'to', which in some contexts agrees with Gothic if not English 
usage: Ηήλθ€ν "eis τα μέρη Μαγδαλά^ 'he came (in)to the parts/region of 

Magdala' (Mark8:10)48 was translated 
{qam ana fera magdalan}יי. In Akkadian too this preposition is 

sometimes construed with the verb 'come': 
{enūma ... ana blti šâtu i-ba-ú-ma}1' 'when ... he comes (in)to this 

house' (AsDi, I I , 181; cf. l .Ec) . 
The imperative with this preposition 'come (in)to' — 

Akkadian {barn ana}§: Gothic {qim a n a } t 4 9 — 
would be a very tight match in syntax as well as morphology. But I doubt 
whether this particular collocation can be documented, since within Akkadian 
{barn} is nearly limited to Old Assyrian, and the Old Assyrian corpus — like 
the Gothic — is meager. 

4.Db. No Semitic language besides Akkadian shares this preposition {ana}. 
Moreover, in Akkadian, where it takes the place of the Semitic {1-}^ 'to', it 
behaves unlike a Semitic preposition, in that it never takes a pronoun-suffix 
(Von Soden, AkHa). That is a further impressive resemblance to an IE 
preposition, which does not incorporate a pronoun in the Semitic manner; e.g. 

HebiAram. י ל י ' {l|íy} 'to me', Heb. • ?ילד/ {b |hem} 'to them' (masc.) 

Aram. •"Λ 13} י ל י | h d m } 

4 7 To judge from the other citations in AsDi, after the preposition {ana} this noun is set-

dom spelled out syllabically {er-ce-ti} but instead represented by the Sumerian ideogram 

{₪} . 
4 8 The place-name and the noun before it vary gready in the Greek mss.; τα μέρη Μαγδαλά 
is the reading closest to the Gothic version. The parallel passage in Matthew (15:39) is not 
preserved in the Gothic; it has "1ήλθεν eis τα *όρια Μαγδαλά^ 'he came to the boundaries of 
Magdala', with only minor variants. 
4 9 The prehistoric labio-velar consonant at the beginning of the verb is treated divergently 
(2.Fc-d). 
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For in the early IE languages even the mere collocation of a preposition fol-
lowed by a pronoun is somewhat untypical; and where the Semitic languages 
share a preposition with IE — 

namely, Hebrew {*-eber}, etc. : Greek Wèp, Old English ofer, etc. — 
they rarely combine such a preposition with a pronoun-suffix (for an exception 
see 4.Ag, note 20). 

So the restriction upon {ana} in Akkadian reveals, or at least suggests, 
something about its prehistoric genesis: it is an UN-SEMmZED element in this 
Semitic language. We should not infer that it must have been borrowed relat-
ively late in the prehistory of Akkadian from a near-by IE language (say, the 
forerunner of Avestan). It could instead go back as far as {1-} does in the pre-
history of the other Semitic languages, or even further; but at any rate it es-
caped being absorbed into the Semitic pattern. As such, it becomes for us a 
disproportionately interesdng item, along with a few others in which one Sem-
itic language stands closer to IE than to its Semitic kindred, or the converse. 
Since Akkadian was recorded so early, it would be implausible to posit that it 
had once shared the Semitic {1-}, but that this {1-} was subsequently ousted 
by {ana}. 

That leaves any reconstruction of "proto-Semitic" a less clear-cut but also a 
less deceptive theory; for we are no longer committed to positing that at a cer-
tain time (perhaps around 3000 B.C., or somewhat earlier) such-and-such a 
feature was present in the ancestor of all the attested Semitic languages, and 
that at that time another feature was not present. Rather we should allow for 
much variety and unevenness, such as is actually reflected in the recorded lan-
guages, both Semitic and IE. 

4.pc. The phonetic identity of the Akkadian {ana} and the Greek "ανά ex-
tends even to the frequent abridgement {an }^ : Hctv .̂ However, "av is typical 
of the Aeolic dialect only; otherwise we find ־avà except when followed by a 
vowel. The {n} of the shorter form may furthermore be liable, both in Akkadi-
an and in Aeolic Greek, to assimilation to the ensuing consonant: 

Akkadian {a-na mi-ni-im}^ or {am-mi-ni־im}^ 'why' (literally 'on/for 
what'; AsDi, X 2 , 94); 

Greek ־Ό.νάπνυεϊ or "αμτινυε^ 'take a breath' (literally 'breathe 
back', Iliad 22.222), 

"1αναλέξαιΐ or "1αλλέξαι^ 'to pick up'(21.321). 
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4.E. Sent. (Eblaite, Akk.) { in} :IE (Latin, etc.) in 
(Heb.) {Bin} : (Ch. Slavonic) [van] 'in' 

4.Ea. Although the preposition i n יי is a little shorter than {ana}, it is other-
wise an even more impressive heritage that the oldest Semitic languages share 
with much of IE. Not only is it more widespread geographically, but in all the 
languages where it occurs, it is very frequent — far beyond any preposition we 
have considered up to now. In Eblaite, which after Sumerian is the most an-
ciently written language of Asia, Pennacchietti (SiPrEb, 298) reports { i n }יי to 
be the commonest preposition of all. Likewise { i n }יי in Akkadian, although 
the longer form {i-na}^ prevails after the early Akkadian period (Von Soden, 
GrAkGr, 164). We are struck by the fact that it does not turn up in the rest of 
Semitic, but instead over much of the IE realm:50 

in in Latin, Old Irish, Gothic and the rest of Germanic (Pokorny, InEtWo, I , 
311-312; { i n - } ^ as a prefix in Tokharian B); 

IN^ in Arcadian Greek, but "1ev̂  in the other Greek dialects 
(sometimes\vl^ in poetry).51 

Such variation in the degree of aperture of the vowel is minor; we cannot prove 
that what the decipherers of Eblaite and Akkadian have transcribed { i n } was 
really pronounced with [i] or [1] rather than [e]. 

4.Eb. Of the nouns often construed with this preposition, the ones most relev-
ant to Semitic and IE etymology are 

Akkadian {ina er-ce-tim}1' 'in the earth5, {in er-ce־et}^ 'in the land' 
of so-and-so (AsDi, IV, 310-311; l.Fc) 

: OHG in erdo^, in erdu יי, in erda^, 'in(to) the earth'; 
Akkadian {ina GÁN-lim} 1 ' 5 2 (AsDi, IV, 251; l.Ia) 

: Latin in agro, Greek\v ^αγρώι^ 'in the field'; 

5 0 In Hittite, however, only postpositions — not prepositions — seem to have been native, 
{ i n a } ^ occurs, along with other Akkadian prepositions, in phrases borrowed from Akkadian. 

5 1 Once in Oscan ΕΝ.ΕΠΎΑβ^ 'in [regard to] money' (Tabula Bantina 9), but otherwise this 
is not a preposition but a suffix after the accusative or other case-ending: even in the same in-
scription (20), CENSTOMEN* 'into the census'. Similarly a suffix, not a preposition, in Urn-
brian: { a r v a m e n }יי 'into the field' (Tabulae lguuinae ΠΙ. 11, accusative; = Latin in ar-

uum יי, in agrum יי), 
{ a r v e n } 1 ' 'in the field' (ΠΙ.13, ablative; = Latin in aruo^, in agro*1). 

5 2 The Akkadian word for 'field', if written phonetically, would be {eq l im}; but in most 
Akk. texts, part or all of it is written ideographically, using one or two Sumerian syllabic 
characters (which the cuneiform specialists conventionally transcribe in small capital letters). 
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Greek \v\ (/7)οίκωι^ (Od. 1.359, etc.; l.Ec) 
: Akk. {ina bi־tim}^ 'in the house', {ina bi-ti atappim}^ 'in the 

house [= area] of the canal' (AsDi, I I , 284, 292). 
As the cases of nouns are nearly rudimentary in the Semitic languages, we find 
with any preposition in Akkadian only the so-called genitive case, ending in 
{-i} or {-im } (though the ending is usually omitted when the noun is in the 
construct state; 4.Ab-c). It sounds as if cognate to the Greek -1, which is tra-
ditionally called "dative" in Greek grammars but corresponds rather to the loca-
tive ending of Sanskrit and Avestan. The -1 is added directly to the base-form 
of some nouns; e.g. "ev xetpí^ 'in hand' (Euripides, El. 610; 

cf. Akkadian {ina qá-ti}^,AsDi, XIII , 189).53 

The morphological and syntactical correspondence between 
Greek {en — i } and early Akkadian {in — i - } 

is more exact than their IE and their Semitic cognates show, except perhaps for 
the Eblaite (to which I have meager access). It could go back to very remote 
times, so that the associated nouns which originally exemplified it have either 
undergone some phonetic and morphological changes disguising the corre-
spondence ־αγρώι : {eqlifm]} and (/7)οίκωι : {bīti(m)}, or else been replaced 
before the historical period by semantically equivalent nouns from miscellane-
ous sources. 

4Ec. The other Semitic languages express 'in' by the prefix {b-}^ (in Ugaritic 
sometimes set off as a separate word). In Arabic this is uniformly vocal-
ized -j^ {bi-}; in Ge*>ez {ba-}, but with some variation in the vowel (Leslau, 
CoDiGe, 82). In Hebrew and Aramaic the vowel varies gready, but most often 
it is יי5־ {ba-}; when closely conjoined to the preceding word that ends in a 
vowel, the consonant is fricativated: -3^ {6a-}. 

The Church Slavonic BTW (V3 } is extremely close to this in 
sound, as well as meaning.54 

How, i f at all, to relate the Slavic preposition to the IE forms discussed 
above, has puzzled the Indo-Europeanists. A Semitic parallel suggests that all 
these forms may have a common origin. Before certain pronouns that begin 
with a vowel, the Slavic preposition adds a transitional consonant [n], which 

5 3 In both languages a possessive usually follows, telling WHOSE hand. 
5 4 Also BT.^ in Russian; but as the vowel ceased to be pronounced, a spelling reform after the 
great revolution has simplified it to B^. 
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is written as the first letter of the pronoun: B I Heivib^ [v3n y em ' ] 'in it, in him'; 
otherwise the pronoun is K M I ^ [yem']. Now one Hebrew expression, describ-
ing a gourd, contains {tyfcin} where the context would lead us to expect 

ד ב ה א ל י ל ך ב ה ו י ו ה ד ל ן ל ך ב # י } ׳ k b l b i n - i a y ^ b * hoy5* 
uw|6in־láy(9)l^'׳ ,D53d} 'which in a night has been [i.e. come into being; cf. 
2.Da] and in a night has perished' (Jonah 4:10).55 So {Bin } would be very 
close, in sound and meaning, to the Church Slavonic [van] ; Hebrew cannot 
have [a] in this environment, but [i] is the usual positional alternant to [a]. 

Ancient South Arabian has both {b} and {bn}, but with a distinction in 
meaning: the latter is 'from', 5 6 the former 'in' and closely related senses. 
Ugaritic is noteworthy for using {b} indiscriminately either as 'in' or as 'from' 
(Gordon, UgTe, 93-97, 370); the context would determine which interpreta-
tion is appropriate, or possibly a unwritten vowel differentiated what to us ap-
pears to be one and the same preposition or prefix. 

4.Ed. The odd distribution of { i n } and {b(Vn)} in Semitic and of compara-
ble forms in IE makes it likely that very early in the prehistory of these lan-
guage groups the labial form co-existed with the non-labial, although we do 
not find both forms used by any one population. A further possibility is that 
the labial form arose as a mere variant of the other, which is more anciently at-
tested; but I see no way of tracing how this could have come about. The cunei-
form script of Akkadian and Eblaite, as it has been deciphered, cannot tell us 
whether { i n } had a glottal stop [ ? ] at the beginning, or conceivably another 

5 5 {b/f>in} in this passage has usually been taken by commentators to be the same word as 
{ b /bin} is elsewhere, the construct form of 'son' (although 'son' has the vowel {ε} apart from 
special phonetic environments). In my book, FaJoJe, 20,1 too followed the customary analy-
sis that the combination means literally 'son of a night' — which, from what we know of 
Biblical Hebrew idiom, would do tolerably for the first occurrence but much less well for the 
second. I am now persuaded by Gary Rendsburg that | -here is the longer form of the prep ב
osition; in "Sabaic Notes to Hebrew Grammar," Abr-Nahrain, 27 (1989), 110-111; he cites a 
likely occurrence of | in' from a Phoenician inscription (Donner - Rollig, KaAr In, I' ב , 

10, no. 41.13). The rendering in the Septuagint of Jonah, ,"υπό νύκτα^ 'overnight', rather fa-
vors this interpretation; the Greek translator, however, may have had stylistic motives for 
avoiding * 1 υιός νυκτός, even if he believed 'son of a night' to be the literal meaning. 

5 } ^0°־ 6 m i n ) 'from' in Arabic; likewise ( m i n ) in Hebrew and Aramaic (cf. 3JEd). 
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guttural consonant — one associated with a certain movement of the lips (cf. 
l . C e ) . 

4.F. Sem. (Heb., Aram.) {^ad} : IE (Latin) ad 'to, until' 
4.Fa. Another brief preposition affords an exact phonetic match, so far as the 
divergence phonologies of the respective Semitic and IE languages permit. For 
the Latin ad יי has no guttural consonant to correspond to the initial one in He-
brew and Aramaic עד י  and the voiced plosive at the end of the Latin ;{ad^} י
word is bound to come out fricativated in these Semitic languages. 

Semantically the match is good, but quite incomplete (Moller, VelnSeWo, 
1). In Latin ad is very frequent, expressing motion T O W A R D A P L A C E (or a 
person), but not into it. The meaning of {^ad} in Hebrew and Aramaic is more 
precise or limited: 'all the way to, as far as'. Ad in the Vulgate most often rep-
resents the Hebrew preposition ל א ^ {?ε1}; yet there are many instance of ad 
for {^ad} — e.g. (Gen. 38:1, 15:18) 

י מ ל ך ^ ע י א ־ י ד t ע D ^ {wayyéT^ad-^ i^àdulbmiy} 'and he turned 
aside to an Adullamite man' 

is translated diuertit ad uirum odollamitem יי. 
 to the river' (referring to the (all the way)' {han|noh5r־ad^} 'יעדי״דיונהר

Euphrates) is translated 
usque ad fluuium יי; but there is, besides, a river in Italy actually 

called yVār^,5 7 a tributary of the Tiber, and so the phrase ad Nārem $ 'to 
the Nar' was a natural Latin combination. 

4.Fb. Especially in certain expressions of time the semantic match between 
the Hebrew and the Latin preposition is strildng: 

5 7 The disyllabic form NAHAR̂  is scandly and indirectly attested: 
(a) by the derived ethnic NAHARTIŜ  'a Nahar-man' (genitive) in one Ladn inscription (Coin 
La 11.4213.4) — otherwise NART-̂  — referring to the inhabitants of Interamna on the Nar; 
(b) by the Umbrian fonns NAHARCER^ (genitíve), NAHARCE^ (dative), NAHARCOM^ (accus-
ative; also — in the indigenous Umbrian alphabet { n a h a r k u m } ^ ) in tablets concerned with 
cursing the unfriendly neighbors of Iguvium (now Gubbio). 

Although A'āz/NAHAR has the ear-marks of a recurrent river-name (cf. 4.Aa, note 4), I 
would not simply dismiss a different etymology, given by Servius on Aeneid 7.517: Sabini 
lingua sua nar dicunt sulfur; ergo hunc fluuium ideo dicunt esse Nar [an Narem 
restituendum?] appellatum quod odore sulfureo nares contingat יי 'The Sabines call 
sulphur nar in their language; therefore they say this river was called Nar because it touches 
the nostrils with a sulphurous smell.' 
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r 'יעד־הנה a d ־ h é n n : ) K } = gdhūc^ 'up to now', 
, ! ר מ ״ י ד ע י ' {^ad_m;>táy} = quoad^ ' t i l l when, how long', the corre-

sponding interrogative. Also the Latin conjunction atque יי, in which the con-
sonant of ad was devoiced in syllabic linkage to [k™], is somewhat reminiscent 
of {wal^ad} 'down to, even to' (literally 'and to'), and was actually used to 
translate it in one passage: 

ל מ ג ר ועד־טה מ ו $ ש עד־א^ה מעללועד־יוצק מ י א  והמתה מ

{w3hematt5K m e ^ ^ad^išš:»* me^olél w3^ad־yo w néq : " l i p ΓΓΪΰ) 
miššo w r wa^ a d - š é 5 miggomol wa '^ad-Hàmo^'r}1 ' 'and you are to kill 
[everyone] from man to woman, from infant even to suckling, from ox even to 
sheep (or goat),58 from camel even to ass' (I Sam. 15:3); in the Vulgate, sed 
interfice a uiro usque ad mulierem, et paruulum atque lactentem, 
bouem et ouem, camelum et asinum^. Since ל ל  unlike — יונק and ע
the other three pairs of nouns — are virtual synonyms,59 the translator chose 
atque to link paruulum with lactentem; for in the classic age of Latin this 
was indeed the main use of atque in preference to et יי, which served in be-
tween two quite separate entities. 

In early Latin the IE enclitic -que^ 'and' ( : Sanskrit יי ?י {ca}, Greek 

Te1') predominated, regardless of this fine distinction; but it gradually lost 
ground to et and to the compound atque, which had started out with a much 
stronger meaning 'and even'. Nothing in Latin idiom (nor, for that matter, in 
English) comes close to the Hebrew construction that I would gloss literally 

58  .means One of the flock', without distinguishing between the two species (cf. 1 שה 

F b ) . 
5 9 The verb-root ל^)!? means 'suckle', pT 'suck'. In the Latin Bible adhuc, though 

often used where the Hebrew has *Ϊίίί^ { V d } 'still', never represents { ^ - h é n n D 1 * } ; 

quoad is lacking in the Bible, except for two occurrences of the combination quoadus-
que יי (Cant. 2:7, Ps. 93[94].14): 

quoadusque ipsa uelit^for |*3ΓΙΓ1{Ρ "ייעל {^ádšetteHp3c) 'until she list'; 

quoadusque iustitia conuertatur in iudicium יי 'until righteousness turns into 

judgement'for 3 מ0פט  ו ^ ki^ad-ariEqyDSirb m} 'יכי־עד־צךק י i š p 3 T ) 

'for judgement shall return to righteousness'. 
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'from A and to B'; but atque and {wa^ad} originally had it in common that 
they signal an unexpected or extreme addition. 

4.Fc. The cognates of Hebrew and Aramaic {זיad}, within Semitic, include 
Ugaritic and Ancient South Arabian {^d}^ (vowels not indicated), 
and Akkadian {a-di}^, less often {a -duK {adΚ etc.60 

{a-di i-na־an-ni}^ 'up to now' (As, I 1 , 119) is the frequent Akkadian coun-
terpart to the Hebrew {^3ά~11έηη^}. The vowel that makes {adi} disyllabic 
in Akkadian has nothing to correspond to it in the few IE languages that show 
a cognate to this Semitic and Latin preposition: 

Gothic, Old Norse, English at יי (Old English aet יי) 
Old High German az יי 
Oscan {az}^ . 6 1 

In these IE languages other than Latin, the preposition expresses motion 
less often; e.g. Gothic {qam at imma}^ 'he came to him' (Mark 1:40, etc.) 

= Latin uenit ad eum יי 

( Η έ ρ χ ε τ α ι π ρ ο ς · " 1 αυτόν^ in the original). 
In modern English be came at him יי (with heavy stress on the preposition) 
expresses violent motion indeed; but otherwise at is used mainly for vague 
location, less precise than in. Thus the Oscan {az hor torn }יי (the sole occur-
rence of this preposition in the meager Oscan corpus) is neatly rendered 'at the 

6 0 Eblaite {a-dep (Pennacchietti, SiPrEb, 293) does not appear with the meaning 'up to, 

until', but rather '(in return) for' — like αντ ί in Greek (4 .Ca) . 
6 1 As a prefix ad- is found not only in Latin but in Oscan and in Irish and other Celdc 

languages ( {ar-} ' ' in Umbrian). But the Semidc preposition is not suscepdble to such use as 

a prefix. The closest it comes to that is in a Phoenician inscription: 

ן מלכם ד ן א ד יתן ל ע ו ^ {w^d ytn In ? d n m l k m } 'and the lord of kings gave us 

besides' (Donner - R611ig, KaArln, I, 3, no. 14.18); {*d ytn} has nearly the meaning of the 
Latin addidit^', a compound of ad- + dedit~^. Like most Phoenician inscriptions (but 
unlike Hebrew texts) this one shows no separation between words — neither by dots nor by 
spaces (see a facsimile of the original lettering — which I have replaced with the familiar 
Hebrew-Aramaic "square" characters — in Mark Lidzbarski, Handbuch der nordsemitischen 
Epigraphik nebst ausgewdhlten Inschriften, I I [Weimar, 1898; repr. Hildesheim: Olms, 
1962], Tafel IV.2); so it does not tell us whether {w^dytn} constituted two words, as in He-

brew, or just one. — In none of these I E languages are there prepositions of the structure 

VCV, like the Akkadian {adi} or the Greek "απο^, Sanskrit 3T יי {ápa} '(away) from', 

whose Latin cognate is ab יי. 
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grove'; the Latin ad hortum יי ( A D . H O R T O M t in the earliest historical period) 
can be either 'at the grove' or — more often — 'to the grove'.62 

4.Fd. The difficult etymology of one Latin compound admodum יי 'very 
much' is clarified by the Hebrew phrase ד א מ ־ י ד ע י ' {^ad-־ma?od} (two 
words, but always hyphenated in the Bible), which means exacdy the same as 
the Latin adverb — 'very much', or often, with an adjective 'very'. {ma ?od} 
without {^ad} functions as an adverb, with scarcely any difference in mean-
ing; at most {*"ad} serves to reinforce {ma?od}. Now as a noun {ma?od} is 
quite rare; but the meaning displayed in the famous passage — 
ך ך ד א ן ? ־ ל כ ב ^ ו פ נ ־ ל כ כ ^ ו כ ב ל ־ ל כ ב י / ^ כ 1 - 1 3 6 כ 6 3 £ ב ע ״ 6 9 £ כ 1 -
n a p š a l o uw69£Dl־ma?odflĪD} 'with all your heart and with all your soul 
and with all your might' (Deut. 6:4, cf. I I Kings 23:25) — accords perfectly 
with the adverbial meaning, just like mighty יי in colloquial or old-fashioned 
English or the adverb ualdē^ in Latin.6 3 The Latin noun modus^ 'meas-
ure', on the other hand, does not square readily with admodum, unless the 
adverb — or the phrase ad modum — is interpreted etymologically as 'to the 
[full] measure, up to the limit' (Ernout - Meillet, DiÉtLaLa, s.v. modus), 
rather than 'to a degree, to some extent'. 

Within the Latin community, I suspect, the understanding of admodum 
as 'up to the limit' was influenced, if not determined, by hearing the Phoeni-
cian or Punic dialect equivalent to the Hebrew {^ad-ma^dd}, probably with 
the interior glottal consonant weakened so that "10א sounded like [mod] — 
nearly the same as the base of the Latin noun mod: For in the early Latin 
comedies admodum comes up often as a one-word response, with a slangy 
ring: 'Very' or 'Very much so'; e.g. 

6 2 The English yard1' is a probable cognate of this noun; but we would say j'n the yard יי 
rather than at the yard יי, unless we were talking about a freight-yard (or the like) not adja-
cent to a house. 
6 3 Formed from the adjective ualid \us^ 'strong, mighty'; but this adverb, being much 
more frequent and colloquial, underwent the phonetic process suppressing (or syncopating) 
the weak interior vowel, while this adjective remained in the paradigm that linked the adjec-
tival suffix -id- to verbs if the "second conjugation" (in -et) and to nouns in -or. 
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A: bellan uidetur specie mulier?B: admodum יי (Plautus, Bac. 838) 
Ά : Does the woman seem nice-looking? B: Very' (cf. 1111, Rud. 143, 269, 

840, 1081; Terence, Phor. 315, etc.).64 

A comparable passage in the Bible is ד א מ ״ ד  'יןהנערה Π£Ρ ע
{wahanna<;'ārDKyDp61' ^ad-ma^od} 'And the girl [was] 

mighty pretty' (I Kings 1:4). 
To pick up a Phoenician expression that sounded to the Latins like 

[OOadmod], they did not have to be bilingually skillful to such an extent in 
their dealings with Carthaginians (or other Phoenicians settled in North Africa) 
that they could extract this from the midst of a Phoenician sentence. Rather, 
they could absorb it as a separate utterance, whether it was uttered in the course 
of bargaining over a beautiful harlot or on some other occasion.65 

4.G. Sem. (Akk.) (maHri(š)} 'before' : IE (Gr.) μέχρι(ς) 'until' 
4.Ga. The Akkadian noun {ma-aH-ri, maH-ri}^ (genitive case) means 'of 
the past'; and like some other nouns it also serves as a preposition (cf. 4.Aa, 
c,Bc). The construct {ma-Ha-ar, ma-Har}^ is the most frequent form in a 
quasi-prepositional function 'before', but {maHri} in combination with pro-
nominal suffixes is common too; e.g. 

{π^-βΗ-π-ηϊ}^ 'before us', 
{ma H-ri-ka }יי 'in your presence' (AsDi, X 1 , 107). 

Among the other forms employed similarly, the one most pertinent to our com-
parison with IE is {maH-rí-iš, maH-riš}^ — the {-iš} being an adverbial 
suffix (Von Soden, GrAkGr, 163, 167-168). 

No Semitic cognates to {maHri(š)} have been pointed out; but the Greek 
μέχρι^, μέχρις^ 'until, up to' is strikingly similar in form, and not far from it 

6 4 J . P. Brown calls attention to this adverb in die mouth of a Punic character, Asterastilis. 
who describes women widiout make-up as īnsulsae admodum atque inuenustae* 
'quite flavorless and unattractive' (Plautus, Poen. 246). 

6 5 Although admodum is copiously attested in classical literature, it was never used in die 
Latin Bible. Perhaps it was obsolescent in the ordinary vocabulary by diat time. At first the 
Latin version was made from die Greek by Christians in Rome, without reference to die He-
brew; and when Jerome around 400 brought his personal knowledge of Hebrew to bear upon 
the defects of the existing translation, his policy was to abstain in general from mere stylistic 
changes. So he did not introduce admodum for 10א to replace his predecessors' 
renderings: nimis יי 'very much' (properly or classically 'too much'), uehementer^ 'vehe-
mently', usquequaque*1 'everywhere, altogether', etc. 
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in meaning. While usually classed as a preposition by the Greek grammarians, 
it is neither accented like one (grave on the second syllable, as we have seen in 
1"υπέρ, Hauà, etc.), nor ever treated as a prefix. These two limitations go to-
gether, and suggest that it was formed, or borrowed, with a fixed initial accent 
too late in prehistory for full integration into the prepositional pattern. 

The only IE cognate that has been cited is Armenian {merj }יי 'near' or 
'with'. In meaning this seems more like the Akkadian {ma-aH-ri-ka}^ 'with 
you' than like the Greek μέχρι(ς). Moreover, Armenian and Greek are among 
the few copiously documented IE languages that are not far from the ancient 
Akkadian territory. So contact in prehistoric times is likely (first suggested by 
Bernal, BlAt, I , 60). 

4.Gb. Especially the variation between μέχρι and μέχρις points to an Ak-
kadian source, or else a source common to Akkadian and Greek. For nothing 
quite like this is found within Greek, except for the synonymous word 
"αχρι(ς)''. The -1 forms are used before a consonant, the -1? forms before a 
vowel.6 6 The Indo-Europeanists (e.g. Pokorny, InEtWo, I , 702) derive μέ־ 
χρι(ς) from *me-ghri-(s), and "αχρι(ς) from *TQ-ghri-(s), identifying the 
base as the locative case of the noun 'hand' — χείρ^ in Greek.67 This word 
for 'hand' is a perplexing problem of IE etymology, because no one recon-
struction accounts successfully for both the Hittite {keššar}1' and the Tokhari-
an A {tsar-}^, Β {sar-}^ (see Van Windekens, T0C0, I , 521). If, however, 
we limit our consideration to the Greek and to the Armenian {jerη }יי, the re-
duced grade -χρ- would offer no difficulty; and the analysis of the first sylla-
ble με - as a prefix, which reappears in the preposition μετά^ 'with' (cf. 
3.Ee), will also hold. 

It seems likely, then, that one Semitic language — and no other — has 
borrowed a compound word from the prehistoric IE of the region, rather than a 

6 6 αχρ ις at the end of a verse (Iliad 17.599). 
6 7 The recessive accent resting upon die [a] of "dxpi(s) might be an obstacle to the second 
half of this derivation; for die "zero grade" *ψ- is associated widi lack of accent. However, 
α χ ρ ι ( ΐ ) is alien to Attic (aldiough common in the later κοινή, which was based mainly up-
on Attic) and also rather infrequent in Homer. Since our information about accent is much 
weaker outside of these two dialects, I can conceive of an oxytone form * αχρί(5) having ex-
isted, though nowhere attested. The occurrences of αχρι(9) in Homer may be attributed 10 the 
Aeolic component of his literary dialect — Aeolic being noted for R E C E S S I V E accent at or 
near the beginning of every word, unlike die complex patterns of accent that characterize the 
other dialects. 
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borrowing in the opposite direction. To be sure, the A T T E S T A T I O N in Akkadian 
i s a good deal earlier, but that fact is hardly decisive. Although the more ad-
vanced civilization of Mesopotamia (in the third and the second millennium 
B.C.) must naturally have diffused many vocabulary items into the outlying 
areas , this argument loses its force when applied to a particular word whose 
meaning in Greek 'until, up to' differs appreciably from the Akkadian meaning 
'before'. The IE morphological analysis of μέχρι, as originally signifying 'in-
to the hand of, would allow a somewhat divergent semantic development 
within prehistoric Greek and Akkadian — and of course within Armenian too. 

4.Gc. Whether "1άχρι(ς) — as well as μέχρι(ς) — has a Semitic cognate, is 
more problematical. The closest thing to "1άχρις is the Akkadian adverb {a-
H u r - r i š } 1 ' 'hereafter' (AsDi, I 1 , 216: 'for the future ... in time to come'); but 
neither phonetically nor semantically is this a neat match. Indeed the many Ak-
kadian {aH(V)r-} forms, with the meaning 'after', seem quite opposite to 
jmaHr-} 'before'. 

The Hebrew preposition and adverb ר ח א י ' {?aHár} 'after(ward)' is 
clearly related to Akkadian {aHurriš}, etc. Hebrew, however, also has 
ל ח מ י  tomorrow' (and often loosely, 'hereafter'), as well as the' {moH6r} י
derivative ת ר ח מ D ה V יי {yowm ham |mDHDr  5t} 'the morrow, the day־|
after' (not 'before', Num. 11:32). The disparity between the { m V - } and the 
{ ( 7 ) a - } forms in these Semitic languages involves somehow a primeval varia-
tion, if not confusion, in talking about past and future time.6 8 

4.H. Concluding Remarks on Prepositions 

The common ground between IE and Semitic prepositions is less extensive 
than that between IE and Semitic pronouns, but still noteworthy. No preposi-
tions are nearly so widespread as the [TE] forms that mean 'you' — which 
indeed take in still other phyla of languages (3.Ca-n). The cognates of over 
are the most nearly pan-IE and pan-Semitic. The cognates of at are virtually 
pan-Semitic (aside from Arabic) but of restricted distribution in IE; almost the 
converse applies to in. 

°° A lone occurrence of (ma-Ha-ri) 'tomorrow' in an Akkadian tablet from El -Amama 

(Egypt) mentions Megiddo (a Canaanite town), and doubtless reflects a West Semidc word — 
Hebrew {1מ£-1כת•} — not normally a part of the Akkadian vocabulary. 
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The Semitic prepositions are no more than a shade different from nouns in 
the construct state. But in the early IE languages, with noun-inflection so high-
ly developed, the prepositions look rather like an anomalous sub-set, and in 
their syntax they matched the Semitic prepositions only in part; for their post-
tion in the sentence was relatively free, and rather pre-verbal than pre-
nominal.6 9 Afterwards these IE languages (at least the ones that lasted)70 

came to use prepositions more and more in the Semitic manner — whether or 
not this was due to any cultural or typological influence from Semitic lan-
guages, somewhat like the spread of the definite article (3.Fg־m). 

The phonetic correspondence of the Semitic {יי ad} to the voiced consonant 
of Latin ad — whereas Germanic has at — is of a piece with Hebrew 
{red} '(go) down' : Latin red- 'back' (2.Ba-d). I f this preposition had a 
Greek or Sanskrit cognate also with {d} , it might argue for a relatively late 
prehistoric diffusion, after the voiced plosives were established in most of the 
IE languages (cf. 2.AAg). But I hesitate to base any such conclusion upon 
the limited evidence at hand. 

6 9 This is most evident in Vedic Sanskrit, recorded in sacred texts that may well go back to 
the second millennium B . C . They were kept unwritten until the Muslim conquest of India 
gave the Brahmins a motive for displaying their oral lore in Scriptural form, so as to prove 
that they too were a "people of the Book" and accordingly entitled to toleration. 
7 0 Little if any of the cuneiform corpus of Hittite, which had only postpositions ( 4 . E a , 
note 50), reaches into the first millennium B . C . Lycian, however, a later relative of Hittite 
but written in a consonant-and-vowel alphabet, developed several prepositions (none of them, 
apparendy, cognate to the ones discussed in this chapter). See Emmanuel Laroche (et al.), La 
stele trilingue du Létdon (Fouilles de Xanthos, VI ; Paris: C . Klincksieck, 1979), 88-90. This 
information comes to me from J . P. Brown. 



Chapter V 
NUMERALS 

Counting is one of the simplest manifestations of intellect through lan-
guage. Very young children begin to count, in any environment where they are 
encouraged to. But ethnographic studies have shown that it is not universal; 
some languages are reported to have no word for 'four' or any higher number. 
And in languages whose vocabulary reaches up to the 'thousands', the upper 
numerals may be outside of the basic vocabulary and familiar only to a minori-
ty of experts. 

An illustration comes from IE comparative grammar: In the cognates 
Greek hef τ\κοντβ^: Latin sexāgin tā^ 'sixty' 

the pan-Hellenic (as distinct from the Ionic and Attic) η [ε] does not normally 
correspond to Latin [a], nor voiceless [k] to voiced [g], nor [on] to [ in ] , nor 
short [a] to long [ā]. The recurrent discrepancy between the phonetic segments 
is best explained by positing that among the prehistoric forerunners of these 
two languages the phonological habits of the few persons who transmitted 
such numerals diverged somewhat from the prevailing habits of the rest of the 
community. Such words were eventually integrated into the general vocabu-
lary, but with many phonemes different from the ones exemplified by the other 
cognates; e.g. 

1"ήκε^ : iēcit^ 'he/she threw'; māter ^ : μάτερ^ 'mother' 
(Ionic-Attic μήτερ^). 

( f )οίκον : uīcum ( l .Ea-b); ago יי : HáyaW Ί do'. 
1"éîTOVToiL^ : sequontur^1 'they follow'; intus^ : \ντός^ 'inside'. 
γένεύτ'2 : genera יי 'kinds'; stated : στάτε§ 

(Ionic-Attic στήτε^) 'stand' (imper. pi.). 

1 The -ur ending of the Latin passive does not, of course, correspond to the Greek "middle" 

ending -αι. Cf. the active Doric τ ρ έ μ ο ν τ α (Ionic-Attic τ ρ έ μ ο υ σ α ) : pre-classical Latin ire-

m o n f i (classical tremunt) 'they tremble' (3 .Ck, note 52). 
2 Attic γ έ ν η ^ by contraction of the two short vowels to one long. 
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The oddities within IE exemplify how the use of numerals of a certain order 
depended upon the level of culture. Between IE and Semitic we shall find the 
connections in numerals mainly at a very early stage of arithmetical awareness. 

5.A. Sem. (Aram.) {set} :IE(Skt.) {sát} 'six' 

(Heb.) {š%6a^} : (OEng.) seofon'seven' 

The most obvious resemblances are in a pair of numbers so tightly bound 
together that the cultural influence is easy to detect (Moller, VelnSeWo, 111-
218, 227; Mayer, RiPrRa, 99). 'Six' was a pivotal number in early Mesopota-
mian civilization; quite a few holdovers of that linger into our own time, stand-
ing out as anomalies since the triumph of the decimal system. 'Seven', right 
after 'six', was and remains climactic, above all in the grouping of days (cf. 1. 
Da and note 70).3 This Mesopotamian way of thinking about numbers — and 
in particular about these numbers — did not necessarily originate in that re-
gion, but at any rate the oldest definite evidence comes from there.4 The IE as 
well as the Semitic cognates testify to the spread of 'six' and 'seven' in prehis-
toric or early historical times, perhaps when the Mesopotamians were begin-
ning to write but other peoples were still quite illiterate. The spread of these 
particular numerals seems due, at least in part, to borrowing rather than inherit-
ance from a remote ("Nostratic") forerunner of proto-IE and or proto-Semitic. 

5.Aa. The most obvious trace of an odd origin for the numeral 'six', unlike a 
typical IE development, is in the initial consonant of Sanskrit "3 יי {sát}. No 

other word in the language begins with this cacuminal sibilant (articulated with 
the tongue turned up into the dome of the palate); in many non-initial environ-
ments it is frequent, occurring under the influence of certain vowels and con-
sonants. Here it must reflect something borrowed prehistorically from a non-IE 
language, or else (conceivably) an aberrant phonology peculiar to a sub-set of 

3 The ordinal 'seventh' — Ladn Septimus, Greek *έβδομος, Sanskrit ^ Í E •R: י {sap-

t a m á h } (5.Ag) — was evidendy the source of the superlative suffix -timus, { - tamah}. 
4 For my purpose it is not necessary here to go into the speculations of scholars as to what 
in the first place caused men to attach special significance to these numbers, rather than 
others — e.g. whether it was the few planets visible to the naked eye (including the sun and 
the moon) in contrast to the immense multitude of stars that move uniformly night after 
night, or contrariwise the number seven had fascinated them even earlier and so prompted 
them to search for phenomena embodying it. 
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IE speakers — the few persons who talked about numbers. The phonological 
anomaly of {s־} in a certain Sanskrit word proved to be tenacious, both be-
cause of a semantic motive — the unique prestige of this pivotal number — 
and because of a syntactic peculiarity: The numerals were employed primardy 
in counting, and just secondarily in ordinary discourse; so, apart from the 
lowest ones, they resisted the IE pattern of noun and adjective inflection, and 
were brought into sentences in their basic, uninflected form.5 

The Avestan cognate is {xšvaš}1', with an initial consonant-group unparal-
leled in IE. Given the generally tight kinship between these two languages, the 
Sanskrit {sát} looks like a drastic and very odd simplification of a prehistoric 
form that Avestan has preserved more or less intact — however three such 
consonants, one right after the other, may have arisen in the first place. The re-
maining IE languages leave the discrepancy between {xšv-} and {s-} prob-
lematical. Pokorny (InEtWo, I , 1044) posits no less than six IE proto-forms to 
account for the divergences among the attested ones: "siieks, seks, kseks, 
ksueks, iieks (uks)" (unstarred, as usual in his book), *[ksu-j would be a 
credible antecedent for the Avestan {xšv-} and perhaps also for the Sanskrit 
{s־}. 

But the Sanskrit {sát}, though not the Avestan {xšvaš}, could just as well 
have been adapted from a single Semitic consonant, such as we find in Arama-
ic ישת / {šét} (also  Hebrew títiJH {šéš}. The palatal sibilant ,({šít} יישם 
pronunciation [š] is well attested for these two languages in the Christian era; 
earlier it may have been somewhat different. The Hebrew final {-š} is remin-
iscentof the Avestan; the Aramaic {-t} rather of the Sanskrit. The latter point, 
however, is less impressive because Sanskrit phonology severely restricts final 
consonants and makes {-t} substitute for quite a variety of other consonants 
or consonant-groups.6 The other Semitic forms have, likewise, just a single 
initial consonant, {Š-} or {s-}, the same as in certain IE languages — Latin 

5 The Sanskrit plural case-endings — instrumental, dative/abladve, genitive, and locative 
(but not the nominative and accusadve) — were optionally added; however, in early Sanskrit 

the forms with case-endings are rare, except for { d a š áẄh } , the instrumental 

case of 'ten'. See Levin, ViPhCo, 474. 

6 The Sanskrit "9T, which I transcribe {š} , is usually transliterated ś (formerly ς). Probably it 

was identical in sound with ש , or nearly so. 
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sex^ [seks], Gothic {saihs}^, etc. — and thus throw no light upon the labial 
[w] , not only in Avestan but in the Welsh chwech^ (Gaulish SVEXOS^ 
'sixth') and the Armenian {vec }7.יי 

5.Ab. The closest Akkadian cognate *{šeš} — idendcal with the Hebrew, or 
nearly so — is unfortunately not attested; for in that huge corpus (as in the 
texts of certain other ancient languages) the cardinal numbers — the ordinals 
too, for that matter — are seldom spelled out.8 The short form, with no suf-
fix, accompanies only feminine nouns in Hebrew, Akkadian, and their ancient 
Semidc relatives. Masculine nouns call for a suffixed form: Hebrew  ייעשה 

τ 

{šišš|5 s }, 9 Akkadian {šeš-šet, ši-iš־šet, ši־ši־it}^, etc. The Arabic cognate, 

7 The initial I E *s- is regularly lost in Armenian. The Greek "έξ י [ h é k s ] could represent ei-

ther *s- or *sw-; but f E H ^ , in inscriptions of the dialects that preserved the consonant [w], 

points much rather to *sw-, and 1 « ξ in Homeric verse is more often than not treated metric-

ally as though it began with an unwritten consonant [w], — The Old Prussian ordinal 

uschts^ 'sixth' displays the homorganic vowel [u], the "zero grade" instead of [w + e]; 

usch- reflects the same three initial sounds as the Avestan [ x š v - j , but in the opposite order. 

Roland G . Kent was the first to reason that *wéks was the oldest I E form: "from an original 

*yéJcsthe forms *suéks and *séks can be derived by contamination with I E *septm 'sev-

en,' and numerals are notoriously subject to the influence of higher numerals with which 

they are serially associated"; review of J . B . Hofmann, Etymologisches Worterbuch des Grie-

chischen, mAmJoPh, 72 (1951), 80. See also Szemerényi, StlnEuSyNu, 78. 
8 Numbers written ideographically seem to go further back in Mesopotamia than the cunei-
form syllabary for writing words. The same cultural preference for ideographic numbers has 
deprived us of the Hittite numeral words spelled out in cuneiform. —AsDi, X V I I 2 , 337, s.v. 
"šēššet", gives a cross-reference to šiš, which I guess may be the briefest known form of the 
numeral 'six' in Akkadian. Von Soden, however, makes no mention of it, either in AkHa or 
in GrAkGr. This matter, no doubt, will be clarified when X V I I 3 comes out. 
9 The apparent feminine ending ( l . A c 7 , D d , G d , L d , f , m ) , when attached to numerals in 

the Semitic languages, expresses paradoxically a masculine rather than a feminine agreement 

(Levin, ThGrGe): 0^3 ĪVÉẀ^ {šiššS* b3ní y m} 'six sons' (Gen. 30:20 

but !!!,)*ש בריר א ]י ש οό'η š} יי צ e š ־ b a r u r o w t ) 'sheep or goats, six choice 

ones (fem. pi.)' (Neh. 5:18). The unsuffixed or primary form of each numeral form 'three' to 

'ten' is the form used for counting F I N G E R S , as in ת ו ע ב צ ע א Ρ ׳י א ר ב « Μ י * * -

bo^|6™f} 'four fingers' (Jer. 52:21). Since this noun is feminine, all other nouns of feminine 

gender call likewise for an unsuffixed numeral. It takes a noun of opposite — i.e. masculine 

— gender to evoke the gender suffix {-5F), which fundamentally stands not so much for fem-

inine gender as for whichever gender is D I V E R G E N T from the central or basic. — The cognate 
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which includes a case-ending, is {sit t |un } (fem. nominative), 

{si t t |a t |un} (masc. nominative); 
the former is represented in Ge^ez by {sassu}. Thus a double, not a single 
consonant occurs at the end of the base, provided that the word does not end 
there.10 

As far as it goes, the geminate sibilant of Hebrew, Akkadian and Ge^ez 
constitutes a better counterpart to the IE consonant group, as in the Latin 
[seks], than a single sibilant would be. But where the Semitic languages show 
not a geminate but two distinct consonants, the former one is {d}, as in Ge^ez 
{sads}^ 'six' (functioning as a feminine noun; Leslau, CoDiGe, 486). Most of 
the Semitic occurrences are [dVs], rather than a consonant-group [ds]; e.g. 

Arabic ^ J L I ^ {sādis|un } 'sixth'.1 1 So it is possible to interpret the [d] as 
a dissimilation, avoiding the tongue-twister of the same sibilant three times, 
*[sVsVs] or *[ŠVŠVŠ], with a vowel separating the first occurrence from the 
second and another vowel separating the second from the third. 

Conceivably the consonant group [ks] in Latin, and its cognates in certain 
other IE languages, arose also by dissimilation, albeit in another direction. For 
at some stage of prehistoric IE any geminate consonants were — if present at 
all — rare or severely restricted. Although plentiful in most of the anciendy at-
tested IE languages (2.Lb and note 132), hardly any of these geminates are 
cognate between them; e.g. no Greek word with -σσ- is cognate to a Latin 
word with -ss-, a Sanskrit word with {-ss-}, etc. So, supposing that this 
Semitic numeral, pronounced *[šešš] or *[sess], came into prehistoric IE at 
that stage, the geminate might well have undergone dissimilation.12 

Egyptian word {db^J^ 'finger' is masculine. Accordingly, instead of following the Semitic 
pattern, in Egyptian the gender agreement of the numeral with the noun makes both of them 
end in {-w} for masculine plural, and in f-t} for feminine; Gardiner, EgGr, 191-194. My 
colleague, Prof. Gerald Kadish, has given me valuable assistance on this point. 
1 0 Often, however, the Akkadian script gives no indication of the {§} at the end of the first 
syllable, as in {š i - š i - i t } ; and the Ge^ez script is altogether defective in this regard. 
1 1 However, in South Arabian {sdp}^ 'six' (withamasc. noun) and Ugaritic {{3d{3}^ 'sixth', 
all vowels are unrecorded; so we do not know what sound, if any, separated {d} from {(3). As 
for the Ge^ez {sads}, in the Ethiopic script the same stroke for modifying a consonantal let-

ter serves either for the blurred vowel {3} or for no vowel (just like , in Hebrew and Arama-

ic); so in early times it may have been pronounced [sadas]. 
1 2 That does not suffice, however, to account for the Avestan { x š v a š } . Even positing a sub-
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5.Ac. The Egyptian {ś jśp (so transcribed by Erman - Grapow, WoAeSp, 
IV, 40) indirectly confirms that both the velar [k] in some IE languages and 
the dental {d} in some Semitic languages may have arisen through dissimila-
tion of a sibilant sandwiched in between two like sibilants.13 I cannot make 
out on what basis they add that {śjś} was "urspriinglich śrś", but this too 
would accord with what the IE and the Semitic pattern have in common: the 
first and third consonants of the word identical, while the intermediate one dif-
fers. The divergence of that consonant goes one way in IE, another in Semitic, 
and still a third way — so it would seem — in Egyptian. 

The Egyptian form, however, can be brought closer to the IE, provided 
that we are not bound to derive {śjs} from *śrś. The German Egyptologists 
use the letter/ in their transcription to suggest that the hieroglyph, which ma-
terially depicts a flowering reed, stands for the sound of a palatal semi-vowel, 
written yin many other modern languages (including English), especially at the 
beginning of a word. Now the Latin [k] developed into a Romance [y] in cer-
tain non-initial enviroments. Most tellingly [seks] has become seis "יי in Span-
ish and Portuguese; one option for showing the "falling" diphthong in phonetic 
characters is [seys]. The Egyptian script did not, in principle, indicate vowels; 
so it does not tell us whether that intermediate character stood for an intervocal-
ic consonant or the consonantal (i.e. semi-vocalic) part of a diphthong. This 
Egyptian spelling, in three hieroglyphic characters, is compatible with a pro-
nunciation just like the Spanish and Portuguese word thousands of years lat-
er.14 However, a "rising" diphthong, as in the Old English siex"1, cannot be 
absolutely ruled out for Egyptian.15 

sequent metathesis of the velar consonant to the beginning of the word, die ( v־ ־ ) would 

still seem to have come out of nowhere. 
1 3 The hieroglyphic characters are followed immediately by diree and diree plain vertical 
strokes; so die meaning 'six' is beyond dispute. Normally, apart from the very early "Pyra-
mid Texts", only the six strokes are written, without the word for 'six'; Gardiner, EgGr, 191־ 
192. 
1 4 This cannot be confirmed by die Copdc forms from the early centuries of die Christian 
era —· cooiW, caiW, εευ-"^ (fem. aW, coe^, cooue^, cu>e^, ca^); they supply only a bewil-
dering range of vowels, varying from one Coptic dialect to another), and no consonant after 
the inidal [s-]. 
1 5 Other Old English forms of die same word are syx^, six*1 (identical with die modem), 
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Furthermore, the vowel of the Biblical Aramaic {sit} (in a pausal position 
of the verse, unlike the non-pausal {set}) may conceivably reflect the prehis-
toric influence of a palatal consonant following i t . 1 6 Certainly in Catalan and 
Old French sis יי the vowel reflects Latin [ek]. 1 7 

5.Ad. The common etymon behind most of the IE forms, as well as the Sem-
itic and the Egyptian, can be formulated *SeCS — the capital S standing for a 
sibilant (or the related fricative {£>}), and C for an unspecified consonant. The 
Sanskrit {sát} is closer to Aramaic and other Semitic forms than to Egyptian; 
but those IE forms that end in [־Ks] (Latin, Greek, Germanic) are closer to 
Egyptian than to Semitic, and neither Semitic nor Egyptian throws light on the 
labial consonant in the Avestan, Celtic, and Greek dialect forms, or on the Old 
Prussian u-. These links, however perplexing, are firm enough to discredit, 
as self-defeating, the attempts of a whole line of Indo-Europeanists who have 
methodically — even willfully — ignored the Semitic evidence or rejected it as 
irrelevant and shown no awareness of the Egyptian evidence (e.g. Szemerényi, 
StlnEu, 79-146). 

Kent and Szemerényi, who posit *weks as the independent IE proto-form, 
attribute the prevailing initial s- to the influence of the next number, *septrp 
(Latin septem יי, Sanskrit Ή Ή יי {saptá}, etc.). But the close association be-

tween these particular numerals is itself characteristic of Mesopotamian culture; 
and thus Kent and Szemerényi's posited change from *w- to s- or sw- would 
not be in an IE vacuum but would involve a Semitic model even so. For the 
Semidc connection is, if anything, even more palpable in 

Heb. ע ב ש ^ {šéba^} (pausal ע ב ש ^ {š3ba^})18 : OEngl. seofon יי, 
in which the intervocalic -/- was voiced, just as in the modern English sev-
en יי. Illich-Svitych (DrlnSeJaKo, 7-8; Dolgopolsky, InEuHo, 15) treated this 
as a Semitic loan in IE, because he saw the Semitic form going back to Afro-

seox י ׳ , sex \ No Germanic or other I E language shares this -re- with O E ; see Campbell, 

OlEnGr, 129-130, 282. 
1 6 See Bauer - Leander, GrBiAa, 23-24. The Targum, however, manifesting a later stage of 
Aramaic, has die vowel {e} uniformly in this word. 
1 7 The subsequent French spelling six arose from a convention of subservience to Latin or-

thography for etymological mouves, regardless of the actual French sounds. 
l ° The pausal form occurs only in the place-name ע ב ba} ייבאה ש 7 érš5ba^} 'Seven 

Well(s)'. 
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Asiatic; doubtless he had in mind the Egyptian {sf h }19.יי 
The reluctance of many Indo-Europeanists to face, or even to mention, the 

Semitic counterparts must be rooted in some deep prejudice — perhaps an un-
expressed fear that if the import of Semitic evidence is acknowledged in this 
part of the vocabulary, then proto-IE as a whole can no longer be kept apart 
from Semitic. For to establish the prehistoric reality of IE, nothing else was so 
utterly convincing to the mind of the eighteenth and nineteenth century as a 
comparison of the decimal number system in Greek, Latin, and the other an-
cient languages of Europe and India. Hence the acceptance of Semitic cognates 
of 'six' and 'seven' — close cognates at that — would seem to compel a fun-
damental reconsideration. I would argue, however, that 'six' and 'seven' are a 
special case: The cultural prestige or psychological ascendancy of these ele-
mental concepts brought, or kept, the prehistoric IE and Semitic (and Egyptian) 
languages together more strikingly than just about any other word in their en-
tire vocabulary. 

The Avestan {xšvaš} 'six', however (5.Aa), is enough to cast grave 
doubt upon any simple theory of IE borrowing from some known Semitic 
language, or from prehistoric Semitic for that matter. Neither is the initial velar 
consonant of Avestan readily explicable W I T H I N IE, through metathesis from 
the next-to-last position, where we find it in Latin sex [seks], Gothic {saihs}, 
etc.; for at the end of a word Avestan evidently tolerated a few consonant-
groups, including {-xš}, as in {druxš}^ 'fiend' (Jackson, AvGr, 59). If any-
thing, the metathesis is likely to have gone the other way, from an initial [xš] 
as in Avestan to a final [xš] as in Latin and many more languages.20 Such an 
odd initial cluster would go back to an unidentifiable source-language, with 

1 9 Cuny, ÉíPr, 470, cites the Berber forms: s a ^ (dialect of Chilhe), saa יי (Mzambit), 

išša^ (Zénaga) 'seven', sez^ (Chilhe), sezza יי (Mzambit), šoduš^ (Zénaga), s e í s e f ^ 

(Ghdames) 'six'; also the Cushitìc (Kafa) sabato יי 'seven'. I cannot make out to what extent 

these may have been influenced, if not simply borrowed, in fairly recent times from Arabic or 
some other Semitic language. — Trombetti, UnOrLi, 30-31, adduces "Jakuto sàttā" from "la 
forma protouralica *sab-te, *sāv-te", as he derives the Italian seffe יי (with [-&־], < Latin 
septem) from "indoeuropeo ο preindoeuropeo *sép-to." 
2 0 In early Latin, when XS rather than just X was generally written, the velar sound was 
probably not plosive but fricative. So too in Attic, written ΗΕΧΣ^ (until the adoption of the 
Ionic alphabet entailed ΕΞ instead), and in some Germanic languages such as O H G sehs יי; 
the modem German sechs יי, although still spelled to show a fricative sound, has come to be 
pronounced [zeks]. 
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simplified reflexes in the rest of IE as well as Semitic and Egyptian; and ac-
cordingly the Semites of Mesopotamia and beyond would be the heirs and de-
velopers of the 'six' mentality, rather than the originators of i t . 2 1 

5.Ae. The Akkadian {se-ba}1' or {se-bi}1' differs in its initial sibilant from the 
preceding numeral {šešš-}. This reminds us of {saptá} and {sát} in Sanskrit 
and of ceAMb1' {sedm'} 'seven' and mecTt^ {šest'} 'six' in Church Slavonic, 
whereas many other Semitic and IE languages have the same consonant begin-
ning both numerals. Since Akkadian was a very ancient language totally for-
gotten and then recently recovered through decipherment — by working from 
one inference on to another — we are in no position to vouch for phonetic 
identity between the Akkadian and the Slavic {s} and between the Akkadian 
and the Slavic {š} . 2 2 But at any rate a P H O N E M I C distinction between the Ak־ 
kadian characters transcribed { Š - } and {s-} is amply established. 

So here we have a sort of isogloss that takes i n certain Semitic and IE lan-
guages — {^/s-} ' s 1 x y , / ' s e v e n ' — while the rest of the languages in both 
groups stand together in not making this contrast. On a map, to be sure, the 
areas would at best be roughly contiguous; but we should allow for the cir-
cumstance that in prehistoric times most if not all of those populations were mi-
gratory, rather than setded. Besides that, the phonetic developments within the 
prehistory of Akkadian, Indo-Iranian, Slavic, etc., leave room for many possi-
bilities. In any case, the recorded forms of the numerals are important data. 

5.Af. Another surprising correspondence is between Germanic and Semitic in 
regard to the t. The absence of the dental consonant in Gothic and Old High 
German sibun 23,יי Old English seof on, etc., has long been noted as anom-

2 1 Trombetti, SaGl, I I , 108, 153, derived all the forms — Egyptian, Semitic, and I E — 
from *sédgi-s. He also cited, somewhat confusingly, Berber forms — among them "Zenaga 
šoduš .... Ghat sadis, sedis .... Ahaggar sedis .... Ke l U i sadis .... Kandin ś i í e s 
(100-103) — and 'Hausa šidda, siddu", etc. (78-79, although Hausa, in his classification, is 
a Sudanese rather than a Chadic language). Furthermore he related the Semitic 'six' to the 
Cushitic 'three': "Somali sádde-h, sade .... Galla sadē, sadi", etc. (102-103). But when 
he came back to the subject a few years later (423), he backed away from some of this: "Indo-
europeo . . . . L'analisi del 6 non è facile e quella tentata a pag. 153 seg. probabilmente non 
regge. L a connessione col 6 semidco forse non si puà mantenere." 
2 2 Likewise in Lithuanian, septyrá^ 'seven' but šešì^ 'six'. 
2 3 However, a medieval lexicon lists the problematical O H G septun ^, which on its face is 
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alous from the IE point of view. But the Semitic languages have, for each of 
the numerals from 'three' up to 'ten', both a long form with {T} and a short 
form without it; e.g. 

the Hebrew {šÉBa^} is used with feminine nouns, 
but !יעבעו/ {šiB^át} with masculine (5.Ab, note 9). 

In Semitic the longer form clearly includes a suffix; both forms, of course, are 
frequent. It appears that the Germanic part of the IE domain has fastened upon 
the shorter of two forms that were prehistorically available. 

On the other hand, the forms with t— 
Sanskrit {saptá}, Avestan {hapta}^, Greek ^πτά^, etc. — 

may be explicable through metathesis in the second syllable, given an original 
form such as is reflected in the Hebrew {-^at},2 4 Akkadian {se-bet}^.2 5 The 
resulting consonant-group [־pt־] is, in itself, congenial enough to all these IE 
languages. But why should the prehistoric Indo-Europeans, apart from the 
forerunners of Germanic, have preferred a t form? Perhaps because it was 
used in Semitic so often with the word for 'days': 

Akkadian {se־be-it ūmim}^, 
Hebrew ימים flJuSttfיי {šiS^at y D n t f m } (Gen. 8:10, etc.). 

This, however, would entail a weighty inference about the cultural setting in 
which the populations made contact: that the numeral made an impression upon 
the Indo-Europeans in the specific context of S E V E N D A Y S ' T I M E . Even if they 
did not yet perceive it to be uniquely relevant for keeping track and making 
sense of human experience (as the bulk of mankind has since done, under the 
influence partly of the Bible and pardy of astrology), at least they caught some-
thing of the power of this number to fascinate the mind (5.Dn).2 6 

much closer to the Latin septem than to anything Germanic. So it is suspected, whether or 

not righdy, of being a Latinizadon; Pokorny, InEtWo, I, 909. 
2 4 Aramaic also has {ši&^át }יי. 
2 5 The spelling with four cuneiform characters { se -bé -e - e t )^ (AsDi, X V , 203) suggests a la-
ryngeal consonant still pronounced (like the Hebrew and Aramaic or else a vowel pro-
longed when that consonant disappeared from the Akkadian language. 
2 6 J . P. Brown calls to my attention the report that the great fire in Rome (A.D. 64) raged 
per sex dies septemque noctēs^ 'for six days and seven nights' (Suetonius, Nero 38.2). 
In that connection, however, it may be relevant that the blame for the fire was placed upon 
the recently noticed sect of Christians (16.2; cf. Tacitus, Ann. 15.44), whose leaders were 
certainly Jews, and the city had a large Jewish population, although our information about 
the fire comes from pagans. So whatever may have been the objective facts, the story about 
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5.Ag. The vowel and consonant at the end of {šeBa^} can more easily corre-
spond to the {-a} of Sanskrit, Avestan, and Greek than to the -em of Latin 
septem, or to the - Vn of the Germanic forms. Within IE linguistics that 
{-a} has been regarded as though it were the normal treatment of a prehistoric 
syllabic nasal *-m;for the ordinal number {saptam|áh} : Ηέβδομ|ος 'sev-
enth' (l.Da), cognate to the Latin septim\us (nominative singular mascul-
ine), appears to be formed from the cardinal + the "thematic" vowel and case-
ending. Early Sanskrit, however, hasTfW 2T: יי {sapta^ah} also, and Aves-
tan has only {haptaf>o}.2 7 Moreover, the accent upon *-rp, which is posit-
ed in view of Sanskrit {saptá} and Greek {heptá} , 2 8 must be reckoned in-
congruous, since the "zero grade" of a nasal or any other sonant is normally 
associated with lack of accent. 

The Semitic guttural consonant {יי } may well have been reinterpreted by 
some prehistoric Indo-Europeans as a nasal. Something like that happened dur-
ing the middle ages, when the Sephardic Jews, lacking any such sound in their 
Hispano-Romance vernacular, substituted the velar nasal [g] for it in their pro-
nunciation of Hebrew.29 The velar nasal, to be sure, is further from the labial 

the duration of it was perhaps influenced, direcdy or indirectly, by the Biblical heritage (cf. 
Job 2:13). — Prof. Franklin Horowitz, of Columbia University, has suggested to me in a 
letter an alternative etymology for the I E sept-, deriving it from a Semidc noun that means 

'halt' or 'cessation': Hebrew {šébēt} (Pr. 20:3 (ÌFQ2H {šibt|o״} 'his idleness', 

Ex . 21: 19). This is a homophone, or perhaps a semantic specialization, of {šÊbet}, the usual 

sense of which is 'seat' or 'sitting' (2.Bf)• Anyhow the triconsonantal ת ב  functions as ש

an ordinary verb ת ב ש ^ (&>bát) 'he (has) halted, rested'; and from it is formed a well-

known noun, as in Ex ת :16:26 . ב , ש !? , fK^PI D V D ì ^ {u״bayyo wmhašš3bi y < ^ í , šab-

b S ) 'and on the seventh day a halt' (Ex. 16:26). Horowitz's idea, if right, would imply that 

the Indo-Europeans looked upon seven as the stopping point. — Less plausible is Trombetti, 
SaGl, I I , 109, positing "un Presemitico *sabad-D [כbeing his printer's substitute for {^}], 
che ricorda immediatamente il 'Mandinga' sambad-ga 7 ( C L A R K E 244)." 
2 7 Szemerényi, StlnEu, 88, argues tendentiously against positing "an Aryan [i.e. Indo-
Iranian] *saptatha-" on the basis of this evident cognate between Sanskrit and Avestan. 
2 8 Avestan texts do not record any accentuation. 
2 9 This phenomenon extends somewhat beyond the Sephardic Jews. While the Ashkenazic 

Jews (whose vernacular is a High German dialect) generally drop the letter ΰ in pronoun-

cing Hebrew words, in the name SpÌ?'^ {ya^àqob} they make it [ y á g k a v ] 1 ' or [yág-

k a v f ' . 
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[m] of Latin than from the dental [n] of Germanic.30 

5.Ah. A final weighty point is the correspondence 
between the Old English diphthong in seofon 
and the Hebrew alternation in the accented vowel of {šéBa^} (non-pausal) 

{Š56a^} (pausal). 
We have seen this before in [?]eorpe: {?É/5rec} 'earth' (l.Ff; Levin, VePr 
Ph, 225); certain environments favor the diphthong eo in Old English, while 
the Germanic cognates show the simple vowel e (Campbell, OlEnGr, 57, 85-
89, 282). But in this word the cognates show no consistency: i in Old High 
German and Gothic (as we have observed); Old Norse has siau^; most like 
Old English is the Old Frisian sowen יי, sawen 31.יי Old English more than 
any other IE language and Hebrew more than any other Semitic language pre-
serve a primeval wavering in the articulation of vowels, and the wavering itself 
displays a somewhat similar pattern between the tongue toward the front or 
toward the back of the mouth. 

5.B. The Displaced Numerals 
Sem. (Aram.) {tarey} 'two' : IE (Skt.) {trī, tráy|ah) 'three' 

(Heb.) {téša^} 'nine' : {dáša}, (Gr.) δεκα 'ten' 
5.Ba. If we could overlook the disparity in meaning, the phonetic correspond-
ence between the Semitic 'nine' and the IE 'ten' would be as cogent as that be-
tween the Semitic and the IE 'seven': 

3 0 The formation of the Akkadian ordinals, such as ( š e š - š u } ^ 'sixth' (nom. masc) , (se-

b u - ú } ^ 'seventh', from the base of the cardinal is fundamentally like that of septim\us. 

Septimum יי in the accusative case (-OM or -O in pre-classical Latin), along with its I E 

cognates *εβδομονיי and Tī T ~^{^ ( s a p t a m á m ) , corresponds morphologically to the 

archaic Akkadian { s e b ā m } § (thereafter {se-ba-a}^, with loss of the nasal consonant); for the 
Akkadian long vowel contains a vestige of the Semitic consonant [ף, which is well preserved 
in the cognate Semitic languages. The Latin ordinal decimum יי 'tenth' shows a similar 
correspondence to Akkadian { t i š ā m ) § 'ninth', and n o n u m יי 'ninth' to ( [ s a ] ־ a m - n a - a m } ^ 
'eighth' (cf. 5 .Ba,Ca-b). 

3 1 Within Old English there are more than a dozen forms besides seofon; but seofon is far 
more frequent than all the rest together (at least 442 occurrences of it in Richard L . Venezky, 
A Microfiche Concordance to Old English [Newark, D E : University of Delaware, 1980]), 
while seofan יי, seo/en יי, and seofo יי — with the same diphthong — outnumber all the 
other variants, of which syfcm 15) יי times) is the most noteworthy. 
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Hebrew ע ש Aramaic ,{^téša} יי ת } ^ΰ&ή ,{^*te}/יתייגע  taša^}- 3 2 

Akkadian {ti-še Κ Arabic יי {tis^ | u η } , Ge^ez {tas^ }יי; 
Sanskrit ^־?Γ יי {dáša}, Gr. δέκα^, Gothic {taihun}^ (l.Ff, note 108), 

Old Saxon tehan יי, Armenian {tasnK Latin decern^, etc. 
(Pokorny, InEtWo, I , 191). The Hebrew (and Aramaic) {téša^} has the same 
initial consonant [P-] as in the Germanic languages — apart from High Ger-
man zehan יי (now zehn יי). It has the same accented vowel as in Greek, and 
after that the same consonant as in Sanskrit. The unaccented {-a^} at the end 
corresponds well enough to the unaccented {-a} of Sanskrit and Greek (also 
{dasa}^ in Avestan; 5.Ag, note 28). 

The Semitic languages agree with Armenian on the voiceless initial plosive 
and on the sibilant. On the latter they agree with Indo-Iranian also; but no other 
etymology up to now manifests this precisely. For in Greek "1αγορΊ/g : Hebrew 
{ ^ Ο Γ 5 κ } 'gathering, assembly' the Greek [g] is voiced, unlike the [k] in δέ-
κα; the Hebrew sibilant is probably voiceless (2.DDL). The agreement be-
tween Semitic and Germanic on the initial consonant [tf1-], but not on the sub-

sequent one, is puzzling indeed. We have not met, before this, a correspond-
ence involving the dental (or apical) plosive; but the correspondence of the ini-
tial velar plosive [kh-} ( l .Lf) is of the same sort: 

Hebrew {kišbat} 'ewe-lamb': Old English cilfor\lamb 
(plural {kiš(3)60t} : Old High German kilbur). 

North of IE territory, while the word for 'ten' in Finnish is the unrelated 
kymmenen^, nevertheless a cognate to the Greek δέκα, Latin decern 
 Avestan {dasa}, etc., is indirectly attested in ,[־k־]

yhdeksàn יי 'nine' (i.e. one [from] ten), 
kahdeksan יי 'eight' (two [from] ten); 

ior yh- and kah- are the reduced or basic forms of yhte-^ One', kahte- יי 
'two'. In Estonian úbeksa^ 'nine', kaheksa^ 'eight', a phonetic change 
eliminating the voiced plosive *d has disguised the IE connection. I can even 
conceive how the consonant group -ks- may preserve — with or without me-

3 2 These Aramaic forms are found in the Targum (which lacks accentuation), as the numerals 
— including *{tešá^} ,nine' — are inadequately exemplified in Biblical Aramaic. Hebrew has 
{tašá^}, but only in certain combinations: 

ה עשר תשע״ י ' { t a š a ^ e ś r é * } ,nineteen' 

ת ו א מ תקע  י } י t3 šá?me?o w t } ,nine hundred'. 
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tathesis33 — something more primeval in this word than the simple consonant 
of any IE language, and how both the Finnish (and Estonian) k before the 
sibilant and the Semidc guttural consonant {^} after the sibilant may represent 
the same original sound. 

5.Bb. We would probably dismiss this phonetic match between the Semitic 
'nine' and the IE 'ten' as irrelevant, if not for a similar phonetic match with an 
equivalent discrepancy in meaning: 

'two' 'three' 

Aramaic - , ל ח י } י t 3 r e y } 3 4 : Sanskrit יי {trl} (Vedic nom./acc. neuter; 

also ^ f à יי { t r l | n i } ) 

 ;(nom. masc) {tráy|ah} יי
Avestan {prāyo}^ (nomVacc masc, 

nom. fem.), 
Anc. So. Arab. {{3ny }יי : Old Englishprie^, pri^ (nom./acc. masc), 

preo^ (nomVacc fem. & neuter); etc. 
Gothic {^rins}^ (accusative masc. & fem.), 

Old Irish trj יי (nom./acc./gen. masc/neuter). 
The other IE languages show many close cognates, which need not be enu-

merated here (see Pokorny, InEtWo, I , 1090-1092).35 Within Semitic, how-
ever, the consonant {-r-}, apart from Aramaic, is found in the Mehri and So-

3 3 Cf. the metathesis in Finnish tarvaan 
: Greek ταίιρον, Lithuanian taūra, Arabic { f a w r a n } ( l . A k - L ) . 

3 4 In the Bible this form of the numeral is limited to the combination 

{ t ere y ־ < í à śár} 'two [plus] ten' — i.e. twelve — with masculine agreement. 
3 5 Tpcts1', the Greek cognate of { t r á y a h } , looks as though it were nearly identical with the 

Aramaic {tare*'}, except for the final -s. But the spelling with -ei- does not truly represent a 

diphthong in this Greek word (and many others). For in Attic of the "golden age" it was 

ΤΡΕΣ^ — i.e. the long monophthong [־e־] resulting from contraction of [־ee־], which was 

uncontracted in the Cretan dialect: ΤΡΕΕΣ^ (disyllabic, like the Sanskrit { t r á y a h } . The Aram-

aic י ־ ־ , on the other hand, does represent at least a vestigial diphthong, of which the latter 

part was the semi-vowel [־y]; but from the period when the quality of the vowel [e] is attest-

ed by the pointing ״ , it no longer made a difference in pronunciation whether the letter writ-

ten after that vowel was י , Π, or א . 
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qotri dialects of southern Arabia: pru יי. Besides the Ancient South Arabian 
{f>ny} there is the Ugaritic {|דמ}׳י (masc), which — along with the Aramaic 
{t-} and the Hebrew שני^ { Š 3 n é y } (masc), Akkadian {ši־na}^ (masc.)36 

— points to a proto-Semitic */>, with the same match between Semitic and 
Germanic that we observed in the very first noun to be analyzed (l .Ab, note 
4): Old Norseprior\r: Ugaritic {pr}, Arabic {pawr |un } 'bull ' . 3 7 

The Egyptian word for 'two' is {śnw}^ (> Coptic cvaiW, ct׳etW, etc.). 
{śn wj }יי 'the two' — in which the transliteration {j} of Erman - Grapow (Wo 
AeSp, IV, 148) is equivalent to my {y} — is still closer to Semitic, especially 
to the Hebrew { Š 3 n é y } . The IE consonant -r- in the word for 'three' is repre-
sented by {-n-} in the Egyptian and alike in the Semitic word for ' two' , 3 8 

except for the {-r-} in Aramaic and a couple of South Arabian dialects. This 
circumstance does not make the etymology less cogent; it only takes us back to 
remote antiquity. For the r / n alternation, besides being familiar in early IE, is 
(as we have seen, 2.Le), unmistakable in one Semitic noun of the most basic 
vocabulary: 

Aramaic {bar}, Mehri bir: Hebrew {ben} 'son', etc.; 
and we further noted this alternation in the etymology that links 
the Semitic, particularly the Hebrew words {7éber} 'wing', {7έΒεη} 'stone', 
to the IE, " " Greek " πτερ- " πετρ-

So far, the IE-Semitic-Egyptian prototype of 'three' : 'two' comes out 
*pr/nVy. 

3 6 Also Ge^ez {sanuy}"^ 'two [days]'; otherwise a quite different word for 'two', {kabe}"1', is 

used (Leslau, CoDiGe, 509, 753). 

3 7 The Arabic (j-i^í ^ { 7 ipnayn i } — in which the [ 7 i־] goes unpronounced except in an 

initial position (cf. l .Hd) — serves mainly as a dual pronoun 'them' (genitive/accusative), 
[-pnayni] is cognate to the fuller form of the Hebrew numeral 'two' 

} 'ישנים š a n á y i m } (pausal ייננים { šan5y im} : Arabic [-pnayn]; cf. l . A c 4 ) 

Aram. ] י ל } יי ה tare y n} . 
3 8 Also several Berber languages show sin יי (masc): Alfred Willms, Grammatik der siidli-
chen Beraberdialekte (Afrikanistische Forschungen, V I ; Hamburg and Gliickstadt: J . J . Au-
gustin, 1972), 172; A. Hanoteau, Essai de grammaire de la langue tamachek [= Tuareg] (AI-
ger: Adolphe Jourdan, 1896), 127; sen יי (masc): Huyghe, DiFrCh, 186. Cuny, ÉtPr, 466, 
cites "Mzambit sen, senf; Zenaga šin-an;Zouaoua sin, senath". 
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τεροι^), 
ten יי 

5.Bc. The meaning 'two' that belongs to the Aramaic {torey} is not some-
thing alien to IE; for it turns up there in the comparative suffix, as exemplified 
by Skt. "fSf"̂  ,dearer' (nom. sing, masc)' {priyá|tarah} יי 

Greek φέρ|τερο^ 'better' ( ; pi. φέρ 
Latin al | ter יי Other, s e c o n d ' a l 
Gothic { a n | ] 3 a r } v , nomVacc sing. 

neuter), 
Hittite {kattera}^ 'lower' (nomVacc. sing, neuter), 'below' 

(adverb).39 

In some comparative adjectives, such as the Greek κατώ | TÉ pos^ 'lower' 
(nom. sing, masc.) — formed from the adverb K<rraW 'below'4 0 — the etymo-
logical sense 'of two the one below' is evident. The superlative κατώΙτατο^ 
'lowest', on the contrary, contains the suffix characteristic of ordinal numbers 
higher than two: τρίτος^ 'third' (5.Dd; occasionally τρίΐτατο^ in poetry, 

τέταρτος^ 'fourth', [with the fuller disyllabic suffix), 
πέμπτος^ 'fifth', 

Ηέκτο^ 'sixth', [ l . D a ) . 4 1 

δέκατος^ 'tenth', whereas 'second' is δεύΐτερο^ (cf. 
This evidence of an IE suffix whose meaning relates it to the Aramaic 

'two', rather than to the IE word for 'three', invites us to explore the phono-
logical match more minutely, and with amazing results. 

S.Bd. After Rudolph Rû ziíka characterized the variation between r and η in a 
few words of Aramaic and modern South Arabian dialects as "ein uraltes Laut-
wechsel",42 D. Testen on the contrary diagnosed the r as unoriginal, both in 
'two' and in 'son': "Proto-Semitic *n becomes r when it is the second element 
of an initial consonant cluster — #Cn- > #Cr-."43 This can apply to the Ar-
amaic forms { t 3 r e y } 'two' and Π ך his son',4' {bar|éh} יי ב 4 only if we treat 

3 9 Cf. the Greek preposition κατοτ (Aeolic κατ י ) 'down' (4.Dc). 
4 0 Likewise α ν ώ τ ε ρ ο ^ 'upper' from "1άνω^ 'above'. 
4 1 The rare δεύτατο? \ with the superlative suffix, means 'last'. 
4 2 "Konsonantische Dissimilation in der semitischen Sprachen," BeitrUge zur Assyriologie 
und semitischen Sprachwissenschafl, 6.4 (1909), 69. 
4 3 "The Significance of Aramaic r < *n," Journal of Near Eastern Studies, 44 (1985), 145. 
4 4 In post-Biblical Aramaic many other forms with a possessive suffix are recorded: 

{b3r | i y } *my son', Π*!^ {b3r|aeh} 'herson', etc. 
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the weak vowel {-3-} as a transition that developed between the two conson-
ants, although they had originally constituted a tight cluster. Cn- clusters, to be 
sure, are much rarer than Cr- clusters in the languages of the world; the latter 
are doubtless easier to pronounce, and therefore likely to replace Cn-. So far I 
can agree with Testen's reasoning, which he presented very succinctly. 

Within Aramaic, however, no difference has been preserved between the 
weak vowel in the singular {bar-} and in the plural {ban-} 'sons'. In order 
to reconstruct a vocalic difference in the prehistory of Aramaic, we must recur 
to Semitic cognates.45 Furthermore, where a clear and distinct vowel stands 
between the initial consonant and the {r} in Aramaic — as in the unsuffixed 
singular {bar} 'son' and in the feminine ],!?",]FW {tartéyn} ' two' 4 6 — this 
can be attributed to the influence of the simpler and more frequently used Cr-
forms. The Biblical Aramaic corpus is too small to prove it; but any sampling 
of the Targum, the Aramaic translation of the Hebrew Scriptures, will bring 
out the great frequency of 'my son,' 'his son', etc., as well as the masculine 
{tarey, tareyn} 'two'. 

5.Be. Moreover the IE correspondence carries us much further. The total lack 
of *fn- or *βη- in IE must be connected with the tightness of the cluster. What 
was a T E N D E N C Y in prehistoric Semitic phonology shows up in IE as an utter 
prohibition of an unwieldy consonant-group. The words for 'three' begin fr-
or £ r - . 4 7 

But also its apparent allomorph, which functions as a comparative suffix, 
is uniformly -tVr- or -pVr- in the majority of the ancient IE languages. Lat-

4 5 E .g . the Arabic singular 0-J <->-*״·** ̂  { > ׳ i y sa( y ) ( 7 )bna m a r y a m a ) 'Jesus son 
(accusative construct) of Mary' (Qur?ān 2.87, etc.; cf. l.Ag, note 26), in contrast to the 

plural o - v * ' I {bani y ?aHwātihinna} 'their sisters' sons' (24.31), shows how 

the Aramaic {bar-} 'son' may well go back to a pre-historic *br- (< *bn-J, whereas its plur-

al {ban-} 'sons' would go back to *Wn: 
4 6 The sequence {tart-} is reminiscent of the Latín ordinal tert\ius ^ 'third' (5.Df-L). 
4 7 In Hittite, where only the case-ending of a numeral is often written in syllabic characters 
— whereas the rest of the word is normally shown by a number ideogram (as in Akkadian 
and Sumerian; see 5.Ab, note 8) — a lone occurrence of the genitive is spelled out syllabic-
ally {te-ri-ia-aS}^ but interpreted to stand for [tri-]. For the syllabary, being based upon the 
phonology of the Sumerian language, had no better way to show [tri-] than with two { C V } 
characters, even if there was no vowel in Hittite between the two consonants. 
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in, to be sure, where the meaning of the suffix is not so much comparative as 
contrastive, has -tr- rather than -ter- in some words: 

nos\trae^ 'our1 in contrast to ues\trae^ 'your' (nom. pi. fem.; 
cf. Greek Ηημέ|τε pea יי 'our', 1"ΟμέΙτεραι̂  'your'); 
and similarly u\trum^ 'which [of two]' : πό|τερον׳^, 

Sanskrit ^ c f T ^ {ka | ta rám}. 
"The right [hand]' is either dextra^ or (less often) dextera^; 'the left' is al-
ways sinistra^. But some Latin words, such as alterī 'other, second' (5. 
Be), have only -ter-.4 8 

We can readily understand how, within Latin, this variation between -CC-
and -CeC- would have operated in favor of -t(e)r- and against *-t(e)n-, i f 
there was a prehistoric *-t(e)n-; for the consonant-group *[(-)tn־] was in-
compatible with the phonology of this language, whereas [(-)tr־] was per-
fecdy compatible. The other early IE languages, however, pose a greater prob-
lem. Their -tVr or -pVr- (to the exclusion of -fr־, -pr-) seems explicable 
only if it goes back to a remote time when the meaning of this suffix was close 
to the meaning of the numeral tr- or pr-; i.e. when it meant 'two' in prehis-
toric IE, as its cognate does in Semitic and Egyptian. For that is how we ac-
counted for the {r} after a vowel in the Aramaic ( tarté y n} 'two' (fem.), under 
the influence of {t(3)rey, t(3)reyn} 'two' (masc), and likewise {bar} 'son' 
under the influence of {b(3)réh} 'his son', {b(3)riy} 'my son', etc.49 

5.Bf. In regard also to the initial consonant, whether plosive or fricative, the 
language groups turn out to be strangely interlocked. Of all the languages, Ar-
amaic occupies the most intermediate position; for the plosive {t-} is fricativ-
ated when it follows a vowel: ] , ΠΊΓΠ ] , Γΐφ ] י  C£Í ^ {šanfn šittFn נ 

4 8 In the nominative singular masculine, where the prehistoric case-ending — if any — has 
disappeared ( l . I f ) , all these words end in -ter: noster^, uester^, uter^, dexter^, si• 
nister^, alter. 
4 9 In the case of { t a r t a n } , dissimilation would also have favored [tVrtVn] over *[tVntVn], 

and perhaps similarly in {t(a)re y n} . However, there is no such dissimilation in the ordinal 

i lj^fWftinyrmS 1 '} 'second' (Dan. 7:5, fem.; the masc. ] י נ ת י t} י iny3n} occurs in the 

Targum of Gen. 1:8, 30:7, etc.); the Hebrew ordinal , ישב šení} י y } evinces a prehistoric 
*fiVn-. 
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w 3 î a r t é y n } 'sixty and two years' (Dan. 6:1).50 The same alternation obtains 
in ] רי תו י to} י w rí y n} 'bulls' (Ezra 6:17) [6:9) 

] י ר ו ן ת ובנ י / {u״E3néy ־towríyn} 'and sons of bulls' (= young bullocks, 
ן י ר 1 ת כ < {kato w r i y n} 'like bulls' (Dan. 4:22, etc.; 

cf. l.Ac5). Within Aramaic it does not matter whether the {Vt} corresponds 
to an Arabic {p} and Hebrew {Š}, or to an Arabic (and pan-Semitic) { t } , since 
these Semitic phonemes have merged in Aramaic. However, words beginning 
with {t} from the latter source are scarce, apart from the multitude of verb-
forms with the 'you' or 'she' prefix (Dan. 2:30, 4:23; 3.Ca-b): 

 'you (masc.) will know' {'«'tindá} ייחנך ע
ע י ד , חנ ^ ^ { m i n - d F t i n d á ^ } 'from when you will know' (4:23). 
The Semitists have treated this alternation as an Aramaic development, sub-

sequent to the merger of the two phonemes in that language (cf. I .Ed). But I 
would not rule out the possibility that the Aramaic merger amounted rather to a 
phonological rearrangement, as the erstwhile plosive and fricative phonemes 
became mere positional allophones of each other. Furthermore we gain an idea 
of how it was in prehistoric IE, with Avestan preserving the clearest traces of 
allophonic variation between plosive and fricative (3.Cg and note 39), while 
other IE languages have settled either for the plosive t, excluding any fricative 
alternant, or vice versa. It can scarcely be an accident that Aramaic and Avestan 
were geographically rather close in historical times; the Avestan alphabet, be-
sides, was derived specifically from the Aramaic stylization of the twenty-two-
letter Semitic alphabet. But that does not determine how far back this areal phe-
nomenon, an apparently shared variation, may go in Semitic and IE prehistory. 
The plosive {t-} in the Aramaic numeral 'two' matches the Sanskrit {t-} in 
'three' and its many IE cognates, while the Aramaic fricativated {t-} matches 
rather the Avestan and Germanic fricative β, as well as the same fricative in Ar-
abic and certain less well known Semitic languages. 

5.Bg. While Avestan and Aramaic share an important and interesting alterna-
tion, only to a limited extent are the conditions that govern it similar in the two 
languages. Thus the numeral 'three' (masculine and neuter) in Avestan begins 

5 0 Likewise fricativated in Γΐί^Γΐ י ר ח -i"lVrW {H^wS* ?DH3riy tiny:>n3s} 'an א

other, a second animal' (Dan. 7:5; cf. 2 .Ea and 5.Be, note 49). 
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invariably with {β-}, not { t - } 5 1 — unlike the Aramaic 'two', which begins 
with {t-} when immediately following a vowel but otherwise with { t - } . For 
no Avestan word can begin with ' ' { t r - } ; initial consonant groups that involve 
the other voiceless plosives, ? ? { p r - } and ? ? { k r - } , are likewise barred. But 
Avestan has an opposite constraint, inside a word, against {-pr-} or indeed 
any internal {-{5-} after a sibilant or nasal consonant (Jackson, AvGr, 29-34); 
hence {uštram}^ 'camel' (accusative; 

Sanskrit 31־?\^ {ústram} 'buffalo', later 'camel'), 
and Avestan {pantānsm }יי 'path' (acc. sing.) but (pa|30 }יי (acc. pi.; 

cf. ד « Ī R ^ V {pánẅnam} ד «Γ: יי {pa^áh} ״ ״ 

before any voiced consonant ד Ẃ יי {pa^d}) . 
That resembles the Aramaic constraint to this extent: Any precedent consonant 
inhibits fricativation, as we observe in {tartéyn, w9tarté yn} or in 

 ,'to give' {lamintán} 'ילמנתן
 .'and they will drink' {w3yištown} ץ־יישתון

The Avestan {β} and {t} are opposed phonemes, at any rate in inter-
vocalic positions, whereas the Aramaic {t} is never more than a positional alio-
phone of { t} . But when it comes to the voiced counterparts, the two languages 
agree perfectly; or rather, Avestan F R O M A F T E R T H E P E R I O D O F Z O R O A S T E R 

agrees with Aramaic. His Gāthās, however, have only the voiced plosives; 
subsequently the voiced plosives are fricativated after any vowel, just as voiced 
and voiceless plosives alike are fricativated in Aramaic. The phonological par-
allel between Avestan after Zoroaster and modern Spanish makes it likely that 
in Avestan too the voiced fricatives were quite homorganic with plosives, 
while the voiceless fricatives differed from plosives in their point of articulation 
— the {£>} being interdental, and the {f} labio-dental.52 Although no dates of 

5 1 On the Avestan feminine forms, see 5 . D L . 
5 2 The difference in sound between die homorganic { t j (dental or alveolar) and die non-
homorganic {p} is small but not negligible. For the unvoiced apical [t] : [p] this may not be 
readily provable in any modern language, but for the voiced labial it is well documented that 
Spaniards, in particular Casdlians, are sensitive to anyone who pronounces a labio-dental [v] 
instead of their bilabial [b]; e.g. "Yo no puedo soportar — escribe Unamuno — a 10s actores 
que dicen vive, pronunciándolo como las uvés francesas" Ί can't stand — writes U . — actors 
who say vive ['live' (imperative sing.) or 'he/she lives'], pronouncing it like the French v's' 
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Zoroaster are on record, doubdess he lived well before 500 B.C. The post-
Zoroastrian voiced fricatives betoken a regional tendency, centered in Aramaic 
but affecting Avestan on one side, Hebrew on the other.53 

Since the Avestan voiceless fricatives, as in the numeral 'three', go back 
further in time than that, we must ask whether they tap not only into the pre-
history of Aramaic but into the Semitic background of Arabic, South Arabian, 
and Ugaritic also. The Germanic fricative β which is in no way a positional al-
ternant of t, lines up with these Semitic languages against IE as a whole, not-
withstanding the remoteness of the Germanic territory. 

S.Bh. The phonetic match between the Semitic 'two' and the IE 'three' 
and 'nine' ״ " " 'ten' 

can scarcely be just a double coincidence. It demands of us an effort to under-
stand how the meaning could have diverged — all the more so because W I T H I N 

IE 1/p(V)r- as a suffix has a comparative sense (5.Bc) which clashes with the 
meaning of the IE numeral 'three' but fits comfortably with that of the Semitic 
numeral 'two'. The Semitic evidence should indeed enable us to recover the 
hidden link, never suspected by the Indo-Europeanists, between the IE com-
parative suffix and the IE numeral 'three'. 

(i.e. [vi ve] instead of [bite] or — if the preceding word ends in a vowel [bite]), quoted by 
T. Navarro Tomás, "Lecciones de pronunciacion espallola," Hispania, 4 (1921), 4. 
5 3 Fricativation in Hebrew appears to be traceable, mainly if not entirely, to Aramaic influ-
ence. See Levin, DeAIRe, 72-76, and my review of Andersen and Forbes (3.Cg, note 35) in 
HeSt, 30 (1989), 97, note 2. It is no simple matter, however, to determine in which of these 
languages the phenomenon of fricativation after a vowel is attested the earliest. The extant 
mss. of the Avesta would hardly take us back even a thousand years from the present, but 
surely they perpetuate a difference between Zoroastrian and post-Zoroastrian (but still pre-
Christian) Avestan, which was not only in older mss., now lost, but also in the texts as 
transmitted orally before they were ever written down. The Biblical Hebrew and Aramaic 

codices, with the marked letters Π Š 3 ל ϋ Π, were copied no earlier than A .D. 800 

(or thereabouts), since the Jews had been slow to adopt the codex form and would not dis-
figure a sacred scroll widi any such marks besides the letters diemselves; see Levin, FrSc, 6-
7, and "The Medieval Transformation of the Jews' Oral Heritage" (forthcoming). The Syriac 
version of the Nestorian Christians had an equivalent mark (a dot rather than a horizontal 
line) at least two hundred years earlier; see J . B . Segal, The Diacritical Point and the Accents 
in Syriac (Leeds Oriental Series, 2; London: Oxford University Press, 1953), pi. I l l [pp. 158-
159], It is safe to assume that fricativation in Aramaic was really much more ancient than 
that, though not shown in writing nor precisely traceable through other kinds of evidence. 
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In the Appendix to InEuSeLa (736-737) I speculated, "However hard it is 
to conceive of a displacement in connection with the objects counted, it be-
comes more intelligible if we think of each numeral word as a pet name for this 
or that finger at a prehistoric stage of intellectual development." Let's suppose 
that the middle finger of the right hand was called Three, and the little finger of 
the other hand Ten. It is easy, though not essential, to picture the right thumb 
as the active counter, touching each of the fingers in turn. Now, if the speaker 
begins by counting the right thumb (just shaking it, or touching it with some-
thing else), the middle finger Three accordingly is counted third and gets its IE 
arithmetical meaning, and the little finger of the left hand Ten likewise gets its 
IE meaning. However, i f he counts the right forefinger first, then the middle 
finger is counted second and gets what is actually the Semitic meaning 'two', 
and the little finger of the other hand gets the meaning 'nine'. 

This visualization of our prehistoric forerunners counting becomes plausi-
ble i f they took a sort of childish delight in counting on the fingers. That is 
psychologically more likely than to suppose their interest in numbers was 
merely utilitarian from the outset, as it is for many adults nowadays. Granted 
that in the long run it would not do to waver on the arithmetical meaning of a 
given numeral word, yet at a formative stage the fun of fooling around with 
numbers and fingers might well be uppermost. 

5.Bi. Counting-out games and rhymes ("rimbles") give us some notion of 
how people like to play with numbers. They continue among children to this 
day and preserve some whimsical alternatives to the standard numerals of Eng-
lish and other modern languages. Especially pertinent is the well-known jingle 

Eeny, meeny, miny, mo, 

Catch a nigger by the toe,"1 

in which the second verse appears to be a crude English adaptation from the 
French of Canada: Cache ton poing derrière ton dos יי 'Hide your fist be-
hind your back' — where the point is to tease by not letting anyone else see 
how many fingers you have.54 The first and second words eeny meeny are 

5 4 See Charles F . Potter, in Funk & Wagnalls Standard Dictionary of Folklore, Mythology 
and Legend, ed. by Maria Leach, I (New York, 1949), 339-340. Presumably the French words 
were heard but not understood; and according to Potter, American children in the 19th century 
applied the jingle whimsically to fugitive slaves. — The information about such counting 
games was supplied to me by J . P. Brown and reawakens memories of my own childhood. 
Gary Rendsburg reminds me that when he was a boy, nigger baa been replaced by tiger. 
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similar to each other, and so are the second and third meeny miny similar, 
like the Semitic 'two' and the IE 'three'. 

Eeny (or een α יי, as reported from England) appears to be based on the 
Welsh word for One': u n \ pronounced f in ] . This does not necessarily re-
fleet a recent influence of the Welsh substrate upon the English of a border 
population; for also in parts of England far from Wales there have been re-
ported "in oral tradition some other sets of counting words, reaching to twenty, 
and used by shepherds for counting sheep, fisherman for reckoning their 
catch, and old knitting-women for their stitches." This includes ina mina 
tether a methera pin יי One, two, three, four, five,' etc., in Yarmouth55 — 
of which mina and tethera were derived not from anything Welsh or Cum-
brian or otherwise Celtic, but from ina and methera respectively.56 As the 
Anglo-Saxon immigrants to Britain in the early middle ages were, if anything, 
inferior to the natives in arithmetical skill, the English language did not gain a 
total ascendancy within this limited sphere of counting. Some natives held on 
to the Celtic numerals, at least in part, and some of the immigrants may readily 
have picked up from them a non-Germanic number chant. 

5.Bj. But in order to integrate the prehistory of these displaced numerals — 
'two/three' and 'nine/ten' — with that of 'six' and 'seven', where we find no 
such discrepancy between IE and Semitic (and Egyptian), we must infer that 
the displaced numerals are left over from the earliest traceable state of these lan-
guages, and that the agreement upon 'six' and 'seven' came about more recent-
ly, though still in prehistoric times. Such a sequential development in the num-
ber system poses no difficulty on top of what we have encountered before; we 
had already concluded that the Indo-Europeans adopted 'six' and 'seven' 
through the influence of the nascent Mesopotamian civilization upon the neigh-
boring areas and beyond (5.Ad-f). 

My theory about 'two/three' and 'nine/ten' will be strengthened if other nu-
merals lend themselves to a simdar analysis. 

5 5 Iona and Peter Opie (edd.), The Oxford Dictionary of Nursery Rhymes (Oxford University 
Press [1983D, 12-13. 
5 6 'Four' in Welsh is pedwar^. 
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5.C. The More Problematical Displaced Numerals 

Sem. (Heb.) { š 9 m o n é K } 'eight' :IE (Latin) η ouem 'nine' 

{?arbá^} 'four': (Skt.) {pánca} 'five' 

5.Ca. A discord within IE between 
Latin nouem^ and Greek \vvéa^ (for *"1ewe(/7)a?)57 

Sanskrit ד Ό, יי {náva} Thracian Ε Ν Ε Α ^ 5 8 

OHG, Gothic niun^ Armenian { i n n }יי 
etc. (Pokorny, InEtWo, I , 318-319) 

reminds us of a similar discord in a noun of the most basic vocabulary: 
Latin nomen Greek "1όνομα, "ούνομα, O N T M A , Ε Ν Ϊ Μ Α -

Sanskrit {nāma} Armenian {anun} 
OHG, Gothic namo^, etc. ( l . H ) . 

There we found a complex and surprising correspondence to the Semidc word 
for 'name', embracing in particular the Aramaic and Akkadian {sum}, which 
resembles the Aeolic O N T M A and the Doric E N T M A - except for the { Š - } . 

Through further IE and Finno-Ugrian cognates, we observed the extreme vari-
ability especially of the initial sound or sounds of this word from one language 
to another, even within a well defined family; so the Semitic sibilant — He-
brew {šem}, Arabic {(?)isman}, etc. — did not after all bar the correspond-
ence to IE. 

That opens up the possibility that also in the numeral 'nine' the IE variation 
between ת - and {Vn-} has a Semitic counterpart; for 'eight' in Hebrew is 

5 7 More definitely the discrepancy between the Attic ordinal everros' 'ninth' and the Homer-
ic \ίνατος^ points to an underlying or prehistoric *[enwa-j, as also in the Homeric com-
pound adverbs or neuter adjectives e iváeTes 1 ' 'for nine years' (Od. 14.240), e i v á w x e s ^ 'for 
nine nights' (Iliad 9.470); here the digraph ei stands not really for a diphthong but merely for 
the vowel [e|. (In the course of die 4th century B . C . , as the inscriptions show, [ei] and [ē] 
merged in Athens, and EI soon became the normal spelling for [ē] in all Greek dialects.) 
However, the meter has influenced the choice between \wa- [ēna-] and eva- [ éna- ] ; for in 
all these Homeric forms \va- would yield an unmetrical sequence of three short syllables, 
and on the other hand the feminine form of the ordinal ε ν ά τ η ^ (2.313), with a short initial 
vowel, avoids a different unmetrical sequence . 
5 8 Albrecht v. Blumenthal, "Die Ringinschrift von Ezerovo," InFo, 51 (1933), 113-166, has 
deduced the meaning 'nine' for the sequence of these four letters from an ancient text found in 
Bulgaria and thought to be funerary. Like most texts in Greek capital letters, this one shows 
no word-boundaries; and since die language here is not Greek, scholars' opinions have differed 
as to where a word begins and ends. However, Blumenthal's effort of interpretation of the text 
as Thracian is the most successful. 
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iīllbtZ^ ^ ι τ ι ο η έ 1 • } , in Akkadian {sa-ma-ni, ša-ma-ni}. The middle con-
sonant { m } , a labial nasal, in this Semitic root corresponds well enough to the 
IE labial semi-vowel [w], as exemplified by the Latin 77 ο y em and variously 
modified in Sanskrit, Germanic, etc.59 And the Semidc {η J recurs exactly in 
Germanic, besides the Latin ordinal non\us^ 'ninth'. 6 0 

5.Cb. The initial fricative in Arabic ÙLJÌ^ {j3amānin} 'eight' 
Ugaritic {{3m η }יי " as well as 

the initial plosive in Aramaic "^DJV {tasmney}, 6 1 affords a regular 
correspondence to the Hebrew sibilant in {šamoné H } (Gen. 5:4, etc.), but 
not the same correspondence as in Arab, {(7)isman}, 
Ugaritic { |m }יי, Aramaic {sum},Heb. {sem}. 

The evidence from Akkadian is inconsistent and confusing: 
The usual {s-} in this Akkadian word for 'eight' is at odds with the Semitic 

pattern; but so, for that matter, is {seba} 'seven' (5.Ae) 
at odds with Hebrew {seEa^} 

and its Aram, cognate שבע י  62.{^Š36ae} י

The instances of {Š-} instead of {s-} in Akkadian are assigned to the Assyri-
an dialect (AsDi, XV, 110, s.v. "samāne"). Once it is acknowledged that in 
prehistoric times the numerals constituted a somewhat special vocabulary, we 
can make room for minor deviations, at any rate, from the regular phonetic cor-
respondences. 

Then, by extension, we are ready to reckon with the gulf between the Sem-
itic and the IE initial consonant. The likeliest factor is dissimilation of nasals; 
for in no language has the numeral 'nine' more than two nasals: All the IE lan-
guages show the initial 77- (or {Vn-}) , but the consonant after that is the labial 
semi-vowel or a reflex of it — whereas in Semitic the second consonant is the 

5 9 Cf. the same semi-vowel in hanow, the Cornish word for 'name', whereas Latin has 
n ā m e n — and likewise most I E languages. 
6 0 In a brief archaic inscription NEVEN.DErvcW, of unclear meaning, from Ardea in Latium 
(CoInLa I 2 . 4 5 5 ) , some have taken the first word to mean 'nine'. 

The Greek and Sanskrit {-a} here, as often, represents a prehistoric vocalic nasal *η. 
6 1 Like several other numerals, 'eight' is lacking in the brief corpus of Biblical Aramaic. If 
it were on the scale of the Biblical Hebrew corpus, we would expect to find the initial plosive 

alternating with a fricative { % } , as in 5.Ae. 
6 2 The derived masculine {šib^át} (S.Ae) is in Biblical Aramaic as well as Hebrew. 
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labial nasal {-m-}, but the first is non-nasal. The Aramaic dental plosive 
{t-} could have resulted from a dissimilatory denasalization of * ת - , while the 
sibilants in the Hebrew and Akkadian 'eight' may reflect some influence from 
the preceding numeral 'seven'. 

'Eight' in Egyptian is (Hmn }יי, matching the Semitic except for the initial 
consonant, which the Egyptologists regard as a velar fricative [x] (as in the 
German name Bach). In Coptic, however, it is ( š m o u n ) t 6 3 

which is especially close to Hebrew {š amoné κ } . 
Cuny (ÉtPr, 469) cites from Kafa, a Cushitic language, šminta, šmitto, and 
several Berber forms: "Mzambit tarn, tamet; Zénaga ittem; Chilhe tham ". 

5.Cc. Offhand, the sounds of Hebrew and Aramaic ב ע  'four' {^arbá?} יי א ר
do not seem to match Greek πέντε יי 'five' 
at all. Sanskrit יי די {pánca} ״ 

has indeed two vowels similar to those in the Semitic word, but the Sanskrit 
consonants are no closer than the Greek {p-nt-} to the Semitic {?-rb-*1'}. 
Only when we recall another etymology (2.Lc-f) 

Greek πέτρον (accusative): Hebrew {?èben} 'stone' 
πέτροι (nominative plural): {'׳,a6(a)ney} (construct plural) 

do we begin to see a recurring pattern, {p—t-} : {?—b-}, in both etymolo-
gies. 

To account for such a drastic divergence, I located the motive for it in the 
initial consonant-group of the alternant πτερόν 'feather' or 'wing' (plural πτε-
ρά): Passing into a prehistoric Semitic language, where such an initial [CC-] 
was unmanageable, it was liable to a complicated modification, which yielded a 
minimal initial voiced consonant, the glottal stop, and the second consonant a 
voiced labial. Semitic habits of articulation called for some vowel sound to 
creep in between the two consonants. It amounts to only a minimal vocalic 
glide {?a6-} in the Hebrew absolute plural • י 3 ! ב א י  ;'stones' {à6:míym?} י
but in other forms of the noun the vowel is more substantial, as we see above 
in the accented {?ε6εη} and in {7ab(3)ney}. My etymology of πέντε 'five' : 
{?arbá^} 'four' posits that even an intervening consonant would not have 

6 3 The digraph ου , as in Greek of the Christian era, stands for a plain vowel [u]. The 
Achmimic dialect has a different initial consonant-S { h } , instead of the Sahidic and Bohairic<0 
{§}. 
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blocked the dissimilatory process within Semitic. 
However, the IE comparison of πέντε with Sanskrit {pánca}, Latin 

quīnque יי, etc., brings out, further, a prehistoric labio-velar preserved in the 
Latin -qu- (Pokorny, InEtWo, I , 808).64 So the labial quality of the Hebrew 
{-b-} in the numeral is actually a little closer than the {-5-} in the word for 
'stone' or 'feather' to something IE in the corresponding position of the word. 
Moreover, this casts quite another light upon the posited dissimilation: Both in 
IE and in Semitic, it obviates the recurrence of A D I F F E R E N T L A B I A L at the be-
ginning of the second syllable from the one that begins the first. The Indo-
Europeanists reconstruct *pé1jqwe (and the like); but the attested IE languages 
either substitute a non-labial in the second syllable (πέντε, {pánca}) or else 
make both labials the same (quīnque, Aeolic πε'μπε^, Welsh pimp^, 

pump^, Gothic {f imf }יי, etc.). In Semitic the latter remedy would scarcely 
be feasible within any normal phonetic pattern — ?{barbae}; so the Semitic 
solution is to recur to the minimal consonant { 7 } a t the beginning of the 
word. 6 5 

5.Cd. The IE languages have a nasal consonant [-N-], the capital letter indi-
eating its variable quality, which depends on the ensuing consonant. The Sem-
itic {-r-} corresponds loosely to the nasal consonant; for we have seen, 
W I T H I N early IE and W I T H I N early Semitic (5.Bd-e), an appreciable amount 
of r / n variation. However, for the numeral {?arbá^} still another variation 
comes into play: 

The Hebrew word for 'finger' is ע ב צ -with cognates through ,{^ecbá?} יי א
out Semitic, besides the Egyptian {db^}. This is reminiscent of 

the relation in Old High German of fingar יי to / ! ת / י  and similarly, if not — י
quite so clearly, in Old English finger^ : fíf^ and in Germanic otherwise. 
A cognate suffix in Armenian {hing |er |ordp' 'the fifth' 
(formed from {hing}^ 'five') serves to establish a semantic 

6 4 The Hittite hieroglyphic {pePta} agrees apparently with the Greek consonants and the 
Sanskrit vowels; but I cannot say how Pokorny, or his source, arrived at this phonetic inter-
pretation of the Hittite character. 
6 5 Dombrowski (NuNuSy, 341) cites some rough cognates to the Semitic 'four' from the 
Cushidc languages; of these, "Dasenech 'affur" is structurally the least remote from Hebrew 

י ׳ . ׳׳ י t , 

and Aramaic {'arbá^} (which is also the pausal pronunciation of Arabic I י 

{?arba^un}) . 
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link between this numeral and the Germanic noun finger. 66 

Variation between a sibilant and r is characteristic of certain IE languages — 
notably Latin and Germanic — while not occurring at all in most of the others. 
In Semitic it occurs meagerly. The one surest instance — involving, however, 
a different sibilant from the ב in {7Ecbá^} — is the Hebrew 

ע ב ר י ' {d3H5š} 'honey' : {d3Bor|íym } in  'the bees' 'יהךצ״רים 
with its Semitic cognates;67 the semantic parallel in Greek morphology 

μέλι^ 'honey' : μέλισσα(ι)^ 'bee(s)' 
illustrates how natural such a derivation is, and the feminine gender of 'bee' in 
both languages adds a little more to the parallel. Besides, the Egyptian cognate 
{db^} 6 8 shows that in {7ecbá^}, no less than in {7arbá^}, the initial conson-
ant { 7 - } i s prothetic; as Gary Rendsburg points out, that is an infrequent fea-
ture of noun-formation, and so the sharing of it by these two words empha-
sizes the semantic link between them. 

Both in Semitic and in Germanic the relation of {7ecbá^} 'finger' to {7ar-
bá^} 'four' and of fingar to finf 'five' is phonetically odd; but it captures the 
original, intimate connection between the numeral words and the fingers 
(which we have explored in 5.Bh). At that very early stage, counting did not 
go beyond one hand; the prehistoric Semitic mode then — as I visualize it — 
was to use the thumb for counting but to count only the other four fingers, 
whereas the Germanic mode was to count the thumb along with the rest.69 

6 6 Without the Armenian parallel the morphology of - eror -ar in this Germanic word 

would be opaque. ^ 
6 7 The singular of {dabori y m} is Π *Ί 5 "Π יי {daborlíF}, found in the Bible chiefly as a 
woman's name. In the Targum the Aramaic cognates of both nouns have of course the same 
meaning as the Hebrew nouns that they translate; but the Syriac (i.e. later Aramaic) cognate 
of {dalxira''} designates another stinging insect, the wasp. 
6 8 {d} with an underline stands for an Egyptian consonant of uncertain phonetic value, but 
disdnct from {d}. I acquiesce reluctantly in the Egyptologists' use of this diacritical device; 

for I prefer to reserve the underline for a quite different purpose, calling attention to a certain 
letter within a word — {c}, {§}, fr) in this section. 
6 9 Counting on the fingers of both hands will help to explain the resemblance in Greek be-
tween δέκα 'ten' (5.Ba) and δ ά κ τ υ λ ο ς ^ 'finger', and in Latin between decern and digi-
tus יי. The anomalous phonetic relation between the accented vowels e / a or % and between 
the consonants [k/g] has not been satisfactorily explained. See Jaan Puhvel, " 'Finger' in 
Greek, Latin and Hittite," InFo. 81 (1976), 25-26. 
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5.Ce. I conclude that before the prehistoric Indo-Europeans learned the num-
bers 'six5 and 'seven' from the Semites with the same numerical value, there 
was already a more extensive correspondence with a recurrent arithmetical dis-
crepancy of one. From that corresponding series the following members sur-
vive: Semitic Indo-European 

'two' 'three' 
'four' 'five' 
'eight' 'nine' 
'nine' 'ten' 

The clearer etymologies are shown here in bold type. The others, by them-
selves, would scarcely be convincing; but taken all together, they make a pow-
erful impression. 

As for the rest of the series, I see no evidence to back up the guess that the 
Semitic 'five' (Arabic ^ - ^ . ^ {Hams|un }, Hebrew ΚίΰΠ^ {H:>méš}, etc.) 
should also have had an IE cognate that meant 'six', until the Egyptian and 
Semitic 'six' (and 'seven') spread triumphantly throughout IE . 7 0 In 5.Dd-L I 
will show how the Semitic 'three' (Arabic c . í i i 1 ' {palā |3 |un}, Hebrew 
ש י ל } ׳י ע  Š D I O Š } — or, at any rate, the ordinal 'third' — has IE relatives. Cer-
tain other numerals (as we shall see in 5 . E ) , while phonetically similar in 
Semitic and IE, appear to have undergone a drastic revaluation. 

S.Cf. J. P. Brown has suggested a quite different origin for the semantic dis-
crepancy between Semitic 'four' and IE 'five', etc., from what I propose in 
5.Bh. Citing the inveterate habit of herdsmen to count up their sheep, which 
is not only well documented throughout historical times but reaches deep into 
folklore, both ancient and modern,71 he posits that the prehistoric Semitic 
herdsmen just took for granted their one male beast,72 without actually count-

7 0 Gary Rendsburg accounts for die discrepancy between the Arabic consonant-group ( ־ m s ) 
and the Hebrew ( ־ m V š } by assimilation of the latter so as to rhyme with the ensuing nu-

meral { š é š } ; thus also in the derived masculine, Π5ΐ?0Π^ {Hamišš3 l î } rhyming with 

{šišš5 K } (cf. 5.Bi). 
7 1 Cf. Luke 15:7 and the best known device for dropping off to sleep (often depicted in com-
ic strips). 
7 2 That one male has been known in England, for the past thousand years or so, as a bell-
wether. Of course it is not necessary to suppose that the bell itself (or some equivalent device 
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ing him in along with the females and young, whereas the IE herdsmen did 
count him in. Either way a herdsman must have used his fingers to count, 
pointing to one sheep after another. 

In support of Brown's idea, I would narrow down the divergence in mean-
ing by linking it to a Semitic peculiarity of gender agreement, which gives pri-
macy to the counting of feminine things — whether fingers or livestock (5. 
Ab, note 9): 

Heb., Aramaic {?arbá''} = 4 females : Gr. πέντε = 5 regardless of gender 
{ š 3 m o n é H } = 8 " " Hevvéa = 9 

(Aram. {taemney}) 
{téša^} =9 " " δέκα = 10 

To count males, or anything of grammatically masculine gender, requires in 
Semitic a certain suffix, presumably because counting them was somewhat a 
departure from the most routine counting: 

 ,Parto*|6B ġ36i^íym} 'four cups' (Ex. 25:34, 37:20) ׳^אךבעה 35עים
בנים šamon|6} ^צמנה  K 60ní ym} 'eight sons' (I Sam. 17:12), 
תיקןעךן } /יפרים  p 3 r í y m Ηδφ*} 'nine bullocks' (Num. 29:26). 

To the Greek herdsman (and his IE forerunner), δέκα was nine females, in-
eluding their young, plus the one male, while {téša^} to the Hebrew-speaking 
Jacob and his Aramaic boss (cf. Gen. 31:36 ff.) meant nine females, not 
counting the male. 

The more ancient of the IE languages make no gender distinction in their 
numerals from 'five' up to 'ten'. Evidently the divergent handling of gender by 
IE and Semitic has some extensive ramifications, although the two language-
groups are both notable for the pervasive development of gender. It must not 
be overlooked, however, that the low number { t3re y } 'two' (masc, Aram.) 

: { t r i} (neuter), {tráyah} (masc.) 'three' (Skt.) 
does not fit the pattern of a Semitic short feminine corresponding to a IE gen-
derless form, as the other numerals do. Instead, the shortest form of 'two' in 
Aramaic is masculine rather than feminine (cf. 5.DL). 

for keeping track of the flock) went back to remote antiquity, when these numerals came into 
use. 
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5.D. Sem. (Heb.) {šéšet} 'six' : IE (Latin) sexte 'sixth' 

(Aram.) {Vt(3)lihy(D׳)} : (Gr.) τρίτωι, τριταίο\<s 'third' 

{Vtalt?} : (Latin) terff 
5.Da. A parallel emerges between a Semitic masculine cardinal and an IE or-
dinal. The masculine cardinal in Semidc requires the addition of a suffix after 
the base, which without that suffix is feminine; e.g. 

Arabic {sitt |at |un } 'six' (masc.) < {s i t t |un} (fem.) 
Hebrew {šišš|5K} or f l$t îH {šéš|et} (masc.) < {šéš} (fem., 5.Aa-b). 

The Hebrew masculine form in {-εΐ} appears wherever the "construct" form 
is required, as before a noun prefixed with the definite article (Ex. 25:33,35, 
ם :(37:19,21 בי ן ההי ת  ז ק י ^ ל י ' {lsšéšet haqqon1>׳m} 'for the six shafts'; but 
otherwise it is limited to formulaic combinations, presumably a holdover from 
a prehistoric time when {šéšet} was in general preferred to {šišš5H}: 

f ע/ים i t W {šéšet yDmFm} 'six days' (Ex. 16:26, etc.), 

f $ל&ים l0KN {šéšet ?àbpí y m} 'six thousand' (Num. 3:34, etc.). 
A particular use of the "construct" masculine cardinal employs a subsequent ac-
cented suffix {-5m}, which would otherwise be the possessive 'their', to 
express 'the six of them': DHttfttft {šiš|t |5m} 'the six of them'; here [-ft} 
in a pre-accentual position is reduced to { - t -} . 7 3 

Now {§éSet/gi§t ן 'sjx' j s phonetically close 
to the Latin ordinal sext\us יי 'sixth' — 

except, of course, for the case ending. The briefest form, and hence the very 
closest to the Hebrew, is the masculine vocadve sexf |e יי; and this short vowel 
at the end of a word, especially in pre-classical Latin, was liable to be dropped. 
The vocative of this particular ordinal adjective was in daily use, because it 

' Actually attested are 

D יי'ש ל 0 ת { S a b š | t | 5 m } 'the three of them' (Num. 12:4; also  ^'שלישתכם 
{š3bš|fcs | fcÉm} 'the three of you') < י^ליישת/ { ša lo š | e t } 'three' (masc), 

the four of them' (Dan. 1:17) < ΓΪΓΙΠί^ {?arbá^aí' {arba^|t|5m?}'יארבעתם } 

'four' (masc), 

' {S3ba^|t|5m}'ישבעתם t h e s e v e n o f t h e m ' < { š i b ^ | á f } 'seven' (masc, S.Af). 
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served as a masculine praenomen.74 In the IE languages outside of Italy the 
ordinal numbers were not applied to such a purpose within the household;75 

but apart from that, we find clear enough cognates: 
Greek μέκ:τ|05, Sanskrits Έ: יי {sast'iáh}, etc. 

To explain how the suffix, whose essential sound was [T], could function 
in a Semitic language to mark a cardinal number as masculine but in an IE 
language to make it ordinal, we should again visualize a pastoral setting: The 
females with their young are 'five' — an unsuffixed numeral in either lan-
guage, as this part of the counting is just a routine matter; but the adult male 
after that is something else, something conspicuous, often lagging behind, and 
thus evoking a morphological supplement in the speech of the impatient herds-
man. 

Such was the prehistoric experience shared by Semites and Indo-Europe-
ans, or at least by certain influential ones among them; from that point, how-
ever, they diverged greatly. In Semitic the suffix upon the numeral was under-
stood to denote 'male', and hence was extended to the counting of anything of 
masculine gender. In IE, on the contrary, the suffix put emphasis on the climax 
and compledon of the count; this form of the numeral — unlike cardinals such 
as quīnque, sex, septem — became an adjective fully integrated into the 
syntax of the sentence by means of case endings (Levin, ViPhCo, 473-475, 
478-479). 

5.Db. The foregoing is, of course, a reconstrucdon. From the corpus of an-
cient literature we cannot quote a Hebrew herdsman, or his Latin counterpart, 
actually counting up his beasts thus: 

7 4 We cannot cite a passage where the Roman name Sexte was definitely pronounced 
[sekst], with no final vowel; for the evidence could come only from the meter of a comedy, 

and the comic poets whose works were preserved — Plautus and Terence — chose to limit 
themselves to adapting many an existing Greek play to the Latin language (fàbula pallia-
ta), rather than setting a new play in Rome (fábula togāta) as some of their rivals did. 

7 5 As a Ladn praenomen Sextus probably referred in origin — like Quīntus^ and Deci-

m u s יי — not to the sixth child (or sixth son) bom to a couple, but rather to one bom in the 

sixth month; for the praenomen Marcus יי (< *mārtikos) undoubtedly meant 'born in 

March' (mēnse mārtio^). Through many centuries of Roman history the rule was, indeed, 

to give the first son the same praenomen as the father, regardless of the original sense. One 

surprising survival is the praenomen Spurius יי, originally 'Bastard' but perpetuated in some 

prominent Roman families. 
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ח ע ק ע חבוש $ : ב ר f שרןים שליש א i n & t { ? 3 Η Μ stáyim 8168כ ?arbá^ 
f£>méš šéšet} One, two, three, four, five fall feminine so far], six (masc.)';76 

una, duae, trēs, quattuor, quinque, sextus ΐ One, two, three, four, 
five, (the) sixth (masc.)'. 

We have, indeed, a famous specimen of M E N being counted, at the beginning 
of Plato's Timaeus:'~<ag, δύο, τρεις- h0 δε δή τέταρτος 1"ημιν, "1ώ φίλε ΤΤ-
μαιε, που των χθες μεν δαιτυμόνων, τα νυν δε *εστιατόρων^ 'One, two, 
three; but the fourth — where [is he] for us [to see], dear Timaeus, of those 
who were dinner guests yesterday, hosts today?'77 Making certain adjust-
ments for gender, we can with some confidence transpose the numerical part of 
this passage back into a pastoral scene. 

The reconstruction enables us, further, to understand some otherwise baf-
fling phenomena of the languages. In Arabic, although the great majority of 
nouns, whether masculine or feminine, form a "broken" plural that regularly 
calls for F E M I N I N E S I N G U L A R agreement of any verb, pronoun, or ordinary 
adjective (l .Ag), still the form of the cardinal number depends solely upon 
the gender of the singular noun: 0בצב j 1_^1ב§ {?afwār|un |3alāp|at |un } or 

— more often — ̂  \β I a5 USš {f>alāp|at| u ?a |3wār|i η } 'three bulls'. I trace 
this anomaly back to the paramount importance of the animal's sex. 

7 6 What makes One' and 'two' explicitly feminine is underlined in the transliteration; 
'three', 'four', and 'five' are implicidy feminine, for lack of any additional morpheme to shift 
them (5.Ab, note 9). — One passage that in highly imaginative fashion draws upon the nu-
merical vocabulary of animal husbandry is Ezekiel's vision of four beasts 

(ΠΙ*!! ע ב ר א י / {?arba^Hayyoi:}, 1:5; cf. 2 . E a , note 48) which he saw in the midst of 

the heavenly fire. In his description he keeps saying } 'ילאףבעתם  la | 7 arba^|t |5m} or 

I 13} ת ע א ל ב י ל י | ? a r b a ^ | t | 5 n } 'to the four of them' — i.e. 'the four of them had'. In the 
suffix 'of them' he wavers between masculine and feminine gender, feminine in agreement 
with {Hayyowt}, masculine since each beast has four faces — of a man ({ ? Dd3m), cf 1. 

G b ) , a lion (ΪΪ 7) ^א!"״aryé1•), a bull or ox ({šowr}, l .De, note 15), and an eagle ( { η έ -
ŠCT), l . B c , note 40), all of which are masculine. Before that suffix, however, he uniformly 
inserts {-t-} to make the number 'four' masculine. 
7 7 Chalcidius (ca. 300 A.D.) translated this somewhat loosely intc Latin: Vnus, duo, tres; 
quartum e numero, Timaee, uestro require ut, qui hesterni quidem epuli conui-
uae fueritis, hodierni praebitores inuitatoresque ex condicto resideatis^. 
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5.Dc. From Sextus, as from several other praenomina, a family name (no-
men gentile) was formed very early in the history of Rome, if not prehistor-
ically; e.g. Mārc\ius^ <Mūrc\us^. However, besides Sext\ius^, there is 
also Sēst\ius^ with the simpler consonant group [־st־] instead of [־kst־], 
and with compensatory lengthening of the vowel; for the semantic connection 
to the cardinal number sex [seks] was now quite vestigial."78 But such a fami-
ly name must have meant 'son of Marcus', 'son of Sextus', in the generations 
before it too became hereditary (cf. 5.Da, note 75). The vocative Sēst | f יי 

is close in sound to the Hebrew ordinal ש ש י ^ {šišš | ί y } 
'sixth'.7 9 More evidence is needed to show whether the final vowel in Latin 
has any real — i.e. morphological — relation to the Hebrew {- i y } , and how 
the -t- fits into the formation of ordinals. We must turn to an ordinal earlier in 
the series. 

5.Dd. 'Third' in Greek is conventionally cited in its nominative singular mas-
culine form τρίτος (5.Bc); but the dative singular masc/neuter τρίτωι^ 

corresponds better to Aramaic {tali^foy}, 
which to my knowledge occurs only in one passage of the Targum: [10). 

nn^{yo תלייתי w m tali^ay} '(the) third day' (Gen. 1:13; Levin, M r , 
The Greek ordinal in the dative case, much oftener than the nominative, is used 
when the noun — expressed or understood — is 'day', as in the earliest attest-
ation: h0i δε τρίτωί Ηήματι πάντες/ "1ήλθοι^ 'but they on the third day all 
came' (Iliad 11.707-708; "1ήματι is neuter). 

Aramaic, which has no case distinctions, uses the {-3y} suffix only in a 
narrative enumerating days or sons;80 elsewhere a longer form of the ordinal 
is required: 

7 8 The length of the vowel is proved by the Greek rendering ΣΗΣτΧ 
7 9 This was pointed out to me by J. P. Brown. 

י 80 ע י י ב ל } /יירם  y o ״ m rab i y ^ } '(the) fourth day' (Gen. 1:19), 

חמישי ) /יירם  y o w m H a m i ^ y } '(the) fifth day' (1:23), 

שתיתי } 'יירם  y o w m š a t i y t ; y } '(die) sixth day' (1:31); 

" ד1מישי D ^ í b a î r H a m P Š D y ) '(the) fifth son', 30:17), 

ר שתיתי ב י ' {baerSatiyt:y} '(the) sixth son', 30:19). 

But only (tali y t:y} — unlike diese odier ordinals — presents a close resemblance to an I E 

ordinal. — In the Septuagint of Gen. 1:13, where the Hebrew ש ל י ש י D V יי {yowm 
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bayowm:5} תלירע^ה 7 'bli>׳b7:)h} On the third day' (Gen. 34: 
25, etc., in the Targum), 

but לןא תליךע^יא ו בי י ' {by3wmo7 t l t b p 7 } (in the Nestorian Syriac ver-
The disyllabic ending { o p 7 } in {Vtlit|3p7} recalls [sion).8 1 

a Greek secondary adjective τριτ | aio?^ On the third day'. 
Most times it is nominative and agrees in gender and number with the personal 
subject; e.g. τριταίοι ΗαφΓκοντο^ On the third day they (masc.) arrived' 
(Thucydides 1.61.5).82 But on occasion the longer suffix seems to be used re-
dundantly, as in τριταίαν γ ' "1ουσ' Háovros ,ημέραν^ '[she], being unfed for 
the third day' (Euripides, Hippolytus 275, where τρίτην^ — with or without 
the article την — would be normal if ,ημέραν 'day' is expressed, or else just 
the nominative τριταία γ ' "1οϋσ' ",áaTrost without Ηημέραν). 

Š31i y s í r } 'third day' has only a loose link to the rest of the sentence (and similarly in 
1:19,23,31), the Greek conveys this in the most literal manner by the nominative case: 
ή μ ε ρ α τρίτη^. This Greek feminine noun is used as early as Homer (in the Ionic dialect 
form Η ημέρη Η ήδε^ 'this day'; cf. 3 .Fb) , but the neuter "ημαρ^ was preferred in that age; 
subsequendy, however, "ημαρ dropped out, except as a poetic archaism. 
8 1 On my normalization of the Syriac cursive to the more familiar "square" lettering, see 1. 

Da, note 71. — The defective or confusing notation, added to the letter-text in both the Tar-

gum and the Syriac, leaves me in some doubt about the fricativation of Π at the beginning 

of the second word in such a conjuncture. The closest thing to it in Biblical Aramaic, which 

has the fullest notation, is ו תליתאה  כ ל מ t31i״uwmalku} ו yt:v5׳h} ,and a third king-

dom' (Dan. 2:39), with a definitely fricative ־ Π . This is a feminine noun and its adjective, 

WITHOUT the definite article. תליתאה is the text as READ ( י ר q6ri} ק y }); the WRIT-
TEN or letter-text (DTD {kati>׳b}) is א י ת י ל  ,which is more like the Syriac ,{?tlyty} ת

while  goes rather with the Aramaic of the Targum. This particular discrepancy תליתאה 
between the two Scriptural text traditions, the written and the read, recurs several times in the 
brief corpus of Biblical Aramaic (2.Qc, note 205; 5.Dh, note 93). 
8 2 No instance of this adjective in Homer as an alternative to ηματι τρίτωι; but that it must 
have been already available in the language, is evident from another adjective of the same 
series: πεμττταίοι δ' "1Αίγυπτον εϋρρείτην Ίκόμεσθα^ 'on the fifth day we arrived at fair-
flowing Egypt' (i.e. at the Nile; Od. 14.257; π ε μ π τ | α Ϊ ο ι formed from π ε ' μ π τ | ο ? , pi. 
πε'μπτΙοιΛ 'fifth'). The dactylic meter was adverse to τ ρ ι τ α ί ο ς , τρ ιτα ίο ι , etc.; the first 
syllable is short, but the initial consonant group makes the last syllable of the previous word 
long, thus producing an incompatible sequence (cf. l . E c , note 88; 5 .Ca, note 57). 
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5.De. Now {-oyo7} could have arisen within Aramaic, by adding the suffixed 
definite article {-7כ} (cf. 3.Fi, note 135) to the already existing {Vt(a)lit|3y}. 
And in Greek too an adjective in -ato- (fem. -a'iā) could have been formed, 
quite separately from Aramaic, by attaching the IE [־io־] to the F E M I N I N E of 
the ordinal number, τρίτη^ 'third' (τρίτοι outside of Attic and Ionic); for τήι 
τρίτηι^, even without the noun *ημέραι^, is On the third (day)'.8 3 

The primary — or, at any rate, the most obvious — meaning of [־io־] is 
'son o f ; 8 4 and Η 6 ξ "1αγοράς Ηιχθϋδια τριταία^ is indeed 'from market, tiny 
fish three days old' (Aristophanes, fr. 387.8-9 Hall - Geldart).85 But even if 
τριταίο- was formed within Greek independently of Aramaic, its syntax sdll 
has something in common with {*/tlit| oyo7} — namely, τριταίο- and other 
such Greek adjectives, unlike the simple ordinals, are seldom (if ever) used 
with the precursory definite article; the meaning of the definite article is virtual-
ly there already in the last syllable, as it is expressly in the Aramaic {-7כ}. 

Moreover, the phonetic correspondence is so impressive as to demand the 
most thorough analysis. Could Aramaic have borrowed from the prehistoric 
forerunner of Greek, inasmuch as no other language, Semitic or IE, has such a 
precise cognate either to τριταίο- or to {*/tlit| oyo7} ? We must acknowledge a 
noticeable shade of difference in meaning: The Greek -aîo- always refers to 
the third D A Y , the fourth D A Y , etc., whereas the Aramaic ordinal in {-3jo7} 
does not by itself carry that implication — it A C C O M P A N I E S {yo w m | 3 7 } 'the 
day', or many another noun,86 but {yo wm37} very often. A major use, or per-

8 3 Cf. English on the third ^ (i.e. day of the month). 
8 4 In early Greek these adjectives were derived mainly from feminine nouns of the "first de-
clension"; e.g. βοΰν "αγελαίην"^ 'a cow, daughter of the herd' (accusative case, Iliad 11.729, 

etc.; "αγέλη^ 'herd'). Cf. the explicit Hebrew expression Τ j? 11 15 "1 j? יי {par b e r r 

toqSr) 'a bullock, son of the herd' (Lev. 4:3, etc.; cf. 4.Ec). 

» « α . the Hebrew ת ימים נ מ ש ־ ן ו ב נ ל אברהם את־יצחק ב מ י ו י -way} ׳
Α־ τ v־ : I V ) JT : ׳ ν τ τ : - τ <τ - 1 ׳־ 

y5mDl ?abr:>h5m ?et-yicHxj b a n o š3monát y־b£n ״ 3 m í y m } 'and Abraham circumcised 
Isaac his son, eight days old' (literally 'son of eight days', Gen. 21:4). ογδο|α.ΐοι/ ' would be 
a neat, idiomatic Greek equivalent, but the Septuagint resorts to the paraphrastic alternative 
τή ογδόη , η μ έ ρ α ^ On the eighth day'. (I omit the subscript iota . as alien to the Greek of 
the Bible. Editors did not find it in Biblical mss. but introduced it as a sort of normalization 
to the earlier classical Attic, which had the full-sized letter I.) 
8 6 E . g א . ^ ן ל י ל א ת ר ך ם ו י / { w a i d r ^ V t l P t D p 7 ) 'and the third row' (Ex. 28:19, 39: 

12). 
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haps the main use, of the ordinal numbers in the vocabulary was to keep track 
of how many days had passed since a certain starting point.87 

5.Df. One more correspondence in the ordinal 'third' will prove that we are 
dealing with a deeper interaction between IE and Semitic. Aramaic has, 

besides the shorter {*/talitl Dy} (cf. Greek τρίτωι) 
and the longer {VtlitJDyo7} (cf. Greek τριταίο-), 
a third ultra-short {tal t | i y } in one Biblical passage, 

א ישלט ת ו כ ל מ w3} ׳ייהלתי ^ | t a l t | í y b3mal (3 )£u w t5 ? y iš láT} 'and 
he will rule third in the kingdom' (Daniel 5:7), 

besides two occurrences with the suffixed definite article instead of { - i y } : 

|m^{wa^» ?מלכרתא ישלט tal t |6 7 63mal(9)ku w b־ 7 yislaT} 'and he 
will rule, the third in the kingdom' (5:16.); 

א ת ל  .the third ruler' (5:29)' {šallPT talt|57} ^שליט ת
Each time the point is T H I R D I N R A N K , not third in chronological order. The 
structure of {talt i y } matches the Latin ordinal terti\us^ and especially its voc-
ative tertf § (which must have occurred fairly often, since this ordinal served 
as a Roman cognomen).88 

In view of {tal t | i y } and {talt|57} we cannot argue that this Aramaic ordin-
al is simply derived from the pre-existing cardinal {Vt3bt} 'three', 

cognate to Hebrew { ŠDIOŠ } , 

Arabic {pa lāp |un} , 
Akkadian {ša-la-a-aš}^ = {šalāš}, 
Gê ez {śalās}^. 

8 7 J . P. Brown reminds me that On die third day', by ancient reckoning, would include the 
present day as die first. Thus Hosea 6:2, 

: ו קמנר ךנךעיה לפנן ביום השלישי י נו מימים   *wamyyenu} ׳י ן חי
miyyom5yim bayyowm haššali y š í y yaqiménu" waniHy? 19p:>n5(y)w} 'He will revive 

us after two days; on the third day, he will stand us up and we will live in his presence' (cf. 
the English two days from now). — Such a mode of expression makes it a little easier for us 
to understand how the cardinal number 'two' — (tarey} in Aramaic — could indirectly give 

rise to the ordinal {talPtDy} '(the) third'. 
8 8 The best known individual is Paul's amanuensis TépTLos^ (Romans 16:22). His prae-
nomen and nomen gentile were not recorded; but, for that matter, we are told only die Apos-
de's cognomen Τίαϋλος"^ (= Paulus 1:1, etc.) and his Hebrew name Σαούλ י (Acts 9:4 = 

} ^'שאול 5 כ 7 ע ג ד } , usually Hellenized to ΣαΟλος^ (9:1, etc.). 
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Since the setting of these passages is Mesopotamia and the context is royal — 
or rather imperial — power, the Akkadian language from centuries past (if not 
millennia) is likely to have influenced Aramaic.89 The Akkadian ordinal, when 
written out syllabically (which is somewhat unusual), shows the following 
forms: 
nom.masc. {šalšum}§ nom.fem. {ša-li-iš־tum, ša-lu-uš-tum, šá- lul - tum}^ 

later {šal-šu, ša־aš-šu }יי later {šaluštu}§ 
gen.masc. {ša־al-ši־im, ša-aš-ši־im}^ gen. fem. {aa-li-is-tim}^ 

later {šal-ši, ša-aš-ši}^ later {ša-lu-ul-ti}^ 
accmasc. {ša-al-ša-am}1' acc.fem. {ša-lu-uš-tam} 1 ' 

later {šal-ša }יי later {ša-lu־uš־ta, ša-lu-ul-ta}^ 
The early feminine forms have either { i} or {u} between the second and third 
consonants90 (followed by the suffixed consonant { t } ) , but later on only { u } . 
In the masculine, since a vowel follows the third consonant, any short vowel 
before that consonant was bound to disappear — given a prehistoric sequence 
*VCVCV. 

The Aramaic {talt'1y} resembles the Akkadian genitive case {šalši}, and 
{taltD7} the Akkadian accusative {šalša}; but their function in the Aramaic 
sentences has nothing to do with the cases of Akkadian. Their {CaCC-} 
structure is borrowed from Akkadian, which unlike Aramaic requires a normal 
vowel — never a reduced vowel or vocalic glide — between the first and sec-
ond consonants. In Aramaic an initial { C 3 C - } is quite acceptable, as in 
{tali^tcy}. We must pin down the precise extent of the parallel to the IE se-
quences, exemplified by Latin tertīand Greek τρίτωι, τριταίο-. 

5.Dg. These correspondences between Semitic and IE languages are limited to 
the ordinal 'third'. On the cardinal 'three' they diverge from each other; and the 
best Semitic cognate of Sanskrit {trf, tráyah}, Old English pri(e), etc., is Ar-
amaic { t3re y } 'two' (5.Bb). Within IE the various ordinal forms are all de-
livable, more or less clearly, from the cardinal. So if we can explain the Semit-
ic forms for 'third' from IE forms, the way would lie open for a subsequent 
derivation of the Semitic cardinal 'three' from the ordinal. There are, however, 
great difficulties to surmount. 

8 9 AsDi, X V I I 1 , 265: "ruba um ... ana Sa-al-ší-ni ubaim ituwaris the ruler (of GN [= 

geographical name]) to become a ruler equal to us (lit. our third one)?" 
9 0 Except for an occurrence of the anomalous nominative { š a l - š á - t u m } 1 ' . 
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The IE cardinal 'three', however variable from one language to another, 
contains not only the two consonants [P/tr] but also either the vowel [i] or the 
related semi-vowel [y] — or, at any rate, clear reflexes of these sounds,91 

which have Semitic counterparts, especially in the Aramaic {tarey} 'two'. The 
IE ordinal 'third' has the same three sounds, plus another [t] (or the like) either 
after them or inserted before the [ i ] . The morphological alternative suggests 
that the suffixed or infixed dental consonant arose as a repetition of the initial 
consonant, rather than that it was an established suffix, already habitual in 
'fourth', 'fifth', etc., not to mention other sorts of adjectives. While the [i] part 
of the [ti] sequence in terti\us 'third' is not shared by quart|us^ 'fourth', 

quīnt\us^ 'fifth', 
sext \us 'sixth', it has a cognate in 

Sanskrit^ יי :\*־ {t£tíy|ah}, and so it originated far back in prehistory. 

5.Dh. In the Aramaic {VtaltF} the structure of the language would allow the 
third consonant to be taken either as a repetition of the initial consonant or as a 
suffix independent of that consonant; for {Vt} figures in many Semitic suffixes 
(as well as prefixes). Either way we must allow in Aramaic for positional al-
lophony; i.e. plosive {t} unless fricativated after a vowel {Vt} , including a 
vowel at the end of the previous word when the rhythm of the sentence con-
joins the two words.92 But in Akkadian the third consonant {§} of this numer-
al can never be suffixal, and that applies to the {š},{{3}, or {s} of the other 

9 1 The Latin monosyllable ires (nominative pi. masc./fem.) is shown by its disyllabic San-
skrit cognate { tráyah} to have lost the inter-vocalic semi-vowel during its prehistory, expos-
ing the two short vowels to merge into one long. 
9 2 In Biblical Aramaic, marking makes it quite clear whether the letter Π (as well as 

S D Τ 3 3 ) has aplosive sound {t} or africadve {t} (Levin, DeAIRe, 72-76). In Syriac 
too, when the notation is fully employed, the distinction is shown, although the multiple 
uses for graphically similar dots may be confusing. In the Targum, unfortunately, the nota-
tional system has some grave defects. My transcription of it ventures to supply what it lacks 
— in this case by means of the superscript horizontal line, to indicate a fricative pronuncia-
tion wherever other information about Aramaic seems to justify the addition. For there are 
some fragmentary manuscripts that show the Targum marked much more thoroughly; for 
specimens, see Paul Kahle, Masoreten des Ostens: Die altesten punktierten Handschriften des 
Alien Testaments und der Targume (Leipzig: J . C . Hinrichs, 1913; repr. Hildesheim: Georg 
Olms, 1966), especially 19-22, 26-28, 217.1 wish that more of such Aramaic material could 
be made conveniendy accessible. 
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Semitic languages — al l dif fering in this regard from Aramaic w i t h its {T} . 
Furthermore, in Aramaic itself the other forms o f the ordinal ' third' , 

{ t /t31i y t;>y} and {* / t l i^byo 7 } , belong to a series exempl i f i ed by 

{raSi y < oy} א ״ ־ צי רבי י / {rEiy<op7} '(the) f o u r t h ' , 9 3 

{H31fa^3y} א ״ ^ י ם ח י / {HmP'šcyjo7} '(the) fifth' (5.Dd, note 80); 
so the second Π in {ψ&\\Λ3γ, V t l i ^ D p 7 } is also — or at any rate it has be-

c o m e — part of the root. 

Throughout Semitic the root 'three' i s treated as absolutely TRIconsonanta l . 

That m a y w e l l have helped to symbol i ze , e v e n before the invent ion of wr i t ing , 

h o w the mean ing 'three' differs from ' two' . The sound of Π, recurr ing as the 

third consonant of Aramaic ת ל  as the third consonant ש ,or, in Hebrew) ת

of שלש , or s i m i l a r l y ό in the Arabic d J J ) , captures or explo i t s the v e r y 

O D D N E S S of this number , in contrast to the evenness of two.94 

5.D1. If we c o u l d s o m e h o w disregard the c a r d i n a l 'three' , it w o u l d be e a s i e r 

to der ive the Greek ordinal τ ρ ι τ - from a Semitic source m u c h l ike the Aramaic 

9 3 The Aramaic of the Targum has n īŠUO^W {rabiy<b?3h}, just like {V־t31iytẅ h} 
(5.Dd). But the Biblical Aramaic of Dan. 3:25 testifies, paradoxically, to both the Targumic 

and the Syriac form. The text as R E A D , cf. 5.Df, noteSl) , with full vocalization and accen-

tuation, agrees with the Targum: Π י ל 3 י א } יי Π ì "Ί "I ל w a r e w é h d í y rab i y < o?3 h ) 
,and the appearance of the fourth' (masc); but the text as W R I T T E N — a mere consonantal 

skeleton — gives the last word as א י ע י ב } יי ר iby^y 7 } , spelled like the Syriac and doubt-

less pronounced *[-3p]. In the Syriac version (where the verse is numbered 3:92, because of 

a long interpolation that begins right after 3:23) the words are י א J) ב י " I *1 ΓΠ t Π1 יי 

{wHezweh dir6i y <b)07}. — The other occurrences of this ordinal in the original Aramaic 

text of Daniel are feminine: 

with suffixed article, ילביעיתא '{rabi y ^3yat5' ) ,the fourth' (7:19,23; cf. 2 .Ea) 

without יירביעאה ״ ״ { rab ì y < b?3 7 } , a fourth' (2:40, 7:7, as R E A D ; 
Τ Τ J ' : 

W R I T T E N } /ירביעיה  * ^ מ . 
9 4 The earliest Akkadian has { ś a l i š t i m ) 'third' (genitive fem., 5.Df) with dissimilation be-

tween the first and the third consonant. (The transliteration {ś} stands for a sibilant of unde-

termined quality; Von Soden, GrAkGr, 29-30.) Ge^ez {śalās} also shows dissimilation. Cer-

tain later Akkadian forms — {šalul t i , š a l u l t a ) — have another kind of phonetic modifica-

tion. 
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{1/īali'ì-} than the reverse.95 For on purely phonetic grounds, the Greek [r] 
as the second consonant seems a likely substitution for [1], given that Greek — 
like other ancient IE languages — had no [a] to separate the two consonants; 
for many languages have the initial group fr- but few have f/־. Greek, how-
ever, has words beginning with τλ- from one root (2.1b), though far more 
beginning with τρ־. Moreover this Greek ordinal has an exact IE cognate in 
Tokharian {trit}^׳ (the "A" dialect) and {trite } v (the "B" dialect; Van Winde-
kens, ToCo, 514). 

To posit borrowing in the opposite direction, from prehistoric Greek into 
Semitic, invites an immediate objection: Why wasn't the Greek (and IE) con-
sonant [r] kept in Aramaic, as well as in any other Semitic language? The dis-
parity is not utterly unexampled, since we have noted Aramaic {Haeqley}, etc. 
: Greek "1αγροί, Latin A G R E I 'fields' (1. Ia-b), without discerning any partic-
ular cause for the Semitic {1}. For our present problem, we are justified in 
contemplating a deliberate change [r > 1], to dissociate the ordinal 'third' 
{ ta l i^-} from the cardinal 'two' {tarey}. Only Aramaic, to be sure, among 
the Semitic languages has {r} in 'two'; the rest have { n } ; and in the ordinal 
{tinyon} 'second', Aramaic too has {n} like the others (5.Be, note 49). 

The {1} in 'third' and 'three' would not forbid us to derive this Semitic 
number either from 'two' within Semitic or from the IE 'third'. For we have 

9 5 The Syriac — i.e. Christian Aramaic — notation (י ־־  ;etc.) lacks any mark for [a] , ח

where Jewish Aramaic texts with vocalization show a weak vowel, the Syriac counterpart 
leaves the letter bare. This does not prove that the Christian dialects of Aramaic pronounced 
no [a], but rather that the Christian notation, having been worked out much earlier than the 

Jewish (Levin, FrSc, 6-7), never hit upon a device to represent such a vague, elusive sound 
graphically. The grammar and the vowel letters of Greek had not furnished any precedent for 
taking account of this obscure phenomenonn. But later on, the Hindus' invention of the zero, 
after being transmitted to the Arabs along with the rest of the Indian numerical notation, indi-
rectiy led Jewish scholars to adapt it to a phonological purpose. The Muslim scholars before 

them used a tiny zero above a letter to show (jyS^! י { s u k u w n ) 'quiescence' — i.e. no 

vowel sound accompanying the consonant. When the Jews finally got around to applying to 
their own texts the experience of the Christian and Muslim vocalizers, they used an equival-

ent sign _ in the Tiberias notation, sometimes to show the lack of a vowel but sometimes an 

indistinct vowel, especially between the first and second consonants of a word. There were al-
so many border-line cases, where the transition between consonants might or might not 
sound vocalic; these I transcribe {(a)} (cf. Levin, DeAIRe, 69-72). In the "Babylonian" nota-

tion, however, stands only for an indistinct vowel. 
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also seen {1} and {n} as counterparts, most strikingly in 
Greek κ λ έ π ο ς · : Hebrew {ġ(a)nè63t-} 'stolen thing' (2.0a; 

cf. 2.DDJ, note 333). Amidst the lingering uncertainties, we gain a worth-
while insight, that the ordinal 'third' could be older than the cardinal 'three' — 
at any rate in Semitic — because to men in prehistoric times T H E T H I R D was 
richly climactic, with nothing else expected to follow, whereas T H R E E implied 
a readiness for more.96 

5.Dj. While Aramaic comes closest of the Semitic languages to the [t—1־] in 
τριτ-, we should not insist that the point of contact had to be in a Semitic re-

י  ן / י

gion where [t] but not [p] was current. Arabic dJL5v {palipun } 'third' on 
the Semitic side and Gothic {pridja}1 ' on the IE side (along with other early 
Germanic languages, as well as modern English) share the initial [p-], and so 
does Avestan in words like {pntya}^ 'third' (beginning with {pr-}, 5.Bb, 
g). It is safe to posit there were some areas, not only in Semitic territory but in 
IE territory also, where [t] and [p] competed. North of Arabia and very near 
Aram (= Syria) was the city of Ugarit, where { f l p } ^ (written without vowels) 
stands indifferently for 'three' and 'third'. We cannot prove that the speakers 
of this extinct language from the second millennium B.C. pronounced their let-
ter t. like the JL of classical Arabic; indeed, some modern Arabic dialects do 
not maintain the true fricative sound [f>].9 7 But the inscribed Ugaritic tablets 
do show that letter almost exclusively in words whose Arabic cognates have d׳ 
ip). 

On the other hand, the transcription {§} in Akkadian {šalāš} 'three', etc., 
should not be taken for a commitment to the same sound as in the Hebrew cog-
nate 2?של {ŠDIOŠ}. The surviving — or rather, rediscovered — graphic 
evidence of Akkadian (cf. l.Ae) is too vague and diverse to prove definitely 
no [p] but only [ Š ] . 9 8 In any transcribed Akkadian word the {§} is convenient 

9 6 The most momentous tale that bears this out is in the New Testament: τούτον h0 9eos 
ηγε ιρεν ־ev τή τρίτη *ημέρα^ 'him God raised on the third day' (Acts 10:40, cf. Luke 24:7, 
21,46, I Cor. 15:4; cf. 5.De, note 85). 
9 7 For instance, J . P. Brown informs me that in Lebanon (where he lived for several years) 
the word for 'snow' is colloquially pronounced [talj] (instead of [f>-]; cf. 2.Ne). 
9 8 For Hebrew we have much more exact phonetic information. Furthermore, the letter ש 

was brought into the Cyrillic alphabet (ca. A.D. 850) precisely to represent a Slavic sibilant 
for which no Greek letter would do; in its modern Russian shape ui the Hebrew source is still 
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but still tentative; it does not stand for a single character but for the consonantal 
component of many syllabic characters. 

5.Dk. My argument that the second [t] in the IE ordinal — Greek τρίτος, 
Latin tertìus (tertī), Sanskrit {t^tfyah}, etc. — came probably from inside 
the root, is not conclusive. But at any rate it invites us to be more flexible, and 
at the same time more cautious, in the study of prehistoric word-formation. We 
allow for the [i] in τριτ- and in terti- to be carried over alike from the cardinal 
(as in the preserved neuter nominative/accusative τρία יי = tria^), while diver-
gence in the placement of [t] has produced both sequences, [it] and [ t i ] . 

Gothic {pridja} and Avestan {{3rityo} display yet another development: 
the vowel [i] before the added consonant, but also the related semi-vowel after 
that consonant." This seeming compromise between the Greek and the Latin 
or Sanskrit way could go back to something like *[*Arty-], but modified by a 
sort of Umlaut — p] inserted into the first syllable to anticipate the homorganic 
semi-vowel at the beginning of the second syllable, and then instead of the 
awkward "falling" diphthong *[r'] the more natural sequence [ r i ] . 

The Hebrew ordinal י ^ י ל ^ י 1 '{SaliW}, with { i y } both before and after 
the third consonant, resembles the structure of the Gothic and the Avestan or-
dinal. Especially the Hebrew feminine {šali^iyyD1*} 

matches the Gothic and Avestan fem. {pridjo}^, {prityā}§, 
in one prophetic passage (Isaiah 19: 24), 1 0 0 

quite recognisable. And when Hus (ca. 1400) reformed the spelling of Czech — another Slav-
ic language, but written in the Latin alphabet — he introduced the diacritical mark called 
hácek (literally 'a little hook') to disdnguish one sibilant š from the more frequent and so 
discarded the clumsy trigraph sch (which the Germans favored). The Jews of Bohemia (as 
well as neighboring countries) identified the š with their traditional pronunciation of the He-

brew CD, and Gentiles learning Hebrew perceived it also. Eventually this gave scientific He-

braists the idea of regularly transcribing the Hebrew consonant thus. However, the evidence 
that the [š] sound in Hebrew goes back to pre-Christian times is meager (2.DDg, note 327). 
9 9 { j} for the semi-vowel in Gothic is a tradition of scholarship, owing to the predominance 

of Germans in this field of research. I ought perhaps, for the sake of consistency within my 
book, to make it {j3ridya). 
1 0 0 The other occurrence of this feminine ordinal (Is. 15:5, Jer. 48:34) is in an obscure com-

bination (^eglát šališiyyâF}, apparendy a place in Moab "Three-year-

old Heifer'. The Greek translator of Jeremiah (31:34) seems to have merely transcribed the 
two words, but the first one got corrupted in copying to the Greek word αγγελία^ or "αγγε-
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{bayy0wm ר ו ש א ל ל שלי'ש}ה למורים ו א ר ש י א יהיה  ו ה  ביום ה
hahú^yihyé^yiš r^é lša l ì ' s iyyo^ ב ל ן ל ' ב י ל ל ? 
lamicráyim uw19?aššúwr bgrolo^ baqéreb hD?5rec}^ 'On that day shall 

Israel be third to Egypt and to Assyria, a blessing in the midst of the earth'. 

5.DL. From the recurrent [t] in the ordinal Greek τρίτος, Latin tertius, San-
skrit {trtfyah}, and even more from the modified recurrence in Gothic {f>ri־ 
dja}, Avestan {prityo}, we go on to a more altered recurrence — with more 
drastic metathesis — 

the Sanskrit feminine cardinal %יי :8־ {tisr|áh} 'three' (nom./acc; 

masc. nom. {tráyah}, acc. 3־\\< { t r f n } ) . 
It has a cognate not just in Avestan {tišr|o, tišar 15 }יי (accusative only) 
but also in Old Irish teora יי (nom./acc/gen.; 

nom. also teoir^, teuir^). 

λίαν^ 'message' (quite inappropriate to the context); σαλισια^, his transcription of the other 
word, has survived, at least in some manuscripts. The translator of Isaiah made it δαμαλις• 
yáp ε σ τ ί ν τριετή·;יי 'for she is a three-year-old heifer'. The Targum in both passages has 
ת תלתום ל ג ̂) ν ע oeglaet taeltowm}, which is diought to mean 'a tiiird-bom calf . 

In form, {^tglát š31išiyy5 K } would correspond almost perfectly to a Greek combination 

αμνό? τριταία^ 'a three-day-old she-lamb' ( l . L a - e ; whether it is three days or three years 
old, is not EXPRESSED by a certain morpheme within the ordinal adjective, which etymo-
logically would mean at most 'daughter of the third [day or year, or whatever]'). If this were 
not a place-name in Moab, we would expect the Hebrew absolute {"rgb*) when followed by 
an agreeing feminine adjective; for ("Îglát} is construct in Hebrew and would need a noun 
right after it, indicating WHOSE heifer. But in the Moabite dialect, a feminine noun in the ab-
solute state ends in Π 2) ־ . G b ) . 

In Hebrew the short form of the masculine ordinal : ש י ל ש ^ {šbl í y ś} refers either to a 
certain measure, probably for liquids (Ps. 80:6, Is. 40:12) or to a subordinate official (II 
Kings 7:2, etc.). In the latter sense, the addition of an accented possessive or plural suffix — 

ו ש י ל ש SD1Ì} ב V ŠO w } 'his tertiary' (translated ο τ ρ ι σ τ ά τ η ΐ ^ I U T O Í W 'his third-standing 

man'), והשלשים^ { w a h a š š M i y š í y m } 'and the tertiaries' — does not (as usual in He-

brew, 2.Gb, note 72) entail the reduction of (כ) to {a). This aligns the Hebrew {§31i(y)S-} 

with the Arabic ordinal {{3ālif>|un} 'third' (masc. sing, nominative), ratiier than widi the Ak-

kadian {šalš-} (fem. ( ša l i š t - } , S.Df). See Chaim Rabin, "Hittite Words in Hebrew," Ori-

entalia, 32(1963), 133-134. 
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Somewhat similarly, except for accent, Sanskrit builds from 
the masculine S c ^ T T  ;four' (nominative' {catvār| ah} יי :

accusativesct,7: יי {catúr|ah }יי, 

and the neuter nom./acc. S c ^ T יי {catvar|i}) 

afeminine S Ί \ Έ cá} יי : tas r | ah} . 1 0 1 

A distinct feminine form for all adjectives, of whatever declension, is re-
quired in certain IE languages; the requirement was extended — somewhat un-
evenly — to the cardinal numbers, insofar as they are declined. But the manner 
of forming the feminine 'three' and 'four' in Sanskrit, Avestan, etc., is most 
anomalous, even bizarre (Wackernagel, AlGr, I I I , 349-350). To be sure, the 
vowel { i } , advanced to second position, is traceable — through metathesis — 
to a similar vowel or semi-vowel at a later point in the masculine cardinal. But 
the source of the Sanskrit {s} or the Avestan {§} seems unfathomable, unless 
it came about through sibilization of a fricative *[-f>־]. Avestan has indeed an 
initial {{5-}, not only in the ordinal but in the masculine cardinal (5.Bb). The 
initial plosive { t - } , at least in the Avestan feminine {tiš(a)r-}, may be rec-
koned a dissimilation; given a prehistoric *[pip-], the two occurrences could 
both have been altered, but in different ways. 

Semitic too, except for Ge^ez and the modern languages of Ethiopia (1. 
Kf), has a strict rule of gender distinction in adjectives. But as applied to the 
cardinal numbers from 'three' to 'ten', the rule leaves the feminine as the un-
altered basic form and adds a suffix to form the masculine. 

5.Dm. Many Indo-Europeanists have endeavored to single out the most an-
cient IE prototype of the ordinal 'third', but they disagree sharply.102 Some of 
them, in their thinking about prehistoric time, suffer from what the philosopher 
and mathematician Whitehead, writing about physical space, called the "Fallacy 
of Misplaced Concreteness".103 They have assumed an essentially unitary 

1 0 1 In Avestan { E a p w a r o p (nomVacc. masc.), but {catagro}  ,acc. fem.; Jackson, AvGr) י

107)); in Old Irish, however ceth(a)ir^ (nom. masc./neuter), but cethoir^ (nom. fem.; 

also cetheora יי, nom./acc./gen. fem.). 
1 0 2 E.g. Szemerényi, StlnEu, 81, note 69: "Brugmann's view: 'Die altertiimlichste Bildung 
scheint gr. τρίτο? zu sein' (Grdr.2 [= Grundrifi der vergleichenden Grammatik der indogerma-
nischen Sprachen, 2d ed. 1896-1916] I I 2 , 54) is out of the question...." 
1 0 3 Science and the Modern World (New York: MacMillan, 1925), 77, 85, etc. 
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proto-language, every speaker of which had one and the same word for 'third' 
— base, suffix, and inflections alike. But the evidence from the known lan-
guages points to a more fluid milieu in earlier ages, which afforded men a great 
deal of opportunity to experiment with various new resources for extending the 
coverage of their language. 

5.Dn. At this point we can add to the previous argument (5.Af) about the t 
absent from the Germanic forms of 'seven' (Old English seofon, etc.), but 
present in Latin septem, Greek 1 Ε π τ ά . Sanskrit {saptá}, etc.: that the forms 
with [tV], T H R O U G H M E T A T H E S I S , are cognate to the longer or masculine 

form of the Semitic cardinal — Hebrew and Aramaic {šib^át}, Arabic OJH^, V 

{sab^at|un}, Ge^ez {sab^attu, sabā^tu}^, Akkadian {sebēt, sebit}, 
whereas seofon is cognate to the Semitic feminine, exemplified by the He-
brew {SÉ/36â }. We have seen (5.Da) how the same suffix could serve to 
mark either an ordinal derivative or a masculine cardinal; for both of them share 
a certain excitement, a climax in contrast to the mere routine of counting. 

So now is the time to ask and answer why that most climactic ordinal 
septim\us (and its IE cognates) has no t added to the cardinal septem, unlike 
the previous ordinals guār | f | u s (from quattuorיי ' four ' ) , 1 0 4 gu/n | f |us 1 0 5 

(from quīnque), sex\t\us (from sex, 5.Dg). Well, the t was there already; 
the enhanced or strengthened form of this number had been chosen in most of 
the IE realm, to the exclusion of ",sepem (or ?[hepa] in Greek, etc.).1 0 6 

5.Do. The Sanskrit ordinal ^ יי :4־ %־ {turf yah} 'fourth' 
is formed from {cattir|ah} 'four'(accusative masc); 

but how the initial syllable of the cardinal disappeared in the process, demands 
an explanation. The Indo-Europeanists have reasonably posited first the 
dropping of the vowel, and in consequence the simplification of an unwieldy 

1 0 4 Here the -f- AFTER -r- may have been extruded from the cardinal through a complicated 

metathesis (cf. l.Gf,Hf)> leaving in the ordinal no trace of its former position, other than 
the lengthening of the vowel [ā] . 
1 0 5 The older form qwncto יי (ablative case) is also attested (Plautus, Trinummus 524, 

etc.). 
1 0 6 Also in octāu\us יי 'eighth', from octā^ 'eight' (cf. Sanskrit 3T ^ יי {astāu} 'eight', 

5.Ea), the -f- may have been interpreted as an enhancement. 
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consonant group.1 0 7 It remains for me to point out that the weakening of that 
vowel, when the accented suffix {־fy-} displaces it from the PRE-accentual 
position, corresponds startlingly to what has happened in Hebrew to 
{Š31iys|íy} 'third' (cf. {ŠDIOŠ} 'three') — unlike other Semidc languages: The 
full vowel {->}, when no longer pre-accentual, is reduced to a minimal glide 
(InEuSeLa, 190-197); that glide, however, still suffices to separate the conson-
ants, and thus protects the initial {Š-} , 1 0 8 whereas the prehistoric IE lan-
guages had to cope with a tight juxtaposition of incompatible consonants (cf. 
2.Ja). 

5.Dp. The syntax of the ordinal numbers in Akkadian agrees more with early 
IE than with the other Semitic languages. As a general rule in Semitic, an at-
tributive adjective must follow its noun; and on the whole this applies to Ak-
kadian, but with some exceptions (Von Soden, GrAkGr, 187-188). An Ak-
kadian ordinal very often comes before the noun, and it so happens that the one 
ordinal which in sound most resembles an IE ordinal is the one that particularly 
favors an IE rather than a Semitic position: "In attributive use šalšu as a rule 
precedes the substantive" (AsDi, X V I I 1 , 266). IE ordinals, while freely placed 
either before or after the noun, are more frequent in the former position; such 
adjectives, with their case endings, express agreement even when separated 
from the noun (as in τριταίαν ... 1ημέραν '[the] third day', 5.Dd). 

Another Akkadian correspondence to IE appears in "in sontim sa-lí-iš-
tim in the third year" (XVII 1 , 264). While the feminine ordinal follows in this 
instance, the same preposition { i n } that is shared by many IE languages (4. 
Ea) governs the phrase. So we have an unrelated word for 'year', but the oth-
er two words belong to the vocabulary that cuts across the language phyla. 

1 0 7 Mayrhofer, KuEtWOAl, I , 515: "mit Vereinfachung der Anlautgruppe aus *q"tur-"; 

see also Wackernagel, AlGr, III , 349, 407. Other forms of 'fourth' are $J ־*C'. יי { túryah} 

and S j J 5f: V {caturẅ ih} . 

The Greek personal name Τυρταίος^ is thought to have resulted from a like I E process 
of deriving 'fourth' from 'four', whereas τέταρτος^, the ordinary word for 'fourth' does not 
manifest tliis. I question, however, whether Τ υ ρ τ α ί ο ; is definitely a variant of τ ε τ α ρ τ α ί ο ς ^ 
On the fourth day'; it could, alternatively, be a by-form of τριταίος . 
1 0 8 L i k e w i s e , l i T D H ^ { H a m i y š | í y } 'fifth' from {H:>méš} 'five', except diat here the gut-

tural consonant makes the vocalic glide wide-open, and hence of the quality [a]. 
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5.E. Sem. (Akk.) {ištēn} 'one' :IE (Skt.) {astá} 'eight' 

(Heb.) {^ašté5, ^ešré11} 'eleven' {sa |hásram} 'a thousand' 
5.Ea. The Akkadian word for 'one' is {iš-te-en}^ (masculine), {iš-te-et}^ 
(feminine) — with several minor variants.109 Its Hebrew cognate appears on-
ly in the combination that means 'eleven'; e.g. (Num. 7:72, Π Kings 25:2) 

D i עדתי עט)ר 4 י ašté^} י y ^š6ryo w m} 'eleven day(s)' (masc), 

י עק)רה עצה ת ש ע י י ן י ^ ^ י ז ^ י ^ צ  .eleven year(s)' (fem.)' ף
Of course the latter part of the numeral means 'ten', as though we were to say 
'one-teen' instead of 'eleven'. But the vocalization of 'ten' — 

ןר ,{έκτ*} 'יען^ר יען ' {*so•} (fem.), λ ר fog 0^} י י Ε } (masc.) — 
differs from'-teen': {̂ DŠ5r} (masc), {^sreH} (fem.).1 1 0 

{^ašté^in turn differs from other Hebrew numerals in being devoid of gender 
agreement. The Ugaritic {^št^šr}^ (masc), {^[š]t ^[šr]h} (fem.)1 1 1 may be 
like Hebrew in this respect. 

{^ašté7} is close in sound to Sanskrit 3T "g יי {astá} 'eight' (in early San-

skrit usually 3T "gī יי {astā} or 3T ־ġì יי {astāu}) — and even a little closer 
to Avestan {ašta}^. The first syllable of the other IE forms of 'eight' — Greek 
"1OKTGW, Latin octo, etc. — is much less similar to the Hebrew {ייaš-}. This in 
itself might suggest diffusion rather late in prehistory, through a Semitic con-
tact with Indo-Iranian only; but the great difference in meaning demands some 
other explanation. 

1 0 9 The Minaean dialect of Ancient South Arabian has { ^ 1 t } ^ ; A. F . L . Beeston, A De-

scriptive Grammar ofEpigraphic South Arabian (London: Luzac, 1962), 40. Also an Arama-

ic cognate has been identified in the problematical word יי 12עש!"£א {b| ^st?) 'by the one 

(cubit-measure)'; Emil G . Kraeling (ed.), The Brooklyn Museum Aramaic Papyri: New docu-
ments of the fifth century B.C. from the Jewish colony at Elephantine (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1953), 173. 
1 1 0 Cf. the vocalic difference in Latin between decern יי 'ten' and undecim יי 'eleven', du-
odeqm יי 'twelve', etc. In English the difference between ten and -feen (the vowel being 
pronounced [i] in recent centuries) is easily traced to unequal stress; for in a typical context 
— such as fen years, thirteen years — fen is weaker than the ensuing noun, but -teen 

is the strongest syllable of a polysyllabic word. Only in counting do we habitually make it 
thirteen, fourteen, fifteen, etc. 
1 1 1 Brackets indicate obliterated or damaged letters, restored editorially (see Gordon, UgTe, 
46, 231). 
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What indeed have {ašta} or {astá} 'eight' and {^ašté^, the first part of 
'eleven', in common semantically, beyond being numerals? Well, both of them 
mark the resumption — or recommencement — of a count, after pausing upon 
the climactic number 'seven' or 'ten' (cf. l.Da). As the meaning One' is def-
initely established in Akkadian, the very earliest attested of all the languages 
here involved, I infer that other words for 'one' have taken over elsewhere in 
Semidc and IE, leaving only these relics of the otherwise superseded word. 
The Vedic Sanskrit {ast|ā, ast |āu} has an apparent dual ending ( l .Ad, note 
14), which recurs in the Greek Ηοκτ|ώ; this can now be explained as signifying 
originally 'one in the second series'. {-ey} in the Hebrew {<>'ašt|éy} is also a 
dual ending. Furthermore, after the period of the Pentateuch, {^ašté5, ^3š5r} 
and {^ašté5, ^ešré15} tended to be replaced by the combinations that use the or-
dinary Hebrew word for 'one': 
b V ייאמר עט}ר { ? a H á d ^ r y o ^ f n } 'eleven day(s)' (first in Deut. 1:2), 
iīíttf יואחת עט)ךהי' {w3?aHát ^ š r é* ŠDn5s} 'and eleven year(s)' (Π 

Kings 23:36, etc.). 
In Aramaic, at least from the age of the Targum on, the replacement is com-
plete; e.g. (Num. 7:72, Deut. 1:2, etc.) 

ר ^ובעיץ 6 Haed^aaaer yo} ייחד ע w mi y n} 'eleven days', 
י &}[!׳"[ א עםר ד א י י ^ ^ י י ^ ^ 5 Š ׳ 3 n i y n } 'eleven years', etc.1 1 2 

Classical Arabic, which of course does not antedate the Christian era, likewise 
has jJus• {7aHada^ašara} (masc), 

s ^ i i tfli]^ {7iHdā(y) ̂ ašrata} (fem.); 
{?aHada}, like the Aramaic {Haed}, is obviously cognate to the Hebrew 
{?aHád},notto {^ašt^}. 

5.Eb. Without any attention to Semitic, the first syllable of the Sanskrit 
I š f 1 ^ {sahásram} 'a thousand' is revealed to be, etymologically, a 

prefix *s!%1- 'one' (like the English indefinite article).1 1 3 For within Sanskrit 

1 1 2 'Eleven' does not occur in Biblical Aramaic. 
1 1 3 *sip - is cognate to the word for 'one' in Greek — eiW (nom./acc. neuter), μ | ία^ (nom. 
fem., < *sm-j — and in Tokharian — { s ā q ì } 1 ' (nom. fem.); A . J . Van Windekens, "Etudes 
de morphologie tokharienne V I : structure et flexion du nom de nombre 'un'," OrBuIn, 18 
(1969), 167-172. Ά thousand' in Avestan is {hazagram}^. 
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the same prefix recurs in Έ ־ψ י^ז' {sa|k£t} 'for one time, once'; and the 
Greek cognate of {sahásram} lacks this syllable: 

Thessalian (Aeolic) ΧΕΛΛΙΑΣ^ 'a thousand' (accus. fem. = Attic χΤλίας^), 
Chian (Ionic) ΧΕΙΛΙΩΝ^ " " (genitive = " χΤλίωι^), 

ΤΡΙΣΧΕΛΙΩΝ^ 'three thousand' (gen. = Attic τρισχΤλίων^). 
The Greek dialect forms evince a prehistoric prototype *k^sl-, cognate to 
Sanskrit {-hasr-}; the *-s- in a vulnerable position has been absorbed so as 
to lengthen either the ensuing consonant [1] or the preceding vowel [ e ] . 1 1 4 

Of all the Semitic forms of the numeral 'ten' or '-teen', the closest to 
{-hasr-} and *k^sl- is the Hebrew {^éšer} 'ten' and {^èr-} in 

{^aštéy ^ešréE} 'eleven', 
f n t o y ם י ח ש י ' {štéym ^cšré*} •twelve', 
 .thirteen', etc' {šaloš <>ešréK} ^שליש עשרה

The guttural {̂י -} is not the Semitic consonant most like {-h-} or χ - , but 
that is no great obstacle to the present etymology. The Semitic {r} matches the 
Indo-Iranian { r } , rather than the {1} of Greek; this is reminiscent of one earlier 
etymology, 

Avestan {daraga}, Sanskrit {dīrgH}, Greek δ ο λ ι χ ή , Russian {dolgá}, 
Lithuanian i/g־à 'long' (fem.) : Hebrew {?DraIbB} (2 .Ka ,AAb) . 

The IE meaning 'thousand' (ten times ten times ten) is at a considerable re-
move from the simple Semitic meaning 'ten'. Either way, however, *k^éẀ^-
: {^EŠr-} would be a pivotal number. In view of our theory that the Semitic 
{téša^} 'nine' as well as the IE δέκα (Greek) or {dáša} (Sanskrit) 'ten' was 
originally either a pet name for the litde finger of the left hand (5.Bh) or at any 
rate was used gesturally in counting sheep and the like (5.Cf), the Semitic 
meaning of {^éšer} or {^šr-} 'ten' would serve easily after {téša^} 'nine' to 
complete the count. But *k^s1/?- had no such ready niche after the IE 'ten'. 

1 1 4 The wavering between ΧΕΙΛ- and ΧΕΛ-, in an early inscription of Chios, points to an 
impending merger of the diphthong [ei] and the long monophthong [ē] in that part of Ionic 
territory. — The Ladn mflle יי 'a thousand' (mflia יי 'thousands'; MEILIA^ in an inscrip-
don from 132 B . C . , CoInLa 12.638.3,8) shows only blurred vestiges of *sm- + *-h(e)sl-. 
However, those competing I E etymologies that have denied the morphological analysis of 
Sanskrit { s a | h á s r a m } as One thousand' leave certain relevant facts out of account: This San-
skrit numeral functions as a neuter SINGULAR noun, whereas the Greek χίλιοι, χτλιαιΝ, χτ-
λια' is a PLURAL adjective (masculine, feminine, and neuter respectively) and accordingly 
was less compatible with a prefix meaning One'. 
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5.Ec. The briefest form of the number 'ten' in Arabic is the feminine ^JJS• יי 
{*!,aSrlun }, which along with the Gê ez {^ašru}^ resembles closely the struc-
ture of the Sanskrit {-hasr-}. {^ašara}, the Arabic masculine form that is 
used in combination with any lower number (hence like -teen in English, 
5.Ea), is phonetically idendcal with a verb of the simplest conjugation; it 
means 'he took/has taken one from ten' (Lane, ArEnLe, 2050-51) and is 
doubdess denominative — a verb formed from a pre-existing noun, the numer-
al. But in a derived conjugation (called the "third" in traditional Arabic gram-
mars) the root takes on a strikingly different meaning: j£,\s•v {^ašara} 'he 
(has) mingled, consorted, associated wi th ' . 1 1 5 

Upon a suggestion from J. P. Brown, I propose that the numerical mean-
ing — 'ten' in Semitic but 'thousand' in certain IE languages — arose from a 
more basic sense of G R O U P I N G . If the simple verb {^ašara}, or its prehistoric 
Semitic forerunner, originally meant something like 'he (has) got a whole set' 
(of men, or whatever), we can sense how that came, in time, to stand specific-
ally for a group of just the right size — i.e. ten, an ideal group. For that is 
what would satisfy human psychology, powerfully influenced by the anatom-
ical reality of the fingers; that is as far as you can readily count with the help of 
them. But from the time that 'ten', the new meaning of {^šr}, was established, 
it was liable to spread and prevail nearly throughout the forms of this root; so 
the vaguer meaning 'group' has lingered only where the meaning 'ten' some-
how did not take over. 

5.F. Egyptian {š(n)t} : IE (Skt.) {šatám} 'a hundred' 
5.Fa. Although numbers are very seldom spelled out phonetically in hiero-
glyphic texts, Erman - Grapow (WoAeSp, IV, 399, 498) list {šn.t}^ and 
{š.t}^ 'hundert'; and at least of the former they show clear instances.116 With 
the nasal, {šn.t} recalls most precisely the Lithuanian šimt\as^ (apart from 
the masculine singular case-ending; cf. Old English hund^). Without the nas-

al, {š.t} recalls several IE forms, especially Sanskrit ־$\ cī"1^^ {šatám}, 

1 1 5 Also, secondarily, in the "eighth" Arabic conjugation, Ij^A,1&י ע (ta^āšaru™(7)) 'they 

(have) mingled' — i.e. with each other. See Dombrowski, NuNuSy, 372. 
1 1 6 The dot separating {.t} from the rest of the word does not represent anything actually 

written in Egyptian. Rather it is a convention of the Egyptologists whenever the character {t} 

marks feminine gender. 
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Avestan {satam}^, and Church Slavonic c1׳nW {sato}. The Avestan {a} 
(and the first Sanskrit {a}), however, can easily go back to a syllabic nasal 
*TQ (or *$), as it does in many other words, while the Slavonic {3} would be 
from *VN (vowel + nasal consonant). 

5.Fb. The main difficulty that faces us is to reconcile the close resemblances 
to Egyptian (noted above) with the prehistory of IE, as reconstructed from 
many words in which the sibilant of Indo-Iranian, Baltic, and Slavic contrasts 
with a velar plosive in other European languages: 

Latin centum [k־] (Pokorny, InEtWo, I , 192, s.v. krptom) 

Greek *־e | κατόν^ (originally 'one hundred') 
Welsh cant"1 (= Breton kant*t), etc. 

The sibilant has been explained as a secondary development within part of the 
IE realm, somewhat like what happened later, in historical times, to the Latin 
[k] before a front-vowel: In the eastern half of Romance territory it became [£], 
as in Italian cento; in the west it changed to [ts] and eventually to [s], as in 
French cent (except that in Castilian it ended up as the interdental fricative [p]; 
cf. l.Ee, note 95); only in Sardinian does kentu יי remain to the present. 

Several theories could account for the sibilant shared by Egyptian with 
several eastern IE languages. The word might be of strictly IE origin 1 1 7 — 
spreading, however, to Africa from a prehistoric IE language which by that 
time had this sibilant [§], [s], or whatever. Or it might have spread from Africa 
to IE territory so early that the sibilant was just an allophone, characteristic of 
certain IE dialects, while the other Indo-Europeans — upon learning the word 
— spontaneously replaced the sibilant allophone with its non-sibilant counter-
part as appropriate to their dialects. I would be less inclined to trace this word 
for 'hundred' back to a remote or shadowy age of "proto-Nostratic", although 
nothing rules that out absolutely. 

5.G. IE (Gr.) Ηαμφοι(ι> : Sem. (Heb.) {?app5yim} 'both' 

Greek "1άμφίω^ 'both' (nominative/accusative) has an obvious IE cognate 

in the Latin ambo"1, and less exact cognates in Vedic Sanskrit "3 T̂T יי 

{ub h ā}, Church Slavonic 06a^ {oba}, Lithuanian abù יי. The ending of the 

1 1 7 Most Indo-Europeanists posit a consonant group *dk-, on the basis of δ«κα, decern 
'ten' (5.Ba). Their underlying assumption is that the prehistoric word for 'hundred' ought to 
be morphologically analyzable as a derivative of 'ten'. 
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Greek genitive/dative "αμφ|0Ϊν^ lacks IE cognates; but the Hebrew 0^3 יי א 
{?app|5yim} (pausal) means something surprisingly like 'both' in I Samuel 
1:5, which describes Elkanah's preference for Hannah over his other wife: 
"and he would give portions to Peninnah, his wife, and to her sons and daugh-
ters. And to Hannah he would give one portion for both/each [= for her and 
another]; for Hannah he loved, and/but the LORD had shut her womb." The 
context shows he was treating Hannah as though pregnant and in need of extra 
food. 

The dual • י פ א י ' { ? app|áyim} (non-pausal) means 'nostrils' elsewhere 
in Hebrew;118 but that makes no sense in the passage at the beginning of Sam-
uel. The Biblical Aramaic cognate י Π I E י א {7 [ י a n p | o w h i y } 'his nostrils' i l -
lustrates how a strengthened consonant such as {־pp־} is the regular treat-
ment in Hebrew of a Semitic consonant preceded by a nasal.119 The streng-
thened {-pp-} amounts to complete assimilation, whereas Greek is character-
ized by partial assimilation to the homorganic — i.e. the labial — nasal 
 The absolute form of 'nostrils' in Biblical Aramaic .(cf. 4.Cb-c) [־mph־]
would be ] י S א נ t { 7 anpáyin}. 

If 'αμφοίϊΐ'ϊ' occurred in the Homeric corpus, the phonetic match with He-
brew {?appSyim} (and Aramaic { 7anpáyin}) would be even closer.1 2 0 

Since the other case-form "1άμφω is frequent there, the absence of "1αμφοίϊν is 
probably just accidental. A longer form ",αμφοτέροιϊν^, with the same mean-
ing, takes its place.121 

5.H. Concluding Remarks 
5.Ha. While the Semitic numerals from 'two' to 'ten' are shared by all the ear-

1 1 8 Most often in the figurative phrase D 7} י י א 1" |=" א פ  י é r e k ? a p p á y i m } 'patient' (Ex. 

34:6, etc.; literally 'long-nostrilled', cf. 2 .Kb) . 
1 1 9 In the Aramaic of the Targum, however, it is { ? app־) as in Hebrew. 

120 ΑΝΦΟΙΪΝ^ 'for both', with the Arcadian form of the dual ending ( l . D c ) , is reported in 
a brief and badly spelled dedicatory inscription from the Doric city of Epidaurus (InGr 4. 
1611). However, the identification of the fifth letter as I is somewhat doubtful; see L . H . 
Jeffery, The Local Scripts of Archaic Greece (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1961), 180 and pi. 
34, #12. 
1 2 1 The I E source of αμφω and Latin ambo Trombetti compares with forms from Bantu 
languages: "cfr.... con am-bho- [should be starred], femm. am-bha- il Kupa am-ba, 
Goali m-baecc. 2 [= 'two']." 
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ly Semitic languages,122 and likewise the IE numerals from 'two' to 'ten' are 
pan-IE, only 'six' and 'seven' are unequivocally common to both families. 
Several other numerals reveal a more complex, problematical interaction be-
tween prehistoric Semitic and IE. Above all, our study should warn us to con-
sider more carefully what we take to be B A S I C V O C A B U L A R Y . Items that are 
basic Semitic vocabulary, or basic IE vocabulary, need not have been basic in 
more remote times. 

As we have seen, in this small part of the total vocabulary the correspond-
ences of Semitic to IE are about as good as those of Semitic to Egyptian. For 
the rest of Afro-Asiatic I have only the impression that the cognates are few-
er.1 2 3 The very incompleteness of the correspondences uncovered in this 
chapter suggests something to me: it was during the formative period of inter-
action, before either language-group arrived at the structure so characteristic of 
the classical IE and the classical Semitic languages, that the numerals — at least 
those up to 'ten' — moved gradually into the general vocabulary, familiar to 
the speech-community as a whole. Neither in IE nor in Semitic were most of 
the numerals integrated straight into the system of noun and adjective declen-
sion; the Semitic treatment of masculine gender, however, is significantly un-
luce the IE exemption of numerals from any sort of inflection (5.Aa,Da). 

A. Murtonen has recently made the valid point that the numerals are Kultur-
worter (no less than the terms for tools and agricultural produce): "Their prim-
ary Sitz im Leben is in [the] organized economy of major communities and in-
stitutions as well as in intertribal and -national commerce by means of which 
they have spread from language to language so as to appear to be common 
Semitic, some perhaps found outside Semitic too. However, the fact that they 
show irregular phonetic variations between different languages — and also 
compared with other words from the same roots within single languages — be-
trays their origin as loan words, often borrowed through unusual channels, as 
other wandering words."124 I would go on to generalize that prehistoric devel-
opments of language must always have gone hand in hand with the change or 
growth of culture. 

1 2 2 In Ge^ez the Semitic word survives only in {sanuy mawa^'aip 'two days' and some re-

lated expressions. Otherwise 'two' is expressed by another word { k a P e } ^ , whose Semidc 

cognates point probably to an original meaning 'a yoke' (Leslau, CoDiGe, 282, 509). 
1 2 3 Cohen (EsCo, 46) decided, without stating a reason, to exclude from his selection of vo-
cabulary "les prepositions, et les noms de nombre". 
1 2 4 "On Proto-Semitic Reconstructions," in Kaye, SeSt, 1122. 
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5.Hb. Broader conclusions, from juxtaposing the etymologies of this chapter 
and the earlier chapters, will have to wait until the sequel, when I can control 
them through a methodical examination of the morphology shared by the an-
cient Semitic and IE languages. Right now, however, it does seem to me that 
animal husbandry for various purposes — plowing among them — was the 
cultural development by which, most of all, the populations learned from one 
another. It motivated the spread of vocabulary: the numerals to keep track (or 
rather, to keep a count) of the beasts, as well as the words for different spe-
cies, according to age and sex. In particular, the pervasive contrast between 
masculine and feminine gender, which differentiates IE and Semitic (along 
with its Afro-Asiatic relatives) from nearly all other languages, is understand-
able as the outcome of shared experience in raising animals S E L E C T I V E L Y 

(Levin, PrlnEuThDe, 128-129). 



ADDENDA 

Here are a few final remarks, prompted mainly by the most recent letters 
from J. P. Brown and Roy Kotansky. 

To p. 6 6 (l.Ga): Witold Tyloch cited also "Arab, 'îdūmat 'soil without 

stones'."1 Lane (ArEnLe, 3 7 ) treats this noun S ^ I A J יי {?i y dāmatun} at 

much greater length. 

To p. 7 3 (l.Ge): The IE consonant D comes out / in several Latin words: 
Greek δάκρια 'tear' (Gothic {tagr }יי, etc.) : lacrimal;2 

sedē 'sit' (2.Bf, note 26 ) , but solium"1 'seat'; etc. 

To p. 137 ( l .Af): The Germanic verb cognate to Latin ale is likewise transi-
tive; e.g. Old English alep"1 '(they) produce/nourish, ס / י  .'nourished (she)' י
A lone occurrence of the Gothic participle {al|ands}^ '(being) nourished' is 
intransitive (I Tim. 4:6, translating Ηεντρεφόμενος^). 

To pp. 192-193 (2.Lb): The phonetic difference between gemination and pre-
nasalization is not clear-cut, particularly in the Semitic consonantal scripts with 
added marks. The Hebrew pointing flf)B might serve for [־nt־] (a sort of 
blurred pre-nasalization), scarcely distinct from [־tt-j. Josephus (AJ 3 . 1 4 4 ) , 

in his Greek paraphrase of Exodus 25:39 — "I1Π ב ט   kikkár} יי כ Τ "ID ה

1 "The Evidence of the Proto-lexicon for the Cultural Background of the Semidc Peoples," in 
J . and Th. Bynon (edd.), Hamito-semitica: Proceedings of a colloquium held... at the School 
of Oriental and African Studies, University of London ... (The Hague: Mouton, 1975), 56; I 
owe the reference to Dr. Gábor Takács. Wytold's list includes brief but informative remarks 
on 'kr 'ploughman', hlq/hql 'field' (cf. l . I a , h ) , 'rd 'earth' ( l . F a ) , b'/wr 'well' ( 2 . 
M d ) , gm 'threshing-floor' ( l . K a - d ) , hmr 'ass' ( l . M f ) , 'gl 'calF, etc. ( l . L a ) , šdw/y 
'mountain' ( l . I c ) , twr 'bull' ( l . A c ) . 

2 In Ernout - Meillet, DiÉLaLa, the feminine lacrima (pre-classical lacruma יי) is treated 

as an early borrowing from the rare, poetic Greek neuter noun δάκρυμα (best attested in the 

dative pi. δακρΰμασι.). 
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z3h5B Tohowr}, literally 'a talent of pure gold' — remarked, "The Hebrews 
call it κ ί χ χ α ρ ε ς " , i.e. [־gkh-]. 3 

To p. 208 (2.Nd, note 166): Roy Kotansky calls attention to many cases of 
alternation in Greek between β- and μ ־ . The most pertinent are 
β ύ σ τ α κ α ς ^ (Antiphanes instead of the normal Attic μ ύ σ τ α κ α ς ^ 'mus-

apud Athen. 4.21.143a) [taches' (acc. pi.); 
BAPNAMENOI , / (7 /1Gr 2 I .943.46) μαρνάμενοι^ 'fighting'; 
ΒΟΛΤΒΔΟΣ^ (InGr III.3.1077.4) μ ό λ υ β δ ο ^ 'lead' 

(cf. Latin plumbum יי); 

β ό ρ μ α ξ · μ ύ ρ μ η ξ ^ 'ant' (gloss of Hesychius; cf. Latin formica^), 
β ύ ρ μ α κ α ς · μ ύ ρ μ η κ α ς ^ 'ants' ( ; accusative plural). 
The context of β ύ σ τ α κ α ς suggests that β - may be the Laconian dialect pronun-
ciation. In the other words a labial consonant recurs in a subsequent syllable. 
Kotansky also cites the well known alternation between σ μ ί κ ρ ό ς and μ α κ ρ ό ς 

'littie'. 

To p. 209 (2.Ne): See my article, "'Snow', an Early Indo-European Loan-
word in Semitic," GL, 34 (1994), 75 ff. 

To pp. 214-215 (2,Oa): As cattle in early times were the main object of thiev-
ery — e.g. (Ex. 21:37) 
ר ישלם ק . חמ#ה ב . . ר ־ ו } ע ט י א ־ ב נ ג י י כ י wyi|ġn96-?Fš š0} ׳ w r 

... Hàmi5š5R 5pq5r yošallém} ' i f a man steals an ox ... he shall restore five 

cattle' — it is worthwhile to compare {bDq5r} (Arabic _ , - i o v {baqar|un }) 
with the Latin neuter noun pecus^ (pi. pecor\a^), which corresponds more 
fully to the Semitic noun than to anything IE.4 Can this be a Semitic borrow-
ing from a prehistoric IE language which (like Latin) changed * [ s / z ] to r in 
certain environments? 

3 His ending -£? does not correspond to anydiing present (or reconstructible) in the Hebrew 

of the Bible. 

4 However, the archaic Latín neuter pecu יי (rare except in the plural pecua יי) corresponds 

exacdy to the Sanskrit Τ יי {páSu} (Gothic ( fa ihu)^ 'money'; cf. die Ladn derivative 

pecūnia יי). 
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To pp. 224-225 (2.Qc): Besides the two verb-roots ב ה ב and א ג  both of , ע
which mean 'love', a tantalizing etymological connection appears in ב י  יי א ר
{7owyéS} 'enemy'. It has the structure of an active participle, although the root 
ב י -scarcely functions as a verb otherwise. What has it in common semantic א
ally with ב ה א י ' {?ohé5} 'loving'? Both ב ה ב and א י deal P א A S S I O N A T E -

L Y with an outsider, somewhat like the well-known IE etymology, 
Latin hostis^ 'enemy' (originally 'foreigner'), but 
Gothic {gastsK English guest•יי. 

To p. 271 (2.Zj, note 305): The derived noun μέγεθος^ 'greatness, grand-
eur' is very close, at least phonetically, to the Hebrew poetic noun {méġed} in 
 .'from heaven's excellence (or grandeur?)' (Deut. 33:13) יי ?i מגד* עןםים
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collective 189 
emergence of 112-13 
inflection 41 

nominative 16 107 127-28 
dual 18 129 
singular 30 

object noted 20 
obscenity 254 
obsolescence, resistance to 

365 
onomatopoeia 119 257-58 

275 277 
order in compouns 161 
ordinals (see cardinals) 

palatalized η 78 
paradigm, noun 16-17 
paradoxical agreement of 

numerals 404 
parallels, why rare 3 
participles 134 225 270 
passive 181 222 
past & future 399 
pausal accent in Sanskrit 145 
perfect (Sem.) & aorist 205 

260-70 
phonology of numerals, di-

vergent 401 
phrases, two-word 11 
pitch, raised & descending 

317 
plosive/fricative alternation 

55 
plosives, emphatic 46 

glottalized 148 
plural & singular suffixes 

104 127-29 250 312 

pluralization 22-24 
plurals, feminine 122 

in -r 113 265 
poetic license 21 
possessive suffixes, Hittite 

328 
praenomina, ordinals as 432 
preemption 152 
prefix & imperative 138 
prefixed subject 308 
preliminary imperative 232 
pre-nasalization 192-93 385 

456 
prepositions, borrowing of 

366-67 377 
present tense lacking 178 
preterite 210 
pronominal prefix, second 

person 307 
pronouns as anomalous 297 
pronouns, frequency of 365 
pronouns from nouns 351 
pre-nasalization 456 

r as stable consonant 280 
recessive accent 398 
redundant suffixes 326 
reduplication 45 272 
reference, explicit 360 
reinforcing suffix 361 
relative pronouns 344 
repetition of article 354 
root, verbal 73 131-33 206 

241 
root-extension 206 241 267 
roots (IE) as consonantal 133 
rudimentary speech 83 

sandhi 65 90 304 310 380 
satam languages 56 
Saussure's law 185 
second person pronouns 307-

325 
segmental notation 295 
signals of attestation 1 
sociolinguistics 27 119 
sound plurals 23 
sound-shift, Germanic 39 
stative 222 227 250 308 
stress, syllabic 316 
suffix, feminine 183 



466 Indices: Grammatical or Linguistic Terms 

superlative suffix 416 
suppletion 152 
suppression, dissimilatory 

202 
syntagmas 11-12 173 230 

239 250 

thematic inflection 149 
thematic vowel 144 
topicalization 21 
transcription 9 
transitivity 138 
triconsonantal 'three' 440 
triconsonantal roots 203 206 

217 241 276 279-80 

triconsonantality, origins of 
210 386 

Umlaut 22 443 
unsteadiness in vowels 33 63 

137 412 
utterance, one-word 242 

variation 27 
velarization 148 286 
vendve (Akkadian) 159 
verbal function as prior 190 
Verner's law 141 369 
vestige, pronominal 299 
vocabulary & morphology 

12 

vocabulary, basic 454 
common 1 
popular 26 

vocalization of Hebrew 12 
333 

volitional statements 299 

weak declension 62 77 266 
380 

word order 21 24 63 109 

Ζ (sound in Greek), 65 118 
154 248 

zero grade 53 
zero vowel 441 



Index of Miscellaneous 
Aceldama 86 
Achaeans 165 
Adam 69 74 
Agapa (woman's name) 223 
agriculture 91-92 244 
ambiguity of etymology 76 
Anatolian matrihnearity 329 
anchor-stones 197-98 
animal husbandry 119 

and gender 455 
Aphrodite 164 230 
Apollo 171 
artifacts 95 
Ashtoreth, Astarte 164 230 
audibility of languages 10 
aurochs 25 

Baal 252 
baby animals 113 265 
Bardiya20 
blessings 150 199-200 
body-parts 30 

paired 37 
bulls, yoke of 19 130 
burro 125 
Byblos 285 

Carthage 385 
childbirth 264 
city names as plural 65 
counting rhymes 422 
counting sheep, modes of 

429-30 
cow 17 
cultural words, numerals as 

454 
cuneiform 8-9 53 

Dedan, etymology of 47 
Delphi 95 
Didyma 50 
Dindymon (mountains) 49-

50 
Dionysos 33 
divergence 142 

divine name, Hebrew 152 
Dorian tribes 53 

Earth goddess 60-61 
Ecclesiastes 40 
Edom, etymologies of 46-47 

76 
eight-syllable verses 150 
Eshbaal 253 
Eucharist 231 
Europe, prehistoric 61 
eye & ear 40 

fallacy of misplaced concrete-
ness 445 

female & young animal 113 
Fertile Crescent 86 
fingers, used in counting 404 

422 
fire of Rome (A.D. 64) 410 

Gezer calendar 18 
Gibeon, altar at 164 
Gideon 255 
goddess 61 

Hivites 165 

Jason 19 
Jordan river 368 

Kadmos 284 

kneeling & blessing 200 

Lascaux 28 
learning in context 241 
legal vocabulary 214 
Lesche, woman's name 290 
livestock, twinned 51 
male beasts 29 
man & earth/ground 70-75 
mangled beast 220 
matriarchy 61 
matrilinear societies 329 
Mesopotamia, pivotal 'six' 

in 402 
milk-animals 115 
Mishnah, pronouns in 342 

Topics 
month of birth 432 
Moorish land-surveyors 367 

Nerthum(?) 60 
Nestorian pointing of Syriac 

55 

nomadism 54-55 

Oedipus 256 
Origen's transcription 157 

311-12 
ostraca, spelling on 30 335 
ownership 327 
paired body-parts 34 
Pamplona 28 
patriarchy 329 
Petronius 124 
Plautus' use of Punic 56 121 

156 332 397 

Quintilian 70 
Qur?ān, dialect of 181 

rectangularity 89 
rimbles 422 
ritual of Moses from Sinai 

64 
rivers 393 

Samaritan 152 160 256 319 
Saphon, Mount 216-17 
satyrs 28 115 
seat of god(s) 145 
Semele 72 
Sephardic pronunciation 411 
seven days' time 410 
Smerdis 208 
stealing & hiding 214 217 
Strasburg oaths (AD 842) 

359 
streets, paved 234 

taboo 41 
Targum 12 24 

vocalization 71 439 
Ten-a mater 60 
Uiird day 442 



468 Indices: Miscellaneous Topics 

Thomas 45 
Tiberias vocalization 12 33 
traders, vocabulary of 13 
trading (item in container) 

182 
trees, feminine 71 
triplets 49 

Ugarit 87 
un-Semidzed items in Sem-

idc 389 
uniiformity, schematic 142 

Visigodric kingdom 358 

water, control of 198 

weather verbs, feminine 211 
week 410 
wine trade 239 
wonder, primeval 207 



Index of Linguistic Forms 
(alphabetical by languages) 

1. Akkadian (for Afar a 
(a(-)} 206 363 
{-a(m)} 20 91 127 159 370 
{(-)ā} 19 295 
(abarti(m)} 376 
(ad(i/-u)} 395 
{aHurriš} 399 
{ a l ì ū ) 3 6 2 
( a m n l m a ) 168 
(an(a) ( m i n i m ) / 

a m m i n i m ) 387-90 
{ a n à k u m a } 298 324 
{ -ānu / - i } 17 
{arHā} 18 
{arkam, arik, ar iktum, 

araktam) 190-91 
(aruš) (Canaanite {Harišu}) 

243 
(-at(u)} 109-10 376 
(atanum, atānam} 120, 

127 
{(a-)atta(ma)/aftu׳ -àta} 

318 322 324 
{atti(ma)} 321 324 

{barn} 158-59 287 388 
{ - b ā r , b a i r u } 136 
{barraqtu, barāsu , bircu) 

206-7 
(baStu}252 
{barziya} 208 
{bélni]305 
{bēru} 202 
{bi-?-iš) 257 
{ t ì t ( am) ,b ī tu (m) , 

h־ti(m)} 51 53 127 261 
388 391 

i Agaw see Cushitic) 
{bucu) 293 
{būru , bu-ru-im} 126 202 
{bu-?-šú] 256 
{ b u š t u m } 252 

{cj 245 

(daraggu) 379 

{e} 30 87 374 
{eber, ebertum/ebirtu, 

ebirti(m)/-a(m)} 367 
370-71 374 376 

{ecemtum} 42 
{ela} 138 
{emata} 153 
{-ēn} (Old Assyrian) 29 
{eq lam/-u / - i (m)} 86-88 

91 93 127 326-27 390-91 
{erce tum/- i (m) / -am, 

ercet} 61 388 390 
{err i šu} 243 
{ešur} 228 
{-ēt} 446 

{gadū} 115 
{ g u r n u ( m ) / g u n n u } 98 

103 

{H} 43 243-44 279 
{Haric, Harícu} 244 247 

(i(-)} 206 210 
Γ0 53 
(-i(m)} 20 370-71 391 
{ i -ba-ú-ma} 388 
{ibriq, ibarruc} 205-07 
{ idā} 18 
{ i k k a r u m / i n q a r u ( m ) , 

iqqaratum} 92-93 
{ilid} 261 296 
(imērij 126 
fin} (Assyrian {ēn}) 53-54 
{in(a)} 376 390-92 447 
{inannij 395 
{innaH} 278 
{iqnūni} 146 
{i(r)rišu} 243 
{-iš} 397 
{ištēn/-t} 448 
{-īt} 93 446 
{iwe} 153 

í-ka) 397 
{kabsu(tu)} 110 
{kaldu} 112 
{karātu} 242 
{kaspum} 112 
(kimi, kumu, kumì) 

146-49 
{-ku}298 

{1)112 
{laHrum}43 

{m} 20 31 94 112158-59 
363 376 425-26 

( ־ m a | 324 

{maHri(š), maHrini/-ka, 
maHari} 397-99 

{mildu} 261 296 
{muniqu} 115 
(mūtibāšti} 253 

{n} 112 389 425 
{nāšu/-i , niyašim} 304 
{nabū} 82 



470 Indices: Linguistic Forms 

{seba/-i, sebet/se-be-it, 
se-bū, sebā(m)} 409-12, 
425 446 

(Sa} 351 
{ -W-S} 328-29 
{šadū(m/-i), šad(w)i(m)} 

88 456 
{šalāš, ša'/^udn), 

ša 'y^iím), šalša(m), 
šaluVitu(m)), 
śal i 5 / u 1ti(m). 
šaluVita(m)} 437-44 447 

(šalgum}208 
{šamani} 425 
{šarrāqum} 92 
{šiš,šeššet,šeššu} 404-05 

412 
{ši, šu) 351 
[šina}415 
{šiqlum} 145 286 
{-šu} 93 326 328 
{šuāšu(m)/-im) 325-26 
(šum(u)} 81-84 424 
(šunuši(mma)} 325 
(šūram/-i (m)/-u/-ā/ 

-ēn) 16-17 20 26 30 

na 304 

m 8 4 

qol-gi-da- 272 

{nār i } 367 
(ni־ , -ni} 206 303 397 

438 
{ n i a š i ( m ) / n ā š i ( m a ) } 325 
{-nu-} 325 

( p ū r u ) 126 

{q} 86 95 
{ q a r n u ( m ) / - a m / - ū - / ā , 

q a r n i m / - n ) 4 14 17 29-
34 41 127 

{qati} 391 
(qerbi/-am, q e r e b n i / - š a , 

qerebka/-i, 
qerebkun(u)/-kin(a) , 
q e r b i š u ( n u ) , q e r e b š i n , 
q e r b ī t u m ) 8-9 93-95 

((-)q(-)n-} 148 

{r}112 
{ r a m u / ־ i , remi, 

r ā m a m ) 226-27 280 
{rid} 138 283 

{ s , š , ś } 15 110 212-13 245 
326 424-26 439-42 

{samani , [sa]-am-na-am} 
412 425 

2. Albanian 
emen/r 77 80 

3. Altaic 
dolu (Turkish) 182 
kārt- (Yakut), kárt- (Turk-

ish), kertš i - (Mongolian), 
kârtji- (Tungus) 242 

4. Arabic (for Ancient South Arabian see South Arabian) 

I 21 60 183 202 221 294 ' 

{s} (see {c}) 206 

{-t-} 42 363 
{ t a 2 0  ־} 6
{-tama} 324 
{temen} 291 
{ t i š e / - ā m ) 412-13 
{-tu} 322 
{tullata} 179 
{ t ū ( ? ) a m u ( m ) } 4 6 4 9 

{-u(m)} 20 127 363 370 
{ugara} 87 
{ul lu(m), u l l i / - em, 

u l l i t u ( m ) ) 362-64 
{ ū m i m } 410 
( u n i q u ) 115 
{urHā/warHā) 18 
{-utu} 110 
{ u z u n } 36 

{w-} 141 
{wi ldu , wi l id) 261 296 

{z} 36-37 
(z ikarāta) 318 

qith 119 

satta (Yakut) 408 
ta (Mongolian) 314 

415 427 

ί 23-24 128 

Γ 1 0  ־ 16 19 21 31 74 91 2

129 127 108 

ù b l , b b l 120 127 

aJJLS. ( j d a j 449 451 

I, , 0 ^ 1 , β - « I a_J 74 

11' 

I 427 

456 

ο j I, L ; j I, 

: i I 36 40 128 

^o'J 14 58-59 62 127 

294 456 



Akkadian - Arabic 471 

£ » v י / f i י י ' 

> S I . ^ L S I , S_, ISI92 o | ע 324 321 ־ p I | p | , f, \J\ 23 
• , ־׳ 456  ג׳ג־4 י

- / ״ 211 207 156 ־ ^ Λ ״ ״ ״ , 
- J I , o J I 348 355-56 359 ' 2 7 6 a ^ y , 2 ^ $ · , 2 ^ 5 , 

3 i 342 349 a 23 115 ^ 2 446 433 431 ־  יצ11 ^

6 Γ 129 22 ־ j l l j 413 ό 1 7 22-23 31 

ÚΓ298 302 Ì J Ú / Ì L ״ 3 5 1 

, ^ -  I 318 Lo \jZ , Lo \yj, 1j-1_0 Iyj י

I 321 48-51 127-28 222 

99-100 274 379 

(Dlá 285 

£ î . « £ ϋ ί 3 1 3 0 15 26 145 212-13 251 
, , Ί 294 319 419 421439-42 6 ^ . ^ 1 0 5 115-17 127 

C l ^ l / O ^ j l ״ , J ׳ ־ 129 -277 | ·  ״
2 7 > ־< ׳ 8 ^ ״ 5 j 144 213 294 

317 2 4 2 

V 56 j j ^ • 1 4 5 ^ 103 

_ - Q י 1 י י׳ י׳ י י - י • ׳, ^ י • ׳ ׳ י י . ״ י י י  ·, י

/ ^ ^ - i » ,5.צ . 5 צ . 5 à 45׳•9^0 , o ? ' ' 

1-ί 1 5 7 U J L 5 429 433 ù j 98-103 127 129 

2 *ג 274.75 0 ״ 2 1 3 ^ . , , .  י

^ 2 3!2r;!5 ־'?לrr 
U ׳ י ׳..׳ _ l j I CJJZJJ I . , , - ־ י - , . 

( J ^ - Í 204 ^ J ^ J J L ^ « , a ^ y ^ , 

״ _ C o J 5 208-12, 
 · , £ ע1ע 457

, , 285 294 442 

(_>W^MXJ I C A S J J I 207 ^ L ^ Á 4 2 5 
216-19 

I . I . ^ I 415 Γ 2 4 4 2 9 ־ 4 4 5 2 7 8 ־ 7 9 

ό-^1, 0̂ 1 24 417 Γ ' Λ * Λ "*Ά , 3 6 7 ^  ׳ * * 0

1 5 2 127 56-57 51 ;£1M6 ^ • ^ 243-44 

C, ,'11 371 20-28 31 51 62 119 129 ^^,*^£1,21X1, 
145 212-3 335 414-15 . . . . 

Ο 56 109 311 317 419 •j-5 , . , i , l i 17 20-21 £ Γ Τ '1 י - 5 - ^ ׳ ^ ־  I י
AVC ^ 228-29 232 292 
י 34 45 ο 

~J׳ ~r 3 0 * ׳ 8 ־ ׳ f׳, ע־* f׳, ד  jLL 86 88 91 127 , ™ ?׳, 4

Ο ״ 318 275 - J . , V J - ׳ J _2M456 ^ 
1 7 G L־^־>. I 1 1 9 !24-27 



472 Indices: Linguistic Forms 

S^IUT 153 348 ' ^ ^ T 14 77 80-83 127 C^Js., i j j f 319 
424-5' " י - ' ׳ . ׳ . ״  י ׳

j . 43 244-45 278-79 .! 3 4  ׳ ^ ׳ י ^ 0

429 

J 142 283 
 / י ׳- / יי

j 36 319 

^ 424 

 44 ״

 446 י

( j ' L i e 115 

^ 3 2 2 2 8 , ù ^ , ù^l64* 40 373 
( ^ > J W - O - A Ì L J L S 3 5 5 

- b 222 
a , ^ 1 3 7  ׳ ^> 288 294 9

135 

1 Í . 1 Í Ì 3 5 0 ' . 1 3 4 ׳ 8 , · ' . . . · ' . " / ע  <  ע

^ à , ^ i î . ^ £ r  ׳ ^ 34 86 95 145 289 ^ / .
247-79 •T •Γ 

I _ ^ J J 1 2 Jo 46 

Ì J I Í , Ì L i 350-51 

Í U Ì 348 

 242 ־>_-2

ÎICJSÌ 147 

6 ! < > J I 348 

£ 43 60 414 
̂"־ י/ e יי « · יי · יי ׳< * /  

, j-ts I J^Î. I 367 

370-7Γ374 

GjllJÌ°377 <J>'- ú h i - v * . 6 > ' . 
6 J £ l î, ú > ' 11 30-33 

1S\j, j 261 

1»% 1 ״ ־ , b 2 2 7 

Jà, 14 ^ ^ ,י י ' 41 127-28 289 7 7  ־
S Ā J O C 384-86 

ב 286 283 138-42 • ^ 6 ־ ל ! - ^ 

225-26 4 4 

L J Í 93 95 127 
* t 

J - ! e , i U t , â U*p, <_^UUI359 

slK* 105-09 127-28 3 5 5 

 י y J / s / / * ׳י יי

J ^ L L 405 J H Ì * . ^ L c , L*5 3 4 8 

« , ' ׳ 431 9 / g J ^ i 110 232 

V. . ׳ /./'.׳ י w Is• 282 
<_Sy 1-**י י <*Jי- ־ 92 "-1-ע 



Arabic—Aramaic 473 

v ^ L S . 2 - ^ 7 92 

'fiś 362 

J 86 107 213 441 
 י׳ י / יי
2 , j J b 266 

ι ' Γ ι ϊ η I / C l d L a J / C J - S ~ , 

< jJ 275-77 

, J 8 210 

Jo~> 287 296 

j J - « J 0ב , _ U 263 

3 1 ύ , * £ > <JJÚ 181-82 

c > 3 9  ־ 2

129 104 44 34-35 

L : 3 0 2 - 0  ־ 6

< 1 2  ־, 2- 109 8

I Ju5>, <נ ό_& 348-49 353 

Cl^jjjb/ CIL^^J ) 156 

5. Aramaic (including Syriac) 
 fift.^fíft, fîfifc[ ־)א) 6782176202218

230 355 387 414 427 436• 
447 

א נ ב א , א 1 ב  197 א
א ת מ ד  !7 69 66 א
ן ד ו  36 א
א ה ל $ 355 
ך % / ה ל א / ן י ל -360 א

364 

ן ר ,א?ןךי ם י  no א
/אנך/^נה 298  אנכי
ץ 453 י | נ א , י ה ו ^ נ  א
 אנר:/אנתה 318

ן תו /אנ ן ן,ארלו  דאתי
313 

ע 426-27 430 ב ר  א
ע ר $ , א ע ך א / 

א 59 66 ק ר א י י ^ ר  א
 י376

 אשם 82

א י נ ת א , א נ ת -120 א
123 128 

 439 421 145-46 55 ב

 391 ב-/ב־

 257 יבאיש
י ז ו ה ! ן י י ת ה ב  251 ת

292 

 ב י Ì 202-03 א

ה 55 ת י  ב
ר ב , ' ה ר ב , י ר ב , 
ברה 24 , י י בנ , ן י י  בנ

434 415-19 196 

 בר״יכתא 384
) ברק) 203-08 ק ר  ב

285 

 ג 100 421 439
 גדי״א ,גדי 116

*-
א נ ר ו  98 101 (Syriac) ג

103 

j 23 51 141 183 262 
 י β י י 9 / · 99 י '99

^ á j j 262-63 281 283 

<j 23 183 202 

J - 30 

i l l 18 

C « - 33 

C>í IC>Í 30 108 128 

ה ב  219 ב

 218 גניבות
τ -

ד 36-37 47 67 350 421  ד ,

439 

ח ב ך ה , ב י ד , 
ן 12 247-48 ו  תדבחי
רה 428  דבו
ך 350 361 ד , ך ד  י
ה $ י ך א , ת ב י ך , 

י3א 118 128  ד'
316 ת  ע ד י ע , ד תנ /  ת-
 ע 319 419

ן י ג ר 1 3 7 9 
ת 382 כ י ר ד  ל
 ה 85 251 414
ÌĪ 153 129 118 109 ־ 

Τ 

!Ι.. - 361 

ד ה א , ד  349-50 ה



474 Indices: Linguistic Forms 

י ו ה , ן ו ח ל , ת י ו ח , 
ן ו ל י ו  316 314 150-53 ה

 129 85 ־ הן

 268 262 54 ו

Π 43 279 

ר ד ע ס ח , י ר ם  ע
א ד  449 ח

ן ו א י ע ח , ת י | ח / ה ת י ^  ח
314-18 

א ,חיוה ח ו י  153-54 ח
JT JT Τ 

419 

 434 חמיש^א,דומייעץ
440 

ל ק א , י ל ק ח , 

ן ו ה ת י ל ק ח , ן 9 ק ע  ד
86-90 128-29 292 441 

 46 ט

 313 י

־  268 141 54 י

י  437 ־ .

 414 128 121 108 71 ־ . י

439 

א  400 435-37 ־ י

 81 ידה

 י:ומין,ב^ובעא!4ום
434-36 449 

ח ל צ י ל , כ ו ת / ל כ  ת
268 

ן י .  128 2108 ־

ת \ . _ ,ייתה ,?תה/י<חה   ע

ן ה ת  337 י

 כ 271 421 439
 ־{י 350 362
א ש ב  110 (Syriac) כ

ך 246 ר  כ
ב 435 י ת  כ

 ל 86 213 268 337 441
 1 5  ל 0
י 388-89 ל ם , ח  ל

א 282 ע ו נ ב  ל

 מ 426

 מיובעא 170
א 184 ה ו י ל  מ

ן 392  מ

י 168-69 נ מ , ן 3  מ

 ן נ 34-35 44 104 196 416

441 

] 1 2  ־ ד 85 90 121 9

א 302-06 נ  ־

ר 31 ש  נ
τ : 

- ת נ - 387 

י  376 128 124 סלן

 410-14 59 ע

ד | 1 ע ת , ן ו ד ב ע ת / 
ן ו ד ־ ב ע ת , ת ד ב  ע
308 316 318 

ר ^  367 מעביוו^א .
374 376 

א ל ג ע ל , ג י ע , י ל ג ע , 

ת ל ג  444 105-09 ע

ד  400 395 393 ע

 תעדה 308
42  עטם 
ר 414 $  ע
א 448 ת ש  ע
 ,עתינןה ,עתיק

א ק י ת ע / א ע ו ק י ת ע , 
א 384-87 ת נ  ע

453 439 421 3  פ ,

א 236 ת ק ל  פ

 צ 118

 ק 86 204 292

 ה}ום/קום 158

י 146161 ג ק , ן ו ת י י נ  ק
314 

א ״ ו ק / י ״ ר ק / י י ר ק , 
י ר ק ת , ן ו ר ק י , 
א ר ק , י ג ר ק Ί 7 1 - 7 7 
435 

י ן נ ק ר ן י ר ק . 2-3 29-32 
128 

 441 439 414-17 ר

א  355 ר צ

י ע י י ב ר  /רביעאה ,
א * ע י ב ר  ,רביעיה 1
א ת י ע י ^  440 434 ר

 251"'רה:וט

א ל ח ר ל , ח י  43 ו

 424 110 82 17 ש

ת ע ב ש , ע ב  425 410 ש
446 



Aramaic—Avestan 475 

 שורה 17
 ,שבעה ,שמה ,עם

 שמהת,שמד(ן''77 81
 י 424-25 129 84-85

א 361 י מ ע  ק

ת 298 ע מ  ש
j *נ י 

ת 402-03 407 ע / ת  ש
ן 420 ו ת ש י  ו
 י שתייתי 434

 ת 15 55 57 71 145 212 251
413-15 403 311 308 293 

419-21 426 435 439-40 

f l _ - 108-09 410 446 

f l 154 128 ־ 
Τ 

ת  151316-17 >־תה) -

6. Armenian 
{akn, u n k n } 4 0 
{a*biur, a ibeur) 201-02 
( a n u n ) 78 83 424 
(art) 87 89 
{durgn) 381 
{-er-) 428 

י מ ו ת א / י מ ו א ת , 
א מ ו א ת / א מ י ו א ת , 

τ t : 

א מ א  128 87 44-45 ת

ב ת / ב י ת ב , ת  213 144 י
294 

ן ו ת ־ / ן ו ת - 315 
ר ו ת , א ר ו ת / 

א ר ו ת / א י ר ו ת , 
,ת1רי/ר1ור־'י  ,תוריה 
 תורין/ת'ורין/ת:וריץ
14-17 26 29'31 87 108 
145 419^ 

< תלג ג ל  294 212 208 ( ת
'437 

ת ל ת , י ת ל ת / א ת ל ת / 
י ת י ל א / א ^ ת י ל ת / 

(erek) 288 
(erkan) 99 
{erkir, erkri , erku) 6066 
{hing(erord)} 427-28 
{ i n n )424 
{ i šank} 120 

7. Austronesian puno, p è n o h , penoh, vonu 182 

8. Avar(o) ne-2é-r(a) , ni-2 305 

9. Avestan (for Awiya see Cushitic) 
{a} 380 413 452 {azam}323 
{-a} 19 
{ à ) 8 5 
{aē} 55 211 
{-aēbja} 30 
{•ân} 85 129 
{ana} 387-90 
{-àni} 299 
{aza} 232 

{-am) 127 

{bava) 151 

{cafjwāro. catagro) 445 

{-da} 350 
(dadāpa) 316 
{daraġa/-am) 188-91 280 

289 450 

 ,תלייתאה
 תלתום,תליתאה
43Ί 434-41 444 

י 425 430 נ מ  ת
ן 420 ת נ מ  ל
^ 4 1 8 - 2 1 4 4 1 ,תנ   תנינה 
 Y45 ייתקן־

־ י ר ת / ן י ״ ר ת , 
ן 412-21430 י ת ך ת / ־  ת

437-41' 

ע 413 ש י י ת , ע ש  ת
(in Greek letters) 

ΑΚΕΛΔΑΜΑ 86 
(in Latin letters) 

Ace ldama 86 

1' 

( j ern}398 
{ j m e r n } 125 
(koXoput} 218 
( m e r j ) 398 
{tasn}413 
(vecl 404 

(dasa) 413 
{ -ā i / -d i } 324 
{druxš} 408 

{frā} 310 

{garabam} 94-95 127 

mi !58 

{had-} 251 
(hapta(po)} 410-11 
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{hazagram} 449 
( h o / h a ) 351 

{-i-} 211443 

{karana} 41 
{karanait i ) 242 

{ -m}323 
{ m r a v ā n i } 299 

{ n ā m ā n / - ā n i } 77 85 129 
{-ni} 299-3TO 
{no, na, n a ā ) 304 306 

{ - ό } 4 4 4 

{ p a n t ā n a m , papo} 420 
{pauru, pouru} 181 186 

10. Baltic 1/r 218 

{ p a r a n ā / - a m } 185 188-89 

{r} 280 289 450 

{s} 57452 
{satam} 56 452 
{snaēZait i} 211 285 
{-st-} 316 
{staoram} 26 

{t} 410445 
{taro/-a} 380 
{-ti} 211 
{tiš(a)ro) 444^5 
(tvā , t ú ( m ) } 310 323 

{p} 251 317 419-21442 445 
{ { ā } 3 1 5 

11. Bantu (a)m-ba (Kupa, Goali) 453 

12. Basque erri 66 

{prāyo} 414 417 421 
{pr i tyo / -ā} 442-44 

{u} 181 
{ u š i } 4 1 
{ u š t r a m } 4 2 0 

{ ν } 55 
{ v a ē s a m / -ο / -manda , 

v l s a m } 51 54-57 127 350 
{ v o i s t ā } 316-17 

{xšvaš} 403-08 

{z5} 77 

{ì} 211 

(n-)kje 66 

13. Beja 
ane 298 
bi? 159 
l î r 195 
7a-dbil, ?i-dbil, 

7 i -dbi l - na 7 
hāy 152 
íkt ib , t ík t ib (a / i ) , áktib, 

n í k t i b , (t)ektibna 7 

14. Berber (for Bilin see Cushitic) 
a(y)d 351 
akā l (Tuareg, Sus) 86 
as (Tuareg, Kabyle) 253 
agayd (Tuareg) 116-17 
allag- 2 7 7 
baSši 252 

e b n u / b e n u / i b n a / b e n n a 
162 

15. Breton 
(h)anu/hanf f 78-83 
kant 452 

16. Bushman t'ku 48 

fr 195 
ī d 3 5 1 
igar (Sus) 86 
i h i (Tuareg) 152 
iHs/igs 44 
 aġ, -na', -na 305(n)־

korn, karn 32 
n i / n y 305 

lak 277 
š e m 82 
tū -būr 352 

s a ( a ) / i š š a , s e z ( z a ) / š o d u š / 
setsef/sadis/sedis/ 
s e d i s / s a i d / š i š e s 408-09 

s i n / s e n ( t ) / š i n - a n / s e n a t h 
415 

tam(et) (Mzambit), ittem 
(Zénaga), tham (Chilhe) 
426 

t a r v / t a r â 14 

17. Byelorussian ÌMH, íMeni 80 

18. Carian -υμα 50 (for Castilian see Spanish; for Catalan see Romance) 



Avestan — Cushitic All 

19. Caucasian 

20. Celtic ad- 395 

•ar-š i (Arci )60 

h-77 

21. Chadic (for Chilhe see Berber) 
fal (Hausa) 182 
ka:ma (Hausa), gama 

(Gidder) 148-49 

22. Chinese 

23. Church Slavonic 
ainA 106 
m> HeMt 390-92 
3eMJ1a 66 72 128 
HMA, HM6HH 14 77 84 127 
K03ā, K03M1115 
KOHt 147 
K0CTb43 

JiOKaTH 277 
w3Kl--il-mJ-ml-m 269-70' 
nuiaAW-a 263 267 
MiHon 187 
24. Coptic 
ANOK 298 
εβρΗσε 208 
( h / š ) 426 
Kac44 
Ν - 3 5 2 
(-N) 305 

25. Cornish 
corn, earn 32 

26. Cushitic 
ab-tē (Saho) 320 
 affur (Dasenech) 427 י
an (Bilin, Quara, Khamir), 
a n u (Saho, Afar) 298 301 
ana (Quara) 305 
antā (Awiya) 313 
aràs (Bilin) 243 

bus (Saho, Afar), bosā 
(Sidama) 252 

dig-tai (Somali) 320 

u2i (Lazo) 38 

tauai (Hausa) 48 kašī (Hausa) 44 
n ī ( a ) / n a , n i / n i 302 
š i d d a / s i d d u (Hausa) 409 

{ka:tj > { t r i e 2 , j i e 2 ) 117 { m a n 3 ) 182 

Hact, HXI HaM1./-H 304-06 
06a 452 
can . 119 
niTHia 194 
pojmra 267 281 
C 4 5 2 

cneKpii 327 

0e6t 325 
ae4Mt409 
a r t n 209 212 
CITO 452 

NOTB 163 
ου 426 
π- , πιρωμι 352 359 
paWp£1׳/p11/ 84 
cvau/a'eu 415 
οοκ/οωκ/οακ 288 

h a n o w 77-83 425 

el (Quara, Khamir) 44 
entin (Bilin), entan (Quara) 

313 
erkē (Afar) 66 
e š (Agau) 253 

frī (Agaw, Bilin) 134 

gargar (Saho) 273 
gúal 109 

harás (Saho, Afar) 243 
hay (Somali) 152 

T U 322 
ToypaAn 16 
uiecTi 409 
1 4 5 2 
11322 
Η 72 128 
EMb 392 
A 127 

coou/cau/ceu-, 
C0(e)/cooue/a!)e/ca 406 

( š m o u n ) 63 
τ - 352 
τωρπ/τορπ 222 

ny305 

h á y (Bilin), hay (Saho, 

Afar), 154 

il (Afar, Somali), ^il (Bilin) 
44 

is (Maġgi) 253 

n a / n i / n o ( y ) / n ū ( y ) (Saho, 
Afar, Somali, Jābârtí, 
Galla, Oromo) 305-06 

qaro (Kafa) 35 
qon (Ġanġero) 147 
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sabato (Kafa) 408 
s á d d e - h / s a d e (Somali), 
s a d ē / i (Galla) 409 
sum(-ta) (Hadiya, 
Wolamo) 82 

27. Czech 

28. Danish tyr 14 

29. Dravidian 
{ m } 8 4 
(nakku) (Tamil, K a n n a d a ) 

277 

30. Dutch 
gront (Middle) 67 
ho ken (MLGerman) 115 

31. Eblaite 
{a-dè} 395 
{an-da} 318 

32. Egyptian 
{3} 8 94 352 
{idn} 36-37 
{ i n k } 298 
{is/1z} 143 
{,IW} (yw) 152 

Γ } 225 
PgnyJ 107 
{*nH} 279 

{b3q} 208 
{brkt ׳ brq} 198 
{bw.t,bw(t)} 257 

{dtf} 405 427-28 
{drt} 352 

( H m n ) 426 
{Hn«y/-w)} 382-85 
(Hww('i)) 162 

{hid} 264 

33. Elamite {pir-ti-ya} 2( 

Š3n (Bilin) 82 
š m i n t a / š m i t t o (Kafa) 426 

w a š ē (Sidamo) 38 
w â l â d (Quara) 262 
w à r á d (Bilin, Quara) 141 

š (hácek) 443 

{navu, nam-} (Kannada) 
306 

o(e)ver 369 
voos 257 

{a(n)-na} 298 
{ in} 390-92 

{j} = [^406 415 

{kpn /kbn} 285 
{kr.ty} 34 

{k} (see {q}) 

{msdr} 36 

{n} 212415 
{-n} 305 
{n3}352 
{nbi} 162-63 
{npr ,pry / i / . t } 134 

{p.t (nw.t)}211 
(p3}352 
{ptH} 191 

{ q î b ( . í / . n / . k / . t / W i / 3 / 
.sn)} 8 94 

{qd} 162 
{qs}44 

w á r ā n à (Bilin), w á r n a 
(Khamir) 97 

w ē s 38 

y i n ā (Bilin, Khamir) 305 

tur 14 

(for Dasenech see Cushitic) 

{nād־ , h ū ־ / s ū ־ / t ū , 
sū'd/r} 79 

{pa la / -u / -avu} 187 

{-ni /-na} 302 
{-sù, -sum} 328 

{ r d , r d w } 138-39 
{ r n } 8 4 

{ s i M } 143 
{sk3} 243 

{sfh}408 429 

{šjš} (*srś) 406-07 429 

( śnw( j ) } 415 418 

{šn^} 212 
{š(n).t} 451-52 
{šš} 293 

{-t) 405 451 
( t í ) 352 357 
í־ty) 34 

{-w} 405 
{w3dt} 293 

{z/s(.t)J 351 
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34. English, including ! 
a (indefinite article) 366 449 
a-309 
-Ά-ΊΊ 
ā > o 209 
adrift 309 
a d ū n e > d o w n 139 
[7]aecer, [?]acras > acre(s) 

86 90 294 
a*> at 395-96 399 
agen > o w n 328 
alep (OE) 456 
a l ive 309 
-an 62 127 
-as 90 
ashamed, asleep 309 
ass, arse 125 

ber(st) > bear('st), berestu 
> bearest 178 301 

beseech, besought 167 
beware 260 
breht/be(o)rht > bright 

204 285 
bring, brought, [braeg, 

brAij] 167 
brydgum > brydegrome > 

bridegroom 68 
burna (-brunna) > burn 

201-02 
buy, bought, [baid] 167 

cairn 32 
call 174 
came 395 
can, could 268 270 
catch, caught, [kaact, ke£t] 

167 
-cc-117 
ce(a)lf(ru), caslf,es), 

c(e)alf(ur), ceal fra/ -um 
110-14 

ch 166 283 
c h a m p i o n 360 

[ l d ] E [ n g l i s h ] 
cild(a) > child(e); 

cildas/-(e)ru > 
childr(en) 113 264-66 
283 296 

cilforlamb 110-14 413 
circle 273 
c u m > come 158-59 
cweorn(e) /cwyrn > quern 

95-98 101 105-06 284 
cwicu > quick 155 287 

- d ( 2 8 3 - 8  ־) 70-71 142 4
donkey 125 
drench 57 
dune, d o w n 139 

-δ 142 378-79 (see also p) 

e 33 88 266 378 
[7]ea- (OE) 368 372 
P]e(a)ge/-an/-ena > 

eie/eye 14 34 41 62 104 
116 129 294 

[?]eald > old 38 137 294 
[?]eanian (eanigendum) > 

ene > (y)ean 106-07 294 
eeny(./-a) meeny 422-23 
emerald 207 
-en266 
ende > end 383 387 
enter 375 
eo 33 62-64 360 412 
eom > am 297 357 
[ ?]eor5an/-e 

(P]eorpan/-e) > erthe > 
earth 14 33 58-64 68 294 
360 388 412 

f-378 
[faiv] 10 
fay 10 
fifteen 448 
f i l led/ful l 181-84 
finger, fif > five 427 
for 357 

fourteen 448 
fruit 134 
fyll(est/-end) > fill 184 

186 

G g39 45 68 74-75 86 
gat, gaste > goat 116 
gebyrede (OE) 309 
gecyndu > k i n d 148 
gh 166 378 
girl 265 
gpl59 
god > good 357 
gr-75 
g(r)om(a/-e) > groom 66-

70 74 76 
grund > ground 67-70 
guest 458 
guma(n) > (ME) gume 68 

74 77 84 297 
-h- > -gh- 166 
healf > half 219 
hang in 178 
h ē c e n ( O E ) 115 
hilp(e)sB/-t > help(e)st 

301 
his 357 
h o r n / h e ( o ) r n , 32-33 104 

129 
H u h 242 
h u n d ( O E ) 451 
hus > house 162 
hweohho l / -wo l / -go l > 

whee l 274 
hyra > hire( l ing) 357 
hyrde > -herd 357 

- i - 265 
ic > I 297 357 
in 390 395-96 399 
ina mina 423 
 is > ice 368 372 [ל]
is 253 
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kid(e) 119 265 

139 112 
lad, lass 266 
lick(ing) 277 
lif > life 357 
lomb > lamb 106 

manig (monig) > m a n y 
187 

maeg > may (might) 268 
270 
me 297 
methera 423 
mighty 396 
misc ian (OE) , mix(t/-ed) 

239 
m o u t h 141 
mylen > m i l l 99 
η 41 74 84 106 129 
n o m a ( n ) / n a m a ( n ) > 

n a m e 77 84 

-0-378 
-o/a- 77 
[?]ofer(e) > over 367-75 

379 381 389 399 
o f d ū n e (OE) 139 
ol (OE) 456 
on 366 368 387-88 
owe, ought 167 

per d a y / y e a r / p e r s o n / 
family 366 

p in 423 
pray 200 
p u h / p u g h / p u e 258 
punch 132 295 

quick 155 

r 113 204 266 280 
recent 147 
rip off 220 

s 294 301 
sceapon > sheep 357 
se, seo (OE) 351 357 360 
seek, sought 166-67 
seofon/-an/-en/-o 

(syfan) > seven 402 409 
412 446 

S h 242 
short arm 256 
sing, sang, sung 167 
sit, sat, seat 144-45 294 
si(e)x/syx/se(o)x > six 

406-07 
sow 124 
sna(w) > snow 209 
spearwa > sparrow 194 
-ss266 
-st 301 
stan > stone 197 
steor > steer 26 
stone, tone 43 197 
streamas/es > stream(')s 

368 
subcommittee/-contract 

(etc.) 366 
sure 79 

swaes (OE) 325-27 

t 311 
-t(u) 166 184 301 
ten, -teen 422 448 
tethera 423 
they, though 378 
think, thought 167 
third 436 

thirteen 448 
ticcen (OE) 117 
tow(e)ard 141 
treasure 203 

p 142 310 378-79 
paet>that/e 336 360 378 
p é > t h e e 309-10 
(5ri(e), (3reo > three 414 

417 422 438 442 
p u / 5 u > thou 301 
{3ur(u)h/f5urg/f50rh/ 

3aerh /3urh > thro(ugh) 
377-82 

-u- 378 
us 304 

ν 53 214 378 
v i l e 53 
vixen, voke, vor, 
vortnight ( f 3 7  ־) 8

w 53 260 
water 287 
way 260 
w e a r p / δ , wurdon 141-42 

283 
Wendover, Westover 367 

369 
wile 53 

work, wrought 166 

y38-39 106 184 
ya1d396 
yldo (OE) 38 
yon 357 
you 314 

zir, zo ( s 3 7  ־) 8

35. Estonian (for Ethiopic see Ge^ez) 
kaheksa 413-14 n i m i 78 
m à r g 201 tarvas 25-26 

te 314 
iibeksa 413-14 
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36. Finnish 
as-253 
kahdeksan (kahte-), 

k y m m e n e n 413-14 
m á r k a 201 
m i n á , -n(i) 302 

n i m i 78 82-83 
sina 307 
tarvas / -aan/ -a in 25-27 

414 
teuras 26 

37. French (for Finno-Ugrian see Uralic; for Flemish 
cent 56 452 
ch 166 
charte, chaine, chose 166 
dis / t 300-01 
elle 362 
entre 375 
fee 10 
fruit 134 

griex (OF) 69 
i l , j o > j e 300-01 
le, la 359 362 

 5ל w < 1ף]
me 301 
nombre 168 
oeil 75 
par (excellence) 366 

38. Frisian 
- a / o 7  ־ 7
grund 67 

39. Gaelic (Scotland) 

40. Gaulish (for Galla 
κάρνον 32 
41. Ge^ez 
{-a} 27 
Ρ-Λ-1 107 
{?ana} 298 301 303 
{?angargara} 272 
{?anta/-i) 318 321 
Pantamu/n) 313 
{?allu/-ā} 362 
Pazn) 36-7 
Padm} 42 

Pag״lAag״al/?ag״l/ 
?agwalt, 7agwalt} 105-09 
284 294 

Pašru} 451 
{-at-} 446 
Payn} 44 373 

Pawda ?akl)97 

{bo?a} 157 

{c} ['s'] 89 143 

quern 97 

sowen, sawen 412 

cairn 3 2 

Id! 293 

{f} 135 
{férf} 134 

{ g , g 9 7 - 9  ״} 8
{gergel, gargel} 272-73 281 
{ g ״ a r n ( ā ) / g o r n / g u r n } 95-

99 102-07 212 284 
{Haql} 86 
{Harasa(t)) 243 
{Haywa} 154 287 
{Haraca} 244 

{-ka} 318 
{kama} 364 
{kabe} 415 
{kal?e} 454 
{-k w arāk w ar} 272-73 

{1} 107 273 

te314 
torvi 26 
y h d e k s á n (yhte-) 413-14 

see Dutch) 
-s301 
sagrament > serment 359-

360 
[sfk] 10 
sis > six 407 
trésor 203 
vache 166 
yeux 75 

tarbh 14 

{ m a n k w a r ā k w a r } 272 274 
281 

{-na} 302 

(q) 287 
(qalb) 94 
{qanaya} 148 
{qarnj 32 
j q u m j 158 

{r} 273 

{s} 15 213 
{sab^attu/sabā^tu} 446 
{saql/saql} 287 
{sanuy} 415 454 
( s a m j 82 
{sassu, sads} 405 
{sor} 17 212 

[ s ?

׳

1 s , ] 89 

andĠanġero see Cushitic; for Gascon see Romance) 
SVEXOS 404 TARVI, TARVOS 16 25-27 
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{s} (see (c}) [w-J 141 

{śalāš} 437-40 f w a c 7 a / w a d 7 a ) 143 293 

 ?,HIM6־״*1413 !"13
-«-) 109 warada}140 

1 ' (wayn)54 
42. German, inc lud ing 0[ ld]H[ igh]G[erman] 
-3 62 114 128 
[ 7 ]Acker 86 
[7!alt 137 294 
Η Auge 38 
az (OHG) 395 

B r u n n e n 201 

ch426 
c(h)alba/chalpa/-ir 

(OHG) 113-14 

-d67 71 142 
d (h )ur (u )c / -uh / - ih / -oh 

/ d u K e / - i ) > durch 377 
d u r h i l (> M H G 
durche l /durke l ) , 
dur ( i )hh i l 380 

e37 62 
eid 359-60 
eigir (OHG) 113 
ero, [ 7 ]erda/-o/-u > Erde 

59 66 390 
es i l (OHG) 119 

f a r h i r ( O H G ) 113 
fasel (OHG) 256 
fingar, finf (OHG) 427-28 
fullest 184 

grunt /d 66 71 

hateIe (MHG) 115 
h o n i r / h u a n i r (OHG) 113 
h r i n d i r ( O H G ) 1 1 3 

in 390 
[7]1st 253 

k 8 6 
kalb(a) > Kalb(e) 114 128 
[k h ] 148 413 
k i l b u r / c h i l b u r r a / 

chi lpura/ki lb( i )ra 
(OHG) 105 111-14 128 265 
ftlRd 264 
k o m m 158 

Iamb, l e m b i r ( O H G ) 111 
113 265 

mag 270 
meines 328 
mi skan (OHG) 239 

η 129 425 
namo, n i u n (OHG) 424-25 

Ober(herr) 369 
[ 7 ]oren > [ 7 ]Ohr 14 34-35 

38 104 129 294 
[ 7 ]ouga/-en/- in (OHG) 

39 43 373 

pfui 258 

queman (OHG) 158 287 

g l l 8 
geiz (ga iz /ke iz /ka iz ) > 

GeiB 115-18 
gefosen (Swiss) 257 

43. Germanic (for Gidder see Chadic) 
-a-77 e412 
ai 209 end 387 
at 400 e r t ā 66 
b285 (־)f-l(־), full 182 295 
d, t 284 finger/-ar 428 

(z}36 
( z 3 , z ā ) 350 

quirn 96 

r 113 

sch443 
sehs > sechs 408 
s ibun/septun (OHG) 409 

412 
-s(t) 301 
stein 197 
stior (OHG) 26 
swas 326 

-K-) 67 142 
then > den 359 

u b a r / u b u r / u b i r / u b e r / 
u p a r / u p u r / u p i r / u p e r 
> uber 369-70 

U374 
-un 62 
u o v e r > Ufer 369 
unser 305 

v é s e l / v i s e l (MHG) 256 

ward , w u r t u n > w u r d e n 
142 283 

zebar (OHG) 26 247 
z e h a n > z e h n 413 
ziga > Ziege 117 
z ik(k) in /z icch i (n) > Zicke 

117 

g ,gr67 69 76 
grund, guma(n) 69 77 
half 219 
h o r n 31-32 104 
in 390 
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[ k 2 8  ־] 96 106 4
[k w -rn] 103 
l / n 2 6 4 
long 189 
mag(-) 270-71 

44. Gothic (for Goali see 
AI 63 378 
{aigin(is), a igum) 328 
(airfa(i)) 62-63 387-88 
(akr(s)} 86 327 
{alands}456 
{ana} 387-90 
{anfar} 416 
{asi lu} 119 
(as i luqairnus) 96 98 102 
{asneis} 357 
{at} 395 
AY 32 35 
{augo/ - ins / - in] 39 
{ausin} 35 

{brunna} 201 

Ε 326 

if) 215 
{faihu}457 
{faur} 357 
{fera} 388 
{fimf} 427 
{ful ljands} 184 186 

{gaits} 115 
{gamain} 39 
{gasts} 458 
{giblin} 285 
{gods}357 

45. Greek 
a 31 34 40 58 118 218 227 

247-48 401 413 425 428 
-d411 
ā 2 71 109 128 156 175 177 
a 354 

-a-a-e 245 

η 35 37 41 84 104 197 201 
412 425 

0 32 
r ( < * z < * s ) 6 7 111 201 

265-66 428 
 s 301 358(־)

Bantu) 
{ g u m a / - a n / - i n s / - i n j 

74 

{h} 215 
(hairdeis) 357 
(halba(i)} 219 
{ h a u r n } 63 
{hlifan(d)} 215 218-19 

{i}443 
{ ik}357 
{in} 390 
{ize} 327 
{i{3} 357 

{j} = [i] 184 443 
{jains} 357 

{k}86 
(kalbo(ns)} 114 128 
( k u n i ) 148 

{lagjipi, lamba} 357 
{ligifr 236 

{mag} 270 
( m a n n a n ) 357 

{n} 74 201 425 
[ n a m o / - i n n ׳ iun} 80 424-

425 

{ -0} 114 128 380 

αγάπηΛα (ΑΓΑΠΑ) 222-27 
^ 281-82 292 
α γ γ ε λ ί α ( ν 4 4 3 - 4  ׳) 4
αγε(τ€)/ΑΓ1(Τ'), αγε(ν) , 
αγω, άγοντες· 227 230-33 

^ 292 330 401 
αγέλη, αγελαίην 436 

sit 144-5 294 
st-26 
[t*1-] 413 

p 15 415 419 421 442 
uns 304 
-Vn411 

(qim(an), qam) 158 388 
395 

{qiwai} 155 

{-s} 301 
{sa, saiwala} 357 
{saihs}404 
{sein(a/-ata)) 328 357 
{sibun} 409 412 
{snaiws} 209 212 294 
{stain} 197 
{stiur} 26 

{swes(aim)} 326-28 
{swistar, swa ihra / -o} 327 

{tagr} 456 
{ ta ihun} 413 

{p} 442 
{pairh pairko, pragjai} 377 

380-82 
{ f a r } 416-18 
{pata/-na} 328 357 
{pridja/-o} 442-44 
{pùns} 414 417 
{ufar} 367 
(unsara) 305 

{warp} 141 283 

αγορή/-α, Η־ α γ ε ρ ο ν τ ο / 
ayepQev, αγρόι1€1Ό1/-αι 
227-29 232-33 291-92 375 

αγρόν/-οί/-ίσι/-ων/-ό5/ 
-ώι 86-91 127-29 229 292 
390-91 441 
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"1αγυιά, αγυιαί 234 
"ŚSe 348 
αδελφ(ε)ός / -ν 95 
αε 175 
Al 63 
- α ι 4 0 1 
αι. ai 344-45 
αιγι νόμων 170 
αιδώς/-0Ϊ(α) 252 

-aîo־, -aíā 436 
αιπόλος 274 
"ΌκροποσθίαΛη (άκρο-

βυστία), "ακρωμία, 
ακρωνυχία(ν/-ς) 254 293 

μ αλίτροχα/-ος/-ον 380-81 
αλλά 342 
αλλέξαι 389 
αλλο(ς) , αλλοδαπός 213 

^ 336 
α λ ο χ ο ς 235 
αμνόν/-ός/-οί/-ώ/-οΐν/ 

-ή/-£Γ 106-08 127-28 294 
444 

α μ π ν υ ε 389 
αμϋμων 170 
αμφίδυμοι 48 
"αμφω, ־αμφοΐ(ί)ν/ΑΝΦΟΙΥΝ, 

"αμφοτέροιϊν 128 452-53 
-αν 223 

ανά(-), αν 138 387 389-90 

- 3 9 8 

ανάπνυε , "αναλέξαι 389 
ανδράποδον 72 
ανθρωπος/-ν, ανήρ 69 345 

347 357 359 
αντι , αντα 382-83 395 
ανω, ανώτερος 416 
ανώνυμος 82 
απέδρα 159 
"Άπειρος 374 
από 395 
α π ό γ ε μ ε 148 
απόδρεπε 220 
-απός 336 
αποσφάξω 249 
α π ό χ ρ η / α π ο χ ρ ή ι 173 
αρδα(ν) 62-63 

Η Αριστωνύμου/-0/-Ω/-ϊ 
335 

α(ρ)ραβώ(ν) 281 346 354 

άρτος 183 
"Αστάρτη 230 252 
αστρονόμος 170 
- Ś T - 2 29 
-ατα 85 
AT αυ 63 335 341 
αυθημερόν 341 
"αυλήν 356 
Ηαυλός 26 
*αύτη 341-45 
"αυτό(ς/-ν), 
αυτών/-ου/-ώι/-ούς/-ά, 

"αυτοί ς/-σι, "αυτή (ν)/ 
-άν/-ήι/-ής/-αί 327-31 
334-49 357 444 

1"αυτός 345 
αφευε 230 
^Αφροδίτη 230 
\χαί(ΓΗ 165 
αχρι (ς ) 398-99 

β 52-53 58 99 157 159 201 
218 248 255 281-82 293 
457 

βαίνε 158 161 
βάλσαμον 112 
ΒΑΡΝΑΜΕΝΟΙ 457 
βαρύ 104 
βέλεσσι(ν) 145 
ΒΕΛΦΟΝ 95 
Βερενίκη (Φ-) 285 
βή/-ά, βήτε/βάτε, βάθι, -β5 

58 156-63 279 282 288 
313 322 324 

βήμα/βάμα 163 
Βήρΰτος 371 
βιβλίον 53 
βίοςΛν 153 155 328 
ΒΟΛΪΒΔΟΣ, βόρμαξ 457 
βουκόλος 274 
βους/-ν 27 436 
βρέχε / -ω, -βρεχές , 

βροχή. βρεγμα(τα) 198-
201 214 220 280 289 

Βύβλος/-ιος 285 
βύρμακας 457 
βύσσος 293 
-βυστ- 254 
βύστακας 457 

βωμός/-οί/-μών 161-64 
170 250 354 

Γ γ 52 86 145 149 208 222 
225-29 248 271-72 286-87 
291-92 413 

Γαλάται 32 
- γ ε μ ε / γ έ μ ε ( ι ) , γ έ ν τ ο , 

γ έ ν ο ς , γενοϋ/ -εΰ 146-49 
γ έ ν ε α / γ έ ν η 401 
γ ή 347 
- γ ι - 1 5 3 
γνάθος 183 
γ ν ό φ ο ς 73 
-γόνε/-οι / -ου 146-47 170 

222 286 
γούρνα 98 
γ ρ υ π έ ς 287 

δ 52 145 188-89 222 283 
286 336 

δάκρυ(μα), δακρϋμασι 456 
δάκτυλος 428 
δαπάνη 247 
δ-δ- 46 222 
δε, -δε 58 127 345-46 349-

351 357 
δει 307-08 
δέκα(τος) 412-13 416 428 

430 450 452 
-δελεχ- 188 190 289 
Δ ε λ φ ο ί / - ό ς / - ό ν 95 
δέμ(ε ) 161-62 168 170 283 

330 
δ ε σ π ό τ η ς 356 
δ ε ύ τ α τ ο ς Λ τ ε ρ ο ς 416 
δ ί δ υ μ ο ς / ο ι , διδύμω/ 

ο ι ν ( 0 1 ϊ Ν ) / - α ι ν , 
διδύμη/-α(ς), Δίδυμα 
44-49 76 127-28 222 

δί£α· αίξ 118 128 
Δίνδυμον 49-51 
Δι(  ός θύγατερ 11(־/
δ ιοτρεφες , Δ ι ό τ ρ ε φ ε ς , 

Δ ι ο τ ρ ε φ η ς 198 
δίφρος 133 
-δμη- 163 
δνόθοςΑοι 73 
δολιχή/-όν/-ά 188-90 280 

289 450 
δολφός/ -ν 95 127 
-δόμε 161 
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-δρα, -δραμε 159 
-δρέπε, δρεμμα, δρ-π-, 

δρύπτω/-εν , δρυφή/-οί, 
δρώπτειν 47 220-22 286 

δύο ( ־ δ υ 4 3  ־) 45 60 3
δύσφημον 254 
δώκε 236 
δώρον 20 

Ε ε 63 248 308 311 326 
349.450 

ε- 160 171 173 177 
ε/fHE 312 
ε- 452 
-ε- 204 218 222-23 227 428 
-ε (ν) 65 134 192 233-34 
. 245 
, ε α υ τ ό ν 345 
εβα/-η 156 
ε β δ ο μ ο ς / - ν 45 347 351 

354 402 410 412 
εβίω 153 
( ε ) γ έ ν ε τ ο 149 
εγώ(ν) , εγώιμαι 300 323 

357 
"έδει 309 
εδος / -εσσι (ν ) 145 251 256 
^ 283 294 
ε δραμε 159 
-ε-ε- 190 
ε£η 153 
εθρεξε 381 
( - ) ε ι -414 424 450 
είδε 176 
είμι 302 
"είνατος, ־ ε ι ν ά ε τ ε ς / - ν υ χ ε ς 

424 
ε ι ς 350 388 
a s 433 
ε ισόρόωντες 260 
εκάλεσα 174 
εκατόν 452 
εκβα 160 
εκρύβη 215 
έ κ τ ο ς 416 432 
ε λ α φ ο ς 111 
ε μ ι σ γ ο ν 239 
ε ν 449 
εν( ί ) 390-91 
ε ν δ ε λ ε χ ή 190 

ε ν ν έ α , "ένατος, ε ν ά τ η 
^ 424-25 430 
ε ν τ ό ς 401 
ε ν τ ρ ε φ ό μ ε ν ο ς 456 
ΕΝΤΜΑΚΡΑΤΙΔΑΣ 78 424 
ε ν ύ π ν ι α 260 
εξ/ΓΕΞ/ΗΕΧΣ 404 407-08 
έ ξ α γ ε 232 
"εξήκοντα 401 
ε ο 193 256 
εορτή(ν) 227-30 250 252 

256 260 292 
-εος 256 
<·ος 214 
ε π έ χ ρ α ο ν 175 
em(-) 236 387 

, έποντα ι 401 
ε π τ ά 410-1 446 
εραζε , "ερεσιμήτρην, 

ερα(ν /ς) 58-60 63-66 127 
Η 293 η 

εράν, ερως 223 
έ ρ ε β ο ς 288 294 
εριφος 125 
-ές , - ε ( σ ) 1 9  ־ 8
εσσι 319 
-εσσι (ν) 145 
εσπιφράναι 133 
εστι , (ε)στίν 253 293 349 
εσφα£ε(ν) / -αν 249 282 330 
έσχατος· 347 
εσωτέραν 356 
ετλη/-α, ετλην 177-78 280 

291 
( f )έτος 345 
ευ 197 
Ευαίοι 165 
εϋδμήτων 163 
ευναί/-3ς/-ή (ETNA) 197-

198 
ευφήμει , ευφημείτε , 

ευφημισμός 254 
εχρα/ -η , expa(f )ε 171-77 
ε ώρα 260 

f 202 404 

Ζ ζ 65 72 118 154 237 248-
249 

ζέφυρος , £όφον 216 

£ή(ι), £ωός/-ή, Ζω^όθεμις, 
ίήση 153-55 231 348 

η 401 
η 349 
η, η 341-47 353-57 
-η (-η) 71 109 128 154 175 

177 180 230-31 252 260 
Η ήγε(ν) 233 
ηδε, ηδΓ 347-49 435 

'ήκε 312 401 
η μ ε ρ ώ ν )  ημαρ, ηματι־ ,

341 434-35 442 447 
ημέτεραι 418 
ημιβρεχή 199 
"ημιόνοιιν 108 
ηπειροςΛν 369 373-76 

Η Ηριδανός 368 
-ης 198 
Η ήσθα316 

θ θ 52 133 172 255 257 
288-89 311 317 

-Θ0 316 324 
-θαλμ- 40 
θεοί/-ού 72 355 
Θήβα£ε/-σδε, Θήβας 65 
θήκε 236 
θησαυρός 203 
θήτα 172 
-θι 160 324 
θρίξ 75 
Θωμάς 45 

ι 45 233 287 325 391 436 
-τ 347-48 
Η1άρδανος/-ν, Ιορδάνης 

368 
Ιδιος, Ιδίοις, ΙΔΙΑ 327 340 
Ιδού 345 
"ιερός 230 
 ικ- 53( f)־
IN 390 
Ίν αυτώι (f ΙΝΑΤΤΟΙ) 340 
"ίπποιϊν 108 
'Ιτύκη 385 
-ιτ- 443 

κ 56-57 172 215 247 284-89 
401 413 

Κάδμος, Καδμείωνας 284 
και ε- 173 177 249 280 282 
καινός 147 
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κάλει / -εε/ -εσσα 174 
καλός 357 
καλύπτω/-ψω/-βη, 

κάλυπτε 216 218 
κάμηλοι 13 
καμηλοπάρδαλη 118 
κάννη(ς)/-<ΐ, κ ά ι ׳ ε ο ι 2 8  ׳ 8
κάππα 172 
κάπρος/-ον/-ου 124 
Καρχηδών 385 
κασία 288-89 
κάτ(α)/κατά, κάτω, κα-

τώτερος / -τατος 383 416 
κατάβα 161 
καταχθόνιοι 72 
κατεσφάγη 248 
Καύκωνες 118 
κεβλήν 285 
κείρουσι 241 
κέκλοφεν 214 
κέλυφος 218 
κέρας, κέρατα, κεραΤοιν 2 

29-34 128 189 
κέρασον 239 
κεροΰσι 241 
κεφαλή(ν) 285 349 
κεχάρακται 247 
κιθών 289 
κίρκος 273 
κλέος 271 
κλέπος , κλέπτουσι(ν) 

/ -οντι , -κλοφ-, κλέμμα 
214-22 282-86 442 

κλήρος 347 351 354 
κοιμηθείς 347 
κοινήΑαΐς 10 356 398 
-κόλος 274 
κόππα 172 
κρέας, κρεά(τ)οιν, κρεοΐν 3 

34 
κρήνη 201 
κρίκος 273 
κρυφέίς/-ήι(-άι), κρύφα, 

κρύπτω/-ε, κρυψίνους 
214-18 222 

ΚύβελαΑον 285 
κύκλος 273-74 
κωμωιδίας 356 

λ 73 174 188 207 214 218 
271 280-84 290 442 450 

Λάκωνες 118 
λαμπαδηφορίη 134 
λέγε 322 
λείχει/-ουσι (-οντι) 276 
λ έ χ ο ς , λέ (υ )χεται , 
λελοχυία, λέξο , λέσχη/ -α 

(ΛΕΣΧΕ) 235 285 290 
-λλ- 185 
λόγος 347-8 351 
λόγχη/-αι / -ας 281 
-λσ- 112 
λύ κε / -0ς/-0 ν/-οι 0/-ω/ 

-ους/-οις/-ων 18 

μ 82 106 148 272 
μάζα , μαζονόμος/ -ον/ -ων 

170 293 
μακροπτέρυγος 190 
μάλα, μαλερός 179 
μαρνάμενοι 457 
με 302 312 
μ ε - 3 9 8 
μέγα(ς ) , μεγάλη/-οι/-αι/ 

-α/-ου, Μεγακλής 
(ΜΗΕ-) 271-72 355 

μέγεθος 458 
μέλι, μέλισσα(ι) 428 
μέμονε 171 
μέρη 388 
μετ(ά) 334-36 347 398 
μέχρι (ς ) 397-99 
μή (ΜΕ) 322-23 348-49 
μ % τ ε ρ , μΊ/^τέρι/μητρί, 

μητέρα 340 349 401 
μήτρα 59 95 

μηχανή /μαχανα /μήχαρ 271 
290 

-μι 302 
μία 449 
μικρός 457 
μιν 330 
μίσγε/-ω/-ον, μ(ε) ίγνϋ 237-

39 
μισθωτός 357 
-μ ν - 1 0 6 
μνά 169 
-μο- 45 
μόλυβδος 457 
μ ό σ χ ο ς / ν 26 339 347 
μύλη, μυλικός 96 98 267 

μύρμηξΑκας, μύστακας 
457 

μώμος, -μϋμ- 170 

ν 51 148 158 209 217 271 
288 389 

ναρδοφόρεΛοι 134 
νε ίφε , νείφει 209-10 285 
νέμε/ -ω, νεμηθήτω, 

ν ε ί μ α ν τ ε ς 161 168-71 
νεοδρεπε ΐ ς 220 
νεότης / -ας 120 
νεύρον 26 
νεφέλη 73 
νΓκαφορία 134 
ΝΓκη 154 
ν ιν 330 
ν ί φ α 2 0 9 211 294 
νόμος/-οι / -ων, -νόμος / -ε , 

νομή 168-70 
νύκτα, νυκτός 392 

ξ 235 

Ο ο 38 43 63 186 217 223 
227 248 335-36 368 

ο(-), ο 20 260 341 343-59 
ογδόη, ογδοαίον 436 
οδ(ε), Όδΐ 345-51 364 

0L 54 71 108 128 165 180 
260 381 

",Οιδίπους 256 
-01(1 )ν 2 19 30 108 128 
(/ 7)οίκον, / 7 οίκαδε, (/7)οίκωι, 

οικοδόμε/-οι 51-53 56 
58 127 161 330 350 391 

η 401 
οιμαι/οίομαι 300 
(/ 7 )οίνονΛς, / 7 οίνου, 

( / 7 )οινοφόρεΑοι 54 134 
136 239 

ο ιονόμος 170 
οισθα 316 
Όϊστοί 293 
οκτώ 448-49 
ο μ μ α 38 43 
-ον(-) 16 19 57 127 129 

217 336 401 
ονομα/ΟΝΤΜΑ, Η ονόματα 

77-78 81 83 85 424 
ονοςΑους , ΟΝΟΝΣ 121 
ο π - 43 
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opa, "opâi/ ορη (* οράω) 
178 259-60 

ορος 50 
-ος 17 91 108-09 127 155 

198 411 432 
οσσε 43 
οστέονΤ 1 οστοΰν 43 
ου 78 149 193 256 335 341 

343 426 
ού 309 336 
ούνομα 78 424 
ουράνιοι 72 
ους/ΟΣ, ούατος/ -α , 

ουάτοιν 35-40 128 
ουσίαν/-ς 328 

1"ούτος, "ουτοσΓ 342-46 
οφθαλμός/-οι(ί)ν 38 40 43 

π , τττ 133 172 218 231 255 
258 281-83 292 426 

Πάδος 368 
παιδογόνε 146 
παλλακή/-ίς/-ούς 224 234-

235 238 
πανηγύρεσι 356 
παρ(ά) 334-36 
π α τ έ ρ ε ς 278 
Παύλος 437 
παΰρος 26 
πεί 172 
π έ μ π τ ο ς / - ι , πεμπταΐοι 435 
π έ ν τ ε / π έ μ π ε 426-27 430 
π έ ο ς 255-57 282 293 
π έ π τ α τ α ι , πέτου , 

πέτρον/-οι/-α/-η 192-97 
415 426 

πιέζω 236 . 
πίρωμις (Egyptian) 359 
πλεΐ 308 
πλείη, πλεΐοι/-ον, 

πλησιφαής, πλησίγναθος 
180-83 186-87 215 

π λ η ν 342 
πλίνθος 283 
ποδοι ϊν 3 
ποίει, ποιε ίτε 231 
ποιμήν 357 
πολύ(ς ) , 
πολύδακρυν/ -χρϋσος , 

πολλή/-όν 13 180-81 
185-86 336 353 

πόσθη(ν) 252-55 293 
π ό τ ε ρ ο ν 418 
πούς 256 
πρέπε ι , -πρεπές 198 
προ 310 382-83 
πρόβα 160 322 
πρόβατον , προβάτων 339 

357 
π ρ ό μ ο ς 45 
πρός/προτί 383 395 
πρόφερε 135 
πτερά/-όν , πτήθι 189-94 

197 291 415 426 
π(τ)όλεμος / -ν 231-32 
πύος/-ους, π ϋ θ ε τ α ι / ο μ α ι 

256-58 
πυρρός 125 

? 1 7 2 

ρ 86 174 196 202-03 207 
217-18 271 281 441 

Ραχήλ (Heb.) 43 
ρεί 308 

"Ροδανός 368 

Σ σ -ς 72 207 235 256-57 
310 359 414 

σάκκοι 124 288-89 
σάτυροι 28-29 
Σαύλος 437 
σβέσαι 248 
-σγ- 237 
σε (χρή) 9 173 175 297 307-

312 322 
σεαυτον 345 
Σεμέλη/α 72 75 128 
ΣΗΣΤ- 434 
-σι(ν) 242 324-26 
-σι- 186 215 
σΐγα, σΐγηλός/-ή 269 
σίΎ/κλοι/-ος 145 286-87 
-σκ(α) 237 280 290 
σκορπιός 282 
(σ)μάραγδος, σμαραγει(ν) / 

-ήσηι, Σμάραγον/ -ε , 
Σμέρδις 207-08 286 

(σ)μΐκρός 457 
σ ο ς 356 
σ π - 248 
-σσ- 245-47 405 
στάτε /στήτε 401 

στεφανηφορία(ν) 134 
σ τ έ ρ γ ε ι ν , στοργή 223 
σύ 321-23 
συμπροπέμψαι 338 
συς , συός/-ών 124 
σφαγή/-αί , σφάζε , σφάξε ις , 

σφάξαντες / -α 247-50 282 
σφίσι(ν), σφι 325-26 

τ 2 15 145 172 232 294 341 
354 357 410 426 442-46 

-τα 383 
τάδ(ε) 346 
ταΐς 356 
τ ά λ α ν τ ο ν 178 
-τατος 416 
ταΰ 172 
ταυρόκερων 33 
ταύρον/-οι / -ε / -ος , ταύρω/ 

-οιν/-ων, ταΰρ', Ταυρώ 2 
5 13-20 24-31 51 62 71 
119 129-30 170 250 294 
335 346 414 

τ αυροσφάγωι / -σφαγοΰντε ς 
250 

ταύτηιΛαι, ταΰτ(α) 341 346 
ταυτό(ν)/-ά 345 
τα*ώς 226 
τε 394 
-τε 312-14 
τεκνογόνο ι 147 
τελαμών 178 
τέλειΑεσσα, τέλος / - ε (σ)  ־

174 
τ έ μ ε ν ο ς 291 
-τερ- 416-18 
Τ έ ρ τ ι ο ς 437 
τ έ τ α ρ τ ο ς , τ εταρταΐος 416 

433 447 
τηθίδι 340 
τή(ι) /τάι , της , την 341 344 

352 356-57 436 442 
-τι 242 383 
τΓτυροι 28-29 
τ λ - 4 4 1 
τλήθι, τέτληκε(ν) 178 291 

441 
τό(ν) , τοΰ 20 336 343-45 

352-57 368 
τούτο , τούτωι 341-45 
τρ- 441 
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τρείς/ΤΡΕΣ/ΤΡΕΕΣ 414 433 
τρέμοντιΑουσι 401 
τρέφε / -ος 198 
τρεχε / -η( ι ) 380-81 
τρι- 49 
τρίδυμοι 49 
τρία, τρί(τα)τος/-ωι, 

τρίτΊ/^νΖ-ι), τριταίος / 
-οι/-α, τριταία(!«) 416 
431 434-47 

τριετής , τρ ιστάτης 444 
ΤΡΙΣΧΕΛΙΩΝ/τρισχΤλίων 450 
τρίχα, τριχόςΛί 75 
τροχό ς/-οί, -τροχ- 380-81 
-ττ- 245 247 
τ — τ - 442-43 
Τυρταίος 447 
τώι, των 341 344 357 

υ 45 82 181 216-18 222 321 
332 373-74 

υγιής 153 
υδριαφόρε 134 
υδωρ/-ατος 287 373 
υιός 392 

1"ϋμέτεραι 418 
-υο- 257 
υπερ/'υίτείρΛύπ'ερ 357 367-

376 381 389 398 

46. Harari ā n 301 

υττο(-) 236 373 375 392 
*υποπετριδίων 195 

Φ φ 52 133 135 151 218 
248 258 285 289 325 

φαυλότατης 356 
φέρε, δέρ(ε)τε , φερεοικοι 

 φόρος/-ε/-οι, -φορία(־)
131-36 146 279 

φέρτερος/- ι 416 
φευ 258 
φιλείνΑία 223 
φλέγεται , φλόξ/-γα 204 

207 285-86 
 φορ- (see φέρε)(־)
φρέαρ/-ατα (ΦΡΗΡ/φρείαρ, 

φρείΑτα) 201-03 
φυ 151 258 
φύλαξ/-κος/-σσ- 246-47 

Χ χ 52 67 133 172 177 188 
194 235 245 271 288-90 
450 

χάλαγα 212 
Χαλδαιοι 112 
χαμαί/ -άζε 64-68 
χάρασσ (ε ) /-ττε /-ξ/-κος, 

χαρασσέμεναι , χαρακτήρ 
243-47 280 322 

χάριςΑιτας , χάρτης 166 

χ ε ί μ α / χ ε ι μ ώ ν , χ ε ι μ έ ρ ι ο ς / 
χ ε ι μ ε ρ ι ν ό ς 125 

χείρ , χε ίρα , χειρί 352 391 
398 

ΧΕΛΛΙΑΣ, ΧΕΙΛΙΩΝ 450 
Χετταίοι 165 
χθαμαλοΰς 73 
χ θ ε ς 67 
χθων, χθονί / -ός 14 66-70 

׳ 73-76 194 
χ1λιοι/-α(ι), χΤλίας/-ων 450 
χίμαρος/ -ν 115 119 124-27 
χι των 13 289 
-ΧΡ- 398 
χρά(ι)/-ή(ι) , χρή , χρειώ, 

χρέοςΛως (χρε ίος ) , 
χραύσηι 171-76 288 307-
309 312 323 

χ ρ υ σ ό ς , χ ρ υ σ ο ν ό μ ε / 
-νομου/-γονου 13 170 

ψΰχήν 357 

ω 19 71 108 128 130 163 
^ 221 238 449 
ωικοδόμησαν 330 
ωκύπτερος 196 
-ών 90 129 334 
ωύτός 344 

 אלתה 156
\ψ, 34-40 14 אץנים 

' 2 9 4 128-29 104 

ד ח א ת , ח  433449 א

ר ח א , ן ו ר ח א  347 ה
j - - I -: - τ 
399 

! 4 5 י 8 ו  א
ש ת ,(ד,)איץ ש ב ־ ש י  א

393 347 345 341 253 6 9 -
457 394 

ר 92 כ  א
JT י 

ל 299 322-23  א

(for Hadiya see Cushitic; for Hausa see Chadic) 

47. Hebrew 
 א 36 60 66-67 150 176-77
225 202 200 194 185-90 
331 312 294 289 281 229 

427-28 335 

 א.. 183 191 259
ן 313 ־ / ם ה י ב  א
ן ב א / י נ ב א , ם י נ ב א , 

ר ב & , ' ה ר ב א י ,  י י
ν ״ \τ : ν 

ו 31 189-90193 ת ר ב א -
426 415 197 

 ארמוני,אדים,אדום
ι ν : \ τ • : -

46 76 

 ,אדמה ,אדם
 ,אדמת,והאדמה
י ת מ ד א , י ת מ ד  14 א
66-76 127-28 1Μ-85 199 
303 353 360 387 433 

356  אתיף 
 ,אהבה,אהבה

JT ־ :־ Τ AT V: 

ב ה א , ו ב ה א , 
י ת ב ה א , ' ב ה א , 
י ׳ ב ס א מ  מאבקיה ,
281 222-27  באהבתה 

τ τ ־: - : 
458 
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ל 393  א
ל 356-57 361-62 א / ה ל  א
 א?*א 341-42
ן ו ל א , י ת ל א , 
 אליהי,איליהים 121
 האנח,אנחתי,אנחה

j ד τ זו • τ : ־* ־ τ ״ ו 

277-78 

י נ א / י נ א / י כ נ א / י כ נ  א
313 2 9 8 - 3 0 2 V 2  י 0

453  אפים/אפים 
ת ו ע ב צ א " ע ב ר א , 

 ,ארבעה
( ] ־ ) ם ת ^ ב ך א , 
ע 404 424-30 433 ב צ  א

 אריה 433
ע # ך א / ה כ ־ $ ־ ך ,  ,או

: 1 8 ו 8 כ ך א , ע ך ' ר א -
453 450'289 281 268 191 

,ארץ/ארץ  ,הארץ 
I ד ê™ I ν AT I ד /τ τ 

י צ ר א ,  /ארצה 
\• : - τ :IT 

 68 63-65 59 33 ארצה
70 75 97 127 185 293 347 
360 376 412 444 

ש א ל , ע ב ש  293 253 א
- rr : V 

 אישה(!!) 355 394
( ה ״ ת א / ה ת א / ה ת א / 
V ׳JT ־ Τ AT Τ ־ 

־ 318 ת  א
ת 321 א / ת א / י ת  א

-אתנה/אתןלאתם 312
- ·· τ ־ ״ / I י - ·.·/
314 

ן ו ת א , f1(1־)i0)f18 12a 
124 129 

ת ו א , ת ^ ת ^ א , 
ו 331 י י ת ת א , י ת ת  א
ת א / ־ ת א / ת ^ , 

 /א^תם/אתהם
 /אסהן,אותהם
ן ת א י / תהן ו א  י /
 /אתצם,א'(ו)תנה
 ,אותכם
 ,א(0תי,א(0אה
ו ת א ,  ,אתי,אתה 
 /אתי,אתצם,אתם
ת 329-42 347 369  א

 ב 52-55 145-46 157 159

281 258 256 208 197 1 9 4 -

427 421 371 292 283 

־ 376 390 ב / ־ ן  ב
א ב , א 0 ) ב , ו א ב , 

 ,ביאתם/־ן,באה
 /וב#ע,וב־^!ם
י ת א ב ו \ נ א ב , 

τ <ד 
א 57-58 139 150 ( 1 ) ב  ת
303 287 282 279 156-61 
324 322 313 

ר א ב , ת ר א ב , 
 ,בורי,באלגיה
ר 201-03 371 407 א ב  ה
456 

ש י א ב , ו ן ע א ב , 
 ,ובא/צ,בא$ם

ש 256-58 א ב י  ו
 בוץ 293

תה) ביתה י ב ו ) , 
ת ביתה י ב / ת י ב , 

 ΓΤ י - י ״ / : ד

 הבתים 51-5255-58
353 252 161 127 

 בוכיה 320
 אבליגה 207
 ,בבעת,(ה')בםה

ת 163-64170 354 ו מ  ב
Ì Ì ־ ן ב / ך ב י • נ ב , 
196 122 24  בני,בנים 

430 415 404 392 333 205 
436 

־ ה נ ב  ,בונה־/בנה ,
י נ : ב , ן ב י ' , ן ב י ר  י ׳
 בנו',בנה',ויבינה
283 177 170 168 161-62 
330-31 

ל 252-54 ע ב / ל ע  ב
- - -π 

ר 456 ק  ב
א 136 ר ב א , ל  ב
ר 213 ר  ב
ת צ ך ב , ו ה כ ר ב , 

 ,?רציה,ברכה
 ,אברצףע/אברצה

JT : Τ ־: Τ Α" Τ ־: 

ך ,נברצה ו ר ב , 
JT : * I < τ 

ך ר ב  ,ב:רכה ,
ך ד ± כ , ו נ צ ר ב י , 
ך ר ב ך , ר ב ך , ר ? , 
ך ר ב י ! 198-201 214 

279 2'89 303 384 444 
 ,ברקיו,ברוק ברק
I Τ Τ \ } J : ÍJT τ : 

ן י ר ב ת , , ר ר ב / 
ת 2 ק ר ב w 2 8  08־ 6
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 ,תבו־ע,ברעייי,ביהצ
ו ^ ב ת , ^ : ב ת , 
: ן ע ו ב א , ה צ ? ב א , 
b Ì f i ! , ì ^ à ! 250-56 

282 292-93 299 307-12 

 בט)בעי,בק)ם/ב'ט)ם
112' 

ר 32 ( ט ב  בט5ר ,
 ו ז< : -ו

) 292 283-86 272 236 225 

421 

י 219 ב ?  י

ל 285 ב ג , י ל ב  ג
י ד ג / י ד ג ,  ,גרייה 

 גר^תייך/גדיירןיף
119 116 

 ל ד ג , י ל ד ג / י ל ד ג , 
τ : / ״ : ״ / : 

ל 272 312 ד ג  י
ן 255 ו ע ך  ג
ל 272-73 ג ל  ג
 גמליהם 13

 ,גניבני,גנלתו,גנבץ
^ ? , ' ו צ נ י ג / י ב נ ג , ' 
ע ן ו צ י נ ג , י ח ב נ ג ״ / 
ב ו נ ג ! ם י ב ו נ ג , ' 
ffiSta, 214 92 ב י נ ג י -
457 442 282-86 220 

ל ר ו ג  354 347 ה
ן ל ג ת , ו נ ר ג , ת ו נ ך  ג

96-105 128 456 

hU}ì 287 

 283 272 267 142 67 47 ד

319 421 

 אךברה 299-300
ר 347-48 ב ד  ה
ע ב ר . ם י ר ב ד , 

AT : A־ : 

 דברה 428
ן ד  י 47 ד

י ד ^ ד ^ ת ד ד , י ! ר ד '  ד
340 

ת 316 319 ע ד י / ת ע ד  י
τ : π τ τ : /  τ ־

ך י ־ ר / ך ר ד ך , כ ך ד , 
י כ ר ד ך , ר ד , 

AT Τ : I J ־ Τ 

 ,דרך,דרכה
 מךךגה 377-82

 ־ה 19 133 225
 הו,־ה- 338

Τ 

 292 165 150-51 57 (־)ה־
294 341-42 345-48 353-56 

ה  75 71 65 57-58 52 ־ י
'109 114 118 127-28 174 
180-81 185 229 238 266 

291 298-300 404 431 

i ī ' - 154 

 234 177 ־..ד!

 330-31 101 ־ ה
AT 

ו ה ' - 234 

 /יהוא,דדה/הרה
 ,'דעיי/הוי,יה!ה
 וה^יית/היית,היה
149-53 161 191 294 317 
392 

 313 -לין.־ד!ם
ן ן ד / ־ ן ה / ה נ  356-57 345 ה

 394 הנה

ו ס  57 הרה נ
IT Τ /V 

 268 261-62 255 141 54 18 ו

280 

Ì 23 251 330-31 335-36 

 ו 181
 Ì- 90-91 102 128-29155 ת

404 

 ע 37
ת 347 א ע / ה ע , ת א ע  ה

362 350-51 

ח ב ע , י ו ד ב ע , ם ת ו ח ב ן , 
ח ב ע  ,$ע1יחה ,
ח ב ע י ו , ו ח ב ע י ו , 
ח ב ע נ , ו ח ב י ע י נ ^ , 
ח 164 247-50 282 ב ע  מ
 י 330

ה 342 345-51 354 ע ה , ע  ה
J7 AV ־ 
362 

ו  157 ע

 118 עמיר
V IT 

 ח 43 165 191 243-45 248

295 279 

ו 245 ה ל ב ח , ל ב ח  ת
308' 

ך 165 ח  ה
ת 316 י ע  ח
ן 218 | ח , ' ת ו 3 ע  ח

2 חעגק  ש
 ,חיות,חיתו,דדה

 /ח^־ *לחיות/וחיה
Α" :  * : / ד

- , Π 153-55 253 433 

ר ^ מ ח ,  ,המרים 
456 394 122-25  חמרה 

ו 312 ר מ ח  י
j : : ע־ 
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ש מ ח  ,חמישה ,
t ״ τ /τ · ־: 

י 429 433 447 ש י מ  ח
457 

ר 308 311 ס ח  ת
י 293 צ  ח
ר צ ח . י ר צ ח , 
86-91  סצר,חצךוה 

356 292 210 127-28 

: 1 3 1 7 0 1 8 0  חרוץ 
ש ר י ח / ־ ש ר ע ד , 

ו ה $ ך ח ! ש ר ח , 
 ,חרש,חרשתם
ש ל ח ת , ' ש ר ח ת , 
ש ר ח ת ,דורט , ו ר ו  ד
323 280 243-46 

ת י 165 ח  ה 
- י \

 ט 46172 222 286-88

א 191 מ  ט
טרי ף  ,טלפה ,

ו ת 1 ר ט , י ן ל פ ך ! ? , 
 ,טרופה ,טרף

11 τ 

י פ ו ר  286 220-22 47 ט

 233 150 144 141 54 י־

264-68 280 296 312 333 

 443 298 165 ־ .י

 384 180 128 108 71 30 ־..י

449 

\ 55 

 381 ־ י
AT 

ו 1881 ד  י
 ,ימים,היום,יום

/ J ־ \' τ 

 מימים 341-42 352 356

399 410 431 434-37 444 
449 

 יהוה 152207
] 5 4 1 3 4 1 3 י 6  יינה , י
I * AT AT ״ 

239 
ל כי י ,  ,יכלת,יכלה 

J τ τ : τ τ : τ 

ל כ ו  289 268-70 261 ת

296 

־ ים / ם י >  30128 2 ־
JT 

 23 ־,ים

 394 יונק
א ר ן ת , א י ל א , ר ו נ , 

ו ר א: ת , א ר  261 259 י
·· τ · /τ : 

280 

 I-D 368 377 ד!י

ח 18-19 ר י , ו ח ר  י
 י'שי 253 293
384  ישנה 

AT Τ ί 
 ־*יה 320
 כ 133 172 188 271 286-87

421 413 355 

ך 318 356  ־
ר 456 כ  כ

 כסף(!!) 356
ן 289 ע נ  כ
ב 287 ו ר ? , ם י ב ר  כ
ך 246 ר  כ
 ,כרתו,כרתה

<τ ־ τ , : τ 

ת ר כ ת , ר כ , 
 אכךר־ה,כר$ם/ץ
300-01 280290 240-45 
317 

ב ש כ / ש ב כ  /כק^בה ,
ח & ב כ / . ד $ 5  י, צ
 ,כנשח/כשבה
ת י ש נ כ , ה י 5 ש כ / 
ת ^ נ כ , ת י י ב ש כ , 

τ : · τ : · 

 110-14 105 כשבאתי

128 232 413 

ד ש כ , ם י ד ש  m כ
V J1 A* : ־ 

ת 13 289 נ ת  כ
V / : 

 284 281 268 213 209 ל

290 

י ל , ם ע ד  388-89 ל

• V Τ 

 ל־א 157 268 307 309 312
323 

 /ללדת,לדת/לדה
׳ ה ל ל , ד ל ת , ר ל ו , 
ד ( י ) ל ו ה , ד ל י / ד ל י , 

ν ין י VJV V IT 

י י ד ל י . , ה ד ל י , 
, !לידיה  ,ילה י
 ,י-/.י?'ךי'(הן/-הם)
 /ילדת,.ילידיה
ת ד ל י , ע ^ ד ל י ע / ה ד ל ; , 
 שילדתני,י^דה

319 296 283 269280 266 

ך 276 ח ל  לחכה ,
 ,הלחם,לחם

ו מ י ח ל ה , ם ח ל י ו , 
- י T/ '.־ •ו τ :־ \

 ,החלחם
 ,מ־ןלחמים
: ה מ ח ל מ / ה מ ח ל  מ

_ 23Γ-32 י 
392  לילה 

τ : /־ 
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ד ל ׳ ד ל • ת  ? ל . 
ך ל  267 139-40143 ת
311 379 

לה[ : , ו ק '  277 0ל
 290 לשכה

J T : * 

 425-26 מ

D- 42 129 160 313 319 
334 431 433 

־ מ , את־ מ , אתו מ / 
i f i o ẅ . ם ת א  מ

369 3 3 4 _ 
 וארך,מאה? 396-97

 מגיה 458
 מוריי 112
מע5/מזנ  מזגי,מזגו,

: AT ד ν ד τ · : י 
237-39 

מחר 399 , רת  ח מ  ה
,מטר ,מבור ז  ת?זטיר

296 287 211 
ו ל מ , א ל מ / א ל מ , 

 ,מליאתי/מלאה
מלאה/מלאה , 
,מלאי  ,מל&ו
 ,מלאו/מלאו,"מלא
לא,מל^־ת ;  ,מ
Τ Α ״ Τ ־ ״ 

215 179-89 13 ת  א ל  מ
268 259 

103 ת  ו ל י ל מ , תי ו ל  מ
ך 31 ל  מ
 מום 170
 מן 392
ה ,?ןנה מנ ם, י מנ , 

ה נ מ , ה נ מ ת, נ מ , 
τ τ / τ τ τ : 

 ,בזנןות,מנות
ת 168-71 או מנ ה, נ  מו
ך ם מ , ז ך ס מ ! ך 6 0 , 

b b p , י 5 ם מ , 
 /אמםכה ,מסיכה

τ : τ τ : 

 280 237-39 א מם'כה
Τ A : V 

ה 170 293 ב מ , ת ו ב  מ
- \ - τ ו

 מתי 394
\- τ 

 ן נ 30 34-37 40 44 104 129
218 214 195-7 162 160 

441 313 303 290 284 2 8 2 -
 442י

] 4 3  ־1 334 3

 נביא 84
 נבלתו,ניבליה 193 220

ST ״ : J τ : 

 נהר 393
/ T τ 

ו נ 0  302-6 ־

 234 ־*3הי/־*פו
ס ו  307 תנ
י ר  134 נ
 290 נטזבה

τ : · 

 נשר 31433

( 3 1  נתת>ה 5
ν Τ J ־־ τ 

 ם 111 213 237
75 ס  ו 6 , סה  סו

ÍT 

כתה  316 ם
Τ / -

 294 255 229 225 60 38 ע
410-14 

 316 עבהת
τ : - τ 

עבר  ,לעברו,(מ-/ב).
 (?)עבור,(!!)יעבר
367-69 373-77J82 389 

ה ב ג ע , ה ת ב ג ע , 
תעגבי ו בה/  ,וחע?!
 281-82 224-25 עגבים

ם י,עג־ל עגלי עגלה , , 
ת ל ג ע , י ת ל ג 105̂ ע 9 

Τ27-30 294 443-44 456 
ה ,(0ער 393-97400  עו

ן עי / ן עי ם, י נ עי , ן  עי
I * J - I *AT • AT ־• I J ״ 

107 104 54 38-42 34 14 
373 294 130 119 116 

עלה ה , העל /  , העל
ו ה ל ע ה , ל ע ת ו ,  י
עלה,מעליה י , 
_ T : r -־־דג 

ת 137-40 294 317 י ל  ע
י 394 ל ל  ע

־ 246 ד  עמ
 עמה '347
ען 234 , ו נ ענ ! , הו ענ !  י

ן 346 360  הענ
ץ 81 ע , '  עסה

 ע^ם,עבם/עבם? 34
342 129'42 

עברה עברת/ / 
227-33 עברת  , י  עבר

291413 266 
 עקב! 411

ב 288 294 ר  ע
ב ר ק ע , ן ו ב ר ע , 

ב 281-82 ר  ע
J ־ : 

 ערבון(!!) 281 346 354
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 ,ע5&ו,עשה,עשה
י ש ע , נה י 0 ע , 
 ,ή$ΰ1\' ,ת־/.יע>&ה
 .ו*עט}י,_יע$פו
 ,'עשויה,עשוי
 /עשית^עשויוחי

 עשייתם,עשיתי 161
319-20 292 227-34 223 
330 

ר ש ע , ה ר ש ע  ,עשר ,
 'עשתיעשרה 122

 י 448-50

ת ר ת ש ע , ת ו ר ת ש ע , 
ת 230 ו ר ת ש ע ' 

 ,עתיקים י, עףןיק
י ק י ת ע , ק ת ע , 
 .עהצןה,עסקה

ת 384 ע , ו ת ע , ה ת ] ל -
J י ״ τ ־ 

387 

 פ ,פ 133 279 286 289
453 421 

121 ל ,פה  ^ פ  ל
פ(י)לגיש  פילגשו,

234-38285 

 פנו 379
מי 356  הפני
ר 75436 פ / ר פ ,  פרה 
יפרה',פרה  ,פרה 

 ,\íf\״ ,*פר",פר'יה
(Τ י ν · ν ν 

ר 131-36146279 פ י  ו
V J7 ־ 

 פרעה 289 369
ν : ־ 

ח ת פ / ח ק פ , ה ת פ , 
פת ה  פת י",§ή ה י, י

456 290-91 280 191-92'57 

 צ 42 65 89 143 228 291-93

428 413 

 יצא ,צא 138 142-43
 ד IT ״

293 

 192 צו ה ,צו

ן ו פ צ , ה נ ו פ צ , ן ו פ  צ
I J Τ I Α τ I I T 

216 377 

ר י פ צ ר , צפי , 
 צפרים

115 124 

ו ה ת צ  234 י
 208 177 172 145 95 57 ק

286-89 

 284 קךמני
 158 קום/קם,קם
 /קנה,הן3ו,קנה

־ ה נ ק , ם ה י נ ק , 
 יקנון,ק|נו,קנה
146-48 245 303 306 

 קציעה,קנה,קנה
288-9 

א ר ק , ה ^ י ר ק , 
תקרא / ת- א , קר י ו , 
א ר י ק י קרה/  י/
 ,יקראו,יקרה
 ,אקרא,תקראנה
ת א ר ק ל , א ר ק , 
י נ א ר ק , ת א ר ק / 
ר ^תי ק , א ר ק ה , 

ר מקרה 9160 ק י  ו
348 331 323 171-76 

ב ר ק י , צ ר ק , 
ו נ ב ך ק  ־קרבף ,
ך ב ר ק , 
ן - / ם כ ? ר ק . ו ב ר ק • 
 ,קר^ה/־ם
ב ,'קרבנה 8 ר ק  ת

444 323*94 

 ׳רןרן׳ל1יע־יןרנים
] 1 0  קר, 2-3 29-34 40 4

289 189 128-29 

191  יקשה,קשה 
 ר 195-97 256 280 289 346

450 428 

רא ,  ,ראה ,ראה 
 ,ראי תה/ראית
Τ J־ Τ Τ J* τ 

ת 261316 י א ר  ה
T V i Τ 

 רגלים 3
ד ך / ־ ד ר , ו ד ר , 

י ל ר / י ד ר , ת ד ר , 
ירד ירד/ יךדידע, . 

ד 138-43 ר ^ ה / ד ר ו  ה
400 283 279 267 262 

104  רחים 
ל 43 ח  ר
á י r n , ם ח ר , 

 ,רחמה/רחבעה
ך מ ח ר א , ם ח ר / 

222  רדומים',רחם 
295 226-27 

ח 280 מ ר , י ח מ  ר
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י 9 פ  ר
251  רוץ 

 tÌ), to 15 3282 111 ,ש
145 212-23 232 235 237 
245 256 287 292-93 403 
419 424-28 439-43 447 

 351 ש-

-è- 405 

ו ה א ע י ו / י ו ת יצאו א י  ו
338 

 /טעאלאי,שאלה
τ ·· : * τ ״ : 

י 193 202 ת ל א  ש
 צאול)'437

ב ש < ־ ב ש ' , ב ע ר ב ש ' : , 
ת - / ת ב ש י : . Ẁ ^ / 
fàti, i י F ā t t í 138 

144-45 183 213 256 267 
283 294 315 411 

ע ב ש / ע ב ש , ת ע ב ש , 
- JV AT J ־ : * 

י 347 354 402 ע י ב ט  ה
446 429 425 410-12 407 

ת ב ע , ו ת ב ש , ת ב ש , 
ת 411 ב  ע

דדע 88 :  ע
 τ ד

394 338  שה 
 ־39! תשובי,(Ρ1)?טוב

307 140 
ר ו ^ ר , ו ש י ה , ם י ר ו  ש

335 250 145 33 23-26'19 
457 433 394 346 338 

ת 146 י  ש
ש כבתי" י ו , ב צ ע ה , 
ב 160 347 כ ש י  ו

 ,עלג־/עלג,תעלג
j ״ . - V JV . I T 

208-11 203  השליגה 
294 283 

ח ל # ח , ל ש י / ח ל ש , 
ו 205 338 ח ל ש י  ו
313  והעלצתנה 
ע י ל ע / ש י ל ע ת , ש ל ע , 

( ם צ ת ־ ג י ם ת ^ ל ' ^ 
450 447 437-42 429-33 

'שלישי  ,קעלשיה ,
ו ,שליטן: ש י י ל ע , 

434437  והשליחים 
447 443-44 

,'שם  ,'שמות ,^מה 
 : τ י ״

ת 79 81 85 424-25 ו מ  ש
 קעמינת,קעמינה'יעמינה

436 430 424-26 

י 298 ת ע מ  ש
ש 355 מ ע  צ
י נ ע / ם י נ ש / ם י נ ^ , י נ  ע

441 418 415 

ר י ע ע ט ר , י ע ש , 
י ר י ע ע , ם ר י ע  ש

115 

ק י 124 128 288-89  ש

ו 57 ק ש  ה
ל ק י ש , י ל ק ע , ל ק ש י  י

Í45 286 

ώ ש (noun) 293 

 ,ששת/יששה ,עיש
•* JT * V / ״ 

 ע ע י! ם 403-05 429-33

י 356434 ש ש ' , י ש ש  ה

ת 146  ש

ת  316 ש

ו ת  57 ע

 עתים/שתים/ישתיים
67 433 450 

 251-52 233 133 57 55 ת(־)
256 286 289 297 307-10 
319-22 399 413 419 421 
425 433 

 387 311 267 241 193 ת
456 

ת .  446 410 108-09 71 ־

.ת  431 267 229 ־.

ת ־ / ת תה) - - ) 151183 
T 307T 315-17 

י מ ו א ת / י מ א ת , 
' ם י מ ו א י ת / ם מ ו ת , 
י מ ו א ת , ' ם ו א ת , 

\τ 

 תאומה 45-48 128 222
48  תואמים 
ת י-160 - /  ת י
 ,תלתה',תלה

 ,תלאים
ה ל ם 177-78 280 291 י  ו

( ה נ - / ן - ) ם ת - , 
( ] - ) 3 1 3 - 1  ועם- 5

 ,תמנת־,תמנה
JT : י ״ ־• 

291  תמנתה 
τ ντ : י 

ר 289 0  ת
ת 355 י ע ק ס  ה
ע ש ת / ע ש ת  תשעה ,

412-13 430 450 
(in Greek letters) 

βά 156-57 279 
Γίδεών 255 
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Θάμαρ 289 
θηληχ 311 
θαυ 172 
ιηβωσου, ιεμρου, ϊ ε γ δ ε λ 

311-12 
κίγχαρες 457 
48. Hittite 
l-a-) 78 
{aHHiyawa) 165 
{-ai} 43 
{-an} 16-17 78 
{arnuš i } 319 
{-aš} 328 
{a- ta-ma- ì -na} 79 
(attišši , a t t a š m a š } 328 
{ d / ,a luS/ k - } 188 
{ešz i} 253 

{Hanti} 383 
{Harašzi} 243 
{Hašta i / iyaš / i t } 43 

{IGI} (Sumerian) 43 
{ina} (Akkadian) 390 
{ i š t a m a š t e n i / - a n i } 315 

λώ, ζου 157 
σαλισια 444 
Σαούλ 437 
τηθ, χαφ, φη 172 
Χανααν, Φαραώ 289 
ΧΕΡΟΤΒ(Ε1Ν) 287 

fkattera) 416 
{ k e š š a r } 3 9 8 
{kuerzi , kuirz i , k a r t ā n u n , 

karaxzi / - ten} 242-43 
290 

( k u e š i / - ( n ) t i ) 319 

{ l ā m a n } 77-79 82-83 

{mal lanz i } 103 
{ - m a š } 3 2 8 

(n) 84 196 
{-naš} 304-05 

{pa"ta}427 
{parnašša} 328 
{pattar, p a d d a n a š } 196 

{ r / n } 196 271 

(in Latin letters) 
cherub 287 

í - W - š i ) 328-29 
{šakti/šekti} 319 
{šakuwa} 43 
{-ši,-ti}324 

{t} 287 
ftēkan) 66 76 
{-ten/-tin, -teni/-tani) 

314-15 
(te-ri-ia-aS) [tri-]417 

{walaHtin) 314 
{watar, witenaš/-z} 287 

296 
{-zi} 242-43 
{zig} 321 

49. Hottentot ikoa-m, í g a - m 48 (for Hungarian see Uralic; for Icelandic see Norse) 

50. (Old) Irish 
ad- 395 corn, c a m 32 
ainm n- 78 80 droch 381 
anal l 363 es-ert 66 
a s a n l l 9 ferb 27 
bráu , bro(n) 99 104 in 390 
ceth(a)ir, cethoir/-eora misca im 239 

445 -n i 305-06 
co-art 66 

51. Italian (for Jâbārtí, Kafa, and Khamir see Cushitic; for Kabyle see Berber) 

snigid 210 
tall 363 
tarb, tairb 22 25 
tlenaid 179 
tri, teora, teoir/teuir 414 

417 444 

cento 56 452 
ella 362 
fata 10 
io 301 

52. Kartvelian m 84 

la (donna tecoita) 355 362 
noi, ne, nostra 297 304 
Po 368 
sc immia 79 

sette 408 
toro 63 

53. Khmer {ta:} 140 (for Kamara, Kannada , and Kui see Dravidian) 



496 Indices: Linguistic Forms 

54. Latin 
A a 35 82 123 138 243 274 

361 
ā 4 0 1 
* 3 9 5 
accipiter/-trem/-tris 196 
a d ( h ū c ) 361 393-96 400 
addidit 395 
a d m o d u m 396-97 
adultus 137 
ae(AI) 116 
a e u u m 155 

ago, age(ndo), agis, a g ē b ā s 
231-32 292 320 401 

agnum/-us / -1 /-a/-e, 

AGNEI 105-08 111 123 
127-29 284 

AGREI(S), ager, a g r u m / 
-o/-icola 86-91 127-29 
274 390 441 

al־, ale/-uit , altus 131 
137-38 294 456 

a l ius / -d 213 336 
alter(f) 416-18 
aluus 26 

a m ā ( t a ) , amita(m) 340 
ambo 452-53 
anima, a n h ē l u s / - ā r e 278 
ante, a n t ī q u u s / - a / - í , 

AMIQVEIS 382-86 
arat 243 

arbosem > arborem 121 
a r r a b ē ( n e m / - n T ) , arra 

346 
a r u u m / - o 390 
a s i n ā s / - u s / - u m / - r / - a , 

asellus 119-20 123-24 
127-29 394 

atque 394-97 
atrox/-cis 43 
a u ē / - e o / - e ā s / - e t 156 
aui l lus 106-07 284 
auris, a u s c u l t ā 35 38 119 

b57 

be l lum/ -o 232 
bisaccio 124 
bos 27 
burrus / -a (m) , bur(r)icus 

125-26 

C c [k] 56-57 75 89 91 124 
166 192 273 289 413 428 
452 

 c(e) 361-62־
caballus/-! 13 358 
ca lā / -ā (re ) 174 
canna 288 
caper, caprum 124 
cāritās, catena, causa 166 
Carthago 385 
centum 56 452 
ceruus 34 
ch, charta, charitas 166 
circ(ul)us, c ircum 272-73 

281 
clare 174 

clepe/-unt 215 218 
-cola, cole/-uisfi 274-75 

281 
c o m m u n e 39 
cordis 94 
c o r n u ( m ) / - u a / - ū s 4 14 
17 29-34 127 
c o r n ū taur ī 11 33 289 
costa 44 
-cul- 217 

d 141 145 251 282 291-93 
363 

dā 375 
decern, d e c i m u s / - m 45 

412-13 428 432 448 
dedit 395 
dexter/-t(e)ra 418 
dies 410 
digitus 428 
D i n d y m u s 50 
d īx ī / - i t / - t ī 300-01 320 

d o m u m 58 
d ū c ( e ) 375 
du(0/ -ae) 51 60 433 
duodec im 448 

ē 183 191 259 310-11 439 
- E (e), - E I , -EIS 22 71 90 

108 120-21 128 154 274 
361 382 428 431 448 

ecce h īc 297 
ego 297 300-01 
-em 411 
equa/-us/-os 123 
est 253 
et 394 
-et 156 396 
exige 232 
e x p l ē 183 

f 56 121 135 
facia 151 
fāta 10 
f emur / - in i s 196 
feKt/-te) 131-38 178 279 
ferox/-cis 43 
fi(at/-et), FITO, -fit 149-

152 191 
flecto 200 
f l u u i u m 393 
fors 132 
frug-, frūctus , fruor 134 
fu263 
fur/-istf / - eram 151 
fulg i t / -us / -ur(D 207 

G g 8 6 91 284 401 428 
gene/-it/-uit, gigne/-it 

146-49 
genera 401 
genu 34 
gere 232 
-gn- 106 
graue 109 
 gu- 212 284־
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 ו ו  278 
h ( a ) e d u m / - u s / - ī / 

- ē r u m (HA1DOM) 105 
115-19 127 129 

hasta 255 
h a u ē 156 
h e r ì 382 
hic, his(ce) 361 
h o m é , h o m i n e m / - i s / - ī , 
h u m u s / - o 66-71 74-7 84 

127 
h o r t u m 396 
hostis 458 

1,1 21-22 54 90 120 127 
129 154 320 363 382 428 
439 443 448 

iace, iēcit 312 375 401 
-id- 396 
i l l e / - a ( m ) / - u m / - ā / 

-um/- l ( -EI) / -ae / - ic / 
- a e c / - a c ( e ) / ־ u d 300 
358-63 

in 390 399 
- in- 401 
incola, i n q u i l ī n u s / - a 274 
- inquus 336 
intrā(te) 375 
intus 401 
ipse/-a/-os 358 
Kte) 139 
-it 207 
i ū n c t a 154 
-ius 434 

K91 
[ks] 405-06 

1 107 174 273 281 456 
l a c r i m a / - u m a 456 
lactentem 394 
lectus, -lex 235-36 
l ingit /-unt 276 
-11- 120 179 363 
10nga/-um 189 281 
longinquus 336 

m - 179 
- m 363 412 
m ā l u s 71 

Mārc( i )us , m ā r t i o 432 
m ā t e r 401 
m ē 297 302 312 
mel ior 179 י 
m i h f 382 

ml l l e , m ī l ia /MEILIA450 
m i n a 169 
m i s c ē / - u i t , mixtus 237-39 

280 
m o d u s / - m 396 
m o l a / - ī n a / - e / - i t 9 9 103 

267 
moll is 263 
m o n s 50 
m u l t u m 179 295 

η 74 77 84 158 196 209 291 
373 425 

Nār(em) , NA(HA)RTIS, 
nar(es) 393 

-nd-192-93 
N e r t h u m 60 
nebula 73 
NEICE 154 
neruus 26 
NEVEN425 
[-DS-] 189 
n i m i s 397 
nix, niuem, ning(u)it, 

n ī u i t 209-12 284 294 
-nn- 196 
nomen, n o m i n i s / - l / - e 

77 83-84 424-5 434 
no η 307 309 
n o n u m / - s 412 425 
nos, nobis, noster/-tra(e) 

297 304 418 
n o u e m 424-5 
n o u i t ā s 120 
-nt- 386 
n ū b ē s 73 

n u m e r u s 168 
n u m m u s 169 

ο 32 34 76 363 
δ 121 
occule 217 
o c t o / - ā u u s 446 448 

o c u l u s / - u m / - ā s 43 75 
o l l e / - u s / - ī , OLLOM, 
o l i m 362-63 
־ 0 ( M ) 4 1 2 
oportuit 309 
-or 396 
6s43-4 121 
-O(S), -OM, -OI, -OD 17 

22 71 109-10 120-21 129 

ρ 179 251 258 282 
pacit, pac ī sc i tur 192 
Padus 368 
paelex/-icis 234-38 
pande/- i t , pangit 192 280 

291 
pare 135 279 
p a r u u l u m 394 
patet, patêfit , patēf īet , 

patēbit , pete 191-93 280 
Paulus 437 
pecu(a), pecus/-ora, 

p e c ù n i a 457 
p ē n i s 256 
penna 196 

per ( d i e m / a n n u m ) 366 
410 415 

p h 3 6 
pirus 71 
-ple(re), plentur, p l ū s 

179 183 186 259 295 
post i l là(c) , p o s t h ā c 361 
precor 200 
premit, pressit 159 
p r i m u s 43 
pro 310 



498 Indices: Linguistic Forms 

pudet ׳ pus / -ra / - te t 250־ 
307 292 282 255-57 2 5 1 -

312 

-qu- 386 427 
quam/- i s 364 
quattuor, q u ā r t u s / - m 433 

439 446 
-que, quoad(usque) 394 
q u î n q u e , Q u ī n t u s , 

quln(c)to 427 432-33 439 
446 

r 86 119 121 183 196 273 
281 428 441 446 457 

re(d)375 283 279 138-43 ־ 
400 

rebe l lā (u i t ) 138 
recent- 147 
recipe 140 
redde 375 
redT(te) 139 
r e d o r m ī ( r e ) 140 
r e d ū c ( e )  reice 375 ׳
r e p l ē 183 
reuertere 140 
s 17 120 141 145 235 294 

304 320 361 373 428 
saccī (SACCEI) 124 128 
sacer, SAKROS 91 
sagittae 293 
s a l u ē ( t e ) 156 
-sc- 238 280 
s-d- 138 
sē- 138 142 293 375 
s ē c ē d e , s ēd i t io , s ē p o n e 

142^3 
s e d ē , s è d ī 143-46 213 251 

294 456 
sēdūc (e ) 375 
septem, sept imus / -m 45 

402 407-12 432 446 
sequontur 401 

55. Latvian kaza 115 
56. Linear Β 

S ē s t ī / - i u s 434 
sex 404-10 432 
sexāg in tā 401 
sexte/-(i)us 431-34 439 
sibî 325 
s l m i a 79 
sinistef/'tra 418 
s o l i u m 456 
Spurius 432 
-ss-405 

s tā(ns / - te ) 375 401 
sub (judice) 366 373 
s u m 151 
suouitauri l ia 361 
super 368 373 
sustulit, sustollit 179 
suus 327 

115 141 145 213 257 275 
310-11 434 439 443-46 

t a u r u m (TAVROM), taur ī 
(TAVREI), taurus 
(TAVRV/TAVRO), taurà 2 
14-17 21-30 33-34 62 

-te 139 
tē 250 297 307-12 322 399 
t e m p l u m 291 
t ē ( n ) s a u r u s 203 
- t (e )r  ־) 417-18)
t e r t ī / - i u s 4 1 7 431 437-39 

443-44 
-t imus 402 
t r ā ( i c e / - d e / - d ū c ) , 

trāns( î ) 375 
treme/ -u lus / -u la , 

tremont i / -unt 269 321 
401 

trēs, tria 433 439 443 
t—t- 443-44 
tū 321-2 
tulit (TOLIT), tollit 178-79 

merga, marga 201 
{to-to we-to} 345 

u 53-57 154-55 210 251 255 
284 425 

ū 257 322 
uacca 166 
ualdē, ualidus 396 
uallum 247 
uehementer 397 
uenī, uēnit/-erit 158-59 

395 
uerēre 259-60 280 
uerte, uersus, uorsus 

140-41 283 
ueruēx 27 
uester/-trae 418 
uiā 377 
uīcum (VEIC-, VEC-, 

VEQ-), uīclnum 53-55 
58 401 

uīdisfi 320 
uīlicus 92 
uīnum, uīnifera/ 

-um/-r/nae54 134, 
239 

uir(um/-o) 69 393-94 
uīua/VEIVA, uīxī/VEIXEI, 

uluVVEIVEI 154-55 
uls, ultrā/-terior/-timus 

363 
-u(m) 16-17 120 127 
ūna/-us 433 
unda 373 
undecim 448 
-ur 401 
ūre 230 
-u(s) 17 71 127 411 431 

434 437 439 446 
usque ad 393-94 
usquequaque 397 
uter, utrum 418 
Vtica 385-86 

XS408 

vārds 78 
{wo-(i-)ko-de} 58 
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57. Lithuanian 
-a, -as , -a 16 102 127 
abù 452' 
às i las / -a 119 127 
a u s ì s 3 5 38 119 
e80 
-i 74 
$ r n a / - o s / - a 99-104 127-

128 
i lgà, ì l g a / a 188-90 268-69 

280 289 450 
kertù 242 

kropti 218 
1 280 450 
la־ka 277 
m o k a 271 
η 74 77 185 
-os 102 128 

pilna, p i lna 185-88 268-69 
septyni 409 
s n i é g a s 209 212-13 294 
spamas 194 197 
š i m t a s 451 

( a t i m ā / - a n a / - a 8  1־) 79 3

ta i īra / -as , t a u r ù / - a ī / - ỳ / 
-ē/-aís 2 16-17 25-26 
62-63 414 

uo 74 
vaf das 78 
íars ty t i , 2ef ti, 2er iù 246 
2 ē m é 66 72 
2 m u d , 2 m ú n j , 2 m o n à 74-

75 

58. Luwian 

59. Lydian {etamv} 79 

60. Mandinga sambad-ga 411 

61. Messapic ΠΙΔΟ, Β Ε Ρ Α Δ Α , ΗΙΠΑΔΕΣ 235-36 

62. Moabite (for Mongolian see Altaic) 

ך נ  231 ואלתחם,הלתחם 298 א
ת מ ב ד 354 164 ה  138 ר
63. Munda-Polynesian i n a k u / ( i ) n á - k k e 298 

64. (Old) Norse (for Mzambit see Berber) 

(wiyana-J 54 

(for Maġġi see Cushitic; for Mallorcan see Romance) 

{•sj 237 

Π- 444 

ki5 119 stein 197 
k o m a 158 stiorr26 
k v i k r 155 sú 357 
k v e r n / k v o r n , k v a r n a r / tarfr 25-27 

- i r96 98 101-02 β- 26 213 
Nior5r 60 {3at 357 

ord 260 kjorr 15 26 415 
-r 101-02 v i n ( w 2 6  ־) 0
sá 357 yfir 367 
sazt 144 
s iau 412 

65. Oscan (for Old English see English; for Old High German see German, etc.) 
{ad-} 395 (-)EN 390 TATPOM 16 30 
{ant} 382 jkombened) 159 { t i o / t i i u m } 321 
{az hortom) 395 OLY, (o lam) 363 { u l u m / - a s } 363 
b99 SIFE1325 

at 395 
auga 39 
e n n 357 
fioSr 195 
geit 115-9 

grund, grunn(r) 67 71 
gymbr 125 
haBna 115 
h o r n 32 
io 63 

ior5 61-62 
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66. ( O l d ) Persian 
{adam} 323 
(h(a]rdiy[a]) 208 

67. Phoenician 
 116 א

ך נ א / י כ נ  298 א
ח > י )  332-33 א

ל ב  285 ג

א ד  116 ג

 353 הבתם
 355 האלגם הקדשם
ך ר  379 ד

68. Phrygian 
ΑΥΤΟΣ, f E N A f T m A f T A Z 

329 339-40 
ΔΑΔΙΤΙ 340 
ΔΕΩΣ/Δ1ΩΣ/Δ ΙΟΣ 72-73 
FENAfTTN 340 
69. Polish 
e80 
< 

grunt 67 

70. Portuguese 

( p u r u v ) 181 186 
( v i f c m ) 54-57 127 

 54 י־

 55 י

ר צ  89 ח

ח כ ל  379 ל
ל ג ע ת , ל ג  109 105 ע
ד ע  395 ו

 121 פ

ת ש ד ח ת ר  385 ק

CniíXei/, (Σ)ΖΕΜΕΛΩΣ/ 
Ο Μ Ε Λ Ω Σ / 
Κ1ΙΟΜΟΛΩ 66 72-74 

MATEPEZ 340 
ΟΝΟΜΑ Ν 78 

mog* 269 
snieg 213 

borro 126 

71. Prakrit (maragadam) 208 

72. ( O l d ) Prussian 
auklipts 218 
emmens , emnen 78 84 

73. Pul dido 48 

74. Romance 
b57 
es, sa, isos (Gascon, Mallor-

can, Sardinian) 358 

maldai / -en ik is 263 267 
snaygis 209 213 

ד  88 ש

 120 ת

 46 תאם
(in Greek letters) Θουρώ 17 

(in Latin letters) 
a l o n i m u a l o n u t h 121 
auo 156 
byn333 
liful, pho 121 
ph-,-f-56 121 
yth 332-33 

-ΟΣ339 
Σ- 72 

z iemia 72 

seis 406 

swestro 327 
uschts 404 407 

(for Punic see Phoenician; for Quara see Cushitic) 

j 154 
kentu (Sardinian) 452 
sis (Catalan) 407 

75. Russian (for Saho see Cushit ic) 
Β(1) 391 AQJirá, AOJIW 188-89 268 
rpym-67 280-81 289 450 
A 283 4pánaW-aeT {ma-) 221 

[is] 89 
[)1406 

jKép110B/a 101 
3ewna 72 128 
ΗΜΛ, mieuH 77 85 
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K0crt44 
JT 280-81 290 450 
mrW-o, M0r(l), M0r(0)̂ l 

261 268-69 296 
MOJKMW, M0J104á 261-63 268 'aunl) ca jy 88 

״ a S 3 2 i 6 0 ^ ( 0 ^ ) 2 0 3 209 

76. Sanskrit (in the order of the Nāgarī alphabet) 

ο 270 
nepo, nWTtna 194 
noma, nOJtHa 185-89 268 
pojiHTH 267 

111442 
3TH/-0 362 
•b 262 270 
11322 
fl 72 128 

{a} 132 144 150 204 206 
274-75 295 304 310 313 
411 413 425 

{ákfta} 240 
{áksi , a k s n á h , a k s á n } 41-

43 
{ a j a / á j ā , ajasi) 232 320 
{ á j r a m / - ā s / - ē s u } 86-91 

127-28 
{-ati} 133 156 276 
{-an-} 42 
{áni t i / -a t i } 277-78 
{ á n t i / - a h } 383 387 
{ a n y á h } 213 
{âpa}395 
{api-} 235-36 
{a^rāt} 203 206 
{ i í ' a v a n , a b h ū t a n a ) 150 

314 
{-am} 16 31 57 127 
{ayā(ni)} 299 
{-áva} 150 
{ á v a t i } 156 
{as tāu / á־ / -ā ) 446-49 
{ásti} 253 293 
{ast^n, ásẄ , a s t ^ ì á h ) 34 

41-43 129 
{ a h á m } 299-300 323 
{-ah} 91 411432 439 444-

446 

{à} 16-19 31 71 128 144 
153 204 226 295 299-
300 310 
{ājah/ - s } 320 
{-āni} 298 301 

{ -ām} 17 31 
 155 {uh׳%}
( ā v a r t / - d } 140-41 
{-ās/-āh} 90-91 128 154 
{ i s i í a } 317 
{ās ì 3 d / - t } 372 

í-i(-)} 241 276 278 317 
370 380 445 

{ i s iráh) 230 

f i šē} 328 
{-1y-} 447 

{u} 104181 186 
( u d a k á m , dpa) 373 375 
{upár i / -y} 367 370 372 
{utí-ā) 452 
{ ú s t r a m } 420 

{ū} 150 

{ ū d h a r / - a n / - n a h } 196 

í r J ) 132 
í r n o s i } 319 

{ē} 52-53 
{ ē m i } 302 

{o} [ 0 3 0  ך 4

{-āu} 18 

{k} 67 242 
{katarám} 418 
{ k a n y ā } 1 4 7 
{ k á r n a h / - ā } 41 128 
{ k á l p a m / - t ê j 220 
( k r n a v ā ( n i ) } 299 

(kj-tá, karta(na), kj-ntáti, 
kj-tā(ni)} 240 242 280 
290 300-01 

{ks} 41 66-67 76 
{ k s á m i , k s m á h / g m á h / 

j m á h , k s ā h } 67 69 73 77 

(g! 95 284 
{gama, g á m a t i } 158 161 

{gárt> h am/-h} 93-95 111 

{ g a h i , g ā t , g ā t a ( n a ) } 58 158 
313 324 

{gp>āti} 176 
{grāvā, g r ś v n ā , 

g r ā v ā n ā ( u ) , g u r ú } 99 
101 104 284 

{ c - , e h  ־) 380
{ca} 394 

{cakartā/- i l h a} 240-41 317 

{(caytaWiaZ-ta, í acā r / !a } 

274 ̂  

{ c a t v ā r a h / - i , Satúrah, 

cátasrah, catur^ah} 445-
447 

{j} 86-89 154 203-04 
(jana, jánat( i ) , jajāna, 

janayat h a(na)} 146-48 
303 306 313 

(jaratē) 176 
{jlryatì} 103 
{j1־vś(h/-s)} 153-56 287 
{ j m á h } 7 3 

{-t} 203 403 

Qh} 276 
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{t,&} 42 90 142 145 150 
154 203 255 303 317 320 
372 380 410 419 445-46 

{ tát / -d} 336 343 
{-t(h)á(na)} 313-17 321 

{-tamah.}402 
{tara/t ira, t i r á ( h / - š / - s ) / 

- δ } 375 380 
{-tarah} 416-19 
{-ti) 158 242 
{ t u r í y a h / t ú r y a h } 446-47 
{tr ī (ni) , tráyah, t r ī n , 

t isráh, tftf yah) 412 414 
417 419 430 438-39 443-
444 

( t v ā / t v ā m , t v á m } 310 
323-24 

{-tha} 151 241 275 307 325 

{d} 142 145 188-89 281 372 

{ d a d ā t h a , d a d h ā t h a } 316 

{dašá (b h ih ) ) 403 412-13 

450 

{divo duhitar) 11 

( c S r ^ V - a m ) 188-90 280 
289 450 

{doh, d o s ī / - á r ū ) 41-42 
{drànt i , dramanti , 

d r á v a n t i ) 159 

{<l h i} 324-25 

{(-)n(-)) 41 129 425 
( n a m a ) 168 
{ n á v a } 424-25 
{ n a h / - o / - a , n ā u ) 302-

306 
{ n ā m a , n ā m ā n i ) 77 83 85 

424 
{ni-} 386 
{-ni} 299 302 
{rii£ah/-āt) 386 
{-nti) 320 

{p) 258 282 

(páncaj 424-27 
{pata} 193 
{pát tram} 196 
{pan^anam, pat^ahAo} 

420 
{ p a r n á m } 194 
{pášu} 457 
{ p á s a h / - s ) 255-56 282 293 
{pi-} 235-36 
{p i tárah} 278 
( p u r ú ) 181 
{páyat í ) 257 
{ p ū r n á / - á m ) 188-89 
{ p ū r v ī } 185 
{pra} 310 
{priyátarah} 416 
{prānit i} 278 

{brávān i } 299 

{ b o d h í } 325 

{b1 1} 135 150-51 
{t^áraítaX b h ár(a)t i , 

bf l íart i , bib h j־mási , 

bib^rati} 132-33 236 
{bkava/bkavadi), b h ū t , 

batfu^a) 149-51 158 294 
325 

{bhrā.t, b h rājatè, b h rāša tē ) 
203-07 285 

{-m(-)} 159 323 
{ m a g h á m / - v ā ) 271 
{marak(a)tam} 207 
{mardati} 263 283 
{máhi)271 
{mā}312 
{mātrā} 59 
{ m ā t r e } 340 
{rnj-dúh, mj-dnāt i} 263 

283 
{mfna} 103 

(r, 1} 86 93 95 188 204 274-
276 280 289 450 

{ r á j a h } 2 8 8 
( r ā m a m / - ā , r á m a t ē ) 222 

226-7 280 295 
{lihati, r ihánti , r é l h i ) 

275-76 

( v ) 52 99 104 154 

(-vart(at)} 141 279 283 
286 

{ v a v á k s ì t h a } 317 

{vāti , váyat i , vāyat i } 155 
{v í t , v í š a m , v ē š a m / - h , 

v ē š á m , v i š a } 51-56 
( v i r á j ā n i ) 298 
{ v j ־ k a / - a h / - a m / - a s y a / 

- ā / - ā n / - ā i h / - à m / 

-āu} 18 

{vēt t h ā} 316 

{š} 32 206 380 403 452 
{ š a t á m j 56 451 
{šfogam} 32 
{ ś r u d h í ) 325 

{ š v á š u r a h , š v a š r ū h ) 327 

{sát} 402-03 407 409 

{sas^ah} 432 

(s) 145 213 282 293-94 320 
380 445 

{sa-} 448-50 
( s á , s ā } 343 351 
{sakft} 450 
{sakW, s a k t h n á ) 41 
{ságarb h ah) 95 
{ s a d ā , s á t s i , s a d d h i  ,sasàda ׳

s a s á t t V s á d a h / - s 

(sâdah)J 144-45 213 251 
256 294 315 

{saptá , s a p t a m á h / - m 

(sapta^ah)} 402 407-11 
446 

( s a h á s r a m ) 448-50 
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{-SÍ/-SÌ) 319-20 324 

{-stM 42 

{síá(na)} 315 

(snihyati) 211 
{ s v á s ā , svasar} 
{-ss-1405 

327 

(-hasr-} 450-1 
(-hi} 324 

77. (Old) Saxon (for Sardinian see Romance; for Scandinavian see Norse) 
-a 62 k ind 264 quern 97 
e r t h u n / e r d o n 60 mag 270 swas 326 
grund 67 6ga/-on 39 ־ u n 62 

herta 94 [?]orun 3 5 

78. Slavic (for Sidama and Somali see Cushitic) 
[a] 221 304 me 312 [v] 391 
{i-} 77 80 85 mog- 271 (zeml ia) 72-74 
1 269 p-194 
m - 296 { š , s } 409442 

79. South Arabian (in the order of the Arabic alphabet) 
{?dm} 69 
{b(n)}392 
{b?r} 202 
bir(t) (Mehri, Soqotri) 196 

415 
{brkt} 198 

80. Spanish (Castilian) 
3 337 
adta 367 
alca(l)de 359 
b57 214 
bebe53 
burro/-a 125-26 
ciento 56 452 
d 5 7 

debes371 

ip) 421 
{pny} (pru, Mehri, Soqotri) 

414-15 
[pwm/pwm, p w r h n } 16 
{-s/-sw(w)} ({-h} Sabaean) 

328 

dedo 36 

el 359 

ella 362 

fa(s)ta 367 

F i l ip ino 15 

g57 

hada 10 
hasta 367 
junta 154 

( s d £ } 4 0 5 

(<d} 395 
{^1t} 448 
farr (Mehri) 195 
{mn^, mani>׳V} !87 

la 362 

[rj 411 

nos, nuestra 304 
seis 406 
toro 28 
vecino 57 
v i v e 420-21 
yo301 

81. Sumerian (for Sus see Berber; for Syriac see Aramaic) 
{a-gàr  a-da-ar, en-ga-ar} {MA.NA.TUR} 169 ׳

86-92 {temen} 291 

82. Tagalog Pi l ip ino 15 

83. Teda (?) -dun, torn 162 

84. Thracian E N E A 424 

(for Tamil see Dravidian) 

85. Tigre ?addam 69 ?3gal 105 
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86. Tigrinya ?ane 301 'anta/ - i 318 321 

87. Tokharian (for Tuareg see Berber; for Tulu see Dravidian) 
{in-} 390 { s ā m } 449 {trit(e)}441 
{ n o m ā n t u , nerana) 78 82- { t k a m / k e m , tkanis,} 66 {tsar-/sar-} 398 

83 69-70 76 

88. Ugaritic (in the order 
{*β} 253 
{7"grt, u-ga-ri-it} 87 
{ ^ d m } 69 
{7"dn} 36 
{ ^ r c W J O l 65 253 
{•^ník)) 298 

[Η-)} 391-92 
{b*r} 202 
{bfrtbpn} 251 292 
{bq} 253 

{-t-) 244 
{-t} 109 

{p} 251 292 421 442 
{{**} 145 
[pdp] 405 
{prim)} 15 33 415 

89. Ukrainian 
2KOpno/-a, acopeH 99 101 

104 129 

90. Umbrian 
*ager, AGRVR 90 127 
(arv(am)en} 390 
{ar-} 395 
{b}99 

91. Uralic 
é n (Hungarian) 302 
m ( 3 0  ־) 84 2
- n a / ־ n a (Cheremis) 306 

of the Arabic alphabet) (for 
{Pqi} 145 286 
{ β 1 β } 4 4 2 
{pmn} 425 
{pn} 415 

{gdy} 116 
{gm} 97 99 

(Hrp(t),*Htrš} 24344 

{Hzr/HTr} 89 91 

{Hy} 253 

{Η}, {H} 245 

{d,dt) 36 350 

{id} 138 

{s} 237 

{š} 244 
{MJ88 

'm'k, ÍMenn 80 
Η 129 

BEN VST 159 
(fuia/-est) 152 
NAHARCE(R)/-COM 

( {naharkum})39 3 

riim (Ziryene, Votyak) 78 

83 
t ā 3 5 2 

Tungus and Turkish see Altaic) 
{ š m } 4 2 5 

{cpn} 216 

Í W 109 
{<d) 395 
{*št ^šr(h)}448 
{^zm}42 

{qrnm} 33 

{k} 238 

{msk} 237 

{-h} 57 65 

{wld ,y ldy} 262 

( y 1 4  ־) 54 1
{ y r ^ / J • } 259 

(re-) 138 
SEVAKNE/SEVACNE 249 

ti, te (Hungarian) 314 

92. Watchandies a-taua-ra 48 

93. Welsh (for Wolamo see Cushitic; for Yakut see Altaic) 
anu 78 80 cant 452 ni 305 
asyn 119 chwech 404 pedwar 423 
breuan 99 104 corn, earn 32 41 p i m p / p u m p 4 2 7 
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u 9 9 

94. Yiddish V [D] 411 Dip 158 

95. Zulu -gewele, -zele 182 (for Zénaga se Berber; for Ziryene see Uralic) 

1*. Afro-Asiatic (or Hamito-Semitic) 
*br- 136 *(h)m/š/ 38 
*gu-m- 158 *hw(j) 156 

2*. Nostratic 
*?stfrn 82-83 
*bh-r201 ־ 
* Q - r - 242 
* g ' - r â - 1 7 6 
*k'204 
* m 8 4 

3*. Proto-Dravidian 

4*. Proto-Germanic 
*e63 
*[?όζεη] 37 

*[gz-1 67 

Prehistoric Languages 

* m i 322 
* m / o / n / ( g / K 187 
*n-426 
*n e /omi- 79 
*[S״e373 [־ 
*paU 186-87 
*p arA 194 
*n- < *1- 277 

*H-wa(-)n 35 
*{-i] 370 
*tebras 26 

*? pi 180 

*SeCS 407 
*sédgi-s 409 
* p V n V y 4 1 5 
*i i > * i 322 

*y-g- or *y־3־ + n- 39 

*sn- 79 

*u 32 
*[-y] 370 
*z37 67 

*h2e- 15 
*h3kwo- (*ak w -o386 (־ 
*Hagr-׳ *Hajr- 91 
*Hant- 383 
*H-ws, *Hewsn, *Heus-

35 38 

 i 382־*
*isaros 230 

*k-44 
*(-)k(-)l-׳ *(-)kl-p- 217 

219 

*k' 89 204 222 229 291 

*Sen- 148 

*khésVr- 450 

*"kWr-n-׳ *TcMer-, 

*k|־n-, *kern- 29 32 34 

5*. Proto-Indo-European 
*3 271 *eu-48 
*ag- 86 *euse 230 
*anios 213 . g ״ > k ? g 6 1 4 6 4 g 2 0 4 2 2 2 

*ant- 383 2 2 g 
*au-dh, *au-f>j-a 329 *gem- 148 
*b56 146 162 180 281-83 * ^ 2 7  236־ 1

311 *g î id -67 
2 3 6 *gher- 246 

*bher- 133 * g h o z d h ā 255 
*d ( * t 3 7  gieranu- 98* ,־g"r-nu* ׳) 146 222 2
* d h 236 *S׳״ * S ״ y 1 5 3 - 5 4 1 0 6 1 0  ־ 4

*d h r-e h -381 2 8 2 

י * י ( - )g w ( - )m(158 (־ *dk- 452 
*dy-154 

* e l 5 
*-eti 207 

*g"h 209 284 
*-gy-248 

*a 278 
* h 2 , * h 3 , 35 38 373 
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* k 1 p t o m 4 5 2 
*k-r- 242 

* k s ( y ) é k s / * s ( u ) e k s/*yek s 

(*15cs) 403-04 
* K T - 76 
* k u - ( * k 2 7 3 - 7  ־״) 5
*k w e l - 274 
*-ky- 246 

**1^-189 

 452 77 וןע*

*ma2g*,-/*mea2gh-271 

*me-ghri-(s)/ *ip-ghri-(s) 
398 

•m(e)ig- 280 
*men(H) 171 
*ml - 180 295 

* η , *-N 2 31 40 58 201 425 
452 

* 7 3 - ^ -  ״
* n ē m i ) , * n e m ־ , 

•nom- i ) - 78 84-85 

6*. Proto-Semitic 
*A-y-m- 48 
*[atf 53 
* ? U Z ( n ) 36 
*537-38 
*g274 
*g-r-242 

*-nl- 120 
*-nti 133 

*0 271 
*-od 336 
* - o i 3  ־ 0
* o k 3 8 - 3  ״- 9
*01-no-s 363 
*-on 74 
*-ons 121 

*pelu, *pleh- 180 
* p é n k w e / * p ś ) q w e 10 427 
* p é s % s 256 
*pet(-) 192 195 
*pja x -ú־ , *pj lu- 185 
*pt-194 197 

*qwtur- 447 

* r / n 197 
*r 32 
*reg«os 288 

*s 37 119 183 265 372 404 
457 

*'/^ηύ" 385 
*karn- 29 
*k-r- 242 
*(-)n 42 416 
•nb-84 
*-nt- 387 

*septip 404 407-08 

*so tẁ , *sede 144-45 

*-sk- 280 
*srp- /*sm- 449 
* s n ( V ) y g 2 1  ״- 3
* F A u / o p é r ( i ) ] 373 

*t ? 46 222 293 
*t^'auro- 15 
*-ti 276 
* T K - 76 
(*tn-׳ * β η - ) 4 1 7 
*tod 352 
**Arty-443 
*twe/te, * t w ē / t ē , 

* t w ē m / t ē m 310 

*β 145 

*u262 
*ur- 267 
*u-rt- 140 
* ? U Z ( n ) 36 

*y-154 372 

*sabad-D411 
* š e š š / * s e s s 405 
*5 79 
*p- 415 
*w- 268 



Index of English Glosses 
able 270 
abomination 257 
above 372 
accretions 230 
accords with 220 
accustomed 103 
acquire(d) 146-48 
across 367-68 371 375-76 

382 
Adam 74 
address commandingly (pro-

phetically) 175 288 
admire 225 
aforesaid 326 
afraid 259 
afterwards) 361 399 
again 140 
agreed 159 
alive 153 155 287 
all the way to 393 
allotted 168 
along 387 
altar 161-65 250 
altogether 397 
am 299 
ancient 384 
and (even) 173 249 394-97 
and all 337 
animal 153 419 
another 213 
answer(s) 173 234 
ant(s) 457 
anyone 351 
apart 138 142 293 383 
apple-tree 71 
are 319 
area 391 
arms 18 
around 272-73 
arrive(s) 138 253 
arrows 293 
as far as 393 

ashamed 250-58 282 292 299 
307 311-12 

ashore 388 
aside 142 219 375 
asleep 235 
ass(es) 119-27 394 456 
assembly 291 413 
associated 451 
at 382 395-96 
at a distance 361 
aunt 340 
author 146 
average 98 104 
away from 395 

back 138-40 143 219 279 
283 375 389 400 

bad 257 
bailiff 92 
bal(sa)m 112 
bank 367-69 374 376 
barley-cake 293 
basin 98 100 
basket 288 
Bastard 432 
be(en) 149-53 294 314-17 

325 392 
bear(ing/-er) 106 131-38 147 

178 262 267 279 281 
beast 26 125 221 
become(s), became 141 149 

153 158 191 314 
bed 197-98 235-36 290 
bedecked 179 
bee(s) 428 
befall, befell 171 174-77 288 
befits 173 
before 382-85 397 399 
beg 200 
(be)get(dng), begotAat, 

begotten 146-49 262 286 
303 

beginning 147 
behalf 376 

behold 345 356 
behooves 173 
belly 26 
belonging 326 
beloved 226-27 280 295 340 
below 59 386 416 
bench 290 
bend 168 200 
benefit 134 
besides 235 285 395 
better 416 
beyond 363 367-68 371 
bier 290 
billy-goat 115 
bird(s) 115 194 
birth 267 
blaze(s) 204 285-86 
blemish 170 
bless(ed/-ing) 199-200 280 

303 444 
blow(s) 155 
boar 124 361 
boil 230 
bone 34 44 342 
book 53 
bore(d) 380 
bore, (-)bom(e) 147 149 262 

269 283 319 432 444 
both 128 452-53 
bottom 71 
bounty/-iful 271 
bow 168 
bread 183 
breast-bone 44 
bread1e(s/-d), breath 277-79 

389 
breed 148 
brick 283 
bride's 68 
bright(en) 207 
bring (into/forth), bringing, 

brought 133-35 141 262 
267 285 
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brother 95 
brown 125 
buffalo 420 
build(erAing), built 161-63 

167-68 177 283 330 
bull(s) 2-3 13-29 34 87 119 

126 129 250 294 335 346 
361 415 419 433 456 

bullock(s) 75 419 436 
bull's horn 11 33 
bum(ed)230 330 
but 341 349 357 
buttocks 146 
buy(ing), bought 146-47 303 

314 
by way of 377 
byssus 293 

cairn 32 
cake(s) 170 
calfAves 26 105 107-14 

127-30 250 339 347 444 
456 

call(ed) 84 160 171-77 323 
331 

came (see come) 
camel(s) 13 221420 
can 270 272 296 
cantor, candlladon 218 
carryingAied (off) 134 178-

179 222 338 
casing 218 
cassia 288 
cast forth 313 
catch 136 
cattle 113 457 
cavity 26 
cessation 411 
Chaldeans 112 224 
chamber 289 
change(d) 153 308 
chariot-board 133 
charming 226 
cheek 183 
chick(en)s 113 
child(ren) 146 261-72 283 
child-bearing/-birth 147 266 
circleAing 272-74 
cistem 201-02 
city 330 385 
clans 53 

clear, cleft 379 
cliff 195 
close 323 
cloud 73 347 360 
clump of houses 53 
come(s)/came (forth/out) 57 

134 139-40 150 152 156-
161 286-87 297 303 313 
322 324 374 388 395 

comes to terms 192 
come(s) up 138 
comedy 356 
command 192 
common 356 
concubine(s) 224 234-37 285 
congregated 228 
consorted 451 
constrain 175 
contends 255 
contrivance 271 
corpse 193 220 
couch 235 
could 261 268-70 289 296 
count(ing) 161 168-71 
country 62 
court(sAed) 89 224 292 356 
cover 216 218 
cow(-) 166 274 436 
craftsman 244 
crash(es) 208 
create/-ing/-or 136 
cross(ing) 374-75 382 
crush(es) 103 263 267 
cursed 91 
custom 168 
cut(s/־ting) (through, down) 

221 239-48 280 290 300 
317 

dark(ness) 216 226 288 294 
darling 340 
daughter 11 147 436 
day(s) 341-42 352 410-11 

431 434-36 442 447-49 
dearer 416 
deamess 166 
deer 111 
(to a) degree 396 
delights 156 
Delphian 95 
device 271 

die 247 
different 187 
dignity 252-53 
dirt 62 72 
dispensing 170 
displeasing 257 
distant 336 
distribute, dividedAsion 168-

169 
ditch 247 
diverse 187 
do(neAing) 121 223 227 

230-34 240 292 299 308 
312 316-20 330 401 

donated 236 
donkey 126 
don't 322-23 
down 139-43 161 262 267 

279 283 286 383 386 400 
down to 394 
drag off 148 
dread 260 
dreams 260 
drench(edAing) 198-99 280 

289 
drink 53 57 420 
drinking hom 26 
drive, drove 232 320 
drizzle 201 

each 453 
eager 156 171 
eagle 31 433 
ear(s) 14 34-44 104 119 128 

294 
earnest 281 346 
earth( ward) 14 58-66 72 75-

76 97 127 146 185 293-94 
388 390 352 360 390 444 
456 

eastern(er) 284 
eggs 113 
eight(h) 412-13 424-26 429-

430 436 446 448-51 
eleven 448-51 
embarrassment 252 
emerald 207 
enclosure(s) 86 88 128 210 
encounter 175 
end 383 387 
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endure(d/-ing) 177-79 280 
291 

enemy 458 
engender(s/-ed) 14647 314 
engrave(d/-r) 244-47 
enjoy(s/-ment) 134 226 
entered 157 
equal (to) 220 438 
escort(ed) 338 
even to 394 
evening 288 294 
everywhere 397 
ewe-lamb(s) 43 105-14 128 

265 413 
examine 221 
excellence 458 
except 342 
exile 177 
exists 253 
expense 247 
(to some) extent 396 
eye(s) 14 34 38-44 53-54 75 

104 108 116 294 373 380 
386 

face (to face) 383 383 
fairy 10 
famous 84 
farmer 92 274 
fashion 163 
father(s) 278 313 327-28 
father-in-law 327 
fear(s/-ed/-ing/-some/ 

-fully) 259-61 280 
feather(s) 189-98 291 426 
feed 198 
feet 3 
fell upon/out 175 177 
female 108 378 
festivals 356 
(a) few 23 
field(s) 86-95 128 229 274 

292 294 326-27 390 441 
456 

fiend 408 
fifth 416 427 434-35 439-40 

446-47 
fight(ing), fought 138 231 

457 
fill(ed/-s/-ing) 179-83 
finger(s) 36 

gender 404-05 
meaning '4' (Sem.) 427-28 
meaning '5' or '10' ( Ε ) 
427-28 

fine 98 
finish(ed) 174 
fit(s) 220 
five 423-33 447 457 
fixes 192 
flame-colored 125 
flashed/-es 203-08 285 
flawless 170 
flee 307 
flesh 32 
flock 394 
flows 308 
fly 193-95 
foal 126 
foam 312 
follow 401 
foot 138 256 
for (both) 304 325-26 357 

376 389 395 410 415 453 
forearm 41 
foreign(er) 336 458 
foreskin 254 293 
foster 198 
foundadon stone 291 
four(th) 401 404 416 423-34 

43940 445-47 
fox 378 
fresh(-) 147 220 
from 334-36 369 386 392 

394-95 
front (see in front 00 
fruit(ful) 134-25 376 
full, -ful 13 179-87 215 268 
furd1er/-est 363 

gable 285 
gasp(ing) 278 
gad1er(ed/-ing) 227-29 250 

291-92 375 413 
Gauls (= Galadans?) 32 
gave 236 
gazelle 118 
get(dng), got 146-48 236 

286 303 314 323 451 
gift 20 271 
gild 163 
giraffe 118 

girl(s) 147 263-65 
give(n), gave 315-16 375 

420 
gleams/-ed, glitters 203-06 

286 
gloom 73 216-17 
go/gone (down/out/ofQ 138-

143 157 267 279 283 293 
299 302 311 375 379 400 

go after 193 
go along 159 
go(ne) round 274-75 
go(ne) up 134 137-40 231-36 

294 317 
goat(s) 29 115-19 124 127 

274 338 394 
goatherds 170 
goblet 26 
god(s), goddesses 72 121 

355-56 
going-off 143 
gold(-) 13 163 170 
good 357 
grain circle 97 
grandeur 458 
grasped 148 
grazes/-ed/-ing separately 

(waywardly) 221 
great (glory) 187 271-72 312 

317 348 355 
greatness 458 
Greek 68-69 
green fabric 293 
griffins 287 
grind, ground 103 267 
groan 277 
groom, ground (noun)14 64-

76 184-85 194 199 353 
360 

group 451 
grove 396 
grow(n) 139 317 384 386 
guarantee 282 
guardian 253 
guest 458 

hail 212-13 
hair 75 
hairy 115 
half 219-20 
halt(ed)411 
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hand over 375 
handle/-ing41 170 
hand-mill 99-100 104 
hand(s) 18 81 352 391 398-

399 
hang, hung 177-79 256 280 

291 
hard 191 
harvest 134 
hate 457 
have 328 
hawk 196 
he(-) 8 115-16 122 124 205 

240 275 278 308 312 
head 29 285 349 
healthy 153 
hear(d/-ing) 38 40 298 315 

325 
heart 93-95 146 
heaven(ly) 11 72 146 
heavy 104 
heifer 75 107-09 126 443-44 
her(sel0 81 93 101 325 328 

333 337-39 347 362 416 
(-)herd 274 436 
here 121 346-49 
hereafter 399 
hew 239 
hide/-ing/-den 214-20 
high(er) 137 294 
highland 88 
hill(top) 285 
him/it 325 328-39 343 392 
himself 337-41 345 358 
hireling 357 
his (own) 81 93 207 325-33 

338-40 357 374 416-18 
hit 219 
Hittites, Hivite(s) 165 
hole 380 
holiday 227-30 250 
holy 91 230 355 
home(ward) 52 57-58 127 

328 
honey 428 
hook 443 
horn(s)2 4 11 14 26 29-34 

41 63 104 128 189 364 
horse(s) 13 75 108 122 358 

house(s/-builder) 51-58 134 
161-62 261 330 353 391 

how (much/many) 364 
how long 394 
humble 73 
hundred 56451-52 
hung (see hang) 
hunter 136 
husband 347 
hush(ed) 254 269 
husk, hut 218 

I 200 206 216 268 297-302 
312 322 324 331 357 

idleness 411 
in 139 376 390-92 447 
incise/-ing/-ed 24345 280 

322 
infant (boy) 68 394 
in front (00 382-87 
inhabitant 274 
inner 356 
insert 133 228 
inside 8 57 93-94 375 401 
instead of 382 
instruct(ion) 79 192 
into 375 388 
inward 52 
irrigate/-ion 198-99 
is 253 349 
it 308 329-30 392 
itself 341-42 

jaw 183 
Jordan 368-69 377 
journey 377 
judge 359 
jump 144 

keep still 323 
kid(s) 105 115-19 125 
kill 319 
kind(s) 148 401 
king 31 
knee(l), knelt 34 199-200 
know(s) 272 316 319 419 

lack 308 
Laconians 118 
lamb(s) 105-13 127-28 232 

265 284 444 
lance(s) 281 

land 59 71 303 347 382 388 
390 

landholder, landless 66 
later 347 
law 168 
lay (aside), laid 142 347 
lead (metal) 457 
lead(er/-ing) 45 232 234 375 
leap 317 
left 418 
let 210 299-300 312 
lick(s/-ed/-ing) 275-77 
lie(s/th), lying (down) 160 

234-37 285 347 
life (see live) 
lifting 179 
like 198 355 
lightning 203-08 286 
(up to die) limit 396 
(fine) linen 293 
lion 433 
little 26 443 457 
listen 325 
live(d/s)/-ing, life(time) 153-

156 231 253 278-79 287 
357 378 420 

10 345 
loaded 148 
long 188-91 268 280 450 

453 
longs 156 
look here 297 
look dirough 221 
looking (darkly/wild) 43 260 
lord 146 305 
lot 347 351 354 
a lot of 23 117 129 
loud- 208 
10ve(s/-dAing/-ly/-r) 156 

166 222-27 280-81 292 
295 340 458 

10w(er/-est/-ly) 59 73 386 
416 

luck 177 

mainland 369 
make/-ing, made 135 138 

192 200 203-04 224 230-
234 319-320 330 

male 29 108 124-25 265 432 
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man(kind), men 66-76 253 
318 341 345 347 351 357· 
359 393-94 433 457 

mangle(d) 220-21 
many (a) 23.187 
March 432 
mare 75 122-23 
master 252-55 356 
matches 220 
may 298-99 
mayor 359 
me 297-302 312 319 382 

388 
meanest 356 
measure 59 396 
mercy 227 
met in battle 175 
midst 8 444 
might(y) 187 230 272 396-

397 
mill(stone) 96-100 104 129 

267 
mingled 451 
miracle-worker 161 
missiles 145 
mist 73 
mix(ed/-ture) 237-39 280 
moat 247 
moisten 198 
money 457 
monkey 79 
months 18 
more 179-81 
mortar 98 103 
mother 340 349 401 
mother-in-law 327 
mountain 50 88 254 285 456 
mountain-ward 57 
mouth-filling 183 
move (about) 274 319 
move aside 142 
much(-) 179-80 187 208 

336 
mules 108 
muldplies 255 
muscle 26 
must 173 307 312 
mustaches 457 
my 221 302 331-33 340 381 

416-18 

myrrh 112 

' nag(s) 13 358 
name(s) 14 77-85 424-25 
nanny-goat 118 
nard-134 
near 94 398 
negotiates 192 
neighbor 55 57 
new(Iy arrived) 147 385 
new-born lamb 106 
newness 120 
night(s) 392 424 
nineAth 412-14 421-25 429-

430 450 
north(ward) 216-17 377 
nostrils 393 453 
not 307 336 348-49 
nourish(ed) 137 456 
now 394-95 
number 170 

oak(s) 121 
oath 359-60 
off-down 139 
offspring 256 261 
old 38 137 180 384-86 436 

443-44 
old-time(r) 284 
on 368-69 376 387-90 
on(c)e 347 413 423 433 448-

452 
open(s/-ing) 57 191-98 280 
opposite 383 
or 349 
order 79 
other (side) 368 416 
ought 173 307 
our 302-06 418 438 
out 142-43 160 232 
other 336 376 
ought 371 
overseas) 367-71 374-76 

382 
overnight 392 
own 325-28 
ox 25 250 338 433 457 

paired 34 104 129 
palisade 246 
particular 342-43 
parts 388 

pass (away) 159 308 
pass (noun) 368 
passed out 168 
past 397 
path 379 382 420 
patient 453 
patron 253 
peacock 226 
pear-tree 71 
penis 252-56 282 293 
people 69 
perfect 249 
petition 193 
phew 258 
pick up 389 
pig(Iet)s 113 
pipe 26 
pit 202 
pitcher-134 
pityAies 227 
(in) place of 382 
platform 163 
pledge 281-82 346 354 
plot 322 
plow(sAedAingAman/ 

-men) 92 243-44 456 
pluck(ed) 220-22 286 
plunder 222 
pod 218 
pond, pool 198 384 
portion 169 
potter's wheel 381 
preceded 384 386 
precinct 291 
presence 397 
presses 263 
pride 253 
produce 376456 
property 328 
prophecyAsyAsies 171-74 
prophet 84 
prosper 312 
pus 256 
push 379-80 
put (away/over) 146 217 236 

315-16 320 
quench 248 
quern 95-105 284 
quiescence 441 
quite 397 
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rain(sAing) 210-12 220 287 
296 

raise(d) 137 198 294 
rake 246 
ram 110 232 361 
ramble 274 
read(ing/-er) 171 176 348 
rebelled 138 
red(dish)47 125-26 
reed 288 
refill 183 
region 388 
relish 223 
remember(s) 171 
remove 219 
replete 148 
represent 36 
reproduced) 146 
request 193 202 
resembles 198 
reside 253 
rested 411 
return(ed) 157 159 307 
(in) return for 382 395 
reverence 252 
rich 271 
ridge(s) 164 254 
right 418 
ring 272-73 
ripe 103 
rise 158 
river 367-68 393 
road 377 379 382 
rob(bed)216 222 
roll(ed), rotated, round(s) 

140-41 272-75 279 286 
rot(ten) 103 256-57 
route 377 
routine 104 
rubbed 103 
rule 298-99 
run(ning/-ner)/ran (about) 

159 251 380-82 
run of the mill 98 

sack(s), saddle-bags 124 288 
sacrifice(dAs) 249-50 330 

361 
sails 308 
(for the) sake of 376 
(the) same 341 344-45 

say, said 299-300 320 322 
scent 112 
scorpion 282 
scratch(es/-ing/-ed), 

scrapeAing 221-22 246 
scribe 92 
sea 380 
seashore 369 
seat 145 256 283 411 456 
second(est) 45 416 418 441 

449 
secret 215 
see(ingAsAn), saw 40 178 

259-61 314-20 
seed(ing) 134 243 
seize(d) 136 146-49 222 
-self 337 
sendAt(up) 137 205 
serve(dArAing) 170 316 
set 316 451 
seven(th)45 347 351 354 

402 407-12 423 429 431 
446 449 454 

several 187 
shakeAy 269 
shall 312 
shame 252-56 282 293 364 
shape 136 
shareAing 169 
sharpen 246 
she(-) 8 108 116 121-23 127-

128 211 221 240 250 268 
275-78 308 310-14 419 
444 

sheep 29 338 357 394 
shekel 145 286 
shepherd 170 357 
shine(s)/-ing 206-08 
shoal 71 
shore 367-68 374 
showers 220 
shown 261 
shut 228 
side 219 368 374 
sigh(ing) 277-78 
sign(s) 331 
silent 269 
silver 356 
sinew 26 

sit(sAdng), sat (upon) 138 
143-45 213 236 253 267 
283 294 315 317 411 456 

sister 327 
six(th) 402-12 423 429-34 

439 454 
sixty 401 
sky 211 
slapped 277 
slaughtered) 247-50 282 
slave 72 
sleep 235 
slip 246 
smell(ed) 257 
smoke 258 
smote 314 
snow(sAedAingAy) 203 

208-13 284-85 294 442 
soak(ed) 198 
so-and-so's 111 263 265 289 
soft 263 283 
soil 456 
someone 351 
son(s) 196 205 263 281 392 

404 415-18 430 434 436 
soot 258 
soul 278 
souUi (wind) 216 
sow(s) 124 
sparkle 206 
speak 299 322 
speak oracularly 171 
speak well 254 
spear 255 
spearhead 195 
spongy 257 
spread (out) 192-93 
spring 116 130 201 
sprinkle 201 
squeeze(sAd) 159 236 263 

283 
stag 34 
stairs 379 
stairway 138 
stake 246 
stallion 126 
stamp 247 
stand(sAing) 158 163 375 

401 444 
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steal(ing/-s), stolen 92 179 
214-20 282 284 442 457 

steer 25 
stench, stink(s) 256-57 
step(s) 163 379 
steppe 88 
still 394 
stir 274 
stone(s) 31 195-98 415 426 

456 
stool 133 
storeroom 203 
story 347 
street 234 
streams 368 
strong, strengthen 200 396 
stylus 244 
substandard 98 
success 348 
suck(le/-ling) 115 394 
suffices 173 
suUied 191 
sun 207 355 
sweetheart 340 
swift-winged 196 
Swollen-foot/penis 256 
take(n), took 136 148 168 

219 232 451 
take pawns 308 
talent 457 
tall 137 294 
tallies 220 
tank 198 
tear(s), tore/-n 220-22 
tear(ful) 180 456 
-teen 448 450 
Tekoite 355 
ten 122 403-04 412-14 421-

423 429-30 445 448-54 
tend(ed/-er) 274-75 
tenth 416 
tender (adj.) 263 
tertiary/-ies 444 
thanks 166 
that, the 341-62 434-37 440 
there (is/are), thence 253 293 

363 
they, their, them(selves) 180 

311 313 319 325-26 332-
334 358 388 431 433 

thief/-ves/-very, theft 92 
218 

thigh 41 196 
thing 166 
think, thought 171 216 300 
third 416-17 429 431-47 
thirteen 450 
this, these 108 326 341-56 

361-62435 
those 360-64 
thousand(s) 448-51 
three 49 404 409 412-23 

429-33 436-47 450 
threshing-floor 95-105 284 

456 
those 356 
through 366 377-82 
throughout 387 
throw, threw 312 375 401 
thunder(ing) 208 
dll (see until) 
ull(ed) 274-75 
time 384 387 450 
tip 254 
to 65 140 328 350 373 382 

387-88 393-97 
to me 159 
to us 304 
today 352 
tomorrow 399 
too much 397 
top 29 
torch-134 
tore (see tear) 
toward 141 291 373 377 
tread(s), trodden 377 382 
tree 81 121 
tremble 321 401 
trumpet 32 
tube 26 
tunic 13 289 
tura(ed) 140-41 272 
twelve 414 448 450 
twin(s) 44-51 76 87 222 
two 45 48-49 60 67 130 

412-23 429-30 433 437-41 
453-54 

two-carrier 133 
two-fold 48 

udder 196 

unblemished 170 249 
uncle 340 
under 236 373 
underground 72 
underneadi die rock 195 
unleavened bread 293 
until/till 367 393-99 
(up)on 140 235 387-89 
up(ward) 137-38 387 389 
up to 361 367 394-97 
us 297 302-06 397 438 
used to 234 

various 187 
vassal 55 69 
vehemently 397 
venerable 252 
very (much) 179-80 396-97 

the/diis very 341-42 345 
victim 26 247 
(-)victory 134 285 
vigor 252-53 
vitality 155 

wall 330 
wallowed 272 
wander(ed) 274-75 
(waging) war 231-32 
-ward 57 65 350 
warrant 282 
was 372 
wasp 428 
watch(man) 246 
water(s/-ing) 57 141 199 

201 216 287 296 368 373 
wave 373 
(by) way (of), ways 377-81 
we 206 297 302-06 
wearing 134 
weigh(t) 145 197 
well (adv.; 156 163 254 312 
well(s) 201-02 371 407 456 
went (out) 58 143 157 267 

275 283 294 368 
were 150 314-17 
west (wind) 216 288 294 
wet 198 201 289 
wether 126 
what 389 
wheel, whirl 272-75 281 381 
when 394 
which 418 
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who 364 
why 389 
wide-open 191-92 290-91 
wife 235 340 
wild ox 25 
will, would 234 300 
wine(-) 54 134 136 239 260 
wing(sAed) 189-98 291 415 

426 
wink 221 
winter(ling), wintry 119 124-

127 
wish 156 
with 333-37 347 369 398 
withdraw 142 

withers 254 
within 375 
wolf 3 18 
womb 93-95 127 227 
woman 75 351 355 394 
wonder 225 
word 260 347-48 351 
work-horses 13 
work magic 244 
-worker 161 
wreath 134 
write(rs), wrote, written 7-8 

18 92 245 

year(s) 345 424 443 
yearling ewe 125 

yesterday 382 
yoke 454 
yon 361 
you 160 206 240 250 268 

275 297 307-25 332-33 
398-99 419 

young(sters) 115 261-63 296 
young animal 105 109 232 

284 294 419 
your 356 397 418 
yourself 345 
youth 120 

Zeus's-fosterling 198 
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